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INTRODUCTION

"Progress is a nice word. But change is its motivator .. .. "
- Robert F. Kennedy

MOTIVATING PROGRESS
Undoubtedly, progress is a nice word. But when the pace of
progress lags, a dramatic change is required to get our attention and reveal an improved perspective. We've just experienced such a change in the world of personal computers: the
introduction of personal computer systems based on the new
family of PowerPC microprocessors.
My purpose for writing this book is to allow you to be part
of that progress; profound change doesn't happen by itself. The
blazing performance, low cost, and cutting edge technology of
the RISC-based PowerPC architecture has the potential to outlast and outgrow the x86 family of CISC processors. I'm going
to present a careful look at the PowerPC architecture and
explain how it corresponds to the Intel world. Armed with this
knowledge, you can transition smoothly between the two hardware platforms.
Today's personal computer systems are high-volume, massappeal systems. IBM PC compatibles are based on the Intel
(or AMD or Cyrix) x86-compatible CPUs. But it's the software
that drives sales of those popular computer systems. And
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PowerPC Programming for Intelsoftware will drive the sales of PowerPC-based machines as well. Achieve an
understanding of the PowerPC architecture and you will create wellconstructed software - the key to the success of the PowerPC family.
IBM, Motorola, and Apple alone cannot ensure the success of the
PowerPC family. It's also up to you and me - the programmers who'll be
writing the software that sells the systems. This book will teach you the
details of the various PowerPC implementations and empower you to write
software for the next generation of microprocessors.

Seeking Information
There is simply no single source of detailed PowerPC programming information that spans all the implementations while focusing on what programmers need to know. Moreover, there is no way for one of the largest bases
of programmers in the world (Intel x86 and compatibles) to capitalize on
their current knowledge when learning the inner workings of the PowerPC
RISC microprocessors. Although we're assured that the PowerPC family of
microprocessors is destined to change the course of computing, there isn't
sufficient technical information available yet to potential programmers. This
book changes that fact.
Intel x86 programmers have been forced to evolve into some of the most
resourceful and skilled programmers in the world - simply due to the limitations of the x86 architecture and the extent to which it has been stretched.
Give those creative x86 programmers a powerful new architecture and the
tools to utilize it and watch out - something good is bound to result. Within
the pages of this book, you'll find those tools and the details of their use.

Something for Everyone
As part of the team that wrote the firmware for Motorola's 603- and 604based personal computer systems (code-named Blackhawk), it was natural
for me to try to relate the aspects of the PowerPC architecture to those of
the x86. It became clear to me that most Intel programmers would be able
to come up to speed more quickly if the explanation of the PowerPC related
new features to old, old tricks to new, and so on. I'd have understood much
more, in less time, if I'd had this book when I started programming
PowerPC processors. I've targeted this book at programmers experienced
with programming Intel x86 systems. But this book has something to offer
anyone who wants to understand and use PowerPC processors.

"'"""".......

Introduction

~~~~~~~~~~~

Like most books, this book is designed to be read sequentially. However,
I seldom read any computer reference book sequentially and you probably
don't either. With that in mind, here are a few pointers on how best to
navigate the following pages.
I suggest that you skim through Appendix A (the instruction set reference) before anything else. Many of the instructions have C code/PPC
(PowerPC) assembly examples that show how each instruction is used. I
think you'll find it helpful to see how the code looks and when certain
instructions are used in common operations.
If you're familiar with the basic architecture of the PowerPC, you can
skip Chapter 2, "Foundations and Architecture," which features a comparison between the x86 architecture and each implementation of the PowerPC
architecture. After that, there is a natural flow of chapters, each building on
concepts presented in the preceding one. If you don't have a specific question you need answered immediately, reading through the chapters in
sequence will yield the most benefit.

Architecture vs. Implementation
Implementations of the PowerPC architecture can vary within well-defined
bounds. Cache size and type, power management capabilities, and number
of execution units can all vary between each part. Each PowerPC microprocessor has a different set of features, yet they're all compatible PowerPC
processors. In this section, we'll examine the IBM architecture that inspired
the PowerPC and the details of the PowerPC architecture itself.
In a sense, the PowerPC architecture is the offspring of the POWER
architecture. If you haven't already heard of IBM's POWER (Performance
Optimized With Enhanced RISC) architecture, this is a good place to be
introduced. IBM has been involved with RISC since John Cocke developed
the tenets of RISC at IBM's T.J. Watson Research Center in the mid-1970s.
Since then, IBM has defined the POWER architecture and developed the
RS/6000 workstation based on POWER.
IBM reasoned that if the POWER architecture could be simplified, sped up,
and extended to support multiple processors, it would appeal to a wide variety
of system designers; and IBM could use the processor itself. Consequently, IBM
decided that turning their multichip POWER processor into a single-chip
(PowerPC) version would be appropriate for personal computers.
To make the transition from POWER to PowerPC easier, the PowerPC
architects decided to make the first PowerPC processor (the 601) a bridge
part. In other words, significant POWER architecture features would be
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built into the 601 so the software porting effort would be reduced. The
POWER-only features would then be eliminated from future PowerPC
implementations, making future parts (603, 604, and so on) pure PowerPC
architecture implementations. Understanding where the PowerPC architecture (and the 601's unique feature set) came from will help when we take a
closer look at individual processor implementations in Chapter 2,
"Foundations and Architecture."
Each PowerPC microprocessor is an individual implementation of the
PowerPC architecture. The easiest way to understand this is by looking at
how a particular processor is completely specified by the PowerPC architecture. There are three main "books" that constitute the PowerPC architecture and a fourth that is specific to each implementation of
that architecture:
a Book I specifies the PowerPC user instruction set architecture (UISA),
covering the base instruction set, registers, and other facilities available
to programmers.
a Book II specifies the PowerPC virtual environment architecture (VEA)
and describes the storage model, aliasing, atomicity, cache synchronization and control, and other facilities available to programmers.
a Book III specifies the PowerPC operating environment architecture
(OEA). It describes the system (supervisor level) instructions, the
machine state register (MSR), logical/virtual/physical translation, segmentation, paging, and other related facilities. Although the PowerPC
architecture describes each of these facilities, some are optional. The
feature set that each PowerPC processor implements is described in
Chapter 2, "Foundations and Architecture."
a Book IV specifies the PowerPC implementation definition for each
processor. It covers the unique implementation-dependent aspects of
each microprocessor that are beyond the scope of the first three
PowerPC architecture books, such as cache organization and control,
translation lookaside buffer (TLB) organization and control, and special
supervisor-mode instructions.

The first three books were originally bound independently of each other,
but the most recent distribution binds them together in a single Morgan
Kaufman publication called PowerPC Architecture. A separate Book IV,
corresponding to individual PowerPC microprocessors, is published by
Motorola, in the form of individual PowerPC user's manuals.

Introduction
This book spans all four of the PowerPC architecture books (and more)
to create a thorough presentation of each processor. Each implementation's
quirks and unique features will be examined from a programmer's perspective to give you the best possible foundation of PowerPC knowledge.

CONVENTIONS
The inherent differences between the x86 and PowerPC architectures leave
considerable room for confusion of syntax and semantics. The following
sections nail down the notational conventions and terminology that we'll
use throughout the remainder of this book.

The Tangle of Terminology
The processor and software terminology in the PowerPC architecture specification varies just enough from the user documentation to make it interesting, as you'll see. In the interest of making things clear, we need a list for
future reference. When we use one of the following terms in this book, we'll
use the user documentation conventions because they parallel the widely
available PowerPC user's manuals.
Architecture Specification and User Documentation Terminology Equivalents

Architecture Specification
Terminology

User Documentation
Terminology

Interrupt

Exception

Fixed-point unit (FXU)

Integer unit (IU)

Extended opcode

Secondary opcode

Extended mnemonics

Simplified mnemonics

Effective address

Effective or log ica l address

Doto storage interrupt (DSI)

Doto access exception (DAE)

Direct store segment

1/0 controller interface segment

Privileged mode (or privileged state)

SupeNisor-level privilege

Problem mode

User-level privi lege

Real address

Physical address

Storage (locations)

Memory

Storage (the act of)

Access

Store in

W rite bock

Store through

W rite through
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Bits, Bytes, and Words
As you would expect, we'll often talk in terms of memory. When discussing
indivisible units of memory, we'll use terms such as bit, byte, and word.
Another terminology convention is required in this case because the number
of bits in a word differs between the x86 and PowerPC architecture. The
following table summarizes the size of each term as it applies to the x86
family, the PowerPC family, and this book.
Memory Unit Size Conventions

Memory Unit

x86

PowerPC

This Book

bit
byte
word
half-word (short)
long
dword

A bit
8 bits
16 bits
Uncommon
32 bits
32 bits

is a bit...
8 bits
32 bits
16 bits
Uncommon
64 bits

is a bit.
8 bits
32 bits
16 bits
32 bits
64 bits

It is important for Intel x86 programmers to note that a word in the
PowerPC architecture and in this book, is 32 bits wide. Bits and bytes are
constant across all architectures mentioned in this book. When considering
bits, bytes, and words, it is important to understand specific bit and byte
ordering as well as bit labels (the side of the byte where bit 0 resides) within
words. Chapter 3, "Of Eggs and Endians," which focuses on the differences
between big and little endian addressing schemes, covers bit and byte ordering thoroughly.

Register and Bit Field Conventions
Compared to the CISC x86 family, the RISC PowerPC family is a register
wonderland. Because the volume of registers and associated bits can be confusing, we need a simple and efficient way to identify them. When discussing
registers and bit fields within those registers, we'll designate them in the following manner: REGISTER[BITFIELD]. For example, if we're talking about
the LT bit in the condition register (CR), it would be written: CR[LT].
Registers and their fields are covered in detail in Chapter 4, "The PowerPC
Programming Model."

Introduction

Number Systems
Hexadecimal numbers are prefixed with Ox, as in the C programming language. Binary numbers are prefixed with Ob. Decimal numbers have no
prefix at all. For example:
Ox lfa4

16-bit hexadecimal number

Ob10101111

8-bit binary number

65534

16-bit decimal number

Operand Order
Intel programmers are used to operands being evaluated from right to left, as
in the following line of 80386 assembly code: movzx EAX,Ox 12345678.
Here, the hexadecimal value Ox12345678 is placed in the EAX register. The
Intel ordering scheme was designed to mimic algebraic notation. For example:
mov

EAX ,0xl2345678

EA X = 0x l 234567 8

add

EAX . EB X

EAX

and
=

EAX + EB X

On PowerPC processors, operands can be evaluated from right-to-left
or left-to-right, depending on the operation. A good rule to memorize is
load to the left. In general, PowerPC instructions that load a value into a
destination register are evaluated in Intel right-to-left fashion. Store operations, in contrast, are evaluated in left-to-right fashion. There are some
exceptions, and complete details of operand order are discussed in Chapter
5, "Addressing Modes and Operand Conventions."

Ready to Roll
As you read the remainder of this book, keep the following in mind: For the
first time since the introduction of the IBM PC in 1981, we're poised at the
edge of a revolution in the personal computer industry. There are millions
of Intel-based systems, millions of users, and billions of dollars worth of
software. If PowerPC machines capture even a small share of the personal
computer industry, the demand for software will grow exponentially.
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You can't dispute the x86 family's current dominance of the personal
computer industry; Intel possesses so much momentum that dramatic change
won't happen overnight. But with the price/performance ratio of the PowerPC
architecture, the backing by industry giants, and no backward compatibility
limitations, the PowerPC architecture is positioned to compete with and outlast the x86 architecture. Profound change won't happen by itself. But armed
with the knowledge in this book, you can be part of the progress.

THE POWERPC

SITION

"The art of progress is to preserve order amid change and
to preserve change amid order."

- Alfred North Whitehead

NEW NAME, SAME GAME
Nearly all programmers have faced the prospect of learning an
entirely new programming language. Sometimes it's a careerbased necessity, sometimes it's just nice to understand another
platform, and sometimes it serves as a good example of the
kind of transitions we face in the computer industry.
Recently, I was in a situation that required a firm understanding of the Forth programming language - something I
lacked. I found a public domain Forth interpreter and bought a
book on the Forth language. After a week, I began to feel that I
was spinning my wheels.
In desperation, I started looking for parallels between what
I knew about programming in general and programming on
this new Forth platform. For me, this was the turning point.
Little similarities led to much larger parallels and soon I was
comfortable writing short Forth programs. Whether it's Forth,
assembly language, or a new computer architecture, given sufficient information and motivation, it's easy to learn almost
anything.
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Searching for Similarities
Up until my involvement with PowerPC-based computers, I'd been programming x86 platforms almost exclusively. I've worked on other architectures, but always considered x86 machines the home field. So during my
initial experimentation with PowerPC-based systems, I took the time to
explore the architecture thoroughly. Initially, it seemed as though all my x86
knowledge would be no help at all.
Faced with learning a new system architecture, it made sense to start
looking for the little similarities that would help bridge the transition
between x 86 and PowerPC platforms. Common ground is a great place to
start. The remainder of this book will point out the common ground and
provide enough information to allow you to program PowerPC-based
machines efficiently.

Preserving Order
From the programmer's perspective (as opposed to that of the microprocessor designer), both the x86 and the PowerPC family of processors must do
similar things in a similar fashion. For example, consider the following
functions that must be implemented by both architectures:
• Both must have registers that are operated on by instructions.

a Both must load and store values in memory.
a Both must perform arithmetic operations.
Indeed, both architectures support the listed functions although they do
so in different manners. This is the first place where we'll visualize the differences between the x86 and PowerPC architectures.
The following x86 assembly language code fragment loads the EAX register with the hexadecimal value Ox1234abcd. That value is then stored in
the memory variable named VariablelnMemory.
mov

EAX . 0x1234abcd

mov

Variab l el nMemory, EAX

put immedi at e va lu e 0x 1234ab cd
into regi ster EAX
store va l ue in EAX in t o variable
Va ri abl elnMemory

Brace yourself. The PowerPC assembly language equivalent is coded as
follows:

tpter 1 • The PowerPC Transition
addis
or i
lwz
stw

r3 ,
r3,
r4 ,
r3.

r0 , 0xl234
r3, 0xabcd
Variable ln Memory
0( r4)

load high 16 bi ts into reg i ster r3
load l ow 16 bits i nto register r3
get the add ress of var i able in r4
store va l ue i n r3 to address i n r4

One of the first questions you might ask is: What are add and or
instructions doing in the PowerPC example? In this case, they're used as
simple load instructions. In the example, the addis instruction adds the
immediate value Ox1234 and zero (represented by rO) and shifts the result
into the upper 16 bits of register r3. Similarly, the ori instruction loads the
lower 16 bits by oring Oxabcd with the value in r3. The result is two add
instructions accomplishing the same thing as the x86 mov instruction.
Your next question is bound to be, why does it take four instructions on
the PowerPC processor and only two on the x86 processor? The answer is
rooted in the fundamental characteristic of RISC. RISC architectures are
load/store (also known as register/register) architectures. Load/store architectures allow only indirect manipulation of values in memory.
In the x86 code, we moved the value Ox1234abcd directly into the
memory location specified by VariablelnMemory. On a PowerPC RISC
microprocessor, if you need to modify a variable, you must do so indirectly:
Load the variable's address into register A, load the value from that address
into register B, perform the operation on register B, and store the results
back using the address in register A.
In this simple example, you've seen one characteristic of RISC architectures that differs from an x86 implementation. Now is a good time to get
acquainted with the nature of RISC architectures and the features we can
expect to find in the PowerPC architecture.

Defining RISC Architecture
If you try to separate the RISC (reduced instruction set computer) and
CISC (complex instruction set computer) worlds using criteria of instruction count or functionality, you'll be lucky to distinguish between the two
at all. Despite the name, the instructions on modern RISC processors aren't
necessarily reduced in number or complexity. In fact, RISC and CISC are
converging, with characteristics of one architecture commonly appearing in
the other.
Nonetheless, there are characteristics unique to each architecture. RISC
architectures, such as the PowerPC, sport the following features:
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a General-Purpose Register Architecture
The instruction sets of RISC architectures have only explicit operands.
That is, only registers and memory locations (specified indirectly using
registers) may be used in common operations. In contrast, the x86
assigns most registers a dedicated purpose, such as indexing (ESI, EDI),
port access (DX, AX), or counting (ECX).
a Register/Register Architecture
As the name implies, a register/register (also called load/store) architecture allows manipulation of values contained in registers only; it does
not allow direct modification of memory locations. To access the contents of memory, you must load the value from memory into a register,
perform the desired operation, and then write the value back out to
memory.

There are several important performance benefits in a register/
register architecture. In particular, instructions can be fixed-length,
speeding instruction fetching and cache fills. Memory accesses and
arithmetic operations are not coupled, allowing execution units to
work on separate parts of an operation simultaneously. And because
the operands for most operations are available in registers, there is generally less need to access main memory - which is always slower than
accessing registers.
a Fixed-Length Instructions
Unlike the x86, which has instructions from 1 to 15 bytes long, the
PowerPC architecture specifies that each instruction be 4 bytes (32 bits)
in length. On PowerPC processors, fetching instructions from memory
and branching in programs can be optimized considerably due to the
assumptions that can be made concerning 32-bit alignment of code in
memory.
a Three-Operand Instruction Format
Many PowerPC instructions require three operands. The idea behind
the three-operand (two source, one destination) format is that the destination register can be independent of the two source values. Thus, the
source values are left intact and are usable by subsequent operations
without requiring reloading.
a Multiple Execution Units
All PowerPC implementations have multiple execution units and, under
optimal conditions, are able to dispatch one instruction to each unit
during every clock cycle. In other words, more than one instruction can

apter 1 • The PowerPC Transition
be dispatched per clock cycle. This fundamental RISC feature is known
as superscalar operation and is one of the primary advantages of RISC
over classic CISC designs. While most superscalar microprocessors have
multiple execution units, it is not a requirement.
•

Instruction Pipelining

Like nearly all modern performance-oriented CPUs, both the Intel i486
and the PowerPC processors, take advantage of instruction pipelining,
the technique used to overlap the execution of multiple instructions.
The instruction pipeline is discussed in Chapter 2, "Foundations and
Architecture" and Chapter 7, "The Sublime Art of Instruction Timing."
•

Pipelining, Parallelism, and Superscalar Operation

A superscalar microprocessor can issue multiple instructions each clock
cycle from a conventional instruction stream. While each instruction
may or may not be issued to separate pipelines, PowerPC implementations use separate pipelines for each execution unit. By issuing one
instruction to each unit every clock cycle, instruction parallelism is
achieved.

Common Programming Operations
Now let's continue to compare fundamental x86 and PowerPC programming operations. Since we've examined how the two architectures load and
store values to registers and memory, we're ready to examine a few more
detailed examples. In this section, we'll look at three progressively detailed
examples: an implementation of the toupper() function, a string scanning
example, and an array example. Each example will compare different
aspects of programming the x86 and PowerPC architectures.
In each example, we'll first look at a generic C implementation of the
particular example. Next, we'll look at the x86 assembly language implementation and note any distinguishing features. Finally, we'll examine the
PowerPC assembly language implementation. After seeing both assembly
implementations, we'll compare and contrast the two versions, operation by
operation.
If the structure of the PowerPC code in the following examples seems
unfamiliar, don't worry - this introductory section is intended to be a starting point. We have the remainder of the book to fill in the details. By the
end of this section, you'll have a general sense of what it is like to program
a PowerPC microprocessor.
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Throughout this book, I use the C programming language as the highlevel language of choice. I'll code a particular operation in C, then show the
translation into both x86 and PowerPC assembly language.

An Implementation of toupper()
If we decided to break open a standard C library and investigate the typical
implementation of the toupper() function, we'd probably find that it uses a
lookup table. In terms of programming efficiency, the lookup table implementation is a better mechanism than the following example. However,
using a lookup doesn't demonstrate the differences between the x86 and
PowerPC architectures as well as our example does.
In our implementation of the toupper() function, we'll take an ASCII
character as our argument and pass back its uppercase equivalent, if one
exists. To convert a character to its uppercase equivalent, it must fall into
the range of lowercase ASCII characters (Ox61-0x7a). If a character outside
this range is passed to our function, we'll simply return that character to the
calling code.
II C version of our toupper() implementation
II
int toupper(int ch)
II stan dard C definition of toupper()
{

if ((ch >=0x61) && (ch <= 0x7a))
return(ch-0x20l;
else
return(chl;

II if the character is in range
II convert lower- to uppercase
II out of range: return same character

This simple function, if coded correctly in assembly language, should
require a subtract operation and a couple of compares to verify that the
character falls into the proper range. We'll code the x86 version of toupper()
first, then the PowerPC version. Following the code sequences, we'll compare
each implementation. You'll be pleasantly surprised by the number of similarities between these two examples.
x86 version of toupper()
assumes:
EAX contains the character to convert. with the upper 16 bits
zeroed out
returns:

.

ter 1 • The PowerPC Transition
; EAX contains the converted character
toupperX86 :
cmp eax, 0x61
jb
x860utOfRange
cmp eax . 0x7a
ja
x860utOfRange
sub eax. 0x20
x860utOfRange:
ret

is the value l ess than 0x61?
jump if below
is it greater than 0x7a?
jump if above
perform convers i on
return to cal le r

Fortunately, the assembly language version of toupper() closely parallels
the C version. We'll assume that the C compiler can be configured to pass the
character argument in EAX. The EAX register, containing the character to
convert, is checked to verify that its contents are within the range of lowercase ASCII characters. If so, none of the jumps to x860utOfRange are taken
and a value of Ox20 is subtracted from EAX. At that point, execution falls
through to the return statement where the toupper() function concludes.
The following PowerPC version of toupper() uses registers for parameter passing. This feature is common to general-purpose register (GPR)
architectures, and we'll see it in all PowerPC code examples that require
parameter passing.
PowerPC version of toupper()
assumes:
r3 contains the character to be converted with upper 16 bits zeroed
returns:
r3 contains the converted character
toupperPPC:
cm pi 0,0,r3 ,0x61
PPCOutOfRange
blt
cm pi 0,0,r3.0x7a
bgt
PPCOutOfRange
addic r3,r3,-0x20
PPCOutOfRange:
bclr 0xl4,0

is the character l ess than 0x61?
branch l ess -than
is it greater than 0x7a?
branch greater than
perform conversion
(-0x20 = 0xffffffe0)
branch always: return

At first glance, the PowerPC version looks quite similar to the x86 version. In fact, with the exception of the instruction format, the two implementations of toupper() are nearly identical. Let's take a minute to compare
the two sequences.
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Programming Point
By convention, certain GPRs hove
dedicated functionality. However, regi ste r usage is not defined at the
PowerPC architecture level - or even
at the processor implementation level.
Register usage may va ry depending on
the programming language and othe r
system-specific characteristics . For this
reason, we'll keep convention usage to

a minim um and concentrate specifically
on programming the various PowerPC
processors. Tobie 1-1 shows the register usage conventions that ore used in
the examples found in this book ; a register that is labeled vol atil e does not
hove to be preserved across a function
call.

The PowerPC cmpi instruction is basically equivalent to the x86 cmp
instruction. So - what are all those operands? As described in the definition
of cm pi in Appendix A, "PowerPC Instruction Set Reference," the first
operand determines which field of the condition register (CR) is updated
with the results of the compare. In this case, we are going to update the CRO
field. The second parameter is optional; it is always 0 on 32-bit PowerPC
implementations and always 1 on 64-bit implementations. Because of the
implementation dependency of the second parameter, it is often omitted from
the instruction since the assembler would be configured for a specific target
processor. The remaining two parameters are equivalent in function to the
parameters of a compare operation on an x86; r3 specifies the register whose
contents are compared to the immediate value Ox61 (and Ox7a).
Table 1-1
PowerPC Register Usage Conventions

Register Name

Type

Conventional Use

GPR 0

Volatile

GPR l
GPR 2

PreseNed
PreseNed

GPR 3

Volatile

GPR 4-10

Vola tile

Miscellaneous system usage. This register should not
be modified by user-level software. It is also used to
represent a value of zero in some instructions (see
Chapter 5, "Addressing Modes and Operand
Conventions").
Stack pointer
ReseNed for system use. This register is usually used as
a pointer to a system data area.
First argument of a function's argument (parameter) list.
It is also used to return values to the caller when required.
Second through eighth argument

PowerPC Transition
The PowerPC branch instructions behave just like their x86 jump counterparts. However, if you have been reading closely, you may wonder how
the branch instructions know which field of the condition register to use to
determine if the branch is taken. After all, we went out of our way to specify that the compare operation update the CRO field. The answer to this
question introduces an important aspect of the PowerPC instruction set
architecture - simplified mnemonics. The bit and bgt instructions are simplified mnemonics and actually represent specific forms of the more complex be (branch conditional) instruction. The simplified form of these
branch instructions assumes that CRO is being used if no other field is specified. Simplified mnemonics are discussed in length in Chapter 6, "The
PowerPC Instruction Set." For now, it is sufficient to understand that the bit
and bgt instructions perform the same operation as the x86 jb and jag
instructions.
If the character value is in range, we'll fall through both compare
instructions and perform the conversion with the addic (add immediate
with carry) instruction. We all remember from basic math that adding a
negative value is the same as subtracting a positive value and that's exactly
what we're doing with the addic instruction. We're adding -Ox20 to register
r3 and storing the result back into r3.
Finally, we return to the caller after executing the bclr (branch conditional to link register). One of the options available when branching is to
automatically update the link register with the address of the instruction
following the branch (the return address). This common operation allows a
subroutine to return to the caller by simply branching to the link register.
The operands used with the bclr instruction simply mean branch always.
Upon return to the caller, the converted character is located in the original
register r3.

A String Scanning Example
If there's one thing we programmers tend to do frequently, it's scan strings.
Scanning a string for a character or set of characters is a common operation
whenever software needs to interface with people. To determine the length
of a NULL-terminated string, it's natural to use the strlen() function which makes it a good second example.
In the following example, the string passed to the strlen() function is
scanned for the terminating NULL character. When the end of the string is
located, the difference between the starting address plus one (explained in
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the following examples) and address of the NULL character is returned to
the caller as the length.
II typical C l i brary i mp l ementat i on of str l en()
II

int strlen(char *s)
(

char *sTemp = s + l ;

II account for zero-b ased st ar t ing add ress

whi l e (*s++ != ' \0 ' ) ;
return (s - sTemp) ;

II scan str i ng f or NULL termina ti on
II difference between start and end address

Unlike our toupper() function, if you were to examine the implementation of strlen() in a typical C library, it would appear very similar to the preceding code. In the x86 and PowerPC assembly versions that follow, we'll
again see two very similar code sequences.
x86 vers i on of
assumes :
eax contains
returns:
eax contains
the contents
str l enX86:
lea
top0floopX86:
mov
inc
cmp
jne
sub
ret

str l en()
pointer to NUL L-termi nated str i ng
the l ength of t he stri ng
of registers edx and ebx are dest royed

ebx ,[ eax + 0x01]

set ebx equal to string poin t er + 1

edx,eax
;
eax
;
byte ptr [edx],0x00
to pOf LoopX86
eax,ebx

get a co py of t he stri ng po int er
increment po i nter
; is character a NU LL?
no . co nt inue sca nni ng
yes , subtract two poi nte r va l ues to get l engt h
return to ca l ler

In the x86 code in the preceding example, the first lea instruction
sets the EBX register equal to the string pointer plus one - just like the
first line of the C version. This is necessary because the pointer used in
the while-loop is post-incremented one time too many after the NULL
character is found. In the x86 assembly version, notice that EAX has
already been incremented by the time we test for the NULL character.
This behavior is not an error - the same functionality is present in the
PowerPC version following.
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PowerPC version of strlen()
assumes :
r3 con tain s a pointer t o a nu ll -terminated string
return s:
r3 co ntain s the l eng th of the st ri ng
str l enPPC:
addic

rl0,r3,l

r l0 is set equal to r3 + 1

t opOfloopPPC :
lb z
addic
cm pi
bne

r l 2,0(r3)
r3 , r3,l
0,rl2,0x00
topOfLoopPPC

load a character from string in to rl2
increment our pointer: r3
is i t a NULL character?
branch if not equal to topOfLoopPPC

subfc r3,r l 0, r3
bclr 0xl4 ,0

subtract r3 from rl 0 with carry
return to cal l er; length is in r3

It's time, again, to compare and contrast. The first instruction in the
PowerPC code, addic, performs exactly the same function as the lea
instruction in the x86 example. General-purpose register r3 contains the
address of the string (our string pointer) and addic loads rlO with {r3 + 1) .
Note that rlO is acting as the character pointer variable sTemp from the C
version of strlen().
Once inside the loop, we load the character (byte) pointed to by r3
into r12 in preparation for the compare operation. In the x86 version,
we are able to compare the byte in memory with OxOO (NULL character) - why not do that here? This points out the memory addressing
restrictions associated with a register/register architecture: We must
address memory indirectly. The PowerPC implementation of strlen()
must load the character into a register before it can be operated on by
the compare operation. Chapter 5, "Addressing Modes and Operand
Conventions," contains a thorough discussion of memory addressing
on PowerPC processors.
Once we've found the NULL character, we fall through the branch
and subtract r3 from rlO to obtain the length of the string. By convention,
the EAX register is used to return values from functions on x86 systems.
If you examine the previous two examples, you'll see that EAX is used to
hold the return value in both the toupper() and strlen() functions. On
PowerPC processors, r3 is used in the same manner. This convention is
listed in Table 1-1.
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An Array Example
For our final example, let's use another common C construct: the for-loop.
For the purposes of our example, we'll assume that all variables are global
and both arrayl and array2 are 10-element arrays. If we wanted to equate
each element of arrayl to its corresponding element in array2, we might use
the following code fragment:
for (q = 0; q < 10: q++)
arrayl [q] = array2[q] ; // equate each correspond i ng element

Compiling this into x86 assembly code produces the following listing:
x86 version of
assumes :
q i s a dword
the contents
retu rn s:
each element

the for-loop exa mple
(32-bitl memory var i ab l e
of all registers can be destroyed
i n arrayl has been equated to array2

Exa mpleStartX86:
mov
dword ptr q,0x00
XLOOPl :
cmp dword ptr q,0x0a
jb
XLOOP 3
jmp x86Done
XLOOP2:
inc dword ptr q
jmp XLOOPl
XLOOP3 :
mov eax,q
shl
eax , 0x02
mov edx ,eax
mov eax.array2 [edx l
mov arr ayl[edx ], eax
jmp XLOOP 2
x86Done:

zero counter variable q
compare i mmedia te q t o 10
not at 10 yet, keep going
we're done, jump t o end
in crement counter va riable q
jump to top of l oop to cont i nue
get value of q in register EAX
multiply EAX by 4; get current of fset
now get value of q in edx from eax
get va l ue out of array2
sto re value in array l
back t o top after in cr ement

Although it's clearly machine-generated code, this x86 code fragment is
readable. Now take a deep breath and examine the assembly code generated
for the PowerPC.
PowerPC vers ion of the for -l oop example
assumes:

• , .... ~,,.:,: J

-~"(~
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contents of registers need not be preserved
returns:
eac h elemen t of array l has been equated to the corresponding
element in array2
ExampleStart?PC :
addi
r8,r0,0
TopOfloop:
sli
r9 . r8.2

load immed i ate rB with zero
mul tiply count by 4

addi s rl 2, r0,array2@h
ori
rl2 , rl 2,array2@1
addc r12. r9 , r12

high port i on of ar ray2 ' s add ress
or i n t he l ow portion of the addr ess
curre nt posit i on = address(a rray2) + (count*4)

lwz

rl 0, 0(r12l

l oad 32-bit value from ar ray2

addis
ori
addc

rl 2,r0,arrayl@h
r12, r12, a rrayl@l
r9,r9,r12

get address of arr ayl (u pper)
(lower)
current pos i tion = address(arrayl) + co unt*4

stw

rl 0,0(r9)

store 32 -bi t value i nto array l

addic r8,r8, l
cmpi 0,rB,10
blt
TopOfloop

i ncrement counter
are we done with the loop?
branch if less than 10

bclr

we ' re done - ret urn

0xl 4,0

Although it's quite different, it's not necessarily more difficult to understand. Let's go through the PowerPC code step by step.
The first operation in both versions is to zero the counter variable, as
shown in the following example. In the x86 version, the memory variable q
is zeroed by moving zero into the variable. In the PowerPC version, generalpurpose register r8 is used as the counter and it is zeroed using the add
immediate instruction we saw in the previous example.
x86 Operation

PowerPC Operation

mov dword ptr q,0x00

addi

r8,r0,0

After the counter is cleared, the x 86 version tests the counter variable
for the limiting condition before proceeding. The PowerPC version does
not perform this initial test, but checks for the limiting condition after one
complete iteration.
At this point, both examples fall into the main loop. The first operation
in either loop is the calculation of the current offset into both arrays. As
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shown in the following lines, this is accomplished by multiplying the
counter by four and storing the result in a register.
x86 Code

PowerPC Code

mov eax,_q
sh l eax , 0x02
mov edx , eax

sl i

r9,r8 ,2

In the preceding lines, we see one of the advantages of having a register/
register architecture. By using a register-based counter, the PowerPC version
avoids having to transfer the count into a register, shift the value left, and
finally transfer the value into the EDX register. Either way, at the end of this
sequence, the x86 code contains the current array offset in the EDX register;
the PowerPC code contains the current array offset in r9.
Next, a value from array2 is loaded into a register so that it may be
stored into the equivalent position of array1. The following lines perform
that operation.

x86 Code

PowerPC Code

mov eax.array2 [edx ]

add i s
ori
addc
lwz

rl2.r0.array2@h
rl2,rl2,array2@1
rl2.r9 ,rl 2
rl0,0(rl2)

In the x86 sequence, the value from array2 is loaded into the EAX register. Because the x86 can access memory directly, this operation can be performed in one instruction by indexing (with EDX) from the base address of
array2. In contrast, the PowerPC version indirectly accesses memory by first
loading the address of array2 into r12, adding the current offset to that
address, and finally loading r10 with the value from array2.
In the following lines, the value that was loaded in the preceding
sequence is stored into array1 at the same relative offset. In the PowerPC
version, the value from array2 is stored at an address in array1 equal to the
sum of r12 and r9. The memory addressing used for the store operation is
analogous to the load operation described previously.

x86 Code

PowerPC Code

mov

add i s
ori
addc
stw

arrayl[edx]. eax

rl2,r0,arrayl@h
rl2,rl2.a rrayl@l
r9 . r9.rl2
rl0,0(r9)

1 • :rhe PowerPC :rransition
Now that both sequences have transferred one element of array2 into
array1, the loop must iterate if necessary.
Finally, the counter is incremented and the loop continues until complete. The following sequences increment the counter in both versions. In
the case of the x86 version, the loop jumps back to the initial compare operation and continues. The PowerPC version compares the count value to the
limit value and iterates if the limit condition has not yet been reached.
x86 Code

PowerPC Code

i nc dword ptr q

addi c rB . rB .l

Example Summary
By now, we've seen a considerable quantity of PowerPC code. The examples
shown demonstrate many general similarities between the x86 and
PowerPC architectures. However, there are clearly some differences between
the implementation of the x86 and PowerPC examples. Most differences
arise primarily out of the syntax and semantic rules of the PowerPC programming model. An understanding of these differences is the first step to
being able to program the various PowerPC implementations with the same
level of efficiency and understanding as the x86 family of microprocessors.

Making the Transition
The following items summarize some of the significant areas of divergence
between the two processor families. We'll become familiar with each of
these areas during the course of this book.

a Programming Model
The registers available for use in both supervisor and user modes vary
dramatically between architectures. The PowerPC has 32 generalpurpose registers (GPRs), 32 floating-point registers (FPRs), and a
handful of control registers. As you probably know, there are significantly fewer registers on an x86 processor. Additionally, most specific
x86 operations presume the use of a subset of those registers.
a Instruction Mnemonics
The instruction sets of the two architectures are significantly different.
Both the number of parameters and the order of their interpretation
vary between architectures. A complete explanation of the operation of
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all PowerPC instructions is contained in Appendix A, "PowerPC
Instruction Set Reference."
• Vocabulary
Because of the differences between architectures and the fact that the
PowerPC architecture is relatively new, there are terms that may not yet
be part of your vocabulary.
•

New Performance Features
The PowerPC implementations have numerous performance-enhancing
features, such as improved floating-point and superscalar design.

• The Expandable PowerPC Architecture
The PowerPC architecture is designed to be viable well into the future.
PowerPC implementations can exist as either 32- or 64-bit microprocessors; the 60x series are 32-bit microprocessors and the 620 is a 64-bit
implementation. The 620 can also be configured to function as a 32-bit
processor, but has a unique set of features when running in 64-bit mode.
Additionally, the PowerPC architecture has been designed with multiprocessing support in mind. The 601, 604, and 620 PowerPC processors have a rich set of multiprocessing facilities.
• New Tools and Operating Environments
The compilers, assemblers, and operating environments will vary
between platforms. Whenever possible, tool vendors try to maintain
coherency between platforms, although this is not always possible.
Where appropriate, we'll distinguish between how specific tools work
on either platform.

Popular MPU Comparison
When a new microprocessor is announced it's usually surrounded by a
flurry of facts and figures. And by the time you're interested in comparing
one processor to another, odds are good that you've lost the original information. Fact sheets don't just show which processor is the fastest, but reveal
how the processors compare architecturally. Rapid development cycles
ensure that Table 1-2 won't remain current long. But the information shown
won't change unless new versions are released without updating the processor name/number.

r-1 • The PowerPC Transition

Architecture Awaits
In the next chapter, we'll review the x86 architecture by considering the
Intel i486. Then we'll take a look at each of the Power PC implementations:
the 601, 603, 604, and 620. Of course, we'll be comparing and contrasting
with the x86 as we go. Here's where it starts to get interesting.
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Table 1·2
Microprocessor Comparison Chart

Microprocessor
PowerPC 601
50MHz
66MHz
80MHz
lOOMHz
PowerPC 60 l +
lOOMHz
PowerPC 603
66MHz
80MHz
PowerPC 603e
80MHz
PowerPC 604
lOOMHz
PowerPC 620
133 MHz
Intel 80486
50MHz
Intel Pentium
66MHz
90MHz
120 MHz
AMD K5
100 MHz
M68040
25 MHz
Alpha 21 064A
200MHz
Alpha 21164
300 MHz
MIPS R4400SC
150 MHz
MIPS RlOOOO
200 MHz
HPPA7100
100 MHz
Super Spare
60MHz
Ultra Spare
60MHz

Company **

Date
Introduced

MPU
Type

Internal Cache {LI}
instr/ data (KB)

External Cache (L2)

Molorolo, IBM
Molorola , IBM
Molorola, IBM
Molorola, IBM

10/1/92 *
10/ 1/ 92 *
10/ 12/ 93*
3/ 30/ 94 *

RISC
RISC
RISC
RISC

32, unified
32 , unified
32, unified
32, unified

Externally controlled
Externally controlled
Externally controlled
Externally controlled

Molorola, IBM

tbd

RISC

32 , unified

Externally controlled

Molorola, IBM
Molorola, IBM

10/18/93 *
10/ 18/ 93 *

RISC
RISC

8/8
8/8

Externally controlled
Exlernally controlled

Molorola, IBM

4/ 19/ 94*

RISC

16/16

Externally controlled

Molorola, IBM

4/19/ 94*

RISC

16/ 16

Externally controlled

Molorola, IBM

tbd

RISC

32/32

Internally controlled

lnlel

6/ 91

CISC

8/ 8

Internally controlled

lnlel
lnlel
Intel

3/93
4094
2095

CISC
CISC
CISC

8/8
8/ 8
8/ 8

Infernally controlled
Infernally controlled
Infernally controlled

AMD

3095

Cl SC/RISC

16/ 8

Internally controlled

AMD

5/ 89

CISC

4/4

Externally controlled

DEC

2/ 92

RISC

8/ 8

16

DEC

2/94

RISC

8/8

Internally conlrolled

MIPS/SGI

11 / 92

RISC

16/ 16

4

MIPS/SGI

tbd

RISC

32/32

Internally controlled

Hewlettfockord Co.

2/ 92

RISC

16K I 16K

1/2

Sun Microsystems and Tl, Inc.

5 I 92

RISC

20K I 16K

Externally controlled

Sun Microsystems and Tl, Inc.

10/ 94

RISC

16/ 16

Internally controlled

* For !he PowerPC microprocessors, "date introduced" refers to the date of first silicon.
The MPC601 is being manufaclured solely by IBM at their Burlinglon, Vermont fob. The MPC603 and MPC604 will
be manufactured by both Motorola and IBM. Motorola's MOS 11 fob in Austin, Texas, will produce both the PowerPC
603 ond 604 microprocessors.
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Table 1·2
Microprocessor Comparison Chart (Continued)
Microprocessor

Number of
Max Instr. Issue
Registers gp/ fp Rate per Cycle

PowerPC 601
50 MHz
32/32
66MHz
32/32
80MHz
32/32
lOOMHz
32/32
PowerPC 60 l +
100 MHz
32/32
PowerPC 603
66MHz
32/3 2
80MHz
32/32
PowerPC 603
80MHz
32/32
PawerPC 604
100 MHz
32/32
PowerPC 620
133 MHz 32/32 (64-bit)
Intel 80486
50MHz
8/8
Intel Pentium
66MHz
8/ 8
90MHz
8/ 8
120MHz
8/8
MADK5
100 MHz
8/ 8
M68040
25 MHz
16/ 8
Alpha 21064A
200 MHz
32/3 2
Alpha 21164
300MHz
32/32
MIPS R4400SC
150MHz
32/3 2
MIPS RlOOOO
200MHz
32/32
HPPA7100
lOOMHz
32/32
Super Spare
60MHz
136/32
Ultra Spare
60MHz
tbd

Number of
Execution Units

Number of Pipeline
Stages int/fp

Endianness

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

4/5
4/5
4/ 5
4/5

Big, switchoble
Big , switchable
Big, switchable
Big, switchable

53
70
80
110

65
86
105
130

3

3

4/5

Big, switchable

tbd

tbd

3
3

5
5

3/3
3/3

Big , switchable
Big, switchable

60
75

70
85

3

5

3/3

Big, switchable

120

105

4

6

3/3

tbd

160

165

6

6

tbd

tbd

225

300

n/a

5/?

little

27,9

l 3, l

2
2
2

3
3
3

5/8
5/8
5/8

little
little
little

67,4
90
130

63,6
72.7
90

4

5

5

little

130

75

n/a

3/6

Big

21

15

2

4

7/ 10

little

130

184

4

4

tbd

little

esL 330

esL 500

Super-pipelined

7/10

Big, switchable

88

97

4

5

tbd

2

3

5/6

Big

81

150

3

5

4/5

Big

80

100

4

9

4/5

Big

esL 275

esL 305

SPEC/nt92 SPECfp92

Big, switchable esL 300

esL 600
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Table 1-2
Microprocessor Comparison Chart (Continued)
Microprocessor
PowerPC 601
50MHz
66MHz
80MHz
lOOMHz
!PowerPC 601 +
l OOMHz
PowerPC 603
66MHz
80MHz
PowerPC 603
80MHz
PowerPC 604
lOOMHz
PowerPC 620
133 MHz
· Intel 80486
50MHz
Intel Pentium
66MHz
90MHz
120MHz
AMDK5
100 MHz
M68040
25 MHz
Alpha 21064A
200MHz
Alpha 21164
300MHz
MIPS R4400SC
150MHz
!MIPS Rl OOOO
200MHz
HPPA7100
l OOMHz
Super Spare
60MHz
Ultra Spare
60MHz

Die Size (mm 2)

Number of Transistors
{millions)

Technology

Operating
Voltage (volts)

Peak Power
(watts)

120
120
120
74

2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8

.6 µm CMOS
.6 µm CMOS
.6 µm CMOS
.5 µm CMOS

3.6
3.6
3.6
2.5

6.4
8.5
10.3
6.0

tbd

2.8

.5 µm CMOS

2.5

6.0

85
85

1.6
1.6

.5 µm CMOS
.5 µm CMOS

3.3
3.3

2.5
3.0

98

2.6

.5 µmCMOS

3.3

3.0

196

3.6

.5 µm CMOS

3.3

13

33 1

7

.5 µmCMOS

3.3

30• • •

1.2

.8 µmCMOS

5

5

295
295
163

3.1
3.1
3.3

.8 µm BiCMOS
.B µm BiCMOS
.6 µm BiCMOS

5
5
3.3

16
16
10

225

4.3

.5 µmCMOS

3.3

tbd

1.2

?

5

6

194

1.68

.68 µm CMOS

3.3

30

300

9.3

.5 µm CMOS

tbd

50

186

2.3

.6µm CMOS

5/ 3.3

15

298

5.9

.5 µm CMOS

tbd

30

20 1

.85

.8 µm CMOS

5

23

256

3.1

.7 µm BiCMOS

5

14.2

315

3.8

.5 µmCMOS

tbd

20

* * * PPC620 dissipa tes 30W a t l 33 MHz in a worst-case scenario.

FOUNDATIONS AND
ITECTURE

"Since we cannot know all that is to be known of everything, we ought to know a little about everything.
- Blaise Pascal
11

Knowing the architecture is everything. There's a direct relationship between understanding a processor's architecture and creating quality code. The x86 platform is a perfect example of a
family of compatible processors that requires implementationspecific knowledge to achieve its best performance. Learn how
and why the processor becomes inefficient and it becomes a
simple task to increase throughput on the system.
The PowerPC family of RISC microprocessors poses similar obstacles for programmers. To achieve optimum performance when switching between the 601, 603, 604, and 620
you must understand the cache, memory management unit,
instruction queue, and various execution units - the keys to
learning how code flows through the processor. Fortunately,
these aspects of each PowerPC chip can be examined from
implementation to implementation. Given an understanding of
the architecture, the PowerPC world is at your fingertips.
Nothing beats a well-annotated block diagram when you
need a quick system overview - that's why you'll find six in
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this chapter. The block diagrams for each PowerPC implementation explain
the unique features of each and show the PowerPC architecture as a whole.
As we begin to look at the PowerPC microprocessors, keep in mind that
we need a perspective that allows us to distinguish architectural similarities
and differences. To do so, we'll need to consider where we came from (the
Intel x86 family) and where we're going (PowerPC microprocessors, of
course). Using familiar x86 concepts to illustrate aspects of the PowerPC
architecture will reduce the effort required to learn a new architecture and
programming model.

THE INTEL

1486

Intel introduced the 8086 in 1978. IBM introduced its PC in 1981. Since
then, the x86 family has evolved considerably. It wasn't until the first i486
appeared in 1989 that the x86 family finally acquired the features characteristic of high-performance processors: multiple execution units, burst
cycles, and an on-chip (primary) cache.
The i486 is well-understood, popular, and sufficiently powerful.
Although ostensibly a CISC design, the i486 includes a number of features
that are traditionally found in RISC designs such as each PowerPC family
member. This is the primary reason for using the i486 as the basis for the
discussions that follow.
Figure 2-1 shows the i486's architecture. It's going to be helpful to compare the units that constitute an i486 compared to the elements of each
PowerPC microprocessor. The more analogies we can draw between the two
architectures, the easier it will be to gain a working perspective of the
PowerPC family. With that in mind, let's pick apart the various components
of the i486.

Cache Unit
The i486 contains an 8K unified code/data cache. While fundamentally a
write-through-style cache, the i486 has the ability to postpone or reorder
pending writes to improve performance. Adherence to a strict write-through
policy means all writes to the cache are passed immediately to external
memory. Later revisions of the i486 support write-back operation. By
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Figure 2· 1
The internal architecture of the popular i486 is an excellent basis for comparison to
PowerPC microprocessors.
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default, the 601 follows a write-back policy, requiring cache values and data
status to be maintained until external memory is updated. The 601 allows
its write policy to be switched on a per-page or block basis.

Floating-Point Unit
The i486's floating-point unit (FPU) uses the 32-, 64-, and 80-bit formats of
the IEEE 754 Floating-Point Standard. The Intel i486 was the first x86 family member to offer an on-chip FPU. Earlier 80x86 chips used a matching
80x87 external math coprocessor. Because floating-point support was
optional in PC systems, and given the fact that the i486 integer unit outperforms the FPU, general-purpose PC applications that use floating-point
instructions are rare.
In contrast, the PowerPC architecture has put particular emphasis on
floating-point support and performance. Appendix C, "Floating Point on
the PowerPC," contains a review of floating-point concepts and a detailed
look at floating point on PowerPC microprocessors.

Integer (Fixed-Point) Unit
The i486 integer unit (IU) - also call the fixed-point or datapath unit performs all arithmetic and logical operations required by the processor's
instruction set. The PowerPC architecture also defines a fixed-point unit to
perform similar operations. Some PowerPC implementations, such as the
604 and 620, have multiple fixed-point units.

Segmentation and Paging Units
The Intel Hardware Reference Manual defines a segment as "a protected,
independent address space." The segmentation unit enforces isolation
among application programs and thereby isolates the effects of programming errors. Using data structures called segment descriptors, the segmentation unit converts the selector:offset address into a 32-bit linear address as
shown in Figure 2-2. The linear address is then passed to the paging unit or
the cache unit. To optimize segmentation translation, the i486 caches up to
six segment descriptors in internal registers.
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The i486 paging unit uses data structures called page tables to map a
page of linear addresses produced by the segmentation unit to any corresponding page of physical addresses, as shown in Figure 2-2. A page is simply a contiguous 4K chunk of linear address space. For example, you can
program the paging unit to make the memory at physical address OxlOOOO
appear at linear address Oxff800000 by filling in a page table with appropriate values.
47
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Figure 2·2
The i486 microprocessor's segmentation and paging units translate a segmented address
into first a linear address, then a physical address.

Without the functionality of segmentation and paging, most of the
advanced operating systems that we use today would not be possible. These
mechanisms allow us to use virtual address spaces that can be considerably
larger than our computer system's physical memory size. They also allow
the operating system to manipulate data structures that are larger than
physical memory by swapping part of the data out to a hard disk. Memory
management is discussed in Chapter 8.
It may seem strange to use three different memory addressing schemes
(logical, linear, and physical) when we could have one big flat memory
model that goes from 0 to Oxffffffff. Of course, even if such a model was
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available, we wouldn't want to pay for the 4GB of RAM such a system
would require. And although it would be simple in concept, we'd get frustrated with the limitations of that configuration.
Segmentation and paging abstract and translate memory addresses into
many different forms. Bear in mind, however, that when an address is
placed on the processor bus, into the cache, or is passed to an external bus
master (such as a sound card), it must represent physically present memory.
Knowing when addresses are logical, linear, or physical is simplified considerably by knowing where the address is being used in the system.

Translation Lookaside Buffer
The translation lookaside buffer (TLB) is a component of the paging unit
that caches page table entries. By keeping the 32 most recently used page
table entries in the TLB, the paging unit can efficiently translate often-used
linear addresses. This, in turn, speeds up the process of delivering physical
addresses to the components that require them. Note that TLBs are not
defined or required by the PowerPC architecture. Rather, TLBs are implemented on a per-processor basis. However, all PowerPC processors discussed in this book use TLBs. Keep the concept of translation lookaside
buffers in mind. We'll see them again when we talk about the PowerPC
architecture and each processor implementation.

MEET THE POWERPC ARCHITECTURE
Reviewing the x86 architecture is helpful, but there's quite a bit of new information ahead. Remember that the PowerPC architecture is simply that - a
general RISC architecture. Each PowerPC microprocessor is a unique implementation of that architecture. The processors will have many common
components and mechanisms, but may also differ in significant ways. For
example, the PowerPC architecture is general enough to allow PowerPC
implementations to be targeted at markets ranging from embedded applications to desktop computers.
While reading through the descriptions of the processors, you may find
it helpful to refer back to Table 1-2, "Microprocessor Comparison Chart."
We'll work our way through all the processors' units and examine their
dependencies and how they work together. We'll examine all the similarities,
all the differences, and how they affect each particular implementation. The
best approach is to start at the beginning with the PowerPC architecture.

undations and Architecture

Architecture,
Implementation, and Scope
The PowerPC architecture is a flexible specification that accommodates a
variety of processor implementations. Each PowerPC processor (601, 603,
604, and 620) is an implementation of the PowerPC architecture.
As programmers, we're often interested only in how each processor
works - not the historical details of where each feature is defined.
However, understanding the scope of the PowerPC architecture and the differences between architecture and implementation provides a helpful context for the discussions in this chapter and the rest of the book.

Architecture Definitions
To ensure software compatibility between each PowerPC processor implementation, the PowerPC architecture defines the following architectural
features:
• The Instruction Set
The PowerPC instruction set includes the actual instructions, the forms
used for encoding the instructions, and the addressing modes used durmg memory accesses.
• The Programming Model
The programming model defines the register set and the memory conventions, including details regarding the bit and byte ordering, and the
conventions for how integer and floating-point data is stored.
• The Memory Model
The memory model defines a processor's memory addressing capabilities and its relationship to caching, byte ordering (big or little endian),
aliasing, and coherency.
• The Exception Model
The exception model defines the common set of exceptions and the conditions that can generate those exceptions. The exception model defines
the exception vectors and a set of registers used when exceptions are
taken. The exception model also provides memory space for implementation-specific exceptions.
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The Memory Management Model
The memory management model defines how memory is partitioned,
configured, and protected (also referred to as the processor's context).
The memory management model also specifies how memory translation
is performed.

11

The Time-Keeping Model
The time-keeping model defines the facilities that permit the time of day
to be determined and the resources and mechanisms required for supporting time-related exceptions.

Outside the Architecture
An important part of understanding the scope of the PowerPC architecture
is knowing what is not defined by the architecture specification. That is,
each of the features and facilities described below can vary from processor
to processor, as described in this chapter. To remain flexible, the PowerPC
architecture does not define the following features:
11

System Bus Interface Signals
Although the numerous implementations may have similar interfaces,
the PowerPC architecture does not define individual signals or the bus
protocol. For example, OEA allows each implementation to determine
the signal or signals that trigger some exception conditions.

11

Cache Design
The PowerPC architecture does not define the size, the set associativity,
or the mechanism used for maintaining coherency for an on-chip (level
1) cache. The architecture supports, but does not require, the use of separate instruction and data caches. Likewise, the architecture does not
specify the method by which cache coherency is ensured.

11

The Number/Nature of Execution Units
The PowerPC architecture facilitates the design of processors that use
pipelining and parallel execution units to maximize instruction throughput. However, the PowerPC architecture does not define the internal
hardware details of a processor implementation. For example, one
processor may execute load/store operations in the integer unit (PPC
601), while another may execute load/store instructions in a dedicated
load/store unit (PPC 603, 604, and 620). Additionally, the architecture

• Foundations and Architecture
does not prescribe which execution unit is responsible for executing a
particular instruction.
a Other Micro-architecture Issues
There are a number of other features that the PowerPC architecture
does not define, such as: the details regarding the instruction fetching
mechanism, how instructions are decoded and dispatched, and how
results are written back to the architectural register set.

THE POWERPC

601

The 601 spearheaded the invasion of PowerPC processors. As the first
implementation of the PowerPC architecture, the adoption of the 601 could
popularize the PowerPC architecture. This goal would be facilitated if it
were easy for system designers to rapidly implement a shipable 601 computer system.
At the time of the 601 's launch, IBM was shipping RS/6000 systems
based on its POWER architecture. IBM intended the 601 to serve as a
bridge chip, spanning the gap between its current POWER systems and the
emerging PowerPC architecture. A 601-based RS/6000 could ship quickly if
the 601 architecture was similar enough to the POWER architecture. As a
result, the IBM/Motorola/Apple consortium included POWER features in
the design of the PowerPC 601.
In theory, by including key POWER instructions in the 601's instruction
set, the time required to put out a 601-based system would be greatly
reduced. The reality was quite different. Apple beat every other PowerPC
system manufacturer to the punch, releasing the PowerMacs in mid-1994. A
few months later, IBM released its RS/6000 system based on the 601 and
the rest is history in the making.

PowerPC Blocks, Bits, and Buses
When working with the 601, it takes time to understand the relationships
between the different units and "blocks" in the diagrams. Figure 2-3 presents an overview of the 601 microprocessor and shows the interactions
between the general functional units.
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Figure 2·3
This simplified block diagram of the PowerPC 601 shows the different units as blocks.

Each PowerPC microprocessor has its own unique set of execution
units. The 601 contains an integer unit (IU), a floating-point unit (FPU), and
a branch processing unit (BPU), each of which processes a subset of the
processor's instruction set. Additionally, the PowerPC architecture supports
both independent execution units and out-of-order instruction issue. In

Foundations and Architecture
other words, while the IU and FPU are working on integer and floatingpoint instructions, the BPU can browse the bottom half of the instruction
queue and resolve conditional branches both early and out of order.
The instruction unit comprises several smaller units that work together
to direct instruction flow successfully. The integer unit and floating-point
unit are the primary execution units. The memory management unit supplies cache tag information and is fed from the integer unit. Add a cache
and system interface unit, and we've got the 601 sketched out.

The Instruction Unit
The instruction unit comprises the instruction queue, issue (or dispatch)
logic, and the branch processing unit (BPU). Figure 2-4 illustrates the relationship between the instruction unit and its components. This is the 601's
control center for instruction traffic. The IU determines the address of the
next instruction to be fetched using each of its three components and many
concepts that are fundamental to the PowerPC architecture: instruction
prefetch, branch prediction, out-of-order operation, and branch folding.
Each of these concepts are fully detailed in Chapter 7, "The Sublime Art of
Instruction Timing."

Out-of-Order Dispatch and Execution
The PowerPC's instruction unit allows instructions to be issued - and even
completed - in an order that differs from their appearance in the instruction stream. Instructions that have no dependencies can complete regardless
of currently pending instructions. This out-of-order instruction dispatch and
execution enhances performance.
The instruction unit and the integer unit (discussed in the following section) reconstruct the original program order using instructions in the integer
unit's pipeline as a reference to recall the correct sequence. External to the
processor, the code appears to execute in precisely the order it was written it'd be quite a mess otherwise!

The Instruction Queue
The instruction queue (IQ) holds up to eight instructions labeled Q7
through QO, where Q7 represents the top entry and QO is the bottom entry.
Instructions are dispatched from lower queue entries and replaced into the
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1his detailed PowerPC 60 1 block diagram shows the relationship between the instruction
unit and its components.

undations and Architecture
upper entries. As instructions are dispatched, instruction queue entries move
down from Q7 toward QO.
Integer instructions are issued from only the QO entry in the instruction
queue. Floating-point and branch instructions are issued from the Q3
through QO entries. A detailed analysis of instruction dispatch, branch prediction, and branch folding's effect on overall performance is presented in
Chapter 7, "The Sublime Art of Instruction Timing."
When the instruction queue has available space, it is refilled from the
cache. Refilling the queue can be done in a single processor clock cycle
(assuming a cache hit) using a burst read from the cache.

Introduction to the PowerPC Pipeline Concept
Superscalar instruction execution on PowerPC processors relies on instruction pipelining. Instruction pipelining is implemented in hardware and is
transparent to the programmer. And understanding of how the PowerPC
pipeline works is essential to writing efficient code. Chapter 7, "The
Sublime Art of Instruction Timing," examines the PowerPC pipeline in
detail. Until then, a basic understanding of pipelining will suffice for our
preliminary discussions.
The most common analogy used to describe the pipeline mechanism is
that of a factory assembly line: Each pipeline stage specializes in one aspect
of executing the instruction and is therefore quite efficient. Since each stage
has only one function, new instructions can be shifted into that stage as
soon as the previous job is done. Figure 2-5 shows an example of a simple
pipeline and how instructions flow through each stage.
Ideally, an instruction passes through each stage of the pipeline in one
clock cycle. In practice, there are many factors that affect the flow of
instructions through the pipeline. The idea is that after instruction#! leaves
the first stage of the pipeline (instruction fetch), the execution unit is free to
fill the first stage with instruction#2. In this manner, the pipeline increases
the instruction throughput (the number of instructions executed per clock
cycle) by working on several instructions in tandem.
Let's take a closer look at how instruction#! passes through our
example pipeline in Figure 2-5.
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The basic four-stage pipeline bears a strong resemblance to a factory assembly line.

a During clock cycle 1, instruction#l is fetched from memory (typically
the instruction cache)_
a During clock cycle 2, instruction#l is passed to the decode stage, where

it is analyzed and dispatched to the appropriate execution unit. Also,
instruction#2 is fetched into the first stage.
a During clock cycle 3, instruction#l passes into the execution stage. At

this point, the processor is ready to perform logical or arithmetic operations or a register load/store. At the same time, instruction#2 is decoded
and instruction#3 is fetched.
a During clock cycle 4, the results of instruction#l being executed are
written back to the status registers as appropriate. At this point, instruction#l has completed processing and the pipeline is full. If there are no
pipeline stalls, one instruction will execute per clock cycle starting with
cycle 5.

The pipeline implementation on each PowerPC processor is considerably more complex than this simple pipeline example. But it's sufficiently
explained for now - we'll need this information for discussions in the following chapters.

Foundations and Architecture
Branch Processing Unit
The branch processing unit (BPU) scans the lower portion of the instruction
queue (Q3 through QO), looking for branch instructions. When it finds an
unconditional branch or a branch that depends on an available conditional
value, the BPU resolves the branch immediately and the next sequential
instruction takes the place of the branch. This is called branch folding.
Branches that can be folded out of the instruction sequence take zero cycles
to complete and do not interrupt instruction dispatch to other execution
units.
When a conditional branch depends on unavailable information, the
BPU attempts to predict whether the branch will be taken or not. This
process is known as branch prediction. The 601 and 603 use static branch
prediction to determine the direction that the branch will take. Dynamic
branch prediction, used by the 604 and 620, is discussed later on in this
chapter.
By default, the 601 and 603 predict that a branch will be taken if the
target address displacement is negative. If the target address displacement is
positive, the BPU guesses that the branch will not be taken. A bit in each
branch opcode allows you to reverse the target address displacement
assumption. Using these opcodes, compilers can generate code to make the
processor guess more accurately.
After the branch direction has been predicted, the processor then fetches
instructions from the target address until the branch is actually resolved.
Eventually, sufficient conditional information is available to confirm the
BPU's guess. If the BPU was right, the processor continues execution of the
predicted instructions. In effect, the predicted branch instruction (and subsequent instructions) is replaced by instructions from the target address. If the
BPU guessed incorrectly, the processor flushes all instructions currently in
the instruction queue and begins execution along the proper instruction
path.
The BPU is commonly considered an execution unit (like the integer or
floating-point units) because it uses its own registers and executes its function - resolving branches - independently of the other units.

Issue Logic
During each processor clock cycle, the issue logic dispatches up to three
instructions from the lower half (bottom four entries) of the instruction
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queue. The issue logic is closely coupled with the instruction queue and
branch prediction unit.

The Integer Unit
The integer unit (IU) receives all integer, all load/store, and some floatingpoint instructions from the QO position of the instruction unit's instruction
queue. The IU is alternately known as the fixed-point unit.
Just as with the Intel i486 integer unit, the PowerPC 601 's IU is the
workhorse of the processor. It is responsible for executing loads and stores
(both integer and floating-point), memory management instructions, all
integer arithmetic and logic instructions, and special-purpose register
instructions.
To execute instructions, the IU uses 32 general-purpose registers (GPRs)
and an internal arithmetic logic unit (ALU). During instruction execution,
the IU uses rename registers (defined in the following section) to minimize
pipeline stalls due to GPR contention. The integer unit relies on the memory
management unit and cache to satisfy any access to main memory required
by instructions.

Rename Registers (Buffers}
Rename buffers are used to track the results associated with an executing
instruction. When a PowerPC processor's instruction unit dispatches an
instruction, a rename buffer is allocated for use by the instruction as it proceeds through the various stages of execution. If the instruction completes
successfully, then the results in the rename buffer are used to update the
architectural registers. However, if the instruction is a mispredicted branch
or otherwise fails to complete successfully, the rename buffer provides an
easy way to disregard the results of executing that instruction without
significant overhead.

Floating-Point Unit
Like the 601 integer unit, the floating-point unit (FPU) receives instructions
from the instruction unit's queue. To ensure that the instruction unit does
not wait for lengthy floating-point instructions to complete, the FPU has its
own two-instruction queue. By removing floating-point instructions from
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the main instruction queue and placing them in the FPU's smaller queue,
integer and branch instructions have time to execute in parallel.
The 601 's floating-point unit uses its thirty-two 64-bit floating-point
registers (FPRs) to operate on both single- and double-precision floatingpoint numbers. Like the i486's FPU, the 601 's FPU complies with the IEEE
754 standard. And there is hardware support for all IEEE 754 data types.

Memory Management Unit
The memory management unit (MMU) in the 601 performs roughly the
same function as the segmentation and paging units of the i486. In fact, it is
capable of quite a bit more.
The 601 's MMU supports not only segment- and page-based address
translation, but block-oriented translations as well. It's helpful to think of
the 601's MMU as simply an address broker. Regardless of whether the
address was generated by the instruction unit (for use when fetching or
branching) or by the integer unit (for accessing data), the MMU controls
address translation and enforces memory protection.
The MMU's functionality is specified by the PowerPC architecture,
which covers the operating environment architecture (OEA) for both 32and 64-bit implementations. The 601's MMU does not strictly conform to
the PowerPC architecture specification. Here are the areas where the 601
strays from the PowerPC architecture:
• The protection mechanism provided by block address translation (BAT)
registers differs from the PowerPC OEA architecture definition.
• The SRRl register's bit definitions differ from the PowerPC architecture
specification in the case of the instruction access exception.
• The 601 does not implement guarded (cache inhibited) memory.
• Some OEA MMU instructions (such as tlbsync) are not implemented on
the 601.
The functionality of the PowerPC MMU is complex enough to merit a
chapter of its own. Chapter 8, "Memory Management," deals exclusively
with the MMU operation and compares MMU features across the PowerPC
family of microprocessors.
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The Cache Unit
The study of cache design and implementation can fill an entire book. And,
in fact, it does. If you need to know the details of cache design, the references in the bibliography at the end of this book can point you in the right
direction.
The 601 contains a 32K eight-way set-associative unified code and data
cache. As a unified cache, it caches both instructions and data . Other
PowerPC implementations employ separate caches for instructions and
data. Having separate caches for instructions and data is characteristic of a
Harvard Architecture cache model. This term is commonly used in descriptions of PowerPC implementations other than the 601.
In set-associative cache designs, such as that used in the 601, the lower
bits of an address are used in a hashing algorithm to determine the set into
which the data will be stored. Because the cache contains a limited number
of sets, many addresses will hash to the same set.
The number of ways refers to the number of possible places within the
appropriate set into which the specific data could be stored. The 601 's
eight-way cache stores data from a specific address in main memory to one
of eight (and only eight) specific cache locations.
Finally, the 601 's least recently used (LRU) replacement policy identifies
which of the eight ways will receive the new data. In particular, the way that
has been used the least recently (and is therefore less likely to be needed) is
chosen as the location for the new data.
As shown in Figure 2-4, the 601's cache provides a 256-bit (8-word) bus
to the instruction fetch unit and load/store unit. The instruction unit looks
in the cache for the address of the next instruction. If the address is in the
cache (a cache hit), the instruction queue is filled with as many instructions
as will fit, starting from that address.
The 601 provides for software control of cacheability, write-policy, and
memory coherency using the system control registers described in Chapter 4,
"The PowerPC Programming Model."

Memory Unit and System Interlace Unit
The memory unit (MU) and system interface unit (SIU) are two separate
functional units. Because they both deal with external accesses to the bus
(rriain memory), it makes sense to discuss them together.

• Foundations and Architecture
The 601 's memory unit consists of read/write buffers that the processor
uses when accessing external memory. Such accesses can be caused by a
load or store cache miss or the need to maintain cache coherency. When the
601 needs to access main (external) memory, the MU prioritizes accesses to
the system bus.
The system interface unit (or bus interface unit) handles all accesses to
main memory as dictated by the memory unit. Addresses and values from
the MU's buffers are placed physically on the system bus by the SIU. The
601's SIU, like all other PowerPC implementations in this book, is based on
the Motorola M88110 RISC microprocessor's bus design.
System bus accesses are grouped into burst-read (to fill the instruction
queue or cache) and burst-write operations, I/O controller interface operations (to talk to I/O devices), and single-beat operations (for accessing noncacheable memory areas).

THE POWERPC

603

In this section, we'll focus on the features of the 603 that differ from the
601. Aspects of the 603 that are similar to the 601 won't be discussed
again. But you can see from the block diagram in Figure 2-6 that the 603
differs significantly from the 601. Many of the first PowerPC computer systems will be based on the 603 processor.

The Instruction Unit
The 603's instruction unit is similar to the 601 's. In fact, the differences that
are present are generally transparent to the programmer and user alike. Of
course, that shouldn't stop you from wanting to understand the operation
of each unit.

The Instruction Queue
The 603's instruction queue holds up to six instructions at a time, compared
to the 601's eight. As instructions are fetched from the 603's instruction
cache, they are sorted into branch and non-branch categories. All branch
instructions are fed directly to the branch processing unit; all other instructions are placed in the instruction queue to be dispatched to the floatingpoint or integer unit.
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Figure 2·6
The differences between the 60 I and 603 are significant, as shown in this detailed 603
block diagram.

Another difference between the 601 and 603 instruction queue is that
the 603 dispatches instructions from the bottom two entries. You may recall
that the 601 could dispatch instructions from the bottom four entries.

gJer 2 • Foundations and Architecture

The Load/Store Unit
The 601 performs load/store operations with its integer unit (and on occasion its FPU). The 603 has a dedicated load/store unit (LSU). All load/store
operations and register-to-register moves are handled here - even for
floating-point registers.
Load/store instructions may be executed, and access memory, other than
in program order. This allows the 603 to minimize pipeline stalls. To aid
program-order memory accesses, there are synchronization instructions that
enforce strict ordering.

The Cache Unit
Unlike the 601, the 603 has separate caches for instructions and data.
Specifically, the 603's cache subsystem consists of two 8K two-way setassociative instruction and data caches. The 603's caches use the same LRU
replacement policy as the 601.
The functionality and structure of the cache on any PowerPC implementation is transparent to the programmer and the user. Poor code, however,
can defeat the best cache. Understanding the cache's operation is important
to taking advantage of and avoiding the pitfalls of specific cache features. In
Chapter 9, "The PowerPC Cache," we'll examine the various user- and
supervisor-level cache management instructions.
Failure to keep needed code and data in the caches can have a negative
effect on performance. When the 603 needs to refill its instruction queue,
the instruction cache can provide two instructions per cycle to the instruction queue (assuming a cache hit). Accessing main memory to retrieve program code would be much more costly.

The Completion Unit (Completion Buffer)
There is an important distinction between a completed instruction and an
instruction that has finished execution. The results of a completed instruction are used to update the main register file and system registers (also
known as the architectural registers). The result of an instruction that has
simply finished executing and its effect on other registers is undetermined
until the completion unit determines that it is appropriate to complete the
instruction.
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The 603's completion unit (CU) can track up to five instructions from
the point of dispatch until execution has finished . When instructions execute out of order, the completion unit must reorder the results and make
instruction completion sequential. Upon completion of the instructions, the
architectural registers are updated.

Power Management Capabilities
Perhaps the most distinguishing feature of the 603 is its power management
capability. The four power modes are software-selectable using bits in the
MSR and HIDO registers. The four modes are defined as follows:
•

Full-Power Mode
This is the default power state of the 603. All execution units run at the
processor clock speed, but are clocked only when needed. After the fullpower mode is set, no hardware or software intervention is necessary. If
dynamic power management mode is disabled, the 603 will stay in fullpower mode indefinitely. But if power management is enabled, idle units
will be put into low-power mode as appropriate.

• Doze Mode
In this mode, most functional units are disabled; only the timebase/
decrementer and bus snooping logic remain enabled. Returning to the
full-power state requires an external asynchronous or system management interrupt, a decrementer exception, or a hard/soft system reset.
The transition from doze mode to full-power mode takes very few
clock cycles.
• Nap Mode
In this mode, the bus snooping logic is disabled; otherwise it is the same
as doze mode.
•

Sleep Mode
In this mode, all internal functional units are disabled and the 603 is
consuming the least possible amount of power while enabled. To return
to full-power mode, the processor must be reenabled systematically
before assertion of one of the above wake-up signals.

The 603 has a dedicated interrupt and interrupt vector specifically for
power management - the system management interrupt (SMI). Using the
SMI or the decrementer interrupt, the 603 can switch into one of the four

power management modes. However, the 603 can not switch modes without returning to full-power mode first.
Most power management transitions are controlled by software, such as
an operating system. In some cases, hardware will put the 603 into a power
management mode depending on predetermined conditions such as a time ·
delay using the decrementer interrupt.

THE POWERPC 603E
The PowerPC 603e implementation is one of the latest PowerPC processors
released by Motorola, Inc. and IBM Corporation.
The following set of features distinguishes the 603e from the original
PowerPC 603 implementation.
a The instruction and data caches have been increased to 16K each.
a A bit was added to the HIDO register that allows clock configuration to
be readable by software.

a Support for single-cycle stores has been added. This will result in a
7%- 10% performance improvement across most software.
a The performance of cache-inhibited stores and write-through stores has
been improved.
a A new adder was included in the system unit.

a A half-clock bus multiplier was added. This will allow higher internal
clock speeds.

THE POWERPC 604
The PowerPC 604 is a dramatic step up from the 601 and 603 processors.
We'll cover only the characteristics of the 604 that differ significantly from
the previous implementations. The addition of new execution units (for a
total of six), dynamic branch prediction, and speculative execution give the
604 formidable power. A block diagram of the 604 is shown in Figure 2-7.
Although still a 32-bit implementation, the 604 closely resembles the internal architecture of the 620, examined in the next section.
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Figure 2·7
Although it's still a 32-bit microprocessor, the 604 shown in this block diagram shores
many characteristics of the 620.
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Instruction Unit
Like the PowerPC 601, the 604's instruction queue can hold up to eight
instructions. During typical program execution, the 604 can fetch, dispatch,
and complete up to four instructions per cycle. Each instruction is dispatched in order to the appropriate execution unit, one instruction per unit.

Branch Processing Unit
The 604's BPU is considerably more complex than previous implementations. Don't be discouraged as you read the following sections on branch
prediction and speculative execution - it's a complex topic and we're not
going to spend much time on it here. Chapter 7 discusses branch prediction
(and its effect on execution) in detail.

Dynamic Branch Prediction
The PowerPC 604 is the first implementation to use dynamic branch prediction. Compared to static branch prediction, the dynamic form is considerably more complex. The 604 employs three techniques, depending on the
branch instruction's position in the pipeline.
In the fetch stage, the branch target address cache (BTAC) is examined
for a match for the fetched address. On the 604, the BTAC is a 64-entry
cache of target addresses from previously executed branch instructions. The
fetched address is sufficient to predict a branch using the BTAC.
In the decode and dispatch stages, the first branch instruction in the
code stream is identified and predicted. For conditional branches that
depend on unavailable information, the branch history table (BHT) is used
to predict the outcome. On the 604, the BHT is a 512-entry cache of prediction states. The prediction states are: strong taken, weak taken, weak not
taken, and strong not taken.
When a branch instruction is executed, the BHT is updated with information concerning the outcome of the branch. As information is updated in
the BHT, it is also added (or removed) from the BTAC. For example, if a
branch is predicted to be taken for the next encounter, it is added to the
BTAC; if not, it is removed from the BTAC.
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Speculative Execution
Speculative execution is a complex technique that is the silicon equivalent of
"covering all bases." More precisely, the PowerPC 604 uses speculative execution in conjunction with dynamic branch prediction to follow the code
paths of up to four predicted branches.
While speculatively executing along a predicted branch path, the 604
will continue to predict and execute for up to two subsequent branches.
Along the way, the 604 saves the machine state when it encounters a branch
that requires further prediction. This way, the 604 can return to a previous
state with little overhead when the branch is resolved.
Instructions from a mispredicted path are identified and removed from
the pipelines. When the actual code path has been determined, the associated code has likely already been speculatively executed and the rename
buffers and shadow registers can be used to update the architectural
registers.
We'll take a good look at speculative execution in Chapter 7, "The
Sublime Art of Instruction Timing," when we compare the various branch
prediction schemes.

Multiple Integer Units
The 604 is the first PowerPC implementation to provide multiple integer
units. The 604 has two single-cycle integer units and one multiple-cycle IU.
Each of the single-cycle integer units comprises three subunits: a fast
adder/comparator subunit, a logic subunit, and a rotator/shifter subunit.
However, only one of the three subunits may be executing at a given time.
Together, these three subunits handle all one-cycle integer instructions and
register-to-register operations.
The complex integer unit consists of a 32-bit integer multiplier/divider
and handles all multiple-cycle integer instructions. It is also responsible for
special-purpose register manipulation.

Floating-Point Unit
The 604's floating-point unit is very similar to the FPU found in the 601
and 603. Most importantly, the performance of the 604's FPU has been
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increased from the previous implementations. In general, both single- and
double-precision operations have a three-cycle latency in the FPU.

Cache Units
Like the 603, the 604 has separate caches for instructions and data. The
604's cache subsystem consists of two 16K, four-way set-associative instruction and data caches. The 604's caches use the same LRU replacement policy as the 601 and 603.
The caches on the 604 have been specifically designed to facilitate multiprocessor implementation. With a full set of cache control instructions and
the complete modified/exclusive/shared/invalid (MESI) protocol, the 604 is
well suited for multiprocessing. A complete discussion of cache issues is covered in Chapter 9, "The PowerPC Cache."

Power Management Capabilities
Power management on the 604 is quite simple. The 604 implements the
equivalent of the 603's nap mode - most functional units are disabled and
the processor consumes typically less than 0.4 watts. Only the timebase/
decrementer and external interrupt logic remain enabled. The 604 can enter
nap mode via software. But returning to the full-power state requires an
external asynchronous or system management interrupt, a decrementer
exception, or a hard/soft system reset. As with the 603, the transition from
doze mode to full-power mode takes very few clock cycles.

THE POWERPC

620

Announced in October 1994, the 620 is the first 64-bit PowerPC implementation. Along with that distinction come many differences when compared
with the 32-bit 60x implementations. Figure 2-8 shows a block diagram of
the 620 .
Representing the high end of PowerPC computing, the 620 is designed
for servers and fast workstations. Target SPEC ratings are 225 SPEClnt92
and 300 SPECfp92 with the chip running at 133MHz. Like the 604, the
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The 620 is the first 64-bit PowerPC implementation.

Processor Bus

• Foundations and Architecture
620 processor is designed to accommodate multiprocessor configurations by
allowing bus-snooping-based cache coherency and four-state MESI cache
coherency protocol.
Even though the 620 has 38 additional 64-bit instructions, it is line-forline software compatible with all 32-bit implementations. In fact, there is no
performance penalty when running 32-bit code. By setting the proper bit,
the 620 becomes a 32-bit processor.
The power management capabilities for the 620 are identical to the 604.
A software-accessible nap mode is fully supported.

Instruction Unit
Because the 620 and 604 contain a similar compliment of execution units,
the two processors behave similarly in terms of instruction dispatch. The
620 can dispatch up to four instructions per cycle.
Each execution unit contains up to four reservation stations to queue
instructions when the execution unit is busy with another instruction. Like
the other implementations, the 620 supports in-order dispatch and out-oforder execution.
The 620's branch history table has been expanded to 2048 entries and
the branch target address cache has been bumped up to 25 6 entries. With
this capability, the 620 can speculatively execute up to four unresolved
branches.

Integer and Floating-Point Units
As you can see in Figure 2-8, the 620 boasts three integer units, a floatingpoint unit, a load/store unit, and several units that constitute the instruction
unit block. The 620 resembles but far outperforms the 604. For example, an
fdiv instruction on the 604 takes 32 cycles to complete and only 18 cycles
on the 620.

Cache Unit
Doubling the size of the 604's caches, the 620 features 32K, eight-way setassociative data and instruction caches. Additionally, the 620 is the first
PowerPC processor to feature built-in support for a level-two cache.
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System Interface Unit
The 620's SIU is similar in design to the 604. A key difference between the
two implementations is that the 620 has a 40-bit address bus that is capable
of addressing 1 terabyte (1024 gigabytes) of physical memory. Other
enhancements to the SIU allow the 620 to move data to and from the
processor more efficiently than in previous implementations.

SUMMARY
In perspective, everything fits together pretty nicely; the i486's structure is
comparable to that of the 601. And perhaps the architectural differences are
fewer and smaller than you had envisioned.
In the next chapter, we'll look at the major differences between popular
computer architectures of today- endianness. Coming from an x86 background, you'll have to get used to seeing things in a new light. You should
be getting used to that already.
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OF GGS AND

"All true believers shall open their eggs at the convenient end."
- Jonathan Swift,
from Gulliver's Travels

A

BRIEF HISTORY OF ENDIANNESS
In the good old days of 8-bit processors, we had only one
addressing scheme. Because 8-bit microprocessors access
only 8-bit operands, reading and writing any operand to
memory meant generating an address for 1 byte at a time.
With the advent of processors with data buses that were 16
bits wide (or wider), programmers have had to contend with
two distinctly different memory addressing schemes.
A 16-bit value is stored as two individual bytes. The
processor can thus store a 16-bit value with its most significant 8 bits at a specific byte address and its least significant
8 bits at the next higher byte address. Or, the processor can
store the least significant 8 bits at a specific byte address and
the most significant 8 bits at the next higher byte address. In
other words, the two choices are byte-reversed images of
each other.
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Origin of the Terms
In 1981, Danny Cohen wrote the paper that gave name to both sides of this
grand point of computer architecture and memory addressing controversy.
He likened the memory addressing dispute to an episode described in
Johnathan Swift's Gulliver's Travels, where rival factions fought over which
was the proper end of an egg to open - the little end or the big end. More
than 200 years after Swift, Cohen pointed out a parallel within the computer industry that gave new meaning to Swift's Endians. An excerpt from
Swift's novel gives us a feeling for the intensity of the controversy:
"It is computed, that eleven thousand persons have, at several times, suffered
death, rather than submit to break their Eggs at the smaller End. Many hundred large volumes have been published upon this controversy .. . "

The big endians, those who favor egg-opening at the big end, typically
assigned the most significant bit (MSb) to the lowest memory address and
the least significant bit (LSb) to the highest. In this manner, the significance
of a bit decreases with increasing memory address and a word in memory is
addressed with respect to the address of its MSb. Conversely, the little endians assign the LSb to the lowest memory address; they start at the little end.
Independent of endianness, the high-order byte always corresponds to
the leftmost two digits in a hexadecimal number when it is printed in a form
that humans use (not in computer memory). Furthermore the leftmost bit of
the high-order byte corresponds to the MSb. For example, in the hexadecimal number Ox87654321, the high-order byte (also known as the most significant byte or MSB) is Ox87 regardless of the method used to store the
number in memory. The MSb is the high-order bit corresponding to the
high-order digit in byte Ox87. The low-order (least significant) byte and bit
correspond to the rightmost byte: Ox21 in the preceding example.
At the time that the terms big endian and little endian were introduced
to the computer industry, there wasn't a Mac or PC to be found. The first
two computers to be recognized as endians were the IBM 370 and PDP-11;
the PDP-11 was the first big endian and the IBM 370 was the first little
endian. The two configurations shown in Figure 3-1 illustrate the difference
between the big endian and little endian storage conventions when storing
the 16-bit number Ox1234 at an arbitrary memory address.
Motorola 680x0 addressing is big endian. The Intel x86 addressing
scheme is perhaps the most (in)famous little endian. The release and subsequent popularity of Apple's Macintosh and IBM's PC enshrined Motorola
and Intel as icons of big and little endian schemes, respectively. Recognize
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that each endian mode is simply a memory addressing methodology and
nothing more. Of course, if you're used to working with one scheme, it's
disturbing to see bytes in the wrong order; your world has been turned
upside down - or at least left to right.

(a) Big endians store the first 8 bits (MSb) first,
and the second 8 bits (LSb) second.
MSb

LSb

2

4

3

15

0 bit

(b) Little endians store the second 8 bits (LSb) first,
and the first 8 bits (MSb) second .
LSb

3
15

MSb

4

2
0 bit

Note that (a) and (b) are byte reversed images of
each other.

Figure 3·1
Storing a multibyte operand (Ox 1234) requires that you choose between two di fferent byteordering schemes,

Applied consistently, either endian scheme would work equally well in
any particular architecture. The scheme that each of us thinks is better often
depends on what we were "brought up with. " Combine this prejudice with
the fact that these schemes are fundamentally incompatible with each other
(a microprocessor must consistently use only one) and you can see how the
big versus little endian controversy can take on the overtones of a holy war!
The endianness of a processor becomes significant when accessing a specific byte of a multibyte operand - bits 8 through 15 of a 32-bit value, for
example. Even if you know the base address that the processor uses to
access the 32-bit value, without knowing the processor's storage convention
you won't know where to look for a specific byte.
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A Word about Words
Bytes ore immune to endion issues.
But there is a need to distinguish between
a single byte value and all larger memory
un its. In Chapter 1, "The PowerPC Tran sition," we agre ed on a convent ion for
wo rd size , nam ely that the size of one
word is 32 bits . Unfortunately, the term
word is frequently used as a catch-al l to
refer to any multibyte unit.

In the discussions that follow in this
chapter, I'll use the term word to indicate
any uni t composed of more than one
byte. If it's necessary to identify on actual 32-bit va lue, fo r example, I' ll reference the size explicitly, as in "a 32-bit
word ." Outside of this chapter, the term
wi ll reve rt to its defau lt definition of a
32-bit value .

Cohen argued that to avoid memory addressing anarchy we must all
adopt a single endian scheme, whether big or little - it didn't matter to
him. Unfortunately for programmers, no single addressing scheme has
become dominant: Intel's microprocessors use the little endian approach
while Motorola's use the big endian scheme.
But Cohen's plea for peace may have been heard by the designers of the
PowerPC family and other RISC microprocessors. The PowerPC architects
opted for a compromise. Each PowerPC processor can be switched into
either big or little endian addressing modes. This is an important feature for
processors that will host multiple operating systems which may differ in
their fundamental endian assumptions.

THE END-SIDE STORY
When examining the differences between the two endian schemes, it helps to
understand what doesn't define the endianness of a computer system. The
big and little endian schemes are not defined by how the individual bits in a
word are labeled. In Figure 3-2, two big endian words and one little endian
word are shown with their individual bits labeled. In addition, the most significant bit (MSb) and least significant bit (LSb) are also indicated.
Notice that the two big endian processor families (the Motorola 68K and
the PowerPC processors) use different bit labeling conventions. The 68K calls
its MSb bit 31, the PowerPC processors call its MSb bit 0. In fact, the big
endian 68K labels its bits the same as the little endian Intel x86.
The point to remember here is that bit labels don't define endianness.
The big endian scheme uses the MSb to establish the address of a word in
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memory- regardless of how that bit is numbered - while the little endian
scheme uses the LSb for the same purpose. Given those two points, you can
now see that, regardless of bit numbering, the 68K and PowerPC addressing
scheme is the same and that the Intel method differs from both. Let's look at
some specific examples.
(a) Motorola 68K big endian bit labeling

/111111111111111111111111111111111,
/

Most
significant
bit (MSb)

31

15

0

(b) PowerPC big endian bit labeling

""
Least
significant
bit (LSb)

11111111111111111111111111111 I I I I
15

0

31

(c) Intel little endian bit labeling

111111111111111111111111111111111
31

15

0

Figure 3·2
Bit labels within a word are simply a manufacturer's convention and are independent of
endianness.

Endianness and Memory
Assume that you've used a debugger to enter the values shown in Table 3-1
into both an x86 PC and a PowerPC system. You store the 32-bit word
OxOOfacade at offset 0, the 16-bit short value Ox1357 at offset 7, and the
byte string 'p','o','w','e','r' at offset OxOb. Furthermore, assume that the
PowerPC system is running in big endian mode (its default, power-on state).
Table 3-1
Data Entered into Both Computers
Offset

Data

Size

OxOO
Ox07
Ox Ob

OxOOfacode
Ox 1357

32-bit ward
16-bit short
Five 8-bit bytes

'p','o','w','e',' r'
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Having put the same values into the same memory locations on each
machine, we'll dump that memory and examine the contents. Our debugger
would display the information shown in Figure 3-3.
Big Endian view of data in memory
OxOO 00 fa ca de

13 57

70 6f 77 65 72
'p' 'o' 'w' 'e' 'r'

Byte 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 Oa Ob Oc Od Oe Of
Little Endian view of data in memory
OxOO de ca fa 00

57 13

70 6f 77 65 72
'p' 'o' 'w' 'e' 'r'

Byte 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 Oa Ob Oc Od Oe Of

Figure 3·3
A view of data stored in big and little endian memory

At first glance, the individual bytes that make up the word and short
data elements look byte-reversed between the two endian schemes. The
string, however, looks the same. Does the display fit with our definition of
endianness? In fact, it does. Let's make sure we understand why.
Big endians address words in memory with respect to the MSb, stored
in the low-address byte of the word. Thus the value OxOOfacade is properly
stored in bytes 0-3 under the big endian model. Looking at the value stored
in little endian memory, however, it's not immediately clear that the bytes
are in the proper order. Little endians address words with respect to the
LSb, stored in the lowest byte address. As a result, the individual bytes of a
multibyte value are displayed with the most significant bytes to the right.
We have to read the word from right (MSb) to left (LSb) starting at offset 3.
(This is often referred to as " back-words" ordering.) Thus, OxOOfacade is
properly positioned at offset 0 in both memory schemes.

Differing Little Endian Display Methods
Some docume ntation (suc h as the
PowerPC 60 1 Use r's Manu al) depict
dumps of little endi an me mory with the
zero offset on the right-hand side of the
row to correspond to the position of bit zero.

Fo r our purposes, however, we' ll put the
addre ss zero offset for dis pla ys of both
en dian types on the left of a 16-byte row
of mem ory to make direct comparisons
easier .
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Using the same reasoning, we see that Ox1357 is properly positioned in
both views of memory. We have to read only two reversed bytes for the little
endian case since the data size was 16 bits. Knowing the word size (16, 32,
or 64 bits) is a vitally important aspect to reading values in memory under
either scheme - for both you and the microprocessor.
The text string "power" is stored as five individual bytes. When storing a
single byte, the issue of multibyte ordering doesn't apply. Thus, both endian
schemes store the byte string in the same fashion.

Byte Addressing within
Multi&yte Operands
One of the most confusing aspects regarding the effects of endianness is
determining the position of individual bytes within multibyte operands. The
byte position depends on the size of the operand. Thus, hard-coded assumptions can cause confusing results.
Figure 3-4 illustrates the relationship between byte position and
operand size. The examples assume that each type of processor (big and little endian) is responsible for the storage of the specified items in memory
using its native endianness. (In other words, the little endian example shown
is not an emulation performed by a big endian processor.)
For each of the operand sizes shown in Figure 3-4, the big endian memory dump is byte-reversed relative to the little endian dump. But the important thing to note is that the Oxab byte (the MSB) in each first operand
appears at address OxOO in every big endian dump - regardless of the
operand's size. In contrast, the byte address of the Oxab byte within each
first operand in the little endian dump depends explicitly on the operand's
size. This distinction becomes significant for programmers when attempting
to address individual bytes within a word.
For example, to test if a 32-bit value stored in memory is negative, you
can AND the most significant byte with Ox80. A non-zero result means that
the operand is negative. But determining which byte to test depends on
whether the processor is big or little endian.
On a little endian (x86) platform, you must test the byte located 3 bytes
higher than the base address of the 32-bit word. As shown in Figure 3-4(b),
the byte value Oxab appears at little endian offset Ox03. However, on a big
endian (PowerPC) platform, testing the same byte means examining memory
at offset OxOO.
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(a) Two short (16-bit) operands are stored at offset 0 (O x abed)
and offset 8 (Ox 1234).
Big endian storage of short in memory
2 4

Iab Icd I I I I I I I1 I3 1 I I I I I I
Byte 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 Oa Ob Oc Od Oe Of
Little endian storage of short in memory
34 2

Icd Iab I I I I I I 1 I1 I I I I I I I
- Byte 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 Oa Ob Oc Od Oe Of

(b) Two word (32-bit) operands are stored at offset O (0 x abcdefOO)
and offset 8 (0 x 12345678).
Big endian storage of word in memory
lablcdl ef lool

I I I

1121341561781

I I I I

Byte 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 Oa Ob Oc Od Oe Of
Little endian storage of word in memory
78 56 34 2
1 1 1 1
Byte 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 Oa Ob Oc Od Oe Of

I00 Ief Icd Iab I I I I

I I I I I I

(c) Two dword (64-bit) operands are stored at offset 0 (0 x abcdef0011223344)
and offset 8 (0 x 12345678aabbccdd).
Big endian storage of dword in memory
ab cd ef 00 11 22 33 44 12 34 56 78 aa bb cc dd
Byte 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 Oa Ob Oc Od Oe Of
Little endian storage of dword in memory
44 33 22 11 00 ef cd ab dd cc bb aa 78 56 34 12
Byte 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 Oa Ob Oc Od Oe Of

Figure 3·4
Determining the position of individual bytes within a word requires knowing the endianness
of the processor.
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It's important to note that if we performed this comparison on the entire
32-bit word (as opposed to a single byte within the word), the distinction
between big and little endian disappears. Only when testing a particular byte
within a larger memory unit do you need to consider endianness.
The bottom line is that making endian-dependent assumptions concerning the position of bytes (and bits) within words will result in code that is
difficult to port between endian schemes.

A Closer Look
We've seen how identical values are stored in memory under each of the
two endian schemes. Now let's look at the same set of data but interpret it
using each endian scheme. Figure 3-5 shows 16 bytes of memory. Table 3-2
summarizes various values that can be read from each using both big and
little endian addressing methods.
16 bytes of memory
OxOO 00 fa ca de 00 00 00 13 57

oo oo

70 6f 77 65 72
'p 'o' 'w' ce' 'r'
1

Byte 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 Oa Ob Oc Od Oe Of

Figure 3·5
Depending on the endian scheme of the processor, the same data in memory can be
interpreted differently.

Understanding how each of the values in Table 3-2 are obtained is the
larger part of understanding the differences between big and little endian
memory addressing. If you port an application from an x86 platform to a
PowerPC platform, understanding the differences in accessing memory using
either endian scheme could save you time and help you avoid frustration.

Table 3·2
Values Read From Various Offsets.

Little Endian Memory Decoding

Big Endian Memory Decoding

Size

Offset

Value

Size

Offset

Value

byte

Ox02
Ox02
OxOc
Ox08

Oxca
Oxdeca
Ox776f
Ox70000057

byte
short
short
word

Ox02
Ox02
OxOc
Ox08

Oxca
Oxcade
Ox6f77
Ox57000070

short
short
word
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POWERPC ENDIANNESS
Each PowerPC processor is able to use either endian scheme when addressing memory. The power-on default state of all PowerPC implementations is
to use the big endian memory addressing scheme. But each processor can
be switched into little endian mode using the proper instruction sequence.
Some of the unconventional aspects of the PowerPC family's little endian
mode are:

a Internal PowerPC registers always contain data in big endian format.
a The physical address used to access data in external memory depends
on the size (number of bytes) of the data.
a Even in little endian mode, the PowerPC microprocessors execute big
endian code. The instruction addresses are modified to accommodate little endian addressing. This concept is explained in the section "Endian
Conversion" later in this chapter.
a Alignment requirements for accessing memory are more strict when

using little endian mode.

PowerPC Support for Bi·Endian Memory
The values derived for Table 3-2 show the complications that arise when the
same memory is interpreted using both the big and little endian schemes.
There are situations, however, when both endian schemes must be used to
access memory on PowerPC systems. For example, an application program
that has established one endian scheme can be forcibly switched into the
other scheme during an exception. If the exception handler needs to access
some portion of the application's data, a memory interpretation problem
arises. Furthermore, consider the situation where you receive a packet of big
endian data from an external source (a network, for example) while running
in little endian mode.
Fortunately, if a PowerPC processor is operating in one endian mode
and must access memory stored in the other mode, a mode switch is not
necessary. There are several PowerPC instructions that allow memory to be
interpreted using the other scheme - the "other scheme" being the endian
mode that the processor is not currently using.
The need to manipulate other-endian data isn't unique to PowerPC
processors. The i486 bswap (byte swap) instruction is included specifically to
enable the processor to operate on data passed to it from big endian comput-
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ers. The i486's bswap instruction operates only on 32-bit operands. The
PowerPC instructions that facilitate other-endian data manipulation are
slightly more inclusive, allowing translation of both 16- and 32-bit quantities.
Table 3-3 lists the PowerPC instructions that access memory using
the other scheme. When operating in big endian mode, these instructions
load and store data using the little endian scheme; when operating in little
endian mode, these instructions load and store data using the big endian
scheme. Where bit-labels are used in Table 3-3, they refer to the bit labels
of a PowerPC 32-bit word as shown in Figure 3-2(b). Further examples of
using these instructions are found in Appendix A, "PowerPC Instruction
Set Reference."

Table 3·3
Byte-Reversing Load and Store Instructions

Name

Instruction

Description

Load Half-Word
Byte-Reverse
Indexed

lhbrx

The high-order byte of the half-word in memory is
loaded into the low-order byte of rD . The next higherorder byte of the hall-word is loaded into the next
lower-order byte of rD.

rD,rA,rB

MemoryWord[0-7] ~ r0[24 -31]
MemoryWord[B-15] ~ r0[16-23]
MemoryWord[0-15J are cleared.
Load Word
Byte-Reverse
Indexed

lwbrx

rD,rA,rB

MemoryWord is pointed to by the sum (rA+rB). The
bytes of MemoryWord are loaded into the bytes of rD
in the following manner:

MemoryWord[0-7] ~ r0[24-31]
MemoryWord[B-15] ~ r0[16-23 ]
MemoryWord[l6-23J ~ rD[B -15]
MemoryWord[24-31J ~ r0 [0-7 ]
Store Hall-Word
Byte-Reverse
Indexed

sthbrx

rS,rA,rB

The low-order byte of rS is stored into the high-order
byte of the hall-word in memory. The next lower-order
byte of rS is stored in the next higher-order byte of the
half-word in memory.

rS[0 -7 ] ~ MemoryHalfWord[B-15]
rS [B-15 ] ~ MemoryH alfW ord [0-7]
Store Word
Byte-Reverse
Indexed

stwbrx

rS,rA,rB

This operation is analogous to the lwbrx instruction .
MemoryWord is pointed to by the sum (rA+rB) . The
store performs the following operation :

rS[0-7] ~ MemoryWord[24-31]
rS[B -15] ~ MemoryWord[l6-23]
rS[l6 -23] ~ MemoryWord[B-15]
rS[24 -31] ~ MemoryWord[0 -7]
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Don't worry if the instruction format in Table 3-3 seems foreign now.
These instructions will make more sense after you read the discussion of
PowerPC registers in Chapter 4, "The PowerPC Programming Model," and
operand conventions and addressing modes in Chapter 5, "Addressing
Modes and Operand Conventions."

Switching Endian Modes
By default, PowerPC processors are big endian at power-on or after a
hard reset. And only after such a reset can the little endian mode be
selected on a PowerPC processor. The method used to select either endian mode on the 601 differs from the other PowerPC implementations.
The PowerPC architecture defines two bits in the machine state register
(MSR) to control the endianness of user- and supervisor-level software
independently.
Figure 3-6 shows the bits that affect endianness on the 603, 604, and
620 processors. The exception little endian mode (ELE) and the little endian
(LE) bits switch the endianness. Because the 601 doesn't implement the ELE
or LE bits in the MSR, the endian switching code sequence differs from other
PowerPC implementations. The MSR is discussed at length in Chapter 4,
"The PowerPC Programming Model."

?
0

I

1 15

I

I

I
I
I
I

D
D

Not implemented on
MPC601 (reserved)

IT]

Bit 14 is processor
specific

Reserved

ELE LE
0
0
1
0
0

Mean in
Fully big endian mode
Big endian exceptions, little endian otherwise
Little endian exceptions, big endian otherwise
Fully little endian mode

Figure 3·6
Two bits in the MSR determine endionness for the 603, 604 , and 620 processors.
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IBM/Motorola Terminology Conventions
Recall that IBM and Motorola te rm inology ty pically differs wh en it comes to
"exception s" and "i nterru pts." Motorola
says "exception" where IBM says "interru pt. " Th us, Motorola 's ELE !exception little end ian mode) bit becom es IBM's ILE
!in terru pt l ittl e end ia n mode ) b i t.

This type of term ino logy disagree ment
will hope full y co nverg e in futu re re vi sio ns of IBM/Mo torola documen tati on.
For furthe r discussion of the term in ology co nve ntio ns used in this book, refer
ba ck to Ch apter l , "The Powe rPC Transition ."

As mentioned in Chapter 1, "The PowerPC Transition, " the 601 does
things in a slightly different manner than the other PowerPC implementations. The 601 uses the little mode (LM) bit in the HIDO (hardware implementation dependent 0) register, shown in Figure 3-7, to switch between big
and little endian modes. However, switching endian modes on the 601
requires some precautions beyond those necessary for the other processors.
Before switching modes on the 601, you'll also have to do the following:
• Flush all caches.
• Disable decrementer and external exceptions.
• Be sure the mode-switching code sequence doesn't cross a protection
boundary.
EHP------~

EMC------,
PAR----~

DAL--~

ORF
EPP
EIU
CE S M TDCDSHDTBABDCPIU PP

0 0 0

ESEM

LM
/

15

0

/

31

/

ETD
ECO
ESH--~
EDT---~
EBA---~

D

EBO----~

Reserved

ECP-----~

/
/

LM

0

Meanin
Big Endian
mode enabled
Little Endian
mode enabled

Figure 3·7
Switching endian modes on the 60 I requires setting the appropriate bit in the H/00 register.
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Changing the endian mode is a privileged operation that is limited to
low-level system software. Code that runs at the user level, such as application software, can't modify the bits necessary to change the endianness of
the system. An attempt to do so results in a protection violation exception.
When debugging or writing supervisor-level software, it's helpful to understand the processes of switching the endianness of a PowerPC system. The
following code sequences show how to change the endianness of each
PowerPC processor.
The code sequences shown in Listings 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3 show how to
put the 601, 603 and 604, and 620 processors into little endian mode,
respectively. To switch back to big endian mode, a similar operation must
be performed with the MSR bits set accordingly. In particular, the same synchronization must be performed before clearing the MSR[ELE] bit (or
MSR[LM] on the 601). Note that the rfi (return from interrupt) instruction
does not modify the MSR[ELE] bit. If the PowerPC exception handlers are
to be executed in little endian mode, the MSR[ELE] bit must be set independently of the rfi instruction.
Listing 3-1
Setting the endianness on the PowerPC 60 l
Sett i ng end i an mode on the 601
th is exa mple ass umes that : MSR[ EE J i s zero (0) .
cac he s ha ve be en f lu shed
mfspr

r3, HID0

move from speci al purpose regi ster:
put hardware impl eme nta t i on dependent
(H!D0) re giste r cont ent s int o GPR r3

ori

r3, r3. 0x8

OR-immed i ate:
set HID0 [LMJ (l itt le endi an mode) bi t

sync
sync
sync
mtspr

sync
sync
sync

three sync i nstruct i ons mu st precede
the move to spec i al purpose register
i ns tr uction
HI D0. r3

move to spec i al purpose register:
put t he value of r3 into
the HI D0 reg i ster
t hr ee sy ncs mus t fo ll ow the
mt spr or mt msr
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Listing 3·2
Setting the endianness on the PowerPC 603 and 604

sync
mfmsr

r3

ori
mt spr

r3. r3. 1
SRR l. r3

l wz

r3, targetAddr(rA)

mtspr

SRR0 . r3

complete all prior instructions
move f rom special purpose register:
get th e cur re nt con t ents of t he MSR in r3
set LE=l <l i tt l e end i an)
move t o the system save and restore
register 1 (SRRll
get target address for l i ttle
endian code

move to the system save and restore
reg i st er 0 (SRR0)

rfi

re t urn f rom interrupt: change modes
and branch to target code

targetAddr:

·1ittl e-end i an mode starts here

Listing 3·3
Setting the endianness on the PowerPC 620

sync
mfmsr

r3

or i
andi

r3 . r4 . 0x00010000
r3 . r3 , 0xfffffffd

set EL E bit
and immediate:
reset the MSR[RIJ bit to indicate
non-recoverable i nterrupt

mtmsr
mtspr
mt spr
rfi

r3
SRRl. r3
SRR0, targe t Addr

l oad MSR with new value
save a copy of the new MSR value
li tt le en di an t arget ad dr ess
return from interrupt into little
endian mode

targetAddr :

comp le te all pr i or instruc ti ons
move from specia l purpose reg i ster:
get MSR value i n register r3

we ' re i n l i tt l e end i an mode when
we get here
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Endian Conversion
Our examination of endianness wouldn't be complete without discussing
how the processors convert between the two addressing modes internally.
Although the typical user wouldn't be aware that a conversion was taking
place (or even which endian mode was active), programmers should understand the mechanisms involved. We'll examine why conversion is necessary
and how it is accomplished within the processor.
If memory operands were indivisible, the concept of byte ordering during operand access would be unnecessary. Because memory operands can
also be viewed as a series of smaller addressable units, however, byte ordering becomes a key issue in the context of endianness.
The PowerPC architecture implements bi-endianness not by changing the
order in which bytes are stored in memory, but by adjusting the byte address
of a memory operand within an aligned doubleword as necessary before
accessing memory. In other words, little endian storage on PowerPC processors is an illusion. The terms munging or swizzeling refer to the mechanism
used to convert from big endian mode to little endian mode in the address
path. For load and store operations, the effective address of an operand is
first computed regardless of the endian mode in effect. The resultant address
is then modified as shown in Figure 3-8, according to the size of the memory
operand. The effective address modification makes it appear to the processor
that the aligned memory operand is stored as little endian - in fact, they are
stored as big endian, but in different bytes within a doubleword than they
would be in big endian mode.
To illustrate address munging, consider the section of little endian memory shown previously in the bottom half of Figure 3-4(c). Let's assume that
we interpret the first doubleword of memory shown (bytes 0 through 7) as
containing two words: the value Oxl 1223344 stored at offset OxOO and the
value OxabcdefOO stored at offset Ox04. The top half of Figure 3-4(c) accurately represents how that data would be stored in the same doubleword on
PowerPC processors when operating in little endian mode.
Now we assume that our little endian program wants to retrieve the
word value Oxl 1223344. From its point of view, it generates the effective
address OxOO. The PowerPC processor then XORs the lower three bits of
this effective address with OblOO as shown here:
0x00
XOR 0x04
0x04

(=100lbl orig inal address
(= 100b for 32 -bit word accesses) mung va lu e
(=1 10lb) adjusted address
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(a) Little endian byte addresses within a doubleword are XORed with Ob111 to produce
the actual big endian address.
0
8
16
24
32
40
48
56
63
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 111111111111111111111111111111

~~~~~~~~

~

(b) Little endian halfword addresses within a doubleword are XORed with Ob110 to produce
the actual big endian address.
0
16
32
48
63
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 111111111111111111111111111111

000

010

100

110

~
(c) Little endian word addresses within a doubleword are XORed with Ob100 to produce
the actual big endian address.
0
32
63
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 111111111111111111111111111111

000

100

Figure 3·8
The PowerPC processor converts addresses by munging when accessing data in little
endian mode.

The processor then performs a big endian access to the word at effective
address Ox04, retrieving the value Oxl 1223344. Thus the memory appears
to the program to be in little endian ordering.
Performing the XOR operation on the lower 3 bits of the address makes
sense only if the memory operand is aligned on an address equal to a multiple of its size. When executing in little endian mode, the processor may
generate an exception when load and store instructions are issued with a
misaligned effective address - regardless of whether such access could be
performed without exception in big endian mode.
To see why munging misaligned addresses doesn't work, consider
again the section of little endian memory shown in the bottom half of
Figure 3-4(c). Let's assume that we interpret bytes 1 and 2 as a misaligned
halfword of the value Ox2233 at address OxOl. Munging this address with
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the Ob110 value prescribed for half-word address adjustment results in an
address of Ox07. But the big endian misaligned half-word stored at
address Ox07 has the value Ox4412.
When the processor is executing in little endian mode, instructions
(which, presumably, have been encoded in little endian mode) are fetched as
if they were in big endian order. This is not a problem, however, as the
PowerPC processors swap a dword (two 32-bit words) worth of instructions at a time, before passing them on to the instruction queue. If this conversion was not applied, the instructions would execute out of program
order and your software would tend not to do what you had envisioned.

SUMMARY
Understanding both big and little endian addressing methods means that
you understand the basic differences between the x86 and PowerPC architecture's native memory schemes. Chapter 5, "Addressing Modes and
Operand Conventions," covers additional aspects of PowerPC memory
addressing and effective address calculation.
In the next chapter, we'll investigate the PowerPC programming model.
Each PowerPC implementation's programming model has hardware-specific
characteristics that make it the least constant aspect among processor models. With a firm grasp on how the programming model changes between
PowerPC implementations, you'll be armed with the ability to create processor implementation-independent code - and that code will take full advantage of each implementation's features.

·::»'

Chapter

THE POWERPC
PRO RAMMING
L
"It was an edifice with numberless winding passages and
turnings opening into one another, and seeming to have
neither beginning nor end. "

-Thomas Bulfinch, from Age of Fable
The term programming model refers to the set of architectural
features that are visible to the programmer. Registers, instruction format, memory organization, addressing modes, and
exceptions are all components of a basic programming model.
And the PowerPC family's basic programming model is constant across each PowerPC processor implementation.
However, within the bounds of the PowerPC architecture, programming models may vary slightly between implementations.
In this chapter, we'll examine both the basic programming
model and each processor's implementation-specific features,
contrasting them to the Intel x86 when appropriate.

PRIVILEGE LEVELS
The x86 ring protection scheme consists of four privilege
levels - or rings - that range from 3 to 0, increasing in privilege
as the ring number decreases. Application programs run in ring
3, the least privileged level, and allow limited access to system
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resources. At the other end of the x86 privilege-level spectrum comes ring 0,
in which operating system kernels and device drivers operate. The x86 privilege levels that fall between 3 and 0 vary in terms of usage depending on
operating system implementation.
As we proceed through this chapter, the terms supervisor mode and
user mode crop up frequently. These terms refer to the current privilege
level under which the PowerPC processor is operating. On PowerPC
implementations, the supervisor level corresponds to ring 0, and the user
level corresponds to rings 1 through 3.

REGISTERS
All x86 assembly language programmers are well aware of the limited set
of registers available on x86 machines; we've all been in situations where
having just one more register would have made the difference between
absolutely amazing code and simply functional code. So, we rewrite our
code (often a good idea anyway) and fit everything into the registers that
are available.
We'll examine the PowerPC register set by separating it into three categories based on where the register is defined within the PowerPC architecture and privilege-level access restrictions. The three register categories are
as follows:
• The user instruction set architecture (UISA) and virtual environment
architecture (VEA) describe the PowerPC registers that are user-level
programs, such as applications. The registers defined by the UISANEA
are present in the PowerPC implementations discussed in this book.
However, as described previously in Chapter 2, the PowerPC architecture affords flexibility within a processor's implementation of the VEA
and OEA register set.
• The operating environment architecture (OEA) defines the supervisorlevel register set. These registers are accessible by the operating systems
or other privileged software. The transition from UISA (or VEA) to the
privilege level of the OEA is accomplished via the PowerPC exception
mechanism, as discussed in Chapter 10, "Exceptions and Interrupts."
• Additionally, a PowerPC microprocessor can have registers that are not
defined by the architecture. The 601, 603, 604, and 620 PowerPC
processors all have implementation-specific registers. The documentation provided for each implementation describes unique features of the
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processor, including specialized registers. Because these registers are typically available only to supervisor-level software, we'll discuss them in
conjunction with the OEA-defined register set.
References to the UISA, VEA, and OEA architectures, and the features
defined within each, appear frequently in PowerPC documentation. From
a programmer's perspective, separating the PowerPC architecture into the
UISA, VEA, and OEA illustrates the aspects of the architecture that are
intended for use by software at a particular privilege level.
While reading the sections that follow, bear in mind that the names
of registers as they appear in source code are simply that - names. These
external representations of the processor's registers are what we use when
referencing registers in our programs; the internal representation is what is
actually stored in the opcode.
Both the i486 and PowerPC processors have an internal representation
for each register. Even when using assembly language, the internal representation is transparent to the programmer. For example, the following line of
PowerPC assembly language contains a reference to two PowerPC registers:
the count register (CTR) and general-purpose register r3.
mfspr r3 , CTR

; l oad GPR r3 with the value of the CTR

We specify the two registers by their external names: r3 and CTR; the
assembler will generate an opcode that references both registers by their
internal names (GPR3 and SPR9) which the processor understands.
Fortunately, we'll only have to use the external register names.
The register names used on the Intel x86 (such as EAX and EBX) are
well known. However, the PowerPC's register names are less familiar to us
at this point. In each of the following sections that describes a PowerPC register (or group of registers), we'll use source code fragments to show how
each register would be named in a code sequence. Soon, the PowerPC register set will be as familiar and accessible as those of the x86 family. But first,
a quick review.

1486

REGISTER SET
The 32-bit Intel i486 register set, shown in Figure 4-1, uses the extended
form (EAX, EBX, and so on) for each register name. The 32-bit register set
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1486 Supervisor-Level Model (Ring 0, 1, 2)
Supervisor EFLAGS - all bits accessible

I

EFLAGS

I

0

31
Memory Management Registers
GDTR - Global Descriptor Table Register
47

IDTR - Interrupt Descriptor Table Register
31

LDTR - Local Descriptor
Table Register

0

~TR - Task Register!
15

0

i486 32-bit User-Level Model (Ring 3)
General Registers

Control Registers

EAX

CR3 - Page Directory Base Register

EBX

CR2 - Page Fault Linear Address

ECX

CR1-RESERVED

EDX

CRO - ~tern Control Fl~s

ESI

0

31

EDI
EBP

Debug Registers

ESP

DR? - Debug Control Register
DR6 - Debug Status Register

31

DRS - RESERVED

Status and Control Registers

DR4 - RESERVED

0

EFLAGS: only OF, SF, ZF, AF, PF, CF, DF

DR3 - Breakpoint #3 Linear Address

EIP
31

DR2 - Breakpoint #2 Linear Address

0

DR1 - Breakpoint #1 Linear Address
Segment Registers

DRO - Breakpoint #0 Linear Address
31
Test Registers -

cs

0

DS
not a formal part of x86 architecture

ES

TR? - TLB Test Data Register

FS

TR6 - TLB Test Command Register
TR5 - Cache Test Control Register

GS
SS

TR4 - Cache Test Status Register
TR3 - Cache Test Data Register
31

15

0

0

Figure 4· 1
The i486 programming model can be separated into supervisor- and user-level registers.

is available on i386 and later processors. As mentioned earlier, for purposes
of comparison with PowerPC processors, we will assume that our i486 is
running in protected mode.
Unlike PowerPC processors, the x86 processor does not have a generalpurpose register architecture; many tasks on the x86 require specific registers. For example, EDX and EAX must be used to output byte and word
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values to ports, ECX is used as a counter in loops, and ESI and EDI are
used for automatic indexing. Operating in protected mode removes some of
the restrictions, but we're still faced with limitations.
The i486's register set can be broken into two categories: supervisorlevel registers and user-level registers. When running in a lesser privileged
ring (anything other than ring 0), the supervisor-level registers are not available. When running at ring 0, both the supervisor- and user-level register
sets are accessible.
If you're accustomed to programming in the real-mode DOS environment of x86 processors, you may not be familiar with the supervisor-level
registers which are commonly used when running the processor in protected
mode. The following lists summarize the i486's supervisor- and user-level
registers and their purposes.

Supervisor-Level Registers
The EFLAGS register indicates the state of the processor. Additionally,
EFLAGS controls the operation of features such as single-stepping instructions and the privilege level required to perform 1/0 operations. On
PowerPC processors, the same function is provided by the machine state
register (MSR) and condition register (CR).
The global descriptor table register (GDTR) and interrupt descriptor
table register (IDTR) memory management registers of the i486 configure
the processor's segmentation, paging, and interrupt mechanisms. On
PowerPC processors, the equivalent function is provided by the segment
registers, block address translation (BAT) registers, and the MSR.
The i486 control registers (CRO- CR3) enable system features such as
caching and paging, define paging control structures, and report fault
addresses. PowerPC processors have dedicated registers to enable system
features (MSR), define address translation mechanisms (BAT and segment
registers), and determine the cause of exceptions (SRRO and SRRl).
The i486 debug registers (DRO-DR7) set and control breakpoints. The
debugging facilities on PowerPC processors vary on each implementation.
In general, PowerPC processors will have both instruction and data breakpoint registers.
Finally, the test registers (TR3-TR7) of the i486 are used primarily after
power-on reset to verify the internal operation of processor components
such as the cache and translation lookaside buffer. There are no explicit test
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registers for PowerPC processors; however, any of the general-purpose registers could be used in a similar capacity.

User-Level Registers
The general registers on the i486 (such as EAX and EBX) are used as
instruction operands for both integer and floating-point operations. The
PowerPC's 32 general-purpose registers (GPRs) and 32 floating-point
registers (FPRs) are used in an analogous manner. Note that the PowerPC
architecture does not define a register that is equivalent to the 486's EIP
(instruction pointer) register. The current instruction address (CIA) is
tracked internally to the processor and is not available to software.
The EFLAGS register determines the state of the processor; when running at the user privilege level, the EFLAGS register contains bits that are
set to indicate the outcome of comparisons and other bit-level operations.
PowerPC processors have a condition register (CR) which is used in a similar manner to the user-level EFLAGS register.
The i486's segment registers separate regions of memory (such as code
and data) and are a key component of memory protection. PowerPC processors use their own segmentation mechanism, BAT registers, and paging to
provide roughly the same functions. An important point to remember for
programmers who are familiar with the 16-bit x86 environment (and associated segmentation headaches) is that the PowerPC does not implement
such segmentation and is more "flat-model"-oriented.

POWERPC UISA AND VEA REGISTER SET
The registers defined by the PowerPC VISA and VEA are common to all
PowerPC implementations discussed in this book. On 64-bit PowerPC
processors, the machine state, general-purpose, link, and count registers are
expanded from 32; to 64 bits. When a register changes from 32 bits to 64
bits due to implementation size, bit 31 (in 32-bit mode) always corresponds
to bit 63 (in 64-bit mode). That is to say, 32-bit registers are right-justified
within a 64-bit register.
In the register figures that follow, some registers are defined with a
special-purpose register (SPR) or time-base register (TBR) number outside
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the bit-field definition. These numbers are generated by assemblers and used
by the processor in the instruction encoding; they are part of the internal
register representation mentioned previously. For example, the link register
is SPR8; thus the value 8 appears somewhere with an instruction opcode
that refers to the link register. This information is useful when encoding or
decoding instructions by hand. In general, assemblers, debuggers, and dissemblers handle the necessary translation - but that should never keep us
from understanding what's going on behind the scenes.
Software running at supervisor level has access to the entire register set
of the processor, including the UISANEA registers. Supervisor-level registers
are defined by the OEA. We'll examine them in the following section.
The PowerPC UISANEA register set, shown in Figure 4-2, comprises
seven different registers and register categories.

General-Purpose Registers
The PowerPC's 32 general-purpose registers (GPRs), shown in Figure 4-2,
are used by the integer unit to perform both logical and arithmetic operations. Additionally, the PowerPC 603 and 604 processors implement a
load/store execution unit that uses GPRs during memory access operations.
GPR width corresponds to implementation width; 32-bit PowerPC
processors have 32-bit GPRs and 64-bit implementations have 64-bit GPRs.
All PowerPC integer instructions use GPRs for the source and destination values of the operation. GPRs are named in software sequences simply
by appending the GPR number to the letter r. For example, the following
PowerPC instruction uses three GPRs; r3 is the destination register and r4
and r5 are the source registers.
add

r3 , r4, r5

: r3=r4+r5 where r3,r4,r5 are integers

Floating-Point Registers
The PowerPC's 32 floating-point registers (FPRs) are used exclusively by the
floating-point unit to perform floating-point operations. Each FPR is 64 bits
wide, independent of processor implementation, as shown in Figure 4-2.
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User Instruction Set Architecture Registers
General-Purpose Registers

I

GPRO

I

GPR31

31/63

0

31/63

0

Floating-Point Registers
FPRO

.•

• 31

0

63/63

FPR31
0

31

63/63

Condition Register

I

CR
31/31

0

Floating-Point Status and Control Register

I

I

FPSCR

31/31

0

Integer Exception Register
SPR1

I

XER

0

31/31

Link Register
SPRB

I

LR

0

31/63

Count Register
SPR9

I0

CTR
31/63

User Virtual Environment Architecture
TBR268

TBL - Time Base Facility Lower (for Reading)

TBR269

TBU - Time Base Facility Upper (for Reading)
0

31/31

Figure 4·2

The UISA/VEA registers are a subset of the entire PowerPC programming model.

Although each processor implementation supports both single- and
double-precision floating-point operations, the processor represents all
floating-point numbers internally in double-precision format. In fact, singleprecision data loaded from memory into an FPR will be converted into
double-precision format by the floating-point unit. For more information on
PowerPC floating-point operation, refer to Appendix C, "Floating-Point on
the PowerPC."
The following floating-point code fragment shows that FPRs are designated in source code by appending the FPR number to the letters fr. FPR
designation is the same for both single- and double-precision floating-point
operations.
fadd

fr3, fr4, fr5

fr3 =fr4+fr5 where fr3,fr4. and f r5 are
do uble-pre ci si on f l oating-poin t numbers

Condition Register
The function of the PowerPC condition register (CR) is similar to the x86
EFLAGS register; it reflects the results of logical and comparative operations. CR is 32 bits wide, independent of implementation, and has eight
independent 4-bit result fields that are addressed by the aliases CRO-CR7.
For example, bits CR[4-7] are known as CRl[0-3]. The condition register is
shown in Figure 4-3.
All x86 programmers - repeat to yourself three times: "CR does not
stand for control register." I still make that mistake when discussing the
condition register.
As we'll see in Chapter 6, "The PowerPC Instruction Set," both integer
and floating-point instructions can be coded so that their results are
reflected in the condition register. When the Re bit is set in an integer or
floating-point instruction's opcode, CRO and CR1 have specific purposes as
defined by the PowerPC UISA. CRO reflects the results of integer operations
at the completion of an integer instruction. Likewise, CR1 is updated with
the final results of floating-point instructions.
The various bit fields within CRO-CR7 can be manipulated by:

a Explicitly moving a value from a GPR into the CR using an mtcrf
instruction
a Explicitly moving one CR 4-bit field to another with the mcrf instruction

a Copying XER[0-3] to the CR using the mcrxr instruction
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~

Integer result bits
Floating-point result bits

CRO[O]
CR0[1]
CR0[2]
CR0[3]

-

(LT) Negative - This bit is set when the result is negative.
(GT) Positive - This bit is set when the result is positive (and not zero).
(EQ) Zero - This bit is set when the result is zero.
(SO) Summary Overflow - This bit is a copy of the final state of XER[SO]
at the completion of the instruction.

CR1 [O]
CR1 [1]
CR1 [2]
CR1 [3]

-

(FX) Floating-point exception . This is a copy of the final state of FPSCR[FX]
(FEX) Floating-point enabled exception. This is a copy of the final state of FPSCR[FEX].
(VX) Floating-point invalid exception. This is a copy of the final state of FPSCR[VX].
(OX) Floating-point overflow exception. This is a copy of the final state of FPSCR[OX].

Figure 4·3
The condition register (CR} is divided into eight 4-bit status fields.

a Copying a specified field from the FPSCR to a CR using the mcrfs
instruction
a Performing condition register logical instructions on bits within the CR
a Using the specific form of an integer instruction that updates CRO with
the results from that instruction
a Using the specific form of a floating-point instruction that updates CRl
with the results from that instruction
a Explicitly specifying a CR field to reflect the result of either an integer

or floating-point compare instruction
The following example shows two different instructions using CR fields
as both source and destination operands. Further examples can be found in
both Chapter 11, "PowerPC Assembly Language Examples," or Appendix A,
"PowerPC Instruction Set Reference."
mcrxr CR5

moves the contents of XER[0-3J into CR[20-23J

mcrf

moves the contents of CR[l2 -15J into CR[B-1 1)

CR2, CR3
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CRO Field
CRO is automatically updated with the results of integer instructions if
the instruction's Re bit is set. As Figure 4-3 illustrates, bits CR[0-2] report
the results of comparing the current integer operation to zero. CR[3]
(CRO[EQ]) is set by copying the status of XER[SO] (defined in a subsequent
section) upon completion of the instruction.

CRl Field
CRl is automatically updated to reflect the results of floating-point operations when the instruction's Re bit is set. As shown in Figure 4-3, bits
CRl[0-3] are copied from FPSCR[0-3] at the completion of the floatingpoint operation.

CR2-CR7 Fields
The six remaining CR fields reflect the results of compare instructions. The
encoding of the particular compare instruction specifies the CR field that is
the destination for the results of the compare. Table 4-1 summarizes the bit
field meanings for the 4 bits within each field CR2 through CR7.
Table 4-1
CR2-CR7 Bit Field Meanings

CR[bit]

Description

0

Less than or floating-point less than !LT, FL)
Integer compare :
r A < (SIMM or rB)
:signed comparison
rA < (UIMM or rB)
:unsigned comparison
Floating-point compare: frA < frB
Greater than or floating-point greater than !GT, FG)
Integer compare:
rA > (S IMM or rB) : signed comparison
rA < ( UIMM or r B) :un signed compar i son
Floating-point compare:
frA > frB

2

Equa l or floating-point equal ISO, FE)
Integer compare:
rA = (SIMM, UIMM, or rB)
Floating-point compare :
frA = frB

3

Summary overflow or floating-point unordered ISO, FU)
Integer compare: copy of XER[SO] after instruction completes
Floating-point compare: frA and/ or frB is Not a Number (NaN)
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Floating-Point Status
and Control Register
The floating-point status and control register (FPSCR) is 32 bits wide on all
implementations, and is shown in Figure 4-4. The FPSCR performs the
following tasks:
a Record, enable, and disable exceptions generated by floating-point
operations
a Record the type of result produced by a floating-point operation

a Control the rounding mode used by floating-point operations
Once set, bits listed in Figure 4-4 as "sticky" remain set until explicitly
cleared by an mcrfs, mtfsfi, mtfsf, or mtfsbO instruction.

vxvc-----~
VXIMZ----~

FX

FR Fl

0 1

2 3

4

5 6

7

Bits O - 23 = Status bits
Bits 24 - 41 = Control bits
s =Sticky bit

[TI

Reserved

s

s

s

FPRF
Floating-point
result flags

s

s

8

9 10 11 12 13 14, 15

s

s

19 :20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

C FL FGFE FU
< > = ?

1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0

VE OE UE ZE XE
s

0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0

1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Result Value Class
Quiet NaN
- Infinity
- Normalized number
- Denormalized number
-Zero
+Zero
+ Denormalized number
+ Normalized number
+Infinity

Figure 4·4
The floating-point status and control register (FPSCR) controls the operation of the floatingpoint unit.
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Integer Exception Register
The PowerPC integer exception register (XER), shown in Figure 4-5, is a
32-bit register across all implementations. It reports the results of completed
integer operations. We'll say that an instruction has completed when the
architectural register set of the processor has been updated with the results
of the instruction's operation. Depending on instruction encoding, the contents of XER[SO] can be copied into CR0[3] upon completion of execution.
Table 4-2 defines the conditions reported by XER.

The Integer Exception Register (XER)
Byte Count

Byte Compare Value

0

23 24 25

15
Reserved

0

31

601-Specific Byte Compare Value

The Link Register (LR)
Branch Address
31/63

15

0

The Count Register (CTR)
CTR
31/63

15

0

The Time Base Register (TBA)
TBL - Lower 32 bits of time base

TBU - Upper 32 bits of time base
0

31 32

63

Figure 4·5
The inferger exception register {XER), link register {LR), count register {CTR), and lime base
register {TBR) are available for application software use.
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Table 4-2
The XER Bit Definitions

Bit Number

Bit Name

Description

0

so

Summary Overflow
The summary overflow ISO) bit is set whenever an instruction
!except mtspr) sets the OV bit. SO is not cleared until
software explicitly clears it using mtspr or mtxr. SO is not
altered by instructions that cannot overflow, such as compare
operations. Refer to the integer arithmetic section of
Chapter 11, "PowerPC Assembly Language Examples," for
further details.

ov

Overflow
The overflow IOV) bit is set when an overflow occurs during
the execution of an integer instruction. For example, an
integer add or subtract instruction !with O E= l in the opcode)
will set OV if the carry out of bit 0 is not equal to the carry
out of bit l , and OV wi ll be cleared otherwise . OV is not
altered by instructions that cannot overflow, such as compare
operations. Refer to the integer arithmetic section of Chapter
11 , "PowerPC Assembly Language Examples," for further
details.

2

CA

Carry
The carry ICA) bit is set to indicate that a carry out of bit 0
occurred during the execution of an integer instruction. In
particular, CA is set in the following situations:

a

addc, subfc , adde, and subfe will set CA if there is
a carry out of bit 0, and clear CA otherwise.

a

sraw, srawi, and srw w ill set CA if any 1-bits have
been shifted out of a negative operand, and clear
CA otherwise.

CA is not altered by instructions that cannot overflow, such as
compare operations. Refer to the integer arithmetic section of
Chapter l l , "PowerPC Assembly Language Examples," for
fu rther details.
3- 15
16-23

Reserved
BCV

60 l -

Byte Compare Value

603,604,620 -

Reserved

This field is valid only on the PowerPC 60 l microprocessor;
on other implementations, this field is reserved. On the 60 l ,
this field contains the byte to be compared by the POWER
lscb x !load string and compare byte indexed) instruction.
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Table 4-2
The XER Bit Definitions (Continued)

Bit Number

Bit Name

24

Description
Reserved

25-31

BC

Byte Count
Thi s field specifies the number of bytes to be transferred by a
lswx (load string word indexed), stswx (store string word
indexed), or lscbx (load string and compare byte indexed)
instruction .

The XER can also hold a byte count for string operations. The load
string word indexed (lswx) and store string word indexed (stswx) instructions use XER[25-31] as their byte count value. Both string instructions are
described in Appendix A, "PowerPC Instruction Set Reference."
On the 601, the XER has a field that does not exist on other processor
implementations. Bits 16-23 of the XER are used as a byte compare value
for the lscbx (load string and compare byte indexed) instruction defined by
the POWER architecture. On all other processor implementations, this field
is reserved and should be loaded with zeros when manipulating the XER
register. For specific information on the lscbx instruction, refer to the 601
instruction reference on the CD-ROM.
Example:
mfspr
mfxer

r5,1
r5

put the contents of the XER register in GPR 5
the simplifi ed mnemonic equivalent of the
above i nstruction

Link Register
The link register (LR) supplies the branch target address for use with the
bclr instruction. As shown in Figure 4-5, the LR is a 64-bit register on 64-bit
implementations and is 32 bits wide otherwise.
As with all PowerPC registers that hold instruction addresses (not data
addresses), the lower two bits of the LR are ignored by the processor due to
the 32-bit alignment of instructions. There are two ways to load a value
into the link register:

a Explicitly loading a value into (or from) the LR using the mtspr or mfspr
instructions
a Using the form of conditional or unconditional branch instructions that

loads the LR with the address of the instruction following the branch
instruction (the return address)
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Example:
mfspr r4 .8

put the contents of LR into GPR 4

mfl r r4

the simplified mnemonic equivalent of the
above instruction

Count Register
The count register (CTR) is generally used as a loop counter register. As
shown previously in Figure 4-5, the CTR is a 64-bit register on 64-bit
implementations and is 32 bits wide otherwise.
There are two main uses for the CTR:
a The CTR can be used as a loop count-down register for properly coded

branch instructions. Note that decrementing the CTR when it contains
zero results in the CTR being set to Oxffffffff (-1).
a The CTR can be used to hold the target address for the bcctrx (branch
conditional to count register) instruction.

Example:
mfspr

r5 ,9

put the contents of the CTR i nto GPR 9

mfctr

r5

the simplified mnemonic equivalent of the
previous instruction .

Time Base Register
The time base register (TBR) is the only register defined by the PowerPC
virtual environment architecture (VEA). Like the UISA registers, the VEA
time base register can be accessed by both user- and supervisor-mode software. However, user-level software can only read from the TBR. Supervisorlevel software can read from and write to the TBR.
The PowerPC 603, 604, and 620 have a TBR. The 601 does not, but
employs its real-time clock (RTC) register in a similar fashion to the TBR;
the 601 's RTC register is discussed in the 601 section that follows.
The TBR is a 64-bit structure that comprises two 32-bit registers: the
time base upper (TBU) and time base lower (TBL) registers, as shown in
Figure 4-5. The TBR value increments at a system implementation-dependent rate until it reaches the 64-bit value Oxffffffffffffffff, at which point it
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rolls over to zero and resumes incrementing. No exception is generated by a
TBR roll-over; explicit checking is required.
Note that the following code fragment is 32-bit implementation specific.
On 64-bit implementations, such as the 620, it would be possible to read
the TBR with a single instruction. Remember, reading from the TBR is a
user-mode operation; writing to the TBR requires software executing at
supervisor level. More extensive examples employing the time base register
are found in Chapter 11, "PowerPC Assembly Language Examples."
mftb
mftb

r3,268
r4,269

put contents of TBL into GPR 3
put contents of TBU into GPR 4

another way to perform the same operation using
simplified mnemonics:
mftb
mftbu

r3
r4

put contents of TBL into GPR 3
and TBU into GPR 4

OEA

AND IMPLEMENTATION-SPECIFIC
REGISTER SET
The final group of PowerPC registers consists of those defined by the
PowerPC operating environment architecture (OEA) and processor implementation-specific registers. If user-level software attempts to access any of
the registers discussed in this section, a privilege-level exception will result.
Chapter 10, "Exceptions and Interrupts," deals exclusively with PowerPC
exceptions. If supervisor-level software attempts to access an invalid (undefined) special-purpose register (SPR), the result depends on the type of
access:
a Attempting to load a value into an invalid SPR (using the

mtspr instruc-

tion) will be executed as a no-op.

a Attempting to load a value from an invalid SPR (using the mfspr instruction) will result in loading the target register with an undefined value.
The following list enumerates the remaining categories of PowerPC
registers as well as several examples in each category. Each category may
include both OEA-defined and implementation-specific registers. Note that
this is just an overview, and processor-specific implementations are
addressed later in this chapter.
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a Configuration Registers
The machine state register (MSR), processor version register (PVR),
processor identification register (PIR), and hardware implementation
dependent (HID) registers are examples of configuration registers.
a Memory Management Registers
The instruction and data block address translation (BAT) registers,
table search description register (SDRl), address space register (ASR),
and segment registers are examples of memory management registers.
Additionally, the 603-specific IMISS/DMISS and HASH1/HASH2
registers fall into this category.
a Exception Handling Registers
The data address register (DAR), general special-purpose registers
(SPRGO-SPRG3 ), data storage (memory) interrupt service register
(DSISR), and machine status save/restore registers (SRRO and SRRl)
represent the set of exception handling registers.
a Performance Monitoring Registers
The performance monitor counter registers (PMCl and PMC2), the
monitor mode control register 0 (MMCRO), and the sampled data
address and sampled data instruction registers (SDA and SIA) are performance monitoring registers. The performance monitoring facility is
available on the PowerPC 604 and 620 processors.
a Miscellaneous Registers
The writable time base register (TBR) (603, 604, and 620 only), decrementer register (DEC), external access register (EAR), and instruction
address breakpoint and data address breakpoint registers (IABR and
DABR) are examples of miscellaneous registers.

Just as the width of some of the user-level registers depends on the
implementation width, some OEA and implementation-specific registers do
the same. The machine state register, the data address register, table search
description register, machine status save and restore registers, and specialpurpose registers are 64 bits wide on 64-bit implementations and 32 bits
wide on 32-bit implementations.

he PowerPC Programming Model

Common OEA Registers
Each PowerPC implementation can have a unique set of supervisor-level
registers. Therefore, we'll look at each implementation separately. Because
all user-level registers are accessible by supervisor-level software, we'll show
the entire register set for each implementation. That way, we'll have one reference for the complete register set on each PowerPC processor.
Some PowerPC OEA registers are common across all implementations.
In the sections that follow, we'll examine the registers common to all
PowerPC processors and then cover implementation-specific registers,
processor by processor.

Machine State Register
The machine state register (MSR), shown in Figure 4-6, has a variety of
functions and is the main control register for the processor. The MSR is 32
bits wide on 32-bit implementations. On 64-bit implementations, it occupies the rightmost 32 bits of the 64-bit register. The value in the MSR can
be changed in the following ways:
a The PowerPC exception mechanism can update the bits of the MSR as
defined in Table 4-3.
a A value can be explicitly moved into the MSR using the mtmsr
instruction.
a System call (sc) and return from interrupt (rfi) instructions can modify
the value of the MSR.

Table 4-3
The Machine State Register Bit Meanings

Bit Number
(32-bit}

Bit Number
(64-bit)
Name

Not
ava ilable

0

SF

Power-On
Value

Description
64-bit Mode
0 = The 64-bit processor is
running in 32-bit mode.

l = Processor is running
in 64-bit mode.
(default)
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Table 4-3
The Machine State Register Bit Meanings (Continued)

Bit Number
(32-bit)

Bit Number
Name
(64 -bit)

Power-On
Value

0

1-32

Unknown

Description
Reserved, but saved to SRR 1 when
an exception occurs.

1-4

33-36

Unknown

Reserved

5-9

37-4 1

Unknown

Reserved, but saved to SRR 1 when
an exception occurs.

10-12

42-44

Unknown

Reserved

13

45

0

Power Management Enable

POW

0 = Disables programmable power
modes (normal mode)
l = Enables programmable
(reduced) power modes
This bit has no effect on
dynamic power management (DPM) .

14

46

TGPR

0

Temporary GPR Remapping
(603 only)
0 = Normal operation

1 = TGPR mode. GPRO-GPR3
are remapped to TGPRO-TGPR 3 for
use by TLB miss routines.
Note: The contents of GPRO-GPR3
wi ll remain unchanged whi le
MSR[TGPR]= 1. Attempts to use
GPR4-GPR3 1 with MSR[TGPR]= 1
will have undefined results.
15

47

ILE

0

Exception Little-Endian Mode
W hen an exception occurs, this bit
is copied into MSR[LEJ to select the
endian mode for the context
established by the exception.
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Table 4-3
The Mach ine State Regi ster Bit Mean ings (Continued)

Bit Number
(3 2-bit)

Bit Number
(64-bit)
Name

Po wer-On
Value

16

48

0

EE

Description
External Interrupt Enable
0 = While the bit is cleared, the
processor delays recognition of
external interrupts and decrementer
exception conditions.
l = The processor is enabled to
toke an external interrupt or the
decrementer exception.

17

49

PR

0

Privilege Level
0 = The processor can execute both
user- and supervisor-level instructions.
l = The processor can execute only
user-level instructions.

18

50

FP

0

Floating Point Available
0 = The processor prevents dispatch
of floating-point instructions,
including FP loads, stores, and
moves.
l =The processor con execute
floating-point instructions.

19

51

ME

0

Machine Check Enable
0 = Machine check exceptions are
disabled.
l =Machine check exceptions are
enabled.

20

52

FEO

0

Floating-Point Exception Mode 0
See Figure 4-6.

21

53

SE

0

Single-Step Trace Enable
0 = The processor executes
instructions normally.
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Table 4·3
The Machine State Register Bit Meanings {Continued}

Bit Number
(32-bit)

Bit Number
(64-bit)
Name

Power-On
Value

Description
l = The processor generates a trace
exception (OxOdOO) upon the
successful completion of the next
instruction.

22

54

BE

0

Branch Trace Enable
0 = The processor executes branch
instructions normally.
l = The processor generates a trace
exception (OxOdOO) upon the
completion of a branch instru ction,
regard less of whether the branch
was taken.

23

55

FE l

0

Floating-Point Exception
Model
See Figure 4-6.

24

56

25

57

Unknown

IP

Reserved, but saved in SRR l
when an exception occurs.
Exception Prefix

(typical)

The setting of this bit specifies
whether an exception vector offset is
prepended with Oxfs or Os. In the
followi ng description , nnnnn is the
offset of the exception.
0 = Exceptions are vectored
to the physical address
OxOOOnnnnn.
l = Excepti ons are vectored to th e
physical address Oxfffnnnnn.

~ The PowerPC Programming Model

Table 4-3
The Machine State Register Bit Meanings

(Continued)

Bit Number
(32-bit)

Bit Number
(64-bit)
Name

26

58

IR

Power-On
Value

Description

0

Instruction Address Translation
0 = Instruction address translation is
disabled.
l = Instruction address translation is
enabled.

27

59

DR

0

Data Address Translation
0 = Data address translation is
disabled.
l = Data address translation
is enabled.

28

60

29

61

30

62

Unknown

ReseNed , but saved in SRR l
when an exception occurs.

PM

0

Performance monitor

RI

0

Recoverable Exception (for system
reset and machine check exceptions)
0 = Exception is not recoverable.
l = Exception is recoverable.

31

63

LE

0

Little Endian Mode Enabled
0 = The processor runs in big
endian mode.
l = The processor runs in little
endian mode.
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100
64-bit MSR Register

mm
l~#r#JOfffi
fffM#&Hffl
0

0

,..,..32

/

===================I
63

/

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

/

The 32-bit register maps
to the rightmost 32 bits
of the 64-bit register.

/
/
/

/
/

32-bit MSR Register

0 0

D

Reserved

[]

Not present on 601

•
D

Floating-point exceptions
disabled
Floating-point imprecise
0
nonrecoverable*
Floating-point imprecise
1 0
recoverable*

0 0

Present on 604 and
620 only
603 only

Floating-point precise mode
* Not implemented on 601 or 603

Figure 4·6
The machine state register (MSR) is the main control register for PowerPC processors.

Processor Version Register
The 32-bit processor version register (PVR), shown in Figure 4-7, is a readonly register. Its two 16-bit fields contain the processor's version number
and revision number.
The version number is a 16-bit value that uniquely identifies each
processor implementation. If new models of the same processor are created,
such as the case of the 603 and 603e, the processor version number will
change.
The revision number is a 16-bit value that uniquely identifies each
release within a particular implementation. For example, if we needed to
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distinguish between revision 2.0 and revision 2.1 of the 604, this is the 16bit value we'd need to check.

Version

0

Revision

15 16

Version
Value
Ox0001
Ox0003
Ox0006
Ox0004
Ox0014

31

Processor
PPC 601
PPC 603
PPC 603e
PPC 604
PPC 620

Figure 4·7
The processor version register (PVR} is used by software to distinguish between PowerPC
processor implementations.

The following code example reads the PVR and tests to see whether the
processor is a 604 with a revision greater or equal to 2.0.
mfspr rl0, PVR
or
rll.rl0,rl0
rl0.rl0,0xffff0000
andi
cmpl i 0,0,rl0,0x40000
Not604
bne
rll, rll ,0 xffff
andi
cmpl i 0,0,rl0,0x30
Not604
blt

PVR has been defined as SPR 287
rll = rl0 - save a copy of PVR
looking for processor version
compare rl0 with immediate
0x40000 = 604
simplified branch if not 604
looking for processor revision
2.0?
simplified branch
revision is pre-3.0, get out

LetsGo:
it's the processor and version
we expect - do what we want ...
Not604:
not the right processor . .. continue

Segment Registers
The PowerPC's segment registers implement virtual memory. Segment registers are present only on 32-bit implementations such as the 601, 603, and
604. (There are no segment registers on the 620 because equivalent
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information is contained in the 620's address space register.) Therefore, the
remainder of this discussion of PowerPC segment registers is applicable only
to 32-bit processor implementations.
Each of the 16 segment registers are 32 bits wide. As shown in Figure
4-8, there are two possible formats for a segment register. The value of the
T bit (bit 0) determines whether the segment is memory-mapped or directstore and directs the subsequent interpretation of the remaining bit fields.

T = O format
VSID

T Ks Ku N

0

1 2 3 4

7 8

31

T = 1 format
T Ks Ku

0

1 2 3

Controller-Specific Information

BUID
11 12

Packet 1 (O - 3)
27 28

31

D Reserved
Figure 4·8
PowerPC segment registers hove two different formals, depending on the setting of
the T bit.

If T = 0, the effective address is a reference to a memory-mapped segment.
In this case, the bit fields are interpreted as shown in Table 4-4. If T = 1, the
effective address is a reference to a direct-store (I/0) segment. No reference
is made to the page tables. In this case, the bit fields are interpreted as
shown in Table 4-5.
Segment registers can be accessed using the mtsr and mtsrin instructions.
After accessing segment registers, software must perform a context synchronizing sequence to ensure that memory accesses respond according to the
new state of the segment register. Context synchronization is discussed in
Chapter 6, "The PowerPC Instruction Set."
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Table 4-4
Bit Field Definiti ons for T = 0 Segment Registers

Bit Position

Bit Name

Description

0

T

The T bit selects the forma t of the segment register as
shown in Figure 4-8.

Ks

Supervisor-State Protection Key
Defines the access protection for pages contained in
this segment.

2

Kp

User-State Protection Key
Defines the access protection for pages contained in
this segment.

3

N

No-Execute Protection Bit ·
Segments with this bit defined are data-only segments
that cannot be used to execute code.

4-7

(none)

Reserved

8- 31

VSID

Virtual Segment ID

Table 4 -5
Bit Field Defi nitions fo r T = 1 Segment Reg isters

Bit Pos ition

Bit Name

Description

0

T

The T bit selects the format of the segment register as
shown in Figure 4-8.

Ks

Supervisor-State Protection Key
Used to help define the access protection for pages
contained in this segment.

Kp

User-State Protection Key

2

Used to help define the access protection for pages
contained in this segment.

3- 11
12-31

BUID

Bus Unit ID

(none)

Device-specific data for

1/0 controller
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Table Search Description Register
The table search description register (SDRl) is used when generating
addresses associated with a page table. As shown in Figure 4-9, SDRl is 32
bits on 32-bit implementations and 64 bits on 64-bit implementations.
Table 4-6 summarizes the bit field descriptions. Page tables on the PowerPC
are analagous to those found on the x86. Page tables and the use of SDRl
are discussed in Chapter 8, "Memory Management."
The Table Search Description Register for 32-bit PowerPC Implementations
I - - - - - - - HTABORG
Base Address

0

Maskable Bits

6 7

I
0 0

HTABSIZE

31

1516

The Table Search Description Register for 64-bit PowerPC Implementations
HTABORG

HTABSIZE

45 46

0

58 59

63

Reserved

Figure 4·9
The table search description register (SOR I) is used by the PowerPC processor's memory
paging mechanism.

Processor implementation width impacts the function of the SDRl. As
you would expect, the number of bits required to generate page table
addresses is different for 32-bit processors than for 64-bit processors. Table
4-7 compares the function of the SDRl on both implementation widths.
Table 4-6
The SDR 1 Register Bit Definitions

Bit Number
(32-bit)

Bit Number
(64-bit)

Bit Name Description

0-15
16-2 2
23- 31

0-45
46- 58
59- 63

HTABORG
(none)
HTABSIZE

Physical base address of page table
Reserved
Encoded size of page table (used to
generate mask)
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Table 4-7
SDR 1 Function on 32-Bit and 64-Bit Implementations

Characteristic
Required page
table boundary

32-Bit Implementation
21number of HTABORG bits) =
2

16

= 64 Kbytes

2

Minimum number of
bits used from hash
table for indexing

10

Minimum page
table size

21number of hosh toble bits) *

Page table size
range

64-Bit Implementation
21number of HTABORG bits) =
18

= 256 Kbytes

11

sizeofiPTEG 32 bit) = 2
= 64 Kbytes

10

2 16 bytes- 225 bytes

21number of hash toble bits)*

* 64

sizeof!PTEG 64 bit) =
128 = 256 Kbytes

i

1

*

2 18 bytes-246 bytes

General Special-Purpose Registers
As their name implies, the general special-purpose registers (SPGRs) are
both general- and special-purpose. The SPRGs are 32 bits on 32-bit implementations and 64 bits on 64-bit implementations as shown in Figure 4-10.
These registers can be used by an operating system (or other privileged
software) to perform miscellaneous tasks. Although specific uses for these
registers are not dictated by the PowerPC architecture specification, it does
specify a conventional use for each register, as described in Table 4-8.

SPRGO
SPRG1
SPRG2
SPRG3
0

31/63

Figure 4· 10

The general special-purpose registers (SPRGO-SPRG3) are used by system software to
perform miscellaneous operations.
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Table 4-8
Conventional SPRG Usage

Register

PowerPC Architecture Description of Usage

SPRGO

Software may load a unique physical address in this register to identify an
area of memory reserved for use by the first-level exception handler. This
area must be unique for each processor in a multiprocessor system.

SPRG l

This register may be used as a scratch register by the first-level exception
handler to save the contents of a GPR. The saved GPR can then be loaded
from SPRGO and used as a base register to save other GPRs to memory.

SPRG2

This register may be used by the operating system as needed.

SPRG3

This register may be used by the operating system as needed.

Machine Status Save/Restore Registers
The machine status save/restore registers (SRRO and SRR1) save processor
status information when an exception occurs and restore processor status at
the end of exception handling (signaled by an rfi instruction). Both SRRO
and SRR1 are 64 bits wide on 64-bit implementations and 32 bits wide on
32-bit implementations as shown in Figure 4-11.
When an exception occurs, the processor loads SRRO with the address
of either the instruction that caused the exception or an instruction that follows. All instructions prior to the one pointed to by SRRO are guaranteed to
have completed execution; the state of the instruction pointed to by SRRO
depends on the type of the exception. When exception handling is complete
and an rfi instruction is executed, the instruction at the address contained in
SRRO is restarted. Exception-specific manipulation of SRRO is discussed in
Chapter 10, "Exceptions and Interrupts."
SRR1 saves and restores processor status during exception conditions.
However, the data that is loaded into SRR1 either comes from the MSR or
is exception-specific information. Figure 4-11 shows SRRl. For example,
when an exception occurs on a 32-bit processor, bits SRRl[0,5-9,16-31] are
loaded with MSR[0,5-9,16-31]. The corresponding event on a 64-bit
processor causes bits SRRl[0-32,37-41,48-63] to be loaded with the corresponding bits in the 64-bit MSR.

PowerPC Programming Model
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SARO
0

64-bit SRR1
0

63

The 32-bit SRR1 maps into the uppper 32 bits of the
64-bit SRR1 . The bit positions below map accordingly .

0 1

4 5

910

from the corresponding position
D inCopied
the Machine State Register

1516

EJ

31
Loaded with exception-specific information

Figure 4·11
The machine status save/restore register 0 (SRRO) and I (SRR I) ore used during PowerPC
exception handling.

These bits represent sufficient information to restore the processor to
the state that existed prior to the exception. The state of the processor as
defined by system register settings and address translation is known as the
context of the processor and is discussed in detail in subsequent chapters.
After exception handling is complete, rfi restores the context of the processor from SRRl before returning to the exception-causing code. Exceptions
and their effect on SRRO and SRRl are described in Chapter 10,
"Exceptions and Interrupts."
Note that the PowerPC architecture specification warns that some
PowerPC implementations may modify SRRO and SRR1 in the following
situations:
• During every instruction fetch that requires address translation when
MSR[IR] =l
• During every instruction execution that requires address translation
when MSR[DR] =l
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Decrementer Register
The 32-bit decrementer (DEC) register, shown in Figure 4-12, is a counter
register that can generate periodic interrupt. The frequency at which the
DEC register counts down is system implementation-dependent and is identical to that of the time base register.

DEC
0

31

Figure 4·12
The decrementer (DEC) register is a single field that reports a continuously decrementing
count that can be used for timing operations.

If DEC= 0, the next decrement will generate an exception unless
masked by MSR[EE]. The operation of the decrementer adheres to the
following rules:
a The frequency of the time base and the DEC countdown are identical.
a Loading a GPR from DEC has no effect on the value in DEC.

a Storing a value from a GPR to DEC replaces the value in DEC.
a Whenever bit 0 (MSb) of DEC changes from 0 to 1, a decrementer
exception request is generated. Multiple DEC exception requests may be
received before the first exception occurs; however, any additional
requests are canceled when the exception occurs for the first request.

a If DEC is altered by software and the content of bit 0 is changed from 0
to 1, an exception request is generated.

For real-time applications, it is important to understand the impact of
speculative execution as it applies to DEC. While the processor is speculatively executing code, DEC can be read at a point that is not within the
linear instruction stream. If it is important that DEC be read only at a time
that corresponds to the position of the read within the linear instruction
stream, a context synchronization operation (such as isync) should be placed
immediately before reading the DEC register.
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Data Address Breakpoint Register
The data address breakpoint register (DABR) is an optional register that is
defined by the PowerPC architecture to provide a breakpoint facility for
data loads and stores. The DABR is 64 bits wide on 64-bit implementations
and 32 bits wide on 32-bit implementations as shown in Figure 4-13. The
601, 604, and 620 implement the DABR; the 603 does not have a DABR.

DAB
0

28/60
29/61
30/62--~

31/63-----'

Figure 4· 13
The data address breakpoint register (DABRJ sets debugger-type breakpoints for load and
store operations.

The DABR allows detection of load and store accesses to a specific
dword of data; instruction fetches are not trapped. Table 4-9 describes the
bit fields of the DABR for both 32-bit and 64-bit implementations.

Table 4·9
The DABR Bit Definitions

32-Bit
Processors

64-Bit
Processors

Name of
Bit Field

Description

0-28
29
30
31

0-60
61
62
63

DAB
BT
DW
DR

Data address breakpoint
Breakpoint translation enable
Dalo write enable
Dalo read enable

The following conditions define a data address breakpoint match for
load/store operations and generate a data access exception (DSI). All of the
following must be true:
• The effective address of the load/store operation's memory operand and
DAB match: EA[0-28] = DABR[DAB]. In other words, there is an

11 0
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address match if any part of the load/store touches any part of the
dword specified in the DABR.
a The state of the data address translation enable bit in the MSR matches
the state of the breakpoint translation enable bit in the DABR:
MSR[DR] = DABR[BT].
a The instruction is a store and DABR[DW] = 1 or the instruction is a
load and DABR[DR] = 1.

Unlike the DABR, the instruction address breakpoint register (IABR) is
not architected in the PowerPC specification. Although each implementation discussed in this book implements the IABR register, it is not an element of the OEA register set and is discussed in the implementation-specific
sections that follow.

External Access Register
The 32-bit external access register (EAR) is accessed with the eciwx
(external control in word indexed) and ecowx (external control out word
indexed) instructions. The EAR can also be accessed explicitly by using
mtspr and mfspr instructions. Figure 4-14 shows the format of the EAR
and Table 4-10 describes the bit definitions for the EAR. The EAR is
defined as optional by the PowerPC architecture.

RID

0 1

25 26

31

Figure 4· 14
The external access register {EAR) is used during certain 1/0 operations initiated by the
ecowx and eciwx instructions.

The eciwx and ecowx instructions perform memory-mapped 1/0
operations. When applications or drivers need to perform 1/0 for a particular device, they use the EAR[RID] value to select the device in a system
implementation-dependent manner. If EAR[E] is set, the eciwx and ecowx
instructions are able to perform input/output operations to the selected
device. For further information on the usage of the EAR, refer to eciwx and
ecowx in Appendix A, "PowerPC Instruction Set Reference."
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Table 4·10
The EAR Bit Definitions

Bit Position

Name

Description

0

E

Enable Bit
0 Disabled
1 Enabled
If enabled, the eciwx and ecowx instructions can
perform the specified external operation. If disabled,
an eciwx or ecowx instruction causes a data
access exception (OSI).
Reserved ; should be set to zero if register is modified
by software.
Resource ID. On the 60 1, this fi eld comprises only bits
28-31 ; bits 26 and 27 are reserved and have the
value 0 .

1-25
26-3 1

RID

Data Address Register
The data address register (DAR) holds the effective address generated by a
memory access instruction that causes an exception. For example, if a load
instruction calculates and loads a value from an effective address that causes
an alignment exception, the EA for that load is placed in the DAR for use
during exception handling. As shown in Figure 4-15, the DAR is 64 bits
wide on 64-bit implementations and is 32 bits wide on 32-bit
implementations.

DAR
0

31/63

Figure 4·15
If a load/store operation generates an exception, the data address register (DAR) reports
the address of the access.
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Data Access and Alignment
Exception Source Register
The 32-bit data storage (memory) interrupt exception source register
(DSISR) identifies the cause of a data access exception (DSI) or data alignment exception (DAE). The DSISR is shown in Figure 4-16. Bit definitions
for the DSISR vary depending on the type of exception: data access or alignment. Each exception and the DSISR bit definitions are discussed in
Chapter 10, "Exceptions and Interrupts."

DSISR

0

31

Figure 4·16
The data access/alignment exception source register (OS/SR) helps determine the
exception-causing instruction during exception handling .

POWERPC

601

REGISTER SET

Starting with this section, we'll examine PowerPC registers that are specific
to particular processor implementations. And following the evolutionary
path of PowerPC processors, we'll start off by examining the register set of
the PowerPC 601, shown in Figure 4-17.
The 601 has two user-level, implementation-specific registers: the realtime clock (RTC) register and the multiply quotient (MQ) register. These
registers are present on the 601 to ease the transition to the PowerPC architecture for programmers who have to port code written for POWER-based
computers.
In addition to the RTC and MQ registers, the 601 provides the following implementation-specific registers:
a The checkstop sources and enables register (HIDO).
a The 601 debug modes register (HID1).

a The instruction address breakpoint register (IABR) data address breakpoint register (DABR). The IABR and DABR registers are alternately
known as HID2 and HID5.

a The processor identification register (PIR), alternately known as HID15.
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601 Supervisor-Level Model
Supervisor-Level Special-Purpose Registers
0
31
SPR18
SPR19
SPR20
SPR21
SPR22
SPR25
SPR26
SPR27
SPR272
SPR273
SPR274
SPR275
SPR282
SPR287
SPR528
SPR529
SPR530
SPR531
SPR532
SPR533
SPR534
SPR535
SPR1008
SPR1009
SPR1010
SPR1013
SPR1023

DS ISR-DAE/ Source Instruction Service Register
DAR - Data Address R~ister
RTCU - RTC Upper REJRister (write only)
RTCL - RTC Lower R"gister (write only)
DEC - Decrementer Register
SDR1 - Table Search Descrip_tion Register 1
SARO - Save and Restore Register o
SRR1 - Save and Restore Register 1
SPRGO - SPR General R~ster 0
SPRG1 - SPR General Register 1
SPRG2 - SPR General Register 2
SPRG3 - SPR General Register 3
EAR - External Access Register
PVR - Processor Version Register
IBATOU - BAT 0 Upper Register
IBATOL - BAT 0 Lower Register
IBAT1 U - BAT 1 U_EE!lr R~ster
IBAT1 L - BAT 1 Lower R~ster
IBAT2U - BAT 2 U_EE!lr R~ster
IBAT2L - BAT 2 Lower R~ster
IBAT3U - BAT 3 U_EE!lr R~ster
IBAT3L - BAT 3 Lower R~ster
HIDO - Checkstqe__ Sources and Enable R~ster
HID1 - 601 Debl!f!_ Modes R~ster
IABRIHIDfil:- Instruction Address Breakpoint REJRister
DABRIH1Dfil:- Data Address Brea~int REJRister
Processor Identification Register
PIA(HID1
31
0

Sf-

Segment Registers

I0

SRO

I0

SR15

I

31

I
31

Machine State Register

I0

MSR

I

31

601 User-Level Model
General-Purpose Registers

...

I

GPRO

I0

GPR31

0

I

31

I

31

Floating- Point Registers

..

I0

FPRO

I0

FPR31

I

63

I

63

Condition Register

I0

CR

I

31

Floatin~-Point Status and Control Re~ister

I0

FPSCR

0
SPRO
SPR1
SPR4
SPR5
SPR8
SPR9

I

31

31

MQR~ster

XER - lnt~r ExceQ!ion R~ster
RTCU - RTC Upper REJRister (read only)
RTCL - RTC Lower Register (read only)
LR - Link R~ster
CTR - Count Reqister
0

31

Figure 4·17
The PowerPC 60 1's programming model, like the i486, contains both supervisor-level and
user-level registers.

Real· Time Clock Registers
The two 32-bit user-level RTC registers track the time and date on 601based systems. On the 601, the RTC serves the same purpose as the time
base facility on other PowerPC processors. As shown in Figure 4-18, the
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RTC uses an upper (RTCU) and lower (RTCL) register to count seconds
and nanoseconds respectively. There is enough range in the RTC registers to
provide a 135-year rollover calendar.

RTCU (Real-Time Clock Upper)

31

0

0 0

RTCL (Real-Time Clock Lower)

24 25

0 1

D

31

Reserved

Figure 4· 18
The 60 I real-time clock (RTC) registers count seconds and nanoseconds.

Like the time base registers, the RTC registers are read-only for userlevel software and read/write for supervisor-level software. To emphasize
this point, there are different SPR numbers for the RTC registers depending
on the type of instruction used to access the register. To write to the RTC
registers using mtspr, supervisor-level software uses SPR20 and SPR21. To
read from the RTC using mfspr, all software uses SPR4 and SPR5. The use
of different SPR numbers is shown in Figure 4-17.
Because the 601 implements RTC registers instead of the PowerPCarchitected time base registers, the mftb (move from time base) instruction is
not implemented. However, it is recommended that the mftb instruction be
used for upward PowerPC compatibility. When executed, an illegal instruction exception will result, allowing the functionality of mftb to be emulated
using the mfspr instruction. Because all other PowerPC implementations discussed in this book implement the time base register, the same code will
work transparently on other processors without causing an exception.
The real-time clock lower (RTCL) register is a 32-bit nanosecond
counter that has the following characteristics:
• The time between two consecutive ticks of the RTCL is guaranteed to
be no longer than the time required to execute 10 addi (add immediate)
instructions.
• Bits 0, 1, and 25-31 are reserved.
• The least-significant implemented bit of the RTCL (bit 24) is incremented every 128 ns.

.
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11

The total period of the RTCL is 109 ns (one second).

11

Unless altered by software, the RTCL reaches its maximal count value
of 999,999,872 (10 9-128) after 999,999,999 ns. The next time RTCL is
incremented, it cycles to all zeros and RTCU is incremented.

11

Reading from the RTCL register (using the mfspr instruction) does not
affect its contents. Unimplemented bits are read as zeros.

II

When writing to the RTCL (using the mtspr instruction) using a GPR
value, the bits of the GPR that correspond to unimplemented RTCL bits
are ignored.

The real-time clock upper (RTCU) register is a full 32-bit second
counter. When each bit is set in the RTCU (the maximal count), a subsequent RTCU increment will result in rollover to zero. Chapter 11,
"PowerPC Assembly Language Examples," contains code examples of how
to read the RTC (and time base) registers.

Multiply Quotient Register
The user-level MQ register is not found on any other PowerPC implementation. The MQ register supports those unique features used by the POWER
architecture instructions that perform multiply and divide operations.
The 32-bit MQ register, shown in Figure 4-19, is not defined by the
PowerPC architecture. It functions as a register extension to accommodate
the product for the multiply (mulx) and divide (d ivx) instructions. The MQ
register is also used as an operand during long rotate and shift operations.
Although not part of the PowerPC architecture, the MQ register may be
modified as a side effect during the execution of the PowerPC instructions
listed in Table 4-11. In this case, the undefined state results from the fact
that the MQ register is used as a scratch register during multiply and divide
operations on the 601.

MQ
0

31

Figure 4·19
The 60 I 's multiply quotient register (MQ) holds intermediate values during multiply and
divide operations.
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Table 4·11
601 Instructions That Affect the MQ Register

Mnemonic

Defining Architecture

Instruction Description

div
divs
divvv
divvvu
mul
mulli
mullhw
mullhwu
mullw
sle
sleq
sl iq
slliq
sllq
slq
sraiq
sraq
sre
srea
sreq
sriq
srliq
srlq
srq

POWER
POWER
PowerPC
PowerPC
POWER
PowerPC
PowerPC
PowerPC
PowerPC
POWER
POWER
POWER
POWER
POWER
POWER
POWER
POWER
POWER
POWER
POWER
POWER
POWER
POWER
POWER

divide
divide short
divide word
divide word unsigned
multiply
multiply low immediate
multiply high word
multiply high word unsigned
multiply low
shift left extended
shift left extended with MQ
shift left immediate with MQ
shift left long immed iate with MQ
shift left long with MQ
shift left with MQ
shift right algebraic immediate with MQ
shift right algebraic with MQ
shift right extended
sh ift right extended algebraic
shift rig ht extended with MQ
shift right immediate with MQ
shift rig ht long immediate with MQ
shift right long with MQ
shift right with MQ

Block Address Translation Registers
The supervisor-level block address translation (BAT) registers are part of
the address translation mechanism for blocks of physical memory on
PowerPC microprocessors. Address translation, often called mapping, is
typically performed by operating systems or firmware. The two primary
means of address translation and memory region protection on PowerPC
processors are BAT register-based and segment register-based. In general, if
a particular address can be translated using either mechanism, BAT address
translation overrides segment-based translation. Both mechanisms are
discussed in detail in Chapter 8, "Memory Management."
The 601 's BAT registers are unique among the four processor implementations discussed in this book. While the SPR number for each of the 601 's
BATs corresponds to IBATs in the PowerPC architecture specification, the
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601's BAT registers are used as unified BATs - they map both instruction
and data memory. The 601 has eight unified BAT registers. The 603, 604,
and 620 have eight instruction BAT registers and eight data BAT registers.
On all processor implementations, BAT registers are used in pairs: an
upper and lower BAT register. The 601 has eight BAT registers in four
upper/lower pairs. Thus, the 601 is capable of mapping four separate blocks
of memory using the BAT mechanism.
As shown in Figure 4-20, the bit definitions of the 601 's BAT are
unique. The 601's BATs can map, at most, 8MB of memory with a single
BAT pair. Other implementations can map as much as 256MB with a single
pair of upper/lower BAT registers. Table 4-12 lists bit definitions for the
601 's BAT register.
The Upper Block Address Translation (BAT) Register
0

1415

24 25

Block Logical Page Index (BLPI)

27 28 29 30 31

WIM

KsKu PP

,, , , , ,
,, , , , ,

, ,, , ...... , ,
,

,,,,,.../

Note: Key is either Ks or Ku
depending on value
of MSR[PR] (privilege
level).

.'
Key
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

/
Allowed
PP Access Type
00 Read/write
01
Read/write
10 Read/write
11 Read only
00 No access
01 Read only
10 Read/write
11 Read only

The Lower Block Address Translation (BAT) Register
0

1415

1819

24 25 26

Physical Block Number (PBN)

31

Block Length (BSM)
\

I

\ Block Length ,'
\
Bits
,'
\

I
\

I

\

Reserved

12aK
256K
512K
1M
2M
4M
SM

I

'oo
00
00
00
00
01
11

oooci
0001
0011
0111
1111
1111
1111

figure 4-20
The 60 I 's upper and lower block address translation (BAT} registers implement virtual
memory and memory protection.
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Table 4·12
The 601 BAT Register's Bit Definitions

Upper /Lower
Register

Bit Position

Bit Name

Description

Upper

0-14

BLPI

Block Logical Page Index
This field determines if an address hits in
the BAT array. To determine a hit, BLPI is
compared with bits 0-14 of the log ical
address.

Upper
Upper

15-24
25-27

Reserved
W IM

Memory/Cache Access Mode Bits
W = W rite-through
I =Caching inhibited
M = Memory coherence

Upper

28

Ks

Supervisor Mode Key
As shown in Figure 4-20, this bit (along
wi th the PP bits) determines the protection
of the block.

Upper

29

Ku

User Mode Key
As shown in Figure 4-20, this bit (along
wi th the PP bits) determines the protection
of the block.

Upper

30-31

pp

Protection Bits for Block
This field determines the access
protection for the block. As shown in
Figure 4-20, PP and the supervisor/user
key are used together.

Lower

0-14

PBN

Physical Block Number
This field generate bits 0-14 of the
physical address of the block.

Lower
Lower

15-24
25

Reserved

v

Valid Bit
When V = l , the BAT register pair is
valid.

Lower

26-31

BSM

Block Size Mask
BSM is o mask that encodes the size of
the block. Bit values and their meanings
are shown in Figure 4-20.
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Checkstop Sources and Enables Register
The supetvisor-level, 32-bit checkstop sources and enables (HIDO) register
enables and monitors the cause of a checkstop condition. (See the sidebar
"What is a Checkstop? ") As shown in Figure 4-21, HIDO defines bits that
are used to enable and decode the source of a checkstop event. Note that
this 601 register is a processor hardware implementation-dependent (HID)
register; this register enables checkstop sources specific to the PowerPC 601
processor.
HIDO[O] is the master checkstop enable bit; if it is cleared, all checkstops are disabled. If HIDO[O] is set, bits HIDO[l5-31] are used to enable
and disable individual checkstop sources for debugging purposes. Table 4-13
defines all the bits of the HIDO register and their initial power-on values.
Note that moving a value into the HIDO register using the mtspr instruction
will not cause a checkstop.

EHP--EMC
PAR

CE S M TD CD SH DT BA BDCP IU PP

ESEM

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

~~~

Reserved

ECP
EBO
'-------EBA
'--------EDT
'---------ESH
'------------ECO
'-------------ETD

Figure 4·21
The 60 I's checkstop sources and enable register {HIDO) enables and monitors machine
check conditions .
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What is a Checkstop?
On PowerPC microprocessors, the re
is o bui lt·in facility to halt processor aper·
ati on in the event of a serious fai lure. Thi s
faci lity is the checkstop state. In the event
of a failure, the processor sets bits in the
HI DO reg ister correspond ing to the cause

of the fai lure. The processor then halts
operation by stopping all interna l clocks.
Only the Powe rPC 60 l has such contro l
of the checkstop state; the 603, 604, and
620 do not have the functional equiva lent
of the 601 's HIDO registe r.

Table 4·13
Checkstop Sources and Enable (HIDO) Register Bit Definitions

Bit Pos ition

Name

0

CE

Power-On State

Description
Master checkstop enabled if set (= l)

l

s

0

Microcode checkstop detected if set

2
3

M

0

Double machine checkstop detected if set

TD

0

Multi ple TLB hit checkstop detected if set

4

CD

0

Multi ple cache hit checkstop detected if set

5

SH

0

Sequencer time out checkstop detected if set

6

DT

0

Dispatch time out check stop detected if set

7

BA

0

Bus address parity error checkstop detected
if set

8

BD

0

Bus data parity error if set

9

CP

0

Cache parity error if set

10

IU

0

Invalid microcode instruction if set

11

pp

0

1/0 controller protocol error if set

0

Reserved

12- 14
15

ES

l

Enable Microcode Checkstop
If set and the processor detects that a bad
microcode has been fetched from the
processor's internal ROM, a checkstop
cond ition occurs and bit HIDO[S] is set.

16

EM

0

Enable Machine Check Checkstop
If set and the processor's TEA# (Transfer
Error Acknowledge) signal is asserted, a
checkstop occurs and bit HID[M] is set.
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Table 4· 13.
Checkstop Sources and Enable (HIDO) Register Bit Definitions

(Continued)

Bit Position

Name

Power-On State

Description

17

ETD

0

Enable TLB Checkstop
If set and there is a double hit in the
translation lookaside buffer during a page
table lookup, a checkstop occurs and bit
HIDO[TD) is set.

18

ECD

0

Enable Cache Checkstop
If set and there is a double hit in the internal
cache, a checkstop occurs and bit
HIDO[CD) is set.

19

ESH

0

Enable Sequencer Time-out Checkstop
If set and processor's sequencer times out, a
checkstop occurs and bit HIDO[SH) is set.

20

EDT

0

Enable Dispatch Time-out Checkstop
If set and processor's dispatcher times out, a
checkstop occurs and bit HIDO[DT) is set.

21

EBA

0

Enable Address Bus Parity Checkstop
If set and there is a parity error wh ile the
processor is snooping an address, a check
stop occurs and bit HI DO[BA) is set.

22

EBD

0

Enable Data Bus Parity Checkstop
If set and there is a parity error when the
processor is read ing data from an external
device, a checkstop occurs and bit
HIDO[BD] is set.

23

ECP

0

Enable Cache Parity Checkstop
If set and there is a parity error when the
internal cache reads from the cache
directory (or data storage area) , a check
stop occurs and bit HIDO[CP] is set.

24

EIU

Enable Invalid Microcode Instruction
Checkstop
If set and bad microcode is read from the
processor's internal ROM, a checkstop
occurs and bit HIDO[IU] is set.
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Table 4-13.
Checkstop Sources and Enable (HIDO) Register Bit Definitions Continued

Bit position

Name

Power-On State

Description

25

EPP

0

Enable 1/0 Controller Checkstop
If set and the processor detects an 1/0 error
during an 1/0 bus transaction, a checkstop
occurs and bit HIDO[PP] is set.

26

DRF

0

l = Optional reload of alternate sector on
instruction fetch miss is disabled.

27

DRL

0

Optional reload of alternate sector on load/
store miss is enabled ( l) or disabled (0).

28

lM

0

Big endian mode (0) or little endian mode
(l) is enabled.

29

PAR

0

Precharge of the ARTRY# and SHD# signals
is enabled (0) or disabled (l ).

30

EMC

0

Error (l) or no error (0) was detected in
main cache during array initialization.

31

EHP

0

The HP_SNP _REQ# signal is enabled ( l) or
disabled (0).

Debug Modes Register
The supervisor-level debug modes (HIDl) register enables the various debug
modes on the 601. Figure 4-22 shows the bit definitions of the HIDl register. The 601 is the only PowerPC implementation that has a debug modes
register.
The 601 uses the run mode exception (HIDl[RM]=OblO) bit field much
like the IABR and DABR. The 601 's run mode exception condition is
described fully in Chapter 10, "Exceptions and Interrupts." Setting the run
mode exception bit (HIDl[RM] =OblO) may produce unpredictable results if
used when single-step mode is enabled (HIDl[M] =OblOO). It is possible to
hang the 601 processor in an infinite loop by setting the single instruction
step option in the M field (OblOO) and the run mode exception option in the
RM field (OblO).
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0 1 2

7 8

1617 18

9 10

31

I
I

I
I

I
I
I

When the TL bit is set, the tlbie instruction
does not broadcast on the system bus.

I
I

I
I

I

:

601 Run Modes

000
001
010
011

Normal run mode
Undefined - DO NOT USE
Limited instruction address compare
Undefined - DO NOT USE

100
101
110
111

Single instruction step
Undefined - DO NOT USE
Full instruction address compare
Full branch target address compare

Response to address compare or single step
00 Hard stop
01 Soft stop (wait for system activity to quiesce)
10 Trap to run mode exception
11 Reserved - DO NOT USE

[]) Reserved

Figure 4·22
The 60 1's debug modes register (HID 1) configures the processor's run modes.

Instruction Address Breakpoint Register
The supervisor-level 32-bit instruction address breakpoint register (IABR)
(also known as HID2) implements breakpoints for instruction and branch
target addresses. The IABR is loaded with an effective address that is compared against the address of each instruction executed; if a match is found,
the results depend on the setting of the 601 's debug modes register
(HID1[M]). The 601's IABR is shown in Figure 4-23.

IABR (or HID2)
0

31

D Reserved
Figure 4·23
The 601 's instruction address breakpoint register (IABR or H/02) sets instruction
breakpoints.
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To generate a breakpoint exception, either the address of the current
instruction or the address of a branch target must match the effective
address contained in the IABR. The diff~rence between an instruction
address match and a branch address match depends on the mode specified
by the value of HIDl[M].

Processor Identification Register
The supervisor-level, 32-bit processor identification register (PIR) (also
known as HID15) identifies a particular processor in multiprocessor systems. A 4-bit processor ID (PIR[PID]) can be loaded and read using the
mtspr and mfspr instructions. The layout of the PIR is shown in Figure 4-24.

0

PIO

0

27 28 29 30 31

D Reserved
Figure 4·24
The 60 I 's p rocessor iden tification register (PIR or HID 15 ) identifies the processor's version
a nd revision level.

The PIR is cleared to zero during a hard reset. Reading the PIR can be
accomplished by an instruction sequence such as shown here:
sy nc
mfspr r3, PIR
sync

POWERPC

603

sy nchr on i ze
l oad processor ID i nto r3
P! R i s de f i ned as SP R1 023
synchron i ze again

REGISTER SET

The PowerPC 603's register set, shown in Figure 4-25, is similar to that of
the 601. However, because the 603 was designed specifically to be more
power-efficient than the 601, it contains subtle hardware differences. Each
register that is unique to the 603 is described below.
The 603 uses several registers to implement software page table search
operations. These registers are DMISS, IMISS, DCMP, ICMP, HASH1,
HASH2, and RPA, and should be accessed only when address translation is
disabled (MSR[IR,DR]=O).
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603 Supervisor-Level Model
Supervisor-Level Exception Handling Registers
SPR18
SPR19
SPR26
SPR27
SPR272
SPR273
SPR274
SPR275

Miscellaneous Registers
SPR284
SPR285
SPR1010
SPR22
SPR282

DSISR-DAE/ Source Instruction Service Register
DAR - Data Address Register
SRRO - Save and Restore R~ster O
SRR1 - Save and Restore R~ste r 1
SPRGO - SPR General Register 0
SPRG1 - SPR General Register 1
SPRG2 - SPR General Register 2
SPRG3 - SPR General Register 3
31
0

TBL - Time Base Facili
TBU - Time Base Facili
IABR - Instruction Address Breakpoint Register
DEC - Decrementer
EAR - External Address Re ister (Optional)

0

~

Supervisor-Level Memory Management Registers
Instruction BAT Registers
SPR528 l-""-'-'..:::..:;__:"-'-'-=--=-.oc=-'-'-'-"""='-~~~~~-1
SPR529
SPR530
SPR531 1-""-'-'-=_;:.:..:..:..-'-'=.:.:..;:_;_.:...;..:."""--'-'-'-~~~~~-1
l-""-'-'..:::..:;_;:.:_:_:__..::;_=.:.:..;:_;_.:...;..:.==-'-'-'-~~~~~-1
i-=.:..c..:...:...::._;:.:_:_:__;_::..1:..1:..;:_;_.:...;..:."""--'-'-'-~~~~~-1

SPR532i-..:.::.:..:..:.::::_::__;:.:_:_:_-=..::.=:..;:_;_..:.==::.=:...~~~~~---l
SPR533i-=.:..:..:.=-=----=.:..:..:._-=-..:~-=..:...:..;..::.~=-~~~~~---l
SPR5341-=.:..:..:.-=-=-_;:.:..:..:._..::;_::..1:..1:..;:_;_..:.==::.=:...~~~~~---l

31

SPR535~o"""'"""'"'-"'-'.;....;;;....;;;;.;;""""'-'-'""";;.;.;;..__~~~~-_.
SPR536
SPR537
SPR538
SPR539
SPR540
SPR541
SPR542
SPR543

Data BAT R~sters
DBATOU - BAT 0 L!EQ_er Register
DBATOL - BAT 0 Lower R~ster
DBAT1U - BAT 1 L!EQ_er Register
DBAT1 L - BAT 1 Lower R~ster
DBAT2U - BAT 2 L!EQ_er Register
DBAT2L - BAT 2 Lower Register
DBAT3U - BAT 3 L!EQ_er Register
DBAT3L- BAT 3 Lower R~ster
0

I

SPR2s SDR1 - Table Search Description Register 1
0

603 User-Level Model
User Instruction Set Architecture
General-Purpose Registers

I

GPRO
31

0

GPR31
31

0

Floating-Point Registers

~

I

I

.

0

~

Segment Registers

I

SRO

0

I

I

SR15

FPR31
31

64

Condition Register

31

Software Table Search Re

I

CR
31

0

1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-1

SPR978t----:c,.,..,.--,,.--,---~-,-,--,-~,-,-~'=""--,-~~~-1

SPR979
SPR980

64

~

0

SPR976
SPR977

0

FPRO
• 31

Floating-Point Status and Control Register

I

FPSCR

I

31

0
1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-1

1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-1

SPR981i-=:.:=~::.=::.=:.:=c:....:..:::.:::....:::..:;;..;.:i::.::::..::-'-"'-""'-'-'-'~~---l
SPR982'-'-''-'-'-'-""""'""-'""'-'-""".;;.;.;;.~=-".;..=""'-~~~~-'
0

~

SPR1 LXER - lnt~r Exc~ion R~ster
·SPRS[LR - Link R~ster
SPR9 (CTR - Count Register
0

Configuration Registers

User Virtual Environment Architecture

MSR - Machine State Re ister
SPR1008 HIDO - Checksto Sources and Enable Re ister
SPR287 PVR - Processor Version Register
0
~

TBR268 [TBL - Time Base Facility Lower (Readi~
TBR269 LTBU - Time Base Facility Upper (Reading)
0

~

J
31

~

31

Figure 4·25
The 603 's programming model is influenced by the processor's power-conscious design.
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Unlike the other PowerPC processors, the 603 does not implement a
processor identification register (PIR) for multiprocessor identification
purposes. This means that the 603 is not as inherently equipped for multiprocessor support as the other PowerPC implementations.

Block Address Translation Registers
The 603, as all current PowerPC processors, uses BAT registers as one
means of implementing virtual memory. Unlike the 601, the 603, 604, and
620 have both instruction BAT (IBAT) registers and data BAT (DBAT) registers as specified by the PowerPC architecture. The upper BAT (BATU) and
lower BAT (BATL) registers are shown in Figure 4-26. The four IBAT and
The Upper Block Address Translation (BAT) Register
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
BEPI

Block Length (BL)

Vs Vp

'

I

',

I
'

I

',,',,~lock Length Bits ,'/

128Kb
256Kb
512Kb
1Mb
2Mb
4Mb
8Mb
16Mb
32Mb
64Mb
128Mb
256Mb

000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
001
011
111

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0001
0011
0111
1111
1111
1111
1111

0000
0001
0011
0111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111

The Lower Block Address Translation (BAT) Register
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
BRPN

,,

Reserved

PP
00
x1
10

,,

,

,
,,

,,

,

Access Allowed
No access
Read only
Read/write

Figure 4·26
The 603, 604, and 620 processors use the some upper and lower block address
translation registers.
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four DBAT registers are used in pairs. Table 4-14 shows the bit field definitions for these registers.

Table 4·14
The 603, 604, and 620 BAT Registers Bit Defin itions

Upper/ Lower
Register

Bit Position

Bit Name

Description

Upper

0-14

BEPI

Block Log ical Page Index
This field specifies port of an address . It
determines if a logical address hits in the
BAT array. To determine a hit, BEPI is
compared with bits 0-14 of the logical
address.

Upper
Upper

15-18
19-29

Reserved
BL

Block Size Mask
Encodes the size of the block mapped
by the BAT. Bit values and their meanings
ore shown in Figure 4-26.

Upper

30

Vs

Supervisor Mode Valid Bit
In conjunction with MSR[PR], determines
a logical address match condition.

Upper

31

Vp

User Mode Valid Bit
In conjunction with MSR[PR], determines
a logical address match condition.

Lower

0-14

BRPN

Physical Block Number
In conjunction with the BATU[BL] field,
generates the high order bits (0-14) of
the block's physical address.

Lower
Lower

15-24
25-28

Reserved
WIMG

Memory/Cache Access Mode Bits
W = Write-through
I =Caching inhibited
M = Memory coherence
G =Guarded (DBATs only- not
defined for IBATs)

Lower
Lower

29
30-3 1

Reserved

pp

Protection Bits for Block
Determines the access protection for the
block.
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Let's work through how the 603 (as well as the 604 and 620) would
determine a logical address match (a BAT hit) in a BAT-mapped region of
memory. The determination of a BAT hit would take place every time the
processor performs a load/store operation in an area of memory that is
using address translation.
For our example, let's assume that we're using a DBAT (data memory
BAT) that maps 16MB of memory from OxF8000000 through OxF8FFFFFF.
First, we load BATU[BEPI] with the high-order 14 bits of the value OxF800
- the two lowest-order bits are ignored - to specify the start of the memory region. Next, we load BATU[BL] with ObOOOOlllllll (= Ox07f) to
specify the 16MB size of the region. Figure 4-26 lists the bit settings for various block lengths.
BATU[BEPI] contains the high-order bits that are compared with the
logical address to determine a match. BATU[BL] specifies the size of the
memory region mapped by the BAT register as well as the number of bits
involved in the comparison between BEPI and the logical address. Every
comparison involves the most-significant nibble (bits 0-3). The number of
additional bits in the address [4-14] that are involved is dependent on the
number of zero bits contained in BL.
In this example, BL contains 4 zero bits (BL= ObOOOOlllllll). So any
comparison between BEPI and a logical address involves bits 0-7 - always
the most-significant nibble plus the 4 corresponding to the zero bits in BL.
In this particular case, the following compare would take place ('n' values
are not involved in the compare operation):
0xf8nnnnnn
compare 0xf8020000

- 8 bits from address in BATU[BEPIJ
- our example log ical address

Clearly, we've got a match on our hands. The offset into the BAT region
is specified by the bits in the logical address that were not part of the compare: Ox020000. The value that is loaded into BEPI (and BRPN) must have
at least as many low-order 0 bits as there are 1 bits in BL. Otherwise, the
number of bits used in the BEPI-logical address comparison would be insufficient to determine a match. Further explanation of BAT register operation
can be found in Chapter 8, "Memory Management."

Hardware Implementation Register
The supervisor-level, 32-bit hardware implementation 0 (HIDO) register
enables the implementation-specific features of the 603. Specifically, the
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603's power management bits are contained in the HIDO register.
HIDO[DOZE,NAP,SLEEP] put the 603 into various levels of power conservation. Figure 4-27 shows the 603 HIDO and Table 4-15 defines the HIDO
bits. Note that some of the bits in the 603's HIDO register correspond to signals on processor pins. These hardware references are discussed only when
specifically useful to programmers.
~---------EMCP
~-------EBA

~------EBO
~-----SBCLK

------EICE
-----ECLK
~---PAR
~--DOZE

NAP
SLEEP

0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

I

D

LRISEG
DPM

Reserved

Figure 4·27
The 603's hardware implementation register 0 {H/00) is used primarily to enable
checkstop conditions.

Memory Paging and Data Structures
The PowerPC 603 manages memory paging and data structures associated
with memory paging in software using the registers shown in Figure 4-28
and the PowerPC exception mechanism - something other PowerPC implementations do in hardware. Consequently, the 603 has a unique set of
supervisor-level registers that are not found on other PowerPC implementations. In the following sections, we'll briefly look at these registers. For
additional information on memory paging and the 603's paging implementation, refer to Chapter 8, "Memory Management."
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Table 4·15
The 603's HIDO Bit Definitions

Bit Position

Name

Description

0

EMCP

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

EBA
EBD
SBCLK
EICE
ECLK
PAR
DOZE

9
10
11
12
13-14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22-26
27
28-30
31

NAP
SLEEP
DPM
RISEG

Enable Machine Check Pin
Not used
Enable Bus Address Parity Checking
Enable Bus Data Parity Checking
Select Bus Clock for Test Clock Pin
Enable ICE (in-circuit emulation) Outputs
Enable External Test Clock Pin
Disable Precharge #ATRTY and Shared Signals
Doze Mode. PLL (phase locked loopL time base, and
snooping remain active
Nap Mode. PLL and time base remain active
Sleep Mode. No external clock requi red
Enable Dynamic Power Management
Reserved for test
Not used
Reserved
Instruction Cache Enable
Data Cache Enable
Instruction Cache LOCK
Data Cache LOCK
Instruction Cache Flash Inval idate
Data Cache Flash Invalidate
Not used
Force Branch Indirect on Bus
Not used
No-op touch instructions

NHR
ICE
DCE
ILOCK
DLOCK
ICFI
DCI
FBIOB
NOOPTI

Data and Instruction Miss Address Registers
The supervisor-level, 32-bit data and instruction miss address registers
(DMISS and IMISS) are part of the 603's software page table search mechanism. Both registers are read-only and have the same format, as shown in
Figure 4-28. The DMISS and IMISS registers are loaded automatically upon
a data or instruction translation lookaside buffer (TLB) miss exception.
Values contained in the DMISS or IMISS registers are used to calculate the
HASHl and HASH2 values as well as by the tlbld and tlbli instructions.
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The 603's Data and Instruction TLB Miss Address Registers (DMISS , IMISS)
Note: Both registers have the same format.

I

DMISS/IMISS Page Address

0

31

The 603's Data and Instruction TLB Compare Registers (DCMP, ICMP)
Note: Both registers have the same format.

lvl

VSID

0 1

24 25 26

31

The 603's Primary and Secondary Hash Address Registers (HASH1, HASH2)
Note: Both registers have the same format.
HTABORG[0-6]

0

Hashed Page Address

6 7

25 26

31

The 603's Required Physical Address Register (APA)
RPN
19 20

0

•

22 23 24 25

28 29 30 31

Reserved

Figure 4·28
The 603 implements softvvare-based page table management using the OM/SS, /MISS,
DCMP, ICMP, HASH I, HASH2, and RPA registers.

Note that the DMISS register is always loaded with a big endian
address, even when the processor is operating in little endian mode
(MSR[LE]:d). This agrees with our understanding (in Chapter 3, "Of Eggs
and Endians") that PowerPC processors operating in little endian mode
translate (or munge) the address of the memory operand - not the data
contained in the memory operand.
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Data and Instruction TLB Compare Registers
The supervisor-level, 32-bit data and instruction TLB compare registers
(DCMP and ICMP) are part of the 603 's software page table search mechanism. These two registers contain the first word in the required PTE (page
table entry). When a TLB miss exception occurs, the DCMP and ICMP
entries are constructed from the contents of the segment registers and the
contents of the DMISS or IMISS registers.
Each PTE read from the page tables during the table search process
should be compared with this value to determine a PTE match. Upon execution of a tlbld or tlbli instruction, the DCMP and ICMP register is loaded
into the first word of the selected TLB entry. Figure 4-28 shows the DCMP
and ICMP registers; Table 4-16 shows their bit definitions.

Table 4·16
The DCMP and ICMP Register Bit Definitions

Bit Position

Name

Description

0

v

1- 24

VSID

25

H

26-3 1

API

Valid Bit. Set by the processor when a TLB miss exception
occurs.
Virtua l Segment ID. Copied from the VSID fi eld of the
corresponding segment reg ister.
Hash Function Identifier. Cleared by the processor when a TLB
miss exception occurs.
Abbreviated Page Index. Copied from the API of the effective
address.

Primary and Secondary Hash
Address Registers (HASH 1, HASH2)
The supervisor-level, 32-bit primary and secondary hash address registers
(HASHl and HASH2) are part of the 603's software page table search
mechanism. These registers contain the physical address of the primary and
secondary PTEGs for the access that caused the TLB miss exception. Only
bits 7-25 differ between them. For convenience, the 603 automatically constructs the full physical address by routing bits 0-6 of SDRl into HASHl
and HASH2 and clearing bits 26-31. These registers are read-only and constructed from the contents of the DMISS and IMISS registers. The HASHl
and HASH2 registers are shown in Figure 4-28; Table 4-17 shows the bit
definitions.

The PowerPC Programming Model
Table 4-17
The HASH 1 and HASH2 Register Bit Definitions

Bit Position

Name

Description

0-6

HTABORG[0-6]

7- 25

Hashed page address

This fi eld is a copy of the upper 7 bits of the
HTABORG field from the SDRl reg ister.
This field contains the address bits (7- 25) of the
PTEG (page table entry group) to be searched .
Reserved

26-3 1

Required Physical Address Register (RPA)
The supervisor-level, 32-bit required physical address register (RPA) is part
of the 603's software page table search mechanism. When performing a
page table search operation, software must load the RPA with the second
word of the correct page table entry (PTE) . When the tlbld or tlbli instruction
is executed, the contents of the RPA register is merged with the DMISS and
!MISS registers and loaded into the selected TLB entry. The RPA register is
shown in Figure 4-28 and the bit definitions are described in Table 4-18.
Table 4-18
The RPA Register Bit Definitions

Bit Position

Name

Description

0-1 9
20-22
23

RPN
R

24

c

25- 28
29
30-31

WIMG

Physica l page number from PTE
Reserved
Referenced bit from PTE
Changed bit from PTE
Memory/cache access attribute bits
Reserved
Page protection bits from PTE

pp

Instruction Address Breakpoint Register (IABR)
The supervisor-level instruction address breakpoint register (IABR) is shown
in Figure 4-29. This 32-bit register controls the instruction address breakpoint exception on the 603. IABR[CEA] contains an effective address to
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which each instruction address is compared. Setting IABR[IE] enables the
exception; when an exception is taken, the instruction that causes the exception will not be completed before the exception handler is entered.

CEA
0

29 30 31

Reserved

Figure 4·29
The 603 's instruction address breakpoint register (IABR) differs from the IABR on the 604
and 620 in bit 3 I.

POWERPC

604

REGISTER SET

Because the 603, 604, and 620 all implement the PowerPC architected programming model, they have very similar register sets. In fact, there are few
differences between the 603 and 604 register sets; even fewer between the
604 and 620. When register use or function differs between the 603 and
604, we will re-examine the register in detail.
The 604 programming model is shown in Figure 4-30. The majority of
604 differences are in the implementation-specific registers. Of the OEA
register set, only the MSR and DEC have 604-specific functionality.

Machine State Register
As shown previously in Figure 4-6, bit 29 of the MSR is the 604 and 620
performance monitor (PM) bit. Other PowerPC implementations treat
MSR[PM] as a reserved field. The MSR[PM] bit is used in conjunction with
the other 604 performance monitoring registers, discussed in the following
sections. When MSR[PM] is set, the process that is currently running is considered marked. This bit is used to distinguish among multiple processes
that may be running on a multitasking system.
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604 Supervisor-Level Model
Supervisor-Level Exception Handling Registers

Miscellaneous Registers

DSISR-DAE/ Source Instruction Service R~ster
DAR - Data Address R~ster
SARO - Save and Restore R!lf!ister 0
SRR1 - Save and Restore R~ster 1
SPRGO - SPA General R~ster 0
SPRG1 - SPA General R~ster 1
SPRG2 - SPA General R~ster 2
SPRG3 - SPA General Register 3
0
31
Supervisor-Level Memory Management Registers
Instruction BAT Re isters

SPR284 TBL - Time Base Facilit
SPR285 TBU - Time Base Facili
SPR1010
1--=-.,..,,-,,--.,,-~....,.-,-,--~-=-----:~-,-,--=--~---t
SPR1013

SPR18
SPR19
SPR26
SPR27
SPR272
SPR273
SPR274
275
SPR

SPR22~D"""'E~C--~D~e-c_re_m_e_n_t_e_r~~~~~~~-;

SPR282 EAR - External Address Register (Optional)
31

0

Performance Monitoring Registers
SPR952
SPR953
SPR954
SPR959
SPR955

MMC RO - Monitor Mode Control R~ster o
PMC1 - Performance Monitor Counter 1
PMC2 - Perfonmance Monitor Counter 2
SDA - Sam_£1ed Data Address
SIA - Sampled Instruction Add ress
0
31

604 User-Level Model
User Instruction Set Architecture
SPR536
SPR537
SPR538
SPR539
SPR540
SPR541
SPR542
SPR543

General-Purpose Registers

DBATOU - BAT 0 ~er R~ister
DBATOL- BAT 0 Lower R~ster
DBAT1 U - BAT 1 ~er R~ister
DBAT1 L - BAT 1 Lower R~ster
DBAT2U - BAT 2 ~er R~ster
DBAT2L- BAT 2 Lower R~ster
DBAT3U - BAT 3 l!eE_er R!lf!ister
DBAT3L - BAT 3 Lower R~ster

I

I

SPR2s SDR1 - Table Search Description Register 1
0
Segment Registers

31
GPR31
31

Floating-Point Registers

~

0

GPRO

0

I

FPRO

I

64

~

FPR31
31

SRO

64

31
Condition Register

SR15
0

31

Software Table Search R~sters
SPR976 DMISS - Data TLB Miss Address R~ster
SPR977 DCMP - Data TLB Com_Jl_are RE!Qister
SPR978 HASH1 - Primary Hash Address R~ster
SPR979 HASH2 - Secondll!Y Hash Address R~i ster
SPR980 !MISS - Instruction TLB Miss Address RE!Qister
SPR981 ICMP - Instruction TLB Co"2E_are R~ste r
SPR982 APA - R!19_uired PbY_sical Address
0
~
Configuration RE!Qisters
MSR - Machine State RE!Qister
SPR1oos HIDO - Checkstop Sources and Enable R~ster
SPR287 PVR - Processor Version RE!Qister
SPR1023 PIA - Processor Identification R~ster
0

~

I

CR
31

0

Floating-Point Status and Control Register

I

I

FPSCR

31

0

SPR1 [XER - Integer Exc~ion
SPR8 [LR • Link R~ster
SPR9 [CTR - Count Register
0

R~ister

J
j
j

~

User Virtual Environment Architecture
TBR268 fTBL - Time Base Facility_ Lower (Reading)
TBR269 [TBU - Time Base Facility Upper (Reading)
0

Figure 4·30
The PowerPC 604 programming model represents the most advanced 32-bit PowerPC
implementation to date.
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Decrementer Register
The 604's supervisor-mode DEC register, shown previously in Figure 4-12,
is functionally equivalent to the DEC on the 603. However, on the 604, the
DEC register is always decremented at one-fourth the speed of the
bus clock.

0

1 2

•

3 4 5

Reserved

Figure 4·31
The 604's hardware implementation-dependent 0 (HIDO) register enables checkstop
conditions and advanced processor features.

Hardware
Implementation-Dependent Register
The 604's hardware implementation-dependent 0 (HIDO) register is similar
to that found on the 603 and is shown in Figure 4-31. However, the 604's
HIDO contains fields, such as PAR and BHTE, that are not present on other
implementations. Table 4-19 summarizes the bits that are defined for the
604's HIDO.
Table 4·19
The 604's HIDO Bit Definitions

Bit Position

Name

Description

0

EMCP

Enable Machine Check Input Pin

ECPC

Enable Cache Parity Checking

2

EBA

Enable Machine Check on Add ress Bus Parity Error

3

EBD

Enable Machine Check on Data Bus Parity Error

4-6

Reserved

• The PowerPC Programming Model
Table 4-19
The 604's HIDO Bit Definitions (Continued)

Bit Position

Name

7

PAR

8-14

Description
Disable Snoop Response High Stale Restore
Reserved

15

NHR

Not Hard Reset

16

ICE

Instruction Cache Enable

17

DCE

Data Cache Enable

18

ILOCK

Instruction Cache Lock

19

DLOCK

Data Cache Lock

20

ICFI

Instruction Cache Invalidate All

21

DCI

Data Cache Invalidate All
Reserved

22-23
24

SIED

Serial Instruction Execution Disable
0 = The 604 executes one instruction at a lime. The
604 does not post a trace exception after each
instruction completes as it would if MSR[SE] or
MSR[BE] were set.
l = Instruction execution is not serialized.
Reserved

25-28
29

BHTE

Branch History Table Enable
0 =The 604 behaves as if the BHT were predicting
strongly taken .
l = Allows the use of the 512-entry branch history
table (BHT). At power-on, the BHT is initialized and
then disabled. Even though the BHT is disabled, ii is
updated with branch history information. For further
information , refer lo Chapter 7, "The Sublime Art of
Instruction Timing."

30-31

Reserved

Instruction Address Breakpoint Register
With the exception of the IABR[TE] bit, the 604's supervisor-level IABR is
functionally similar to that found on the 603. The IABR for the 604 and
620 processors is shown in Figure 4-32.
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CEA
0

29 30 31

Figure 4·32
The 604 's instruction address breakpoint register {IABR) hos the
on the 620.

some

format as the IABR

On the 604, there is an additional prerequisite for an IABR match condition. In particular, IABR[TE] must match the state of MSR[IR]; this
means that instruction breakpoints are sensitive to the state of address
translation (enabled or disabled). Table 4-20 defines the bits within the
604's IABR.

Table 4-20
The 604's IABR Bit Definitions

Bit Position

Name

Description

0-29
30

CEA
BE

31

TE

Word Address to be Compared. 132-bit aligned)
Breakpoint Enabled . When this bit is set, IABR breakpoi nt checking is active.
Translation Enabled. An IABRmatch is signaled only
when IABR[TE] = MSR[I R].

Performance Monitoring Registers
The 604 and 620 PowerPC processors have built-in performance monitoring capabilities. The five registers that comprise this powerful feature are
shown in Figure 4-33. The ability to debug and optimize software performance using the monitoring-capable PowerPC processors is discussed in
Chapter 12, "Techniques and Tricks."
The five supervisor-level registers that constitute the performance monitoring facility are as follows:
• The monitor mode control register 0 (MMCRO) specifies the conditions
that cause a performance monitoring exception.
• The performance monitor counter 1 and 2 (PMCl and PMC2) registers
count various iterative events that relate to performance monitoring.
When PMCl or PMC2 reaches its maximal count, a performance monitoring exception is generated if enabled in MMCRO.
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• The sampled instruction address (SIA) and sampled data address (SDA)
registers hold the address of the data or instruction that caused a performance monitor exception.
The Monitor Mode Control Register O (MMCRO)
~--------DIS

~-----OMS
~----DMR

----ENINT
---DIS-COUNT
ATC SELECT

~--

INT-ON-BIT-TRANS

0

1

2

3 4 5

6

7

8 9 10

PMC1 -INT-CONTROL
PMC2-INT-CONTROL
PMC2-COUNT-CTL

15 16 17 18 19

25 26

30 31

The Performance Monitor Counter 1 and 2 (PMC1, PMC2)
Note: Both registers have the same format.

I

PMC1/PMC2 Register
31

0

The Sampled Instruction and Data Address Registers (SIA, SDA)
Note: Both registers have the same format.

I

SIA/SDA Register
31

0

Figure 4-33
The performance monitoring registers are present only on the 604 and 620.

Performance Monitor Control Register
The performance monitor control register (MMCRO) is a 32-bit supervisorlevel register that specifies the events to be used during performance statistic
gathering. Shown in Figure 4-33, the MMCRO enables and disables various
counting and monitoring functionality. The bit field definitions for the
MMCRO register are given in Table 4-21.
Using the MMCRO[PCM1-SELECT] and MMCRO[PCM2-SELECT]
fields, software is able to monitor an impressive array of processor events.
The events that are able to be monitored are described in Tables 4-22 and
4-23. The ability to select two separate events allows complex statistics to
be gathered about processor and system performance. Chapter 12,
"Techniques and Tricks," discusses performance monitoring in detail.
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Table 4-21
The 604's

MMCRO

Bit Definitions

Bit Position

Name

Description

0

DIS

Disable counting unconditionally.
l = The values of the PMCn counters cannot be
changed by the processor's performance monitoring
hardware.

DP

Disable counting whi le in supervisor mode.
l = If the processor is in supervisor mode, the counters
are not changed by hardware.

2

DU

Disable counting whi le in user mode.
l = If the processor is in user mode, the counters are
not changed by hardware.

3

DMS

Disable counting while MSR[PM] is set.
l = If MSR[PM] is set, the PMCn counters are not
changed by the processor's PM hardware.

4

DMR

Disable counting while MSR[PM] is cleared.
l = If MSR[PM] is cleared , the PMCn counters are not
changed by the processor's PM hardware.

5

EN INT

Enable performance monitor interrupt signal ing.
l = Interrupt signaling is enabled.
Note that this bit is cleared by hardware when a per
lormance monitor interrupt is signaled. To re-enable
these interrupts, software must set this bit after handl ing
the PM interrupt. Typically, the Initial Program Load
(IPL) ROM code clears this bit before passing control to
the OS.

6

DISCOUNT

Disable counting of PMC l and PMC2 when a
performance monitor interrupt is signaled .
l = The signal ing of a performance monitoring
interrupt prevents the changing of the PMC l counter.
The PMC2 cou nter will not change ii
PMC2COUNTCTL = 0
Because a Time Base signal could have occurred
along with an enabled PM counter interrupt, software
should always reset INTONBITIRANS to 0 ii the value
in INTONBITIRANS was l.
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Table 4-21
The 604's MMCRO Bit Definitions (Continued)
Bit Position

Name

Description

7-8

RTCSELECT

64-Bit Time Base
00 = Pick bit 63 to count

9

INTONBITIRANS

0l

= Pick bit 55 to count

l0

=

Pick bit 51 to count

ll

=

Pick bit 47 lo count

Cause interrupt signaling on bit transition.

l = Signal interrupt if chosen bit transitions.
Note: Software is responsible for setting and clearing
INTONBITIRANS.
10-1 5

THRESHOLD

Threshold va lue
All 6 bits are supported by the 604 processor
allowing threshold values from 0 to 63. The intent of
the THRESHOLD support is to be able to characterize
Ll data cache misses.

16

PMC l INTCTRL

Enable interrupt signaling due lo PMC l counter
negative.

l = Enable PMC l interrupt signal ing when the highestorder bit is set (OxBOOOOOOO) in PMC 1 .
17

PCM21NTCTRL

Enable interrupt signaling due lo PMC2 counter
negative.

1 = Enable PMC2 interrupt signaling when the highestorder bit is set (Ox80000000) in PMC2.
18

PCM2COUNTCTL

May be used to trigger counting of PMC2 after PMC l
has become negative or after a performance
monitoring interrupt is signaled.
l = Disable PMC2 counting until PMC 1 bit 0 is set or
until a PM interrupt is signaled.
This provides a triggering mechanism for counting after
a certain cond ition becomes true or after a preset time
has elapsed. It can be used to support getting the
count associated with a specific event.

19-25

PMC l SELECT

26-3 1

PMC2SELECT

PMC l input selector, 128 events selectable.
Table 4-22 lists the 25 defined events.
PMC2 input selector, 64 events selectable .
Table 4-23 lists the 2 1 defined events.
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Table 4-22
The 25 Defined PMC 1 Selectable Events

MMCRO[l 9-25]
Bit Encoding

Description of Event

000 0000

Noth ing

000 0001

Processor cycles

000 0010

Number of instructions completed

000 001 1

RTCSELECT bit transition

000 0100

Number of instructions dispatched

000 010 1

lcache miss

000 0110

dtlb misses

00001 11

Branch predicted incorrectly

000 1000

Number of reservations requested

000 1001

Number of load dcache misses that exceeded the threshold va lue wi th
latera l L2 intervention

000 1010

Number of store dcache misses that exceeded the threshold value w ith
lateral L2 intervention

000 1011

Number of mtspr instructions dispatched

000 11 00

Number of sync instructions

000 1101

Number of eieio instructions

000 11 10

Number of integer instructions being completed every cycle (no loads or
stores)

000 1111

Number of floating-point instructions being completed every cycle (no

ilarx is ready for execution)

loads or stores)

00 1 0000

LSU-produced result

001 0001

SCIU 1-produced result

001 0010

FPU-produced result

001 001 1

Instructions dispatched to the LSU

00 1 0 100

Instructions dispatched to the SCI U 1

001 0101

Instructions dispatched to the FPU

001 01 10

Snoop requests received

00 1 0111

Number of load dcache misses that exceeded the threshold va lue without
lateral L2 intervention

00 1 1000

Number of store dcache misses that exceeded the threshold value without
lateral L2 intervention

PowerPC Programming Model
Table 4 -23
The 21 Defined PMC2 Selectable Events
MMCRO{l 9-25]

Bit Encoding

Description of Event

00 0000

Nothing

00 000 1

Processor cycles

00 0010

Number of instructions completed

00 00 11

RTCSELECT bit transition

00 0100

Number

00 0 10 1

of instructions dispatched
N umber of cycles a load miss tokes

00 0110

dcoche misses

00 0 111

itlb misses

00 1000

Branches completed

00 1001

N umber of reservations successfully obtained (stcx succeeded)

00 10 10

N umber of mfspr instructions dispatched

icbi instructions
isync instructions

00 10 11

N umber of

00 1100

Number of

00 1101

Branch unit produced resu lt

00 1110

SCIUO-produced result

00 111 1

MOU-prod uced result

0 1 0000

Instructions dispatched to the branch unit

0 1 0001

Instructions dispatched to the SCIUO

0 1 00 10

Number of loads completed

0 1 00 11

Instructions dispatched to the MCIU

01 0 100

Number of snoop hits that hove occurred

Performance Monitor Counter Registers
The two 32-bit performance monitor counter registers (PCMl and PMC2)
can be programmed to generate interrupt signals when they become negative (the high-order bit, Ox 80000000, is set) . The PMCl and PMC2 registers are shown in Figure 4-33.
PMCl and PCM2 can be read or written to by the mfspr and mtspr
instructions. Software is expected to set the PMC registers to non-negative
values; if software sets a negative value, an erroneous interrupt may be
generated.
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Sampled Instruction and Data Address Registers
After the performance monitoring capability is set up and enabled, performance monitor exceptions will be generated in accordance with the settings
of MMCRO. The 32-bit sampled instruction address (SIA) and sampled data
address (SDA) registers are simply used to hold addresses associated with
the configured condition that caused the PM exception. The SIA and SDA
are shown in Figure 4-33. There is no special formatting or description for
these registers.

POWERPC

620

REGISTER SET

The PowerPC 620 is the first full 64-bit implementation of the PowerPC
architecture. There are few differences between the 620 register set, shown
in Figure 4-34, and that of the 604 just discussed. The differences that exist
are described below.
One of the first ways that the 64-bit 620 will be deployed is as a fast
32-bit processor. When porting 32-bit PowerPC code (from the 601, 603, or
604) to the 620, the following areas should be given special consideration:

a Like other PowerPC implementations, the 620 defines hardware implementation-dependent registers that do not exist on other processors.
The following implementation-dependent registers require special-case
handling on the 620: HIDO, L2CR, L2SR, and BUSCSR.
a Because the general-purpose registers are 64 bits on 64-bit implementations, it is important for software to ensure that the upper 32 bits are
cleared when addressing registers that do not define the upper 32 bits.
This is particularly important when modifying registers that have a
width that corresponds to the width of the implementation, such as the
machine state register (MSR) and block address translation (BAT)
registers.
a The page table entry (PTE) format on the 620 uses the 64-bit definition,
which differs from the 32-bit definition. Any code that is responsible for
managing PTE data structures would need to change to accommodate
the new format. The differences between 64- and 32-bit memory management data structures is discussed in detail in Chapter 8.
a The SDRl on the 620 is a 64-bit register and has a different format
than the 32-bit version. Any code that references SDRl would need to
change to accommodate the 64-bit format.
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620 Supervisor-Level Model

Miscellaneous Registers

Superv isor-Level Exception Handling R~sters

SPR284
SPR285
SPR1010
SPR22
SPR282

DSISR-DAE/ Source Instruction Service R~ster
DAR - Data Address Register
SARO - Save and Restore Register O
SRR1 - Save and Restore Register 1
SPRGO - SPR General Register 0
SPRG1 - SPR General Register 1
SPRG2 - SPR General Register 2
SPRG3 - SPR General Register 3

SPR18
SPR19
SPR26
SPR27
SPR272
SPR273
SPR274
SPR275

o

TBL - Time Base Facility Lower (Writing)
TSU - Time Base FacilitY Upper
IABR - Instruction Address Breakpoint Register
DEC - Decrementer
EAR - External Address Register (Optional)

0
~
SPR10131 DABR - Data Address Breakpoint Register
0
63

I

Perfonmance Monitoring Registers

a

Supervisor-Level Memory Management Registers
Instruction BAT Registers
SPR528 IBATOU - BAT 0 Upper Register
SPR529 IBATOL - BAT 0 Lower Register
SPR530 IBAT1 U - BAT 1 Upper Register
SPR531 IBAT1L- BAT 1 Lower Register
SPR532 IBAT2U - BAT 2 Upper Register
SPR533 IBAT2L- BAT 2 Lower Register
SPR534 IBAT3U - BAT 3 Upper Register
SPR535 IBAT3L - BAT 3 Lower R~ster
0
63

SPR952
SPR953
SPR954
SPR959
SPR955

MMC RO - Monitor Mode Control Register 0
PMC1 - Performance Monitor Counter 1
PMC2 - Performance Monitor Counter 2
SDA - SamJl.led Data Address
SIA - Sampled Instruction Address
0
63

620 User-Level Model
User Instruction Set Architecture
General-Purpose Registers

I

GPRO
63

0

Data BAT Registers
SPR536
SPR537
SPR538
SPR539
SPR540
SPR541
SPR542
SPR543

GPR31

DBATOU - BAT 0 Upper Register
DBATOL - BAT 0 Lower Register
DBAT1 U - BAT 1 Upper Register
DBAT1 L - BAT 1 Lower Register
DBAT2U - BAT 2 Upper Register
DBAT2L - BAT 2 Lower Register
DBAT3U - BAT 3 Upper Register
DBAT3L - BAT 3 Lower Register

Floating-Point Registers

I

I

SPR2s SDR1 - Table Search Description Register 1

o

a

I

Address Space Register
ASA

a

R~ster

FPR31
31

63

Condition Register

I

CR
31

Floating-Point Status and Control Register

I

~

~

SPR1 lxER - Integer Exception Register
SPRB rLR - Link Register
SPR9LCTR - Count Register
0

User Virtual Environment Architecture

L2CR - Level 2 Cache Control Re ister
L2SR - Level 2 Cache Status Re ister
BUSCSR - Bus Status and Control Re ister

I

FPSCR

0

Cache Control Registers

0

63

0

0

2

• 31

0

Configuration Registers

Level

FPRO

0

63

MSR - Machine State Register
SPR100B HIDO - Checkstop Sources and Enable
SPR287 PVR - Processor Version Register
SPR1023 PIR - Processor Identification Register

.

0

0

o

63

0

TBR268 [TBL - Time Base Facility Lower (Reading)
TBR269 [TBU - Time Base Facility Upper (Reading)
63

Figure 4·34
The 620 PowerPC implements a fully 64-bit programming model.
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Hardware
Implementation-Dependent Register
The 620's hardware implementation-dependent 0 (HIDO) register, shown in
Figure 4-35, is similar to that found on the 604. However, there are fields
that exist only on the 620: branch prediction modes (HID0[25,26]) and
instruction fetch modes (HID0[27,28]). Table 4-24 summarizes the bits that
are defined for the 620's HIDO.

~----ICFI

~---DCI
~--DFWT

SSME
BPM IFM

0

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2;1--25'2627128 29 30 31
I

~

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I

00
01
10
11

Branch Prediction Modes
Static branch prediction without
branch history table update
Dynamic branch prediction
Static branch prediction with
BHT updates
Reserved

00
01
10
11

Instruction Fetch Modes
No speculative fetch off the
chip from main memory
No speculative fetch off the chip with
more than one pending branch
No speculative fetch off the chip
with more than two pending branches
Allow speculative instruction fetch off
the chip.

Reserved

Figure 4·35
The 620's hardware implementation-dependent 0 (HIDO) register enables checkstops and
advanced processor features .
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Table 4·24
The 620's HIDO Register Bit Definitions

Bit Position

Nome

Description

0

EMCP

Enable Machine Check In put Pin

l

ECPC

Enable Cache Parity Checking

2

EBA

Enable Machine Check on Address Bus Parity Error

3

EBD

Enable Mach ine Check on Data Bus Parity Error

4- 13

Reserved

14

DPWF

Disable Processor Internal Watchdog Function

15

NHR

Not Hard Reset

16

ICE

Instruction Cache Enable

17

DC E

Data Cache Enable

20

ICFI

Instruction Cache Invalidate All

21

DCI

Data Cache Invalidate All

22

DFWT

Data Force Write-Through

24

SSME

Serial Instruction Execution Disable

18-1 9

Reserved

0 = The 620 executes one instruction at a time . The
620 does not post a trace exception after each
instruction completes as it wou ld if MSR[SE] or
MSR[BE] were set.
l = Instruction execution is not serialized.
25-26

BPM

Branch Prediction Modes
00 = Static branch prediction without update of
branch history table
0 l = Dynamic branch pred iction
10 = Static branch prediction with branch history table
l l = Reserved Isome as 00 state)

27- 28

IFM

Instructi on Fetch Modes
00 = No speculative fetch off the chip from main
memory
0 l = No speculative fetch off the chip with more than
one pending match
l 0 = No speculative fetch off the chip with more than
two pending branches
11 = Allow speculative instruction fetching

29-3 1

Reserved
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Address Space Register
Found only on 64-bit implementations, such as the 620, the address space
register (ASR) holds bits 0-51 of the segment table's physical address.
Recall that 64-bit processors don't have segment registers as do 32-bit
implementations. The 620 uses the ASR, shown in Figure 4-36, and the segment table to define the set of segments that can be addressed - just as
32-bit processors use segment registers. Chapter 8, "Memory
Management," deals with memory management on the PowerPC family and
describes the ASR as well as segment-based address translation in detail.

Physical Address of Segment Table
31

0

5152

63

Reserved segment table addresses

OxOOOO

~ These addresses correspond to locations

1000

00 0000
OxOOOO 0000 0000 2000

in the exception vector table and cannot
be used as segment table addresses.

D Reserved
Figure 4·36
The 620's address space register (ASR) performs the same function as segment registers .

Bus Status and Control Register
The 64-bit bus status and control register (BUSCSR) contains all the information required to define the processor's interface. Errors that occur on the
bus and during bus transactions can be reflected in the BUSCSR. The error
conditions that are reflected in the BUSCSR can occur during a read or
write to this register; in such a situation, the error condition will either
occur completely before or after the point at which data is written to or
read from the register, but not any combination thereof. As a result, software does not have to deal with incomplete information resulting from
reading the BUSCSR at exactly the wrong time - while it is being updated.

PowerPC Programming Model

Performance Monitoring Registers
The 620's implementation of performance monitoring registers is the same as that
found on the 604 with the exception of SIA and SDA register width. The SIA and
SDA on the 620 are both 64 bits wide. The performance monitoring capabilities
of the 604 and 620 are discussed in Chapter 12, "Techniques and Tricks."

SUMMARY
In the chapters that follow, we'll start to put some of the pieces together,
beginning with effective address calculation in Chapter 5, "Addressing
Modes and Operand Conventions." Before long, you'll be hooked on the
lavish set of registers that we covered in this chapter - you may even
wonder how you ever managed with the limited register set of the x86.
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Chapter

ADDRESSING MODES
AND OPERAND
"Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from
here?"
"That depends a good deal on where you want to get to, "
said the Cat.
- Alice in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll
Understanding addressing modes and operand conventions is a
key step toward the goal of becoming a proficient programmer
on the PowerPC. Addressing modes define the various mechanisms used to manipulate data. Operand conventions include
naming, evaluation order, and position within an instruction.
Knowing and following the rules increases software performance on PowerPC systems. In this chapter, we'll discuss
addressing modes and the calculation of effective addresses.
Fortunately, there are many similarities between effective
address calculation on the Intel x86 and on the PowerPC.
However, the differences that do exist result from the fundamental differences between RISC and CISC architectures. A
solid understanding of this topic will be an important building
block for the material covered in subsequent chapters.
In this chapter, we'll briefly review the basics of Intel x86
effective address calculation and operand conventions, then
we'll cover the PowerPC versions in detail. If you're comfortable with Intel operand conventions and effective address calculations, feel free to skip ahead to the PowerPC discussion.

i
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CONVENTIONS
Differences between x86 processors and their available addressing modes
make it important to note which x86 family member we're using. Unless
otherwise noted, we'll be referring to the Intel i486 for this and future discussions. On 386 and 486 processors operating in protected mode, for
example, any register can be used as an index register (a RISC-like feature);
on earlier processors, this was not possible.
The x86 architecture employs variable-length instructions and a twooperand instruction format to perform most operations. This differs from
the fixed-length, three-operand PowerPC instruction format. Two-operand
instructions that perform a mathematical or logical operation typically
require that one of the two operands be overwritten by the result. This
implies that one of the values will be unavailable for subsequent operations.
The CISC nature of the x86 family allows a very flexible instruction set
architecture. However, the variable-length instructions and two-operand
instruction format can hinder performance. Having to determine instruction
length when code is poorly aligned can produce latency problems.

Operand Types
A register operand is simply the value contained in a particular register. Of
course, some restrictions exist for certain register and operation combinations, and others depend on the processor's operating mode. But, in general,
all x86 registers can be used as instruction operands. The following code
uses two register operands in a register/register move operation:
mov

eax. ecx

; move the contents of reg i ster ecx into eax

An immediate operand is a literal value that is embedded in the x86 instruction at the time of assembly. In the following example, both the Ox23 and
the Ox03 immediate operands are stored as part of the opcodes for the mov
and shl instructions, respectively. Immediate operands can be bytes, halfwords (16 bits), or words (32 bits).
mov
shl

EAX, 0x23
EAX, 0x03

move immediate 0x23 into the EAX register
shift EAX left 3 bits
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All x86 instructions that perform a memory access (load, store, compare, and so on) do so by calculating the effective address (EA) of the memory operand. Calculation of the EA depends on the memory operand itself
and the addressing mode. The mechanism and components used to generate
the effective address are discussed in the next section.
The size of a memory operand is always explicitly encoded as part of
the opcode. Because the same instruction mnemonic (mov, for example) is
used to access memory regardless of operand size, x86 source code requires
that operand size be either implied by the width of the register in the operation (EAX, AX, AL) or explicitly designated with a ptr size designation. For
example, the mov instruction can be used to access an 8-, 16-, or 32-bit
memory unit using implied width as shown here:
n:ov
mov
mov

al , [es i]
ax, [es i]
eax .[ es i]

8-bit regis ter al gets byt e va lu e at es i
16-bit regist er ax gets half-wor d at es i
32 -bi t reg is ter ea x gets word at es i

Or explicitly designated width can be used when the size of the operand
can't be inferred from the operands.
mov
mov
mov

byte ptr [es i], 0
word pt r [esi ], 0
dword ptr [e si], 0

8 bits of 0 writ ten at es i
16 bits of 0 writt en at es i
32 bi ts of 0 written at esi

On x86 processors, the effective address is only part of the story.
Memory operands use either an implicit or explicit segment reference. A
memory operand is located by specifying an offset (the effective address)
from the start of a segment. For the purposes of this discussion, we'll
assume that segment selection is implicit and that effective address calculation is relative to the appropriate segment register.

Operand Movement
Intel i486 instructions that move data may be grouped roughly into the
following categories:
a Register to register

a Immediate to register
a Register to memory
a Memory to register
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a Immediate to memory
a Memory to memory
Neither immediate/register nor register/register operations require the
calculation of an effective address. As a result, register/register and immediate/register moves are simple and generally execute quickly. Both x86 and
PowerPC architectures support register/memory and memory/register operations. However, the x86 implements far more addressing modes for accessing memory than does the PowerPC.
The ability to perform immediate/memory and memory/memory
operand movement is notably absent on the register/register architecture of
PowerPC processors. The RISC PowerPC architecture can load and store to
memory only using indirect addressing. Registers must hold the effective
address of any memory operand. The ability of the x86 to access memory
and calculate effective addresses in a variety of different ways is one of the
most powerful features of the x86 programming model.

x86 Effective Address Calculation
To resolve an effective address, the i486 must sum up to four components:
base register, index register, scale factor, and immediate displacement. The
valid combinations of these components are known as addressing modes.
The x86 addressing modes that require effective address generation, and
thus are relevant to our understanding of PowerPC effective address generation, are as follows.
a Relative Addressing
Relative addressing requires a base register and optionally includes an
index register and/or an immediate displacement. Any of the 32-bit
general-purpose registers can be used as the base register in relative
addressing. The following example shows EBP as the base register, ESI
as the index register, and an immediate displacement of 4.
mov eax .[ebp + esi + 4]

; re lati ve addr ess ing

a Indirect (Index) Addressing

Indirect addressing uses a single 32-bit general-purpose register with an
optional immediate displacement to determine the EA (effective
address). Unlike relative addressing, no base register is used.

) ~~~~ ,' -<: n~~~~~
'"

l

li

•

....

mov eax , [es i + 0x10 ]

des and Oeerand Conventions

eax gets t he WO RD
at of fset esi+0x10

a Direct Addressing
Direct addressing embeds an immediate value in the instruction opcode
at assembly. This mode is commonly used to access well-known areas of
memory whose offset does not change at run-time.
mov eax,[0x0 1f8f0 ]

get the 32-bi t va l ue
at offset 0x l f8 f0

POWERPC CONVENTIONS
One aspect of the PowerPC programming model that clearly identifies the
PowerPC as a RISC architecture is its operand conventions and memory
addressing modes. The register/register architecture of the PowerPC
enforces register-based data movement and limits the number of available
addressing modes.
Each PowerPC instruction is always 32 bits in length and is guaranteed
to be aligned on a 32-bit word boundary in memory. This alignment means
that the low-order 2 bits of an address are ignored by the processor when
fetching instructions. When accessing data in memory, the processor uses
the full 32 bits of the effective address.
In the following sections, we'll examine the operand conventions that
apply to all implementations of the PowerPC architecture. Following that,
we'll look at the addressing modes available for load/store operations and
the calculation of effective addresses.

Three-Operand Format
The PowerPC implementations use a register/register architecture as
described in Chapter 1, "The PowerPC Transition." One common feature
of a register/register architecture, such as the PowerPC architecture, is a
three-operand instruction format. Using three operands for common operations (such as loads and stores) has the benefit of leaving the two original
source operands intact after the operation is complete.
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While reading this section, keep in mind that it's generally tough to confound a good x86 programmer. As a result, simple examples designed to
show how you can quickly run out of registers always seem a bit contrived.
But in the general case, the problem manifests itself more frequently. For
example, it is common to encounter x86 register shortages when programming inside nested loops or when more than one operation is ongoing (such
as simultaneous calculations of vertical and horizontal offsets for line
drawing).
To see why the three-operand format has a distinct advantage, consider
the following example. Assume that we have an array of 100 32-bit values
and that for each element of the array we must fetch two sequential values.
These two values are multiplied together and their 64-bit product is stored
in the destination array. The two original values are then added and the 32bit result is again stored in the new array.
Our x86 example is the Mu/Add function, which takes two arguments:
a source buffer pointer and a destination buffer pointer. Furthermore, we'll
assume each argument is passed on the stack using the Pascal calling conventions (first argument pushed first; last argument pushed last) and that
default segment registers are used. The x86 assembly language version of
MulAdd is shown in Listing 5-1.
The first operand, loaded into EAX, was destroyed by the mul instruction and had to be reloaded. Clearly, having one more register in which to
park the first operand could have saved us one redundant memory access
per loop iteration. In Listing 5-2, note that the three-operand instruction
format allows preservation of both source operands.
Certainly, saving one or two move instructions doesn't justify the existence of this operand format - but saving one move (or load/store operation) repeatedly or inside loops is the essence of good programming and
that's exactly what using the three-operand format can buy you.
As shown in the PowerPC example, the destination register for load
operations is the leftmost operand - the same format as found in the x86
move instruction. However, when performing store operations on the
PowerPC, the register that contains the destination (effective) address is the
rightmost operand. In other words, load to the left and store to the right.
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Listing 5·1
The contrived MulAdd routine demonstrates the inefficiency associated with running out
of registers .

int Mu lAdd(int *srcBuf, i nt *destBuf);
(near cal l l
At start, we know that th e fol l ow ing is true:
EBP being used for stack f rame
ES! used to fetc h EAX
EDI po i nter to a buffer used to store 64-b it
result EAX*EBX and 32-bit result EAX+EBX
On exit :
ED I buffer updated
start :
push ebp
mov ebp , esp

offset ©=return ptr , 4=ebp
create stack frame

mov edi , [ebp+0x08J
mov es i , [ebp+0x0c l
mov ecx , 0xl00

get destBuf pointer in edi
ge t srcBu f po in ter in es i
get loop count in ECX

mov eax . [es i J
mov ebx , [esi+0x04J

get firs t operand
get second operand

mul ebx
mov [edi], eax
mov [edi+0x04J , edx

edx:eax = fi rst op* secon d op
save low dword
and high dword

arrayloop:

at this point, we need the original eax again (to add to
ebx) ... it ' d sure be ni ce to have another reg i ster arou nd...
mov
add
mov
add
add
loop

eax , [esi J
eax, ebx
[edi+0x08 J, eax
edi , 0x0c
es i, 8
array l oop

pop ebp
ret

re l oad first operand
eax =f i rst+ second operand
store resu l t of add operat i on
bump dest buffer po i nter
bump source to next operan ds
l oo p until done
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Listing 5-2
The PowerPC implementation of MulAdd demonstrates the efficiency associated with the
three-operand instruction format.

PowerPC assembly language version of MulAdd
assume: r4 -> *srcBuf
r5 -> *destBuf
on exit:

destBuf i s fill ed with appropriate data
start:
li

r8,0x100

init i alize counter

lwz
lwz

r9,0(r4)
rl2 ,4(r4l

get first operand
get second operand

PPCLoop:

mullhw rll,rl2 , r9
rll,4(r5)
stw
mull w
stw

rll,rl2,r9
rll,0(r5)

rll = r9 * r 12
store high-word of mult
rll = r9 * rl2
store low-word of mult

note that the values con tain ed in r12 and r9 are still intact
addc
stw
addic

rll,rl2,r9
rll,8(r5)
r5,r5,12

addic rB,rB. -1
cmpwi
rB.0
bne
PPCLoop
return to ca lling code here ...

; rll = rl2 + r9
: store result of addition
: increment destBuf ptr
decrement counter
done yet?
; no , then loop

Naming Conventions
When we discuss PowerPC instructions and operand placement, it is convenient to use generic names in place of actual registers and values. This is, in
part, a result of differing register usage conventions in the PowerPC arena.

odes and Operand Conventions
Appendix A, "PowerPC Instruction Set Reference," contains a complete list
of register and value aliases; however, for the following discussion, it's helpful to know a subset of those names.
Table 5-1 lists some of the most common operand aliases. We'll use
these names when discussing operand placement and instruction usage in
the future. For the sake of clarity, we'll use the same operand naming conventions as the PowerPC microprocessor user manuals published by
Motorola and IBM.

Table 5·1
Operand Field Conventions for Load/Store Operations

Operand Field

Description/Purpose

rA, rB

Specifi es a sou rce or destination general-purpose register (GPR) used to
calculate effective addresses .

rD

Specifi es a destination GPR whose contents are used to calculate
effective addresses.

rS

Specifies a source GPR whose contents are used to calculate effective
addresses.

d (displacement)

Specifies the immediate displacement for load and store instructions in a
16-bit signed format. This va lue is sign extended to the width of the
implementa tion (32 or 64 bits) and added to a base address .

NB (number of bytes)

Specifies th e number of bytes that wi ll be moved during an immediate
string load/ store .

Additionally, the CIA (current instruction address) is commonly used
when discussing operand fields and naming conventions. The CIA is considered an internal register and is used exclusively by the processor as a pointer
to the next instruction to execute. It is neither readable nor writeable by
software. However, it is often a convenient convention to use in discussions.
On x86 systems, EIP is equivalent to the CIA in purpose only.
Table 5-2 shows the common formats for load and store operations
using the register naming conventions described in Table 5-1. Note that the
"load" and "store" instructions used in the left column of Table 5-2 are not
actual PowerPC mnemonics; they are used symbolically to represent load
and store operations of all memory unit lengths (byte, half-word, word,
doubleword) .
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Table 5-2
Common Forms of Load/Store Operations

Load/Store
Instruction

Description/Function

load rD, d(rA)

Load the destination register rD with the contents of the address formed
adding source register rA and immediate displacement d.

by

load rD, rA,

Load the destination reg ister rD wi th the contents of the address formed
adding source reg isters rA and rB.

by

rB

store rS, d(rA)

Store the contents of source register rS to th e address formed
destination reg ister rA and immed iate offset d.

by adding

store rS, rA, rB

Store the contents of source register rS to the address formed
desti nation register rA and rB.

by adding

Operand Types
PowerPC instructions use a familiar set of operand types: register, immediate, and memory. Each operand type is analogous to the x86 operand category of the same name. The following sections define the PowerPC operand
types. Differences between the x86 and PowerPC versions of an operand
type are noted where they occur.

Register Operands
When registers are used as operands, the register number is encoded as part
of the 32-bit instruction. Depending on the instruction type, a register
operand can be a general-purpose register (GPR), floating-point register
(FPR), or any of the other register types defined in Chapter 4, "The
PowerPC Programming Model."
For load and store operations, GPRs are always used to hold base
addresses. In other words, when loading a value from memory, a GPR must
be a part of the effective address calculation - even if the destination is a
floating-point register. Such register restrictions are noted in the individual
instruction definitions in Appendix A, "PowerPC Instruction Set
Reference."

Modes and Operand Conventions

Immediate Operands
The PowerPC implementations use immediate operands, but require that
they be used in conjunction with a register operand. For example, the andi
(AND immediate) instruction uses both a source register operand and the
immediate operand as the two values to AND together.
The size of an immediate operand depends on the specific instruction.
Typically, immediate operands are 16-bit values that are embedded in bits
16-31 of the 32-bit instruction. The largest immediate operand allowed for
PowerPC processors is 16 bits. If you need to load a register with a 32-bit
value, it requires two instructions. Think about it: if all instructions are 32
bits, an instruction that used a 32-bit immediate operand would have no
room for the opcode. You've seen this situation crop up in the code
sequences presented in earlier chapters, such as this example from Chapter 1:
addis
ori
lwz
stw

r3,
r3.
r4,
r3,

r0, 0xl234
r3. 0xabcd
VariablelnMemory
0(r4)

load high 16 bit s into register r3
load l ow 16 bits into regi ste r r3
get the address of variable in r4
store value i n r3 to address in r4

To load the 32-bit immediate value (Ox1234abcd) into GPR r3, two
16-bit immediate loads must be used. In the preceding example, the addi
and addis instructions function as load immediate and load immediate
shifted instructions, respectively.

Memory Operands
PowerPC RISC microprocessors can access memory only by using indirected
register-based load and store operations. One benefit of this restriction is
that memory operands on PowerPC processors are considerably simpler
than on x86 processors.
Moving the contents of a memory variable into a register requires that
the address of the variable must be loaded into a register, then a second register can be loaded with the value of the variable by using the first register
(containing the address) as a base address. The following comparison illustrates this point:
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x86 example of loading a 32 -bit memory vari able i nto a reg i ster
mov

eax, Var i ab l elnMemory

; simple enough ...

PowerPC example of loading a 32-bit memory variable into a register
Note: rBase is used to denote a previously initial i zed GPR that
is used as a base -pointer for variable references. rBase is
occas ionally referred to as a Table Of Contents.
lwz
lwz

r4 . VariablelnMemory(rBase)
r3, 0(r4)

get addres~ of variab l e from base
load r3 with value of variable

Memory access instructions encode the size of the memory unit explicitly. The alignment of data in memory can affect performance and even
cause exceptions. In particular, the consequences of data alignment depend
on the current state of the processor: the endianness, the operation being
performed, and even the processor implementation.

Alignment and Misalignment
PowerPC implementations use 8-bit, 16-bit, and 32-bit memory operands.
On 64-bit PowerPC processors, such as the 620, 64-bit memory operands
may be used. Table 5-3 summarizes the PowerPC memory operands that are
used in this book.

Table 5-3
PowerPC Operand Alignment and Sizes

Operand Name

Length

Lowest Order Bits If Aligned

Byte
Half-word
Word
Doubleword (dword)
Quadword lqword)

8 bits
2 bytes
4 bytes
8 bytes
16 bytes

xxxx
xxxO
xxOO
xOOO

0000
Note: Quad words are not used as memory
operands and are included in this table only
for completeness.
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With the exception of lmw (load multiple word), stmw (store multiple
word), and the various load and store string instructions, the operand sizes
listed previously in Table 5-1 are used exclusively for all operations on
PowerPC processors.
To demonstrate the problems that can occur with alignment, let's consider a 16-byte data structure with a starting address of OxF2001004. The
four low-order bits of the data structure's effective address are Ob0100. We
see, from Table 5-1, that our data structure is word aligned.
If we wanted to dword align our data, we'd have to move the structure's
starting location to a dword boundary such as OxF2001008. If we specified
the starting location as OxF2001007 and tried to access the data as anything
other than a byte-size value, we'd get an alignment exception. A byte-size
access is acceptable because there are no alignment restrictions for 8-bit
(byte-size) accesses.

Programming Point: Alignment
For sing le-reg ister memory accesses,
th e best performance is obta ined when
memory operands are al igned on boundaries equal lo the size of the operand. For
example, when accessing dwords, optimal performance is obta ined by ha ving
each dword va lue aligned on a 64-bit
boundary. In other wo rd s, the low-order

three bits are set to zero. Th e following
figure shows the relation ship between the
low-order bits and memory unit alignment.
Note that the figure shows a 32-bit
address ; on 64-bit implementations such
as the 620, the low-order three bits would
be labeled 63, 62, and 61.
Half-word aligned (16 bits)---~
Word aligned (32 bits) - - - - - .
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Note: To achieve the alignment shown, the bit corresponding to
the desired alignment must be zero. Additionally, all bits to its right
(of lower order) must also be cleared .

The low-order address bits are cleared according to the unit of alignment.
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Effective Address Calculations
When PowerPC processors access memory they must resolve the effective
address (EA) for the memory location of interest. The effective address will
be either 32 or 64 bits, depending on the processor's implementation width.
In addition, the mechanism used to resolve the effective address depends on
two elements: operand width and addressing mode.
PowerPC memory operands come in all widths shown in Table 5-3:
bytes, half-words, words, and doublewords. PowerPC instruction
mnemonic names explicitly reference the width of the memory operand. For
example, consider the following instructions: lbz (load byte and zero), lhz
(load half-word and zero), lwz (load word and zero), and Id (load double).
There is no room for ambiguity with respect to memory operand size for
each instruction.
There are several addressing modes available for load/store operations.
Each addressing mode is accompanied by a load instruction that uses each
particular addressing mode. PowerPC processors always use one of the
three addressing modes listed here.
a Register indirect with immediate index mode
lbz

r2 . 4(r4)

; EA = r4+4

a Register indirect with index mode
lbzx

r2 . r4. r5

; EA = r4+r5

a Register indirect mode
lswi

r2. r4 . 10

EA= r4, number bytes =l0

Register Indirect with Immediate Index Mode
The indexing register indirect modes of the PowerPC architecture are analogous to the x86's indexing modes. When an immediate displacement (d) is
used, as shown in Figure 5-1, the displacement is stored in the instruction as
a 16-bit signed number. In 32-bit PowerPC implementations, the 16-bit displacement is sign extended to form a 32-bit value; in 64-bit implementations, the 16-bit displacement is sign extended to form a 64-bit value.
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Opcode

rA

rD or rs
5

0

6

Example:

'

''

/ d Displacement

Base Address

10 11

''

''

''

15 16

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

'·

/

31

,
,
,
,

,'

/

/

lbz rD, ~(rA) //
\

--~

/

Figure 5·1
PowerPC instructions use the register indirect with immediate index addressing mode to
access data at a base plus constant offset.

In the example shown in Figure 5-1, the lbz (load byte and zero) instruction generates the effective address by adding the sign-extended displacement
(4) to the contents of GPR rD, then loads a byte value from that address.
The effective address is generated in the same fashion for store operations.
The following comparison between PowerPC and x86 immediate indexing shows the similarities between register-based indexing modes:
lbz

r2, 4(r3)

movzx eax, byte ptr [esi+4J

PPC: load r2 with byte value at (r3+4)
x86: load eax with byte value at (esi+4l

Programming Point:
Usage ol GPR rO in the rA Position
The general-purpose reg isler rO has a
special definition whe n used in the rA
operand positio n. When GPR rO is used
in the rA operand position , a va lue of
zero is used - not the contents of GPR
rO. This provides an easy way to specify
a va lue of zero, without having to allocate a register for that purpose. At first
glance, this can be confus in g. So let 's
take a look at a couple of examples.

use r0 in the rA position to
generate a strictly constant
off set
l bz r2, 100(r0)
load r2 with value at address 100
The effective address wou ld be ca lculated as EA = 0 + l 00, regardless of
th e value contained in rO. Using rO in the
rA position works for other instructions as
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add i r8 , r0, 100
r8 i s l oaded with th e va l ue 100

well . Conside r using rO in an addi
instruction - it is functional ly equivalent
to loading a register with an imm ediate
va lue.

Remembe r these two exa mples; in the
next chapter, we' ll see how rO (and other
shortcuts) allow the implementation of simplified mnemon ics - a very nice feature
for assembly la nguage program mers .

Use r0 in the rA posit i on with
other i nstr uct i ons

Register Indirect with Index Mode
The register indirect with index mode uses the contents of another GPR
for the offset instead of using an immediate displacement. As shown in
Figure 5-2, the displacement is stored in a GPR that occupies the rA
operand position.

Opcode

rD or rS

5 6

0

',

rB
Base Address

15 16

10 11

''

Example:

rA
Offset

''

''

''

'

,,

,,

,

,
,,

,, '

Sub-opcode

20 21

3031

lbz rD , rA, rB

[ ] Reserved

Figure 5·2
Instructions that use register indirect with index addressing mode have a 32-bit base and
32-bit offset.

In the example in Figure 5-2, the lbzx (load byte and zero indexed)
instruction loads a byte value from the effective address generated by
adding the contents of GPR rA and GPR rB. The effective address is generated in the same fashion for store operations.
Again, a brief comparison of byte-loading operations on both the x86
and a PowerPC implementation show the similarities:
lbzx r2 , r3, r4

PPC: load r2 with byte va l ue at (r3+r4)

movzx eax, byte ptr [es i +ebx ]

x86 : load eax with byte value at (es i +ebx)

~
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Register Indirect Mode
The register indirect mode is used exclusively with the load/store string
instructions. The effective address is simply the contents of the GPR that
occupies the rA position. The number of bytes (NB) operand specifies the
number of bytes to be loaded into the GPRs; this instruction does not perform memory-to-memory load/stores.
In the example in Figure 5-3, the lswi (load string word immediate)
instruction would load 20 byte values from the effective address in GPR rA
into GPRs starting with rD and going to rD+(20/4). A full explanation of
the load/store string and lswi instructions may be found in Appendix A,
"PowerPC Instruction Set Reference." There is no equivalent instruction on
x86 family members.

Opcode
0

rD or rS
5

6

',

Example:

''

rA

Number

Offset

of Bytes

10 11

15 16

/

Sub-opcode
20 21

3031

/

''

/

/

''

/
/

''

/

',

/

/

/ /

lswi rD, rA, 20

Reserved

Figure 5·3
Only load and store string instructions use register indirect with index addressing modes.

Addressing Modes As Part of the Instruction
One of the fundamental differences between the RISC instruction set of the
PowerPC processor and that of the CISC x86 family is the relationship
between instruction and addressing modes. On x86 processors the mov
instruction mnemonic is generic. The opcode generated depends on the context of the instruction - specifically, the addressing mode that is used. This
situation is not unique to the mov mnemonic.
On PowerPC processors, the addressing mode and instruction mnemonic
are closely coupled. There are instructiqn mnemonics specifically for immediate addressing as well as for the other addressing modes described previously.
Recognizing this is helpful when confronting the conventions of the
PowerPC architecture.
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SUMMARY
There are many helpful similarities between the x86 and PowerPC operand
conventions and addressing modes. In fact, the closer we look at the two
architectures, the more similarities we'll find. In the next chapter, we'll take
a much closer look at the different forms of PowerPC instructions and at
the instruction set itself. By the end of the chapter, we'll be ready to start
writing some code.

,·

Chapter

THEPOWERPC
INST UCTION SET
"Compilers translate computer programs from one language to another without understanding how they work.
Photocopiers transfer patterns of words without reading
them."
- K. Eric Drexler, "Engines of Creation"
This chapter presents the PowerPC instruction set and the associated knowledge that will enable you to code, optimize, and
understand how to write effective programs. But we're operating under the fundamental assumption that no optimization
comes without a little pain. An understanding of instruction
synchronization, simplified mnemonics, and the various forms
of each instruction is fundamental to writing efficient and
effective PowerPC assembly language.
In many cases, this chapter introduces concepts that are
relevant to the instruction set but does not attempt to explain
them comprehensively. Rest assured that these concepts will be
discussed in turn. For example, instruction timing is examined
in Chapter 7, "The Sublime Art of Instruction Timing." There
are numerous examples of coding techniques in Chapter 11,
"PowerPC Assembly Language Examples." And Appendix A,
"PowerPC Instruction Set Reference," contains a detailed
definition for each PowerPC instruction.
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INSTRUCTION GUIDELINES
As I've stressed in previous chapters, a PowerPC instruction is always 32
bits in length and is aligned on a 32-bit boundary in program memory.
Instructions are fetched into an instruction queue and dispatched into the
processor's pipeline. But keeping the pipeline full and free of stalls means
that you must write efficient, quality code. This chapter is the starting place
for the concepts required to create optimal code on PowerPC processors.
Sometimes it is necessary to refer to the contents of the instruction
pointer and how it is modified in specific situations, such as exception conditions. On x86 processors, the instruction pointer is contained in the IP (or
EIP) register, and is accessible to software of any privilege level. On
PowerPC processors, the current instruction address (CIA) is analogous to
the x86's EIP register. However, the CIA is an internal, processor-only
register, not accessible by software of any privilege level.
There are many concepts that must be presented along with a new
instruction set. Some are important to understand before continuing, some
simplify writing code, and some help you write efficient code. The concepts
surrounding the use of the PowerPC instruction set presented in this chapter
are in the order in which they most benefit learning. With the formalities
out of the way, let's dive in.

Synchronization
Synchronization on the PowerPC family of microprocessors is an important
topic for two reasons: The rules that govern when you must synchronize are
processor-implementation dependent and there is no equivalent concept on
the x86 processor family.
Recall that PowerPC implementations are able to execute instructions
out of order. As a consequence, the processor context at the time a specific
instruction is executed is not necessarily what it would have been had the
instruction stream been executed linearly. Outwardly, the results of out-oforder execution are transparent to both the programmer and user; internally, however, the context shifts that occur require attention. A processor's
context encompasses the current privilege level, address translation, and
memory protection configuration. As each instruction is executed, it is
subject to the rules established by the context of the processor.
The PowerPC architecture provides special instructions to ensure that
all instructions appearing earlier in the instruction stream have executed

~ '~'.'~:
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6 • The PowerPC Instruction Set

before proceeding. This process is known as context synchronization and
ensures that instructions execute in the context in which they were issued.
In other words, each instruction sees the privilege level, address translation,
and system register settings it would see if the code had been executed in a
linear fashion.
The example shown in Listings 6-la and 6-lb shows why context synchronization is necessary. Here, we want to load GPR r6 with a word from
memory at virtual address Oxf8000010. Our example assumes that data
address translation is enabled and that r4 and r5 contain the information
necessary to set up both DBAT registers for the access to Oxf8000010.
Executing the top block of instructions, instruction 1 loads GPR r3 with the
source address. Instructions 2 through 4 set up the BAT registers so that we
can access the virtual address contained in r3. Finally, instruction 5 loads r6
with the value contained at the virtual address contained in r3.

Listing 6-1
Linear instruction execution requires no thought as to appropriate context. But an out-of-order
sequence could result from a lack of proper context synchronization.
Listing 6-la:

Linear Instruction Stream

Assumes:
r4,r5 co ntain valid BAT reg i ster information
r3 , r0 ,0xf800
addis
r3,r3,0x0010
ad di
mtdbatl 0,r5
mtdbatu 0,r4
r6, 0(r3l
lwz
... code co ntin ues ...

instruction
instruct i on
ins t ruction
i nstruction
in struction

lftl
112

113

114
lfo5

Listing 6-lb: Out -of -Order Version of Listing 6-la.
addis
mtdbatl
addi
lwz
mtdbatu
... code

r3,r0,0xf800
0,r5
r3 , r3,0x0010
r6,0(r3)

0, r4
continues ...

i nstruction #1
i nstruction 113
instruction #2
1nstruct1 on flS *ACCESS EXCEPTION*
instruction #4
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The block of instructions shows the result of out-of-order execution
without context synchronization. In effect, we try to access virtual address
Oxf8000010 (instruction #5) before the DBAT register is completely set up.
To avoid this problem, we must use a context synchronizing instruction
such as shown in Listing 6-2. When the processor encounters the isync
instruction, it waits until all partially executed instructions in the linear
instruction stream complete before it continues execution. In this case, we
want to be sure that the DBAT register is properly set up before trying to
access an address that will be translated by that DBAT.
Listing 6-2
Context synchronization orders memory access .

The isync instruction 1#5) ensures th at exec uti on of all pr i or
i nstruct i ons 1#1 - #4) wi l l be comple ted before cont i nuing
to instruction #6.

Assumes:
r4.r5 conta in va lid BAT register information
addis
r3,r0 .0xfB00
addi
r3.r3,0x0010
mtdbatl 0.r 5
mtd batu 0,r4

isync
r6.0(r3)
lwz
. . . code continues ...

instruct i on
i nst ruction
instruction
instruction

#1
#2
ft3
#4

instruction #5 *context synchronizing*
instruction #6

Some PowerPC instructions, such as mtmsr and rfi, perform context
synchronization as a side effect of their execution and no additional synchronization is necessary. Additionally, these instructions can be used to the
same end as the isync instruction in Listing 6-2. Any exception that is
recoverable is also context synchronizing.
So when is synchronization necessary? The example shown in Listing
6-2 demonstrates that synchronization is required after any operation that
alters the context in which code is executing. Operations that modify system
registers or perform cache management operations can alter the current system context. Table 6-1 shows the PowerPC instructions that require context
synchronization after they are used. A context synchronizing event (CSE) is
on~ of the following: execution of an sc, rfi, sync, or isync instruction, or a
context synchronizing exception.
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Table 6-1
PowerPC Operations that Require Synchronization and Synchronization Suggestions

Operation
Category

Synchronization
Required Before
Instruction

Synchronization
Required After
Instruction

mtmsr[SF,PR,FP,
ME,DR,SE,BE,IR]

Register access

None

CSE

mtmsr[LE, ILE]

Reg ister access

None (see example
code in Chapter 3)

None (see example
code in Chapter 3)

mtmsr[POW]

Reg ister access

Processor implementation dependent

Processor implementation dependent

mtsr

Reg ister access

CSE

CSE

mtspr (ASR,IBAT,
Reg ister access
DBAT,DABR,EAR ]

CSE

CSE

mtspr [SDR l]

Register access

CSE, sync

CSE

slbie, slbia,
tlbie, tibia

Instruction

CSE

CSE, sync

Instruction

Because PowerPC processors use different resources according to the
type of operation being performed, there are different instructions used to
perform context synchronization. Unique PowerPC instructions exist to perform instruction execution synchronization, data access synchronization,
and 1/0 synchronization.
The isync instruction flushes any prefetched instructions from the
processor's instruction queue and waits for any issued instructions to complete. In other words, executing isync flushes both the processor's pipeline
and its instruction queue.
The sync instruction behaves similarly to the isync instruction, but waits
additionally until all pending memory accesses are completed. Because sync
waits for both instruction execution and memory accesses, it can take a significant amount of time to complete and should be used prudently. The
delay depends on the number and type of outstanding operations.
The eieio (Enforce Jn-order Execution of IO) instruction ensures that
1/0 operations occur in program order. This is crucial for 1/0 devices that
require a specific sequence of accesses, such as the initialization of an external peripheral device. On the 603, the eieio instruction is treated as a no-op
because the 603 does not reorder non-cacheable memory accesses such
as 1/0.
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Do You Have Reservations?
The final topic related to synchronization is that of reservations. On
PowerPC processors, a reservation can be thought of as a semaphore that
ensures an atomic memory access. An atomic memory access is a readmodify-write sequence to a particular address that occurs with the guarantee that no other device (processor or peripheral) has modified that address.
There are two pairs of PowerPC instructions that use reservations:
lwarx/stwcx. and ldarx/ stdcx. These four instructions must be used in pairs
to achieve atomic memory accesses. For example, lwarx (load word and
reserve indexed) creates the reservation and stwcx. (store word conditional
indexed) performs a conditional store operation to achieve an atomic
memory access. This process is described in detail below.
At most, one reservation can exist at a time on a processor. When an
instruction that creates a reservation is executed, the previous reservation is
replaced. The execution of a stwcx. instruction or modification of a reserved
address will clear the current reservation.
A sequence of events that uses a reservation might proceed as follows:
• The routine that is running needs to perform an atomic word access to
address n. To guarantee that the access is atomic, the routine loads the
word from n using the lwarx instruction.
• The access to address n using the lwarx instruction creates a semaphore
based on that address.
• The routine modifies the word loaded from address n and is ready to
store it back to the same address.
• Using the stwcx. instruction and address n as the destination, the store
operation checks the semaphore to determine if the address has been
modified since being read. If no modification has occurred, the store
completes and the CRO[EQ] bit is set. If address n has been modified,
the store does not complete and CRO[EQ] is cleared.

Instruction Suffixes
Instruction suffixes indicate which registers and bits are updated with the
results of the instruction's execution. Table 6-2 shows the suffixes that may
be used with PowerPC instructions and the bits that are affected by
each form.

6 • The PowerPC Instruction Set
Instructions may variously accept none, some, or all of the suffixes
listed in Table 6-2. For notational convenience, these instruction mnemonics
have an 'x' appended to them. For example, the addx instruction can be
formed with no suffix or any of the three available suffixes. The specific suffix forms available for a particular instruction are given in the entry for that
instruction in Appendix A, "PowerPC Instruction Set Reference."
Table 6-2
Instruction Suffixes

Instruction Suffix

Suffix Name

Purpose

(none)

(none)
"dot"
"oh"
"oh-dot"

No register updates
Enables the update of the control register (CR).
Enables the update of the XER[OV] bit.
Enables the update of both the CR and XER[OV].

0
0.

Illegal Forms
Just as some PowerPC instructions have a preferred form, other forms are
prohibited and generate an exception if used. There are five types of illegal
instructions for PowerPC processors:
• An instruction that sets instruction-defined or reserved bits differently
from the definition in Appendix A, "PowerPC Instruction Set
Reference."
• An instruction form that uses an undefined primary opcode. Currently,
the undefined primary opcodes are: OxOl, Ox04, OxOS, Ox06, Ox38,
Ox39, Ox3c, Ox3d.
• An instruction that is not defined for a particular PowerPC processor
implementation. For example, executing 64-bit-only 620 instructions on
any of the 32-bit implementations is undefined.
• An instruction form that uses an undefined extended opcode. Currently,
all extended opcodes not described in Appendix A are undefined.
• An instruction of the form OxOOOOOOOO. This restriction proves useful
when misbehaved code attempts to execute uninitialized data, such as a
NULL pointer.
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Executing an illegal instruction generates an illegal instruction exception. This behavior provides a mechanism for the processor to emulate the
illegal instruction in the exception handler. For further information on illegal instruction exceptions, refer to Chapter 10, "Exceptions and
Interrupts."

Programming Point: Preferred Instruction

Forms
Some instructions, suc h as the load /
sto re multip le instructions, load / store
string instructions, and the OR immediate
in struction con be encoded in more than
one form. Ofte n, one specific form , known
as the preferred form , executes more effici ently tha n the other fo rms of the same
instructi on. W here instru cti on s have a pre-

!erred fo rm , it is noted in the instruction
definition found in Appendi x A, "PowerPC
Instruction Set Reference ." Additionall y,
forms of integer instructions that update
the carry bi t (XER[CA ]) or enable th e overflow opt ion (X ER[OV]) may delay subsequent instructions .

INSTRUCTION CATEGORIES
The integer unit, the branch unit, load/store unit, and the floating-point unit
each execute a subset of the total PowerPC instruction set. However, each
PowerPC implementation can have a unique set of execution units and the
unit that executes the instruction may vary from implementation to implementation. For example, the 604 and 620 have three integer units.

Integer Instructions
The set of PowerPC integer instructions can be divided into five subcategories based on function: arithmetic, compare, logical, rotate/shift, and
load/store. Most integer instructions are executed by the integer unit. On
the PowerPC 603 , 604, and 620 processors, however, the load/store execution unit executes the integer load/store instructions. Integer instructions use
general-purpose registers (GPRs) as both source and destination operands.
And, unless otherwise specified, integer instructions treat source operands
as signed integer values.

6 • The PowerPC Instruction Set
The instruction description tables that follow use a simple format: The
first column shows the instruction name; the second shows the instruction
form and operands; the final column gives a brief description of the instruction's operation. Note that the description is not intended to fully specify
the function of the instruction. Instruction details may be found in
Appendix A, "PowerPC Instruction Set Reference. "

Integer Arithmetic Instructions
Integer arithmetic instructions perform non-floating-point arithmetic. Recall
that only load and store instructions can access memory; values that are
operated on by arithmetic instructions must first be loaded into a GPR.
Table 6-3 lists the integer arithmetic instructions by function, their
mnemonic and operands, and a description of their operation.

Table 6·3
Integer Arithmetic Instructions

Instruction Name

Mnemonic and Operands

Operation

add carrying

addcx rD,rA,rB

rD = (rA + rB)

add extended

add ex rD,rA,rB

rD = (rA + rB + XER[CA])

add immediate

addi rD,rA,SIMM

rD = (rA + SIMM)

add immediate
carrying

addicx rD,rA,SIMM

rD = (rA + SIMM)

add immediate shifted

addis rD,rA,SIMM

rD = (rA + (SIMM « 16))

add to minus
one extended

addmex rD,rA

rD = (rA + XER[CA] - l)

add

addx rD,rA,rB

rD

=

(rA + rB)

add to zero extended

addzex rD,rA

rD

=

(rA + XER[CA])

divide double
word unsigned

divdux rD,rA, rB

64-bitonly
The 64-bit quotient rA/rB is
placed into rD . The contents
of rA and rB are interpreted
as 64-bit unsigned integers.
The remainder is not supplied
as a result.
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Table 6-3
Integer Arithmetic Instructions

(Continued)

Instruction Name

Mnemonic and Operands

divide double word

divdx rD,rA,rB

Operation
64-bit only
The quotient rA/rB is placed into
rD. The contents of rA and rB ore
interpreted as 64-bit signed
integers. The remainder is not
suppl ied as a result.

divide word

divwx rD,rA,rB

The quotient rA/ rB is placed into
rD . The contents of rA and rB ore
interpreted as 32-bit signed
integers. The remainder is not
supplied as a result.

divide word unsigned

divwux rD,rA,rB

The contents of rA and rB ore
interpreted as 32-bit unsigned
integers. The 32-bit quotient
rA/rB is placed into rD . The
remainder is not supplied as a
result .

. multiply low immediate

mulli rD,rA,SIMM

32-bit
The low-order 32 bits of the 64bit product (rA * SIMM) ore
placed into rD.

64-bit
The low-order 64 bits of the 128bit product (rA * sign extend
(SIMM)) ore placed into rD .
multiply low

mullwx rD,rA,rB

multiply low
double word

mulldx rD,rA,rB

The low-order 32 bits of the
64-bit product (rA * rB) ore
placed into rD.

64-bit only
The low-order 64 bits of the
128-bit product (rA * rB) ore
placed into rD.

• the PqwerP.C Instruction Set
Table 6·3
Integer Arithmetic Instructions (Continued)

Instruction Name

Mnemonic and Operands

Operation

multiply high word

mulhwx rD,rA,rB

The high-order 32 bits of the
signed product of the 32-bit
signed integers rA and rB
are placed into rD.

multiply high
double word

mulhdx rD,rA,rB

multiply high
word unsigned

mulhwux rD,rA,rB

multiply high double
word unsigned

mulhdux rD,rA,rB

negate

negx rD,rA

rD = ((NOT rA) + l )
(two's complement)

subtract from carrying

subfcx rD,rA,rB

rD = (rB - rA)

subtra ct from extended

subfex rD,rA,rB

rD = ((NOT rA) + rB + XER[CA])

subtract from
immediate carrying

subfic rD,rA,SIMM

rD = (SIMM - rA)

subtract from minus
one extended

subfmex rD,rA

rD = ((NOT rA) + XER[CA] - l )

subtra ct from

subfx rD,rA,rB

rD = (rB - rA)

subtract from
zero extended

subfzex rD,rA

rD = ((NOT rA) + XER[CA])

64-bit only
The high-order 64 bits of the
signed product of the 64-bit
signed integers rA and rB
are placed info rD .
The high-order 32 bits of the
unsigned product of the 32bit unsigned integers in rA
and rB are placed info rD.

64-bit only
The high-order 64 bits of the
unsigned product of the 64-bit
unsigned integers rA and rB are
placed into rD.
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Integer Compare Instructions
Integer compare instructions perform either signed or unsigned comparisons
based on the form of the instructions. The logical forms of the compare
instructions, such as cmpl and cmpli, perform unsigned comparisons. The
algebraic forms, such as c p and
pi, perform signed comparisons. The
.results from a comparison are stored in the CR field designated by the crfD
operand. Howev~ if the crID operand is omitted, the .results will be stored
in CRO. Table 6-4 lists the integer compare instructions, their mnemonic
and operands, and a description of their operation.

Table 6-4
bimger Compere lnstrudior.is
Mnemonic and Operands

Description of Operation
A signed ~moo is ~ re:!wetm rA c
~ded w!oo d

!he

9NM.

ms.i\y:.rred oooiprmsoo iis iG&: be~ rA and !00
zaoexler..ood wlue o1 'NM.

A

Integer Logical Instructions
Integer logical instructions perform bit manipulation on values contained
within general-purpose registers. The ""dot" form of integer logical instructions update the CRO field of the condition register and are explicitly noted.
Table 6-5 lists the integer comparison instructions and briefly describes their
functionality. Table 6-5 lists the integer logical instru.ctions by function,
their mnemonic and operands, and a description of their operation.

Integer Rota·t e and Shift Instructions
Integer rotate and shift instructions provide a variety of ways to manipulate
the bits of values contained in general-purpose registers. Table 6-6 lists the
integer rotate instructions by function, their mnemonic and operands, and a
description of their operation. Table 6-7 does the same for the integer
shift instructions.
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Table 6-5
Integer Logical Instructions

Instruction Name

Mnemonic and Operands

Description of Operation

AND

andx rA,rS,rB

rA = (rS AND rB)

AN D immediate

and i. rA,rS,UIMM

rA = (rS AND UIMM)
CRO is updated as if the result was
algebraica lly compared to zero .

AND immediate
shifted

andis. rA,rS,UIMM

rA = (rS AND (UIMM « 16))
CRO is updated as if the result was
algebra ica lly compared to zero .

NAND

nandx rA,rS ,rB

rA = (NOT (rS AND rB))

AND with
complement

andcx rA,rS,rB

rA = (rS AND (NOT rB))

OR

orx rA,rS,rB

rA

OR immediate

ori rA,rS,UIMM

rA = (rS OR UIMM)

OR immediate shitted

oris rA,rS,UIMM

rA = (rS OR (UIMM «

NOR

norx rA,rS,rB

rA = (NOT (rS OR rB))

OR with complement

orcx rA,rS,rB

rA = (rS OR (NOT rB))

XOR

xorx rA,rS, rB

rA = (rS XOR rB)

XOR immediate

xori rA, rS,UIMM

rA = (rS XOR UIMM)

XOR im mediate sh ifted

xori s rA,rS,UIMM

rA = (rS XOR (UIMM « 16))

equivalent

eqvx rA,rS, rB

rA

extend sign byte

extsbx rA,rS

The contents of the low-order eight
bits of rS are placed into the loworder eight bits of rA, treated as a
sig ned va lue, and sign extended to
the high-order bits of rA.

extend sign half-word

extshx rA,rS

The contents of the low-order 16 bits
of rS are placed into the low-order
16 bits of rA, treated as a signed
va lue, and sign extended to the highorder bits of rA.

=

=

(rS OR rB)

16))

(NOT (rS XOR rB))
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Table 6-5
Integer Logicol lnstrudions (Coolinued}
Instruction Name

Mnemonic and Operands Description of Operation
exlswx r

rS

The cooleills cl re bw·Gdeg 32 bcl rS ore b:OO i1t' o ~ bff{)~
32 bits d A, !rooted m a sf.g .ed
w~. o d sf~ extemkd !o !he h's
ocOOr b?.s d A.
32-bit

A COW! d lti.e ;rr.be;- of cor.seai -1.'a
zero bits s!mtir.g of bit 0 d rS is
ploced in_;o rA.

crnlzdx. A,rS

64-bit ooly
A rooo d !he number d coosecul"itre
zao bits sl'.mting mb6 0 cl ..S pl.oced iroo rA Tl' -- oombe ranges
from 0 k> 64, ir.clmiva.

Table6-6
lmeger R.dtne lnsmicoons
Instruction Name

Mnemonic and Opera nds Description o f Operation

ro"dtie ~ doob"e

ddidx rA,6 ,SH,MS

WD1d imrnedime
~deork:!'I

rotd..e !el"t double

ddiax rA.rS,SH,M:

wnro i~irte

:lleri dooJ rig
ro'loi'e Wt dooble \wrd
immedime il-61 dloo.r

~ooly

iS - ro.."\tt:ied !eh SH 005. The resulu is
Ded w· · re geoormed mk and

rldicx rA,..S,SH,MB

p\u.ced in!o rA
64-biiooly
15 is roi"ded le~ s.H bits. 11-.e res.~ is
l>ed wi-fu !he~ mask ooc!
pWoed imo A
64-b?.Oll

rS - ro:rr.ed ~ SH bfu_ 11-.e r d is
ANOed vfflh 1!-.e ~ mm.Ir. and
pihoed imo rA.
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Table 6·6
Integer Rotate Instructions (Continued)

Instruction Name

Mnemonic and Operands Description of Operation

rotate left double
word then clear left

rldclx rA,rS,rB,MB

rotate left double word
then clear right

rldcrx rA,rS,rB,ME

rotate left word
immediate then AND
with mask

rlwinmx rA,rS,SH,MB,ME

rS is rotated left SH bits. The result is
ANDed with the generated mask and
placed into rA

rotate left word then
AND with mask

rlwnmx rA,rS,rB,MB,ME

rS is rotated left the number of bits
specified in the low-order five bits of
rB . The rotated word is ANDed with
lhe generated mask and the result is
placed into rA

rotate left word
immediate then
mask insert

rlwimix rA,rS,SH,MB,ME

rS is rotated left by SH bits. The result
is inserted into rA under control of the
generated mask.

rotate left double
word immediate then
mask insert

rldimix rA,rS,SH,MB

64-bit only

64-bit only
rS is rotated left the number of bits
specified in the low-order six bits of
rB. The result is ANDed with the
generated mask and placed into rA

64-bit only
rS is rotated left the number of bits
specified in the low-order six bits of
rB. The result is ANDed with the
generated mask and placed into rA

rS is rotated left SH bits. The result is
inserted into rA under control of the
generated mask.

Some rotate and shift instructions generate a bit mask. The size of the
mask that is generated depends on the mask begin (MB) and the mask end
(ME) operands. As shown in Figure 6-1, the creation of the mask depends
on the relationship between MB and ME. If MB ~ ME, the mask consists of
l's from MB to ME, inclusive. If MB> ME, the mask is generated by setting
all bits from 0 to ME and MB to 31.
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Table 6-7
Integer Shift Instructions
Instruction
Category

Mnemonic and
Operands
Description of Operation

shift left
double word

sldx rA,rS,iB

64-bit only
rS is shifted left the number of bits specified in the low
order seven bils of iB_ Bils shifted oof of posilioo 0 ore
lost Zeros ore shifted in on the right The resuh is
placed info rA

shift left word

slwx rA,rS,iB

32-bit
rS is shifted left the number of bi1s specified in the low
order six bits of iB. Bils shifted oof of posilion 0 ore
lost Zeros ore shifted in on the right The 32-bit resuh
is placed info rA

64-bit
The low«der 32 bi1s of rS ore shifted left 11-.e number
of bils specified in the low«der six bits of iB. Bits
shifted oof of position 32 ore lost Zeros ore shifted in
on the right The 32-bit result is placed info rA
shift right
double word

Sldx rA,rS,iB

64-bitonly
rS is shifted right the number of bits specified in the
loworder seven bits of iB_ Bils shifted out of posi1ion
63 ore lost Zeros ore shifted in on the left_ The result is
placed info rA

shift right word

siwx rA,rS,iB

32-bit
rS is shifted right the number of bits specified in the
loworder six bits of iB_ Bils shifted oof of position 31
ore lost leros ore shifted in on the left The 32-bit
result is placed info rA

64-bit
The loworder 32 bi1s of rS ore shifted right the number
of bits specified in the low-order six bils of iB_ Bils
shifted oof of position 63 ore lost Zeros ore shif'aed in
on the left_ The 32-bit resuh is placed info rA

The PowerPC Instruction Set
Table 6-7
Integer Shift Instructions (Continued)

Instruction
Category

Mnemonic and
Operands

Description of Operation

shift right
algebraic double
word immediate

sradix rA,rS,SH

64-bit only

shift right
algebraic word
immediate

srawix rA,rS,SH

rS is shifted SH bits. Bits shifted out of position 63 are
lost. Copies of bit 0 of rS are shifted in on the left. The
result is placed into rA.

32-bit
rS is shifted right SH bits. Bits shifted out of position 31
are lost. The 32-bit result is sign extended and placed
into rA.

64-bit
The low-order 32 bits of rS are shifted right SH bits .
Bits shifted out of position 63 are lost. The 32-bit result
is sign extended and placed into low-order 32 bits of
rA.
shift right algebraic sradx rA,rS,rB
double word

shift right
algebraic word

srawx rA,rS,rB

64-bit only
rS is shifted right the number of bits specified in the
low-order seven bits of rB. Bits shifted out of position
63 are lost. Copies of bit 0 of rS are shifted in on the
left. The result is placed into rA.

32-bit
rS is shifted right the number of bits specified in the
low-order 5 bits of rB. Copies of bit 0 of rS are shifted
in on the left. The result is placed into rA.

64-bit
The low-order 32 bits of rS are shifted right the number
of bits specified in the low-order six bits of rB. Bits
shifted out of position 63 are lost. Copies of bit 32 of
rS are shifted in on the left. The 32-bit result is placed
into the low-order 32 bits of rA. Bit 32 of rS is
replicated to fill the high-order 32 bits of rA.

The 64-bit 620 generates masks using the same algorithm except that
the ending bit position is 63. Instructions that specify only an ME operand
generate a mask by setting all bits from 0 to ME and clearing the remaining
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bits. Instructions that specify only an MB operand generate a mask by setting all bits from MB to 31 (63 on 64-bit implementations) and clearing the
remaining bits.
EXAMPLE #1: MB <= ME
rlwlnm r3,r4,4,28,31

L

Mask End (ME)
Mask Begin (MB)
Shift Amount (SH)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15

0

In Example # 1, the MASK is formed by setting all bits
MASK[MB-ME] equal to 1 and clearing all other bits.

MASK[MB-ME]

=1

EXAMPLE #2 : MB > ME
rlwlnm r3,r4,4,28,21

I I L Mask End (ME)
L'.== Mask Begin (MB)

Shift Amount (SH)

0 0 0 0 0

0---------------

1515 17 1s 193021·

MASK[O-ME]

=1

MASK[MB-31]

=1

In Example # 2, the MASK is formed by setting all bits
from MASK[O-ME] equal to 1, MASK[MB-31] equal to 1,
and clearing all other bits. On 64-bit implementations,
the ending bit number is 63.

Figure 6·1
The generation of bit masks for rotate and shift instructions depends on the ME, MB, and
SH fields.
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Integer Load and Store Instructions
Several times now, I've mentioned that the only way to access and modify
memory values on PowerPC processors is to load the value from memory
into a register, operate on that value, and store it back out. The integer load
and store instructions described here are the key to memory access. The
concepts associated with the generation of effective addresses, covered in
Chapter 5, "Addressing Modes and Operand Conventions," are used extensively in the discussion that follows. Refer to Chapter 5 for a complete
discussion of PowerPC addressing modes and effective address generation.
Integer load and store instructions are related to floating-point load and
store operations because floating-point data contained in floating-point registers (FPRs) is loaded/stored to addresses contained in general-purpose registers (GPRs) - the domain of the integer unit.
Some integer load and store operations have an explicit update form. In
particular, after a value is loaded from or stored to an effective address in
memory, these instructions update the rA register operand with the effective
address used for the operation. This can be a useful feature when accessing
arrays or structures with constant offsets in memory.
There are two types of PowerPC instructions that are useful when moving blocks of memory. The load/store multiple word instructions (lmw,
stmw) and the load/store string instructions (lswi, lswx, stswi, stswx) perform
similar functions - with one important exception. The load/store multiple
word instructions require an aligned effective address; using an EA that is
not 32-bit aligned will generate an alignment exception. The load/store
string instructions do not have alignment requirements and are useful in
cases where misalignment is possible. The multiple word and string instructions may not represent the most efficient way to perform memory-block
operations; when using these instructions, empirical tests may be used to
determine the most efficient memory-block operation implementations.
Table 6-8 lists the integer load instructions by function, their mnemonic
and operands, and a description of their operation. Table 6-9 does the same
for the integer store instructions. Table 6-10 lists the load/store instructions,
including those that facilitate data manipulation in bi-endian environments,
and Table 6-11 displays multiple word instructions.
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Table 6·8
Integer Load and Store Instructions

Instruction Name

Mnemonic and Operands

Description of Operation

load byte and zero

lbz rD,d(rA)

The byte in memory addressed by (rA
+ d) is loaded into the low-order
eight bits of rD. The rema in ing bits in
rD are cleared.

load byte and
zero indexed

lbzx rD,rA,rB

The byte in memory addressed by
(rA + rB) is loaded into the low-order
eight bits of rD. The remaining bits in
rD are cleared.

load byte and
zero with update

lbzu rD,d(rA)

The byte in memory addressed by
(rA + d) is loaded into the low-order
eight bits of rD. The remaining bits in
rD are cleared. rA is updated with
(rA + d)

load byte and zero
with update indexed

lbzux rD,rA,rB

The byte in memory addressed by
(rA + rB) is loaded into the low-order
eight bits of rD. The remaining bits in
rD are cleared. rA is updated with
(rA+ rB)

load half-word
and zero

lhz rD,d(rA)

The half-word in memory addressed
by (rA + d) is loaded into the loworder 16 bits of rD . The remaining
bits in rD are cleared.

load half-word
and zero indexed

lhzx rD,rA,rB

The half-word in memory addressed
by (rA + rB) is loaded into the loworder 16 bits of rD. The remaining
bits in rD are cleared.

load half-word and
zero with update

lhzu rD,d(rA)

The half-word in memory addressed
by (rA + d) is loaded into the loworder 16 bits of rD and the remaining
bits in rD are cleared. rA is updated
with (rA + d)

load half-word and
zero with update
indexed

lhzux rD ,rA,rB

The half-word in memory addressed
by (rA + rB) is loaded into the loworder 16 bits of rD . The remaining
bits in rD are cleared. rA is updated
wi th (rA + rB).
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Table 6-8
Integer Load and Store Instructions (Continued)

Instruction Name

Mnemonic and Operands

Description of Operation

load half-word
algebraic

Iha rD,d(rA)

The half-word in memory addressed
by (rA + d) is loaded into the loworder 16 bits of rD . The remaining
bits in rD are filled with a copy of the
most significant bit of the loaded
half-word.

load half-word
algebraic indexed

lhax rD,rA,rB

The half-word in memory addressed
by (rA + rB) is loaded into the loworder 16 bits of rD. The remaining
bits in rD are filled with a copy of the
most significant bit of the loaded
half-word.

load half-word
algebraic with
update

lhau rD,d(rA)

The half-word in memory addressed
by (rA + d) is loaded into the loworder 16 bits of rD. The remaining
bits in rD are filled with a copy of the
most significant bit of the loaded halfword. rA is updated with (rA + d).

load half-word
algebraic with
update indexed

lhaux rD, rA,rB

The half-word in memory addressed
by (rA + rB) is loaded into the loworder 16 bits of rD. The remaining
bits in rD are fi lled with a copy of the
most significant bit of the loaded halfword . rA is updated with (rA + rB).

load word and zero

lwz rD,d(rA)

32-bit
The word in memory addressed by
(rA + d) is loaded into the low-order
32 bits of rD.

64-bit
The word in memory addressed by
(rA + d) is loaded into the low-order
32 bits of rD. The remaining bits in
the high-order 32 bits of rD are
cleared.
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Table 6-8
Integer Load and Store Instructions {Continued)

Instruction Name

Mnemonic and Operands

load word and
zero indexed

lwzx rD,rA,rB

Description of Operation
32-bit
The word in memory addressed by
(rA + rB) is loaded into the low-order
32 bits of rD.

64-bit
The word in memory addressed by
(rA + rB) is loaded into the low-order
32 bits of rD. The remaining bits in
high-order 32 bits of rD are cleared.
load word and
zero with update

lwzu rD,d(rA)

32-bit
The word in memory addressed by
(rA + d) is loaded into the low-order
32 bits of rD. rA is updated with
(rA + d).

64-bit
The word in memory addressed by
(rA + d) is loaded into the low-order
32 bits of rD. rA is updated with
(rA + d). The remaining bits in the
high-order 32 bits of rD are cleared.
load word and zero
with update indexed

lxzux rD,rA,rB

32-bit
The word in memory addressed by
(rA + rB) is loaded into the low-order
32 bits of rD. rA is updated with
(rA+ rB).

64-bit
The word in memory addressed by
(rA + rB) is loaded into the low-order
32 bits of rD. rA is updated with
(rA + rB). The remaining bits in the
high-order 32 bits of rD are cleared.
load word algebraic
(64-bit only)

lwa rD,ds(rA)

64-bit only
The word in memory addressed by
(rA + ds) is loaded into the low-order
32 bits of rD. The remaining bits in
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Table 6-8
Integer Load and Store Instructions (Continued)

Instruction Name

Mnemonic and Operands

Description of Operation
the high-order 32 bits of rD are filled
with a copy of the most sign ificant bit
of the loaded word.

load word
algebraic indexed

lwax rD, rA,rB

load word algebraic
with update indexed

lwaux rD,rA, rB

load double word

Id rD,ds(rA)

64-bitonly
The word in memory addressed by
(rA + rB) is loaded into the low-order
32 bits of rD. The rema ining bits in
the high-order 32 bits of rD are filled
with a copy of the most significant bit
of the loaded word .

64-bit only
The word in memory addressed by
(rA + rB) is loaded into the low-order
32 bits of rD. The remaining bits in
the high-order 32 bits of rD are filled
with a copy of the most signifi cant bit
of the loaded word. rA is updated
with (rA + rB)

64-bit only
The double word in memory
addressed by (rA + ds) is loaded
into rD.

load double
word indexed

ldx rD,rA,rB

load double word
with update

ldu rD,ds(rA)

load double word
with update
indexed

ldux rD,rA,rB

64-bit only
The double word in memory
add ressed by (rA + rB) is loaded
into rD.

64-bit only
The double word in memory
addressed by (rA + ds) is loaded into
rD. rA is updated with (rA + ds)

64-bit only
The double word in memory
addressed by (rA + rB) is loaded into
rD. rA is updated with (rA + rB)
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Table 6·9
Integer Store Instructions

Instruction Name

Mnemonic and Operands

Description of Operation

store byte

stb rS,dlrA)

The contents of the low-order eight
bits of rS are stored into the byte in
memory addressed by lrA + d).

store byte indexed

stbx rS,rA,rB

The contents of the low-order eight
bits of rS are stored into the byte in
memory addressed by lrA + rB) .

store byte with
update

stbu rS,dlrA)

The contents of the low-order eight
bits of rS are stored into the byte in
memory addressed by lrA + d). rA is
updated with lrA + d).

store byte with
update indexed

stbux rS,rA,rB

The contents of the low-order eight
bits of rS are stored into the byte in
memory addressed by lrA + rB) rA is
updated with lrA + rB).

store half-word

sth rS,dirA)

The contents of the low-order 16 bits
of rS are stored into the half-word in
memory addressed by lrA + d).

store half-word
indexed

sthx rS,rA,rB

The contents of the low-order 16 bits
of rS are stored into the half-word in
memory addressed by lrA + rB) .

store half-word
with update

sthu rS,dlrA)

The contents of the low-order 16 bits
of rS are stored into the half-word
memory addressed by lrA + d). rA is
updated with lrA + d)

store half-word with
update indexed

sthux rS,rA,rB

The contents of the low-order 16 bits
of rS are stored into the half-word in
memory addressed by lrA + rB). rA is
updated with lrA + rB)

store word

stw rS,dirA)

The contents of rS are stored into
the word in memory addressed by
lrA + d).
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Table 6-9
Integer Store Instructions (Continued)

Instruction Name

Mnemonic and Operands

Description of Operation

store word indexed

stwu rS,rA,rB

The contents of rS are stored into the
word in memory addressed by
(rA + rB).

store word with
update

stwu rS,d(rA)

The contents of rS are stored into the
word in memory addressed by
(rA + d) rA is updated with (rA + d).

store word with
update indexed

stwux rS,rA,rB

The contents of rS are stored into the
word in memory addressed by
(rA + rB). rA is updated with
(rA + rB).

store double word

std rS,ds(rA)

64-bit only
The contents of rS are stored into the
double word in memory addressed
by (rA + ds)

stored double
word indexed

stdx rS,rA,rB

store double word
with update

stdu rS,ds(rA)

store double word
with update indexed

stdux rS,rA,rB

64-bit only
The contents of rS are stored into the
double word in memory add ressed
by (rA + rB)

64-bit only
The contents of rS are stored into the
double word in memory addressed
by (rA + rB). rA is updated with
(rA + rB).

64-bit only
The contents of rS are stored into the
double word in memory addressed
by (rA + rB) rA is updated with
(rA + rB).
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Table 6·10
Integer Load and Store with Byte Reverse Instructions

Instruction Name

Mnemonic and Operands

Description of Operation

load half-word byte
reverse indexed

lhbrx rD,rA, rB

The two bytes at effective address
lrA + rB) are swapped. The reversed
half-word is loaded into the low-order
16-bits of rD.

store half-word byte
reverse indexed

sthbrx rS,rA,rB

The position of two low-order bytes in
rS are swapped and stored at
effective address lrA + rB).

load word byte
reverse indexed

lwbrx rD,rA,rB

Each byte in the word at effective
address irA + rB) is reversed with
respect to the hig h- and low-order
positions. The reversed word is
loaded into rD.

store word byte
reverse indexed

stwbrx rS,rA,rB

Each byte in rS is reversed with
respect to the high- and low-order
positions . The reversed word is stored
at effective address lrA + rB).

Table 6·11
Integer Multiple Word Instructions

Instruction Name

Mnemonic and Operands

Description of Operation

load multiple word

lmw rD,dlrA)

132-rD) words are loaded from
effective address lrA + d) into
general-purpose registers starting
with rD.

store multiple word

stmw rS,d(rA)

(32- rS) words are stored from
general-purpose registers starting with
S to effective address lrA + d).

load string word
immediate

lswi rD,rA,NB

NB bytes are loaded from effective
address lrA) into general-purpose
registers starting with rS.
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Table 6·11
Integer Multiple Word Instructions (Continued)

Instruction Name

Mnemonic and Operands

Description of Operation

store string word
immediate

stswi rS,rA,NB

NB bytes are stored from generalpurpose registe rs starting with rS to
effective address lrA).

load string word
indexed

lswx rD,rA,rB

The number of bytes specified by
XER[25-3 l] are loaded from
effective address lrA + rB) into
general-purpose registers starting
wi th rS .

store string word
indexed

stswx rS,rA,rB

The number of bytes specified by
XER[25-3 l] are stored from generalpurpose registers starting with rS to
effective address lrA + rB).

Floating-Point Instructions
The PowerPC instructions that are executed by the floating-point unit use
the floating-point registers (FPRs). The floating-point load/store instructions
use the general-purpose registers (GPRs) as well. FPRs are used exclusively
to hold double-precision floating-point data. GPRs are used to hold the
effective address for floating-point loads and stores. In the following sections, floating-point registers have the form frA and general-purpose registers (as before) have the form rA. Appendix C discusses floating-point
operation on PowerPC processors in detail.
Floating-point operations on PowerPC processors conform to the IEEE
754 standard unless the processor is placed in a non-standard mode by software. Because FPRs are used exclusively with double-precision floatingpoint values, a single-precision value must be converted (automatically, by
the processor) into double-precision format during the load operation. This
and other PowerPC floating-point issues are covered in the glossary at the
end of this book.
The set of PowerPC floating-point instructions can be divided into seven
subcategories based on functionality: arithmetic, compare, multiply/add,
rounding/conversion, FPSCR manipulation, move, and load/store.
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Programming Point: Single· vs. Double·
Precision Instructions
On most PowerPC processors, singleprecision floating-point in struct ion s wil l
execute faster than their double-precision
counterparts. Th is is especially true for the

60 l and 603 processors. Instruction timing
and processor-specific instruction execution
information is covered in Chapter 7,
"The Sublime Art of Instruction Timing. "

Floating-Point Arithmetic Instructions
The floating-point arithmetic instructions, listed in Table 6-12, are analogous to integer arithmetic instructions in the type of operations they perform. These instructions operate exclusively on FPRs. In all cases, the
results produced by these instructions are subject to the rounding and
normalization rules in effect at the time of their execution.

Table 6·12
Floating-Point Arithmetic Instructions

Instruction Name

Mnemonic and Operands

Description of Operation

floating add
!double-precision)

faddx frD,frA,frB

frD

floating add single

faddsx frD,frA,frB

frD = lfrA + frB)

floating subtract
!double-precision)

fsubx frD,frA,frB

frD = lfrA - frB)

floating subtract
single

fsubsx frD,frA,frB

frD = lfrA - frB)

fmulx frD,frA,frC

frD

= lfrA * frC)

floating multiply single fmulsx frD,frA,frC

frD

= lfrA * frC)

floating divide
!double-precision)

fdivx frD,frA,frB

frD = lfrA I frB)
No remainder is preserved.

floating divide si ngle

fdivsx frD,frA,frB

frD = lfrA I frB)
No remainder is preserved.

floating multiply
!double-precision)

=

lfrA + frB)

'
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Table 6-12
Floating-Point Arithmetic Instructions {Continued}

Instruction Name

Mnemonic and Operands

Description of Operation

Rooting square root

fsqrtx hD,frB

The square root of
into frl)_

(double-precision)

frB is placed

(oplional instruction)
lloa!ing square

fsqrtsx

frl) ,frB

The square root of frB is placed
into frl)_

root single

(oplional inslrudion)
Rooting reciprocal

fresx frl) ,frB

eslimale single

frl) = (LO I frBJ
The eslimole placed inlo frD is correct
lo a precision of one part in 256 of
the reciprocal of frB_
lop!ional instruction)

Rooting reciprocal

hsqrtex fiO,frB

A doubleprecision eslimale of the
reciprocal of the square rool
placed into frl)_

square rool
eslimale

of frB

is

The estimate ploced into frl) is correct

to a precision of one part in 32 of

the reciprocal of the square root of
frB_
(optional inslrudion)
Rooting

select

fselx fiO,frA,fiC,frB

frA is compared to the value zero_ If
greater than or equal to zero,

no is

set to the conlenls of fie_ If the
operand is less than zero or is a
NaN, frD is sef to the contents of frB,
ignoring the sign of zero (+O,

-OJ_

(optional instruction)

Floating-Point Compare Instructions
Table 6-13 lists the floating-point compare instructions that are used to
compare the contents of two FPRs. Each compare sets one of the four bits
in the specified CR field as follows:
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CR[FL] set if (frA < frB) (less than)
CR[FG] set if (frA > frB) (greater than)
CR[FE] set if (frA = frB) (equal)
CR[FU] set if (frA? frB) (unordered)

The remaining three bits that are not explicitly set by the compare
operation are cleared.
As described in the glossary, floating-point values can have a sign associated with a value of zero. However, a comparison between +O and -0 will
produce an equal result and set CR[FE].

Table 6·13
Floating-Point Compare Instructions

Instruction Name

Mnemonic and Operands

Description of Operation

floating compare
unordered

fcmpu cfrD,frA,frB

frA is compared to frB. The result of
the compare is placed into crfD and

FPSCR[ 16-19].
floating compare
ordered

fcmpo cfrD,frA, frB

frA is compared to frB . The result of
the compare is placed into crfD and

FPSCR[ 16-19].

Floating-Point Multiply-Add Instructions
Floating-point multiply-add instructions combine both operations without
the intermediate rounding that would be obtained by performing each operation independently. In multiply-add instructions, the entire 106-bit intermediate product takes part in the add portion of the operation. Table 6-14
lists the PowerPC floating-point multiply-add instructions.

Floating-Point Rounding Instructions
Floating-point rounding instructions convert floating-point values from
double-precision to single-precision and from floating-point to integer. They
also simply round floating-point values. Table 6-15 summarizes the
floating-point rounding instructions.
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Table 6-14
floating-Point Multiply-Add Instructions
Instruction Name

Mnemonic and Operands

Description of Operation

lhrnlRfJ m11 -p1yodd
(doob1e-precis-iool

funaclic h-DJrA.hCJrB

hD = ((irA * he) + 1181

filootint1

fmaddsx fiDJrA.hC,hB

hD = ((irA * fie) + hBl

fms1.1bx M:>JA.hC.frB

llD = ((irA * frq - fiBJ

flooring mu iplySl.ilbrroci siing e

fmsubsx hl>JrA,hCJrB

hO = ((frA * fie) - &BJ

ibmlil.!J ooamive

mmoddx fiOJrA,hC,ITB

hD = I - (h-A * bet + hBI

fu!lilOlddsx hDJ1AJiCJ1iB

lirD = I - lfrA * fiC) + 113)

fnmsubx hO,frAJiCJrll

hO =

fumsu'bsx frDJAJrC,M!.

M> = I - lfrA * RC! - ffiiBl

"ply-odd

single
llooting

!tip1y-

S1Jboodt (dou~ ep.'ecisioo)

m

"plyodd

(douhle-precisiool

f1oming oogmive

mlllrriply-odd sirng~
flootiRfJ 009mive
"plysi btroct

I - (frA * hel - hB)

(do!!ib'e-preoisio.lil!
~looti!il!J inegatire
multiply-rubiroct
sirngle

Table 6-15
floating-Point Rounding Instructions
Instruction Name

Mnemonic and Operands

Description of Operation

flooti1119 rol!lm! lo
sirngle-precisiom

frspx &DJrB

If fill is oheody ·11 single-precision
ramge, ii is placed into Ml
OlhieMise. hS is rrnmded io sirngleprecisioo l!!Sin9 !he roondirng mOOe
speaiiied by FPS<:l{RN) aoo
plored i11io fri)_
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Table 6-15
Floating-Point Rounding Instructions (Continued)

Instruction Name

Mnemonic and Operands

floating convert
from integer double
word

fdidx frD, frB

floating convert
lo integer double
word (64-bit)

fctidx frD, frB

Description of Operation
64-bitonly
The 64-bit signed integer operand in
frB is converted lo an infinitely
precise FP integer. If the result of the
conversion is already in doubleprecision range, ii is placed info frD.
Otherwise, the result of the
conversion is rounded lo doubleprecision using the rounding mode
specified by FPSCR[RN] and
placed i nlo frD .
frB is converted lo a 64-bit signed
integer using the rounding mode
specified by FPSCR[RN] and
placed info frD.

floating convert lo
fctidzx frD,frB
integer double word
with round toward zero

frB is converted lo a 64-bit signed
integer using the round ing mode
round toward zero and placed in frD.

floating convert lo
integer word

fctiwx lrD,lrB

frB is converted lo a 32-bit signed
integer using the rounding mode
specified by FPSCR[RN] and placed
in the low-order 32 bits of frD. Bits
0-31 of frD are undefined.

floating convert to
integer word with
round toward zero

fctiwzx frD,lrB

lrB is converted to a 32-bit signed
integer using the rounding mode
round toward zero and placed in the
low-order 32 bits of frD. Bits 0-31
of frD are undefined.

Floating-Point FPSCR Instructions
The FPSCR instructions are used to manipulate the floating-point status and
control register (FPSCR). Each of the FPSCR instructions listed in Table 6-16
will synchronize execution on the floating-point unit. The synchronization
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caused by FPSCR inscructions is conceptually similar to rhe discussion early
in this chapter: All floating-point instructions will complete and all updates
to rhe FPSCR by exception events will complete before rhe FPSCR instruction is executed. However, floating-point load and store inscructions are not
affected. by rhe execution of any of the FPSCR instructions.

Table 6-16
Flooiing-Point f PSCR lnslrudio
Instruction Name

Mnemonic and Operands

Description of Ope10tion

Tih.e ooo.teilll"s o1 ilne ""IP'.Sa are ploced
i 'lo b;ts 32--QJ oJ , _Bi.ls 0-3
of hl:> are ocdefi:med_
IOO're ~!ll rorncl1 'ion

im oM>.drs

6De f PSCR ~Sd afS - =p'a:l iio a

field aifD_ Al exrepflQlil bi!s copied

refJis'er om ffSCR

(exa;pt FEXamd VX!J are doored in

f?SGt
imwe

iio f?SCR

iield

w.tls'tix chO,WM

immedirrre

he m \eo.l'is o~ ~ WJJI ' - d ere
pkiir:ed i!iliO WSCR file~ afO_ iae
001il'im'i:s of ffS~]fX) cr.e dltered
ooly - mD = O_
Blls 32--QJ of IT3 ore plloced irnm

!he f PSO: mder OOlll'iro~ of ilhe fiie d
llllil!lS~ ~e:JI by fM flile ifue
mml idemtiIDes !he 4-h' fi1elru
~-

Floating-Point Move Instructions
Floating-point move inscrucrions transfer data between FPRs. Wirh rhe
exception of the fmr (floating-point move) instruction, all instructions in
Table 6-17 alter the floating-point sign bit as specified. All FP move instructions have a "'dot" suffix form that will update the CRl field of the
CR registeL
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Table 6·17
Floating-Point Move Instructions

Instruction
Name

Mnemonic
and Operands

Description
of Operation

floa ting move
register

fmrx frD,frB

frD

floating negate

fnegx frD, frB

frD = I - frBJ
The contents of frB with bit 0 inverted are
placed into frD.

floating absolute
value

fabsx frD, frB

frD = lfrBI
The contents of frB with bit 0 cleared are
placed into frD.

floating negative
absolute value

fno bsx frD,frB

frD = I - lfrBI)
The contents of frB wi th bit 0 set are
placed into frD _

= frB

Floating-Point Load and Store Instructions
The floating-point load and store instructions share characteristics of both
floating-point and integer instructions because the effective address calculation is performed by the integer unit using GPRs. However, it's appropriate
to introduce them with the other floating-point instructions. Tables 6-18
and 6-19 list the floating-point load and store instructions, respectively.

Table 6·18
Floating-Point Load Instructions

Instruction
Name

Mnemonic
and Operands

Description
of Operation

load floating·
point single

Ifs frD,d(rA)

The word in memory addressed by
(rA + d) is interpreted as a singleprecision operand, converted to FP
double-precision format, and placed into
frD.

• The PowerPC Instruction Set
Table 6·18
Floating-Point Load Instructions (Continued)

Instruction
Name

Mnemonic
and Operands

Description
of Operation

load floating-point
sing le indexed

lfsx frD,rA,rB

The word in memory addressed by
(rA + rB) is interpreted as a singleprecision operand, converted to FP
double-precision format, and placed
into frD.

load floating-point
single with update

lfsu frD,d(rA)

The word in memory addressed by
(rA + d) is interpreted as a singleprecision operand, converted to FP
double-precision format, and placed into
frD. rA is updated with (rA + d).

load floating-po int
single with update
indexed

lfsux frD,rA,rB

The word in memory addressed by
(rA + rB) is interpreted as a si ngleprecision operand, converted to FP
double-precision format, and placed into
frD. rA is updated with (rA + rB).

load floating-point
double

lfd frD,d( rA)

The double word in memory addressed
by (rA + d) is placed into register frD.

load floating-point
double indexed

lfdx frD,rA,rB

The double word in memory addressed
by (rA + rB) is placed into register frD.

load floa ting-point
double with update

lfdu frD,d( rA)

The double word in memory addressed
by (rA + d) is placed into register frD. rA
is updated with (rA + d) .

load floa ting-poi nt
double with update
indexed

lfdux frD,rA, rB

The double word in memory addressed
by (rA + rB) is placed into reg ister frD. rA
is updated with (rA + rB)
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Table6-19
Floating-Point Slore Instructions
Instruction
Name

Mnemonic
ancl Operands

The c.oolenls of frS ore com.-eriied iio
s1ngleprecifon and S!ored i11ro lhe
word in memrny addressed by
(rA + d}.

slore flooling-point

singles

mre flooli1191>0irnt

Description of
Operation

slfsx frS,rA,rB

The cotllenls d frS ore oorrreried

o

sinyleprecisioo and ~ i ilo ihe

single indexed

word in memrny addressed by
!rA + iS).
llooling-point
single wilh updme
slore

stlsu liS,d!rAI

The conlen1s of fiiS are comte1fed m
si~~recisioo and mred i :io n1ne
word in llil0mOI}' addressed by
lrA + di. rA is updated wi (fA + dj.

slore lloolirng-point
single wilh update
indexed

The mn~lllts of 115 ore oon'"'8iiled ro
sinyjeprecis•Oil cm1d mred into !he
WGfO irn memrny addressed by
(rA ir !SJ. rA is updaled wltln irA + IB).

store ffoming-poinl

The romie!ilts of fiiS ore stored inio n1ne
do111ble word in memory addressed by

double

lrA + d).
The ronlellts of lrS ore siored i lo ihe
dolllhle word in memory addressed by

store Roolifl91>0i11!

double indexed

lrAir 18!.

The coorem1s of fiiS ore Slored iruo line
dooble woid in memory addressed by

s!ore Rooting-point

double wilh 11pda'le

~rA + dj.

mre Booling-poirnt

dooble wi!b update
indexed

mre Hooting-point
as integef woid

indexed

slld!!X frS,rA,18

rA is updmed w.ilh [rA + dl.

The ronie!ilts of flS ore s'tored into diiie
doIJble wrnd in melllIDIY addressed by
~rA + 18!. rA is opdmed wiih lrA + iSI.
Too m lilie!ilts of ~ owoider 32 bns of
lfrS ore stored, wi~m!!!I mmrersioo, illlo

ilie word i111 memoiy odldressed by
+RBI. This ijlllS'iJd!ldtioo is opfomal ·rn

!fA

each processor implememlmioo.
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Branch Instructions
PowerPC instructions that are executed by the branch processing unit (BPU)
change the flow of execution. Depending on the form of the instruction, a
branch is taken either unconditionally or based on the state of bits in the
condition register. The PowerPC branch instructions can be categorized as
relative, absolute, link register, and count register. Each category contains
both conditional and unconditional forms of the branch instructions.
PowerPC branch instructions provide the same functionality as x86 call
and jump instructions. Using various branch instruction forms, conditional
and unconditional transfer of execution as well as calls to subroutines
is possible.
The operation of the conditional forms is governed by the BO and BI bit
fields in the instruction encoding. Table 6-20 shows the definitions of the
BO and BI fields in conditional branch instructions.
The unconditional branch instruction forms have a relatively simple format and only one operand - the target address of the branch. However, the
format of conditional branch instructions is considerably more complex. In
fact, there are more simplified mnemonics for conditional branching than for
any other instruction category. When writing PowerPC assembly language
programs (see Chapter 11, "PowerPC Assembly Language Examples"), it is
common to use only the simplified form of a conditional branch. Simplified
mnemonics for branch instructions are discussed at the end of this chapter.
The BPU uses branch prediction (described in Chapter 7, "The Sublime
Art of Instruction Timing") in an attempt to achieve zero-cycle branches by
resolving the branch outcome before the instruction is actually executed.
Because the implementation of branch prediction varies among processors,
we will only refer to branch prediction in generic terms in this section.
As described in Table 6-20, the BI field identifies a bit in the condition
register to use as a condition for branch operations. The CR and each of the
CR fields is fully defined in Chapter 4, "The PowerPC Programming
Model"; however, it is useful to have a CR field reference near the BO and
BI encodings for conditional branching. Table 6-21 lists CR bit definitions.
During execution, the processor continually scans the instruction stream
for branch instructions in an attempt to resolve branches before they are
taken. Upon locating a branch instruction, the processor determines if there
is enough information to resolve the branch at that point in time. An unconditional branch can always be resolved (it has no dependencies); a conditional branch depends on values in the condition register. If sufficient
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information is available, the branch can be immediately resolved and is
removed from the instruction sueam. If there is not sufficient information,
the processor may attempt to resolve the branch using the hint bit, as
described in the next programming point.

Table6-20
Encoding for lhe BO and 81 Operands
80(0-4] Encoding
(5 bits}

Description
Deaarier. · ' ;e OR. Broidi · ',;e dooieir.en'iad era 00€5 1orr elf-'
zero o filne romdif;oo speoted by c00 B~ operood · fli!S!.

0001y

Oeoremen ie m. Broru::ilii -. ·' iie deoraneniecll OR ~G s zero m;d
!he coo ltiolTil ~by ~ Bl opermnd · fA!St.

OOixy

OiOOy

!Deoremen · ,;e rn.

zero amdl line romd' OiO ly

OeoremS!il \ e

fue romdiTrio

Bromch it m
edecreir:ern'ted OR 0085 rmi ~oo1
~ctred by a1ne Bl pe1mocli.
E.

m. Rroodhi ii1 ore <!i'leorewtOTil'ed CTR

~iedl

by i

ZBTO mid

Eq!!ltl

operand is HUE.

OTI lxy
Oeoreme.Til line QI_ H.ramdhi ii1 .hie deorcm;.er.,;00 rn dlres oo't eqool

zero.

b i:>tX
1nmil

legemdl

mm ·

Tfiie 5-bn IM field spoort-es tlne it in me ronditio111 reyis'ier
®sed
i111 die brofi1rn romdl1tiamli~ ~- 1ie Yhit li:llfll7ilOOr iis · :teipretedl os c
single-bit pos: ion ran9im9 rro 0 Ito J I .

re

ihe5e pooiilio.lilS SI ''°' ld c;emed ~TO~ "rn:s fmme IP'ovveirPC processors
lilllOif defiillile ihem.
y = Him OlJ - used by :PO'~ processn.rs OS 0 VilO'f ID oole!mioo -~ Cl bJU1id11 is JiJr.e!y ito
x = Bit - 19rnoredl;

be iial~rit N ole mOOt fi!hie brom:lh clvroys ernoodilfll£! !Or BO d!lJE5 oo.t ~ c
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Table 6-21
Condition Register Bit Definitions

CR Bit Position

CR Field

Description (TRUE if set)

0, 1,2,3

CRO

Negative ILT), Positive IGT), Zero IEQ), Overflow ISO)

4,5,6,7

CRl

FP
FP
FP
FP

8,9, 10, 11
12, 13, 14, 15

CR2
CR3

CR2-CR7 have equivalent bit definitions. The four

16, 17, 18, 19
20,21,22,23
24,25,26,27

CR4
CR5
CR6

Bit
Bit
Bit
Bit

28,29,30,3 1

CR7

exception IFX)
enabled exception IFEX)
invalid exception IVX)
overflow exception IOX)

bits in each field, from high-order lbit 0) to low
order lbit 3), ore defined as follows:
0: Less than ILT) or FP less than IFL)
l : Greater than IGT) or FP greater than IFG)
2: Equal IEOI or FP equal IFE)
3: Summary overflow ISO) or FP unorderedlFU)

When looking over the various forms of the branch instructions in Table
6-22, notice that some instructions must be coded using the BO and BI
fields (described in Table 6-20). Here is an interesting feature to remember:
Some values of the BO field allow a single branch instruction to perform
multiple operations. For example, if the BO field of a branch instruction is
set to OxOa, the branch operation consists of three independent operations:
decrementing the CTR, testing the CTR and CR for a condition, and the
actual conditional branch. This means that for some situations (looping is a
good example), a single properly coded branch instruction can take the
place of three separate instructions. Listing 11-4c (in Chapter 11, "PowerPC
Assembly Language Examples") demonstrates this little optimization.
The following tables are formatted just as the previous sections: The
first column contains the instruction name; the second shows the instruction
and operands. The final column gives a brief description of the instruction's
operation. Note that the description provided is not intended to fully specify
the functionality of the instruction. Each instruction is fully specified in
Appendix A, "PowerPC Instruction Set Reference."
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Piagramming Point:
Giving tfle Processor a Hint
A conditional branch instruction con
supply the processor with a •hint• oboui
whether or not a branch is lilely to be
olen. This is the type of op!imizolion tho!
o compiler is likely lo perform for you and i's one .al con really increase performance.
Knowing your code and how if
behaves is the mosl important aspect of
ihe oplimizing process. When implementing o loop, for example, we know Iha! !he
branch bock o !he slart of the loop will
be iolen every lime except once, when
ihe loop te inales. A hint in !his case is
both appropriate and can save execution
iime. In C apter 7, ·rhe Sublime Art of
lnslruction Timing, · we'll discuss other
types of branch prediction used on
PowerPC processors and how lo lake
odvonioge of ihem.

A basic concept in the art of writing
efficient code is optimize the common
case first. Here, we're given a tremendous opportunity lo do just that. When the
hint bit is cleared (01 in the BO encoding
and the displacement is negative, the
branch is predicted as !aken. When the
hint bit is cleared and the displacement is
positive or !he branch uses the LR or CTR,
the branch is predicted as not token. If the
hint bit is set (1l, the previous predictions
ore reversed. The PowerPC architecture
specifies the default setting of lhe hint bit
as cleared {0).
The branch is loken if ibe following
algorithm evaluates as !rue:
(180[0] & 80[2]1 II (Sign of displocement)I = hint bit selling

Table 6-22
Branch lnslruclions
Instruction
Name

Mnemonic and
Operands

Description of
Operation

uocooditiooal
branch

b largel_oddress

Brooch to lhe address oompuled as
the sum of the immediole address
and the address of !he wrrent
i11slrudion.

uocoodiiional

ba target_address

1Drncoodilioool

brom::h lhen link

Brooch k> the obso!llle address

specified.

brom:h obsol!llte
bl large!_address

Branch ~o the address computed os
the sum of the immediate address
and the address of !he cofle!llt
inslruction. The inslrudioo address
following !his instrudioo is placed
inlo LR.
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Table 6-22
Branch Instructions

(Continued}

Instruction
Name

Mnemonic and
Operands

Description of
Operation

unconditional branch
absolute then link

bla target_address

Branch to the absolute address
specified. The instruction address
following this instruction is placed
into LR.

branch conditional

be BO,Bl,target_address

Branch conditionally to the address
computed as the sum of the
immediate address and the address
of the current instruction.

branch
conditional absolute

bca BO,Bl ,target_address

Branch conditionally to the
obsolute address specified.

branch conditional
then link

bcl BO,Bl ,target_address

Branch conditionally to the address
computed as the sum of the
immediate address and the address
of the current instruction. The
instruction address following this
instruction is placed into LR.

branch conditional
absolute then link

bcla BO,Bl,target_address

Bra nch conditionally to the absolute
address specified. The instruction
address following this instruction is
placed into LR.

branch conditional
to link register

bclr BO,BI

Branch conditiona lly to the address
specified in LR.

branch conditional to
link register then link

bclrl BO,BI

Branch conditionally to the address
specified in the LR. The instruction
address following this instruction is
placed into LR.

branch conditional
to count register

bcctr BO,BI

Branch conditionally to the address
specified in the count register.
Note: If the "decrement and test CTR"
option IB0[2] = 0) is specified, the
instruction form is invalid.
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Table 6-22
Branch Instructions (Continued)

Instruction
Name

Mnemonic and
Operands

Description of
Operation

branch conditi onal to
count register then
link

bcctrl BO,BI

Branch conditionally to the address
specifi ed in the cou nt register. The
instruction address followi ng this
instruction is placed into LR .
Note : If the "decrement and test CTR"
option (B0[ 2] = 0) is specified, the
instruction form is invalid.

Miscellaneous Instructions
The remaining PowerPC instructions fall into a variety of categories.
However, they are all executed by the integer unit. The instruction name is
listed in the leftmost column of Tables 6-23 through 6-28. These miscellaneous instructions perform the various operations necessary to maintain a
working system: system register manipulation, memory management,
synchronization, and cache control.
The usefulness and functionality of the instructions listed in Table 6-18
will be resolved as we work through the next few chapters that deal with
memory management and cache operation.
System registers, like general-purpose registers and floating-point registers, are used during the course of normal operation. However, unlike the
GPRs and FPRs, not all system registers are accessible by user-level software. In general, system registers contain information concerning the state
of currently executing software and the processor configuration. Bit definitions and privilege-level information for each of the registers in Table 6-22
can be found in Chapter 4, "The PowerPC Programming Model."
PowerPC trap instructions, shown in Table 6-24, perform a similar
function to the software interrupt mechanism of the x86 architecture. If the
conditions specified in the instruction encoding are met, a trap exception is
generated and the system trap handler is invoked. The TO field specifies the
relationship used to test the remaining two operands: equivalent, less-than,
greater-than, and so on.
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Table 6-23
System Register Manipulation Instructions

Instruction
Name

Mnemonic and
Operands

Description of
Operation

condition
register AND

crand crbD,crbA,crbB

CR[crbD] = (CR[crbA] AND
CR[crbB])

condition
register NAND

crnand crbD,crbA,crbB

CR[crbD] =(NOT (CR[crbA] AND
CR[crbB]))

condition
register AND
with complement

crandc crbD,crbA,crbB

CR[crbD] = (CR[crbA] AND (NOT
CR[crbB]))

condition
register OR

cror crbD,crbA,crbB

CR[crbD] = (CR[crbA] OR CR[crbB])

condition register
NOR

crnor crbD,crbA,crbB

CR[crbD] =(NOT (CR[crbA] OR
CR[crbB]))

cond ition register
OR with complement

crorc crbD,crbA,crbB

CR[crbD] = (CR[crbA] OR ( NOT
CR[crbB]))

condition register XOR crxor crbD,crbA,crbB

CR[crbD] = (CR[crbA] XOR CR[crbB])

condition register
equivalent

creqv crbD,crbA,crbB

CR[crbD] =(NOT (CR[crbA] XOR
CR[crbB]))

move condition
register field

mcrf crfD,crfS

crfD = crfS

move to condition
register from XER

mcrxr crfD

crfD = XER[0-3]
XER[0-3 ] = 0000

move from condition
register

mfcr rD

The contents of the condition register
are placed into the low-order 32 bits
of rD . The contents of the high-order
32 bits of rD are cleared in 64-bit
implementations.

move from time base

mftb rD,TBR

rD = TBU or rD = TBL
The TBR field denotes either the time
base lower (TBL) or time base upper
(TBU) The contents of the designated
register are copied to rD .
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Table 6-23
System Reg ister Man ipulation Instructions

{Continued)

Instruction
Name

Mnemonic and
Operands

Description of
Operation

move to condition
register fields

mtcrf CRM,rS

The contents of the low-order 32 bits
ore placed into the CR under control
of the field mask specified by
operand CRM. The field mask
identifies the 4-bit field affected .

move to machine
state register

mtmsr rS

MSR = rS
This instruction is a supeNisorlevel instruction and is context
synchronizing.

move from machine
state register

mfmsr rD

rD = MSR
This is a supeNisor-level instruction.

move from specialpurpose register

mfspr rD,SPR

rD = SPRI

move to specialpurpose reg ister

mtspr SPR,rS

SPR = rS

move to segment
reg ister

mtsr SR,rS

move to segment
register indirect

mtsrin rS,rB

move from segment
reg ister

mfsr rD ,SR

move from segment
reg ister indirect

mfsrin rD,rB

32-bit only
SR = rS

32-bit only
The contents of rS ore copied to the
segment register selected by bits
0-3 of rB
rD = SR

32-bit only
The contents of the segment register
selected by bits 0-3 of rB ore
copied into rD.
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Table 6-24
Trap Instructions

Instruction
Name

Mnemonic and
Operands

trap double word

td TO,rA,rB

Description of
Operation
64-bit only
rA is compared with rB. If any bit in the TO
operand is set and its corresponding condition
is met by the result of the comparison, the
system trap handler is invoked.

64-bitonly

trap double word
immediate

tdi TO,rA,SIMN\

trap word

tw TO,rA,rB

The low-order 32 bits of rA are compared with
the low-order 32 bits of rB . If any bit in the TO
operand is set and its corresponding condition
is met by the result of the comparison, the
system trap handler is invoked .

trap word immediate

twi TO,rA,SIMN\

The low-order 32 bits of rA are compared with
the sign extended SIMN\ operand. If any bit in
the TO operand is set and its corresponding
condition is met by the result of the comparison,
the system trap handler is invoked .

rA is compared with the sign extended SIMN\
operand. If any bit in the TO operand is set
and its corresponding condition is met by the
result of the comparison, the system trap handler
is invoked.

To facilitate use of trap instructions, every possible value of the TO field
has a symbolic, simplified encoding. All TO field encodings are described in
Table 6-36 in the simplified mnemonics section at the end of this chapter.
Memory synchronization is discussed earlier in this chapter. In general,
the PowerPC memory synchronization instructions shown in Table 6-25
control the order in which memory operations (such as load and store
accesses) are issued and completed. Synchronization is often required after a
change of processor context; the processor's context represents various configuration settings and is discussed in conjunction with synchronization
earlier in this chapter.
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Table 6·25
Memory Synchronization Instructions

Instruction
Name

Mnemonic and
Operands

Description of
Operation

load double word
and reserve indexed

ldarx rD,rA,rB

64-bit only

load word and
reserve indexed

lwarx rD,rA,rB

The word in memory addressed by (rA + rB)
is loaded into the low-order 32 bits of rD

store double word
conditional indexed

stdcx. rS,rA,rB

64-bitonly

store word
conditional indexed

stwcx. rS,rA,rB

If a reservation exists and the effective
address specified by the stwcx. instruction
is the same as that specified by the load
and reserve instruction that establ ished the
reservation, rS is stored into the word in
memory addressed by the (rA + rB), and the
reservation is cleared .

synchronize

sync

Ensures that all instructions and memory
accesses previously in itiated by the
processor appear to have completed before
any subsequent instructions are initiated.

eieio

Orders load and store instructions executed
by the processor.

isync

Waits for all previous instructions to
complete and then discards any instructions
that have been fetched , forcing all subsequent instructions to be fetched from memory
and executed in the context established by
the previous instructions.

enforce in-order
execution of

The doubleword in memory addressed by
(rA + rB) is loaded into rD.

If a reservation exists and the effective
address specified by the stdcx . instruction
is the same as that specified by the load
and reserve instruction that established the
reserva tion , rS is stored into the double
word in memory addressed by (rA + rB) and
the reserva tion is cleared .

I/0

instruction synchron ize
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Cache management is a unique system maintenance feature in the sense
that it can be performed by both user- and supervisor-level software. The
implementation (and existence) of on-chip caches is processor-implementation dependent; however, all PowerPC processors discussed in this book
have on-chip caches. The cache management instructions listed in Table
6-26 provide user- and supervisor-level software a means to touch, zero, and
invalidate regions of the on-chip cache(s).
Note: When an exception condition occurs on PowerPC processors, the
on-chip cache facility will be enabled upon entry to the exception handler.
This situation and its ramifications are discussed in Chapter 10,
"Exceptions and Interrupts."

Table 6-26
Cache Management Instructions

Instruction Name

Mnemonic
and Operands

data cache block
touch

debt rA,rB

data cache block
touch for store

dcbtst rA,rB

data cache block
set to zero

dcbz rA,rB

data cache block
store

dcbst rA,rB

data cache block
flush

dcbf rA,rB

instruction cache
block inval idate

icbi rA,rB

data cache block
invalidate

dcbi rA,rB

Description of Operation
User-level
Fetches the block containing the byte addressed by
(rA + rB) into the data cache. This act may increase
performance if the data in the block is frequently
accessed.

User-level
Fetches the block containing the byte addressed by
(rA + rB) into the data cache. This act can increase
performance since it is likely that the program wi ll
store into the addressed byte.

User-level
The cache block conta in ing the byte addressed by
(rA + rB) is cleared.

User-level
Hints that performance will be improved if the block
containing the byte addressed by (rA + rB) is
fetched into the data cache .

User-level
Invalidates the block in the data cache addressed
by (rA + rB), copying the block to memory first,
if dirty.

User-level
The block containing the byte addressed by
(rA + rB) is invalidated.

Supervisor-level
The block containing the byte addressed by
(rA + rB) is invalidated.
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The external 1/0 instructions shown in Table 6-27 provide a means for
user-level software to communicate with special devices. In particular, when
devices use addresses as pointers (for a frame buffer or large floating-point
lookup table), this input/output mechanism may prove more efficient than
traditional memory-mapped 1/0.

Table 6·27
External 1/0 Instructions

Instruction Name

Mnemonic
and Operands

Description of Operation

external control in
word indexed

eciwx rD,rA, rB

Allows a system designer to implement memory
mappi ng and 1/0 for specia l devices.

external control out
word indexed

ecowx rS,rA, rB

Allows a system designer to implement memory
mapping and 1/0 for special devices.

The system linkage instructions are shown in Table 6-28. The sc instruction allows user-level software to invoke operating system services, if they
exist. When an sc instruction is executed, a system call exception is generated. After exception handling is complete, the rfi instruction is used to
return to the user-level software that issued the system call.

Table 6·28
System Linkage Instructions

Instruction Name

Mnemonic

Description of Operation

system call

sc

Calls the operating system to perform a service. This
instruction is context synchronizing.

return from interrupt

rfi

32-bit
MSR[ 16-31] = SRR l [ 16-31]
The next instruction is fetched from address
SRR0[0-29]:00

64-bit
MSR[0-32,37-4 1,48-63 ]

= SRR l [0-32,37-41,48-63]

The next instruction is fetched from the word-aligned
address in SRRO .
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Translation lookaside buffer (TLB) management is the domain of supervisor-level system software. The instructions listed in Table 6-29 are used to
invalidate (remove) entries from the TLB. Note that the PowerPC
architecture defines TLBs (and therefore TLB instructions) as optional.
On 64-bit PowerPC implementations such as the 620, segment registers
are replaced by segment tables, which are cached in segment lookaside
buffers (SLBs) in an analogous manner to TLBs.

Table 6-29
Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) Management Instructions

Instruction Name

Mnemonic
and Operands Description of Operation

SLB invalidate entry

sl bie rB

64-bit only
If the SLB conta ins any entry correspond ing ta the
effective address specified in rB, that entry is
removed from the SLB.

SLB invalidate all

slbia

64-bit only
All SLB entries are inva lidated.

TLB inval idate entry

tlbie rB

If the TLB conta ins an entry corresponding to the
effective address specified in rB, that entry is
removed from the TLB.

TLB invalidate all

tibia

All TLB entri es are made invalid.

TLB synchronize

tlbsync

Ensures that all tlb ie instructions previously executed
by the processor executing the tlbsync instruction
have completed on all processors.

Simplified Mnemonics
Certain PowerPC instructions appear often in simple, commonly needed
operations. For example, the addi (add immediate) and addis (add immediate shifted) instructions are often used to load a general-purpose register
with a value. For example, the following code fragment from Chapter 1,
"The PowerPC Transition," loads GPR r3 with the value Ox1234abcd:
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addis
ori

r3, r0. 0x l 234
r3. r3, 0xabcd

load high 16 bits with 0xl234
lo ad low 16 bits with 0xabcd

Used as shown, these two add instructions emulate a load instruction.
In fact, these two instructions are used so frequently to perform loads that
two new mnemonics were defined to simplify this operation and make it
more obvious. If we rewrite the above fragment using their simplified
aliases, it looks like this:
l is
ori

r3, 0xl234
r3, 0xabcd

load high 16 bits with 0x1234
l oad low 16 bits with 0xabcd

Here, the lis (load immediate shifted) instruction, an example of simplified mnemonics, performs the same function as the original code. These
simplified mnemonics are assembler mnemonics that represent a more
complex form of a common operation.
There is a strong resemblance between simplified mnemonics and
software-defined macros. In truth, the main difference is that simplified
mnemonics are defined within the compiler or assembler and not within the
source code file.
The opcodes generated by an assembler for both fragments are
identical - the simplified mnemonics exist only for the convenience of the
programmer. Of course, the time and effort that simplified mnemonics
save depends on the complexity of the instruction. But the ability to use
some instructions (such as rlwinm) is greatly enhanced due to their
simplified form.
Simplified mnemonics exist for many types of operations. In the following section, we'll list the various simplified mnemonics and their applications. Simplified mnemonics are also defined along with the instruction they
simplify in Appendix A, "PowerPC Instruction Set Reference." Tables 6-30
through 6-32 list the most commonly used simplified mnemonics. As
demonstrated in Chapter 11, "PowerPC Assembly Language Examples,"
using the simplified instruction form greatly enhances a programmer's
ability to work with assembly language code.
Because simplified mnemonics are aliases for PowerPC processor
instructions, their implementation is dependent on the assembler, much like
a macro. However, the PowerPC architecture specification defines them and
recommends their implementation, so support will be universal.

The PowerPC Instruction Set
Table 6-30
The Most Frequently Used Simplified Mnemonics

Instruction Name

Simplified Mnemonic

Equivalent Instruction

no-op or nop
(no operation)

nop

ori rO,rO,rO

load immediate

Ii rD,value

addi rA,rO,value

load immediate
shifted

lis rD,value

add is rA,rO,value

load address

la rD,d(rA)

add i rD, rA,d

load address

la rD,variable

addi rD,rA,variable

move register

mr rA,rS

or rA,rS,rS

not (complement
reg ister)

not rA,rS

nor rA,rS,rS

move to condition
regi ster (CR)

mtcr rS

mtcrf Oxff,rS

Table 6-31
Simplified Subtract Mnemonics and Equivalents

Operation

Simplified Mnemonic

Equivalent Instruction

subtract immediate

subi rD,rA,value

addi rD,rA,-value

subtract immediate
shifted

subis rD,rA,value

addis rD, rA,-value

subtract immediate
with carry

subic rD,rA, value

addic rD,rA,-value

subtract immediate
with carry

subic. rD,rA,value

addic. rD,rA,-value

subtract

sub rD.rA,rB

subf rD,rB,rA

subtract with corry

subc rD,rA, rB

subfc rD, rB,rA
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Table 6-32
Simplified Compare Mnemonics and Equ ivalents

Operation

Simplified Mnemonic

Equivalent Instruction

compare double word
immediate

cmpdi crfD,rA,SIMM

cmpi crfD, 1,rA,SIMM

compare double word

cmpd crfD,rA,rB

cmp crfD, 1,rA,rB

compare logical double
word im mediate

cmpldi crfD,rA,U IMM

cmpli crfS, 1,rA,UIMM

compare logical
double word

cmpld crfD,rA,rB

cmpl crfD, 1,rA,rB

compare word immediate

cmpwi crfD,rA,SIMM

cmpi crfD,0,rA,SIMM

compare word

cmpw crfD,0, rA,rB

cmp crfD ,0,rA,rB

compare logical word
immediate

cmplwi crfD,rA,UIMM

cmpli crfD,O, rA,UIMM

compare logical word

cmplw crfD,rA,rB

cmpl crfD,O, rA,rB

Rotate and Shift Instructions
The rotate and shift instructions, shown in Table 6-33, are among the most
complex in the PowerPC instruction set. Because the normal rotate and shift
instructions must handle all possible rotation and shifting operations, they
can be both complex and difficult to use. The simplified mnemonics make
performing common bit-wise operations on the contents of the GPRs much
easier. There are several operations to which the simplified mnemonics are
well suited:

a Extract
The selection of an n-bit bit field starting at position b in the source register, justification of the bit field in the target register, and clearing of all
other bits in the target register.
a Insert
The selection of a justified n-bit bit field starting at position bin the
source register and insertion of that bit field into the target register at
position b. Other bits in the target register are unaltered.
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• Rotate
The rotation of the contents of a GPR by n bits.

• Shift
The shifting of the contents of a GPR by n bits, clearing the vacated
bits.

• Oear
The clearing of the leftmost or rightmost n bits.

• Oear left and shift left
The clearing of the leftmost b bits and shifting the result left by n bits.
Such an operation can be used to scale an array index by the width of
an element.

Table 6-33
Simplified Rolale and Shift Mnemonics and Equivalents
Category

Operation

Simplified Mnemonic Equivalent Instruction

rotnte/
shift

exlrod and left
justify immediate

exlldi rA,rS,n,b
(n > O)

rklicr rA,rS,b,r.-1

roklte/
shift

exlrod and right
justify immediate

exlrdi rA,rS,n,b
(n > O)

rklid rA,rS,b+n,Mn

rotme/
shift

insert from righl
immediate

ill.Sidi rA,rS,11,b
(n > O)

rk!i ·i

rc:l.ate/

rotme left
immediOie

roildi rA,rS,n

Mid rA,rS,n,O

shiftdword
rolote/
shiftdword

rolate righl
immed·ate

ralrdi rA,rS,n

ildicr rA,rS,64-n,O

rolote/
shiftdword

rdafe left

rolld rA,rS,rB

rldd rA,rS,rB,O

rolote/
shift dword

shift left immediate sldi rA,rS,n
(n < 64)

rldicr 1A,rS,n,63-n

r~/

shift righl
immedia'.e

srdi rA,rS,n
(n < 64)

Md rA,rS,M-n,n

double

shifldword

rA,rS.~nJ,b
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Table 6·33
Simplified Rotate and Shift Mnemonics and Equivalents (Continued)

Category

Operation

Simplified Mnemonic Equivalent Instruction

rotate/ sh ift
dword

clear left
immediate

clrldi rA,rS,n
(n < 64)

rldicl rA,rS,O,n

rotate/ shift
dword

clear right
immediate

clrrdi rA,rS,n
(n < 64)

rldicr rA,rS,0,63-n

rotate/ sh ift
dword

clear left and shift
left immediate

clrlsldi rA,rS,b,n
(n::; b::; 63)

rldic rA,rS,n,b-n

rotate/ shift
word

extract and left
justify immediate

extlwi rA,rS,n,b
(n > 0)

rlwinm rA,rS,b,O,n- 1

rotate/ sh ift
word

extract and right
justify immediate

extrwi rA,rS,n,b
(n > 0)

rlwinm rA,rS,b+n,32-n,3 l

rotate/ shift
word

insert from left
immed iate

inslwi rA,rS,n,b
(n > 0)

rlwimi rA,rS,32-b,b,(b+n)- l

rotate/ shift
word

insert from right
immediate

insrwi rA,rS,n,b
(n > 0)

rlwimi rA,rS,32(b+n),b,(b+n)-1

rotate/ shift
word

rotate left
immediate

rotlwi rA,rS,n

rlwinm rA,rS,n,0,3 1

rotate/ shift
word

rotate right
immediate

rotrwi rA,rS,n

rlwinm rA,rS,32-n ,0,3 l

rotate/ sh ift
word

rotate left

rotlw rA,rS,rB

rlwnm rA,rS, rB,0,3 1

rotate/ shift
word

shift left immediate

slwi rA,rS,n
(n < 32)

rlwinm rA,rS,n,0,3 1-n

rotate/ shift
word

shift right
immediate

srwi rA,rS,n
(n < 32)

rlwinm rA,rS,32-n,n,3 l

rotate/ shift
word

clear left
immediate

clrlwi rA,rS,n
(n < 32)

rlwinm rA,rS,O,n ,3 1

rotate/ shift
word

clear right
immediate

clrrwi rA,rS,n
(n < 32)

rlwinm rA,rS,0,0,31-n

rotate/ shift
word

clear left and
shift left immediate

clrlslwi rA,rS,b,n
(n::; b::; 31)

rlwinm rA,rS,n,b-n,3 1-n
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Bronchlnstrucflons
The goal of the simplified branch instructions is to provide a unique
mnemonic for each combination of valid values for the BO and BI operand
fields. Although this greatly simplifies the common branching cases, it creates a large number of branch instructions. Table 6-34 summarizes the sffiiplified branch instructions that incorporate the BO field. These instructions
are most useful when rerminating loops or testing explicit conditions.

Table 6-34
Simplified ~ranch Mnerwnics and Equiitaloon
S!andard Branch Mnemonic: Root Instruction
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Some combinations in the above table do not have a simplified form
(represented by a "n/a" entry). In such cases, the branch operation shown in
the leftmost column and the root instruction at the top of the column don't
make sense together. For example, all branch forms that rely on the CTR
for the target address (in the bcctr and bcctrl columns) do not have a form
that allows decrementing the CTR.
Using the simplified branch instructions in Table 6-34, the following
example shows the difference between using the non-simplified version and
the simplified version. The branch example below would be appropriate at
the bottom of a loop; it assumes that a compare operation has occured that
sets the bits of CRO.
Simplified vs. Non-simplif i ed branching us i ng
in struct i ons in Table 6-34.
be

0x8,0x2,NotDoneYet

First , decrement CTR.
Th en branc h to Not Do neYet if
CTR does not equ al zero and
CR0[EQJ is set.

The equivalent simplifi ed mnemonic from Tab le 6-34 :
bdnzt NotOoneYet

Decrement CTR, and then branch to
NotDoneYet if CTR does not equal
zero and CR0[ EQJ is set.

Table 6-35 summarizes the branch instructions that incorporate the BI
field. These are useful when doing typical compare operations and are similar to the compare instructions found on x86 processors. Listing 6-3 shows
an example of using the simplified branch mnemonics in Table 6-35.

Set
Table6-35
Simplified Branch Instructions Using Common Comparison Conditions
Standard Branch Mnemonic Root Instruction
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listing 6-3
An example of how lhe some branch would be written using standard and
simplified mnemonics.
; li sting 6-3
:

Si ~l -fi~

vs. Hnn-s]111piified branching usi ng
in Tabl e 6-35.

ins~ ructio .s

be

@x~.@x2.~otEqualPlace

; Branch if t he condition specified by
the BI field (9x2 = CRl[EO]l is FALSE.
i s means: "branch if not equal "
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Th e equivalent simp li fied mnemonic from Table 6-35:
bne

Branch if not equal - both the BO and
BI fields are included in mnemonic.

NotEqualPlace

Trap Instructions
The tw (trap word) instruction invokes the system trap handler (described in
detail in Chapter 10, "Exceptions and Interrupts"). The operand format for
the trap word instruction is as follows:
tw

: trap word based on a and b comparison
: according to TO bit setting.
The fo ll owing example demonstrates the usage of the simplified
trap mnemonic:

tw

TO,rA,rB

eq ,r3. r4

Th e system trap handler would be invoked
if r3 and r4 contained equivalent values .

The operands rA and rB are compared according to the bit set in the
5-bit operand TO. Table 6-36 shows the compare operation that results
based on T0[0-4]. On 64-bit PowerPC implementations, such as the 620,
only the lower-order 32 bits of the 64-bit GPR are used in the comparison.

Table 6-36
Common TO Operand Settings for the Trap Instruction
Hexadecimal Values
of the TO Operand

Name of Compare Operation

OxO l
Ox02
Ox04
Ox05
Ox06
Ox08
Ox 12
Ox 16
Ox20
Ox24
Ox3 l

lgt (logically greater than)
llt (log ically less than)
eq (equa l to)
lge (log ically greater than or equal to)
lie (logically less than or equal to) or Ing (logically not greater than)
gt (greater than)
ge (greater than or equal to)
It (less than)
le (less than or equal to) or ng (not greater than)
ne (not equal to)
unconditional (condition always satisfied)

'

Chapter

THE SUBLIME ART
G
"When you have eliminated the impossible, whatever
remains, however improbable, must be the truth .

11

- Sherlock Holmes in Sign of Four
by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
The x86 architecture provides a favorable environment in
which to learn about optimization. Instructions always execute
serially, for example. And finding the number of cycles
required by each instruction to execute requires only that you
read the manual. After learning the techniques and tricks
required to program each processor, you're armed with the
knowledge required to write some pretty darn fast code. And
after writing that code, estimating its execution time is a simple
matter of addition.
The PowerPC processors benefit equally from well-written
code. But in terms of instruction timing, it's a whole new ball
game. PowerPC processors implement advanced architectural
features such as instruction pipelining, out-of-order execution,
and branch prediction. As a result, how an instruction is executed depends to a great extent on when it is executed and, by
implication, what is going on elsewhere in the processor at
that time.
The instruction set architecture of RISC processors (such as
the PowerPC family) lends itself to efficient programming.
When compared with the instruction set of CISC processors
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(such as the x86), there are generally fewer choices concerning how to perform a specific task. If you've skimmed through Appendix A, "PowerPC
Instruction Set Reference," you may have a hard time believing that, but let
me assure you - you'll find it to be true. With the x86, there are so many
ways to perform the same operation, there is an added level of complexity
to writing the fastest possible code sequence.
This chapter concentrates on the mechanisms that influence instruction
execution on PowerPC processors. After looking at instruction flow through
the various processor implementations, we'll investigate techniques for creating efficient software. In Chapter 11, "PowerPC Assembly Language
Examples," we'll use these ideas and expand upon them in a few
real-world examples.

THE PIPELINE
Instruction execution and timing on PowerPC microprocessors are centered
around the concept of an instruction pipeline, which distributes instructions
to the various execution units. Additionally, each execution unit may have
its own pipeline which is fed from the dispatch stage of the master pipeline;
execution unit pipelines typically have fewer stages.
It is important that we adopt a generalized PowerPC pipeline model
during the following discussions. The pipeline model described in this chapter represents a close approximation to the pipelines found on the 603, 604,
and 620. Because pipeline characteristics are not defined by the PowerPC
architecture, pipeline implementation varies between processors. For this
reason, the generalized PowerPC pipeline model used in this chapter represents the best means of conducting a meaningful instruction timing
discussion that addresses more than one PowerPC processor.
As described in Chapter 2, "Foundations and Architecture," the
pipelining of instructions allows the apparent simultaneous execution of
multiple instructions. Our general model of a PowerPC pipeline has six
stages: fetch, decode, dispatch, execute, complete, and write-back. Each
stage is responsible for a discrete portion of the process of executing an
instruction. Figure 7-1 illustrates the processor pipeline model.
It's common - and useful - to ask whether the master pipeline exists
physically within the processor or is simply a useful but fictitious mechanism for discussing the flow of instructions through the stages of execution.
In fact, both descriptions are accurate to some extent. The fact that each
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processor implementation contains a unique pipeline model makes generalization difficult. However, the important (and functional) concept to
remember is this: The pipeline physically exists to the extent that delays
in one stage of the pipeline can impact the operation of other stages.

Instruction
Fetch

Instruction
Decode

Appropriate
Execution
Unit
•Integer
• Floating-point
• Load/Store
•Branch

Figure 7·1
PowerPC processors use the some master pipeline configuration.

In Figure 7-1, instructions are shown starting at the left and moving
through the pipeline toward the right. As an instruction moves from one
pipeline stage into the next, it frees the previous stage to accept subsequent
instructions. In this manner, the processing of more than one instruction can
be overlapped.
The execute stage is unique in that the details of an instruction's execution are dependent on the particular execution unit to which it is dispatched. After an instruction exits the execute stage, it enters the complete
stage where the results of its execution are reflected in the processor's
registers.
The ultimate goal of pipeline operation is to complete as many instructions as possible in a given time. There is a cause-and-effect relationship
involved here: The number of completed instructions is limited to the number of instructions dispatched. So keeping the pipeline moving is a high priority. To keep instructions flowing through the pipeline, the pipelines in the
individual execution units must also keep moving. If any pipeline stalls,
instructions may back up far enough to inhibit instruction dispatch.
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The following sections describe each stage in the master pipeline. Note
that the implementation of each stage may vary (even disappear) across
PowerPC processor implementations. The functionality of each stage is
discussed on a per-processor basis.

Resource Management
It's helpful to think of the pipeline as a limited set of processor resources
that are consumed by instructions as they enter the pipeline and freed as
they exit the pipeline. Using this analogy, efficient programming becomes an
exercise in resource management.
Figure 7-2 depicts several sequential views of the pipeline as the
instruction sequence shown here passes through the first few stages.
; Example code sequence
; Load a byte and test it
Start :
lbz
r12,0(r3)
addic r3 , r3,1
cmpi
0, rl2 ,0x00

Clock
Cycle
Increasing
Time

I

load a byte pointed to by r3 into r12
i ncrement our pointer : r3
is it a NUL L character?

Instruction
Decode

Instruction
Fetch

1

2

Instruction
Dispatch

Instruction
Execute

Instruction
Complete

Instruction
Write-back

Previous
Instruction

Previous
Instruction

Previ ous
Instruction

Previous
Instruction

Previous
Instruction

Previous
Instruction

Previous
Instruction

Previous
Instruction

Previous
Instruction

Previous
Instruction

Previous
Instruction

Previous
Instruction

addic r3,r3, 1

Next
Instruction

4

l

l

l

l

l

l

Figure 7·2
Four consecutive snapshots of the pipeline show how multiple instructions can be
processed simultaneously - one per pipeline stage.

Figure 7-2 represents optimal flow through the pipeline. Each instruction advances to the subsequent stage every clock cycle. In reality, flow
through the pipeline can stall, causing a delay in the execution of some
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(or all) of the instructions. An explanation and examples of pipeline stalls
are found in the next section.
Starting at the first row in Figure 7-2 (clock cycle 1), the lbz (load byte
and zero) instruction enters the fetch stage of the pipeline. Subsequent views
of the pipeline show instructions moving from left to right through the
stages of the pipeline.
By clock cycle 3, all three of the instructions from our example sequence
are being processed simultaneously. The cmpi (compare immediate) instruction has just entered the fetch stage and the lbz instruction is ready to be
dispatched. Using this model, it is easy to imagine the pipeline continuously
executing several instructions simultaneously.
The total number of clock cycles that it takes to execute an instruction
and write back the results is known as the instruction's latency. And the
measure of the number of instructions that are processed per clock cycle is
known as throughput. A fundamental goal of PowerPC programming is to
minimize the latency of each instruction. Using pipelining, branch prediction, and multiple execution units, PowerPC processors are able to achieve a
throughput that averages more than one instruction per cycle.

Pipeline Stalls
The previous example represents an ideal pipeline; instructions always
advanced a stage each clock cycle. This is helpful for a basic understanding
of instruction flow through a pipeline; however, it is not sufficient to
understand the details of pipeline implementations on each processor.
Each execution unit may have an instruction buffer known as a reservation station. This decreases the chance that the processor pipeline will not
be able to dispatch an instruction to a busy execution unit. This situation,
called a pipeline stall, means that the normal progress of instructions to the
next stage in the pipeline grinds to a halt. Pipeline stalls occur for wellknown reasons, and writing efficient code for the PowerPC means
minimizing the number of stalls.

TIMING BASICS
Instruction execution times are generally fixed on x86 processors that predate the Pentium. The number of cycles required to execute a move
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instruction differs between a 386 and 486. And as the 486 has matured, the
timing for some instructions has changed between revisions, but these
changes are generally reflected in the documentation. Overall, the changes
are minimal enough not to strain our use of the term constant - something
you'll soon come to appreciate.

Reservation Stations
What if an execution unit is busy
or required data is not available when
the dispatch stage tries to dispatch an
instruction? These distinct and real possibilities occur regularly during normal execu tion on Powe rPC processors. To minimize the effects of busy execution units
and data dependencies holding up dispatch (and therefore delaying all instructions), some execution units have one or
more reservation stations.

A reservation station is an instruction
buffer that can hold a dispatched instruction until the conditions for execution
of the current instruction are met.
Reservation stations exist on the PowerPC
603, 604, and 620 processors only.
Using the reservation station, the pipeline
can dispatch the instruction and does
not stall. Of course , if the reservation station fills up , we're back to where we
started.

Determining the execution time of instructions on PowerPC processors
is a complex matter. PowerPC instructions have a documented time in clock
cycles associated with their execution, but that figure represents only the
minimum number of cycles that it takes to execute the instructions - it says
nothing about the maximum number of cycles. An instruction's execution
time is influenced by variables such as data dependencies, busy execution
units, and other obstacles that affect flow through the pipeline.
As mentioned previously, the number of clock cycles that it takes to
completely execute an instruction, such that its results are known to subsequent instructions, is known as the instruction's latency. Like instruction
cycle times for the x86 family of processors, the latency for individual
PowerPC instructions varies from implementation to implementation.

Timing Issues
There are many factors that influence tirriing on PowerPC processors. A
general understanding of each aspect is an important precursor to the rest of
this chapter. As we'll see, there is not one, single, core concept associated
with instruction timing; in fact there are several equally important ideas that
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must all be given attention. Some of the most significant architectural
features that influence instruction timing include:
• Out-of-order execution
When an instruction with a long latency is issued before an instruction
with a short latency, out-of-order execution frees the processor from
waiting on the slower instruction.
•

Branch folding
When the direction of a branch can be determined by the processor
before the branch instruction is executed, it may be replaced with
instructions from the target address. This mechanism allows the
processor to simulate execution from a single linear code stream.

•

Branch prediction
The direction of branch instructions may also be predicted. Depending
on the processor implementation, either static or dynamic branch prediction (or both) is used by the processor to minimize the performance
degrading effects of handling branch instructions.

Each of these features are designed to increase the processor's efficiency
during instruction execution. And each will be discussed in the sections that
follow.

Out-of-Order Execution
Simply put, out-of-order execution means that instructions execute in other
than program order. This situation occurs as a result of instructions taking
different lengths of time to complete. PowerPC processors can support outof-order execution because their architecture provides multiple execution
units. For example, while the integer unit is executing an integer instruction,
the floating-point unit can work on a floating-point instruction.
But there's a catch to out-of-order execution: All software (and the
PowerPC architecture's exception model) expects and depends on precise
(in-order) results. Let's illustrate the point with an overly simple example. In
the code shown following, you certainly would not want line 3 executed
before line 2:
2:

x = Mi sc Functi on();
y = x+l 0 ;

3:

x = x*y ;

1:
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There are a number of mechanisms on PowerPC processors that exist
solely to ensure precise results from out-of-order execution. Rename buffers
and completion buffers are two resources that are designed to enforce inorder results. The PowerPC 601 does not implement completion buffers or
rename buffers. As with any resource, situations can occur when a rename
buffer or completion buffer is unavailable when an instruction is ready to be
dispatched. In these cases, dispatch stalls and cannot continue until there
are sufficient resources to execute the instruction. The ability to execute
instructions out of order can thus restrict instruction flow through
the pipeline.

Branching
In a linear instruction stream - one that contains no branches - the only
dependencies that can stall execution are busy execution units and data
dependencies. And with some proper instruction ordering (scheduling), both
these problems can be nearly eliminated. Adding branch instructions to the
mix, however, complicates the situation significantly.
Branch instructions mean that there are suddenly occasions (a taken
branch) when subsequent entries in the master pipeline are no longer valid.
In such situations, these invalid entries must be flushed (emptied) and new
instructions must be fetched from the new instruction stream (corresponding to the taken branch). Fortunately, the processor may be able to (and
often can) remove the branch from the instruction stream using branch prediction (discussed in the following section). However, if branches cannot be
predicted, even the most clever instruction scheduling has little influence
over the detrimental effects of branch instructions on pipelining.

Branch Prediction and Speculative Execution
Branch instructions are, by their nature, the most common cause of pipeline
inefficiencies. Branch prediction attempts to eliminate the penalty associated
with flushing the pipeline after determining the direction (taken or not
taken) of a branch. If the processor can successfully predict the direction of
a branch, then instructions can be fetched ahead of time from the target
address. This reduces the detrimental effects of a pipeline flush and
subsequent refilling.
When the direction of a branch is predicted and execution of instructions continues along the predicted path, the processor is said to be
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speculatively executing. Speculative execution is an important performanceenhancing technique that is used to increasing advantage in the more
advanced PowerPC processors.

Branch Folding
Branch folding is the process of replacing a branch instruction with its target instruction stream before that branch reaches the dispatch stage. The
target instruction stream corresponds to either branch direction: taken or
not taken. That is, if the branch is not taken, the target instruction stream
corresponds to the next sequential instruction. The branch folding
mechanism is used on the PowerPC 601 and 603 processors.
Branch instructions can be folded when the direction (taken or not
taken) can be precisely determined (as opposed to predicted) from available
information. Like branch prediction, the process of branch folding involves
determination of the direction of the branch. But because the folded outcome is known to be valid, the action following the folding of a branch
instruction is resolute. If the branch was not taken, it is simply removed
from the instruction stream and the next instruction is free to take the place
of the folded branch instruction. If the branch was taken, the pipeline is
flushed and fetching begins at the new address.
PowerPC processors use the condition register, link register, and other
resources to determine if branches can be folded out of the instruction
stream. If no dependencies exist between the current instruction in the
instruction queue and the branch instruction that will be folded, the processor is able to remove the branch entirely. In general, the branch instructions
that are folded are replaced with their target instruction streams. In this
manner, the processor (specifically, the dispatch stage) sees only a linear
stream of instructions.

Static Branch Prediction

.'

Unlike dynamic branch prediction, static branch prediction is defined by the
PowerPC architecture. The PowerPC 601 and 603 both implement a form
of static branch prediction. Static branch prediction is a software-based
mechanism that provides hints to the processor concerning the likely direction of a branch. In particular, compilers and assemblers can encode information into conditional branch instructions that tell the processor the most
likely outcome of the branch.
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The 603's branch processing unit (BPU) will occasionally encounter a
branch instruction that inhibits further execution. The BPU must wait until
the data dependency is resolved before executing the branch. However,
instead of stalling the entire execution process, the branch unit may predict
the direction of the branch and begin an instruction fetch to the predicted
path. Any instructions from the predicted path that are executed before the
branch is resolved are said to be speculatively executed.

Dynamic Branch Prediction
All PowerPC processors perform some type of branch prediction. Dynamic
branch prediction is performed only by the PowerPC 604 and 620. The
dynamic branch prediction mechanism in the 604 and 620 uses two internal
structures to assist in the prediction process: the branch target address cache
(BTAC) and the branch history table (BHT). In general, dynamic branch
prediction uses the previous behavior of the specified branch to guess the
direction of the outcome; the BTAC and BHT store the previous behavior.
On the 604, the BTAC is a 64-entry cache that holds the target
addresses taken for recently executed branch instructions. In other words, it
records a short history of successful branches. Each entry in the BTAC has
two keys: the address of the branch and the address of its target last time
the branch was taken. The processor uses the BTAC to evaluate branch
instructions during the decode stage. If the branch's target address is found
in the BTAC (a BTAC hit}, the processor assumes that the branch will be
taken and folds the branch out, replacing it with the target instruction
stream. If the current branch target address is absent from the BTAC or
there is insufficient information to resolve the branch, the processor uses the
BHT during the dispatch stage.
On the 604, the BHT is a 512-entry cache that contains target addresses
for branch instructions that depend entirely on a condition reported by the
control register (CR). The least significant 9 bits of the address of the
branch instruction are used to index into the BHT. Each entry in the BHT
contains 2 bits that are set to hint toward one of four prediction states:
strongly taken, taken, not-taken, and strongly not-taken. This processor
uses these hints to predict the direction of branch instructions that depend
only on the CR. Dynamic branch prediction on the PowerPC 620 uses a
similar BTAC and BHT configuration.
The processor updates the prediction hints in the BHT each time a
branch is taken. For example, if a BHT entry predicts "not-taken" for the
current branch and the branch is actually taken, the BHT entry would be
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updated to "taken." Likewise, if that same branch was not taken (as predicted) the same BHT entry would be updated to "strongly not-taken." In
this manner, the prediction is refined based on past behavior. Figure 7-3
shows how predicted state information is updated based on the outcome of
the current branch instruction.

/take
n
1
tot-taken

Figure 7·3
The predicted states for branches are re-enforced by repeated results.

Dynamic branch prediction takes place within three pipeline stages:
fetch, decode, and dispatch. During the instruction fetch stage, the BTAC is
checked for the current branch target address. If there is a hit in the BTAC,
then instruction fetch continues at the address associated with the predicted
path. In the decode and dispatch stages, the first branch instruction is identified and predicted. The method of prediction is based on the type of
branch instruction: Unconditional branches automatically redirect execution; branches depending on the CTR are predicted based on the current
CTR value; and branches depending on the CR are predicted using
the BHT.
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Rename Registers and Completion Buffers
Rename registers and completion buffers are two separate mechanisms that
facilitate the implementation of the PowerPC precise exception model and
speculative execution. The PowerPC precise exception model is covered in
Chapter 10, "Exceptions and Interrupts. "
PowerPC processors have the ability to predict branches and to execute
multiple instructions per clock cycle, increasing instruction throughput. But
branches are occasionally predicted incorrectly. To minimize the effect of
incorrectly predicted branches and instructions that should not have been
executed, the PowerPC 603, 604, and 620 processors use a feature known
as completion buffers. The results of speculatively executed instructions are
stored in the completion buffers; when the instructions are determined to be
valid (correctly predicted branch), the processor uses the completion buffer
to update the architectural register set. In this manner, the architectural registers are affected only by instructions from the proper code stream.
Rename registers - which practice register aliasing - are used to minimize contention for general-purpose or floating-point registers due to outof-order execution. The following code fragment demonstrates how rename
registers can minimize register dependencies during normal execution. Note
that register aliasing is completely transparent to both the programmer
and user.
In Listing 7-1, let's assume that the first load instruction misses in the
cache. Typically, execution would have to stall while the value at OxOO is
fetched from main memory. The second instruction (store to Ox10) will
move into a store reservation station while it waits for the data to come in
from main memory.
Listing 7-1
Rename registers minimize delays in execution .

Exagge rate d demonstration of how rename reg i sters ca n mi nimize
: de l ays i n execution due to contention for reg i sters.
lwz
stw
l wz
stw

r5,
r5,
r5.
rS.

0x00
0xl0
0xl00
0xll0

<CACHE MISS> load from 0 into r5
load from 0xl0 into rs
<CACHE HIT> load from 0x l 00 into rS
load from 0x110 in t o rs
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If the third instruction (load from Ox100) hits in the cache, we could
actually execute it. But wait a minute - instruction #3 depends on r5, for
which we're already waiting. This is precisely where register aliasing comes
into play. Instruction #3 will execute and update a register alias, which will
be standing in for the real GPR r5, allowing the instruction to execute and
avoiding further stalls. When the previous instructions finish executing, the
processor uses the register alias to complete each instruction in program
order. The same logic within the processor that tracks the register usage
allows speculative execution.

Instruction Fetch
On all the PowerPC implementations discussed in this book, the instruction
fetch stage is responsible for retrieving instructions from either the cache or
from main memory and placing them into the instruction queue (buffer). All
instructions must pass through the fetch stage.
The time required for instruction fetch directly depends on whether or
not the instruction was found in the processor's level one (on-chip) cache. If
the required instructions are not in the instruction cache, a memory access is
initiated by this stage. The cache operation for the PowerPC processors is
covered in Chapter 9, "The PowerPC Cache."

Instruction Decode
The decode stage processes instructions received from the fetch stage. The
decode stage is responsible for feeding the dispatch stage with instruction
information that can be used to dispatch instructions to the appropriate
execution unit.
On the 601 and 603 processors, the functions of the decode stage are
provided by the fetch and dispatch stages. Branch instructions are identified
in the fetch stage and dispatched directly to the branch processing unit. All
other instructions are both decoded and dispatched by the dispatch stage.
On the 604 and 620, the decode stage is responsible for high-priority decoding only. Other non-time-critical instruction decoding is handled by the
dispatch stage.

Instruction Dispatch
The dispatch stage issues instructions to the various execution units.
Additionally, the dispatch stage tracks resource availability for each
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execution unit to determine if a unit is capable of handling the instruction
and which instructions can be dispatched during the current cycle. The
601's dispatch stage can process up to three instructions per clock cycle.
This rate requires that one instruction be dispatched to each of the three
execution units: integer, floating-point, and branch processing.
The 601 does not implement reservation stations on any of the processor's execution units. As a result, if the target execution unit for instruction
dispatch is busy, the pipeline stalls until the target execution unit is free.
However, other instructions may be issued to free units from any of the
lower four instruction queue positions not occupied by the stalled instruction. A branch instruction will never occupy the 601 's dispatch stage; they
are removed by the decode stage. Note that the PowerPC 601 implements a
one-level queue for floating-point instructions.
The 603 issues up to two instructions per clock cycle from the lower
two instruction queue positions. As shown in Figure 7-4, the 603 and subsequent implementations employ reservation stations to reduce the chance of
stalls. Each execution unit on the 603 has one reservation station.

Instruction
Fetch

Instruction
Execute

Instruction
Decode

Reservation
Station(s)

Reservation
Station(s)

Reservation
Station(s)

Integer
Execution
Unit

Floating-point
Execution
Unit

Load/Store
Execution
Unit

Instruction
Complete

Figure 7·4
The 603, 604, and 620 PowerPC processors implement one or more reseNation stations
at each execution unit.

When the 603 dispatches an instruction, it allocates and associates one
of its five completion buffers to that instruction until the instruction completes. If the 603 is unable to allocate a completion buffer for the instruction occupying the dispatch stage, dispatch will stall until a buffer is
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available. During the course of execution, all information concerning the
execution of the instruction is kept in the completion buffer.
To track any register-updating results during execution, the 603 also
allocates a rename buffer for each instruction that is dispatched. In this
manner, instructions may execute out of program order, but can be completed in order using the results stored in the completion buffer and
rename buffer.
The 604 and 620 can dispatch up to four instructions per clock cycle.
Additionally, the dispatch stage on the 604 and 620 is responsible for reading the instruction's operands from the appropriate register file (GPR or
FPR). When the dispatch stage finishes, it has latched all dispatched instructions and operands into the appropriate execution units. The 604 and 620
implement completion buffers and rename buffers in the same manner as
the 603. However, the 604 and 620 have a 16-entry completion buffer more than twice the size of the completion buffer on the 603.

Instruction Execute
All instructions entering the execute stage of the pipeline have passed
through the same common stages. During the execute stage, instructions are
sent only to the execution unit responsible for their execution.
In addition, each execute stage may have an independent number of
pipeline stages. For example, the floating-point unit of the PowerPC 604
has a three-stage execution pipeline; therefore, the single execute stage for
floating-point instructions on the 604 actually represents three stages within
the FPU.

Instruction Complete
As an instruction exits the execute stage, it enters the complete stage where
the results of its execution are posted to the processor's architectural registers. The complete stage ensures that instructions complete in program
order by processing the completion buffers and rename buffers in strict program order.
The effects of any tentatively executed instructions (those found to be
incorrect due to mispredicted branches, for example) manifest themselves
only in the rename buffers. When such instructions are verified as valid, the
complete stage uses the rename buffers to update its architectural (real}
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register set. The architectural registers are affected only by instructions from
the correct code stream.

Instruction Write-Back
The write-back stage updates the architectural register set (writing back)
with the results of the current instruction. As a final pass at completing the
instruction, any information that was not written back during the completion stage is updated in the architectural registers during this stage.
The information that is used to update the architectural registers
depends on the instruction; such information may include values contained
in general-purpose registers, floating-point registers, the condition
register, or link register.

Real-World Instruction Timing
A complete discussion of the factors affecting code flow through the
PowerPC pipelines is a suitable topic for an entire book. However, this
chapter would not be complete without making an effort to demonstrate
how real code flows through a real pipeline.
Listing 7-2 shows the main loop of a floating-point matrix multiply
(taken from an example in Chapter 11, "PowerPC Assembly Language
Examples"). This code is a good example for two reasons: First, it uses the
floating-point unit to the extent that resource contention must be considered. Second, the matrix multiply operation is typically used in code that
must be fast (such as graphics software). Understanding how instructions
flow through the pipeline is a good way to understand what aspects
need optimization.
Before we begin our investigation of instruction timing using Listing
7-2, we must make the following assumptions to decrease the scope of the
example and simplify our discussion:

a The code is executing on a PowerPC 604 microprocessor. This assumption dictates the implementation of the pipeline. In particular, we'll be
using a six-stage pipeline that requires in-order instruction dispatch to
execution units. The pipeline stages are fetch, decode, dispatch, execute,
complete, and write-back.
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• Each load and store operation and instruction fetch is available from
the on-chip cache. In other words, no main memory accesses are
required.
• There is no contention for processor resources such as register buffers.
• During each fetch stage, the maximum number of instructions (four) are
fetched from the cache. Depending on instruction location within the
cache, this may not reflect real-world operation.

Listing 7-2
Main Laap of 4 x 4 Matrix Multiply
NOTE: The leftmost column con t ai ns the l i ne number for each
i nstruction . Each line number is used to show the instruct i on ' s
position with i n Table 7- 1.
MatrixMultloop:
f0 ,0(r4)
00 lfs
f5,4(r4)
01 lfs
02 fmuls fl, f0, f31
03 fmuls f2, f0,f30
04 fmuls f3. f0 .f29
05 fmuls f0,f0,f28
06 fmadds fl. f5. f27. fl
f4,8 ( r4)
07 lfs
08 fmadds f2,f5,f26,f2
09 fmadds f3, f5, f25, f3
10 fmadds f0,f5 , f24,f0
f9,12(r.4)
11
lfs

Get
Get
Get
Get
Get
Get
Get
Get
Get
Get
Get
Get

x value
y value
xres = x * m[0][0]
yres = x * m[0][1]
zres = x * m[0][2]
wres = x * m[0][3J
xres = xres + y*m[1][0J
z value
yres = yres + y*m[l J[lJ
zres = zres + y*m[1][2]
wres = wres + y*m[1J[3J
w val ue

; code cont i nues

..

As we'll find out while examining the instruction flow through the
pipeline in Table 7-1, even with simplifying assumptions, instruction timing
is a complex topic.
The leftmost column of Table 7-1 contains cycle 0 - our starting point.
As instructions flow through the pipeline, clock cycles increase from left to
right. Each instruction name appears with its line number in the fetch stage;
after the fetch stage, only the line number is used to track each instruction's
progress through the pipeline.
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Table 7-1
Instruction Timing for 10 Cycles of Listing 7-2 .

Cycle O

1

2

3

4

5

OF
Ifs

0 DE

0 DS

0 EX

oc

ow

l F
Ifs

l DE

l DS

l DS
delay

l EX

lC

lW
*****

2F
fmuls

2 DE

2 DS

2 EXl

2 EX2

2 EX3

2C

2W
*****

3F
fmuls

3 DE

3 DS

3 DS
delay

3 EXl

3 EX2

3EX3

3C

3W
*****

4F
fmuls

4 DE

4 DS

4 DS
delay

4 EXl

4 EX2

4 EX3

4C

4W
*****

5F
fmuls

5 DE

5 DS

5 DS
delay

5 DS
delay

5 EXl

5 EX2

5 EX3

5C

6F
6 DE
fmadds

6 DS

6 DS
delay

6 DS
delay

6 DS 16 EXl
delay

6 EX2

6 EX3

7F
Ifs

7 DS

7 DS
delay

7 EX

7C

7W
*****

8F
8 DE
fmadds

8 DS

8 DS
delay

8 DS
delay

8 DS
delay

8 EX l

8 EX2

9 DE
9F
fmadds

9 DS

9 DS
delay

9 DS
delay

9 DS
delay

9 DS
delay

9 EXl

6

7

8

9

*****

7 DE

10 F 10 DE 10 DS 10 DS 10 DS 10 DS 10 DS 10 DS
fmadds
delay delay delay delay delay
11 F
Ifs

11 DE 11 DS l l DS 11 EX 11 c

F = Fetch Stage
DE = Decode Stage
DS = Dispatch Stage
EX= Execute; EXl - EX3 = Three stages of floating-point execution unit
C = Completion
W = Write-back
* * * * * = Instruction has completed execution .
delay = Instruction is delayed for some reason.

llW
*****
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In cycle 0, the first four instructions are fetched from the instruction
cache. Each instruction's name is shown below the instruction number in
the fetch stage; for cycle 0, two Ifs (load floating-point single) instructions
and two fmuls (floating-point multiply single) instructions are
beginning execution.
In cycle 1, the first four instructions enter the decode stage and the next
four instructions are fetched from the instruction cache. So far, everything is
well behaved.
In cycle 2, instructions 8-11 are fetched from the instruction queue; all
other instructions advance to the next stage without delay.
In cycle 3, instruction 1 begins execution in the load/store unit. As a
result, instruction 2 must be delayed in the dispatch stage until the
load/store unit's execute stage is free on the next cycle. Similarly, instruction
2 begins execution in the first of three floating-point execute stages; therefore, instruction 3 is delayed. All other instructions advance to the
next stage.
In cycle 4, instruction 0 has vacated the load/store unit's execute stage,
allowing instruction 1 to execute. Instruction 2 enters the second stage of
the FP unit's execute stage, allowing instruction 3 to execute. Additionally,
instructions 4-7 are all delayed in the dispatch stage due to occupied execute stages in the FP and load/store units.
In cycle 5, instruction 0 has completed execution and writes its results
back to the architectural register set. Instruction 4 is allowed to enter the
execute stage; subsequent instructions remain delayed.
The remaining instructions continue to flow through the pipeline in the
same fashion as previously described. To put this example into the proper
context, note that our example did not consider processor resource contention, cache misses for instructions and data, or branch prediction. Plus,
this example only applies to the PowerPC 604 processor!

SUMMARY
Discussions of PowerPC instruction timing seem to dwell more on what
cannot be said than actual material that can be used in day-to-day programming. At the very least, any meaningful discussion cannot be generalized to
all processors - timing information is strictly processor dependent.
The tools and techniques that will turn instruction timing into a science
(rather than art form) are just becoming available. While this may seem a
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little late for such fundamental tools, consider how long it took the PC
industry to produce truly optimized software. The advanced features that
PowerPC processors use to execute code (superscalar operation, branch prediction, and so on) require advanced tools to measure and refine their operation. Chapter 12, "Techniques and Tricks," discusses the performance
monitoring capabilities of the 604 and 620 - which just might turn out to
be the Rosetta stone of PowerPC instruction timing.
Fortunately, instruction timing is not the only means of gauging optimized code. In Chapter 11, "PowerPC Assembly Language Examples,"
we'll examine how to implement several common programming constructs,
including how to optimize each example.

·::

Chapter

MEMORY

"Everything which hod been disconnected before began of once to
assume ifs true place, and I hod a shadowy presentiment of the
whole sequence of events."
- Sherlock Holmes in Crooked Man
by Arthur Conan Doyle
The details of memory management are frequently hidden from
both users and programmers alike - and for good reason. The
first time I picked up an i386 data book and tried to grasp the
details of memory management, I was completely distracted by
the terminology and the distinction between the various types
of memory, including virtual, linear, physical, effective, real,
logical, and so on.
In this chapter, we'll be looking at all aspects of the
PowerPC's memory management capabilities as they apply to
the programmer. But to avoid any distraction from the topic at
hand, we'll take a few paragraphs to define the terminology.

MEMORY NOMENCLATURE
Physical memory means the chips that you hold in your hand.
When plugged into your computer, they are arranged as a
linear series of 8-bit bytes. Each byte is given a physical address
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that ranges from 0 to a maximum of 4,294,967,295 (2 32-1). Physical
memory is grist for the mill of memory management.
Virtual memory is a catch-all term. It implies that some form of memory
management such as address translation or memory protection is enabled.
For the most part, both the PowerPC family and x86 use the terms physical
memory and virtual memory consistently. Other terms are architecturespecific.

x86 Terminology
When software refers to memory, regardless of operating mode, memory
model, or other architectural concerns, the address it uses is called a logical
address. When the processor is operating in real mode, the logical address is
known as a segmented address. When memory management is enabled, the
logical address is called a virtual address. (The offset portion of these
addresses is called the effective address.)
In either case, the logical address is translated by the segmentation
mechanism into a non-segmented linear address. In turn, the paging mechanism translates the linear address into a physical address. If paging is
disabled, logical addresses are equivalent to linear addresses. If memory
management is disabled altogether, then logical, linear, and physical
addresses have a direct correspondence.

PowerPC Terminology
On PowerPC processors, any memory access generates an effective address.
When memory management is enabled, the effective address is subsequently
translated by one of the PowerPC family's three virtual memory management mechanisms into a physical address. When memory management is
disabled, the PowerPC processor is said to be using real mode addressing
and all address translation is disabled; in this case, the effective address corresponds directly to a physical address. Table 8-1 summarizes the terminology associated with memory management on both PowerPC and x86
processors as used in this book.
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Table 8·1
The Differences Between x86 and PowerPC Memory Management Term inology

Term

PowerPC Definition

x86 Definition

Physical Memory

All the memory that physically
resides on the memory bus of
the processor.

Same as PowerPC defin itions.

Virtual Memory

The address space created
using the memory management
facilities of the processor.
Program access to virtual
memory is possible only when
it coincides with physical memory.

Same as PowerPC definitions.

~eal Mode Address

An effective address that is
equivalent to the physical address
due to address translation being
disabled.

A logical address that has a direct
and fixed correspondence to a
physical address . Available only
when operating in real mode.

Effective Address

An address generated during a
memory access. An effective
address does not imply anyth ing
with regard to address translation
or memory protection .

The offset portion of a segmented
(real mode) or virtual (protected
mode) address .

Linear Address

Not commonly used.

The address that results when
segmentation is resolved; input to
the pag ing mechanism to generate
physical addresses. If x86
segmenta tion is disabled, linear
addresses are equivalent to logical
addresses.

Logical Address

Not commonly used.

A two-part (segment and offset)
address used by software to indirectly reference memory; translated
by the segmentation mechan ism.

Virtual Address

An intermediate address used in
the translation of an effective
address to a physical address
using the segmentation/paging
mechanism.

Not commonly used.
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I/0 Address Space
Although computer systems based on x86 processors support memorymapped 110, they typically implement a dedicated 1/0 address space that is
accessed using in and out instructions. PowerPC processors implement only
memory-mapped 1/0. Memory-mapped devices can appear anywhere in
physical memory and are accessed using load and store instructions - the
same as every other memory access.
Direct store segments can also be used to define 1/0 regions on
PowerPC processors. However, the use of direct store segments is increasingly uncommon and memory-mapped 1/0 is the preferred 1/0 mechanism.
Direct store segments are discussed later in this chapter.

x86

MEMORY MANAGEMENT
For early PCs, based on the 8088 and 8086 processors, memory management wasn't an issue. Operating only in real mode, these processors performed no translation other than mathematically summing the segment and
offset of a memory address. The 80286 introduced protected mode, segment-based memory management, and virtual memory. Although advanced
for its time, the 80286 was still primitive by today's standards. Serious
memory management began with the i386's support for both segment-based
and paged-based memory management. And because we're interested in
only serious memory management, the x86 discussion that follows will
focus on the features introduced with the i386.

Segmentation and Paging
Segmentation and paging are two independent memory management facilities on x86 processors. Employed together, they provide a rich set of address
translation and virtual memory protection features. On x86 processors,
paging can be enabled without segmentation, allowing the creation of
virtual memory without segmentation's extensive protection features
enabled.
Figure 8-1 shows the translation required for a paged linear address and
does not consider the effects of segmentation. In general, segmentation adds
only an extra level of indirection to the virtual to physical address
translation process.
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x86 32-bit Linear Address

I

Page Table Offset
(1 Obits)

22 21

l

Page Directory Offset
(1 Obits)
31

Control
Register CR3

----

Offset
(12 bits)
12 11

0

_.,.. 4K Page Directory Table

~1

Page Directory Entry

t-----,

4K Page Table

Page Table Entry

y

~

32-bit Physical Address
20 bits

l

12 bits

'

J

Figure 8· 1
Linear lo physical translation o f a paged address on x86 processors is similar lo that found
on PowerPC processors .

At the top of Figure 8-1, a 32-bit linear address is broken into three
parts. Bits 22-31 form a 10-bit index into the page directory table (PDT)
that selects a page directory entry (PDE). Bits 12-21 form a 10-bit index
into the selected page table. The page table entry supplies 20 bits that are
concatenated with the low-order 12 bits of the original linear address to
form the final 32-bit physical address.
When paging is enabled, the third control register (CR3) always points
to the PDT. The PDT is the top-level page table and the starting point of the
translation process. Each page table is 4K in size and contains 1,024 4-byte
entries. The pointer to the selected page table is found at the physical
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address equal to the summation of the contents of CR3 and the index into
the PDT.
Similarly, bits 12-21 form the page table index in the same manner. The
page table entry that is located by the newly generated index contains the
high-order 20 bits of the physical address associated with the original linear
address. No translation is required for the low-order 12 bits of the linear
address because they map directly to the low-order 12 bits of the
physical address.
The x86 protected mode segmentation mechanism adds an additional
level of address indirection. The segmentation mechanism supports variablesized segments, demand-based virtual memory, and other advanced memory
management features, but its primary purpose is protection of memory
space. A thorough knowledge of x86 segmentation is crucial to x86 protected mode programming - but less so with the PowerPC. Important similarities or differences between the two architectures will be noted where
appropriate. (Several references that provided detailed treatment of x86
memory management are listed in the bibliography.)

POWERPC MEMORY MANAGEMENT
Memory management is typically the domain of operating systems and
device drivers. Even if you don't plan to write an operating system, there are
still memory management issues that concern you as a programmer. The
memory management configuration of a system - from the firmware level
to the operating system - affects the performance and functionality of your
program. Understanding the details of PowerPC memory management is
another key to writing solid, efficient code.
The memory management unit (MMU) in each PowerPC implementation is responsible for the translation of effective addresses to physical
addresses. Additionally, the MMU is responsible for memory protection. As
described in Chapter 5, "Addressing Modes and Operand Conventions,"
effective addresses on PowerPC processors are 32 bits wide and are used
during memory accesses for both data and instruction fetching.
All PowerPC processors except the 601 distinguish between instruction
and data memory regions. On the 603, 604, and 620, there is an MMU for
instructions (IMMU) and an MMU for data (DMMU). Depending on what
is being accessed, the appropriate MMU is responsible for the translation
process.

pter 8 • Memory Management

Acronyms Abound:
Memory Management Reference

1-

Thi s chap ter contains more than its share of acronyms. And even though they are
defined when first used, you may find it helpful to have a central reference.
Memory Management Acronyms

Acronym

Meaning

Acronym

Meaning

API

Abbreviated page index

IMMU

ASR

Address space register (64-bit
implementation-specific term)

Instruction memory
management unit

ISi

Instruction storage exception

BAT

Block address translation

MMU

Memory management unit

BEPI

Block effective page index

PBN

BLPI

Block logical page index

Physical block number (601specific term)

BRPN

Block real page number
(60] -specific term)

PTE

Page table entry

PTEG

Page table entry group

DBAT

Data block address translation

RPN

Real page number

DMMU

Data memory management unit

STE

DSI

Data storage exception

Segment table entry (64-bit
implementation-specific term)

HTAB

Hashed page table

TLB

Translation lookaside buffer

VPN

Vi rtual page number

IBAT

Instruction block address
translati on

VSID

Vi rtual segment ID

Memory Management Unit Features
The PowerPC memory management unit (MMU) implements memory protection and address translation on PowerPC processors. Each processor's
MMU may have implementation-specific characteristics, but the basic
feature set remains constant within 32- or 64-bit implementations. The
following list highlights the feature set of the PowerPC MMU.
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a 2 64 bytes of effective address space
a 232 bytes of physical address space on 32-bit implementations and 2 64
bytes of physical address space on 64-bit implementations.
a 256MB segment size. Each segment is able to specify basic memory
protection restrictions that are used in conjunction with the page table
protection features.

a 4KB page size. Memory protection and access rights may be assigned on
a page-by-page basis.
a 128KB to 256MB block address translation (BAT) region sizes. The
BAT mechanism implements memory protection and address translation
as an alternative facility to the segment/page mechanism.
a PowerPC memory protection features include no-execute segments,
user/supervisor page-level protection, and user/supervisor BAT
protection.
a Translation lookaside buffer (TLB) support for efficient page table
lookups.

Address Translation
and Memory Protection
PowerPC processors implement four types of address translation: real mode
addressing, block address translation, segment/page translation, and directstore 1/0. The address translation mechanism used for a particular access
depends on the type of access (memory or 1/0) and the effective address of
the access. The flowchart in Figure 8-2 diagrams the process of determining
which translation mechanism will handle a particular access.
As shown in the flowchart, an effective address is generated by a read
(instruction fetch or data read) or write access. The processor then checks
its machine state register (MSR) to determine if address translation is
enabled. If not (MSR[IR]=O and MSR[DR]=O), then real mode addressing is
employed. If address translation is enabled, the processor next checks to see
if the access is to a region of memory mapped by the BAT facility. If so, it is
termed a BAT hit and address translation proceeds using the PowerPC BAT
registers. If the access is not handled by the BAT facility, the PowerPC
segmentation/paging facility is responsible for translating the address.
Each type of address translation has its own protection characteristics.
By the end of this chapter, you should have a sense of the translation and
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protection facilities available using the PowerPC MMU. Chapter 11,
"PowerPC Assembly Language Examples, " contains source code that
demonstrates how to set BAT registers.

Effective Address
is generated by an
access to memory.
Address translation disabled
Real Mode Addressing,
(MSR[IR) =o and
MSR[DR] = O)

.Li

Address translation enabled
(virtual memory access)

BAT Hit? Determine
if access is to memory
mapped by BAT
registers.

Use
real mode
access to
memory.

BAT Miss

BAT Hit

Use segmentation
translation and
memory protection.
Locate segment
information and
determine if Direct
Store access.

Direct Store Access

Not a Direct Store Access

Figure 8·2
An e ffective address con be translated by one of four mechanisms on PowerPC
microprocessors.
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Real Mode Addressing
Both the x86 and PowerPC architectures use the term real mode.
Unfortunately, but not unexpectedly, they define it quite differently. On
x86 processors, real mode refers to an addressing mode that allows programs that were originally written for the 8086 and 8088 to be run on
later processors such as the i386 and i486. The memory management
capabilities of the i386 and i486 processors are not used.
On PowerPC processors, the term real mode addressing (or real
addressing mode) implies the processor state where all address translation is
disabled (MSR[IR]=O and MSR[DR]=O). In real mode addressing, virtual
effective addresses are treated as physical effective addresses; all BAT and
page memory protection is disabled.
When using real mode addressing, any attempt to access memory
beyond the range of physical memory will cause a machine check exception
and could result in a checkstop condition. Additionally, because of their
reliance on address translation, the eciwx and exowx instructions will have
undefined results.

Block Address Translation
Block address translation (BAT) is the second of four memory translation
mechanisms that exist on all PowerPC processors. BAT mapping can be
used for large contiguous regions such as floating-point lookup tables and
video display buffers. The BAT facility is enabled only when address translation is enabled in the machine state register (MSR[IR]=l and/or
MSR[DR]=l).
If a particular region of memory is mapped using both the BAT facility
and the segmentation/paging facility (an allowable configuration), block
address translation takes priority. The BAT facility is distinguished by its
ability to map an area of memory that is larger than a single page as a single
unit. When using BAT translation, each block of memory is defined by a
pair of BAT registers (BATU, BATL), as described in Chapter 4, "The
PowerPC Programming Model."
The details of block address translation differ between processor implementations. In particular, the 601's BAT register definitions differ from that
of the 603, 604, and 620. In addition, the PowerPC 620 BAT register format differs from that of other 32-bit implementations. Figure 8-3 shows the
format of the BAT registers found on the PowerPC processors. Each of the
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BAT registers shown in Figure 8-3 are described in detail in Chapter 4, "The
PowerPC Programming Model."
The 601 's Upper Block Address Translation (BATU) Register
Block Effective Page Index (BEPI)

0

WIM

14 15

24 25

Ks Ku

PP

27 28 29 30 31

Note: Key is either Ks or Ku
depending on value
of MSR[PR] (privilege
level).

The 601 's Lower Block Address Translation (BATL) Register
0 0 0 0 V Block Length (BSM)

Block Real Page Number (BRPN)

0

14 15

18 19

24 2526

31

The 603, 604, and 620's Upper Block Address Translation (IBATU, DBATU) Registers

9

Block Effective Page Index (BEPI)

0

14 15

0

Block Length (BL)

18 19

Vs Vp

29 30 31

The 603, 604, and 620's Lower Block Address Translation (IBATL, DBATL) Registers
Block Real Page Number (BRPN)

0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 15

Reserved

WIMG

24 25

28 2930 31

D Not implemented for IBAT
registers on 603, 604, 620

Figure 8·3
The PowerPC BAT registers mop memory regions larger than a single 4K page.

The 601 type of BAT register pair maps both instruction memory and
data memory. The 603, 604, and 620 processors have separate instruction
(IBAT) and data (DBAT) mapping register pairs. Each BAT pair is configured by supervisor-level software using the mfspr (move from specialpurpose register) and mtspr (move to special-purpose register) instructions.
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A BAT register pair defines a block of memory by describing the starting address in virtual memory, the corresponding physical address, the size
of the block, and the desired protection features. The biggest difference
between the 601 and the 603, 604, and 620 is the maximum size of the
block that a BAT register pair can define, as shown in Table 8-2. The position of the block size bit field also differs between the 601 (BATL[BSM])
and the other implementations (BATU[BL]).

Table 8-2
BAT Register Block Size Bit Definitions for All Processor Implementations

601 's
BATL[BSM]

Block Size

00 0000
00 000 1
00 00 11
00 0 111
00 1111
01 1111
11 111 1

12SK
256K
5 12K
lM
2M
4M
SM

603 ,604 ,620's
BATU[BL]

Block Size

000 0000 0000
000 0000 000 l
000 0000 00 l l
000 0000 01 11
0000000 1111
000 000 1 1111
000 00 11 1111
000 0 111 1111
000 1111 1111
00 1 1111 1111
0 11 1111 1111
111 1111 1111

12SK
256K
512K
lM
2M
4M
SM
l 6M
32M
64M
12SM
256M

As shown in Table 8-2, the smallest memory region that can be mapped
using the BAT mechanism is 128K (2 17 bytes). As a result, the low-order 17
bits of the effective address are always treated as an offset within the block
and require no translation. The remaining 15 bits must be specified in the
BRPN field to completely identify the base physical address of the
BAT-mapped block.

Address Recognition and Translation
A BAT hit occurs when the processor recognizes an effective address as
being mapped by a BAT register pair. Chapter 4, "The PowerPC
Programming Model, " describes the address comparison process that occurs
during a BAT hit. When an effective address hits in one of the BAT register
pairs, that BAT pair is used in the effective address to physical address
translation.
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Figure 8-4(a) shows how the specific fields of the address and BAT
registers fit into the effective address to physical address translation process.
PowerPC 32-bit Effective Address
11 bits

4 bits

17 bits
14 15

0

31

Block Size
from BAT
Offset
within ~
11 bits
17 bits
block
'-----.....-----'--------------'

4 bits

11 bits

~--~~4bits

0

11 bits
34

17 bits
31

1415

PowerPC 32-bit Physical (Real) Address
(a) The PowerPC BAT Translation Process

PowerPC 32-bit Effective Address; Oxf8001000
Block Size
from BAT
= 128K

I

1111

1000 0000 000
3 4

o

..

0 0001 0000 0000 0000
14 15

31

1---~ ~

0000 0000 000 ....

Offset
within ~
block

....---~~---...------~-------.
0000 0000 000

0 0001 0000 0000 0000

Physical Block Number (BRPN)
Ox01e0xxxx
0000

0001 1110 000

~-----l~

0

0000

0001 1110 000
3 4

0 0001 0000 0000 0000
14 15

31

PowerPC 32-bit Physical (Real) Address; Ox01e01000

(b) Plugging in Sample Values to Verify the Translation Logic

Figure 8·4
The PowerPC block address translation process vaguely resembles the x86 paging
translation mechanism.
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The low-order 17 bits of the effective address are used directly as an offset
within the block and require no translation. The upper 4 bits of the effective
address play no part in the translation process. Instead, they're used in the
determination of a BAT hit for the memory access we're translating.
The 11 bits that remain (bits 4- 14 of the effective address) are ANDed
with the block length field of the BAT registers (either BL or BSM) to give
the upper 11 bits of the offset within the block. The ANDing process
removes any high-order bits that will be supplied by the BRPN (the base
physical address) field and keeps all bits not supplied by the BRPN field.
Note that the full acronym corresponding to the BRPN field is block
real page number. This is a case of Motorola/IBM terminology contention;
recall that the PowerPC architecture specification uses the term real memory
in place of physical memory (used by Motorola and in this book).
In the next step, the high-order 4 bits of the BRPN field are copied to
the high-order 4 bits of the physical address. The low-order 11 bits of the
BRPN field are ORed with the high-order 11 bits of the offset within the
block calculated in the previous step. This ensures that any bits saved by the
previous AND operation appear in the physical address. The low-order
17 bits (simply along for the ride) are then copied into the final physical
address.
Figure 8-4(b) shows the same process with sample values in the fields.
An effective address (Oxf8001000) that hits in a 128K BAT region is
translated into its physical address equivalent (OxOleOlOOO) .
This BAT translation example uses a 32-bit effective address and, therefore, the 32-bit translation mechanism. On a 64-bit processor, such as the
620, the 64-bit effective address is translated in an analogous fashion.
However, the size of the BRPN field in the BAT register is 36 bits.

BAT Memory Protection
A memory access that hits in a BAT register-mapped block of memory is
subject to the memory protection specified by the BAT register pair. Table
8-3 lists the various combinations of protection settings that the BAT mechanism provides. Note that the Vs and Vp fields (valid bits) of the 603, 604,
and 620 are equivalent to the 601 's Ks and Ku fields. The valid bits are used
in the determination of a BAT hit and correspond to the Ignored entries in
Table 8-3; they do not play an explicit role in the BAT protection mechanism. The access protection bits (the PP field), which are located within the
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BAT register, define memory protection details for the block. In particular,
the PP bits define read, write, and no-access properties for BAT regions.

Table 8·3
BAT Register Bit Settings and Protection Summary for All PowerPC Implementations

Bit
Settings

Allowed Access
Information

Action Taken as a Result of a Particular
Privilege-Level BAT Region Access

Vs Vp PP
or or
Ks Ku

Privilege Access
Level
Rights

User
Read
Access

0 0 xx
0 l 00

Both levels I No access Ignored
Ignored
User
No access* Generates Generates
exception exception
User
Read only Allowed
Generates
exception
User
Allowed
Allowed
Read/
write
Supervisor No access* Ignored
Ignored

I

0 l xl
0 l
l

10

0 00

l

0

l

0 10

xl

I

l
l

l
l

00
xl

l

10

Superviso0 Supervisor
Read
l Write
Access
!Access
! Ignored

!Ignored
I

!

IIgnored

I
IIgnored
IGenerates

Supervisor I Read only

Ignored

Ignored

exception
Allowed

Supervisor I Read/
1 write

Ignored

Ignored

Allowed

I Both levels I No access*
Both levels I Read only

I

l

User
Write
Access

Both levels Read/
write

Generates Generates
exception exception
Allowed
Generates
exception
Allowed
Allowed

Generates
exception
Allowed
Allowed

Ignored
[Ignored
I

I
Ignored
Ignored
[Generates

I exception
Generates
exception
Allowed
!Generates

Iexception
Generates
exception
Allowed

I
l

x = Don 't care bit
*

= Exception

is generated; otherwise access is ignored

In Table 8-3, the allowed entries refer to legal accesses to BAT regions
of memory. The ignored entries refer to the fact that the memory access is
not translated by the BAT mechanism. Instead, the access is handed off to
the segmentation/paging mechanism described in the next section. There is
no further BAT involvement for such an access.
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The generates exception entries correspond to a BAT protection violation. In cases where the BAT-established protection is violated, the following
exception conditions result:

a A data access that violates BAT-established memory protection results in
a data storage exception (DSI), described in Chapter 10, "Exceptions
and Interrupts." On entry to the exception handler, DSISR[4] will be set
to indicate that the exception was caused by a data memory access.
a Any access to instruction memory (such as an instruction fetch operation) that violates BAT-established memory protection will result in an
instruction storage exception (ISi), described in Chapter 10,
"Exceptions and Interrupts." On entry to the exception handler,
SRR1[4] will be set to indicate that the exception was caused by an
instruction memory access.
The protection configuration established by a BAT register pair is consistent throughout the entire region mapped by that pair. This differs from
the PowerPC segmentation/paging mechanism, which can implement
protection on a page-by-page basis.

PowerPC Segmentation and Paging
Segmentation and paging implement virtual memory on PowerPC processors - as an alternative to the BAT virtual memory mechanism. A potentially confusing situation arises because both terms (segmentation and
paging) exist within the context of x86 memory management; however,
the implementation of segmentation and paging differs dramatically
between the two architectures.
An effective address will be translated using the segmentation and paging mechanism only if the translation is not performed by the BAT mechanism. That is, the BAT mechanism takes precedence over the segmentation
and paging mechanism. Unlike the x86 segmentation and paging mechanisms, PowerPC segmentation and paging are inseparable architectural
features. This is an important distinction. Therefore, during subsequent
discussions, the process of address translation using the PowerPC
segmentation/paging mechanism shall be referred to as page translation.

Segments and Segment Descriptors
PowerPC segments are 25 6MB regions of virtual memory. Each segment is
made up of 4K pages that contain information used during the translation
of effective addresses to physical addresses. A PowerPC segment is defined
by a segment descriptor. As shown in Figure 8-5, segment descriptors exist

I • Memory Management
in two forms, depending on the width of the processor implementation. On
32-bit implementations, segment descriptors are stored in one of the 16
32-bit segment registers. On 64-bit implementations, segment descriptors
are stored as 128-bit entries in a segment table. The segment table exists in
physical memory and is pointed to using the address space register (ASR).
Both the ASR and segment registers are defined in Chapter 4, "The
PowerPC Programming Model. "

Effective Segment ID (ESID)
3536

0

55565758596061 63

Virtual Segment ID (VSID)
0

32-bit Implementation: Segment Descriptor is 32-bit Register
Virtual Segment ID (VSID}

T KsKp N
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Reserved

Figure 8-5
Segment descriptors differ between 32-bit and 64-bit PowerPC implementations .

Each segment descriptor, independent of implementation, contains
enough information to determine the segment type (T bit), the virtual segment ID (VSID), and privilege-level attributes. If the T bit of the segment
descriptor is clear, the segment descriptor defines a memory segment; if the
T bit is set, the descriptor defines a direct store segment. For now, we'll
limit our attention to memory segments. Direct store segments are covered
later in this chapter.
Additionally, each segment descriptor contains a no-execute bit. The
no-execute (N) bit represents the only protection attribute that segment
descriptors may specify - all other protection details are defined in the
page table entry data structure (discussed in the following section). When
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the N bit is set in a segment descriptor, any attempt to execute instructions
from memory mapped by that segment will result in an ISi exception.
Not only are all PowerPC segments 256MB (2 28 bytes) in size, they
must also be aligned on 256MB boundaries. And when using 32-bit effective addresses (EA), that leaves 4 bits in the EA to specify the segment. The
highest-order 4 bits of an effective address (EA[0-3]) index into one of 16
segment registers.
Upon determining that an access will be translated by the page translation mechanism, the processor checks the segment descriptor to determine
the type of segment: direct store or memory. The flow of this process is
shown in Figure 8-6. Page translation specifically implies effective address
translation using memory segments and is the focus of this discussion.
Direct store segments are discussed later in this chapter.

Locate appropriate
segment descriptor.

Segment descriptor's T bit
indicates a direct store
segment (T = 1).

Segment descriptor's T bit
indicates a standard
memory access (T = 0).

Is access an
instruction fetch
to a no-execute
segment?

NO

YES

Access Fault

Figure 8·6
The segmentation/ paging translation mechanism handles both direct store segment access
and memory segment a ccesses.
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The page translation and BAT mechanisms interpret effective addresses
differently. To understand the details of page translation, it is useful to
examine the format of an effective address. Figure 8-7 shows how 32-bit
effective addresses are interpreted during the page translation process.
PowerPC 32-bit Effective Addresses
Seen by the Segmentation/Paging Mechanism
,_.__,.........,..,.........

__,.--~~~~~~~~~--.

Segment
Register
Number

Byte Offset
12 bits
19 20

0 1 2 3 4

31

16-bit Page Index

Figure 8·7
A 32-bit effective address is interpreted as a series of fields that depend on the method of
translation.

Page Table Entries
Page table entries (PTEs) are data structures containing information used to
translate virtual memory addresses (effective addresses) to physical memory
addresses. Each PTE defines a 4K page; each page maps 4K of effective
address to 4K of physical addresses. The PTEs are created and maintained
by system software, such as an operating system. PTEs are stored in page
tables using a hashing algorithm (discussed in a following section).
On 32-bit implementations, PTE entries occupy two 32-bit words. On
64-bit implementations, a PTE entry occupies two 64-bit doublewords.
Although the same bit fields exist in both PTE formats, exact bit field position and size depends on the PTE format. This is an important consideration when designing software that must run on both 32-bit and 64-bit
processor implementations.
A PTE entry for both a 32-bit and 64-bit implementation is shown in
Figure 8-8. Each PTE defines the various characteristics of page-based
address translation and memory protection. In particular, the fields that
constitute a PTE are as follows:
a The virtual segment ID (VSID) corresponds to the high-order bits of the
virtual page number. This field is used in conjunction with other fields
(H, V, API) to find the PTE in a translation lookaside buffer or page
table.
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a The abbreviated page index (API) field works in conjunction with the
VSID to determine if the PTE is a match for the virtual address by direct
comparison.
a The valid (V) bit and the hash function identifier (H) ensure that only
valid PTE entries are part of virtual address comparisons.
a The referenced (R) bit and the changed (C) bit are used by the operating
system to track page usage history. This information is then used to
determine which pages should be swapped in from or out to disk.
a The WIMG (write, cache inhibited, memory coherency, and guarded)

bits describe the allowed cache behavior for the memory described by
the PTE.

a The PP (page protection) bits define the protection characteristics of the
page. These bits control the read and write permissions for the page.
32-bit Page Table Entry Format

v

Physical Page Number (RPN)
0

H Abbreviated Page
Index (API)

Virtual Segment ID (VSID)

1 2

3 4 5

6 7

0 0 0 R C

WIMG

0

PP

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

64-bit Page Table Entry Format

0

Virtual Segment ID (VSID)

API

Physical Page Number (RPN)

ooo}jc

0 0 0 0 0

Hjv

~O

pp

WIMG

5152 535455 5657 58 5960 616263

Figure 8-8
The field positions within page table entries differ depending on implementation width.

Now that we've defined the various components of page translation,
we're ready to examine the translation process itself. The following section
will step through each stage of translating an effective address to a physical
address using the PowerPC page translation mechanism. Remember - page
translation implies both the segmentation and paging facilities of PowerPC
processors.
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Page Translation
The aim of the PowerPC implementation of the page translation mechanism
is to minimize the time required to translate an effective address to a
physical address.
As mentioned in the previous section, there are two key data structures
associated with page translation: segment descriptors and page table entries.
Segment descriptors partition memory into 256MB regions, and page table
entries (PTEs) supply the information necessary to translate effective
addresses to physical addresses.
Figure 8-9 shows the steps involved in the translation of a 32-bit effective address to a 32-bit physical address using the PowerPC page translation
facility. The differences between 32-bit and 64-bit page translation are covered in a following section; during this discussion, we'll use a 32-bit
effective address to examine the page translation process.
PowerPC 32-bit Effective Address
SR#
API
10 b"
4 bits

0

6 bits

3 4

I

Byte Offset
12 bits

Its

Page Index (16 bits)

19 20

31

Segment ~--~
Registers
PowerPC 52-bit
Virtual Address

0

Byte Offset
12 bits

Page Index
16 bits

Virtual Segment ID (VSID)
24 bits

23 24
Virtual Page Number (VPN)

51

39 40

Virtual Page Number
TBUPage
Table Entry
Lookup
Page Table Entry (PTE)
Physical Page Number (RPN)
20 bits

Byte Offset
12 bits

PowerPC 32-bit Physical Address

Figure 8·9
A 32-bit effective address is temporarily converted to a 52-bit virtual address before
translation to a 32-bit physical address .
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The effective address to physical address translation begins by using the
high-order 4 bits of the effective address to select a segment register. The
24-bit virtual segment ID (VSID) entry from the segment register is then
prepended to the low-order 28 bits of the effective address. (The 16-bit page
index and 12-bit byte offset are not modified from their value in the effective address.) The result is a 52-bit virtual address. This virtual address is an
internal processor representation used only as an intermediate step during
translation.
This is an appropriate time to review the acronyms defined earlier in the
chapter. The high-order 40 bits of the virtual address are known as the
virtual page number (VPN); the lower 12-bit offset is unchanged from the
original effective address. Conversion of the VPN to a 20-bit real page number (RPN) requires information contained in a PTE. To locate the PTE that
corresponds to the VPN, the page table is searched. However, to increase
the efficiency of PTE lookup (and consequently overall performance), some
PowerPC processors implement a translation lookaside buffer (TLB).
The 601, 603, 604, and 620 each implement a TLB, discussed later in
this chapter. If the PTE cannot be located in either the TLB or page table, a
page fault exception is generated so that system software can update the
page tables. Note that if a PTE search fails for a memory access to data
memory, a DSI exception results; an ISi exception is generated for accesses
to instruction memory.
To facilitate the mapping of a VPN to RPN, the PowerPC architecture
specifies a hashing algorithm to place PTEs into page tables. The hashing
algorithm is implemented by system software as a portion of its memory
management responsibilities. Using this hashing algorithm, a page table
entry (containing the RPN) that corresponds to a particular VPN can be
located efficiently within the hashed page table (HTAB).
After locating the RPN from the PTE, the 32-bit physical address is
formed by concatenating the 20-bit RPN with the 12-bit offset field.
Translation is complete.
Both the TLB and the HTAB are of finite size. As such, valid translations might not be found in the HTAB for all memory accesses during execution. Specifically, the HTAB and TLB might be too small to contain all of
the currently valid translations. In such cases, DSI/151 exceptions are
generated to signal the system software that it must handle the situation.

Page Protection
The majority of memory protection mechanisms used by segment/page
address translation reside at the page level and are defined by entries in the
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PTE. However, segment descriptors support a no-execute option which prevents instructions from being fetched from a segment so marked. An
attempt to fetch instructions from a no-execute segment results in an access
exception.
Page-level memory protection supports limiting access to read-only,
read-write, and specific privilege-level restrictions. Like the BAT protection
mechanism, memory protection based on the segmentation/paging mechanism defines supervisor-level and user-level key bits as well as page-based
protection bits. Two key bits (Ks and Kp, shown previously in Figure 8-5)
are located in the segment descriptors and correspond to the user and supervisor privilege levels. The state of each key bit is used in conjunction with
the page protection bits located in the page table entries (PTE[PP]). For
example, the memory protection for a supervisor-level memory access
would be governed by the settings of the supervisor-key bit (Ks) and the
PTE[PP] field. Each field that defines the memory protection associated with
a particular page is discussed in the following paragraphs.
The processor uses three important bit fields to implement the page
protection mechanism: the privilege-level bit of the MSR (MSR[PR]), the
segment descriptor's Ks and Kp bits, and the page protection bits of a
PTE (PTE[PP]).
The privilege-level bit in the machine state register (MSR[PR]) indicates
the privilege level under which the access is occurring. When MSR[PR]=1,
the memory access is a user-level access. When MSR[PR]=O (clear), the
memory access is a supervisor-level access.
The Ks and Kp bits are located in the segment descriptor. Depending on
the privilege level of the memory access, either the Ks or Kp bit will be used
to determine the access restrictions for the page. Furthermore, the Ks and
Kp bits will be used in conjunction with PTE[PP] bits to determine
read/write restrictions. Ks is the supervisor-level key bit and Kp is the userlevel key bit. Note that the Ks and Kp bits are defined for segment descriptors only and are not related to either the Ks or Ku bits of the 601's
BAT register.
The PP bits located in the PTE define the memory protection details for
the page. The PP bits for page-based memory protection are always used in
conjunction with the key bit (Ku or Kp) of the segment descriptor.
When a program attempts to access memory under control of the
segment/page protection mechanism, MSR[PR] is examined and its value
selects the key bit from the segment descriptor. If MSR[PR]=O, the Ks key is
selected; if MSR[PR]=l, Kp is selected.
The selected key, in conjunction with the PTE[PP] bits, determines if
the current access is of the correct type and privilege level. Table 8-4
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summarizes the PowerPC page level protection features with respect to the
key bit extracted from the segment descriptor.

Table 8·4
Page Translation Memory Protection Summary for All PowerPC Implementations

Processor Response to Access Attempt of the

Indicated Type

pp
Bits
00
01
10

11

Privilege
User Read User Write
Level and
Type of Access Access
Access
Attempted
(key = 1J (key = 1J
Supervisor
read/write
Supervisor
write-only
Both user and
supervisor
read/write
Both user and
supervisor
read-only

Generates
exception
Allowed
Allowed

Allowed

Generates
exce_etion
Generates
exception
Allowed

Generates
exception

Supervisor
Read

Supervisor
Write

Access

Access

(key= OJ

(key= OJ

Allowed

Allowed

Allowed

Allowed

IAllowed

Allowed

Allowed

Generates
exception

A generates exception entry in Table 8-4 means that an access under the
stated condition causes a segment/page memory protection violation. The
processor responds by generating either an ISi or DSI exception condition,
depending on whether the attempted memory access was for an instruction
or data, respectively. The allowed field indicates that the access is legal and
address translation will proceed normally.
Table 8-4 summarizes the conditions that will result in memory protection violations during page translation. However, there are some situations
worthy of special mention. For example, any user-level access (key bit = Kp
= 1) to memory when privilege bits are cleared (PP= ObOO) causes a protection violation exception. Similarly, any write access when PP= Obl 1
violates memory protection and generates an exception.

Hashing and Hashed Page Tables
Page table lookup is an important topic for PowerPC programmers for two
reasons: First, the implementation of TLBs on PowerPC processors differs
dramatically from those of the x86 architecture. Second, all modern
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operating systems depend on virtual memory and overall system performance is largely dependent on the overhead associated with page table
management.
Performing the lookups required to resolve an address for every memory address retards processor performance. To alleviate this condition,
PowerPC processors employ a translation lookaside buffer (TLB) to cache
the most recently used effective address translations.
The management of TLBs can take place in hardware, both hardware
and software, or entirely in software. PowerPC processors use a combination of hardware and software. However, some PowerPC implementations
(such as the 603) use strictly software to manage the TLBs. This is observable in Chapter 10, "Exceptions and Interrupts," where additional 603
exception conditions are defined, specifically for TLB management.
Earlier in the chapter, we saw how an effective address is translated to a
physical address when segmentation and paging are in effect. This process
was diagrammed in Figure 8-9. In one of the pictured steps, the virtual page
number (VPN) passes through a block marked "TLB/page table entry
lookup." On exit from the block, the page table entry has been located. The
process of locating the appropriate PTE is the subject of this section. The
remainder of this discussion refers to Figure 8-10.
As stated previously, the TLB is simply a cache that holds recently used
page table entries. When seeking a PTE, the processor first checks the TLB.
If present (a TLB hit), the PTE is retrieved from the TLB and the RPN is
extracted and the address translation proceeds with almost no delay.
If the PTE isn't found in the TLB (a TLB miss), the processor must
resort to searching the page tables in main memory to find the required
PTE. The page table search process uses a hashing algorithm specified by
the PowerPC architecture and implemented by the operating system to
distribute PTEs evenly within the page tables.
Hashing involves performing arithmetic transformations on the keys to
be used for a search - in this case the RPN of the PTE. There have been a
number of well-written articles describing the benefits of a hashed page
table for large virtual address spaces. Since the PowerPC architecture supports 64-bit effective addresses, a hashed page table is a good performance/
space solution. That is, hashed page tables maximize performance (by
decreasing PTE lookup overhead) while minimizing the physical memory
required to store the tables.
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PowerPC 32-bit Effective Address
SR#
4 bits

API
6 bits

Page Index (16 bits)
Segment
Registers

19 20
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PowerPC 52-bit
Virtual Address

Virtual Segment ID (VSID)
24 bits
0

Byte Offset
12 bits

10 bits

Byte Offset
12 bits

Page Index
16 bits

2324

39 40

51

Virtual Page Number (VPN)

Virtual Page Number (VPN)
Translation TLB Hit
Lookaside
Buffer (TLB)
TLB Miss
. . - - - - - - - - . PTE not found..---------.
ISi or OSI
in page table
Page
Exception with
Table
Page Table Update
PTE located and
updated in page table

PTE found
in page table
I
I
I

Real Page Number (RPN)
from Page Table Entry (PTE)

- - - _J
PowerPC 32-bit Physical Address

Figure 8· 10
A virtual page number locates a PTE in either the TLB or page table.

Page Translation on 64-Bit Implementations
Segmentation on 64-bit PowerPC processors such as the 620 differs considerably from that used on 32-bit implementations. The address space register
(ASR), found exclusively on 64-bit implementations, points to a table of
segment descriptors in physical memory. In concert with the ASR, these
descriptors, known as segment table entries (STEs) eliminate the need for
segment registers on 64-bit processors.
The segment table is 4K (2 12 bytes) in length and must begin at a 4K
boundary in physical memory. Consequently, the lower 12 bits of the table's
base address will always be zeroes. The base physical address of the segment
table is stored in the ASR.
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When address translation is enabled (MSR[IR]=l or MSR[DR]=l), it's
good practice to ensure that the ASR is loaded with the address of a valid
segment table. Unless every memory access can be translated by the BAT
mechanism, the ASR will eventually be used to find the segment table and
segment table entries. If the ASR points to an invalid memory region or an
uninitialized table, a machine check exception may be generated. The ASR
should never be initialized to any of the first three 4K regions of physical
memory (OxOOOO, OxlOOO, or Ox2000). These addresses are reserved for use
by the PowerPC exception vector table.
The segment table entries are 128 bits wide and are placed in the segment table using a hashing algorithm. The STE controls the segment table
search process and defines memory protection features for the segment.
Figure 8-5 compares the format of 32- and 64-bit segment descriptors.
Using the STEs, 64-bit processors are able to translate effective addresses
used to access memory segments in a similar manner to that found on 32-bit
processors. Figure 8-11 shows the 64-bit effective address to physical
address translation process.
64-bit Effective Address
Effective Segment ID (ESID)
API
(36 bits
(5 bits)
0
3536
-------..,.----~

Page Index

Byte Offset
(12 bits)
5152

63

SLB/Segment •...-----~
Table
80-bit Virtual Address
Byte Offset
(12 bits)

Virtual Segment ID (VSID)
(52 bits)

79

67 68

0

Virtual Page Number

TBUPage
Table Entry
Lookup

64-bit Effective Address

0

Physical Page Number (RPN)
52 bits
3536

Byte Offset
12 bits
51 52

Figure 8· 11
Page translation on 64·bit PowerPC processors use information found in segment table
entries.
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PowerPC Direct-Store Segments
The direct-store interface is available on PowerPC processors only to support legacy direct-store devices from the POWER architecture. The directstore mechanism is not optimized for performance and should only be
used when absolutely required by a device. The recommended (and more
efficient) method of implementing 1/0 devices with PowerPC processors is
to memory map all 110 regions. When the T bit of a segment descriptor is
set, the descriptor defines the region of memory that is to be used as a
direct-store segment.
Direct-store segments translate the effective addresses of memory access
only when the access is not handled by the BAT mechanism. All direct-store
segments are cache inhibited and all accesses completely bypass the cache.
There is no page-level address translation or page-level protection for
direct-store segments. However, the Ks and Kp key bits from the segment
descriptor are sent to the memory controller for protection validation.
Typically, the memory controller will not implement any protection based
on the descriptor's key bits.
The likelihood of direct-store devices being used with PowerPC systems
intended for the home and desktop is quite low. Therefore, we can eschew
an in-depth discussion of direct-store segments.

SUMMARY
Memory management on PowerPC processors is a complex and far-reaching .
topic. We've covered enough information to understand the basic address
translation and memory protection mechanisms. When programming
PowerPC systems, the information contained in this chapter is often sufficient in providing enough information to create efficient, solid code.
However, if you are an operating system programmer or have an interest in
more resolved detail, I suggest you read the user's manual for the PowerPC
processor that you are currently working with, as the finer points tend to be
hardware implementation dependent.
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"Caches are not really all that difficult to understand. "

- The Cache Memory Book by Jim Handy
The details of cache design can fill an entire book - and do.
Several references are given in the bibliography. And although
a complete discussion of cache design is beyond the scope of
this book, it makes sense to review the aspects of caching that
apply directly to the PowerPC family.
At a basic level, the job of a microprocessor is to perform
operations on data. And the faster that the processor can
access data, the greater the chance that the processor can
achieve its maximum performance. The fastest form of memory
on processors is register memory. Fortunately, PowerPC processors have plenty of registers. Of course, you can't store an
entire program and its associated data in the processor's
registers alone. That's where main memory comes in.
Programs and data are stored in the comparative vastness
of a computer system's main memory. Unfortunately, accessing
main memory is much slower than accessing data in registers.
To speed things up, an image of a portion of main memory can
be stored in a processor's on-chip cache. The on-chip cache is
memory that's considerably faster than main memory and
much larger than the processor's register file. The concept of a
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cache arises out of a memory hierarchy as shown in Figure 9-1. The i486
and all PowerPC processors implement an on-chip cache. The size, configuration, and style may vary between processors, but they all share the same
basic operation.

Microprocessor
(registers)

Level 1 Cache
(internal or on-chip)
~

Level 2 Cache
(usually external to
processor)
~

~

-

' --

Physical
Memory
Storage
(disk drive)

..._

_.,

Figure 9· 1
The further away from the microprocessor - the slower the memory system .

POWERPC CACHES
All current PowerPC implementations have an on-chip level 1 cache. The
size and feature set vary from implementation to implementation. The
PowerPC architecture does not specify the type, organization, implementation, or even the existence of a cache for each processor. As this book is
being written, all PowerPC processors implement on-chip caches.
The 601 implements a single, unified (instruction and data) cache. All
other PowerPC implementations use separate caches for code and data
(Harvard architecture cache model). If a future PowerPC implementation
does not implement an on-chip cache, the architecture specification guaran-

Chapter 9 • The PowerPC Cache
tees that all cache-oriented instructions will not halt processor operation;
however, they may cause exceptions.
Table 9-1
Summary of PowerPC Cache Sizes Based On Implementation

Processor
Implementation

Cache Size
(data/instruction)

Associativity

PPC 60 1, 601 +
PPC 602
PPC 603
PPC 603e
PPC 604
PPC 620

32K, unified
4K/ 4K
8K/ 8K
16K/ 16K
16K/ 16K
32K/32K

Eight-way
Two-way
Two-way
Two-way
Four-way
Four-way

(ACHE ARCHITECTURE
The description of the 604's cache configuration is a good place to start
defining our terms. Although we'll refer specifically to the PowerPC 604 in
this section, the cache terminology that is discussed generally applies to any
cache on any processor. For the purposes of our cache terminology discussion, we'll use the following description of the 604's cache implementation:
on-chip, 16K, four-way set-associative, physically indexed data and
instruction caches.
The fact that the 604's cache is contained within the processor is important. An on-chip (level 1) cache must be distinguished from an off-chip
(level 2) cache. The 604 also has separate caches for instructions and data,
and thus conforms to the Harvard architecture. In contrast, a single (unified) cache for both instructions and data is said to conform to the Von
Neumann cache architecture. The size of each cache on the 604 is 16K.
A cache's design restricts where data from a main memory address can
appear within the cache. A fully associative cache doesn't impose any
restrictions on address placement within the cache. This method produces a
high hit-to-miss ratio at the expense of speed. A direct-mapped cache, where
each main memory address can appear in only one location, operates more
quickly when the memory request is a cache hit.
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A set-associative cache strikes a balance between the two approaches.
Any particular memory address can be mapped to only a subset of the
cache entries. Thus the speed of cache searches is not unreasonably
degraded and the hit-to-miss ratio is increased. The 604's cache is four-way
set-associative, meaning that there are four possible cache locations in
which data from a particular address in main memory can be stored.
Each 16K cache is divided into four 4K arrays, called ways. Each way is
then divided into 128 (4K/32 bytes) sets of 32-byte cache lines. Each cache
line holds 32 bytes of contiguous main memory. The first byte in each cache
line corresponds to a main memory address that is evenly divisible by 32
(0 x 20) bytes - a 256-bit boundary. Residing on an 8-word boundary
implies that the low-order 5 bits of the first byte's effective address are
zeroes. The 8-word alignment of cache blocks corresponds directly to the
alignment of page boundaries.
How a 32-Bit Effective Add ress is Cached
Set Add ress
(using set #1)

Cache Tag

0

Byte Within
Block O

31

19 20

~

Sets

Block 0
Block 1
Block 2
Block 3

l l l

Set
127

,
,,

,

IT

, ,
,,

,,

,

Set
127

:I:'

~

I-

I-

1---

i-:--

t-:"

Set2
Set 1
Seto

Set 2
Set 1
W.ord 0

I,__ _ _ _ 8 words= 32 bytes

Word 7 ISet 0

Figure 9·2
A 32-bit effective address is decomposed into three components that ore used to index info
the cache.

In Figure 9-2, we see that the lower 5 bits of the effective address are
used to select a byte within a 32-byte cache block. Bits 20 - 26 of the effective address are used as an index to select one of the 128 sets. The highorder bits of the effective address EA[0-19] correspond to the cache tag.
The features of the virtual environment architecture (VEA) are accessible to both user- and supervisor-level software. Therefore, both applications

ter 9 • The PowerPC Cache
and system software can access the cache management features of
the processor.

THE VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT
The PowerPC architecture specifies a VEA that defines caches, virtual memory, and the multiprocessing features of PowerPC implementations. Because
of the emphasis placed on multiprocessing ability, programmers should be
aware that they are working in an environment where physical memory
may be shared between two or more processes - or processors! The virtual
environment architecture defines and ensures the following virtual memory
features on PowerPC processors: atomic memory accesses, memory access
ordering, and memory coherency.
An atomic memory access is a memory access that completes without
fragmentation. In this context, fragmentation means a load or store memory
access that is interrupted (fragmented) by some external event, such as an
exception or memory access by another processor in a multiprocessor system. Atomic memory accesses are a concern on multiprocessing systems due
to the potential for a different processor to need to access the same region
of memory. Atomic accesses guarantee that one processor won't read (or
write) to the same location while it is being used by another.
On PowerPC processors, specific instructions exist to guarantee atomic
memory accesses. The ldarx/ stdcx. and lwarx/ stwcx. instruction pairs generate a reservation that can be used to ensure an atomic memory access.
Reservations are discussed in Chapter 6, "The PowerPC Instruction Set."

Memory Access Ordering
Memory access ordering refers to the specific order in which the processor
performs load and store memory accesses and the order in which those
accesses complete. As described in Chapter 6, "The PowerPC Instruction
Set," synchronization must be considered when in-order accesses are
required. The eieio and sync instructions order load and store operations.
The eieio instruction provides software control of the order in which
loads and stores are performed for certain types of memory, such as
memory-mapped I/O. For example, the eieio instruction ensures that a
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sequence of accesses to an 1/0 device's control registers are performed in the
desired order.
The sync instruction ensures that all memory accesses are coherent. That
is, there is agreement (between processors and processes) as to the contents
and access rights of a particular memory location at the time that access
occurs. A program can use the sync instruction to guarantee that all other
updates to a shared memory location have completed before performing a
subsequent access.

Coherency
Coherency may be generally defined as an orderly and structured relationship between independent components of a system. And memory coherency
refers to the state of agreement concerning the contents of a shared memory
location between two or more elements of a computer system. One of the
goals of a coherent memory system is to provide the same image of memory
to all devices using the system.
Coherency enables cooperative use of shared resources such as main
memory. If multiple devices use shared memory locations without ensuring
coherency, each device may write (and subsequently read) a different value
from the same location. In addition to the eieio and sync instructions, the
lwarx and stwcx. instructions may be used to ensure coherent load and
store operations.
The VEA specifies a "weakly consistent" memory model for systems
that implement shared memory. This configuration places the responsibility
of ordering memory accesses on the programmer. Because the memory
ordering responsibility is not placed on the processor, there is significant
opportunity for improved memory system performance.

Cache Access Attributes
In general, all instruction and data accesses on PowerPC processors are performed under the control of four memory/cache access attributes. These
attributes - termed WIMG attributes - are programmed into the memory
management data structures of the processor by operating system software
during initialization. In particular, both page table entries (PTEs) and BAT
registers contain WIMG attribute bits, as described in Chapter 8, "Memory
Management." Consequently, system software may define the WIMG

apter 9 • The PowerPC Cache
attributes on a per-page (for page-translated memory) and per-block (for
BAT-translated memory) basis.
The WIMG attributes are defined as individual bits. The Wand I attributes
control how the processor itself uses the cache. The M attribute controls
coherency for the addressed memory location. The G attribute can prevent outof-order loading and prefetching from the addressed memory location. Each of
these attributes are described in the following list.

a Write-through (W)
When W = 1, the memory access is designated as write-through. Data
from the CPU is simultaneously written to both the cache and main
memory to guarantee coherency.
a Caching-inhibited (I)
When I= 1, the memory access is caching-inhibited. The cache is
bypassed and the load or store is performed using main memory. During
a caching-inhibited access, the location in main memory is prevented
from loading into the cache.

a Memory coherency (M)
When M = 1, the processor enforces memory coherency by ensuring
that store operations by all processors to the same memory location are
serialized. The memory coherency attribute provides a software-based
alternative to hardware-enforced memory coherency.
a Guarded (G)
When G = 1, the processor will inhibit out-of-order memory fetches and
accesses at the cost of performance.
There are six combinations of the WIM bits that are supported by
PowerPC processors. In each case, the guarded bit (G) may be either set or
cleared without impact on the remaining WIM bits. Table 9-2 summarizes
the WIM combinations.

(ACHE MANAGEMENT INSTRUCTIONS
There are both user- and supervisor-level PowerPC cache management
instructions. Furthermore, cache management may be undertaken for purposes ranging from application software performance tuning to operating
system memory management functions. For example, several user-level
cache instructions (debt and dcbtst) discussed in this section exist solely for
performance optimization. An understanding of their operation will be
useful for both system-level and application-level programmers.
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Table 9·2
Six Common Combinations of WIM Bit Settings

W-1-MBit
Setting

000

Meaning
Data and instructions ore cached.
A load or store operation whose target hits in the cache may use that entry in
the cache. The processor does not need to enforce memory coherency for
accesses it initiates.

00 1

Data is cached.
A load or store operation whose target hits in the cache may use that entry in
the cache. The processor enforces memory coherency for accesses it in itiates.

010

Caching is inhibited .
The access is perform ed to memory and completely bypasses the cache . The
processor does not need to enforce memory coherency for accesses it
initiates.

011

Caching is inhibited.
The access is performed to memory and completely bypasses the cache. The
processor enforces memory coherency for accesses it initiates.

100

Data is cached.
A load operation whose target hits in the cache may use that entry in the
cache . Store operations are written to memory. The target location of the
store may be cached and is updated as a hit in the cache. The processor
does not need to enforce memory coherency for accesses it initiates.

101

Data is cached.
A load operation whose target hits in the cache may use that entry in the
cache . Store operations ore written to memory. The target location of the
store moy be cached and is updated as a hit in the cache. The processor
enforces memory coherency for accesses it initiates.

l lx

Not supported.

Qpter 9 • The PowerPC Cache
This section focuses on the cache management instructions that are
available to software of both privilege levels. In general, there are separate
instructions for controlling the instruction and data caches. However, on
implementations that have a unified cache (such as the PowerPC 601),
instruction-cache control instructions should be used. Note that any cache
management instruction that generates an effective address corresponding
to a direct-store segment (discussed in Chapter 8, "Memory Management")
is treated as a no-op by the processor.

debt and dcbtst
The user-level debt (data cache block touch) instruction provides a means
for improving performance through the use of software-initiated prefetch
hints. Note, however, that use of this instruction does not guarantee that a
cache block will be fetched. In general, software uses the debt instruction to
request a cache block fetch in anticipation of its need by the program.
Subsequently, the program can use the data from the cache as opposed to
more costly accesses to main memory.
The user-level debts! (data cache block touch for store) instruction is
similar to the debt instruction. Where debt is used for load operations, debts!
is used for store operations. In particular, software may use debts! to request
a cache block fetch to guarantee that a subsequent store will be to a
cached location.
The debt (data cache block touch) and debts! (data cache block touch
for store) instructions are provided strictly for performance optimization.
These instructions do not affect the correct execution of a program independent of the success (or failure) of the cache block fetch as described in the
following section.

dcbz
The debz (data cache block set to zero) instruction clears a single cache
block. During execution, the debz instruction is treated as a store to the target effective address using both memory protection and address translation.
The following list summarizes the operation of the debz instruction.
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a If the target address resides in the data cache, all bytes of the cache
block are cleared.
a If the target address is not in the data cache and caching is allowed for
the corresponding page, the cache block is established in the cache and
all bytes of the cache block are cleared. Note that establishing the block
does not require fetching the cache block from main memory.
a If the target address is designated as either caching-inhibited or writethrough, there are two possible results. Either all bytes in main memory
that correspond to the addressed cache block are cleared, or an
alignment exception is generated.
a If the target address is designated as coherency-required, and the cache
block exists in the data cache (of any processor), it is kept coherent in
those caches.

deb st
The dcbst (data cache block store) instruction allows software to verify that
the latest version of the target effective address resides in main memory.
During execution, the dcbst instruction is treated as a load operation. The
operation of the dcbst instruction depends on the coherency requirements of
the target address.

a If coherency is required and the target address exists in the data cache
of any processor and has been modified, the data is written to
mam memory.
a If coherency is not required and the target address exists in the data
cache of the executing processor and has been modified, the data is
written to main memory.

dcbf
The operation of the dcbf (data cache block flush) instruction depends on
the coherency requirements of the target address.

hapter 9 • The PowerPC Cache
• If coherency is required and the target address exists in the data cache
of any processor and has been modified, the data is written to main
memory.
• If coherency is not required and the target address exists in the data
cache of the executing processor and has been modified, the data is
written to main memory.

icbi
The icbi (instruction cache block invalidate) instruction is one of two
instruction cache management instructions. In general, instruction caches
are not required to be consistent with data caches, memory, or 1/0
operations.
Like other cache management instructions, the icbi instruction depends
on the coherency requirements of the target address.

• If coherency is required and the target address exists in the instruction
cache of any processor, the cache block is made invalid for all processors. Subsequent references to the target address will cause the cache
block to be refetched from main memory.
• If coherency is not required and the target address exists in the instruction cache of the executing processor, the cache block is made invalid in
the executing processor so that subsequent references cause the cache
block to be refetched from main memory.
The icbi instruction is provided for use on Harvard architecture processors, which have separate instruction and data caches. The target effective
address is translated and checked for memory protection violations as if the
access were a load operation .

•
1sync
The isync (instruction cache synchronize) instruction waits for all previous
instructions to complete and then discards any prefetched instructions, causing subsequent instructions to be fetched from memory. These instructions
will execute in the context established by the previous instructions. Context
is defined as a processor's privilege-level, address translation, and memory
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protection characteristics. The isync instruction has no effect on other
processors (if they exist) or on their caches.

dcbi
The function of the supervisor-level dcbi (data cache block invalidate)
instruction depends on the memory mode associated with the cache block
containing the byte addressed by the effective address. In general, dcbi will
cause the cache block containing the byte addressed by the effective address
to be invalidated and marked as unusable by the processor. Subsequently,
the cache block must be reloaded from main memory.

SUMMARY
While cache management is predominantly the domain of operating system
software, there are times when application software can benefit from its
deployment. This fact is exemplified by the existence of both user- and
supervisor-level cache management instructions. In particular, software that
is able to characterize its own memory usage requirements may be able to
reduce the frequency of on-chip cache misses and, therefore, to reduce the
overhead of accessing main memory.

,:

Chapter

Electra: Begone; there is no power to help in thee.
Chrysothemis: Not so; but in thee, no mind to learn .
- Electra by Sophocles
The comprehensive approach would have been to title this
chapter Exceptions and/or Interrupts. Nowhere else is the terminology contention between the two architectures more stark.
Exceptions and interrupts on the PowerPC family of microprocessors are roughly equivalent to the x86 concept of exceptions and interrupts. The similarities, differences, and associated
terminology will be made clear in the following pages.
Let's examine how each camp defines an exception and an
interrupt by summarizing the PowerPC user documentation
and the Intel i486 Programmer's Reference Manual.
a Exception
PowerPC: An error or unusual condition arising in the execution of instructions. PowerPC exceptions may also be
generated as a result of external signals. In general, an
exception is any event that causes the normal instruction
sequence to be abruptly changed. Handling a PowerPC
exception causes a transition to a supervisor-level privilege
state. PowerPC exceptions can be either synchronous or
asynchronous.
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Intel x86: An unusual condition that is detected by the processor as a
consequence of executing instructions. These include programmed
exceptions (software interrupts) that are generated by executing the INT
n instruction and processor-detected error conditions. Intel x86 exceptions are strictly synchronous events.
a Interrupt

PowerPC: On PowerPC processors, interrupts are subsumed by exceptions. That is, interrupts are just a special case of exceptions.
Intel x86: Interrupts occur at random times during the execution of a
program, in response to signals from hardware. Interrupts are used to
handle events external to the processor. Intel x86 interrupts are asynchronous events. This distinction will be useful during subsequent
discussions.
Clearly, the two sets of definitions aren't interchangeable. To avoid
confusion, you'll need to set aside Intel conventions and embrace those of
the PowerPC. Other terms associated with interrupts and exceptions will
reinforce the difference. The following section defines the terms and conventions required to discuss exceptions and interrupts on PowerPC
processors.

DEFINITIONS
An exception or interrupt is simply a vehicle by which an event can force a
transfer of control to a specific software routine known as a handler. This
transfer of control may be provoked by either an internal or external event
that requires the processor's immediate attention. Unlike the call mechanism, processed within the linear instruction stream, a handler can be
invoked omnipotently by the processor during the otherwise normal execution of software.
The term exception refers to an error, unusual condition, or external
signal. The exception may or may not cause a transfer of execution or other
identifiable result. Whether or not an exception handler is called or status
bits are set depends on the configuration of the processor at the time of the
exception. In particular, some exceptions can be enabled and disabled by
supervisor-level software.
This definition applies to both internal and external events. To distinguish between internal and external sources of exceptions, the PowerPC
architecture defines two terms: synchronous and asynchronous. Synchronous
exceptions are caused by internal events such as the execution of an
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instruction. Asynchronous exceptions are caused by external events such as
pushing the reset button on your PowerPC computer system. Additionally,
all exceptions are classified as precise or imprecise. Each of these exception
categories is described in detail in this chapter.
The term interrupt is a synonym for an asynchronous exception, mentioned previously. It refers specifically to an external event such as pushing
the reset button on your PowerPC computer system. You'll see this term
used infrequently in this chapter.
Of course, no rule is without exceptions. For example, after an exception handler handles an exception, it returns to the original code by executing the rfi (return from interrupt) instruction! This contention arises out of
the terminology differences between the user documentation and the
PowerPC architecture. Such sources of potential confusion will be noted
where they occur.

Asynchronous and
·Synchronous Exceptions
A synchronous exception is generated by the execution of a particular
instruction or instruction sequence. For example, the sc (system call)
instruction generates a system call exception when it is executed. All synchronous exception events are deterministic. That is, upon entry to an
exception handler, the cause of the exception can be determined using the
information provided by the processor.
An asynchronous exception event has no relationship to the instructions
that are being executed by the processor. For example, pushing the system
reset button on your computer system forces the processor to stop whatever
code sequence it was executing to service the exception. There is no correlation between the exception and the code that was being executed. There are
four asynchronous exceptions: system reset, machine check, decrementer,
and external interrupt. All asynchronous exceptions are nondeterministic.
That is, the exact cause of the exception cannot be determined by software
- we may understand someone hit the reset switch, but software has no
means of determining the cause of the exception within the exception
handler.
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Precise and Imprecise Exceptions
Exceptions are classified as precise or imprecise depending on the processor's ability to determine both the instruction that caused the exception and
the proper place to resume execution after handling the exception. There is
only one imprecise exception (the imprecise mode floating-point enabled
exception) - everything else is precise.
Precise exceptions provide all the information needed to determine the
instruction that caused the exception and where to resume execution. When
precise exceptions occur, the address at which execution is to resume is
placed in the SRRO register. The instruction pointed to by SRRO is unique
for two reasons: All instructions prior to the one identified by SRRO are
guaranteed to have completed. And all instructions after the instruction
pointed to by SRRO are guaranteed not to have begun execution. The exact
status of the instruction pointed to by the SRRO depends on the type
of exception.
The imprecise mode floating-point enabled exception is implemented
as a program exception (vector Ox00700). There are two FP enabled exception modes: nonrecoverable and recoverable. The mode of the floatingpoint enabled program exception is determined by the setting of the
MSR[FEO,FEl] bits, shown in Figure 10-1.
A nonrecoverable imprecise exception causes the processor to execute
the associated exception handler, but the processor cannot reliably determine the event that triggered the exception or when the event occurred. It is
this arbitrary aspect that makes the exception event nonrecoverable
and imprecise.
A recoverable imprecise exception makes enough information available
to the processor exception handling that the processor can identify the
instruction that caused the exception. Furthermore, no incorrect values
resulting from this exception will have been used in instructions that
followed the offending instruction.

Exceptions and Privilege Level
When the i486 processor operates in protected mode, the privilege level
associated with an exception handler is arbitrary, depending on the setting
of a descriptor within the interrupt descriptor table (IDT) and associated
code segment selectors. PowerPC processors, in contrast, switch to supervisor mode at the beginning of exception processing. This is an important
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point: There is an inherent privilege level associated with exception
handling on PowerPC processors.
Little endian mode enable -------------------~
Recoverable exception -------------------~
Performance monitoring enable
Data address translation enable -------------~
Instruction address translation enable -----------~
Exception prefix
FP program exception mode 1
Branch trace enable ------------~
Single-step trace enable
FP program exception mode O -------~
Machine check enable - - - - - - - - FP available
Privilege level
External interrupt enable -----~
Exception little endian
Temporary GPR remapping bit
Power mgmt enable

3 4 5

6

7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
FEO

L

_J \

Reserved

B

Not present on 601

D

603 specific temporary GPR re-mapping bit

•

0 0

Floating-point exceptions
disabled

0

Floating-point imprecise
nonrecoverable*
0

604, 620 specific performance monitor bit

Note: Implementation specific bit fields are
treated as RESERVED fields on other
porcessors.

FE1.

Floating-point imprecise
recoverable*
Floating-point precise mode

• Not implemented on 601 or 603

Figure 10·1
Nonrecoverable and recoverable modes on the machine state register.

Context Synchronizing Exceptions
Most recoverable exceptions, where execution is resumed from the original
linear instruction stream, are context synchronizing. Some exceptions that
are recoverable, such as the trace exception, are not context synchronizing.
The concepts of context and context synchronization were first introduced
in Chapter 6, "The PowerPC Instruction Set."
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When a context synchronizing exception occurs, the processor performs
the following steps to synchronize its state before the instruction handler is
invoked by the exception mechanism:
• All currently issued instructions complete to the extent that they cannot
generate any subsequent exceptions.
• All currently issued instructions complete in the context in which they
were issued.
• All instructions that are issued after exception handling are executed in
the context established by the exception handler. In order to properly
return to the original code stream, the exception handler must restore
the original context.

Exception Categories and Priorities
There are a number of categories of exceptions on PowerPC processors and
each has an associated priority. The PowerPC exception priorities are necessary to define the exception-handling procedure when multiple exceptions
occur simultaneously. For example, if an operating system is handling a
page fault and the user hits the reset switch, we expect (and desire) the
processor to jump immediately to the reset vector and perform any
last-minute (or last-microsecond) shutdown procedures.
The following list summarizes the general categories of PowerPC exceptions. Following the list, Table 10-1 details the priority of each exception
category.
• Asynchronous and Nonmaskable Exceptions
Generated by a machine check or system reset. Asynchronous and nonmaskable exceptions represent the highest-priority exception category.
Both sources of these exception events are external to the processor and
instruction execution.
• Asynchronous and Maskable Exceptions
Generated by an external interrupt or a decrementer interrupt. As
shown in Table 10-1, these exceptions represent the bottom of the
priority scale.
• Synchronous and Precise
Generated by instructions. Excludes floating-point imprecise exceptions.
SRRO points either to the instruction that caused the exception or to the
instruction following, depending on the exception type. Instruction execution is synchronized up to the instruction pointed to by SRRO, and no
instructions past the SRRO-designated instruction have begun execution.
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Table 10·1
PowerPC Exception Priorities

Exception Category

Priority

Exception Description

Asynchronous /
nonmaskable

1 !highest)

System Reset
System reset is the highest-priority exception; oll other
exceptions are ignored when this exception condition
exists. The system reset exception corresponds to
vector offset OxOO 100.

Asynchronous /
nonmaskable

2

Machine Check
If a machine check exception occurs, all exceptions of
lower priority are ignored. The machine check
exception corresponds lo vector offset Ox00200.

Synchronous /
precise

3

Exceptions Caused by Instruction Execution
All instructions in the linear code stream that come
before the instruction that caused the exception are
completed. If any of these instructions ca use an
exception, that exception is handled first.

Imprecise

4

Program Imprecise Floating-Point Mode Enabled
Exception
This exception is maskable using the MSR[FEO,FE l]
bits and is handled as a program exception !vector
offset Ox00700).

Asynchronous /
maskable

5

External Interrupt
This exception is caused by an external interrupt
condition and can be masked using the MSR[EE] bit
IMSR[EE]= 1 is enabled). If an external interrupt is
pending at the point thot external interrupts are
enabled !by setting MSR[EE]= l), the exception will be
generated immediately.

Asynchronous /
maskable

6 !lowest)

Decrementer
The decrementer exception is the lowest-priority
exception and is generated by the processor only
when no other exception conditions exist. Thi s
exception condition can be masked using the MSR[EE]
bit IMSR[EE]= l is enabled). If a decrementer exception
is pending at the point that external interrupts are
enabled !by setting MSR[EE]= l), the exception will be
generated immediately.
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a Synchronous and Imprecise

Generated by instructions. The floating-point imprecise mode exception
is the only synchronous/imprecise exception defined by the PowerPC
architecture. This exception is treated as a program exception (vector
offset Ox00700).

Programming Point:
One Instruction, Multiple Exceptions
Synchronous/ precise exceptions are an important class of PowerPC exceptions. They
result from the execution of instructions - something we as programmers control directly.
But a sin gle instruction, in the worst case, con generate multiple exceptions. When this
happens, it's crucial to understand the order in which the exceptions are generated and,
therefore, the order in which they' re handled. The following list shows the order in whi ch
exceptions are generated for severa l types of operations. Note that the trace exception
(debugger single-step mechanism) is always the last exception to be generated .
Exceptions caused by the execution of instructions (synchronous/precise) are always
reported serially in the order shown in the table . In fact, all synchronous exceptions on
PowerPC processors are reported in a serial manner. The inability to generate more than
one exception simultaneously means that the exception must be prioritized. Asynchronous
exceptions, which can occur at any time, are the highest-priority exceptions and con interrupt the handling of other exception conditions.

Operation Type

Exceptions Generated and Their Priority
(highest to lowest)

Integer loads and stores

Alignment exception
DSI exception
Trace exception

Floating-point loads and stores

FP unavailable exception
Alignment exception
SI exception
Trace exception

Return from interrupt and move to
MSR instructions

Privilege-level exception
Precise-mode FP exception
Trace exception

r,
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EXCEPTIONS AND VECTORS
The i386 and later members of the x86 family have a supervisor-level register called the interrupt descriptor table register (IDTR). The IDTR points to
a table of interrupt vectors in memory called the interrupt descriptor table
(IDT). The IDTR is needed because the IDT can be stored at an arbitrary
location in physical memory.
In contrast, PowerPC vector tables can exist at one of only two fixed
locations in memory. The PowerPC vector table starts at either OxOOOOOOOO
or OxfffOOOOO (for 32-bit implementations) based on the setting of the
MSR[IP] bit. All PowerPC vector offsets are relative to this base value.
Exception vectors on x86 processors are packed together in 8-byte
interrupt descriptor table entries. The offsets of adjacent PowerPC vectors
are typically separated by Ox100 bytes. The difference is a matter of convenience and efficiency. The IDT is a memory-based table; therefore, the
processor is already having to fetch (read) an address from memory and
jump to it to handle an exception. Adding room for exception code
wouldn't save you the initial memory access to the IDT. However, the
PowerPC vector locations are statically defined - the processor simply
knows where to jump and no memory access is required.
In effect, the PowerPC system provides Ox100 bytes in which to write
an exception handler that is absolutely free of jumps or calls. When writing
a handler, efficiency is very important - jumps and calls waste precious
clock cycles. If the exception handler fits within the Ox100 bytes of vector
space, no additional memory is required. However, if an exception handler
does exceed Ox100 bytes, other routines and memory may be used
as appropriate.
Table 10-2 summarizes all PowerPC exceptions and associated vector
offsets that are defined by the PowerPC architecture. In general, exceptions
that are defined by the PowerPC architecture are equivalent across all
processor implementations. However, to allow for a variety of PowerPC
processor implementations, there are exceptions that are hardware
implementation dependent.
The PowerPC architecture defines the exceptions listed in Table 10-2.
Unless specifically noted above, all PowerPC processors implement the
architected exceptions. PowerPC processors are used in a variety of applications, from desktop computers to embedded controllers. In order to
accommodate the range of uses, each processor may implement exception
conditions not defined by the PowerPC architecture specification, as shown
in Table 10-3.
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Table 10-2
Summary of PowerPC Exceptions and Vectors

Exception
Name

Vector
Offset

Cause/ Description

Reserved

OxOOOOO

Th is vector is reserved.

System Reset

OxOOlOO

Generated by the assertion of the system reset signal .
The physical means of asserting either signal is system
implementation dependent. (All PowerPC
implementations)

Mach ine Check

Ox00200

Generated when signals such as #TEA or #MCP are
asserted . If MSR[ME] is cleared when a machine check
exception is generated, the processor enters the check
stop state. Note that MSR[ME] is cleared automatically
when any exception is taken. The signa ls that generate
machine check exceptions are implementation
dependent. (All PowerPC implementations)

DSI (Data
Access Exception)

Ox00300

Generated when a data memory access cannot be
performed due to conditions described in the ISi
exception section in this chapter. Instructions that
generate a DSI exception include load/store, memory
control, and cache control instructions. (All PowerPC
implementations)

ISi (Instruction
Access Exception)

Ox00400

Generated when an instruction fetch cannot be
performed due to conditions described in the ISi
exception section in this chapter. (All PowerPC
implementations)

External Interrupt

Ox00500

Generated when the #INT signal is asserted . As soon as
this signal is detected by the processor, no further
instructions are dispatched. The exception handler is
invoked when all currently dispatched instructions have
completed. If an exception is generated by one of the
dispatched instructi ons, it is handled first. (All PowerPC
implementations)

Alignment

Ox00600

Generated when the processor cannot perform a
memory access due to conditions described in the
alignment exception section in this chapter. (All PowerPC
implementations)
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Table 10·2
Summary of PowerPC Exceptions and Vectors

(Continued)

Exception
Name

Vector
Offset

Cause/Description

Program

Ox00700

Generated for one

of the following reasons:

- Floating-point enabled exception
- Attempted execution of an illegal instruction
- Execution privilege violation
- Execution of a trap instruction
(All PowerPC implementations)
Floating-Point
Unavailable

Ox00800

60 1/603 - A floating-point unavailable exception is
generated when MSR[FP]=O (floating-point available bit
is clear) and an attempt is made to execute a floatingpoint instruction.
604/620 -

Reserved (Not implemented)

Decrementer

Ox00900

Generated when the most sign ificant bit of the
decrementer register changes from 0 to 1 and the
MSR[ EE] bit is set. If MSR[EE]=O (exception disabled)
and a decrementer exception is pending , it will be taken
as soon as M SR[EE] is set. (All PowerPC
implementations)

Reserved

OxOObOO

Reserved on all implementations.

System Call

OxOOcOO

Generated when the SC (system call) instruction is
executed . (All PowerPC implementations)

Trace

OxOOdOO

601 - Reserved. The 601 does not generate a trace
exception .
603/604/620 - Generates a trace exception in two
cases: When MSR[SE]= 1 and any instruction other than
rfi (return from interrupt) is completed, and when
MSR[BE]= 1 and the curren tly completing instruction is a
branch instruction.

Floating-Point Assist

OxOOeOO

Reserved on all implementations.

Reserved

OxOOelO OxOOeff

Thi s area of the exception vector table is reserved by the
PowerPC architecture specification.

The exceptions listed in Table 10-3 are considered implementation
dependent (not defined by the PowerPC architecture specification). As a
result, each exception definition will necessarily vary between processor
implementations as noted.
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Table 10·3
Implementation-Specific Exception Vectors

Exception
Name

Vector
Offset

Direct-Store
Exception 11/0
controller interface
error)

OxOOaOO

Generated when an access to a direct-store 11/0
controller interface) segment fails. 160 l only)

Performance
Monitoring
Exception

OxOOfOO

60 l - Reserved.
603 - Reserved.
604/620 - The performance monitoring exception is
unique to the PowerPC 604 and 620. If MSR[EE]= l
and the performance monitor exception is enabled in
N'MCRO, a performance monitoring exception will be
generated for performance counter-negative conditions
as described in Chapter 12, "Techn iques and Tricks. "

Instruction TLB Miss

OxO l 000

60 l /604/620 - Reserved
603 - Generated when an effective address for an
instruction fetch cannot be translated by the instruction
translation lookaside buffer llTLB).

Data TLB Miss
on Load

OxOl 100

601 /604/620 - Reserved
603 - Generated when an effective address for a data
load operation cannot be translated by the data
translation lookaside buffer IDTLB).

Data TLB Miss
on Store

OxOl 200

60 l / 604 / 6 20 - Reserved
603 - Generated when an effective address for a data
store operation cannot be translated by the DTLB .
Additionally, this exception can be generated when a
DTLB hit occurs and the change bit in the PTE is set due
to a data store operation.

Instruction Address
Breakpoint

OxO l 300

60 l - Reserved
603 /604/620 - Generated when the address in the
instruction address breakpoint register llABR) matches the
address of the next instruction to complete in the
completion unit. The IABR enable _bit llABR[30]) must
be set.

System
Management
Interrupt

OxO l 400

60 l - Reserved
603/604/620 - Generated when MSR[EE] is set and
the #SMI input signal is asserted.

Cause/Description

Chapter 10 • Exceptions and Interrupts
Table 10-3
Implementation-Specific Exception Vectors (Continued)

Exception
Name

Vector
Offset

Reserved

Ox01500 0x01fff

This area is reserved on all implementations.

Run Mode/
Trace Exception

Ox02000

601 - Generated depending on the settings
HID 1 and machine state (MSR[SE]) registers.
603 /604/6 20 - Reserved

Reserved

Ox021000x02fff

This area is reserved on all implementations.

End of Vector
Locations

Ox02fff

This is the last offset that can be used for exception
vectors, as specified by the PowerPC architecture.

Ca use/Description

of the

Exception Descriptions
Having summarized each exception, it's time to get down to the details.
Before we begin, there are a few aspects of exception processing that every
programmer should know. First, on entry to an exception handler, address
translation is disabled. This means that before an exception handler can
access memory using the virtual memory set up by an operating system, the
handler is responsible for explicitly enabling address translation. As a result,
coding exceptions can be tricky when using memory management features.
By contrast, during exception handling on x86 processors,
interrupts are disabled and address translation remains enabled.
Secondly, on entry to an exception handler, the processor's on-chip
caches are enabled. The initial state of the caches (before the exception condition) is arbitrary. This is true (at least) for the PowerPC 601, 603, and
604 processors_

Tracing an Exception
Now, before we take a closer look at each of the PowerPC exceptions, it's
helpful to understand the basic exception mechanism. The easiest way to do
so is to trace through a generic exception occurring on a generic processor.
First, the exception is generated by some arbitrary operation. To cover the
most common case, we'll assume that our exception is of the synchronous/
precise variety. The exception mechanism saves the state of the processor to
the save/restore registers (SRRO/SRRl). In general, SRRO is set to point to
the instruction where execution will resume after exception
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processing (the return address). The SRRl register typically holds exceptionspecific information and saves the state of the MSR; this operation preserves
the context of the excepting code for later restoration. Other registers, such
as the DSISR, are occasionally used for problem determination.
The 601, 604, and 620 copy sufficient bits from the MSR to restore the
context on exit from the handler. The 603 uses the SRRl [0-15] bits to
describe TLB miss conditions. In particular, the following bits are set:
SRRl[0-3] are set to the value of CRO.
SRR1[5-9] are set to MSR[5-9].
SRRl [13] is set for an ITLB (instruction translation lookaside buffer)
miss and cleared for a DTLB (data translation lookaside buffer) miss.
SRR1[14] is set to indicate TLB set 1 and cleared to indicate TLB set 0.
SRR1[15] is set to indicate a store miss and cleared to indicate a load
miss.
SRR1[16-31] are copied from the corresponding bits of the MSR.
Upon entering the exception handler, the registers that describe the
exception condition and machine state should be saved immediately. This
reduces the risk of losing the register contents if another exception is taken.
For example, assume that a higher-priority exception is taken and subsequently overwrites the MSR, SRRO, and SRRl contents associated with the
first exception. After handling the new exception, the first exception handler no longer has sufficient information to resume execution after
exception processing.
The MSR is loaded with new values dependent upon the exception type.
Note that for all exception types, both instruction and data address translation are disabled at the start of exception processing (MSR[IR,DR]=O).
Additionally, on-chip caches are enabled at the start of exception processing
(even if they were off before the exception occurred). In general, MSR[1331] are set as shown in Figure 10-2. With the context saved and the new
MSR context set up, the exception handler is free to handle the exception as
appropriate.
POW
0 0 0 0
0

1

2

0

3 4

0 0 0 0
5

6

7

0 0

0 0

0

ILE EE PR FP ME
0 nla 0 0

0 n/a 0

SE BE
0 0

IP IR DR

PM RI LE

0 0 n/a O O O O O ILE

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

FEO_J

L

FE1

Note that the value of MSR[LE] is set to
MSR[ILE] at the start of exception processing.

Figure 10·2
The machine state register (MSRJ al the start of exception processing.
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Finally, the exception handler executes the rfi (return from interrupt/
exception) instruction. The rfi instruction is context synchronizing.
Furthermore, an exception caused by any instruction in the handler must be
handled before the rfi is executed. If appropriate (depending on exception
type), the rfi instruction restores the value of the MSR from the SRRl register. Having reestablished the context of the preexception code, rfi ensures
that all subsequent instructions execute in that reestablished context.
Some exceptions exist across all processors, some are hardware implementation specific. The following sections describe each of the exceptions
for the various PowerPC implementations that are defined by the
PowerPC architecture.

System Reset Exception (Ox00100)
The system reset exception is an asynchronous/nonmaskable exception generated by the assertion of the #SRESET (soft reset) or #HRESET (hard
reset) signal. However, the physical means of asserting either signal is system implementation dependent. System reset is the highest-priority exception. This exception is valid on the PowerPC 601, 603, 604 and 620.
The system reset exception causes execution to be immediately transferred to the system reset vector. The following conditions exist at this time:
• SRRO points to the next instruction to be executed in the instruction
stream that was executing before the exception.
• SRRl is loaded with bits from the MSR; the bits occupy corresponding
positions.

• If execution cannot be resumed due to the current processor state,
MSR[RI] and SRR1[62] are cleared to 0.

Machine Check (Ox00200)
The asynchronous/nonmaskable machine check exception is the secondhighest-priority exception. The causes of a machine check exception are
both system and processor implementation dependent. However, the following conditions will always trigger a machine check: a parity error, a bus
error (#TEA signal), or the assertion of the machine check signal (#MCP).
This exception is valid on the PowerPC 601, 603, 604, and 620.
A machine check exception is taken only if enabled (MSR[ME]=l). The
following table summarizes the machine check enabling bits for the 603,
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604, and 620 processors. The PowerPC 601 's checkstop enable bits are
unique compared to the other PowerPC processors. The 601's HIDO register
and each checkstop bit definition are described in Chapter 4, "The
PowerPC Programming Model."
Table 10-4
Machine Check Enables for the PowerPC 603 and 604 Processors
Register{Bit]

Description

HIDO(O]
HIDO[l]
HID0[2]
HID0[3]

Setting
Enable
Enable
Enable

this bit enables the machine check input pin.
cache parity checking .
machine check on address bus parity error.
machine check on data bus parity error.

When both the MSR[ME] and one of the bits listed in Table 10-4 are
set, machine check exceptions are recognized and handled. If a particular
machine check exception occurs that is not enabled, the processor enters
checkstop state, all instruction execution is suspended, and the processor
must be restarted.

Data Access Exception (Ox00300)
The data access exception (DSI) is a synchronous/precise exception generated when an access to data memory cannot be performed. This exception is
valid on the PowerPC 601, 603, 604, and 620. When a DSI exception
occurs, the following conditions will be true:
• The SRRO register points to the instruction that caused the DSI
exception.
• The SRRl register is loaded with bits from the MSR; the bits occupy
corresponding positions.
• The DSISR is set to allow software to determine the cause of the exception. The DSISR register is described in Chapter 3, "Of Eggs and
Endians."
• The DAR (data address register) contains the effective address used in
the data memory access that caused the exception. Where the SRRO register pointed to the exception-causing instruction, the DAR points to the
effective address that was used in that operation.
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The DSI exception can be generated for any reason corresponding to
one of the bits of the DSISR. These bits are described in Table 10-5. In
order to fully define the condition that caused the exception, more than one
bit in the DSISR may be set. For example, if a store operation violated
DBAT memory protection, DSISR[4] and DSISR[6] would both be set
to one.
Table 10-5
DSISR Bit Definitions

Bit

Fault Source

0

A load/store instruction caused the fault.
Add ress transla tion fa iled for the access. Add ress lranslation fa ilure for the DSI
exception may mean not findi ng the address in one

of the

hash tables or the address

was not mapped by a DBAT register.
2

Always cleared .

3

Always cleared.

4

A memory access was not permitted by page protection or the DBAT mapping. This
differs from the source reported by bit

1 in that address translation exists,

but the

access fai led due to memory protection mechan isms.
5

An eciwx,

ecowx, lwarx/ldarx,

or stwcx./ stdcx. instructi on was attempted

to a di rect-store segment. Bit 5 may also be set if the

stwcx./ stdcx.
6

lwarx/ ldarx or

instruction is used wi th memory marked as write-th rough.

Caused by a store operation; bit 6 is cleared if the exception was caused by a
load operation.

7

Always cleared.

8

Always cleared.

9

A data address breakpoint register (DABR) match occurred. This bit is the data
address equivalent of the instruction address breakpoint exception (offset OxO 1300).

10

Set if the segmen t table search fails to fi nd a translation for the address. Bit 10 is
always cleared on the 60 1, 603 , and 604 and set only on 64-bit implemen ta tions.

l l

Set if the instruction that caused the exception was an
external access register's ena ble bi t is set (EAR[E]= l ).

12-3 1

Always cleared.

eciwx

or ecowx and the
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Instruction Access Exception (Ox00400)
The instruction access exception (ISI) is a synchronous/precise exception
that is generated when an instruction fetch cannot be performed. This
exception is valid on the PowerPC 601, 603, 604, and 620. Similar to the
DSI exception, an ISI exception is generated for any of the following
reasons:
a The effective address for the instruction fetch cannot be translated by
the paging or IBAT mechanisms. If the exception is generated due to a
failure of the paging mechanism, this exception is equivalent to a
page fault.
a The effective address for the instruction fetch corresponds to a
direct-store segment.
a The instruction fetch operation violates memory protection set up by
either the paging or IBAT mechanisms.
When an ISI exception occurs, the following conditions will be true:
a SRRO points to the next instruction to execute in the instruction stream
that was executing before the exception.
a The SRR1 register is set to allow software to determine the cause of the
exception. The SRR1 bit values are summarized in Table 10-6.

Table 10·6
ISi Exception Source SRR 1 Register Bit Definitions

Bit

Meaning

0-32

Always cleared.

33

Set if the effective address could not be translated.

34

Always cleared.

35

Set if the fetch was lo a direcl·store seg ment.

36

Set if the fetch violated memory protection .

37-41

Always cleared .

42

Set if the page table search fa iled lo fi nd a translation for the effective address of
the fetch.

43- 47

Always cleared.

Qhpr
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External Interrupt Exception (OxOOSOO)
The external interrupt exception is generated by the assertion of the external interrupt (#INT) signal. This exception is valid on the PowerPC 601,
603, 604, and 620. The external interrupt exception is enabled by setting
the MSR[EE] bit. If an external interrupt is pending when external interrupts are enabled (MSR[EE]=l), the exception occurs immediately. The
external interrupt exception handler will be entered before the next
instruction in the program stream that set MSR[EE] is executed.
External interrupt exceptions typically are generated by external peripheral devices. It is up to the external interrupt exception handler to determine
the source of the external interrupt and service the peripheral device.
When an external interrupt exception occurs, the following conditions
will be true:
• SRRO points to the next instruction to execute in the original instruction stream that was executing before the exception.
• The SRRl register is loaded with bits from the MSR; the bits occupy
corresponding positions.

Alignment Exception (Ox00600)
The alignment exception is a synchronous/precise exception that may be
generated under a number of circumstances. Fundamentally, all alignment
exceptions are caused by the inability to perform a memory access. But the
alignment exception is perhaps the most complex PowerPC exception with
respect to number of possible causal conditions. This exception is valid on
the PowerPC 601, 603, 604, and 620.
The PowerPC architecture defines the misalignment situations that may
cause an alignment exception. That is, the architecture allows for a future
PowerPC processor to implement the necessary logic to handle every misalignment condition in hardware, without the need to generate an
exception.
The alignment exception stores the processor state into SRRO and
SRRl, and uses the DSISR to determine the cause of the exception in the
same fashion as the DSI exception. Recall that we define an aligned operand
as having an address in memory on a boundary that is a multiple of the
operand's size. For example, an aligned word (4-byte) operand would have
an effective address ending in 0, 4, 8, or OxOc.
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The following general conditions can generate an alignment exception:

a The operand of a floating-point load/store is not word-aligned.
a The operand of an integer dword load/store operation is not word-

aligned.
a The operand of a load/store to an address is not aligned on a word

boundary while the processor is in little endian mode.
a The operand of any load/store crosses a protection boundary. A protec-

tion boundary is defined as the boundary between two areas of memory
(protection domains) that are mapped by a BAT register pair, mapped
by the PowerPC paging mechanism, or is designated as an I/O segment.
Alignment exceptions are generated for load/store operations that cross
a protection boundary only when data address translation is enabled
(MSR[DR]=l). That is, the concept of protection domains applies only
when the PowerPC processor's address translation mechanism is enabled. If
data address translation is disabled (MSR[DR]=O]), all memory protection
facilities (BAT and paging protection) for data memory accesses are
also disabled.
When an alignment exception occurs, the following conditions will
be true:

a SRRO points to the instruction that caused the exception. In the case of
an alignment exception, SRRO points precisely to the exception-causing
instruction. Upon entry to other exception handlers, SRRO may be set
with less precision.
a The SRR1 register is loaded with bits from the MSR; the bits occupy

corresponding positions.

a DSISR is set to enable software to determine the cause of the exception.
The DSISR bit values are summarized in Table 10-7. Determining the
cause of the exception is important to handlers that emulate the exception-causing instruction. Other bits in the DSISR are set to indicate the
addressing mode used by the exception-causing instruction: register
indirect with either index or immediate index mode.
Some pairs of instructions result in the same bit value being loaded into
the DSISR. In particular, load or store instructions that use register indirect
with index addressing can set the DSISR to the same value that would have
resulted if the corresponding instruction used register indirect with immediate index addressing. Similarly, for load or store instructions that use
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register indirect with immediate index addressing, DSISR can hold a value
that would have resulted from an instruction that uses register indirect
addressing.

Table 10-7
The DSISR Reports the Source of an Alignment Exception

Bit

Meaning

Bits 0-14

Always cleared.

Bits 15- 16

Cleared for instructions that use register indirect with immediate add ressing .
DSISR[ 15- 16] are set to bits 29- 30 of the exception-causing instruction
when the instruction uses register indi rect with index addressing .

Bit 17

Set to bi t 25 of the exception-causi ng instruction for instructions that use
register indirect with index addressing. Set to bit 5 of the exception-causing
instruction for instructions that use register indirect with immed iate
addressing.

Bits 18-21

Set to bits 21 - 24 of the exception-causing instruction for instructions that
use register indirect with index addressing. Set to bits 1- 4 of the
exception-causing instruction for instructions that use reg ister indirect with
immed iate addressing.

Bits 22- 26

Always set to bits 6-10 of the exception-causing instruction.

Bits 27-3 1

Always set to bits l 1- 15 of the instruction (rA) for update-form instructions
or to any reg ister number not in the range of registers loaded by a valid
form instruction, for lmw, lswi, and lsvvx instructions. Otherwise undefined.

The instruction pairs that can generate the same DSISR values are
shown in Table 10-8. The settings for DSISR bits 15-21 and the
instructions that they indicate are shown in Table 10-9.

Table 10-8
Instructions Reported Identically in the DSISR
lbz/ lbzx
lwz/ lwzx
stbu/stbux
stdu/stdux
stfsu /stfsux
lbzu/lbzux

lwzu/ lwzux
sth/sthx
lfs/ lfsx
stfd/stfdx
lhzu/lhzux
ld/ldx

stw/stwx
lfd/ lfdx
lha/ lhax
ldu/ldux
stwu/stwux
lfdu/lfdux

lhau/ lhaux
stb/stbx
std/stdx
stfs/stfsx
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Table 10·9
DSISR Settings Used in Exception Cause Determination

DSISR[l 5-21]

Instruction

DSISR[ 15-21]

Instruction

00 0 0000
00 0 0001
0000010
0000 100
00 0 0 10 1
0000 11 0
00 0 011 1
00 0 1000
00 0 100 1
00 0 10 10
00 0 10 11
00 0 110 1
00 0 1111
00 l 0000
00 l 00 10
00 l 0 100
00 l 010 1
00 l 0 11 0
00 l 0 11 1
00 l 1000
00 l 100 1
00 l 10 10
00 l 101 1
0 1 00000
0 1 0 0010
0 1 00 101
01 .0 1000
010 100 1
01 0 1010
010 10 11

lwarx, lwz
ldarx
stw
lhz
Iha
sth
lmw
Ifs
lfd
stfs
stfd
ld,ldu,lwa
std ,stdu
lwzu
stwu
lhzu
lhau
sthu
stmw
lfsu
lfdu
stfsu
stfdu
ldx
stdx
Iwax
lswx
lswi
stswx
stswi

0 1 1 0000
0 1 1 00 10
01 1 010 1
10 0 00 10
10 000 11
10 0 1000
10 0 10 10
10 0 1100
10 1 0 100
10 1 0 11 0
10 l 1111
11 00000
11 00010
1100 100
1100 10 1
11 0 01 10
11 0 1000
110 100 1
110 10 10
11 0 10 11
1101111
11 l 0000
11 1 00 10
11 l 0 100
11 l 0101
11 l 0110
11 l 1000
11 l 1001
11 1 1010
11 1 10 11

ldux
stdux
lwaux
stwcx.
stdcx.
lwbrx
stwbrx
lhbrx
eciwx
ecowx
dcbz
lwzx
stwx
lhzx
lhax
sthx
lfsx
lfdx
stfsx
stfdx
stfiwx
lwzux
stwux
lhzux
lhaux
sthux
lfsux
lfdux
stfsux
stfdux

Program Exception (Ox00700)
The program exception is a synchronous/precise exception and can be
generated for any reason corresponding to one of the bits of the SRRl
register. This exception is valid on the PowerPC 601, 603, 604, and 620.

Exceptions and Interrupts
When a program exception occurs, the following conditions will
be true:
a The SRRO register is set according to the following conditions:
For all program exceptions other than floating-point imprecise mode
exceptions (see MSR[FEO,FEl] in Figure 10-1), SRRO contains the
address of the instruction that caused the program exception.
For floating-point imprecise mode program exceptions, SRRO contains
the address of an instruction that may be the exception-causing instruction. SRRO may point to a subsequent instruction located an arbitrary
number of instructions after the exception-causing instruction.
a If this exception is pending (FPSCR[FEX]=l) but disabled in the MSR
(MSR[FEO,FE1]=0), the exception will occur when an instruction alters
the setting of MSR[FEO,FEl].

a The SRRl register is set so software can determine the cause of the
exception. The SRRl bit values are summarized in Table 10-10.

Table 10-10
SRR 1 Bit Values

Bit

Meaning

Bits 0-10

Always cleared.

Bit 11

Set for an IEEE floating-point enabled program exception.

Bit 12

Set for an illegal instruction form program exception . Illegal instruction forms
are discussed in Chapter 6, "The PowerPC Instruction Set."

Bit 13

Set if the execution of an instruction violated privilege-level protection. A
privilege-level violation occurs when software executing in user mode
attempts to execute a supervisor-level instruction.

Bit 14

Set if a trap instruction was executed.

Bit 15

Set if SRRO does not contain the address of the exception-causing instruction
!but rather a subsequent instruction). If bit 15 is clear, SRRO points to the
exception-causing instruction.

Bits 16-31

Loaded with the corresponding bits from the MSR.
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Floating-Point Unavailable Exception (Ox00800)
The floating-point unavailable exception is generated when software
attempts to execute any floating-point instruction and floating-point
available is disabled in the MSR (MSR[FP]=O).
When a floating-point unavailable exception occurs, the following
conditions will be true:
• SRRO contains the address of the instruction that caused the exception.
• The SRR1 register is loaded with bits from the MSR; the bits occupy
corresponding positions.

Decrementer Exception (Ox00900)
A decrementer exception is generated when the count contained in the
decrementer register passes through zero (when bit 0 changes from 0 to 1).
This exception is valid on the PowerPC 601, 603, 604, and 620.
As described in Chapter 4, "The PowerPC Programming Model," the
decrementer register is a countdown register that can generate periodic
interrupts for low-resolution timing operations. The rate at which the decrementer counts down is directly related to the processor clock speed. As
such, the count rate is system implementation dependent.
The decrementer exception is enabled and disabled by setting and clearing the MSR[EE] bit. If a decrementer exception is pending when MSR[EE]
is set, the exception occurs immediately. The decrementer exception handler
will be entered before the next instruction in the program that set MSR[EE]
is executed.
When a decrementer exception occurs, the following conditions will
be true:
• SRRO points to the next instruction to execute in the original
instruction stream that was executing before the exception.
• The SRR1 register is loaded with bits from the MSR; the bits occupy
corresponding positions.

Direct-Store Exception (OxOOaOO)
The direct-store (1/0 controller interface error) exception is defined only
on the PowerPC 601. This exception is generated when a load or store
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operation to a direct-store (1/0 controller interface) segment cannot be performed. Other PowerPC processors provide the functionality of the
direct-store exception via the DSI exception.
When a direct-store exception occurs, the following conditions will
be true:

a SRRO points to the next instruction to execute in the original
instruction stream that was executing before the exception.
a The SRR1 register is loaded with bits from the MSR; the bits occupy

corresponding positions.

a The DAR (data address register) points to the first byte of the operand
that caused the exception.
Direct-store exceptions on the 601 differ from typical memory access
exceptions. The update form of both loads and stores cause the target register to be updated before the exception handler is invoked. The lwarx, stwcx.,
and lscbx instructions cause DSI exceptions, as opposed to direct-store
exceptions. Finally, floating-point loads and stores to direct-store segments
are not supported on the 601; attempting such an operation generates an
alignment exception.

System Call Exception (OxOOcOO)
A system call exception is generated by the execution of an sc (system call)
instruction. This synchronous/precise exception is context synchronizing
(discussed earlier in this chapter). This exception is valid on the PowerPC
601, 603, 604, and 620.
When a system call exception occurs, the following conditions will
be true:

a SRRO points to the instruction following the system call instruction.
a The SRR1 register is loaded with bits from the MSR; the bits occupy
corresponding positions.

Trace Exception (OxOOdOO)
The trace exception is an optional exception on PowerPC processors and its
implementation is processor dependent. The PowerPC 601 implements a
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trace/run mode exception at vector offset Ox02000; this is not discussed in
this section. The 603, 604, and 620 each implement the trace exception
described here at vector offset OxOOdOO.
To enable the trace exception, MSR[SE] must be set (MSR[SE]=l).
Setting MSR[SE] has the effect of serializing instruction execution - only
one instruction is executed at a time. Of course, single-stepping through
code is useful only when you can observe results as they would actually
occur when running the code normally. Because of this need, trace
exceptions have two fundamental requirements.
First, the trace exception must not change the context of the code that is
being single-stepped. This implies that the trace exception cannot be context
synchronizing; a trace exception is not generated for instructions causing
other exceptions or context synchronization such as the sc, rfi, or trap
instructions.
Second, the processor must be able to guarantee that the results of each
instruction are reflected in the architectural registers when the trace exception handler gets control. Serializing instruction execution, as noted above,
ensures that the trace exception handler sees only the effects of atomic
instruction execution.
The MSR[SE] bit is cleared (disabling trace exceptions) when a trace
exception occurs. Otherwise, the processor would attempt to single-step the
trace exception handler, resulting in an infinite loop. The rfi instruction
restores the setting of the MSR from the contents of the SRRl register,
typically reenabling the trace exception.
Note that the PowerPC 603 will not generate a trace exception for execution of an isync instruction. Other PowerPC processors will generate a
trace exception when executing an isync instruction and MSR[SE]=l.
When a trace exception occurs, the following conditions will be true:
• SRRO points to the next instruction to be executed after the instruction
currently being single-stepped.
• The SRRl register is loaded with bits 16-31 from the MSR; the bits
occupy corresponding positions in SRRl. On the 604, there are additional bits set in the SRRl register. These bits are set as shown in
Table 10-11.

JO • Exceptions e1nd Interrupts
Table 10-11
Additional Bits Defined in the 604's SRRl Register

Bit

Meaning

0- 2

Set to ObO 10.
Set for a load instruction, cleared otherwise.
Set for a store instruction , cleared otherwise.
Cleared.
Set for lswx or stswx, cleared otherwise.
Set for mtspr instruction.
Set for taken branch, cleared otherwise.
Cleared.

3
4

5-9
10
11

12
13-15

Floating-Point Assist Exception (OxOOeOO)
The floating-point assist exception is optional and is not implemented on
any current PowerPC processors. It may be implemented on future
PowerPC implementations to facilitate the software emulation of
floating-point exceptions.
If the processor attempts to perform a floating-point operation that is
not supported in hardware, the floating-point assist exception is invoked.
Using the exception handler, the floating-point operation can be emulated
in software.
When a floating-point assist exception occurs, the following conditions
will be true:

a SRRO points to the next instruction to execute in the original instruction stream that was executing before the exception.
a The SRRl register is loaded with bits from the MSR; the bits occupy
corresponding positions.

lmplementation·Specific
Exception Vectors
The remaining vectors are processor implementation specific. That is, they
are not defined by the PowerPC architecture and are optional on each
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processor implentation. Therefore, each exception description lists the
PowerPC processors that implement the vector.

Performance Monitoring Exception (OxOOfOO)
Performance monitoring is available only on the 604 and 620 processors. It
allows retrieval of statistical information concerning instruction dispatch,
execution, and completion; memory access; and much more. Performance
monitoring capabilities of the 604 and 620 are discussed in Chapter 12,
"Techniques and Tricks."
The priority of this exception falls between that of the external interrupt
exception and the decrementer exception. A performance monitoring exception is treated as a normal PowerPC exception and is generated in response
to two conditions:

a A counter condition that has been configured in one of the performance
monitor counter registers (PMCl and PMC2) .
a A time-base flipped bit counter that has been configured in the
MMCRO register.

Software TLB Search
Exceptions (OxO 1000-0xO 1200)
Exception vectors Ox01000 through Ox01200 are unique to the PowerPC
603 microprocessor because the 603 implements its page table search mechanism in software. These exceptions are part of the 603's software-based
page address translation mechanism. Other PowerPC implementations use
hardware to perform the same operation and, therefore, do not generate
these exceptions. The 603 's softwar.e-based page table searching mechanism
is described in Chapter 8, "Memory Management."
The ITLB miss, DTLB miss, and DTLB miss on store exceptions
described here update the SRRO and SRRl registers in an identical manner
when an exception occurs. When any of the 603 TLB exceptions occur, the
following conditions are true:
a SRRO points to the next instruction to execute in the original instruc-

tion stream that generated the exception.
a The SRRl register is loaded with bits from the MSR; the bits occupy

corresponding positions.
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Instruction TLB Miss Exception (OxO 1000)
The ITLB (instruction translation lookaside buffer) miss exception is specific to the 603. An ITLB miss exception is generated when the effective
address for an instruction load/store or cache operation cannot be
translated by the 603's ITLBs.
If the ITLB miss exception handler cannot find the page table entry
(PTE) that corresponds to the effective address that generated the exception,
this exception becomes equivalent to a page fault. In that case, the handler
must attempt to restore the state of the processor before invoking the
instruction access exception (ISi exception, offset Ox00400).

Data TLB Miss On Load Exception (OxO 1100)
The DTLB (data translation lookaside buffer) miss on load exception is specific to the 603. A DTLB miss on load exception is generated when the
effective address for a data load or cache operation cannot be translated by
the 603's DTLBs.
Like the ITLB miss, if the exception handler cannot find the PTE that
corresponds to the effective address that generated the exception, this
exception becomes equivalent to a page fault. In this case, the handler must
attempt to restore the state of the processor before invoking the data access
exception (DSI exception, offset Ox00300).

Data TLB Miss On Store Exception (OxO 1200)
The DTLB (data translation lookaside buffer) miss on store exception is
specific to the 603. A DTLB miss on store exception is generated in one of
two cases:
a When the effective address for a data store or cache operation cannot be

translated by the 603's DTLBs, this exception is generated. As with the
DTLB miss on load exception, if the exception handler cannot find the
PTE that corresponds to the effective address that generated the exception, this exception becomes equivalent to a page fault. In that case, the
handler must attempt to restore the state of the processor before invoking the DSI exception.
a

If the changed bit of a DTLB page table entry needs to be updated for a
store operation, this exception will be generated.
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Instruction Address Breakpoint (OxOl 300)
The instruction address breakpoint exception is generated when a match
between the contents of the IABR (instruction address breakpoint register)
and the CIA occurs. The exception will occur before the instruction causing
the exception has completed execution. This exception is enabled by setting
the IABR[30] bit.
This exception is valid on the PowerPC 603, 604, and 620 processors.
The 601 uses the run mode/trace exception in place of this exception.

System Management Interrupt Exception (Ox01400)
The system management interrupt (SMI) exception is generated by the
assertion of the system management interrupt (#SMI) signal. This exception
is enabled by setting the external interrupt bit in the MSR (MSR[EE]=l). In
the case where the #INT and #SMI signals are asserted simultaneously, the
#SMI signal is processed first. This exception is valid on the 603, 604, and
620 processors; the 601 does not have an equivalent exception.
When an SMI exception occurs, the following conditions will be true:

a SRRO points to the next instruction to execute in the original
instruction stream that was executing when the exception occurred.
a The SRRl register is loaded with bits from the MSR; the bits occupy
corresponding positions.
The system management interrupt provides a mechanism that will allow
operating systems to perform system management functions (power, security, and so on) in response to an external signal other than the external
interrupt.

Run Mode/Trace Exception {Ox02000)
A run mode/trace exception is generated when an instruction address breakpoint register (IABR) or data address breakpoint register (DABR) finds a
match or when trace mode is enabled (MSR[SE]=l). This exception is
enabled by setting HIDl[RM] = HID1[8,9] = OblO. This exception is
defined only for the PowerPC 601. The run mode/trace exception is similar
to the 603, 604, and 620 implementation of the trace exception (OxOOdOO).

Ul • Exceptions and Interrupts
When a 601 run mode/trace exception occurs, the following conditions
will be true:
• SRRO points to the instruction that caused the exception.
• The SRR1 register is loaded with bits from the MSR; the bits occupy
corresponding positions.
The run modes for the 601 processor are specified by the setting of the
HID1[M]=HID1[1-3] bits; the action taken by the processor when an
address match occurs depends on the setting of HID1[RM]=HID1[8,9].
Table 10-12 summarizes the 601's run modes and address match actions.
Table 10-13 summarizes the actions taken upon detection of an
address match.

Table 10-12
The PowerPC 601 's Run Modes
H/01 [M]=
HID 1[1-3]

Setting

601 Run Mode Descriptions

000

Normal run mode. No breakpoints set.

001

Undefined - do not use.

010

Limited instruction address compare. When the address speci fied in the
60 l 's HID2 matches the current instruction address (CIA), the address
match action specified by HID[RM] is taken . The compare performed by this
may not detect floating-point and branch addresses .

011

Undefined - do not use.

100

Single-step instruction. Use of the trace exception setting (MSR[SE]) is
preferred over this run mode.

101

Undefined - do not use.

110

Full instruction address compare. When the address specified in the 60 l's
HID2 matches the CIA, the address match action specified by HID[RM] is
taken. The target address for b, be, ber, and bee instructions is tested.

111

Full branch target address compare. When the branch target address
specified in the 601 's HID2 matches the current branch target address, the
address match action specified by HID[RM] is taken. All instructions
are tested .
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After configuring the 601's run mode using HID[M], the next step is to
configure the action taken when an address match occurs. The HID[RM]
bits, shown in Table 10-13, determine the PowerPC 601 's response to an
address match condition or a trace condition.

Table 10·13
PowerPC 601 's HID[RM] Bits

HID/ [RM]=
HID 1[B,9]
Setting
00
01
10
11

601 Response to Address Match/Trace Description
Hard stop; halt the processor clock.
Soft stop; wa it for system activity to settle.
Generate a run mode/trace exception.
Reserved - do not use.

Note that if the 601 is set to single-step each instruction
(HIDl[M]=OblOO) and is set to generate a run mode/trace exception
(HIDl[RM]=OblO), the processor will be caught in an infinite loop.

SUMMARY
This chapter marks the conclusion the overview of the PowerPC architecture and each PowerPC implementation. We've covered nearly every aspect
of several PowerPC processors and should be ready to focus a bit on programming. The remaining two chapters deal with hands-on PowerPC
programmmg.
Chapter 11, "PowerPC Assembly Language Examples," is dedicated to
a discussion of PowerPC assembly language instructions and programming.
Chapter 12, "Techniques and Tricks," deals with several miscellaneous
topics, including optimization hints and the performance monitoring
features of the 604 and 620.
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Chapter

POWERPC ASSEMBLY
LANG AGE EXAMPLES

"The chief virtue that language can have is clearness, and
nothing detracts from it so much as the use of unfamiliar
words."
- Hippocrates
As a programmer, you are already familiar with many of the
operations that will be discussed in this chapter. The aspect
that is unfamiliar (and must be learned) is the use of PowerPC
assembly language. You have, no doubt, used some form of the
if-then-else operation, but it's unlikely that you've coded such
an operation on a PowerPC microprocessor using PowerPC
assembly language. And one of the easiest ways to learn
programming on a new computer architecture is by example.
In a sense, Chapters 1 through 10 were a prelude to this
chapter. We're finally ready to start playing with PowerPC
assembly language. Stepping through basic programming constructs and progressing towards increasingly complex and
platform-specific examples is a good way to become familiar
with PowerPC assembly. By the end of this chapter, you'll have
experienced enough PowerPC assembly language to begin
writing your own.
Register use is one area in which we must be careful to
state our assumptions. In the x86 world there exist a number
of different conventions for passing arguments to subroutines
via the stack; Pascal and cdecl are two examples. And, because
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the PowerPC industry is relatively young, there is more than one set of
register usage conventions for calling subroutines.
To make the code listed in this section useful (and portable), we'll follow the register usage conventions shown in Table 11-1. They conform to
the PowerOpen ABI, Motorola's register usage conventions, and to IBM's
WorkPlace OS register usage conventions.
Table 11 ·1
PowerPC Register Usage Conventions

Register
Name

Software
Handling

GPR rO

Volatile

Miscellaneous system usage. This register should not be
modified by user-level software. rO also represents a value
of zero in some instructions (see Chapters 5 and 6).

GPR rl

Preserved

Stack pointer

GPR r2

Preserved

Reserved for system use. Thi s register is usually used as a
pointer to a system data area.

GPR r3

Volatile

First argument of a function's argument (parameter) list. r3 is
also used to return values to the ca ller when required.

GPR r4-rl0

Volatile

Second through eighth argument passed to a subprogram.

GPR rl l-r31

Varies

The use of these registers is strictly operating system
dependent. They are defined as preserved for the examples
in this book.

Usage

A volatile register is one whose value may change through the course of
subroutine calls; system software does not expect a volatile register to be
preserved. All registers, except for rl and r2, are volatile. Because system
software depends on the values contained in rl and r2, they must be preserved through any calls to subroutines in the code that we write. The
operating system, on the other hand, is free to alter their values.
In the examples that follow, we'll define rl 1-r31 as preserved. In practice, their use is dictated by the conventions of the operating system
being run.
Several other register format conventions are commonly used. For
example, a no-op (no operation) instruction on the PowerPC is coded as an
OR immediate instruction using GPRO as each of the first two operands and

rPC Assembly Language Examples
the immediate value zero for the third operand. There are three possible
ways to express this, shown in the code fragment following. In all cases,
we'll use the first operand form with no extra characters or separators.
Three en codings of th e no-op i nstruct i on usin g differe nt
regis t er format co nv ent i ons . Note t hat th e first me t hod
rep resents the fo rmat used i n thi s book.
ori
ori
or i

r0 , r0 , 0
r.0 , r .0, 0
%r0 , %r0, 0

1st: no extra char acters (preferred)
2nd : using a period as a separator character
3rd : pr epe ndi ng a percent sign

The majority of examples in this chapter will execute at both user and
supervisor level. However, the examples that deal with PowerPC-specific
operations (such as BAT register manipulation) assume that the processor is
running and executing at supervisor level. When supervisor-level instructions are discussed, we'll make a specific note in the comments for that
instruction.
In the examples that follow, any high-level description of the example
operation will be shown using the C programming language. Whenever possible, each example will follow the same basic format. First, the operation
of interest is introduced. Then, our specific implementation of the operation
is discussed, followed by the PowerPC assembly source code listing. A brief
commentary follows in which the interesting features of the preceding
source code will be discussed and explained.

FUNDAMENTAL OPERATIONS
Before we dive into the implementation of common programming constructs using PowerPC assembly language, let's take a careful look at a few
individual instructions and their operation. By now, you've absorbed quite a
bit of background information and are probably eager to begin programming in PowerPC assembly, but just a bit more preface is necessary.
There are many ways to solve a single problem. In fact, as you learn
more about a particular platform, the number of ways to implement a solution seems to grow. At this point, we're just now ready to begin programming PowerPC platforms - and the number of ways to do anything is
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limited. As a means of introduction in this section, I'll emphasize clarity
over cleverness when demonstrating common operations.

Instruction Format
The detailed format for each PowerPC instruction is defined in Appendix A,
"PowerPC Instruction Set Reference." However, there are several generalizations that we can make. (Note that the instructions used in the following
examples are discussed in detail following this section.)
When a value is loaded into a register, the first register operand is the
destination register. Consider the following example:
or

r0 , r2.r3

r0 is the destinat i on
and r2 & r3 are sources

Here, using the o r instruction, the leftmost register (rO) is the destination. The two source registers (r2 and r3) will be ORed together and the
result stored in rO. To remember this ordering sequence, you can chant:
"load to the left."
When a value from a register is stored to memory, the order is reversed
from that described above.
stw

r3 , 0x00(r4)

t he contents of r3 are stored
to address i n r4

In this example, the stw (store word) instruction stores the contents of
r3 to the address contained in r4. The source register is now r3 and the destination register is r4 - opposite from the positional conventions of the
previous example.

Fundamental Operations
It has been said that an adult can function in society with a working vocabulary of only 2,000 words. Out of tens of thousands of possible words, we
are able to adequately express ourselves using a small subset of the total dictionary. Analogously, out of the total PowerPC instruction set, certain
instructions appear more frequently than others. Consider, for example,
how common the mov instruction is throughout x86 assembly source code.

ssembly Language Examples
In this section we'll concentrate on establishing a core working vocabulary
of PowerPC assembly language instructions.
The examples in this section all use general-purpose registers (GPRs) as
operands. Therefore, the term register will always refer to a GPR unless
specifically noted. Additionally, most examples start with GPRs containing
a value such as Oxffffffff. The choice of an initial value is completely arbitrary; a value such as Oxffffffff is useful only in the sense that it shows the
operand width explicitly (as opposed to Oxl) and any change to the
contents of the register is obvious.
Now let's examine the operation of some fundamental PowerPC
instructions. Using only these instructions, you'll be able to implement
many basic programming constructs:
• Placing a value into a register
• Reading a value from memory
• Writing a value to memory
• Comparing two values
• Branching
• Performing arithmetic and logical operations

Loading Values Into a Register
On PowerPC processors, there are three things that you can load into a
general-purpose register: an immediate value, the contents of another register, and the contents of a location in memory. To accomplish the first two,
we'll use the mr, Ii, and lis instructions.
The mr (move register) instruction transfers the contents of one GPR
into another, as shown here:
BE FORE: r3 = 0xf ff fffff
r4 = 0x 12345678
mr

r3, r4
AFTE R: r3 = 0x12345678
r4 = 0x12345678

The contents of r3 before the mr instruction (Oxffffffff) are replaced by
the value contained in r4 (Ox12345678). There is no modification of r4. As
described in Chapter 6, "The PowerPC Instruction Set," the mr instruction
is a simplified form of the or instruction.
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The Ii (load immediate) and lis (load immediate shifted) instructions load
a general-purpose register with an immediate value. The size of the immediate value is limited (by the PowerPC instruction format) to a maximum of
16 bits. To load a register with a 32-bit immediate value requires two separate 16-bit loads: one for the lower 16 bits and one for the upper 16 bits.
The following two instructions load a single GPR with a 32-bit immediate
value.
STEP 1. Lo ad th e upper 16 bit s an d cl ear l ower 16 bits
Note: l i s r9, 0x1234 (equiv al ent to addi s r9,r0,0x 1234)
BEFOR E: r9 = 0x fffffff f
l is

r9 , 0x1234
AFTER:

r9 = 0x12 340000

STEP 2. Lo ad th e l owe r 16 bits
Note : Thi s operat i on is equ i va l ent t o r9

ori

I= 0x5678

; BEFO RE : r9 = 0x l234000 0
r9, r9, 0x 5678
; AFTER : r9 = 0x12345678

In step 1, the lis instruction loads the 16-bit signed immediate value
(Ox1234) into the upper (high-order) 16 bits of r9 and clears the lower 16
bits to zeroes. In step 2, the lower 16 bits of r9 are loaded with the signed
immediate value Ox5678. The ori performs a bit-wise OR of the immediate
value with r9, leaving the upper 16 bits of r9 unmodified.
The Ii instruction loads the lower 16 bits of a GPR with an immediate
value and can be thought of as the counterpart to the lis instruction. The
following code fragment shows Ii in action.
li r9 , 0x1234 (eq ui valent to add i r9,r0,0x0 1)
BEFORE: r9 = 0xffffffff
li

r9 , 0x1234
AFT ER : r9

=

0x0000 1234

The Ii instruction loads the lower 16 bits of the target register with the
signed quantity Ox1234. However, the 16-bit value is sign extended to 32
bits before being placed in the register. For this reason, Ii can't be used after
an lis instruction to complete a 32-bit load operation. Loading a GPR with a
non-negative immediate value using the Ii instruction will have the effect of
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zeroing out the upper 16 bits. Using Ii to load a negative number sets the
upper 16 bits of the GPR to OxFFFF.

Loading a Value from Memory
The previous section focused on loading GPRs with the contents of other
GPRs and with immediate values. This section demonstrates loading GPRs
with values read from memory.
The x86 instruction set defines a single-instruction mnemonic (mov) for
all operand sizes. The PowerPC instruction set provides a separate instruction for each operand size: byte, half-word, and word. The following
example shows how to load a GPR with a 32-bit word from memory using
the lwz (load word and zero) instruction.
l wz r3 ,0x00(r4) reads a wo rd f rom th e ad dress (offse t+ r4 ) .
Assumes that the va l ue 0x 12345678 i s st ored at addre ss 0xf81a0 200
BEFORE: r3 = 0xffffff ff
r4 = 0xf81a0200
l wz

r3, 0x00( r4 )
AFTER : r3 = 0x 12345678
r4 = 0xf81a 0200

In this example, r3 is loaded with the 32-bit value stored at the address
contained in r4. This example assumes that the value Ox12345678 is stored
at address Oxf8la0200. The OxOO quantity that precedes (r4) is a 16-bit
signed immediate offset that is added to the base address contained in r4 to
produce the effective address. As shown, the lwz operation is loading a 32bit quantity from the effective address generated by adding OxOO to the contents of r4. An immediate offset is a useful way to access the elements of a
data structure with known offsets from a fixed address, such as elements in
an array.
When considering the lwz instruction, it's natural to ask, "what gets
zeroed?" In this chapter, we focus on 32-bit PowerPC implementations each GPR is 32 bits wide. When loading a 32-bit quantity from memory
into a 32-bit GPR, there is no room for any additional "zeroing" of unused
bits. However, on 64-bit PowerPC implementations such as the 620, the
upper 32 bits of a GPR would be zeroed after using the lwz instruction. On
32-bit implementations, upper-bit zeroing takes place when using the lbz
(load byte and zero) and lhz (load half-word and zero) instructions.
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Writing a Value to Memory
The complementary step to loading a value read from memory into a register is to write the register's contents back to memory. As with the load
instructions, the PowerPC instruction set contains a separate instruction for
each size of operand. This following example demonstrates writing a 32-bit
word into system memory using the stw (store word) instruction.
stw r5,0x04(r6l stores a word to t he address (offset + r6l
BEFORE: r5 = 0x1234abcd
r6 = 0xf81a0200
stw

r5. 0x04(r6l
AFTER:

r5 = 0x1234abcd
r6 = 0xf81a0200

In this example, the contents of r5 (Ox1234abcd) are stored to the effective address generated by adding Ox04 to the contents of r6 (Oxf81a0204).
As with the lwz instruction above, the 16-bit signed immediate offset that
precedes (r6) is an offset from the base address contained in r6. None of the
registers used in the operation are modified by the stw instruction.
When storing bytes and half-words to memory, the stb (store byte) and
sth (store half-word) instructions are used in an analogous manner.

Comparing Two Values
Modern programming couldn't exist without a method of changing the flow
of execution based on conditional evaluation. And the first step of conditional execution is, of course, evaluating a conditional expression. To that
end, the first example uses the cmpwi (compare word immediate) instruction to compare the contents of a GPR to a 16-bit signed immediate value.
The cmpwi instruction treats both the register and the immediate value
as signed.
Compare with immediate va lue
cmpwi r3, -1 compares the conte nt s of r3 to a signed 16 -bit value
BEFORE: r3 = 0xffffffff
CR0 = CR[0-3 ] = 0bxxxx (don 't care)
cmpwi

r3, -1
AFTER : r3 = 0xffffffff
CR0 = 0b0010 = EQ bit set

Assembly Language Examples
Before the execution of the cmpwi instruction, r3 contains the signed
value -1 (Oxffffffff). The value of CRO is irrelevant - it is updated with the
results of the cmpwi instruction. After executing this instruction, the contents of r3 remain unchanged. However, the contents of CRO have been
updated. In this case, CRO[EQ] is set to indicate that the contents of r3 and
the 16-bit signed immediate value are equal. This is true because the 16-bit
immediate value is sign-extended to 32 bits before comparing it to the contents of r3. (Instructions that perform unsigned comparisons are also
available.)
The next example uses cmpw to compare the contents of r3 to the contents of r4, treating each value as a signed 32-bit integer.
Comparin g the conte nt s of two registers.
cmpw r3,r4 compares th e signed co nt ents of r3 to r4
BEFORE: r3 = 0xfff fff ff
r4 = 0x00000001
CR0 = CR[0-3 ] = 0bxxxx (don ' t care)
cmpw

r3,r4
AFTER:

r3 = 0xffffffff
r4 = 0x0000000 1
CR0 = 0b l00 0 = LT bit set

The value of the CRO field before the comparison is, again, unimportant; the comparison operation resets all bits in the CR field. In this case,
the less-than (CRO[LT]) bit is set, indicating that the contents of r3 are less
than the contents of r4.

Branching
The second aspect of conditional execution is branching. There are two
general categories of branch instructions: conditional and unconditional.
Unconditional branching is equivalent to the x86 jmp (jump) and call
instructions. The implementation of conditional branching is similar on
both architectures in that the name (and encoding) of the conditional
branch instruction implies the conditional value on which it depends. The
two examples we'll see use the bl (unconditional branch with link register
update) and bit (branch if less than) instructions to demonstrate
each category.
Our first example shows an unconditional branch that stores a return
address in the link register.
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Unconditional branching
bl <target address> unconditionally branches to the target
address and stores the following address in the link register
BEFORE: link register = don ' t care
bl

BranchTarget
AFTER:

link register contains address
instruction following bl

Here, the unconditional branch to BranchTarget has the side effect of
storing the address of the instruction following bl into the link register (LR).
This mechanism is commonly used to call subroutines, which in turn use the
value stored in the LR as a return address to return to the calling code.
The second example demonstrates conditional branching. In this case,
we assume that a previous compare operation has updated the contents
of CRO.
Condit ional branching to the link register
ble branches to the address contained in the link register
based on values set in the condition register
BEFORE: CR0 set by compare
blt

BranchTarget
AFTER:

branch taken or not
CR0 = unchanged

The bit instruction takes the branch to the target address only if
CRO[LT] is set. The branch instruction does modify the contents of any registers. Just as found in the x86 instruction set, there are many forms of
branch instructions that correspond to the various conditions resulting from
compare operations.

Arithmetic and Logical Operations
Arithmetic and logical operations comprise a large number of programming
operations. The addi (add immediate) instruction adds two quantities: the
contents of a GPR and a 16-bit signed immediate value. The sum is stored
into a separate GPR.
The add immediate arithmetic instruction
addi adds the contents of a GPR and a 16-bit immediate value
and stores the result into a separate GPR.

ssembly Language Examples
BEFORE: r3=0x00000000
r4=0x000a0010
addi

r3,r4.0x0101
AFTER:

r3=0x000a0111
r4=0x000a0010

In this example, the contents of r4 and Ox0101 are added together and
the sum is placed into r3. The immediate value is treated as a signed
quantity and sign-extended to 32 bits prior to the addition.
The and instruction performs a bit-wise AND of the contents of two
GPRs. The resulting value is stored into a separate GPR. The choice of
GPRs in the following example is arbitrary - the same GPR could be used
in any (or all three) operand positions.
; The AND log i cal instruction
and r3,r4,r5 will non-destructively AND the contents of r4 and r5
placing the result into GPR r3
BEFORE: r3=0x00000000
r4=0x000c3c3f
r5=0x0003c81f
and

r3,r4.r5
AFTER:

r3=0x0000081f
r4=0x000c3c3f
r5=0x0003c81f

In this example, the contents of r4 and r5 are ANDed together and the
result is placed into r3. The ANDed value is treated as a signed quantity and
sign extended to 32 bits prior to the addition.
The mullw instruction multiplies the two 32-bit values to obtain a 64-bit
result. The lower 32 bits of the 64-bit product are stored into the destination
register.
; The mullw arithmetic instruction
; mullw r3,r4,r5 generates a 64 -bit product by multiplying the
contents of r4 with r5. The product is truncated and stored in r3.
BEFORE: r3=0x00000000
r4=0x00000100
r5=0x00002000
mullw

r3,r4,r5
AFTER:

r3=0x00200000
r4=0x00000100
r5=0x00002000
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In this example, the contents of r4 and r5 are multiplied to form an
intermediate 64-bit product. The 64-bit product is truncated to 32 bits and
stored into r3. There are forms of this instruction (mullw .) that can be used
to determine if the 64-bit product produced an overflow condition when
truncated to 32 bits.
The ori (OR immediate) instruction performs a bit-wise OR of two
quantities: the contents of a GPR and an immediate 16-bit unsigned value.
The result of the OR operation is placed into a separate GPR.
The or immediate arithmetic i nst ruction.
The ori in st ruction ORs the contents of a GPR with
a 16-bit immediate value and sto res the resu l t into a
se parat e GPR.
BEFOR E: r3 =0x00000000
r4=0x0 0000123
ori
r3, r4, 0x0edc
AFTER : r3=0x00000fff
r4=0x00000 123

Here, the contents of r4 are ORed with the unsigned value OxOedc. The
result is placed into r3. Note that no other registers are modified as a result
of either operation.

BASIC PROGRAMMING CONSTRUCTS
After you're familiar with basic operations, the next step is to move to a
higher level of programming components: branch types, conditional execution, and looping. As we work through the code sequences that follow,
you'll become familiar with how PowerPC assembly language fits together,
the most commonly used operations, and begin building a set of routines
that may be useful in your own programs.

Branches, Calls, and Returns
The x86 architecture defines separate jump and call instructions. PowerPC
processors use branch instructions to perform all branches, jumps, and subroutine call operations. PowerPC branch instructions come in both conditional and unconditional forms. Listing 11-la shows how a C program
called main() sets up and calls a function called test(), which requires twointeger (32-bit word) arguments.

~sembly Language Examples

Listing 11 · 1a
The main() fun ction, shown in its C version.
I! Listing 11-la. Branching and return example
!!
C-version of main()
!!

main(void)
{

int testVal1=0x12345678,
testVal2=0xabcdef12;

!! two 32-bit ints

testVal 2 = test(testVall, testVal2);

!! make a call to test()

Listing 11-1 b shows the same routine, this time in PowerPC assembly
language. We assume that when main() is entered, the return address (to
whatever code invoked the main() routine) is in the link register (LR). This
is a common PowerPC calling convention.

Listing 11·1 b
The assembly version of the main() function demonstrates how subroutines are called.

Listing 11-lb. Branching and return example .
; PowerPC assembly language version of main()
main:
mfl r
stw

r0
r0, 0( rll

save our return address in r0
put it on non-volatile stack

l is
ori

r3,r0,0x1234
r3,r 3,0x5678

load high-order 16 bits of r3
and the low-order 16 bits

l is
ori

r4,r0,0xabcd
r4, r4, 0xefl 2

load high-order 16 bits of r4
and load low -o rder 16 bits

We are now ready to branch to test(). Note that r3 contains the
first argument and r4 contains the second argument.
bl

test

branch to test() & update link register

Subrout i ne executes and returns.
mr

r4,r3

store returned value in r4 (testVal2)

lwz
mtlr
bl r

r0,0(rl)
r0

get our return addr from stack
move into link register
return to whoever invoked main() using
the link register as the return value
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The main() function is treated as a subroutine by other software (such
as the operating system). This realization is useful in understanding the register maintenance responsibilities placed on both the caller and the callee.
We'll examine such responsibilities in the example code that follows.
The LR is used (and its contents overwritten) when we call test(). It is
main()'s responsibility, therefore, to save its return address. And main() does
so by loading the contents of the LR into rO using the mflr (move from link
register) instruction. But Table 11-1 states that rO is volatile; accordingly, we
must save the contents of rO somewhere else; in this case, on the stack using
the stack pointer contained in rl. This entry sequence is common to many
of the code fragments and functions in this chapter. We will subsequently
pay little attention to the entry and exit sequences when there is no new
information to be gained.
To prepare for the call to test(), main() loads r3 and r4 with the two
integer arguments. Using the lis/ ori instruction sequence discussed previously, the 32-bit quantities are loaded into r3 and r4.
By convention, test() is free to modify r3 and r4 during execution. As a
result, we can't count on the two values being intact upon return to main().
If the two integer values are required after the call to test(), they should be
loaded into two non-volatile GPRs (rll and r12, for example) and then
transferred into r3 and r4 for the subroutine.
Next, main() calls test() using the bl (unconditional branch with link
register update) instruction. This is an important point - the return address
is passed to the subroutine in the link register (LR) and not on the stack as
in the x86 world. Why? Because one of the fundamental aspects of a RISC
architecture is that registers are used for practically everything. And that
includes passing arguments and return addresses.
When test() returns, its return value is located in r3. As shown in Listing
11-la, we want to store this return value into testVal2, which corresponds
to r4 in Listing 11-1 b. Although we don't subsequently use the return value
in this example, tracking its location helps to understand the call and return
mechanisms. We use the mr (move register) instruction to transfer the return
value into r4.
After saving the return value, main() is basically done. The lwz (load
word and zero) and mtlr (move to link register) instructions are used to
retrieve main()'s return address from the stack and place it into the LR.

Assembly Language Examples
Finally, the blr (unconditional branch to link register) instruction returns to
the code that invoked the main() routine. If we rewrote the main() routine to
return a value, we would use r3 in the same manner as the test() subroutine.

If-Else Operation
The if-else statement is perhaps the most fundamental conditional control
flow operation; it provides the most basic means of changing the flow of
execution based on the outcome of an expression. Listing 11-2a shows the
C version of the if-else statement.
Listing 11 ·2a
Different values are returned based on the C language implementation of an if-else statement.

II Lis t ing ll -2a
II
II
if (word l == 0x l 0)
return( wordl * 2) ;
else
retu rn( word2 * 4) ;

II if (ex press i on)
II statementl
II el se

II

stat emen t2

Listing 11-2b shows a direct translation of the C implementation of the
if-else construct into PowerPC assembly language. Since this is a code fragment, we're only concerned with our stated assumptions: r3 contains wordl
and r4 contains word2.
Listing 11 ·2b
There is a direct correlation between the assembly and C versions of the if-else statement.

Lis t ing ll -2b
On Entry :
r3 = 32 -bit wordl
r4 = 32-b it word2
On Exit:
r3 = return value
JfEls e:
cmpw i r3.0x l 0
bne
Aro un dl
sl wi

r3 , r3 , l

( IF ) - compar e immediate: r3 == 0x l 0?
bra nch t o Arou ndl i f no t equ al
(STMTl l shift l ef t i mmed i ate 1 bi t
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b

Aroundl:
slwi

Around2

(multip ly by 2)
... and bra nch unco ndi ti ona ll y t o exit
(E LSE)

r3 ,r4, 2

Around2 :
bl r

(STMT2l resu lt=word2*4 (sh ift l eft by 2)
(mult ipl y by 4)
return to ca ll er - re su lt is i n r3

The cmpwi (compare word immediate) instruction is the key conditional
statement of this code fragment. The cmpwi instruction corresponds to the
if statement in Listing 11-2a and compares the contents of r 3 with the
immediate value Ox10.
The subsequent bne (branch if not equal) instruction transfers execution
to statement2 (the else case) if the contents of r3 do not equal Ox10. If the
branch is not taken, execution will fall through to the first slwi (shift left
word immediate) instruction, which corresponds to statementl. The slwi
instruction shifts the contents of r3 left by one - the equivalent of multiplying by two. After shifting, flow of execution branches unconditionally
around the slwi that corresponds to statement2 in the next to last line
of code.
If the bne instruction is taken, the path of execution corresponds to the
else case of Listing 11-2a. In this case, we shift the contents of GPR r4 left
by two - the equivalent of multiplying by four. The shifted value is stored
into r3 in the same instruction.
The blr (unconditional branch to link register) instruction is used as the
return statement. Note that upon exit, the return value is contained in r3,
just as we would expect.

Else-If Operation
A simple extension of the if-else operation is the nested else-if operation,
shown in Listing 11-3a. Most C compilers allow numerous levels of else-if
statement nesting. To add a new programming element to this example, the
else-if conditional statement contains a compound test using word2.
The else-if operation represents a nice forward progression from the
previous example because this operation contains a minimum of two conditional statements. Depending on the number of nested else-if statements, the
assembly implementation will have to test and branch around any unused
code.
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Assembly Language Examples

Listing 11-3a
The C implementation

of an else-if closely resembles the if-else operation .

II Listing ll-3a. else-if example
II C version
II Assumes: wordl, word2 are 32-bit i nts that have been i nitia li zed
II
i f (wordl == 0xl0)

return(wordl * 2):
else if ((word2 > 0x20) && (wo rd2 < 0x30))
return(word2 * 4):
else
return(word2 + wordll:

As shown in the assembly language version in Listing 11-3b, the else-if
operates similarly to the if-else but adds an additional level of condition
checking. Judging from the code below, many else-if (and if-else) operations
can be implemented using only the compare-branch pairing of PowerPC
instructions. The behavior of these two instructions is closely analogous to
the x86 family's compare-jump instruction pairing.
Listing 11 ·3b
The assembly language implementation of the else-if has at least two conditional operations.

Li sting ll-3b.
: PowerPC assembly language version of else- if
El self:
cmpwi
bne
sl i
b

r3 ,0xl0
Aroundl
r3,r3 , l
Al lDone

wordl == 0x10?; CR0 is updated by defaul t
no. check next conditional
yes, mul tiply by two and return
jump to return

Aroundl:
cmpwi
ble
cmpwi
bge
sl i
b

r4,0x20
Around2
r4,0x30
Around2
r3,r4,2
Al l Done

note: this is the compound conditional
word2 > 0x20?: CR0 is updated by default
no , perform else operation
word2 < 0x30? : CR0 is updated by default
no, perform else operation
yes , multiply by four and retur n
jump to return

Around2:
addc

r3.r4.r3

add the two words

All Done:
blr

return to caller
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The beginning of this routine closely resembles that of the previous ifelse example. In the first if-else operation (Elself label), the compare-branch
instruction pairing is used to compare the value of wordl with Ox10 and
fall through if the compare result is equal. If the result is not equal, the
branch (bne) is used to transfer execution to the next conditional statement.
This represents the else-if operation.
At the end of each condition, there is an unconditional branch to a
single exit point - the AllDone label. Each code sequence is responsible for
setting up the return value in GPR r3 before branching to the AllDone label
and returning to the calling code.

For Loop Operation
Another key programming construct is the for loop. In Listing 11-4a, we see
a simple for loop in which a single addition operation is performed during
each iteration of the loop.
Listing 11 ·4a
This C language for loop sums the contents of an integer array.
II Li st i ng l l -4a.
II
II Assume the fo l low i ng defi ni t i ons
II i nt wordl, int word2 [ J:
II

for (x=0: x < 0xl00: x++)
wordl += word2[xJ:

Listing 11-4b shows an assembly language implementation of the for
loop. On entry to this code fragment, r3 contains the value of wordl and r4
contains the effective address of the word2 array. The first step is to clear r6
using the Ii instruction. GPR r6 functions as the for loop counter. Next,
GPR r5 is cleared by loading it with a copy of the contents of r6 (zero)
using the mr instruction. GPR r5 is used as the offset into the word2 array.
The first two instructions thus initialize the registers used during looping.
Listing 11 ·4b
This assembly implementation of a for loop uses a GPR as a counter.

Li st i ng ll -4b. for loop us i ng GPR as counter
On entry :
r3 contains the va l ue of word l
r4 contains the base ef fec ti ve address of word2[J

C Assembly tanguage Examples
Internal :
r5 is the calculated byte offset into the word2 array
r6 i s the x counter
Forloopl:
li
r6 ,0
mr
r5,r6
Loopl:
lwzx
r7, r4, r5
ad di
r5 , r5 ,4
acid i c
r6 , r6 , l
add
r3,r3,r7
cmpwi
r6 ,0xl00
blt
Loop l
done with Forloopl . ..

clear r6 by si gn extend i ng 0
move zero f rom r6 i nto r5
load word and ze ro indexed
i ncrement posit i on i n word2 ar ray
(x++ ) inc rement counter
(wo rdl += wo rd2 [r ]l
( r<0xl00) have we hi t 100 yet?
l oop if r6 i s l ess th an 100

The for loop begins with the lw zx (load word and zero indexed) instruction loading an element of the array into r7. This indexed form of the lwz
instruction uses the contents of a separate GPR as an offset instead of a
16-bit immediate value. Therefore, the effective address used in the load
word instruction is the sum of the contents of r4 and r 5. The indexed form
is useful because of the 4GB addressing range possible when using a 32-bit
GPR as an offset.
During each loop, r5 is incremented by 4 to point to the next 32-bit
array element; r4 always contains the array's base effective address. The
loop counter, r6, is incremented by one each trip through the loop. The
values retrieved from the array (in r7) are accumulated in r3 using the add
instruction. Finally, the compare and branch pair determines when the
counter has reached its limit.
Although we have plenty of general-purpose registers available, there is
a built-in counter register (CTR) that is useful for looping operations. The
for loop shown in Listing 11-4b uses r6 as the loop counter. In Listing
11 -4c, the CTR is the loop counter. Both for loop examples are functionally
equivalent.
Listing 11-4c
This for loop uses the CTR as a loop-counter .

: Listing ll -4c . for loop using CTR as counter
Forloop2:
li
li
mt ctr

r6,0xl00
r5,0
r6

load 0xl00 into r6
zero r5 by loading zero immediate
store r6 count value to CTR
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r7 , r4,r5
r5 . r5,4
r3 , r3 ,r7
Loop2

retrieve next word from word2 array
i ncrement position i n wo rd2 array
word l += word2 [ r]
decrement CTR and branch whil e
CTR i s not zero

done with For l oop2

Both the general-purpose registers and the CTR can be used as loop
counters. And although the second example is more difficult to read, it has
two fewer instructions within the loop because the branch instruction is
able to decrement CTR, test for zero, and branch in just one instruction.
The bdnz instruction decrements the CTR (by one) automatically; any
interval greater than one cannot be handled implicitly by the bdnz instruction. If the for loop advanced by more than one during each iteration (r+=2,
for example), then Listing 11-4c could not be used as shown. However, the
looping method shown in Listing 11-4b could easily handle decrementing (or
incrementing) a counter by more than one each iteration - a GPR-based .
counter can be modified without restriction.

While and Do While Operations
While loops iterate based on conditional evaluation. A while loop, however,
makes no use of an index variable. Listing 11-Sa shows the C version of a
simple while loop that adds a variable number of elements in an array of
integers. The PowerPC assembly language version is shown in Listing 11-5b.

Listing 11 ·Sa
While loops represent another useful looping technique.

II Li stin g 11 -5a .
II C ver sio n of whil e l oop exa mple
II sums i nt Array[n um .. 1]
II

II Ass umes: int num;
II
int r ;
II
in t i ntAr ray[J ;
II

wh il e (num > 0)
r += i ntArray [num-J;

II number of elements to add
II counter var i ab l e
II array of i ntegers[num ]

PC Assembly Language Examples
Listing 11 ·Sb
Wh ile loops can be implemented usi ng the same instructions as for loops.

Listing l l-5b. Power PC assemb ly version of addArray()
On entry:
r3 con t ai ns num
r4 contains the add ress of i ntArray
On exit:
r3 contains the sum of i ntArray[ num .. l ]
Int ernal :
rl0 used as a copy of r3 (va l ue of num)
rl2 used as an index into i ntArray
addArray:
cmpwi
bng
mr

r3,0
add Done
rl 0,r3

(W
HILE) greater tha n zero?
no ... branch to return
move num argument i nto rl0

add Loop:
sl i
lwzx
addc
sub i c
cmpwi
bgt

rl2,rl0,2
rl2,rl2 , r4
r3,r l 2,r3
rl0,rl0,l
rl0,0
add Loop

(LOOP)
rl2 = (num * 4) = array i ndex
l oad rl2 with intAr ray[rl0 ]
r3 += rl 2
decrement num
are we at zero?
no , branch back to add Loop

addDone:
; whi l e loop is comp l ete: continue with norma l execut i on

As shown in Listing 11-5b, the mr, cmpw i, and bng instructions evaluate
the while condition (num > 0). If while is not greater than zero, the loop terminates immediately. Otherwise, the loop starts adding the elements of the
array. Because the counter in this example (num, contained in rlO) is decremented by one in each loop iteration, we could have used CTR as the loop
counter and saved a couple of instructions as discussed in the previous
example.
Note also that the while-do style loop in Listing 11 -5b can be converted
into a do-while loop by removing the initial test for zero before starting the
addLoop loop.
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The Switch/Case Operation
For our final look into basic programming constructs, we'll use the switch/
case operation. Although the switch/case construct is simply another form
of conditional execution, it adds a few interesting aspects. Multiple conditions may evaluate to the same branch, for example, as shown in Listing 116a.
Listing 11 ·6a
The switch/case operation can be thought of as a set of if-else statements.

II Li stin g ll -6a.
II

II Assumes : int t estlnt;
i nt r ;

II
II

r=l;
swit ch(te stlnt )
case 1:
r = r*4 ;
br eak;
case 2:
case 3:
r = r*8 ;
break;
de fau lt:

II t he sw it ch va lue
II t he return va lue
II i nit ia l i ze the return value
II sw it ch based on testlnt value
II if== 1
II br eak from cas e stmt
11 if
11 if

==

2

==

3

11 all oth er ca ses

r = 0;

break ;

Listing 11-6b shows the assembly translation for the switch/case
statement.
Listing 11 ·6b
The assembly implementation of a switch/case operation can be optimized for special cases .

Lis ti ng l l -6b . PowerPC assemb ly vers i on of cas e st atement
On ent ry :
r3 = test l nt
On exit :
r3 = return valu e based on case stateme nt
Int ernal:
r4 = sc ra tch reg i st er
mulNum :

Assembly Language Examples
mr
li
cmpwi
bgt

r4,r3
r3,l
r4,l
GT one

put testlnt word in r4
l oad immediate: r3 = 1
(CASE 1): CR0 is updated by defau l t
if CR0[GT J is set

cmpwi
ble
sl i
b

r4,0
default
r3,r3,0x2
mulNumDone

zero?
if less than or equal to zero
r3 *= 4
unconditional b to code exit

GT one:
cmpwi
bgt
sl i
b

r4,0x3
default
r3,r3,0x3
mulNumDone

(CASE 2 and CASE 3)
if greater than 3
r3 *= 8
unconditional b to code exit

default:
r3,0
: set r3 va l ue to zero
li
mulNumDone:
: case statement is done: continue with normal execution

The first case statement to be checked is case 1. We could explicitly test
for (r4 == 1 ), but we would have less information if the test failed than we
would if we tested for (r4 > 1). In general, assembly programmers have an
advantage over compilers in situations such as this implementation of a
switch/case statement. As programmers, we can look at the big picture (bigger than a compiler's perspective) and code such that our implementations
take advantage of the situation at hand.
At the top of the routine, we copy the contents of GPR r3 into r4. This
accomplishes two things: First, we save a copy of the switch value to test
on a case-by-case basis. Second, we are subsequently free to modify r3,
which is commonly used to pass values to subroutines and return values
from subroutines.
Next, r3 (variable r) is initialized using the Ii (load immediate) instruction. At this point, we begin the switch/case statement, which consists of a
sequence of compare-branch pairings that we've seen in previous examples.
The switch/case operation is done when execution reaches mulNumDone; at
this point, execution continues as normal.
Note that if we reach GTone in Listing 11 -6b, we know that the switch
value is greater than one. Therefore, we only had to test the switch value to
determine if it was greater than 3; if so, then both cases failed. This is a
small example of the advantages human code generators have over
compilers when writing efficient code.
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INTERMEDIATE PROGRAMMING EXAMPLES
Now that we've got our feet wet with some simple introductory routines,
let's tackle some day-to-day programming tasks. In this section, we'll look
at two more complex examples: copying a string and a linked-list insert
function.

String Manipulation
If computers never had to express the results of executing software to
humans, programmers wouldn't have to use string manipulation routines as
much as we do. However, it's hard to escape the fact that strings and string
handling are a significant part of most programs. To that end, let's examine
the implementation of strcpy(), C's common string copying routine. The C
language version, shown in Listing 11-7a, is similar to the standard C
library implementation of strcpy().
Listing 11 ·7a
The sfrcpy{} function can be implemented using efficient C code .

II Listing 11-?a.
II strcpy(char *sl , char *s2) - Copy string s2 to sl
II
Note: sl mu st be large enough to hold contents of s2.
II
II Returns: *sl
II

char *strcpy(char *s l, const char *s2)
(

char *tmp = sl;

II declare and auto-initialize

while(*sl++ = *s2++) ;
return(tmp);

II while *s2 not NULL. copy!
II return pointer to copy

Listing 11-7b shows the PowerPC assembly language implementation.
Like its C language counterpart, the assembly implementation of strcpy() is
quite efficient.
Listing 11 ·7b
The implementation of sfrcpy{} is accomplished in on ly eight instructions.

Listing 11-?b. First PowerPC assembly version of strcpy()

Assembly Language Examples
On entry:
r3 contains the address of sl (destinat ion)
r4 contains t he address of s2 (source)
On exit :
r3 cont ai ns the address of sl (dest i nat i on)
Int erna l :
rl 0 is used as a scratch desti nation po i nter
r9 i s used to copy byt es fro m st ring to string
st rcpy:
mr

r l 0,r3

co py t he des tin ation ptr t o rl 0

strLoop :
l bz
stb

r9 ,0(r4)
r9,0(r l 0)

get the first byte from source
store byte to destination

rl 0,rl0 ,l
r4, r4 ,l
r9,0
str Loop

i ncremen t des ti nat i on i nd ex
incremen t so urc e i ndex
was t hi s byte the NULL terminat or?
no . bran ch ba ck up and repeat

addi c
acidic
cmpwi
bne
bcl r

retu rn; Strings are co pi ed.

Our implementation of strcpy() is the first example that uses the register
indirect with immediate index addressing mode. When loading and storing
bytes (or larger units) to a base address with a constant offset, this mode is
quite useful.

Accessing Data Structures
Let's build on the concepts that we established in the strcpy() example by
writing a routine that manipulates a linked-list structure. The example
structure definition, shown in Listing 11-8a, contains a link element, a character pointer, and an integer data element. Each element in the structure will
be accessed from a base register using constant offsets, just as was each byte
in the strcpy() routine above.
Listing 11 ·Sa
The 12-byte (3-word) TestDataStr is used in the link list insert routine.
II Listi ng 11 -Ba.
II
II Text Data Structure
II note: siz eof{ TSTDATA) = 3 32-b it words = 12 bytes
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II
typedef struct TestDataStr
struct TestDat aStr *l ink ; II l ink to next structure
II text message
char *txt;
II mi sc data
i nt
data ;
TSTDATA, *TST DATAP;

Listing 11-8b shows the C routine that will insert an entry (link list
node) at the end of a linked list. To generate a realistic example, the insert()
function calls three library routines: strlen(), malloc(), and strcpy(). All standard C libraries implement these three routines. Furthermore, we'll be able
to judge the efficiency of register-based calling conventions when calling
library support functions.
Listing 11-Sb
The insert routine represents the first example to call standard C library functions.

II Lis t ing 11-Bb. Linked list insert function
II
II
TSTDATAP i nse rt( TSTDATAP hea dPtr, char *text, int Data)
(

TSTDATAP tempPtr, curPtr;
char *textData ;
if (headPtr == NU LL)
re tu rn(( TSTDATAP)0) ;

I I fail

II
II malloc memory for the new list node

II

and assume all malloc's wi l l be successful

II

textData
tempPtr

(c har *) mal l oc(strlen(text));
(TSTDATAP)mal l oc(sizeof(TSTDATA));

strcpy(textData , text);
tempPtr->txt = textData ;
t empPtr-> data =Data;

II get a copy of the text
II fill in our new structure

curPtr = headPtr;
wh i le(curPtr->link != NULL) (
curPtr = curPtr -> link;

II save the first node
II get to end of list

II we are now at the end of the l ist
curPtr->l i nk = tempPtr;
tempPtr -> link =NULL;
ret urn(tempPtrl;

C Assembly Language Examples
Listing 11-Sc shows the PowerPC assembly language version of our list
insertion code. And while the code may appear intimidating at first glance,
it is straightforward once we start stepping through it line by line. So hold
onto your hats and let's take a look.

Listing 11-Sc
Linked list manipulation is commonly implemented using high-level languages, but there is
plenty to learn from an assembly version.

Listing 11-Bc. Inserti ng a node into a linked li st
On entry:
r3 contains headPtr (pointer to TSTDATA structure)
r4 contains a pointer to the text message
r5 contains our misc data
On exit:
r3 = 0 for a failure, or
r8 = pointer to newly inserted node in link list
Internal:
r31 = scratch copy of r3 (data structure ptr)
r29 = scratch copy of r5 (integer data)
r28 = scratch copy of r4 (text message pointer)
in sert :
cmpwi
beq
mfl r
stw
stwu

r3 . 0
insExit

did someone pass in a NULL pointer?
NULL - ex it this routine

r0
r0,4(rl)
rl,-32(rl)

put return pointer into r0
save return pointer on stack
create 32-byte local storage

use mr (move register) simplified mnemonic to copy register contents
mr
mr

r31.r3
r28,r4

copy r3 to r31 (head structure pointer)
copy r4 to r28 (text char pointer)

First allocate room for a new structure. Note that sizeof is a
macro that determines the size of the TSTDATA structure at the time
of assembly.
mr
bl
mr

r3,sizeof(TSTDATA ) ; r3 = 3*4 = 12 bytes = sizeof(TSTDATA)
call library function mall oc()
malloc
ptr to structure memory is returned in r3
r8,r3
copy r3 to r8. now r8 = tempPtr

Let's immediately store the data we have ava ilabl e in the new structure.
stw

r5,8(r8)

(tempPtr->data

=

Data)
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stw

rl2,0(r81

; tempPtr->link - NULL;

Now we're ready to call the library function strlen().
Recall that our register usage conventions define
rll-r31 as preserved across subroutine calls. If this
; were not the case , we would need to save each register
; that could get overwritten on the stack.
mr
bl

r3,r28
strlen

place string pointer address into r3
call library function strlen(J

The string length i s returned in r3, which is used as a argument
for the malloc function below. Note: Ca l ls to subroutines use the
bl (unconditional branch with li nk register update) mechanism.
bl
stw
mr
bl

malloc
r3,4(r81
r4,r28
strcpy

call library function mal loc(Jw ith size i n r3
(tempPtr->txt - textData)
load r4 with original string pointer
copy the str in g using example in Listing 11- 7a

Now we ' re ready to walk the li st, looking for the
last node. We load the link pointer into r12, compare
it with zero (NULL) , and loop if we need to continue
; walking the li st.
midLoop ; jump into the middle of the walk loop
b
walkList:
lwz
r31, 0( r31 I ; (curPtr - curPtr-> l inkl; zero off set in struct
mid Loop:
l wz
cm pi
bne

rl2,0(r311
rl2,0
wa l kList

get curPtr->link for testing purposes
is the next link a NULL?

doneWalking:
stw
r8,0(r311
r3,r8
mr

when we're here, we ' re at the end of the l i st
curPtr->link - tempPtr
move new struc ture pointer i nto r3 for return

insDone:
lwz
mtlr
addic
insExit:
bclr

restore return pointer from stack
move it into r0
remove stack frame
this label is used for NULL data
return

r0,36(rl)
r0
rl,rl,32
0xl4,0
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Listing l 1-8c contains a couple of new ideas. First, the insert() routine
stores the return address on the stack (pointed to by rl) and reserves 32
bytes of local storage. Saving the return address contained in the link register (LR) on the stack is necessary because we call library functions from
insert(), and each call saves a return address in LR to return to our code.
The reason for the creation of a local storage area on the stack, however, isn't immediately obvious. In practice, the stack frame is needed to
save the contents of the registers that are used during the routine (r29, r30,
r31). But because we're assuming that rll through r31 are preserved, we
don't need to save r29, r30, or r31 in our example.
Even though the stack frame is not a necessary component of this
example, it represents another valuable technique. Programmers who are
familiar with the x86's enter and leave instructions will notice the similarity.
Any time a subroutine must modify registers that are required to be preserved across the call, using a stack frame as shown in Listing 11-8c is an
appropriate solution. That is, if calling a subroutine could overwrite volatile
registers that the calling code depends on, the calling code should save the
register values before the subroutine call. After creating the stack frame, the
registers can be saved to the newly allocated area using the stw instruction
and rl as the stack base pointer.

Reading the Time Base Register
The time base register (TBR), defined and described in Chapter 4, "The
PowerPC Programming Model," holds a long-period counter that can be
used for system timing (such as time-of-day calendars). The user-level code
in Listing 11-9 shows how to read the 64-bit TBR on all PowerPC
implementations.
Two separate read instructions are required due to the size of the TBR
(64 bits). On 64-bit PowerPC implementations, it is possible to optimize
Listing 11-9 to use only one 64-bit read. Only supervisor-level software is
allowed write-access to the time base register.
Listing 11 ·9
Reading the time base register can be performed by software running at any privilege level .

Listing 11-9 . Reading the TBR (upper and lower)
NOTE : This is a user -level funct i on. Any wr i tes to
the TBR require superv i sor- l evel privilege.
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On entry:
not hin g assumed
On ex i t :
r3 conta i ns upper 32 bits of t i me base reg i ster
r4 contains l ower 32 bits of t i me base reg i ster
r5 contains upper 32 bits if TBR; same as r3
Re adTBR :
mf tbu
mf tb
mf tbu

r3
r4
r5

get upper portion of TBR
get lower portion of TBR
get upper TBR to check for ca rry

cmpw
bne

r3, r5
ReadTBR

check for TB R car ry: t rue if r3 ! = r5
must get values again

bclr

0xl4,0x0

return to caller wi th r3 :r4 = TBR

Recall that the exact rate at which the TBR counts is dependent on
processor and system implementation. At power-on, the TBR is initialized
by system software such as firmware or an operating system initialization
routine.
Note that mftbu is a simplified mnemonic for the mftb instruction that
specified the upper 32 bits of the TBR; however, mftb is used as a simplified
mnemonic in listing 11-9 since it implies the lower portion of the TBR. The
mftb instruction is defined in Appendix A, "PowerPC Instruction Set
Reference."

ADVANCED TOPICS
So far, we've examined a few useful (but generic) programming operations
using PowerPC assembly language. But we have yet to really dig into the
features that make the PowerPC processor family unique. In this section,
we'll look at some increasingly detailed examples.

Processor Version Determination
One of the first operations software has to perform is to determine on
which PowerPC processor it's executing. There may be special software
support that a particular implementation requires or perhaps specific
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optimizations that cannot be used on all processors. The supervisor-level
getVersion() function, shown in Listing 11 -10, will return a value to the
caller based on the defined PPC6xx values below.
Listing 11·10
Determining on which PowerPC it's running may be your program's first job.

: Li st i ng 11-10 . Return t he processor vers i on numbe r
The following defin i t i ons can be used to test the va l ue
returned from getVers i on()
PPC601
PPC603
PPC603e
PPC604
PPC620

equ
equ
equ
equ
equ

3
6
4
20

int get Vers i on(vo id) - return th e processor vers ion to ca l ler
getVersion :
mfpvr
r3
rlwi nm r3 . r3.16 .16,31
blr

load r3 wi th processor vers ion registe r
extract version number fro m PVR valu e
return w/ vers i on in r3

Okay, maybe this first advanced example isn't too advanced, but it is
useful! Listing 11-10 could be called as the argument of a switch statement
to perform processor implementation-dependent initialization before continuing on to other generic routines. In this manner, a single PowerPC program
could handle unique processor-by-processor setup.

Multiple Word Shifts
It's often necessary to shift a single quantity that is larger than the size of a
general-purpose register. In particular, large bit masks that represent patterns of pixels may be efficiently shifted using the following routines. Listing
11-11 implements both a left and right shift through three registers (96 bits,
total) for any 32-bit PowerPC processor. The number of bits to shift, n,
must be less than 32 and must be hard-coded into the routine.
Listing 11 · 11
Multiple word shift operations allow the manipulation of bit fields that are wider than a single
32-bit general-purpose register.

: Listing 11-11. Three 32-bit word shi ft by n-b i t pl aces
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NOTE: Each occurrence of the shift ·value n (<32) shou l d be
replaced with a numeric value in the listi ng be l ow.
On entry:
r3 contains high-order 32 bits
r4 contains middle 32 bits
r5 conta in s low -order 32 bits
r6 left or right flag; left == zero; right

==

non-zero

On exit:
r3 ,r4, r5 conta in s the shifted val ue
Multi Shift :
cmpw i r6. 0
bne
OoRightSh i ft

check shift flag for l eft
nope. do right shift

Do LeftShift:
rlwinm r3,r3,n,0, 31-n
rlwimi r3 . r4.n . 32 -n. 31
rlwinm r4,r4.n, 0. 31- n
rlwimi r4,r5,n, 32 -n. 31
rlwinm r5,r5,n,0, 31-n
b
MultiShiftOone
OoRightShift :
rlwi nm r5,r5 ,32-n ,n, 31
rlwimi r5.r4,32-n,0,n-1
rlwi nm r4 ,r4. 32-n,n,31
rlwini r4,r3,32-n,0,n-1
rlwinm r3,r3,32-n,n,31
Multi ShiftDone:
0x14,0x0
bclr

star t with high -order 32 -bits

start with low-order 32 -bits

; return to caller

The rotate instructions used in Listing 11 -11 represent the most complex encoding schemes in the entire PowerPC instruction set. The five separate arguments specify the destination register, source register, shift quantity,
starting mask bit position, and ending mask bit position (respectively). The
rlwinm (rotate left word immediate then AND with mask) and rlw ini (rotate
left word immediate then mask insert) instructions are defined in Appendix
A, "PowerPC Instruction Set Reference."
The left shift operation starts by rotating the high-order bits within the
r3 register, followed by the rotate/insert operation into r4. This process continues through the low-order bits in r5. The right shift operation starts with

Assembly Language Examples
the low-order bits in r5 and progresses through increasingly higher-order
bits.
Note that both the right and left shift operations use only left shift/
rotate instructions. In fact, right shift and right rotate operations are performed using left shift/rotate instructions and a negative value for the number of bit positions to shift.

Floating-Point 4 x 4 Matrix Multiply
Matrix math is a popular programming topic and matrix multiplication is
an algorithm staple in the programming industry- especially in the graphics arena. Matrix multiplication and code optimization are complementary
subjects; software that uses matrix math will commonly require tight code
and high performance (for example, CAD, rendering software, and, of
course, games).
In general, N x N matrices may be multiplied to generate a resulting
N x N matrix (r[N][N]) using the following algorithm.
for (row=0 ; row < N; row++)
for (co l =0; col < N; col++)
for (k=0 . r[row][co l ]=0; k < N; k++)
r[row][col J += p[row][col J * q[ row ][ col J;

Listing 11-12 implements a version of the algorithm above optimized
for 4 x 4 matrices and is an excellent example of PowerPC floating-point
instructions. Using single-precision floating-point numbers, the two source
matrices (pointed to by r4 and r5) are multiplied together and stored in the
destination matrix (pointed to by r3 ).
Each 4 x 4 matrix is defined using the following declaration:
typede f 4x4matr i x I
single matrix[4 ] [4 ] ;
l Matrix ;

II sing l e precis i on

Listing 11-12
Matrix multiplication is a fundamental operation used with computer graphics.

Listing 11 -12.
Mat ri xMu l ( Matrix *dest, Matrix *s l, Matrix *s2 )
This function will mu l t i ply two 4x4 matr i ci es.
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Note that s2 can be used as the desti nati on matrix as well.
Inputs: *sl: pointer to the
*s2: pointer to the
Output: *dest: pointer to the
which will be
Assumes:
r3
*de st
r4
*sl
r5
*s2

first source matrix.
second source matrix.
destination matrix
computed.

MatrixMul:
Save non-volatile registers as appropriate for platform
Load these for a
lwz
r6,
lwz
r7.
lwz
rB.
lfs
f0.
Load source
lfs
lfs
lfs
lfs
l fs
lfs
lfs
lfs
lfs
lfs
lfs
lfs
lfs
l fs
lfs
lfs

test later ...
48( r4)
52(r4)
56(r4)
60(r4J

matrix2 since we need it for every loop.
f31 , 0(r5)
load first element of source matr ix
load second, and so on . . .
f30 ' 4(r5J
f29, 8(r5)
f28, 12(r5)
f27' 16(r5)
f26, 20(r5)
f25, 24(r5)
f24, 28(r5)
f23, 32(r5)
f22. 36(r5)
f12' 40(r5)
fll, 44(r5)
f10, 48(r5)
fB, 52(r5)
f7 ' 56(r5)
f6, 60(r5)

Test and see if r4 matr ix has its l ast row [0 0 0 XJ, which
i s very common. If so. just assign the result matrix to be
r4's l ast entry times X and skip an iteration.
or
or
cmplwi
bne

r9, r6,r7
r9, r9,r8
r9, 0x0
doA 11

or everything together
if r9 ==0. then all of the
registers con tained zero

Assembly Language Examples
If we get here . al l we have to do is 4 multip li es and we have
the l as t row of our result .
put 3 int o r6
li
r6, 0x3
perform first multiply
fmu ls fl. fl 0. f0
load ctr with loop count: 3
mt ctr r6
start last row of resu lt
fmuls f2. f8,f0
stfs fl. 48( r4)
fmuls f3 . f? .f0
stfs f2, 52(r4)
fmuls f4, f6,f0
stfs f3, 56(r4)
stfs f4 . 60(r4)
b
matrixMultloop
doA 11:
li
mtctr
matrixMultLoop:
lfs
lf s
fmuls
fmuls
fmuls
fmul s
fmadds
lfs
fmadds
fmadds
fmadds
lfs
fmadds
addi
fma dds
fmadds
fmadds
fmadds
stfs
fmadds
stfs
fmadds
stfs
fmadds
stfs
addi
bdnz

r6 . 0x4
r6

f0, 0(r4)
f5, 4(r4)
fl . f0,f31
f2. f0,f30
f3, f0,f29
f0. f0.f28
fl. f5. f27, fl
f4, 8(r4l
f2 . f5,f26,f2
f3 . f5,f25,f3
f0, f5,f24.f0
f9, 12 (r4)
fl, f4,f23,fl
r4, r4,16
f2. f4,f22.f2
f3. f4.fl2 ,f3
f0, f4,fll ,f0
fl, f9,fl0,fl
fl, 0(r3l
f2, f9,f8.f2
f2. 4(r3)
f3, f9.f7 .f3
f3, 8(r3)
f0, f9,f6 .f0
f0. 12(r3)
r3. r3.16
matrixMultloop

r6 <- 4 (loop counter)
count register <- r6

Get x value
Get y value
Get xres x * m[ 0][0 ]
Get yres x * m[ 0][1 ]
Get zres x * m[0][2]
Get wres x * m[0][3]
Get xres xres + y*m[ l][ 0]
Getz value
Get yres = yres + y*m[l][l ]
Get zres = zres + y*m[l ][2]
Get wres = wres + y*m[l][3]
Get w value
Get xres = xres + z*m[2][0]
Increment pointer to source_2
Get yres = yres + z*m[2J[l]
Get zres = zres + z*m[2][2]
Get wres = wres + z*m[2][3]
Get xres = xres + w*m[3 ][0]
Store xres
Get yres = yres + w*m[3J[l]
Store yres
Get zres = zres + w*m[3][2J
Store zres
Get wres = wres + w*m[3][3]
Store wres
In crement pointer to source_

Restore non -volati le reg i sters as appropriate for platform
blr
; return
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This is a fast, real-world 4 x 4 matrix multiply. The key feature of this
matrix multiply routine is preloading the values from source matrix 2 into
the floating-point registers. Because these source values are used repeatedly,
costly reloading is avoided during the main multiplication loop.

BAT Register Manipulation
Memory management and the PowerPC's block address translation (BAT)
registers we; e introduced in Chapter 8, "Memory Management."
Configuring the BAT registers is the responsibility of supervisor-level system
software (operating systems and firmware). Whether you plan on writing
such software or not, the following routines are good examples of
supervisor-level register manipulation using a C-callable function.
Listing 11-13 shows the supervisor-level modDBATpair() routine. This
C-callable routine accepts arguments that specify the BAT register number
(0-3), two 32-bit pointers for the original BAT register settings, and two
32-bit values that specify the new BAT settings. Because this routine returns
the original BAT pair values to the calling code, the original memory
mapping configuration may be restored at a later time.

Listing 11-13
A (-callable routine that modifies any DBAT register pair is a common tool in PowerPC system
software.

Li st i ng 11-13. Data BAT reg i ster update rout i ne
vo i d mod DBATpa i r (uns ig ned
unsigned
unsigned
uns i gned
unsig ned
Inputs:

l ong
long
l ong
l on g
lon g

BATn um ,
*upperOrig
*l owerOrig ,
upperNew ,
l owerNew)

BATnum = BAT to rep l ace (0 - 3)
up perN ew = New BATn Upp er Reg i ster .
lowerNew = New BATn Lower Reg i ster .

Returns : *upperOr i g = Previous BATn Upper Reg i ster.
*l owerOr i g = Prev i ous BATn Lower Reg i st er.
On entry:
r3 = BATnum
r4 = ptr to upperOrig
r5 = ptr to l owerOr i g
r6 = upperNew
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r7 = lowerNew
modDBATpair:
cmpwi
beq
cmpwi
beq
cmpwi
beq
cmpwi
bne

r3, 1
modDBATl
r3. Z
modDBATZ
r3. 3
modDBAT3
r3, 0
mod Done

DBAT0?
invalid BAT number passed in ... return

modDBAT0:
mfdbatu
stw
mfdbat l
stw

r8,
r8,
r9,
r9.

handle DBAT0
r8 gets current BAT0 Upper
save r8 to upperDrig
r9 gets current BAT0 Lower
save r9 to lowerDrig

0
0(r4)
0
0(r5)

mtdbatu 0, r6
mtdbat l 0. r7
b
mod Done
modDBATl:
mfdbatu
stw
mfdbatl
stw

r8,
r8. 0(r4)
r9. 1
r9, 0(r5)

mtdb atu 1. r6
mtdbatl 1. r7
b
mod Done
modDBATZ:
mfdbatu
stw
mfdbatl
stw

r8,
r8,
r9.
r9.

Z
0(r4)
Z
0(r5)

mtdbatu Z. r6
mtdbatl Z. r7
b
mod Done
modDBAT3:
mfdbatu
stw
mfdbatl
stw

r8 .
r8,
r9,
r9.

3
0(r4)
3
0(r5)

DBATl?
DBATZ?
DBAT3?

store upperNew into BAT0 Upper
store lowerNew into BAT0 Lower
unconditional to return
handle DBATl
r8 gets current BATl Upper
save r8 to upperDrig
r9 gets current BATl Lower
save r9 to lowerOrig
store upperNew int o BATl Upper
store lowerNew into BATl Lower
unconditional to return
handle DBATZ
r8 gets curre nt BATZ Upper
save r8 to upperDrig
r9 gets current BATZ Lower
save r9 to lowerOrig
store upperNew into BATZ Upper
store lowerNew int o BATZ Lower
unconditional to return
handle DBAT3
r8 gets current BAT3 Upper
save r8 to upperOrig
r9 gets current BAT3 Lower
save r9 to l owerOr ig
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mtdbatu 3. r6
mtdbat l 3. r7
b
mod Done
modDone:
blr
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store upperNew i nto BAT3 Upper
store l owerNew in t o BAT3 Lower
unconditiona l to return
; Return from Subrout i ne

Listing 11-13 contains four blocks of very similar code; this is because
the immediate value that designates the BAT register must be explicit in the
instruction encoding at the time of assembly. That is, the immediate value
that refers to a particular BAT register must be hard-coded in the mfdbatu,
mtdbatu, mtdbatl , and mfdba tl instructions. Hypothetically, if a register or an
x86-style memory variable could be used to specify the BAT register, Listing
11-13 would be quite simple.
Note that the mtdbatu and mfdbatu instructions are simplified mnemonics for the mtspr and mfspr instructions using the appropriate BAT register
SPR value.

Atomic Memory Accesses
The PowerPC architecture pays particular attention to the multiprocessing
issues that processors must be capable of handling. As a result, all PowerPC
processors have built-in mechanisms that allow atomic memory accesses. In
other words, a read-modify-write operation is guaranteed to complete without another mechanism (such as another processor) disturbing the contents
of the effective address of the memory operation. Note that read-modifywrite refers to the sequence of events that are performed without interruption: reading a value from memory, modifying that value in some manner,
and writing it back out to the same address in memory.
The PowerPC is able to guarantee atomic memory accesses through the
use of reservations, discussed in Chapter 6, "The PowerPC Instruction Set."
The instructions that employ the reservation mechanism are lwarx (load
word and reserve indexed), ldarx (load double word and reserve indexed),
stwcx. (store word conditional indexed), and stdcx. (store double word conditional indexed). These load/store operations are used in pairs to create
reservations for particular effective addresses.
In general, operating systems will provide a standard set of atomic
access primitives for use by applications and OS utility software; common
primitives include fetch-and-store, compare-and-swap, and test-and-set.
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Each primitive follows the same operating procedure in order to ensure
atomic memory accesses; this general procedure is shown in Figure 11-1.

Load and Reserve
Operation To Shared
Address EA

1

Normal programming operations
• Memory accesses
• Logical and arithmetic operatio ns
• No other load and reserve ope ration
• No other store conditional exce pt to EA

i
Store Operation
Failed

Store Conditional
Operation to Shared
Address EA

I Operation
l Successful
Normal Program Execution Continues ...

Figure 11·1
The typical reservation sequence loops while the store conditional operation is
not successful.

Note that between the load-and-reserve instruction and the storeconditional instruction, any number of programming operations may execute. There are two restrictions: any subsequent load-and-reserve instruction will supersede the original reservation and the next store-conditional
instruction must be for the effective address of the reservation. If either of
these two restrictions are violated, the conditional load/store sequence that
guarantees an atomic access will fail. That is, the store operation will not be
performed because the processor could not guarantee that the store access
would
be atomic.
Listing 11-14 shows an example of a test-and-set operation using the
atomic load/store sequence. The idea is to read a word from main memory,
test the word for a predetermined value, and based on that result, set a new
value in the word and store it back.
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Listing 11-14
Test-and-set is a common operation that uses atomic memory accesses .

Listing 11-14. Test-and-se t code fragment
On ent ry:
r3 conta i ns the va lu e to test for
r4 conta i ns the ef fective add ress of i nterest
r5 the new va l ue to write to r4 - if test succeeds
On exit:
r5 contains t he or i gi na l va l ue fr om EA
TestAndSet :
lwarx r6,0,r4
cmpw
r6.r3
bne
TestCont i nue

load and reserve us i ng EA i n r4
comp are conte nts of EA wit h va lu e in r3
our t est fail ed, do not proceed

at this point , the va lu e at (r4l corresponds to r3, so cont i nue
stwcx . r5 ,0, r4
bne
TestAndSet

store new va l ue to EA in r4
reservat i on was lost and store f ai l ed
branch back to TestAndSet and ret ry

TestContinue:
execu ti on conti nues . . .

Listing 11-14 demonstrates several important aspects of using
lwarx/stwcx. instruction combinations. The lwarx/stwcx. pair should
always be used with the same effective address. In the example above, we
used the EA contained in r4 for both the load-and-reserve and storeconditional instruction. However, if a pending reservation must be cleared,
using a stwcx. instruction to a valid (but unimportant) effective address will
clear the current reservation. If the compare instruction in our test-and-set
example fails, we have executed a lwarx instruction with no corresponding
stwcx. instruction. This is an acceptable situation; the next lwarx instruction
to execute replaces the current reservation.
There is no reason that the original value to test must be loaded from r4
using the load-and-reserve instruction; it could have been loaded with an lwz
instruction in a similar manner. However, if the test succeeds, the lwarx
instruction would then have to be issued to the same address, repeating the
load to create a reservation. The most efficient technique is strictly processor
and system dependent.

sembly Language Examples

Simplified vs. Unsimplified Mnemonics
Let's examine how Listing 11-14 might look if we were not using simplified
mnemonics. All the examples in this chapter use simplified mnemonics just as any PowerPC programmer would in day-to-day programming.
However, if you were to look at the assembly output from a compiler or disassemble a PowerPC binary file, you might see instructions that are very
different from what you'd expect.
In general, the output of compilers and disassemblers don't use simplified mnemonics. As a result, Listing 11-15 looks much more confusing than
its simplified counterpart. In the following listing, each instruction's
simplified counterpart is noted in the comments to the right.

Listing 11-15
Implementing the some routine from 11 -14 without simplified mnemonics is much less intuitive.

; Listing 11-15.
If El se:
cmp i CR0 ,0x0 , r3,0x 10
be
0x4,0x2 ,Aroundl

; (!Fl - same as cmpw i r3,0x10
branch if the cond i tion specif i ed by
the BI field (0x2 = CR0[EQJ) is FALSE .
same as bne Aroundl
wow ! - sa me as sl wi r5,r3, l
rlwi nm r5, r3 ,0xl ,0x0,0x l e
unco nditi on al
Aro und2
b

Aroundl:
rlwinm r5,r4,0x2,0x0,0xld
Aro und2:
or
r3 , r5,r5
bc l r 0x l4,0x0

- same as slwi r5 , r4 , 2

l oad r3 w/ ret value - same as mr r3 , r5
return - same as blr

As shown, the compare instruction takes four arguments instead of two.
Similarly, the first branch instruction requires three arguments instead of
one. This results from the explicit specification of the condition register field
and which bits to test within that field. Note that when the condition
register is not explicitly specified, CRO is assumed.
Both slw i instructions are replaced with rl w inm instructions. The comparatively complex rlw inm instruction requires five arguments! Clearly, we
would be better off using the simplified form. Finally, the return value is
transferred into GPR r 3 using an o r instruction before branching
unconditionally to the link register using bclr.
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Clearly, a programmer's ability to write PowerPC assembly language is
greatly enhanced through the use of simplified mnemonics. And it always
pays to understand what's going on behind the scenes - which justifies this
brief examination of non-simplified instruction encoding. Having done so,
we are free to ignore the cumbersome forms of commonly used instructions.

SUMMARY
Many of the examples presented in this chapter can be further optimized. In
fact, most of the routines are written to maximize readability and not
efficiency.
For example, one potential optimization would be to return directly
from each exit and avoid the intermediate jumps. The performance of
Listing 11-3 b might be improved slightly by replacing the unconditional
branch to AllDone with the bclr (return) instruction.
The processor's branch prediction mechanism will minimize the impact
of this type of intermediate branching, however. But it's never a good idea
to rely on the processor's ability to run your code in an optimal manner
when you could have coded it more efficiently. In the real world, contention
for processor resources at the time of execution could make it difficult to
run your code in the most efficient manner.
In Chapter 12, "Techniques and Tricks," we'll take a look at some suggestions for creating maximally efficient code - which instructions to use
and which instructions to keep out of your code.

;~

Chapter

TECHNIQUES
RICKS

11

"/ know a trick worth two of that.
- King Henry IV by Wil liam Shakespeare
I've never met the programmer who didn't look back at a first
programming project and laugh (or weep) at the unsophisticated nature of that first code. As time goes on, we tend to
gather little tricks, undocumented knowledge, and favorite
algorithms that help us make our programs a little better or a
little faster than everyone else's.
The PowerPC family of processors is still quite new.
Nonetheless, there is plenty of great information available that
can make your programming easier - and better. This chapter
acts as a catch-all for a few interesting topics that would not
fill a chapter of their own. Specifically, general programming
tips and using the performance monitoring facility of the 604
and 620.

PROGRAMMING TIPS
This section contains some general programming guidelines
that will help you avoid the cycle eaters! I mean those aspects
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of the processor that can steal your program's efficiency. And those poorly
written parts of your code that do the same thing just as effectively.
Some of the tips you'll see here will seem more like common sense.
Others are useful insights. And some are esoteric cases that you may never
run across. Of course, the effectiveness and behavior of the guidelines may
vary among PowerPC implementations. In all cases, however, I'm sure you'll
garner something useful.

Interleave Memory Accesses
PowerPC processors that have a dedicated load/store unit (such as the 603,
604 and 620) benefit if you schedule your code so that individual execution
units don't get overloaded and stall execution.
For example, the PowerPC processors that have a dedicated load/store
unit do not require the use of the integer or floating-point units to process
memory operations. As a result, scheduling your code for these implementations by interleaving memory access operations with integer or floatingpoint instructions can improve performance.

Interleave Integer Operations
The 604 and 620 each have three integer units (IUs). Two of the three integer units will execute the simple integer operations shown in Table 12-1.
The third integer unit supports complex integer operations such as bit field
manipulation operations.
The nature of these processors means that you can interleave multiple
independent integer operations. In this case, we characterize as independent
an operation that does not contain a data dependency on a previous instruction. Single-cycle instructions should also be interleaved with multiple-cycle
instructions. All integer instructions not listed in Table 12-1 are multiplecycle integer instructions.
The PowerPC 601 and 603 processors don't have multiple integer execution units. As such, interleaving neither improves nor hurts their
performance.
Table 12·1
Single-Cycle Integer Instructions on the 604 and 620

add , addc, adde
addi, addic, addic., addis
addme, addze
and, andc, andi.
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Table 12-1
Single-Cycle Integer Instructions on the 604 and 620 (Continued)
cmp, cmpi , cmpl , cmpli
eqv
extsb, extsh

nand
neg

nor
or, ore, ori, oris
rlwimi, rlwinm, rlwnm
slw, sraw, srawi, srw
subf, subfc, subfe, subfic, subfme, subfze
tw, twi
xor, xori, xoris

Avoid Load/Store Multiple/
String Instructions
The dynamic register renaming facility of the 604 and 620 permits instructions to execute out of order with respect to their original program sequence,
which increases overall throughput. However, in other PowerPC implementations such as the 601 and 603, certain instructions (including all load/store
multiple/string operations) monopolize these processor resources, which can
adversely affect performance.
The most common use of such instructions is in subroutine prologues or
epilogues. Examples of multi-word instructions include lmw (load multiple
word), lswi (load string word immediate), stmw (store multiple word), and
stswi (store string word immediate). Avoid multiple-word and string instructions on the PowerPC 601 and 603 processors. Instead, try the following
mechanisms:
• Expand the register save/restore code in-line
• Branch to special save/restore functions that use in-line sequences of
save and restore instructions
On all PowerPC implementations, use the load with update instructions
judiciously. They're subject to this multiple register effect if too many of
these instructions appear consecutively. How many is too many? If possible,
no more than three consecutive load with updates should be used.
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Exploit Rename Registers
The PowerPC 604 and 620 microprocessors provide register renaming to
increase execution speed. Because there are a limited number of rename
buffers implemented in the processor, you should minimize use of this
resource. One relatively simple means of doing this is using immediate
addressing whenever possible.
For example, an integer register copy can be performed in a single cycle
using a number of different instructions. However, using an ori instruction
(with an immediate operand of zero) uses only one source register operand.
When using the register indirect form of the or instruction, two source
registers are required.

Don't Serialize Execution
Some PowerPC instructions that are used for memory synchronization and
serialization have side effects that affect performance adversely. For
example, operations that manipulate condition register fields, particularly
when multiple condition fields are being accessed by a single instruction,
degrade code performance.
Avoid using the mtcrf instruction on the PowerPC 604 processor to
update multiple condition register fields. The performance of the rntcrf
instruction varies depending on whether access is to one field, no fields, or
multiple fields. This is summarized as follows:
• Those mtcrf instructions that update only one field are executed in either
of the single-cycle integer units (SCIUs) and the condition register (CR)
field is renamed as with any other SCIU instruction.
• Those mtcrf instructions that update either multiple fields or no fields
are dispatched to the MCIU and an internal flag is set. While that flag is
set, the following instructions will not be dispatched to the MCIU: mtcrf
instructions of the same type; mtspr instructions that update the count or
link registers; branch instructions that depend on the condition register;
and CR logical instructions. The flag is cleared when the mtctr, mtcrf, or
mtlr instruction that set the flag completes execution.
Because mtcrf instructions that update a single field do not require such
synchronization, they are not subject to the same coding precautions.
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THE PERFORMANCE MONITORING FACILITY
The PowerPC 604 and 620 microprocessors contain a powerful optimization tool - the ability to monitor their own performance. This facility is
not defined by the PowerPC architecture and availability is processorimplementation dependent. This section describes the PowerPC 604's performance monitor facility; the PowerPC 620 implements a similar
performance monitoring facility.
Monitoring the performance of software, or profiling, is a common
operation during software development. Software-based profiler programs
make it possible to determine the areas in which code is spending a majority
of its time - and may merit optimization. However, the fundamental problem with software-based monitoring and profiling is the overhead associated with running the control software itself. Sometimes the influence can
be factored out; sometimes there is no way to distinguish between the
software being profiled and the software doing the profiling.
The PowerPC monitoring facility is part of the processor, so there is
comparatively little overhead associated with its use. Using the performance
monitoring facility, valuable information - such as the number of instructions executed per clock cycle - can be gathered while the software
executes.
In general, performance monitor driver software must be written for
operating systems before performance monitoring will be supported. That
is, there must exist underlying support for the performance monitor facility,
separate from the software being monitored. The driver would configure the
performance monitoring registers and enable the monitoring facility. Using
the driver and some form of output (such as video, a serial terminal, or disk
file), many different statistics can be gathered and recorded which help to
characterize the operation of both the processor and executing software.
Certain counter conditions in the performance monitoring counter registers can be configured to generate a performance monitor exception (offset
OxOOfOO). This provides the driver software with an opportunity to record
counter values and perform other monitoring duties. Note, however, that
counter monitoring is not restricted to performance monitor exception
handlers - they can be read by supervisor-level software at any time.
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The Monitor Mode Control Register 0 (MMCRO)
.-------OMS
.-------DMR
.------ENINT
~---DIS-COUNT

INT-ON-BIT·TRANS

~-----PMC1 -INT-CONTROL

. - - - - - - - PMC2-INT -CONTROL
.------PMC2·COUNT-CTL

DIS
RTC
Select
012345678910

Threshold

PMC1 -Select
15 16 17 18 19

PMC2-Select
25 26

31

The Performance Monitor Counter 1 and 2 (PMC1, PMC2)
Note: Both registers have the same format.
PMC1/PMC2 Register
0

31

The Sampled Instruction and Data Address Registers (SIA, SDA)
Note: Both registers have the same format.
SINSDA Register
0

31

Figure 12-1
There ore five special-purpose registers used for performance monitoring.

Performance Monitor Control Register
The performance monitor control register (MMCRO), a 32-bit supervisorlevel register, is shown in Figure 12-1. Using MMCRO, you can monitor
events, enable exceptions, and specify counting conditions. If you select a
combination of events, the monitoring of each will occur concurrently. The
two fields within MMCRO that are relevant are the performance monitor
counter register (PMCl and PMC2) selection fields of MMCRO.
To select the events that are monitored, supervisor-level software must
configure MMCR0[19-25] (for PMCl) and MMCR0[26-31] (for PMC2)
according to Table 12-2. Note that only the 5 low-order bits are used to
configure both bit fields and the remaining high-order bits are zero.
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Table 12·2
PMCl and PMC2 Selectable Events
MMC RO
{19-25]

Description of
PMCI Event

MMC RO
[26-311

Description of
PMC2 Event

000 0000

Nothing

00 0000

Nothing

000 0001

Processor cycles

00 000 1

Processor cycles

000 0010

Number of
instructions completed

00 0010

Number

000 001 1

Real-time clock SELECT
bit transition

00 00 11

Real-time clock SELECT bit
transition

000 0100

Number of instructions
dispatched

00 0100

Number of instructions
dispatched

000 0101

Instruction cache miss

000 101

Number of cycles a load-miss
operation takes to complete

0000 11 0

Data translation lookaside
buffer misses

00 0 11 0

Data cache misses

000 011 1

Branch predicted incorrectly

00 01 11

Instruction translation lookaside
buffer misses

000 1000

Number of reservations
requested (larx is ready for
execution)

00 1000

Branches completed

000 1001

Number of load data cache
misses that exceeded the
threshold value with lateral L2

00 100 1

Number of reservations
successfully obta ined (stcx
succeeded)

of

instructions completed

intervention

000 1010

Number of store data cache
misses that exceeded the
threshold value with lateral L2
intervention

00 1010

Number of mfspr instructions
dispatched

000 1011

Number of mtspr instructions
dispatched

00 101 1

Number of icbi instructions

000 11 00

Number of sync instructions

00 1100

Number of isync instructions

000 1101

Number

00 11 0 1

Branch unit produced result

of eieio

instructions
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Table 12-2
PMC 1 and PMC2

Selectable Events

MMCRO
[19-25]

Description of
PMC 1 Event

MMC RO
{26-311

Description of
PMC2 Event

000 l 11 0

Number of integer instructions
being completed every cycle
lno loads or stores)

00 111 0

Si ngle cycle integer unit 0
produced result

000 l 11 1

Number of floating-point
instructions being completed
every cycle !no loads or stores)

00 11 11

Multi-cycle integer unit produced
result

00 l 0000

Load store unit produced result

01 0000

Instructions dispatched to the
branch unit

00 l 000 l

Single cycle integer unit l
produced result

01 000 1

Instructions dispatched to the
sing le cycle integer unit 0

00 l 00 l 0

Floating-point unit produced
result

01 0010

Number of loads completed

00 l 00 11

Instructions dispatched to the
load store unit

01 0011

Instructions dispatched to the
multi-cycle integer unit

00 l 0 l 00

Instructions dispatched to the
single cycle integer un it l

01 0100

Number of snoop hits that have
occurred

00 l 0 l 0 l

Instructions dispatched to the
floating-point unit

00 l 0 l l 0

Snoop requests received

00 l 0 l l 1

Number of load dcache
misses tha t exceeded the
threshold value wi thout lateral
L2 intervention

00 l 1000

Number of store dcache misses
that exceeded the threshold
value without lateral L2
intervention

(Continued)

The first five events listed for both counters are known as the reference
events. One reference event may be monitored in combination with any
other event to provide common, useful measurements of processor performance. For example, if PM Cl counts the number of processor cycles and
PMC2 counts the number of completed instructions, one could derive the
number of instructions per cycle.
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Instructions Per Cycle
The number of instructions completed
per cycle is a significant quantity on
superscalar RISC processors because it
directly reflects the performance of the
processor with respect to code being executed. In particular , every superscalar
processor hos a theoretical maximum number of instructions that can be completed
per cycle (see Chapter 2, "Foundations
and Architecture ," for PowerPC processor
limits). In theory, if a linear instruction

stream contained perfectly scheduled
code, the superscalar processor shou ld be
able to complete instructions at its theoretical limit. Anything less than the theoretical limit is the result of branching and
inefficient code scheduling. Therefore, the
number of instructions completed per
cycle is an important statistic that indicates how efficiently the processor is running and executing code.

When using the performance monitor with a typical operating system,
many different processes may be running simultaneously. In this case,
pre-emptive task switching poses problems for the monitoring of a particular piece of code. To distinguish between a monitored process and all other
processes, the monitoring software uses the MSR[PM] bit. Each process, in
practice, would track its own, unique MSR configuration. When a particular process resumes executio , it loads the MSR with its own unique value
to re-establish the context for execution. Setting the MSR[PM] bit in a
process's unique copy of the MSR allows the performance monitor to distinguish between processes. Any process having MSR[PM] = 1 will be tracked
and monitored.

Performance Monitor Counter Registers
The two 32-bit performance monitor counter registers (PMCl and PMC2),
shown in Figure 12-1, can be programmed to generate a single interrupt signal when their sign bits (the high-order bit, Ox80000000) transitions from 0
to 1. PMCl and PMC2 can be read from or written to by the mfspr and
mtspr instructions. Software is expected to initialize the PMC registers to
non-negative values. If software places a negative value in the register, an
erroneous interrupt will be generated if performance monitoring exceptions
are enabled.

The Sampled Address Registers
The sampled instruction address (SIA) and sampled data address (SDA) registers, shown in Figure 12-1, are 32 bits wide on 32-bit implementations
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and 64 bits wide on 64-bit implementations. Both sampled address registers
can be configured by using mtspr and mfspr instructions. Controlled by
setting MMCRO, these two registers point to the instruction (or data) that
caused the threshold event-related performance monitor interrupt (PMI).
Threshold events generate a PMI when the value contained in either
PMC1 or PMC2 reaches the limit set in MMCRO[l0-15] . The ability to
generate a PMI based on a threshold condition makes it possible to characterize very specific events. For example, if PMC1 is counting the number of
load cache misses (event Ob01001), and the threshold is set to 2, then only
load cache misses taking more than two cycles are counted in PMC1.
Threshold events are clock cycle-based (as opposed to iteration-based) and
intended to be used to characterize on-chip cache performance.
The SIA contains the effective address of an instruction that started executing at or before the time that the processor generates the PMI. If the PMI
is triggered by a threshold-event, the SIA points to the exact instruction that
caused the event count to exceed the threshold. The instruction whose effective address is placed in the SIA as the result of a PMI is known as the sampled instruction. If the PMI is generated as the result of a counter-negative
condition, then the address placed in the SIA corresponds to the address of
the last instruction to complete execution during the clock cycle in which
the exception is generated.
The SDA contains the effective address of an operand being referenced
by an instruction that was executing at or before the time that the processor
generated the PMI. In this case, the contents of the SDA register do not correspond to the value contained in the SIA register. However, if the PMI was
triggered by a threshold-event, the SDA contains the effective address of the
operand of the sampled instruction.

Performance Monitoring Interrupt
When the most significant (high-order) bit of a counter register (PMC1 or
PMC2) transitions from 0 to 1 - indicating a negative value - a PMI is
generated and the processor vectors to offset OxOOfOO. A PMI is considered
an external interrupt (exception) and is therefore enabled only when
MSR[EE] = 1. A PMI may be generated upon transition of the time base
register from 0 to 1. Using the time base facility to generate a PMI allows
profiling software with respect to real time.

<
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Appendix

POWERPC
INSTRUCTION
SET REFERENCE
MAPS AND LEGENDS
This appendix defines the entire PowerPC Instruction Set architecture for
both user and supervisor mode instructions. Chapter 6, "The PowerPC
Instruction Set," introduced the PowerPC instruction set and grouped the
individual instructions into general categories according to function. This
reference will list all instructions alphabetically, so you can turn to any
instruction without considering the category in which it belongs.
All PowerPC instructions for the 601, 603, 604, and 620 are 32 bits long
and always word-aligned in memory. Aligning each instruction on 32-bit
boundaries gives the processor the freedom to ignore the two low-order bits
when developing or retrieving addresses.
An awareness of the following conventions will help you interpret each
instruction definition.

a Hexadecimal numbers are preceded by "Ox."
a Binary numbers are preceded by "Ob."
a When examples are present in instruction definitions, the first lines are
C code and the lines following are the PowerPC assembly language
equivalent. The C/assembly format both illustrates the instruction and
demonstrates a typical context in which the instruction would be used.
a Bits 0-5 in an instruction encoding always specify the primary opcode.

Some instructions also have an extended opcode, generally located in
bits 21-30.
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a Reserved fields are shaded. If a reserved field is set other than as specified by the instruction encoding, the instruction form is invalid and will
result in an exception condition.
a Because this book covers the 601 as well as the 603, 604, and 620
processors, the POWER architecture instructions that are not part of the
PowerPC Instruction Set Architecture are described on the CD-ROM
that accompanies this book.

Table A·l
Instruction Bit Definitions and Formats

Field

Bit
Range

Description

AA

30

Absolute Address Bit
0 = The immediate field represents an address relative to the current
instruction address. The effective (logical) address of the branch is either
the sum of the LI field sign-extended to 32 bits and the address of
the branch instruction or the sum of the BD field sign-extended to 32 bits
and the address of the branch instruction .
l = The immediate field represents an absolute address. The effective
address of the branch is the LI field sign-extended to 32 bits or the BD
field sign-extended to 32 bits.

BD

16-29

Immediate field specifying a 14-bit signed two's complement branch
displacement that is concatenated on the right with OOb and signextended to 32 bits.

Bl

11-15

Specifies a bit in the Control Register (CR) to be used as the condition of
a branch conditional instruction.

BO

6-10

Specifies options for the branch conditional instructions. The encoding is
described in Chapter 6, which discusses conditional branch control.

crbA

11-15

Specifies a bit in the CR to be used as a source.

crbB

16-20

Specifies a bit in the CR to be used as a source.

crbD

6-10

Specifies a bit in the CR or in the FPSCR as the destination of the result of
an instruction.

crfD

6-8

Specifies one

crfS

11-13

Specifies one of the CR or FPSCR fields os a source.

CRM

12-19

This field represents a mask that is used to identify the CR fields that are to
be updated by the mtcrf instruction.

of the

CR or FPSCR fields as a destination.
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Instruction Bit Definitions and Formats

(Continued)

Field

Bit
Range

d

16-3 1

Immediate field specifying a 16-bit signed two's complement integer that is
sign-extended to 32-bits.

FM

7-14

Identifies the FPSCR fields that are to be updated by the

fr A

11-1 5

Specifies a source FPR .

frB

16-20

Specifies a source FPR.

frC

21-25

Specifies a source FPR.

frD

6-10

Specifies a destination FPR.

frS

6-10

Specifies a source FPR .

IMM

16- 19

An immediate field used as data and placed into a field in the FPSCR
(FPSCR field depends on crfD)

LI

6-29

Immediate field specifying a 24-bit, signed two's complement integer that is
concatenated on the right with OOb and sign-extended to 32 bits .

LK

31

Link Bit

Description

0

mtfsf instruction .

= Instruction does not update the li nk register.

l = Updates the lin k regi ster. If the instruction is a branch instruction, the
address of the instruction following the branch instruction is placed into the
link register.
MB
ME

21-25
26-30

These fields are used in rotate instructions to specify a 32-bit mask
consisting of l bits from bit M B+ 32 to ME+32 inclusive, and 0 bits
elsewhere.

NB

16-20

Specifies the number
operation.

opcode 0-5
OE

21

of bytes to move in an immediate string load or store

Primary Opcode
Used for extended arithmetic to enable setting XER[OV,SO].
0 = XER will not be updated.
l

= XER will be updated to reflect the result of the operation.

rA

11-1 5

Specifies a GPR to be used as a source or as a destination.

rB

16-20

Specifies a GPR to be used as a source.
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Table A·l
Instruction Bit Definitions and Formats (Continued)

Field

Bit
Range

Description

Re

31

Record Bit
0 = CR is not updated.
l = CR is updated to reflect the result of the operation. For integer
instructions, CR[0-3 ] are set to reflect the result os a signed quantity. The
result as an unsigned quantity or a bit string can be deduced from the
CR[EQ ] bit. For floating-point instructions, CR[4-7] are set to reflect floatingpoint exception, FP enabled exception, FP invalid operation exception, and
FP overflow exception.

rD

6- 10

Specifies a destination general-purpose register (GPR).

rS

6- 10

Specifies a source GPR.

SH

16-20

Specifies a shift amount.

SIMM

16-31

Immediate field specifies a 16-bit unsigned quantity.

SPR

11-20

Specifies a special-purpose register for the mtspr and mfspr instructions.

TO

6- 10

Specifies the conditions on which to trap.

UIMM

16-31

Immediate field specifies a 16-bit unsigned integer.

XO

21-30
22-30
26-30
or30

All fields are secondary opcode fields.

Reading an Instruction Definition
Figure A-1 shows our example instruction and details the typical fields that
could appear in an instruction definition.

~ '\~

-

J

~~~~.,.

"

addic.

Instruction Name

Allowable (legal)
forms of the
instruction

Execution
unit
responsible
for executing
this instruction

601/603/604/620

Aoo SIGNED IMMEDIATE TO
Full instruction name -

struction Set Reference

USER MODE

REGISTER, SET CARRY BIT,
AND RECORD

-

Simplified mnenomics, if they exist

\

FORMS
addic. rD,rA,SIMM
SIMP!IFIED MNEMONICS
subic. rD,rA,value

Processors
that support
this instruction

addic. rD,rA,-value

BIT DEFINITION
D

OxOd

A

SIMM

+--

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

How the
instruction works

-

PSEUDO CODE
rD <- rA + EXTSISIHHl
if carry
set XER[CA]

DESCRIPTION
The addic. (add immediate carrying and record) instruction calculates the sum of a

16-bit signed value and rA and places the result into destination register rD. The
16-bit immediate value, SIMM, is sign extended to 32 bits before the addition operation. If there is acarry out of the most significant bit (MSb)of the result, XER[CA]
is set; otherwise, XER[CA] is cleared. The results of this operation are recorded in
the CRO field of the condition register.

Textual description
of operation

-

Which registers are
affected by
executing this
instruction

-

REGISTERS AFFECTED
I CRO[LT,GT,EQ,50)
I XERICA]

Optional code
example

-

EXAMPlE
; !ER[CAJ set if 16+r3 generates a carry out of the most significant bit

; CR0 reflects the results of this additi on operation
addic .

Figure A· 1
How to read instructions.

Rl0 ,r3 ,16

; value in rJ plus 16 is stored in rl0

Bit field
format of
instruction
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In Figure A-1, the first field to notice is which execution unit is responsible for executing the instruction. This is useful when analyzing instruction
scheduling. In general, the execution unit is constant across the PowerPC
implementations discussed in this book. However, the load/store unit (if present) is responsible for the execution of load/store instructions; if absent, the
integer unit handles load/store instruction execution.
Next, the processor implementations that support this instruction are
listed. If a particular PowerPC implementation is absent from this list, then
the corresponding instruction represents an invalid form on that implementation. For example, if the field shows 603/604/620, then the instruction is
valid for all implementations except the PowerPC 601 processor.
Generally, the most useful part of the definition will be the Forms field,
which will show all possible formats for that particular instruction.
Following the Forms field, there is an optional Simplified Mnemonics field.
Simplified mnemonics are discussed in Chapter 6, "The PowerPC
Instruction Set." Any mnemonics that use this particular instruction as a
base will be listed here, along with the equivalent base form. Note that each
simplified mnemonic has a unique definition entry in Appendix A.
Next, the Bit Definition field describes the instruction's bit-wise encoding. Each 32-bit instruction bit definition includes the primary opcode,
secondary opcode (if present), and each operand encoding within the
instruction.
In the pseudo-code field, a simple pseudo code is used to describe the
operation of the instruction. The pseudo-code style found in this book is
generally equivalent to the style found in the PowerPC data books. The only
areas that differ are those that C-style notation seems more appropriate; a
complete listing of all notation and conventions is presented in Table A-2.
Subsequently, the Description field contains a textual description of the
operadon of the instruction. This section describes typical usage, implementation
details, and other interesting and useful features of the instruction.
The Registers Affected field describes the system status registers (condition
register, link register, etc.) that are updated as a result of executing this instruction. This field does not list any of the general-purpose or floating-point
registers that are modified during execution.
Optionally, the instruction definition concludes with an Example field.
Most popular instructions contain this section. This field contains a brief
assembly language code fragment that demonstrates how the instruction is
used and how it looks in real code.
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Table A-2
Pseudo Code Notation and Conventions

Notation/Convention

Meaning
Assignment. The element on the right of the arrow is assigned to
the element on the left of the arrow.

f-jea

Assignment of an instruction effective address.

•,NOT

NOT logical operator.
Multiplication.
Division.

+, I

Two's-complement addition.
Two's-complement subtraction, unary minus.

=,cf-

Equals and Not Equals relations.

<,~,>,~

Signed comparison relations.

.(period)

Update. When used as a character of an instruction mnemonic,
a period (.) means that the instruction updates the condition
register field.

c

Carry. When used as a character of an instruction mnemonic, a
'c' indicates a carry out in XER[CA]

e

Extended precision. When used as the last character of an
instruction mnemonic, an 'e' indicates the use of XER[CA] as an
operand in the instruction and records a carry out in XER[CA].

0

Overflow. When used as a character of an instruction
mnemonic, an 'o' indicates the record of an overflow in XER[OV]
and CRO[SO] for integer instructions of CR l [SO] for floatingpoint instructions.

<U,>U

Unsigned comparison relations.

?

Unordered comparison relation.

&,I

AND, OR logical operators.

II

Used to describe the concatenation of two values (that is,
010 II 111 isthesameasOlOlll).

Ell=
,-

Exclusive-OR, Equivalence logical operators (for example,
(a=b) = (aE!l-,b)).
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Table A·2
Pseudo Code Notation and Conventions (Continued)

Notation / Convention

Meaning

Obnnnn

A number expressed in binary format.

Oxnnnn

A number expressed in hexadecimal format.

(n)x

The replication of x, n times (that is, x concatenated to itself rr- 1
times) . (n)O and (n) 1 are special cases. A description of the
specia l cases follows:

* (n)O means a field of n bits with each bit equal to 0 . Thus,(5)0
is equivalent to ObOOOOO.

* (n) 1 means a field of n bits with each bit equal to 1. Thus
(5) 1 is equ ivalent to Ob 11111 .
(rAIO)

The contents of rA

if the

rA field has the value 1- 31, or the

value 0 if the rA field is 0 .

of rX.

(rX)

The contents

X[n]

n is a bit of field within x, where x is a register.

x is ra ised to the nth power.
ABS(x)

Absolute value of x.

CEI L(x)

Least integer ~ x.

Characterization

Reference to the setting of status bits in a standard way that is
explained in the text.

CIA

Current Instruction Address
The 32-bit address of the instruction being described by a
sequence

of pseudo code.

Used by relative branches to set the

next instruction address (NIA) and by branch instructions with
LK

=

l to set the link register. Note, that unlike the x86

architecture, the CIA does not correspond to any architected
register such as EIP.
Clear

Clear the leftmost and rightmost n bits

of a register

operation is used for rotate and sh ift instructions.

to 0. This
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Table A-2
Pseudo Code Notation and Conventions (Continued)

Notation/Convention

Meaning

Clear left and shift

Clear the leftmost

b bits of a register,

then shift the register left by

n bits. This operation con be used to scale a known nonnegative array index by the width of an element. These
operations are used for rotate and sh ift instructions.
Cleared

Bits are set to 0 .

Do

Do Loop

a

Indenting shows range.

a "To"

and/or "by" clauses specify incrementing an iteration

variable.

a
DOUBLElx)

"Wh ile" clauses give termination conditions.

Result of converting x from floating-point single-precision format to
floating-point double-precision format.

Extract

Select a field of n bits starting at bit posi ti on bin the source
register, right or left justify this field in the target register, and
clear all other bits of the target register to zero. Thi s operation is
used for rotate and shift instructions.

EXTSix)

Result of extending x on the left with sign bits .

GPRlx)

General-purpose reg isters.

if ... then ... else

Conditional Execution

a

Indenting shows range

a Else is optional
Insert

Select a field of n bits in the source register, insert this field
starting at position

b of the target register, and

leave all other

bits of the target register unchanged . !No si mplified mnemonic is
provided for insertion of a field when operating on doublewords;
such an insertion requires more than one instruction.) Th is
operati on is used for rotate and shift instructions. !Note that
simplified mnemon ics are referred to as extended mnemonics in
the architecture specifi cation.)
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Table A-2
Pseudo Code Notation and Conventions (Continued)

Notation / Convention

Meaning

leave

leave innermost do loop, or the do loop described in leave
statement.

MASK(x,y)

Mask having ones in positions x through y (wrapping ii x > y)
and zeroes elsewhere.

MEM(x,y)

Contents of y bytes of memory starting at address x. In 32-bit
mode of a 64-bit implementation , the high-order 32 bits of the
64-bit value x are ignored.

NIA

Next Instruction Address
The 32-bit address of the next instruction to be executed (the
branch destination) after a successful branch. In pseudo code, a
successful branch is indicated by assigning a va lue to NIA (see
below). For instructions that do not branch, the NIA = CIA+ 4.
Note, that unlike the x86 architecture, the NIA does not
correspond to any architected register such as EIP .

OEA

PowerPC operating environment architecture.

Rotate

Rotate the contents of a register right or left n bits without
masking. This operation is used for rotate and shi ft instructions.

ROTL[ 64 ](x, y)

Result

ROTL[32]1x,y)

Result of rotating the 64-bit value x
is 32 bits long.

ROTL[ 64 ](x, y)

Result of rotating the 64-bit value x left 64-y positions.

ROTL[32](x,y)

Result of rotating the 64-bit value x 11 x left
x is 32 bits long.

Set

Bits are set to l .

Shift

Shift the contents of a register right or left n bits, clearing vacated
bits (logical shift). Th is operation is used for rotate and shift
instructions.

SINGLE Ix)

Result of converting x from floating-point double-precision format
to floating-point single-precision format.

SPR(x)

Special-purpose register x.

TRAP

Invoke the system trap handler.

Undefined

An undefined value. The va lue may vary from one implementa·
tion to another, and from one execution to another on the same
implementation.

of rotating

the 64-bit value x left
11

y positions.

x left

y positions, where x

32-y positions, where
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ASSOCIATIVITY AND PRECEDENCE
When reading pseudo code for an instruction's operation, there may be
ambiguous sequences of operations and operators. Table A-3 gives precedence rules to allow you to sort out the more involved pseudo-code listings.
The operators that are listed first (higher) in the table are applied before
those listed lower in the table. Operators at the same level in the table associate from left to right, from right to left, or not at all as shown in the
Associativity column.
Table A-3
Pseudo Code Precedence Rules

Operators

Associativity

x(n], function evaluation
(n)x or replication , x(n) or explanation
unary-, NOT

Left to ri ght
Right to left
Right to left
Left to ri ght ·
Left to right
Left to right
Left to ri ght
Left to right
None
None

*,I
+, -

II
= , 'i=, <, ~,

>, ~ ' ?

-(range)

DECODING AN INSTRUCTION OPCODE
You may never have a need or desire to decode a single PowerPC instruction. However, if the opportunity presents itself, you should be prepared.
Figure A-2 shows how the opcode for a typical addi instruction relates to
the instruction's definition.

/r\
Opcode

Instruction

add; c4,c4,0•1234

3
1112 15 16
31
l~~~~~:~~Hol 1I1I1lolHol1 Hol lolol 1Hol Holol 1Hol1HoH1I1H1 Hol
~.---"------,,--------A--.,-------A---..

0

4

3216 8 4 2 1

~~~~~~'~~~~~~

7 B

16 8 4 2 1

16 8 4 2 1

Primary
Destination Source
Immediate Operand (SIMM) : Ox1234
Opcode: OxOe Register: r4 Register: r4

Figure A-2
How to decode an instruction.
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It may help to flip to the addi definition and back to see how the
instruction is defined before continuing. Understanding where the primary
opcode, source and destination registers, and SIMM field reside will be
important in just a few sentences. Ready?
The opcode Ox38841234 corresponds to the addi r4,r4,0x1234 instruction. Each digit in the opcode has a gray "umbrella" showing where the nibble originates in the encoding below. It's pretty obvious that we'll have to
pick apart the opcode to figure out how it relates to its defined encoding.
From the addi instruction definition, we know the primary opcode is
OxOe and it resides in bits 0-5. The only thing to remember here is that the
rightmost bit (bit 5) corresponds to the least significant bit of the primary
opcode, as demonstrated by the numbering below the primary opcode
bits: 1,2,4, ... ,32.
The same bit ordering is used for the destination and source register as
well. Using the numbering below each of the sets of register bits, it's easy to
see how register 4 (r4) was encoded. Since there are 32 general-purpose
registers and 32 floating-point registers, this 5-bit scheme works nicely.
Finally, we come to the immediate portion of the opcode: the Ox1234
value. Looking at the bits that correspond to SIMM (bits 16-31), it's clear
that you simply encode each of the nibbles, in Big Endian fashion, into the
remaining bits.
Of course, the good news is that with a fixed-length instruction set, it's
never any more difficult than the above example. It may take a bit of practice, but it'll be well worth the trouble next time you're at a party and
searching for a conversation starter.
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addx

INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

ADD TWO REGISTERS

USER MODE

FORMS

add
add.
ad do
addo.

rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB

OE

Re

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

Ox1f

D

SPR

Ox1 53

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rD +-- rA + rB
DESCRIPTION

The add instruction calculates the sum of rA and rB and places the result into destination register rD. The add instruction is preferred over other forms of addition
instructions because it sets comparatively few status bits.
For 32-bit implementations, the setting of the XER reflects overflow of the
lower-order 32-bit result. For 64-bit implementations, the setting of the XER reflects
overflow of the 64-bit result. An overflow condition exists if the carry out of the
MSb of the result is not equal to the carry out of the MSb+ 1.
REGISTERS AFFECTED
a CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] if Re= 1
a XER[SO,OV] if OE = 1
EXAMPLE
longl += 0xface:

II gl obally declared long

Assumes:
r4 = contains address of longl
lwz
add is
addi
add
stw

r3.
r5.
r5.
r3.
r3.

0( r4)
r0 . 0xl
r5. -1330
r3. r5
0( r4)

get va l ue from address of longl
put 0x l in upper part of r5
subtract to get 0xface
perform add
store back resu l ts
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addex

INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

ADD REGISTERS

USER MODE

AND SET CARRY

FORMS

addc
addc.
addco
addoc.

rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB

OE

Re

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Ox1f
0

1

2

3

D
4

5

6

7

A

B

joEj

OxOa

IRel

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rD ~ rA + rB
if carry
set XER[CA]
DESCRIPTION

The addc (add with carry) instruction calculates the sum of rA and rB and places the
result into destination register rD, setting the carry bit as appropriate. If there is a
carry out of the most significant bit (MSb) of the result, XER[CA] is set; otherwise,
XER[CA] is cleared.
For 32-bit implementations, the setting of the XER reflects overflow of the
lower-order 32-bit result. For 64-bit implementations, the setting of the XER reflects
overflow of the 64-bit result. An overflow condition exists if the carry out of the
MSb of the result is not equal to the carry out of the MSb+ 1.
REGISTERS AFFECTED
a CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] if Re= 1
a XER[CA]
a XER[SO,OV] if OE = 1
EXAMPLE
addc rl0,r9,r 12

the value in r9 is added to r12 and the
result i s stored in r10 with carry bit
set appropriately

,. "'?f ~~f! '"",Y{I.J:
J

~
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add ex

INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

ADD TWO REGISTERS

USER MODE

AND CARRY BIT

FORMS
adde
adde.
addeo
addeo.

rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB

OE

Re

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Ox1f
0

1

2

3

A

D
4

5

6

7

B

ioEI

Ox8a

IRel

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rD f- rA + rB + XER[CA]
DESCRIPTION

The adde (add extended) instruction calculates the sum of rA, rB, and the carry bit
and places the result into destination register rD. For extended addition operations,
the carry bit is usually set by a previous addc (add with carry) instruction.
For 32-bit implementations, the setting of the XER reflects overflow of the
lower-order 32-bit result. For 64-bit implementations, the setting of the XER reflects
overflow of the 64-bit result. An overflow condition exists if the carry out of the
MSb of the result is not equal to the carry out of the MSb+l.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

a CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] if Re= 1
a XER[CA]
a XER[SO,OV] if OE = 1
EXAMPLE
adde rl0.r9.rl2

the value in r9 is added to rl2 and to the carry
bit and th e result i s stored in rl0
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addi

INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

ADD SIGNED IMMEDIATE TO

USER MODE

REGISTER

FORMS
addi

rD,rA,SIMM

SIMPLIFIED MNEMONICS
Load Immedi ate :
li
la
Load Address :
subi
Subtract Immediate:

rD,value
rD,disp(rA)
rA,rB,value

addi
addi
addi

rD,0,value
rD . rA,disp
rD,rA, -value

BIT DEFINITION
OxOe
0

1

2

3

A

D
4

5

6

7

8

SIMM

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA = r0 then rD f- EXTS(SIMM)
else rD f- rA + EXTS(S IMM)
DESCRIPTION

The addi (add immediate) instruction calculates the sum of a 16-bit signed value and
rA and places the result into destination register rD. The 16-bit immediate value,
SIMM, is sign extended to 32 bits before the addition operation. This instruction is
preferred for addition because it sets few status bits. In the case of rA = rO, addi uses
the value 0, not the contents of GPR rO.
The simplified mnemonic Ii (load immediate) loads an immediate value into a register. The la mnemonic allows computation of a base-displacement operand; this is
useful to obtain the address of a variable specified by name, allowing the compiler/
assembler to supply the base register number and compute the displacement. The
subi mnemonic is equivalent to adding with a negative value.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
EXAMPLE
longl = 0xlbadface;

II longl i s a globally dec lared long

Assumes:
r4 = contains addre ss of longl
add i s
addi
stw

r3,
r3,
r3,

r0, 0xlbae
r3, -1330
0(r4l

load upper value
su btr act to get desired value
sto re 0xlbadface into longl
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INTEGER UNIT

addic

601/603/604/620

ADD SIGNED IMMEDIATE TO

USER MODE

FORMS
ad die

REGISTER AND SET CARRY BIT

rD,rA,SIMM

BIT DEFINITION
OxOc

D

A

SIMM

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rD ~ rA + EXTSCSIMMJ
if carry
set XER[CAJ
DESCRIPTION

The addic (add immediate carrying) instruction calculates the sum of a 16-bit signed
value and rA and places the result into destination register rD. The 16-bit immediate
value, SIMM, is sign extended to 32 bits before the addition operation. If there is a
carry out of the most significant bit (MSb) of the result, XER[CA] is set; otherwise,
XER[CA] is cleared.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

XER[CA]
EXAMPLE
; XER[CAJ will be set if 16+r3 generates a carry

addic

rl0,r3.16

; value in r3 plus 16 is stored in r10
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INTEGER UNIT

addic.

601/603/604/620

ADD SIGNED IMMEDIATE TO

USER MODE

REGISTER, SET CARRY BIT1
AND RECORD

FORMS
addic.

rD,rA,SIMM

SIMPLIFIED MNEMONICS
subic. rD,rA,value

addic. rD,rA,-value

BIT DEFINITION
0 9"

OxOd
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

A

SIMM

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rO ~ rA + EXTS(S IMM)
if carry
set XER[CAJ
DESCRIPTION

The addic. (add immediate carrying and record) instruction calculates the sum of a
16-bit signed value and rA and places the result into destination register rD. The
16-bit immediate value, SIMM, is sign extended to 32 bits before the addition operation. If there is a carcy out of the most significant bit (MSb) of the result, XER[CA]
is set; otherwise, XER[CA] is cleared. The results of this operation are recorded in
the CRO field of the condition register.
REGISTERS AFFECTED
a CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO]
a XER[CA]
EXAMPLE
XER[CAJ set if 16+r3 ge nerates a carry out of t he most signi fi can t bi t
; CR0 ref l ects the res ul t s of th i s ad di tion op eration

acid i c.

Rl 0,r3,16

va l ue i n r3 pl us 16 is stored i n rl 0
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INTEGER UNIT

add is

601/603/604/620

ADD SHIFTED IMMEDIATE

USER MODE

TO REGISTER

FORMS
addis

rD,rA,SIMM

SIMPLIFIED MNEMONICS
Load Immediate Shifted:
Subtract Immediate Shifted:

1is
subis

rD .value
rD . rA,value -

addis rD.0 ,value
addis rD . rA.-va l ue

BIT DEFINITION

f

0

1

2

3 4

SIMM

D

Ox Of
5

6

7

8

.

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

.

PSEUDO CODE
if rA = r0 t hen rD f- EXTS(S !MM I I 0x0000)
else rD f- rA + EXTS(S IMM I I 0x0000)
DESCRIPTION

The addis (add immediate shifted) instruction calculates the sum of the 16-bit signed
value (SIMM« 16) and rA and places the result into destination register rD. This
instruction is preferred for addition operations because it sets few status bits. Note
that addis·uses the value 0, nat the contents of GPR rO, if rAe= rO.
The lis simplified mnemonic can be used to load an immediate value into a register. In the example below, the lis instruction could have been substituted for the add is
instruction. The subis instruction is equivalent to adding shifted with a negative
value; it is available for pr?gramming convenience.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
EXAMPLE
l ong l = 0xlbadface;

II longl is a globally declared l ong

Assumes:
r4 = address of longl
addis
addi
stw

r3, r0, 0xlbae
r3 . r3. -1330
r3, 0(r4)

l oad upper value
subtract to get desired value
store 0xlbadface into longl
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INTEGER UNIT

addmex

601/603/604/620

Aoo REGISTER, MINUS ONE,

USER MODE

AND CARRY BIT

FORMS
OE

addme
addme.
addmeo
addmeo.

Re

0 0

rD,rA
rD,rA
rD,rA
rD,rA

0

1

1 0
1

1

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved
Ox1f

D

A

Ox ea

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

rD

f-

rA

+

XER [CAJ - 1

DESCRIPTION

The addme (add to minus one extended) instruction calculates the sum of rA,
XER[CA], and minus one (Oxffffffff) and places the result into destination
register rD.
For 32-bit implementations, the setting of the XER reflects overflow of the
lower-order 32-bit result. For 64-bit implementations, the setting of the XER reflects
overflow of the 64-bit result. An overflow condition exists if the carry out of the
MSb of the result is not equal to the carry out of the MSb+ 1.
REGISTERS AFFECTED
• CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
• XER [CA]
• XER[SO,OV]
(if OE= 1)
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INTEGER UNIT

addzex

601/603/604/620

ADD CARRY BIT TO REGISTER

USER MODE

FORMS
OE Re

addze
addze.
addzeo
addzeo.

0
0
1
1

rD,rA
rD,rA
rD,rA
rD,rA

0
1
0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved

Ox1f
0

1

2

3

A

D
4

5

6

7

8

Ox ca

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rD f- rA + XER[CA]
DESCRIPTION

The addze (add to zero extended) instruction calculates the sum of rA and the carry
bit and stores the result into destination register rD.
For 32-bit implementations, the setting of the XER reflects overflow of the
lower-order 32-bit result. For 64-bit implementations, the setting of the XER reflects
overflow of the 64-bit result. An overflow condition exists if the carry out of the
MSb of the result is not equal to the carry out of the MSb+ 1.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

a CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
a XER[CA]
a XER[SO,OV]
(if OE= 1)
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INTEGER UNIT

andx
PERFORM A BITWISE

601/603/604/620

AND

USER MODE

OF TWO REGISTERS

FORMS

Re
rA,rS,rB
rA,rS,rB

and
and.

0
1

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1f
0

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

8

A

B

Ox1c

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rA f- rS &rB
DESCRIPTION

The and (and) instruction performs a bitwise AND of rS with rB and stores the
result into destination register rA.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
EXAMPLE
l ongA &= longB;

II globa l ly dec lare d longs

;Assumes :
r4 = co nta i ns t he va lu e of l ongA
r5 = cont ai ns t he valu e of l ongB
and

r4 , r4, r5

AN D r4 wi th r5, put i nt o r4
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INTEGER UNIT

andcx

601/603/604/620

AND

USER MODE

REGISTER WITH

COMPLEMENT OF REGISTER

FORMS
Re

rA,rS,rB
rA,rS,rB

andc
andc.

0
1

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1f
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A

B

Ox3c

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rA ~ rS & (NOT rB)
DESCRIPTION

The andc (AND with complement) instruction performs a bitwise AND of rS with
the complement of rB and places the result into destination register rA.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
EXAMPLE
longA &= -longB;

II both are globa l ly declared longs

Assumes:
r3 = contains the address of longA
r4 = conta i ns the value of longA
r5 = contains the value of longB
andc
stw

r4, r4, r5
r4, 0(r3)

complement and AND together
store back results
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INTEGER UNIT

andi.
AND

601/603/604/620

REGISTER WITH

USER MODE

UNSIGNED IMMEDIATE

FORMS
andi.

rA,rS,UIMM

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1c
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

PSEUDO CODE
rA f- rS & (0x0000

7

8

A

UIMM

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

I I UIMM)

DESCRIPTION

The andi . (AND immediate) instruction ANDs rS with the 16-bit unsigned value
UIMM and places the result into rA. The 16-bit immediate value, UIMM, is zero
extended to 32 bits before performing the AND operation.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO]
EXAMPLE
longA &= 0xface ;

II globally declared long

Assumes:
r4 = address of longA
lwz
andi.
stw

r3 . 0( r4)
r3 . r3 , 0xface
r3, 0(r4)

get val ue from address
and immediate wl 0xface
store back resu l ts
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INTEGER UNIT

and is.

601/603/604/620

AND

USER MODE

FORMS
andis.

IMMEDIATE SHIFTED

rA,rS,UIMM

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1d
0

1

2

3 4

5

PSEUDO CODE
rA f--- rS & (U IMM

6

7

A

UIMM

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

I I 0x0000l

DESCRIPTION
The and is. (AND immediate shifted) instruction ANDs the contents of rS with

(UIMM « 16) and places the result into rA.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO]
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BRANCH PROCESSING
UNIT

BRANCH UNCONDITIONALLY

601/603/604/620

TO TARGET ADDRESS

USER MODE

FORMS
b
ba
bl
bla

target-address
target-address
target-address
target-address

AA
0
1
0
1

LK
0
0
1
1

SIMPLIFIED MNEMONICS

See Chapter 6, "The PowerPC Instruction Set," for aliJ complete listing of simplified
branch mnemonics.
BIT DEFINITION
Ox12
0

1

2

LI

3 4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

if AA . then NIA f- i ea EXTS(LI I I 0b00l
else
NIA f- iea CIA+E XTS< LI I I 0b00l
if LK, then
LR f- iea CIA+4
DESCRIPTION

The b (branch) instruction branches unconditionally to the target address, where
target-address specifies the branch target address.
If AA= 0, then the branch target address is the sum of LI II ObOO (sign-extended)
and the address of this instruction. If AA= 1, then the branch target address is the
value LI II ObOO (sign-extended).
If LK = 1, then the effective address of the instruction following the branch
instruction is placed into the link register.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

LR (if LK

=1)

trPC Instruction Set Reference
BRANCH PROCESSING

bcx

UNIT

601/603/604/620

BRANCH CONDITIONALLY TO

USER MODE

TARGET ADDRESS

FORMS
be
bca
bcl
bcla

BO,BI,target-addr
BO,BI,target-addr
BO,BI,target-addr
BO,BI,target-addr

0
1
0
1

LK
0
0
1
1

SIMPLIFIED MNEMONICS

See Chapter 6, "The PowerPC Instruction Set," for a complete listing of simplified
branch mnemonics.
blt
bne
bdnz

target
er2,target
target

-

be
be
be

12 ,0.target
4,10,target
16,0,target

BIT DEFINITION
Ox10
0

1

2

3 4

BO
5

6

7

PSEUDO CODE
if !80[2], then

CTR~

etr_ok ~80[ 2J

I

Bl

BD

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

CTR-1
((CTRot 0) €980[3])
eond_ok ~ 80[0] I (CR[8 IJ
80 [1] )
if etr_ok &eond_ok then
if AA then NIA ~ i eaEXTS(80 I I 0b00l
else
NIA ~ ieaCIA + EXTS(80 11 0b00)
if LK, then LR~ ieaCIA+4

=

DESCRIPTION

The be (branch conditional) instruction branches conditionally to the branch target
address specified by target_address.
The BI field specifies the bit in the condition register (CR) to be tested as the
condition of the branch. The BO field is used as described in Table 6-20 of Chapter
6. If AA= 0, then the branch target address is the sum of BD II ObOO (sign-extended)
and the address of this instruction. If AA = 1, then the branch target address is the
value BD II ObOO (sign-extended). If LK = 1, then the effective address of the instruction following the branch instruction is placed into the link register.
REGISTERS AFFECTED
a CTR (if B0[2] =0 )
a LR (if LK = 1)
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BRANCH PROCESSING

bcctrx

UNIT

BRANCH CONDITIONALLY TO

601/603/604/620

COUNT REGISTER

USER MODE

FORMS
LK

bcctr
bcctrl

BO,BI
BO,BI

0
1

SIMPLIFIED MNEMONICS
bl ctr
bnec t r

bcctr
bcc t r

cr2

12,0
4. 10

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved

Ox13
0

1

2

3

Bl

BO
4

5

6

7

8

00000

Ox210

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
cond_ok f-- 80[0Jl(CR[B I] = 80[1])
if co nd_ok then
NIA f-- ieaCTR I I 0b00
if LK then
LR f-- i eaCIA+4

DESCRIPTION

The bcctr (branch conditional to count register) instruction conditionally branches
to the target address contained in the count register. The BI field specifies the bit in
the condition register to be used as the condition of the branch. The BO field is used
as described in Table 6-20 of Chapter 6, and the branch target address is CTR[0-29]
II ObOO. If LK = 1, then the effective address of the instruction following the branch
instruction is placed into the link register. If the "decrement and test CTR" option is
specified (B0[2] = 0), the instruction form is invalid.
On the 620, the branch target address is CTR[0-61] II ObOO. When 64-bit implementations are operating in 32-bit mode, the high-order 32 bits of the target address
are cleared to zero.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

LR (if LK

=1)

Instruction Set Reference

bclrx

BRANCH PROCESSING
UNIT

BRANCH

601/603/604/620

CONDITIONALLY

USER MODE

TO LINK REGISTER

FORMS
LK

bclr
bclrc

BO,BI
BO,BI

0
1

SIMPLIFIED MNEMONICS
bltlr
bclr
bnelr
cr2
bclr
bdnzlr
bclr

12,0
4,10
16,0

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved

Ox13
0

1 2

3 4 5

Bl

BO
6 7

00000

Ox10

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
i f !80[2]. then CTR t- CTR -1
ct r_ok t- 80 [2] I ((CTR;t0) E0 80 [3])
co nd_ok t- 80[0] I (CR [81 ] 80[1] )
if ctr_ok &cond_ok th en
if AA then NIA t- iea EXTS(80 I I 0b00l
else
NIA t- ieaCIA + EXTS(80 I I 0b00l
i f LK, then LR t- ie aC IA+4

=

DESCRIPTION

The bclr (branch conditional to link register) instruction conditionally branches to
the target address contained in the link register. The BI field specifies the bit in the
condition register to be used as the condition of the branch. The BO field is used as
described in Table 6-20 of Chapter 6, and the branch target address is LR[0-29] II
ObOO. If LK = 1, then the effective address of the instruction following the branch
instruction is placed into the link register.
On the 620, the branch target address is CTR[0-61] II ObOO. When 64-bit implementations are operating in 32-bit mode, the high-order 32 bits of the target address
are cleared to zero.
REGISTERS AFFECTED
• CTR (if B0[2] = 0)
a LR (ifLK = 1)
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clrldi

INTEGER UNIT.

620

CLEAR LEFT DOUBLEWORD

USER MODE

IMMEDIATE

FORMS
clrldi rA,rS,n (n<64)

rldicl rA,rS,O,n

BIT DEFINITION
•'?;

Ox1e

s

A

00000

n

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

m
rA

~

~

MASK(n .63)
( rS & ml

DESCRIPTION

The clrldi (clear left doubleword immediate) instruction clears the high-order (leftmost) n bits of rS and places the result in destination register rA. This instruction is
a simplified form of the rldicl instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)

•

•

utruction Set Reference

clrlsldi

INTEGER UNIT

620

(LEAR LEFT AND SHIFT

USER MODE

LEFT BY IMMEDIATE

FORMS
clrlsldi rA,rS,b,n (n:::; b:::; 63)

rldic rA,rS,n,b-n

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1e
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

A

n*

b-n

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

*Note: This is a split field.

PSEUDO CODE
r <-- ROTL (rS,nl
m <-- MASK( b-n , 63- n)
rA <-- (r &m)
DESCRIPTION

The clrlsldi (clear left and shift left doubleword immediate) instruction clears the
high-order {left-most) b bits of rS and shifts the result left by n bits. The result is
placed in destination register rA. This instruction is a simplified form of the rldic
instruction.

.,

REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
EXAMPLE
Ass ume s : we wa nt to clear th e high order 8 bit s of r3
and shift the resu lt l eft by 4 bit s . W
e al so
wa nt to store th e res ul t int o r4 .

startin g valu e of r3 = 0xcde f1234a bcd5 678
cl rl sl di

r4, r3, 8, 4

: here. b=B an d n=4

Th e i nstr uct i on operation proceeds as fol l ows :
ste p 1: rotat e r3 left by n bit s = 4 bits
re su lt : r3 = 0xdef1 234abcd5 678c
step 2: gener ate mas k from (b -n) through (63 -n) =1 bits fr om 4-59
resu lt: mask = 0x0f ffffff f ffff f f0
st ep 3: AND rotated da ta wi t h mask
resu l t : r3 = 0x0ef1234abcd56780
step 4: store result i nto des ti nat ion registe r r4
resu l t: r4 = 0x0ef1234abcd56780
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INTEGER UNIT

clrlslwi

601/603/604/620

CLEAR LEn AND SHln LEn BY

USER MODE

IMMEDIATE

FORMS
clrlslwi rA,rS,b,n (n ~ b $ 31)

rlwinrn rA,rS, n, b-n, 31-n

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox15
0

1

2

3 4

5 6

7

A

n

b-n

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
r f- ROTL(rS .nl
m f- MASK(b-n , 31-nl
rA f- (r &ml
DESCRIPTION

The clrlslw i (clear left and shift left word immediate) instruction clears the high-order
(left-most) b bits of rS and shifts the result left by n bits. The result is placed in destination register rA. This instruction is a simplified form of the rlwimn instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
EXAMPLE
Assumes: we want to clear the high order 4 bits of r3
and shift the result left by 4 bits. We also
want to store the result i nto r4.

starting ) alue of r3 = 0xcde f1 234
clr lslw i

r4. r3, 4, 4

; here, b=4 and n=4

Th e i nstruction operation proceeds as follows:
step 1: rotate r3 left by n bits= 4 bits
result: r3 = 0xdef1234c
step 2: generate mask from (b-n) through (3 1-nl =1 bits from 0-27
result: mask= 0xfffffff0
step 3: AND rotated data with mask
result : r3 = 0xdef12340
step 4: store result into destination register r4
result: r4 = 0xdef12340

~r"'~T"l"l'""""""'~"'}~
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INTEGER UNIT

clrlwi

601/603/604/620

(LEAR LEFT IMMEDIATE

USER MODE

FORMS
clrlwi rA,rS,n (nd2)

rlwinm rA,rS,O,n,31

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox15
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A

0

n

31

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
m ~ MASK( n, 31)
rA ~ (rS &m)

DESCRIPTION

The clrlw i (clear left word immediate) instruction clears the high-order (leftmost)
n bits of rS and places the result in destination register rA. This instruction is a
simplified form of the rl w imn instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
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clrrdi

INTEGER UNIT

620

CLEAR RIGHT IMMEDIATE

USER MODE

FORMS
clrrdi rA,rS,n (n<64)

-

rldicr rA,rS,0,63-n

BIT DEFINITION
Ox1e

s

A

00000

63-n

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
f-- MASK(0, 63-n)

m

rA

f--

rs &m

DESCRIPTION

The clrrdi (clear right immediate) instruction clears the low-order (rightmost) n bits
of rS and places the result in destination register rA. This instruction is a simplified
form of the rldicr instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)

··-V"
)

o"'
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1J ~ 1 ~
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INTEGER UNIT

clrrwi

601/603/604/620

CLEAR RIGHT IMMEDIATE

USER MODE

FORMS
clrrwi rA,rS,n (n<32)

rlwinm rA,rS,0,0,31-n

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox15
0

1 2

3 4 5

6

7

A

0

0

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

m f-- MASK(0, 31-nl
rA f-- ( r & ml
DESCRIPTION

The clrrwi (clear right immediate) instruction clears the low-order (rightmost) n bits
of rS and places the result in destination register rA.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
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INTEGER UNIT

cmp

601/603/604/620

COMPARE

USER MODE

REGISTERS

FORMS
cmp

crfD,L,rA,rB

SIMPLIFIED MNEMONICS
cmpd rA,rB
cmpw cr3,rA,rB
-

cmp
cmp

0,1, rA,rB
3,0, rA,r B

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

Ox1f
0

crfD

Res.

I0 IL I

A

B

0000000000

0

I I

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA < rB then c f- 0bl00
else if rA > rB then c f- 0b010
else c f- 0b001
CR[4*crfD-4*cr fD+3] f- c I I XER[SOJ
DESCRIPTION

The cmp (compare) instruction compares rA with rB, treating the operands as signed
integers. The result of the comparison is placed into condition register field crfD; if
crfD is not specified, CRO is used.
On the 620, L controls whether the instruction operands are treated as 64- or
32-bit operands, with L = 0 indicating 32-bit operands and L = 1 indicating 64-bit
operands. Lis ignored on the 601, 603, and 604.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CR Field specifically controlled by operand crfD[LT,GT,EQ,SO]
EXAMPLE
i f (l ongA < l ongB)
l ongA = l ongB ;

II both are gl ob al ly dec l ared longs

Assumes:
r3 = lo ngA, 32-bit val ue
r4 = l ongB, 32-bit value
cmp
bgt
mr
Around :

0x0, 0x0, r3,
Around
r3, r4

r4

i s r3 great er than r4?
yes, j ump around assignment
pl ace contents of r4 i nto r3

Instruction Set Reference

cm pd

INTEGER UNIT

620

COMPARE DOUBLEWORD

USER MODE

REGISTERS

FORMS
cmpd crfD,rA,rB

cmp crfD,1,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

Res.

A

Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4

5 6

7

B

0000000000

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA < rB then c f- 0bl00
else if rA > rB t hen c f- 0b010
else c f- 0b00 1
CR[4*crfD -4*cr fD+3J f- c I I XER[SO J
DESCRIPTION

The cmpd (compare doubleword) instruction compares rA with rB, treating the
operands as signed integers. The result of the comparison is placed into CR Field
crfD; if crfD is not specified, CRO is used. This instruction is a 64-bit simplified
form of the cmp instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CR Field specifically controlled by operand crfD[LT,GT,EQ,SO]
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INTEGER UNIT

cmpdi

620

COMPARE DOUBLEWORD

USER MODE

REGISTER WITH SIGNED
IMMEDIATE

FORMS
cmpdi crfD,rA,SIMM

cmpi crfD,1,rA,SIMM

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

Ox Ob

A

SIMM

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA < EXTS(SIMMl then c f- 0bl00
else if a > EXTS(SIMMl then cf- 0b010
else
c f- 0b001
CR[4*crfD-4*crfD+3] f- c I I XER [SOJ
DESCRIPTION

The cmpdi (compare doubleword immediate) instruction compares rA with the signextended value of the SIMM field, treating both operands as signed integers. The
result of the comparison is placed into CR field crfD. If the crfD field is not specified
in the instruction, CRO is used. This instruction is a simplified form of the
cmpi instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CR Field specifically controlled by operand crfD[LT,GT,EQ,SO]
EXAMPLE
if (dwordA < 0xl0)
II globally declared 64 -bit value
dwordA = 0xl0;
Assumes:
r3 = dwordA, 64 -bit value
cmpdi
bgt
li
Around:

r3, 0xl0
Around
r3, 0xl0

compare to 0xl0
greater than? jump aro und
le ss than. do assignment

409
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INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

COMPARE REGISTER WITH

USER MODE

FORMS
cmpi

SIGNED IMMEDIATE

crfD,L,rA,SIMM

SIMPLIFIED MNEMONIC
cmpdi
rA .value
cmpwi
cr3,rA,value

cmpi
cmpi

0.1. rA,va l ue
3,0 , rA .value

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

Ox Ob
0

1 2

3 4

A
5

6

7

SIMM

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA < EXTS(S!MM) then c f- 0b l 00
el se if rA > EXTS(S!MM) then c f- 0b0 10
else
c f- 0b001
CR[4*crf0-4*crf0+3J f- c I I XER[SOJ
DESCRIPTION
The cmpi (compare immediate) instruction compares rA with a 16-bit signed value,

treating both operands as signed integers. The 16-bit immediate value, SIMM, is
sign-extended to 32 bits before the operation. The result of the comparison is placed
into CR field crfD. If the crfD field is not specified in the instruction, CRO is used.
On the 620, L controls whether the instruction operands are treated as 64- or
32-bit operands, with L = 0 indicating 32-bit operands and L = 1 indicating 64-bit
operands.Lis ignored on the 601, 603, and 604.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CR Field specifically controlled by operand crfD[LT,GT,EQ,SO]
EXAMPLE
if (l ongA < 0x l 0)
longA = 0xl0 ;

II globally decla red l ong

Assume s:
r3 = dwordA, 32-bit value
cmpi
bgt
li
Around:

0x0 . 0x0 . r3 . 0xl0
Around
r3 . 0xl0

32-b it compare: r3 to 0xl0
greater than? jump around
l ess tha n. do assignment

PowerPC Programming for lntt
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INTEGER UNIT

cmpl

601/603/604/620

COMPARE REGISTERS UNSIGNED

FORMS
cm pl

USER MODE

crfD,L,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res .

Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4

Res.

A
5

6

7

8

B

Ox20

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA <U rB then c f- 0b100
else if rA >U rB then c f- 0b010
else c f- 0b001
CR[4*crfD-4*crf0+3] f- c I I XER[SO J
DESCRIPTION

The cmpl (compare logical) instruction compares rA with rB, treating their contents
as unsigned values. The result of the comparison is placed into CR Field crfD. If the
crfD Field is not specified in the instruction, CRO is used.
On the 620, L controls whether the instruction operands are treated as 64- or
32-bit operands, with L = 0 indicating 32-bit operands and L = 1 indicating 64-bit
operands. Lis ignored on the 601, 603, and 604.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CR field specifically controlled by operand crfD[LT,GT,EQ,SO]

Instruction Set Reference
INTEGER UNIT

cmpld

620

COMPARE DOUBLEWORD

USER MODE

FORMS
cmpld crfD,rA,rB

REGISTERS UNSIGNED

cmpl crfD,1,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved

Ox1f

A

B

Ox20

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA <U rB then c ~ 0bl00
else if rA >U rB then c ~ 0b0 10
else c ~ 0b001
CR[4*crfD-4*crfD+3J ~ c I I XER[SOJ
DESCRIPTION

The cmpld (compare logical doubleword) instruction compares rA with rB, treating
their contents as unsigned 64-bit values. The result of the comparison is placed into
CR Field crfD. If the crfD field is not specified in the instruction, CRO is used. This
instruction is a simplified form of the cmpl instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CR Field specifically controlled by operand crfD[LT,GT,EQ,SO]

4 11
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INTEGER UNIT

cmpldi

620

COMPARE DOUBLEWORD

USER MODE

REGISTER WITH UNSIGNED
IMMEDIATE

FORMS
cmpldi crfD,rA,UIMM -

cmpli crfD,1,rA,UIMM

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

OxOa
0

1 2

3 4 5

A
6

7

UIMM

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA <U (( 48)0 I I UIMM) then c f-- 0b100
el se if rA >U ((48)0 I jUIMMl then c f-- 0b010
el se c f-- 0b001
CR[4*crfD-4*crfD+3] f-- c I I XER[ SO J
DESCRIPTION

The cmpldi (compare logical doubleword immediate) instruction compares rA with a
16-bit unsigned value. The 16-bit immediate value, UIMM, is zero-extended to 64
bits before the operation. The result of the comparison is placed into CR Field crfD.
If the crfD field is not specified in the instruction, CRO is used. This instruction is a
simplified form of the cmpli instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CR Field specifically controlled by operand crfD[LT,GT,EQ,SO]

PowerPC Instruction Set Referenc::e
INTEGER UNIT

cmpli

601/603/604/620

COMPARE REGISTER WITH

USER MODE

UNSIGNED IMMEDIATE

FORMS
cmpli

crfD,L,rA,UIMM

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

OxOa
0

1

2

3 4

A
5

6

7

UIMM

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA <U (0x0000 I I UIMM) then cf- 0b l 00
else if rA >U (0x0000 I I UIMM) then c f- 0b010
else c f- 0b001
CR[4*crfD-4*crfD+3J f- c I I XER[SO J

DESCRIPTION
The cmpli (compare logical immediate) instruction compares rA with a 16-bit

unsigned value. The 16-bit immediate value, UIMM, is zero-extended before the
operation. The result of the comparison is placed into CR Field crfD. If the crfD
field is not specified in the instruction, CRO is used. This i~struction is a simplified
form of the cmpli instruction.
On the 620, L controls whether the instruction operands are treated as 64- or
32-bit operands, with L = 0 indicating 32-bit operands and L = 1 indicating 64-bit
operands. Lis ignored on the 601, 603, and 604.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CR Field specifically controlled by operand crfD[LT,GT,EQ,SO]

413
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INTEGER UNIT

cmplw

601/603/604/620

COMPARE REGISTERS

USER MODE

UNSIGNED

FORMS
cmplw crfD,rA,rB

cmpl crfD,O,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res .

Ox1f

Res .

A

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 111213141516

B

Ox20

17181920~ 222324~2627~29

30

~

PSEUDO CODE
i f rA <U rB th en c f- 0bl00
el se if rA >U rB then c f- 0b010
el se c f- 0b00 1
CR[4*c rf D-4*c rf 0+3] f- c I I XER[ SOJ
DESCRIPTION

The cmplw (compare logical word) instruction compares rA with rB, treating their
contents as unsigned values. The result of the comparison is placed into CR Field
crfD. If the crfD field is not specified in the instruction, CRO is used. This
instruction is a simplified form of the cmpl instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CR Field specifically controlled by operand crfD[LT,GT,EQ,SO]

powerPC ln$truction Set Reference
INTEGER UNIT

cmplwi

601/603/604/620

COMPARE REGISTER WITH

USER MODE

UNSIGNED IMMEDIATE

FORMS
cmplwi crfD,rA,UIMM

cmpli crfD,O,rA,UIMM

BIT DEFINITION
Res .

OxOa
0

1 2

3

A
4

5

6

7

8

UIMM

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
i f rA <U (0x0000 I I UIMM ) the n c f- 0bl00
el se i f rA >U (0x0000 I IUIMM) then cf- 0b010
el se c f- 0b001
CR[ 4*crfD-4*crfD+3 ] f- c I I XER[SO]
DESCRIPTION
The cmplwi (compare logical word immediate) instruction compares rA with a

16-bit unsigned value. The 16-bit immediate value, UIMM, is zero-extended before
the operation. The result of the comparison is placed into CR Field crfD. If the crfD
field is not specified in the instruction, CRO is used. This instruction is a simplified
form of the cmpli instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CR Field specifically controlled by operand crfD[LT,GT,EQ,SO]

'1;~<
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INTEGER UNIT

cmpw

601/603/604/620

COMPARE

USER MODE

REGISTERS SIGNED

FORMS
cmpw crfD,rA,rB

cmp crfD,O,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

Res.
A

Ox1f

B

0000000000

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA < rB then c f- 0b l 00
el se if rA > rB then cf- 0b010
el se c f- 0b001
CR[4*crf0-4*crf0+3] f- c I I XER[SOJ
DESCRIPTION

The cmpw (compare word) instruction compares rA with rB, treating the operands
as signed integers. The result of the comparison is placed into condition register field
crfD; if crfD is not specified, CRO is used. This instruction is a simplified form of the
cmp instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CR Field specifically controlled by operand crfD[LT,GT,EQ,SO]
EXAMPLE
if (longA < longBJ
longA = longB;

II both are gl obal ly declared longs

Ass umes:
r3 = longA, 32-b i t va l ue
r4 = l ongB
cmpw
bgt
mr
Around:

r3 . r4
Arou nd
r3 , r4

l ongA gre ater t han l ongB?
yes. jump around assignmen t
pl ace contents of r4 i nto r3

~}:~\

r
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cmpw1•

INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

COMPARE REGISTER WITH

USER MODE

SIGNED IMMEDIATE

FORMS
cmpwi crfD,rA,SIMM

-

cmpi crfD,O,rA,SIMM

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

Ox Ob
0

1

2

A

3 4

5

6

7

8

SIMM

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
a f- rA
i f rA < EXTS(SIMM) then c f- 0b 100
el se if rA > EXTS(SIMMl then c f- 0b010
else
Cf- 0b00 1
CR[4*crfD-4*crfD+3J f- c I I XER[SO J
DESCRIPTION
The cmpwi (compare word immediate) instruction compares rA with a 16-bit signed

value, treating both operands as signed integers. The 16-bit immediate value, SIMM,
is sign-extended to 32 bits before the operation. The result of the comparison is
placed into CR field crfD. If the crfD field is not specified in the instruction, CRO is
used. This instruction is a simplified form of the cm pi instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CR Field specifically controlled by operand crfD[LT,GT,EQ,SO]
EXAMPLE
if (wordl == 0x10)
wordl = (word l << l l;

Assumes:
r3 = 32-b it wordl
cmpwi
bne
slwi
Aroundl:

r3,0x10
Aroundl
r3,r3,l

(!F l - compare immediate: r3 == 0x10?
branch if not equal to Around l
(STMTll shift l eft immediate 1 bit
exec ut ion cont in ues as norma l

4 18
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cntlzdx

INTEGER UNIT

COUNT LEADING ZERO BITS

USER MODE

620

OF DOUBLEWORD REGISTER

FORMS
cntlzd
cntlzd.

rA,rS
rA,rS

Ox1f

Re
0
1

s

A

00000

Ox3a

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

BIT DEFINITION
PSEUDO CODE
n f- 0

do while n < 64
i f rS[n] = 1 then l eave
n f- n+l
rA f- n

DESCRIPTION

The cntlzd (count leading zeroes) instruction counts the number of consecutive bits
starting at bit 0 of register rS that contain zeroes. The result is placed into rA and
ranges from 0 to 64.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (Re= 1)
Note: If Re= 1, then LT is cleared in the CRO Field.

PowerPC Instruction Set Reference
INTEGER UNIT

cntlzwx

601/603/604/620

COUNT LEADING ZERO

USER MODE

BITS OF REGISTER

FORMS

Re
cntlzw
cntlzw.

rA,rS
rA,rS

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved

s

Ox1f
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

A

00000

Ox1a

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
n

0

~

do while n < 32
if rS[n J = 1 then l eave
n
rA

~

~

n+ 1
n

DESCRIPTION

The cntlzw (count leading zeroes word) instruction counts the number of consecutive
bits starting at bit 0 of register rS that contain zeroes. The result is placed into rA
and ranges from 0 to 32.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
Note: If Re= 1, then LT is cleared in the CRO Field.
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INTEGER UNIT

crand
AND

601/603/604/620

CONDITION

USER MODE

REGISTER FIELDS

FORMS
crand

crbD,crbA,crbB

BIT DEFINITION
Res .

Ox13
0

1 2

crbD

3 4

5

6

7

crbA

crbB

Ox101

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

CR[crb DJ

~

CR[crbA] &CR[crbB J

DESCRIPTION

The crand (condition register AND) instruction ANDs the bit in the condition register (CR) specified by crbA with the bit in the condition register specified by crbB .
The result is placed into the condition register bit specified by crbD .
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CR: bit specified by operand crbD

Instruction Set Reference
INTEGER UNIT

crandc

601/603/604/620

AND

USER MODE

FORMS
crandc

CONDITION REGISnR

FIELD WITH COMPLEMENT

crbD,crbA,crbB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

Ox13
0

1

2

crbD

3 4

5

6

7

crbA

crbB

Ox81

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

CR[ crbD ]

+--

CR [crbA ] &NOT(CR [crbB ] )

DESCRIPTION

The crandc (condition register AND with complement) instruction ANDs the bit in
the condition register (CR) specified by crbA with the complement of the bit in the
condition register specified by crbB. The result is placed into the condition register
bit specified by crbD .
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CR: bit specified by operand crbD
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INTEGER UNIT

creqv
XOR

601/603/604/620

CONDITION REGISTER

USER MODE

FIELDS THEN COMPLEMENT

FORMS
creqv

crbD,crbA,crbB

SIMPLIFIED MNEMONICS
creqv
crset
crbD

crbD,crbD,crbD

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

Ox13
0

1

2

3

crbA

crbD
4

5

6

7

8

crbB

Ox121

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

CR[crbD ]

f-

CR[c rbA ] = CR [crbB ]

DESCRIPTION

The creqv (condition register equivalent) instruction XORs the bit in the condition
register specified by crbA with the bit in the condition register specified by crbB . The
result is complemented and placed into the condition register bit specified by crbD.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CR: bit specified by operand crbD

Instruction Set Reference
INTEGER UNIT

crnand

601/603/604/620

AND

USER MODE

FORMS
crnand

CONDITION REGISTER

FIELDS THEN COMPLEMENT

crbD,crbA,crbB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

crbD

Ox13
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

crbA

crbB

Oxe1

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

CR[ crbD ]

~

NOT (CR[c rbA] &CR[crbB] l

DESCRIPTION

The crnand (condition register NAND) instruction ANDs the bit in the condition
register (CR) specified by crbA with the bit in the condition register specified by
crbB . The result is complemented and placed into the condition register bit specified
by crbD.
REGISTERS AFFECTED
CR: bit specified by operand crbD
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601/603/604/620

CONDITION REGISTER

USER MODE

FIELDS THEN COMPLEMENT

FORMS
crnor

!> ,

INTEGER UNIT

crnor
OR

-

)~~k):,l

crbD,crbA,crbB

SIMPLIFIED MNEMONICS
crnot
crbD,crbA

crnor

crbD,crbA,crbA

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

Ox13
0

1 2

crbD

3 4 5

6

7

crbB

crbA

Ox21

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

CR[crbD ]

f-

NOT <CR[crbA] I CR[crbBJJ

DESCRIPTION

The crnor (condition register NOR) instruction ORs the bit in the condition register
(CR) specified by crbA with the bit in the condition register specified by crbB. The
result is complemented and placed into the condition register bit specified by crbD.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CR: bit specified by operand crbD

I
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INTEGER UNIT

'

lt\struction Set Reference

cror

601/603/604/620

OR

USER MODE

CONDITION

REGISTER FIELDS

FORMS
cror

crbD,crbA,crbB

StMPLIFIED MNEMONICS
crmove

crbD,crbA

-

cror

crbD,crbA,crbA

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

Ox13
0

1 2

3 4 5 6

crbD
7

PSEUDO CODE
CR[crbD] f- (CR[crbA]

crbA

crbB

Ox1c1

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

I CR[crbB]l

DESCRI PT/ON

The cror (condition register OR) instruction ORs the bit in the condition register
(CR) specified by crbA with the bit in the condition register specified by crbB. The
result is placed into the cond.ition register bit specified by crbD.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CR: bit specified by operand crbD
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INTEGER UNIT

crorc
OR

601/603/604/620

CONDITION REGISTER

USER MODE

FIELD WITH COMPLEMENT

FORMS
crorc

crbD,crbA,crbB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

Ox13
0

1

2

3

crbD
4

5

6

7

8

crbA

crbB

Ox1a1

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

CR[crbD ]

f-

CR[crbA J I NOT(CR[crbBJ)

DESCRIPTION

The crorc (condition register OR with complement) instruction ORs the bit in the
condition register (CR) specified by crbA with the complement of the bit in the condition register specified by crbB . The result is placed into the condition register bit
specified by crbD.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CR: bit specified by operand crbD
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INTEGER UNIT

Cl"struction Set Reference

crxor

601/603/604/620

XOR

USER MODE

FORMS
crxor

~

CONDITION

REGISTER FIELDS

crbD,crbA,crbB

SIMPLIFIED MNEMONICS
crclr
crbD
crxor

crbD,crbD,crbD

BIT DEFINITION
Res .

Ox13
0

1

2

3 4

crbD
5

6

7

PSEUDO CODE
CR[crbD ] ~ (CR[crbA ]

crbA

crbB

Oxc1

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

I CR [crb BJ)

DESCRIPTION

The crxor (condition register XOR) instruction XORs the bit in the condition register specified by crbA with the bit in the condition register specified by crbB . The
result is placed into the condition register bit specified by crbD .
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CR: bit specified by operand crbD
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INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

FLUSH DATA CACHE BLOCK

FORMS
dcbf

'

USER MODE

rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved

Ox1f

00000

A

B

Ox56

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

EA i s the sum (rAl0l + rB.
DESCRIPTION

The dcbf (data cache block flush) instruction is a user-level cache management
instruction. The action taken depends on the memory mode associated with the target address, and on the state of the block. The list below describes the action taken
for the various cases. The actions described will be executed regardless of whether
the page or block containing the addressed byte is designated as write-through or if
it is in caching-inhibited or caching-allowed mode.
COHERENCY REQUIRED

(W/M

= XX 1)

a Unmodified Block - Invalidates copies of the block in the caches of all
processors.
a Modified Block - Copies the block to memory. Invalidates copies of the block
in the caches of all processors.
a Absent Block - If modified copies of the block are in the caches of other
processors, causes them to be copied to memory and invalidated. If unmodified
copies are in the caches of other processors, causes those copies to be
invalidated.

Nor REQUIRED (WIM = xxo)
a Unmodified Block - Invalidates the block in the processor's cache.
a Modified Block - Copies the block to memory. Invalidates the block in the
processor's cache.

COHERENCY

This instruction operates as a load from the addressed byte with respect to
address translation and protection. If EA specifies a memory address for which
SR[T] = 1, the instruction is treated as a no-op.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None

erPC Instruction Set Reference

dcbi

INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

INVALIDATE DATA

SUPERVISOR MODE

CACHE BLOCK

FORMS
dcbi

rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved

Res .

.--~-o-x-1f~~.-~oo_o_o_o~.---~-A~~--.-~~B~~.-~~~-o-x1-d-6~~~-.-I~

0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

EA is the sum (rAl0l + rB
DESCRIPTION

The dcbi (data cache block invalidate) instruction is a supervisor-level cache management instruction. The action taken depends on the memory mode associated with
the target address, and on the state of the block. The list below describes the action
to take if the block containing the byte addressed by the EA is or is not in the cache.
The actions described will be executed regardless of whether the page containing the
addressed byte is in caching-inhibited or caching-allowed mode. This is a supervisorlevel instruction.
COHERENCY REQUIRED

(W/M = XX 1)

a Unmodified Block - Invalidates copies of the block in the caches of all
processors.
a Modified Block - Invalidates copies of the block in the caches of all
processors. (Discards the modified contents.)
a Absent Block - If copies are in the caches of any other processors, causes
those copies to be invalidated.

Nor REQUIRED (WIM = xxO)
a Unmodified Block - Invalidates the block in the local cache.
a Modified Block - Invalidates the block in the local cache. (Discards the
modified contents.)
a Absent Block - Does nothing.
This instruction operates as a store to the addressed byte with respect to address
translation and protection. The reference and change bits are modified appropriately. If EA specifies a memory address for which SR[T] = 1, the instruction is treated
as a no-op.
COHERENCY

REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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INTEGER UNIT

dcbst

601/603/604/620

STORE DATA CACHE BLOCK

FORMS
dcbst

USER MODE

rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved

00000

Ox1f
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Res.

A

B

Ox36

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
EA i s th e sum (rAl0l + rB.
DESCRIPTION

The dcbst (data cache block store) instruction is a user-level cache management
instruction.
If the block containing the byte addressed by the EA is in coherency required
mode, and a block containing the byte addresses by the EA is in the data cache of
any processor and has been modified, the writing of it to main memory is initiated.
If the block containing the byte addressed by the EA is in coherency-not-required
mode, and a block containing the byte addressed by the EA is in the data cache of
this processor and has been modified, the writing of it to main memory is initiated.
The function of this instruction is independent of the write-through and cachinginhibited/allowed modes of the page or block containing the byte addressed by EA.
This instruction operates as a load from the addressed byte with respect to address
translation and protection. If EA specifies a memory address for which SR[T] = 1,
the instruction is treated as a no-op.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None

P.C Instruction Set Reference
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debt

INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

TOUCH DATA CACHE BLOCK

USER MODE

FORMS

debt

rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved

00000

Ox1f
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Res.

A

B

Ox116

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

EA is the sum (rAj0)

+

rB.

DESCRIPTION

The debt (data cache block touch) instruction is a user-level cache management
instruction.
This instruction is a hint that performance will probably be improved if the
block containing the byte addressed by the EA is fetched into the data cache,
because the program will probably soon load from the addressed byte. Executing
debt does not cause any exceptions to be invoked.
This instruction operates as a load from the addressed byte with respect to
address translation and protection except that no exception occurs in the case of a
translation fault or protection violations. If EA specifies a memory address for
which SR[T) = 1, the instruction is treated as a no-op.
The purpose of this instruction is to allow the program to request a cache block
fetch before it is actually needed by the program. The program can later perform
loads to put data into registers. However, the processor is not obliged to load the
addressed block into the data cache. If the sector is loaded, it will be either in shared
state or exclusive unmodified state.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None

/
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INTEGER UNIT

dcbtst

601/603/604/620

TOUCH FOR STORE ON

USER MODE

DATA CACHE BLOCK

FORMS
dcbtst

'

1

rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved

Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4 5 6

00000
7

Res.

A

B

Oxf6

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

EA is t he sum (rA l0l

+

rB .

DESCRIPTION

The dbctst (data cache block touch for store) instruction is a user-level cache management instruction.
This instruction is a hint that performance will probably be improved if the
block containing the byte addressed by the EA is fetched into the data cache,
because the program will probably soon store into the addressed byte. Executing
dcbst does not cause any exceptions to be invoked.
This instruction operates as a load from the addressed byte with respect to
address translation and protection except that no exception occurs in the case of a
translation fault or protection violations. Since dcbst does not modify memory, it not
recorded as a store (the change (C) bit is not modified in the page tables). If EA
specifies a memory address for which SR[T] =1, the instruction is treated as
a no-op.
The purpose of this instruction is to allow the program to schedule a cache
block fetch before it is actually needed by the program. The program can later perform stores to put data into memory. However, the processor is not obliged to load
the addressed block into the data cache.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None

• Powerec lnstFuction Set Reference

dcbz

INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

SET

USER MODE

DATA CACHE

BLOCK TO ZERO

FORMS
dcbz

rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
00000

Ox1f
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A

B

Ox3f6

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

EA i s t he su m (rAl0l + rB.
DESCRIPTION

The dcbz (data cache block set to zero) instruction is a user-level cache management
instruction. The dcbz instruction executes as follows.

a If the block containing the byte addressed by EA is in the data cache, all bytes
of the block are cleared to zero.
a If the block containing the byte addressed by EA is not in the data cache and
the corresponding page is caching-allowed, the block is allocated in the data
cache without fetching the block from main memory, and all bytes of the block
are set to zero.
a If the page containing the byte addressed by EA is caching-inhibited or writethrough mode, either all bytes of main memory that correspond to the
addressed cache block are cleared or the alignment exception handler is
invoked and the handler should clear all the bytes of memory that correspond
to the addressed block.
a If the block containing the byte addressed by EA is in coherency-required
mode, and the block exists in the data cache(s) of any other processor(s), it is
kept coherent in those caches.
This instruction is treated as a store to the addressed byte with respect to
address translation and protection. If EA specifies a memory address for which
SR[T] = 1, the instruction is treated as a no-op.
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INTEGER UNIT

divdx

620

DIVIDE DOUBLEWORD

USER MODE

REGISTERS

FORMS
O E Re

divd
divd.
divdo
divdo.

0 0

rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB

0
1
1

1
0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Ox1f
0

1

2

3

D
4

5

6

7

8

A

B

Ox1e9

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rD ~ rA I rB
DESCRIPTION

The divd (divide doubleword) instruction calculates rB divided by rA and places the
64-bit quotient into destination register rD. The remainder is not supplied as a
result.
Both the operands and the quotient are interpreted as 64-bit signed integers. The
quotient is the unique signed integer that satisfies the equation dividend = (quotient
+ divisor) + r, where 0 .: ; r < ldivisorl if the dividend is non-negative, and
-ldivisorl < r .: ; 0 if the dividend is negative.
If an attempt is made to perform the following divisions:
• (Ox8000 0000 0000 0000 I -1) or
• (<anything> I 0)
the contents of rD are undefined, as are the contents of the LT, GT and EQ bits of
the CRO Field (if Re= 1). In this case, if OE= 1 then OV is set.
The 64-bit signed remainder of dividing rA by rB can be computed as follows,
except in the case that rA = -263 and rB = -1:
divd
mulld
subf

rD,rA,rB
rD ,rD ,rB
rD,rD,rA

;rD = quotient
;rD =quotient* divisor
;rD = rema i nder

REGISTERS AFFECTED

• CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
• XER[SO,OV] (if OE= 1)
The setting of the affected bits in the XER is mode-independent, and reflects
overflow of the 64-bit result.
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INTEGER UNIT

divdux

620

DIVIDE DOUBLEWORD

USER MODE

REGISTERS UNSIGNED

FORMS
divdu
divdu.
divduo
divduo.

11

rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB

1

0

1

BIT DEFINITION
Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4

D
5

6

7

A

B

Ox1c9

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rO ~ rA I rB
DESCRIPTION

The divdu (divide doubleword unsigned) instruction calculates rB divided by rA and
places the 64-bit quotient into destination register rD. The remainder is not supplied
as a result.
Both the operands and the quotient are interpreted as unsigned integers. The
first 3 bits of CRO Field are set by signed comparison of the result to zero. The quotient is the unique unsigned integer that satisfies the equation dividend = {quotient+
divisor) + r, where 0 ~ r < divisor.
If an attempt is made to divide by zero, the contents of rD are undefined, as are
the contents of the LT, GT and EQ bits of the CRO Field (if Re= 1). In this case, if
OE= 1 then OV is set. The 64-bit unsigned remainder of dividing rA by rB can be
computed as follows:
divdu
mul ld
subf

rO, rA,rB
rO,rO,rB
rD .rD.rA

;rO =quot i ent
;rD =quot i ent *di visor
:rD = rema i nder

REGISTERS AFFECTED

• CRO[LT,GT,EQ,50] (if Re= 1)
• XER[SO,OV] (if OE= 1)
The setting of the affected bits in the XER is mode-independent, and reflects
overflow of the 64-bit result.
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INTEGER UNIT

divwx

601/603/604/620

DIVIDE REGISTERS

USER MODE

FORMS

divw
divw.
divwo
divwo.

rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB

OE

Re

0
0
1
0

0
1
0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Ox1f

D

A

B

joEj

Ox1eb

IRel

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rD ~ rA I rB
DESCRIPTION

The divw (divide word) instruction calculates the quotient rNrB and places the
result into rD. The remainder is not supplied as a result. Both operands are interpreted as signed integers. The quotient is the unique signed integer that satisfies
the following:
dividend = (quotient * divisor) + r
where 0

~

r <ldivisorl if the dividend is non-negative, and

-ldivisorl < r

~

0

if the dividend is negative.
If an attempt is made to perform the following divisions:

a (Ox 8000 0000 0000 0000 I -1) or
a (<anything> I 0)
the contents of rD are undefined, as are the contents of the LT, GT, and EQ bits of
the CRO field. In these cases, if OE= 1 then OV is set to 1.
Note: The 32-bit signed remainder of dividing rA by rB can be computed as
follows, except in the case that rA = -231 and rB =-1.
di vwu rD,rA, rB ;rD=qu oti ent
mull rD,rO, rB ;rO=quoti ent * di vi sor
subf rO,rD. rA ;rD=remainder
REGISTERS AFFECTED

a CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
a XER[SO,OV] (if OE= 1) (mode independent)
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EXAMPLE
longA = (longB I 0x29) ;

II gl obally declared longs

Assumes :
r5 = address of longA
r6 = address of longB
lwz
li
divw
stw

r3 ,
r4,
r3,
r3,

0(r6)
0x29
r3, r4
0( r5 )

l ongB value at address i n r4
put 0x29 in r4
perform division
store results at address of l ongA
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INTEGER UNIT

divwux

601/603/604/620

DIVIDE REGISTERS UNSIGNED

USER MODE

FORMS

rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB

divwu
divwu .
divwuo
divwuo.

OE

Re

0
0
1
0

0
1
0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Ox1f
0

1

2

D

3 4

5

6

7

A

B

loEl

Ox1cb

IRel

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rD f- rA I rB
DESCRIPTION

The divwu (divide word unsigned) instruction calculates the quotient rA/rB and
places the result into rD. The remainder is not supplied as a result. Both operands
are interpreted as unsigned integers. The quotient is the unique signed integer that
satisfies the following:
dividend= (quotient * divisor)+ r
where 0 ~ r < divisor if the dividend is non-negative, and
-0

~

r < divisor.

If an attempt is made to divide by zero, then the contents of rD are undefined as
are (if Re= 1) the contents of the LT, GT, and EQ bits of the CRO field. In these
cases, if OE= 1 then OV is set to 1.
The 32-bit signed remainder of dividing rA by rB can be computed as follows,
except in the case that rA = -231 and rB = -1.
divwu rD .rA,rB ;rD=qu ot i ent
mull rD,rD . rB ;rD=quotient *divisor
subf rD.rD,rA ;rD=remainder
REGISTERS AFFECTED

a CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
a XER[SO,OV] (if OE= 1)
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INTEGER UNIT

ec1wx

601 /603/604/620

INPUT WORD USING

USER MODE

EXTERNAL CONTROL
AND INDEXED ADDRESSING

FORMS

rD,rA,rB

ec1wx

BIT DEFINITION
Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4

D
5

6

7

8

A

B

Ox136

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA = r0 then bf- 0 else b f- rA
if EAR[EJ = 1 then
paddr f- address translat i on of EA
send load request for paddr to device i dentified by EAR[R IDJ
rD f- word from device
el se
DSISR[ll] f- 1
generate data access exception
DESCRIPTION
The eciwx (external control input word indexed) instruction allows the system

designer to map special devices in an alternative way. The MMU translation of the
EA is not used to select the special device, as it is used in load/store instructions.
Rather, it is used as an address operand that is passed to the device over the address
bus. Four pins (the burst and size pins on the 60x bus) are used to select the device;
these four pins output the 4-bit resource ID (RID) field that is located in the EAR
register. The eciwx instruction also loads a word from the data bus that is output by
the special device.
The eciwx instruction and the EAR register can be very efficient when mapping
special devices such as graphics devices that use addresses as pointers. The effective
address (EA) is the sum (rAIO) + rB.
A load word request for the physical address corresponding to the EA is sent to
the device identified by EAR[RID], bypassing the cache. The word returned by the
device is placed in rD. EAR[E] must equal one; if it does not, a DSI exception is generated. The EA must be a multiple of 4 (32-bit aligned) or one of the following
will occur:
• An alignment exception is generated.
• A data access exception is generated (possible only if EAR[E] = 0).
• The results are boundedly undefined.
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The eciwx instruction is supported for effective addresses that reference ordinary
segments (that is, SR[T] = 0), and for EAs mapped by the DBAT registers. If the EA
references a direct-store segment (SR[T] = 1), either a DSI exception occurs or the
results are boundedly undefined. If this instruction is executed when MSR[DR] = 0
(physical addressing mode), the results are boundedly undefined.
This instruction is defined as an optional instruction by the PowerPC architecture, and may not be available in all PowerPC implementations. Additionally, this
instruction is treated as a load from the addressed byte with respect to address translation, memory protection and referenced and changed recording, and the ordering
done by eieio.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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INTEGER UNIT

ecowx

601/603/604/620

OUTPUT WORD USING

USER MODE

EXTERNAL CONTROL AND
INDEXED ADDRESSING

FORMS
ecowx

rS,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

s

Ox1f
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A

B

Ox1b6

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
i f rA = r0 then b ~ 0 el se b ~ rA
EA ~ b + rB
if EAR[ EJ = 1 then
paddr ~ address trans l ation of EA
send st ore request for paddr to dev i ce ide nti f ied by EAR[RIDJ
sen d rS to dev i ce
el se
DS ISR[ll] ~ 1
genera t e data access except i on
DESCRIPTION

The ecowx (external control out word indexed) instruction and the EAR register can
be very efficient when mapping special devices such as graphics devices that use
addresses as pointers. The EA is the sum (rAIO) + rB. A store word request for the
physical address corresponding to EA and the contents of the low-order 32 bits of rS
are sent to the device identified by EAR[RID], bypassing the cache. EAR[E] must be
1; if it is not, a DSI exception is generated.
EA must be a multiple of 4 (32-bit aligned) or one of the following will occur:
a An alignment exception is generated.
a A DSI exception is generated (possible only if EAR[E] = 0).
a The results are boundedly undefined.
The ecowx instruction is supported for effective addresses that reference ordinary
segments(that is, SR[T] =0), and for EAs mapped by the DBAT registers. If EA
refers to a direct-store segment (SR[T] = 1), either a DSI exception occurs or the
results are boundedly undefined. If this instruction is executed when MSR[DR]-0
(physical addressing mode), the results are boundedly undefined.
This instruction is defined as an optional instruction by the PowerPC architecture, and may not be available in all PowerPC implementations. Additionally, this
instruction is treated as a store from the addressed byte with respect to address
translation, memory protection and reference and changed recording, and the
ordering done by eieio.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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INTEGER UNIT

e1e10

601/603/604/620

ENFORCE IN-ORDER
EXECUTION OF

USER MODE

1/0

OPERATIONS

FORMS
eieio
BIT DEFINITION
Ox1f
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

Reserved

Reserved

Reserved

00000

00000

00000

7

Res.

Ox356

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

DESCRIPTION

The eieio (enforce in order execution of 1/0) instruction provides an ordering function for the effects of load and store instruction executed by a processor. These loads
and stores are divided into two sets, which are ordered separately. The memory
access caused by a dcbz instruction is ordered like a store. The two sets follow:
1. Loads and stores to memory that is both caching-inhibited and
guarded, and stores to memory that is write-through required.

The eieio instruction controls the order in which the accesses are
performed in main memory. It ensures that all applicable memory
accesses previously initiated by the processor have completed with
respect to main memory before any applicable memory accesses
subsequently initiated by the processor access main memory. It acts
like a barrier that flows through the memory queues and to main
memory, preventing the reordering of memory accesses across the
barrier. No ordering is done for dcbz if the instruction causes the
system alignment error handler to be invoked.
All accesses in this set are ordered as a single set - that is, there is
not one order for load and stores to caching-inhibited and guarded
memory and another order for stores to write-through memory.
2. Stores to memory that have all of the following attributes caching-allowed, write-through not required, and memorycoherency required.
The eieio instruction controls the order in which the accesses are
performed with respect to coherent memory. It ensures that all
applicable stores previously initiated by the processor have completed with respect to coherent memory before any applicable stores
subsequently initiated by the processor complete with respect to
coherent memory.

PowerPC Instruction Set Reference

The eieio instruction does not affect the order of other data accesses. With the
exception of dcbz, eieio does not affect the order of cache operations (whether
caused explicitly by execution of a cache management instruction, or implicitly by
the cache coherency mechanism). For more information refer to Chapter 6, "The
PowerPC Instruction Set." The eieio instruction does not affect the order of accesses
in one set with respect to accesses in the other set.
The eieio instruction may complete before previously initiated memory accesses
have been performed with respect to main memory or coherent memory as
appropriate.
The eieio instruction is intended for use in managing shared data structures, in
doing memory-mapped 110, and in preventing load/store combining operations in
main memory. For the first use, the shared data structure and the lock that protects
it must be altered only by stores that are in the same set (1 or 2, see previous discussion). For the second use, eieio can be thought of as placing a barrier into the stream
of memory accesses issued by a processor, such that any given memory access
appears to be on the same side of the barrier to both the processor and the 1/0
device.
Note that the eieio instruction does not connect hardware considerations to it
such as multiprocessor implementations that send an eieio address-only broadcast
(useful in some designs). For example, if a design has an external buffer that reorders loads and stores for better bus-efficiency, the eieio broadcast signals to that
buffer that previous loads/stores (marked caching-inhibited, guarded, or writethrough required) must complete before any following loads/stores (marked cachinginhibited, guarded, or write-through required).

60 1 PROCESSOR
The synchronize (sync) and the enforce in-order execution of 1/0 (eieio) instructions
are handled in the same manner internally to the 601. These instructions delay execution of subsequent instruction until all previous instructions have completed to the
point that they can no longer cause an exception, all previous memory accesses are
performed globally, and the sync or eieio operation is broadcast onto the 601 bus
interface. eieio orders loads/stores to caching inhibited memory and stores to writethrough required memory.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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INTEGER UNIT

eqvx

601/603/604/620

PERFORM LOGICAL

USER MODE

EQUIVALENCE OF REGISTERS

FORMS
Re

rA,rS,rB
rA,rS,rB

eqv
eqv.

0
1

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1f
0

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

8

A

B

Ox11c

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

rA t- NOT (rS XOR rBJ
DESCRIPTION

The eqv (equivalent) instruction performs a bitwise equivalence of rS with rB and
places the result in destination register rA. Equivalence is implemented as the complement of the XOR function.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
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INTEGER UNIT

PC Instruction Set Reference

extldi

620

EXTRACT BITFIELD FROM

USER MODE

DWORD AND LEA JUSTIFY

FORMS
extldi rA,rS,n,b (n > 0)

rldicr rA,rS,b,n-1

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1e
0

1 2

3 4

5

6

7

A

b*

n-1

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

*Note: This is a split field .

PSEUDO CODE
r (- ROT L( rS , b)

m (- MASK(0, n-1)
rA (- (r& ml
DESCRI PT/ON

The extldi (extract and left justify doubleword immediate) instruction extracts an nbit field that starts at rS[b], clearing the remaining 64-n bits. The result is leftjustified (padded on the right with zeroes) in destination register rA. This instruction
is a simplified form of the rld icr instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
EXAMPLE
Assumes: we want to extract the second hi gh est-o rder byte of r3 and
left justify the byte into register r4.
The hi gh-order byte starts at bi t pos it io n zero.

starting va l ue of r3 = 0x01234567Babcdef0
(note: second highes -order byte = 0x23)
: he re , n=B (8-bi t s per byte)
: and b=4, the starting bit of the byte
The i nst ruction operation proceeds as fo l lows:

ext l di

r4, r3, 8, 4

ste p 1: rotate r3 left by b bits= 4 bits
result : r3 = 0x2345678abcdef001
step 2: generate mask from 0 through (n-1) =l bits from 0-7
result : mask = 0xff00000000000Q00
step 3: AND rotated data with mask
res ul t : r3 = 0x2300000000000000
step 4: store result into dest i nation register r4
result: r4 = 0x2300000000000000 (note: va l ue i s l eft justifi ed)
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INTEGER UNIT

extlwi

601/603/604/620

EXTRACT BITFIELD FROM

USER MODE

WORD AND LEn JUSTIFY

FORMS
extlwi rA,rS,n,b (n

>

0)

rlwinm rA,rS,b,O,n-1

BtT DEFINITION
PSEUDO CODE
r f- ROTUrS,bl
m f- MASK(0, n, l)
rA f- (r&m)
DESCRIPTION

s

Ox15
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

A

b

0

n-1

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

The extlwi (extract and left justify word immediate) instruction extracts an n-bit field
that starts at rS[b], clearing the remaining 32-n bits. The result is left-justified in destination register rA. This instruction is a simplified form of the rlwinm instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,50] (if Re= 1)
EXAMPLE
Assumes : we want to extract the l ow-order byte of r3 and
left j us tify the byte in to register r4.
The low -order byte starts at bit position 24.

start ing value of r3 = 0xabcd l 234
(note : low -order byte= 0x34)
extlwi

r4, r3, 8, 24

: here, n=8 (8-bits per byte)
: and b=24. the star ting bit of the byte
Th e instruction operation proceeds as fol l ows :
step 1: rotate r3 le ft by b bits = 24 bits
resu lt: r3 = 0x34a bcdl2
step 2: generate mask from 0 through (n-1) = 1 bits from 0-7
result: mask = 0xff000000
step 3: AN D rota t ed data with mask
result: r3 = 0x34000000
step 4: sto re result in to destination register r4
result: r4 = 0x34000000 (note: value is left justified)
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INTEGER UNIT
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extrdi

620

EXTRACT BIT-FIELD FROM

USER MODE

DWORD AND RIGHT JUSTIFY

FORMS
extrdi rA,rS,n,b (n

>

0)

-

rldicl rA,rS, b+n, 64-n

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1e
0

1 2

3 4

5

6 7

A

b+ n*

64-n

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

*Note: This is a split field.

PSEUDO CODE
r f-- ROTLCrS,b+n)
m f-- MASK(64-n,63)
rA f-- (r&ml
DESCRIPTION

The extrdi (extract and right justify doubleword immediate) instruction extracts an
n-bit field that starts at rS[b], clearing the remaining 64-n bits. The result is rightjustified in destination register rA. This instruction is a simplified form of the rldicl
instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
EXAMPLE
Assumes: we want to extract the next to highest-order byte
of r3 and right-justify the byte into register r4.
The next to highest -order byte starts at bit position 8.

starting va lue of r3 = 0x012345678abcdef0
(note : next to highest-order byte = 0x23)
extrdi

r4 , r3 , 8, 8

; here, n=8 (8-bits per byte)
; and b=8, the starting bit of the byte
Th e i nstruction operation proceeds as follo ws:
step 1: rotate r3 left by b+n bits= 16 bits
result: r3 = 0x45678abcdef00123
step 2: generate mask from 64-n through (63)= 1 bits from 56-63
result: mask = 0x00000000000000ff
step 3: AND rotated data with mask
result: r3 = 0x0000000000000023
step 4: store resu l t into desti nation register r4
result: r4 = 0x0000000000000023 (note : value is right justified)
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INTEGER UNIT

extrw1

601/603/604/620

EXTRACT AND RIGHT

USER MODE

JUSTIFY IMMEDIATE

FORMS
extrwi rA,rS,n,b (n

>

0)

rlwinm rA,rS, b+n, 32-n, 31

BIT DEFINITION
Ox15

s

A

b + n*

32-n

31

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
*Note: This is a split field.

PSEUDO CODE
r f-- ROTL(rS . b+n)
m f-- MASK(32-n. 31)
rAf--(r&m)
DESCRIPTION

The extrwi (extract and right justify immediate) instruction extracts an n-bit field
that starts at rS[b], clearing the remaining 32-n bits. The result is right-justified in
destination register rA. This instruction is a simplified form of the rlwinm
instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
EXAMPLE
Assumes : we want to extract the next to lowest-order
byte of r3 and ri ght - justify the byte into register r4 .
The next to l owest-order byte starts at bit position 16.

starting va lue of r3 = 0xabcd1234
(note : low-order byte = 0x12)
extrwi

r4, r3, 8, 16

: here, n=8 (8 - bits per byte)
: and b=l6, the starting bit of the byte
The instruction operation proceeds as fol l ows:
step 1: rotate r3 left by b+n bits = 24 bits
result : r3 = 0x34abcd12
step 2: generate mask from 32-n through 31 = 1 bits from 24-31
result : ma sk = 0x000000ff
st ep 3: AND rotated data with mask
result: r3 = 0x00000012
step 4: store result int o destinat i on reg i ster r4
result: r4 = 0x00000012 (note: value i s right -jus tifi ed)
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extsbx

601/603/604/620

SIGN-EXTEND BYTE

USER MODE

FORMS

Re
extsb
extsb.

rA,rS
rA,rS

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved

s

Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4

5 6

7

A

00000

Ox3ba

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rA[ 24-3 1] f- rS[24 -3 1J
rA[0 -23 ] f- rS[24J
DESCRIPTION

The extsb (extend sign byte) instruction places the contents of the low-order 8 bits of
rS into the low-order 8 bits of rA. The sign bit of the byte (bit 24) is copied into bits
0 - rA. On 64-bit implementations, bit rS[56] is placed into rA[0-55].
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
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INTEGER UNIT

extshx

601/603/604/620

SIGN-EXTEND HALF-WORD

USER MODE

FORMS

Re
extsh
extsh.

rA,rS
rA,rS

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

s

Ox1f
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

8

A

00000

Ox39a

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rA[ l 6-3 1] f- rS[ l 6-31 ]
rA[0-15] f- rS[l6]
DESCRIPTION

The extsh (extend sign half-word) instruction places the contents the low-order 16
bits of rS into the low-order 16 bits of rA. The sign bit of the half-word (bit 16) is
copied into bits 0 - rA. On 64-bit implementations, bit rS[48] is placed into
rA[0-47].
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
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extsw

620

SIGN·EXTEND WORD

USER MODE

FORMS
extsw
extsw.

Re
0
1

rA,rS
rA,rS

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

s

Ox1f
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

A

00000

Ox3da

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rA [32 -63 ] f- rS [32-63 ]
rA [0-31] f- rS [32 ]
DESCRIPTION

The extsw (extend sign word) instruction places the contents of the low-order 32 bits
of rS into the low-order 32 bits of rA. Bit 32 of rS is copied into bits 0 - rA.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
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fabsx

FLOATING-POINT UNIT

601/603/604/620

FLOATING· POINT

USER MODE

ABSOLUTE VALUE

FORMS

Re
frD,frB
frD,frB

fabs
fabs.

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved

Ox3f
0

1

2

3

D
4

5

6

7

8

00000

B

Ox108

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
frD f- frB
frD[0J f- 0

DESCRIPTION

The fobs (floating-point absolute value) instruction copies frB into frD and clears
bit frD[O].
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CR1 [FX,FEX,VX,OX] (if Re = 1)
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ction Set Reference

faddx

FLOATING-POINT UNIT

601/603/604/620

ADD FLOATING-POINT

USER MODE

REGISTERS

FORMS

fadd
fadd.

Re
0
1

frD,frA,frB
FrD,frA,frB

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved

Ox3f
0

1

2

3 4

D
5

6

7

A

B

00000

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

frTemp ~ frA + frB
if frTemp[MSb] != 1
frD ~ NORMALIZE(frTempl
else
frD ~ TARGET_PRECISION(frTemp)
DESCRIPTION

The fadd (floating-point add) instruction calculates the sum of frA and frB. If the
most significant bit of the resulting significant is not a one, the result is normalized.
The result is rounded to the target precision under control of the floating-point
rounding control field FPSCR[RN] and placed into frD.
Floating-point addition is based on exponent comparison and addition of the
two significands. The exponents of the two operands are compared, and the significand accompanying the smaller exponent is shifted right, with its exponent
increased by one for each bit shifted, until the two exponents are equal. The two significands are then added algebraically to form an intermediate sum. All 53 bits in
the significand as well as all three guard bits (G,R, and X) enter into the
computation.
If a carry occurs, the sum's significand is shifted right one bit position and the
exponent is increased by one. FPSCR[FPRF] is set to the class and sign of the result,
except for invalid operation exceptions when FPSCR[VE] = 1.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

• CR1[FX,FEX,VX,OX] (if Re= 1)
• FPSCR[FPRF,FR,FI,FX,OX,UX,XX, VXSNAN,VXISI]
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EXAMPLE
float2

-=

(f l oat l + 10.2):

II globally declared floats

Assumes :
r3 = contains addre ss of floatl
r4 = contains address of float2
r5 = contains address of constant data
lf s
lfd
fadd
lfs
fsubs
stfs

0( r3)
0(r5)
f2, f2, fl
fl. 0(r4)
fl . fl. f2
fl. 0( r4 l
f2.

fl.

fp value in floatl
l oad float double
do add: float1+10.2
fp value in float2
subtract previous result
float store back to float2
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nstruction Set Reference

faddsx

FLOATING·POINT UNIT

601/603/604/620

ADD FLOATING·POINT

USER MODE

SINGLE PRECISION

FORMS

Re
fadds
fadds.

frD,frA,frB
frD,frA,frB

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved
D

Ox3b
0

1 2

3 4

5

6

7

A

B

00000

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

frTemp f- frA + frB
if fr Temp[ MS b] != 1
fro f- NORMA LIZE( f rTemp)
el se
frD f- TARGET_PRECISI ON (frTemp )
DESCRIPTION

The fadds (floating-point add single precision) instruction calculates the sum of frA
and frB. If the most significant bit of the resultant significant is not a one, the result
is normalized. The result is rounded to the target precision under control of the
floating-point rounding control field RN of the FPSCR and placed into frD.
Floating-point addition is based on exponent comparison and addition of the two
significands. The exponents of the two operands are compared, and the significand
accompanying the smaller exponent is shifted right, with its exponent increases by
one for each bit shifted, until the two exponents are equal. The two significands are
then added algebraically to form an intermediate sum. All 53 bits in the significand
as well as all three guard bits (G, R, and X) enter into the computation.
If a carry occurs, the sum's significand is shifted right one bit position and the
exponent is increased by one. FPSCR[FPRF] is set to the class and sign of the result,
except for invalid operation exceptions when FPSCR[VE] = 1.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

• CRl[FX,FEX,VX,OX] (if Re= 1)
• FPSCR[FPRF,FR,FI,FX,OX,UX,XX,VXSNAN,VXISI]
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fcfidx

INTEGER UNIT

620

CONVERT INTEGER DOUBLE·

USER MODE

WORD TO FLOATING-POINT

FORMS

Re
fcfid frD,frB
fcfid. frD,frB

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved
Ox3f
0

1 2

3 4 5 6 7

D

00000

B

Ox34e

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

DESCRIPTION

The fcfid (floating convert from integer doubleword) instruction converts the 64-bit
signed fixed-point operand in frB is converted to an infinitely precise floating-point
integer. If the result of the conversion is already in double-precision range, it is placed
into register frD. Otherwise the result of the conversion is rounded to double precision using the rounding mode specified by FPSCR[RN] and placed into register frD.
FPSCR[FPRF] is set to the class and sign of the result. FPSCR[FR] is set if the
result is incremented when rounded. FPSCR[FI] is set if the result is inexact.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

• CR1[FX,VX,FEX,OX] (if Re= 1)
• FPSCR[FPFR,FR,FI,FX,XX]

d'C Instruction Set Reference
FLOATING·POINT UNIT

fem po

601/603/604/620

ORDERED FLOATING·POINT

USER MODE

COMPARE

FORMS

fcmpo

cfrD,frA,frB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

Ox3f
0

1 2

I 00 I

crfD

3 4

5 6

7

A

B

Ox20

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if frA is a NaN or
frB is a NaN then
else if fr A < frB then
else if frA > frB then
else

cfcfc fc f-

0b0001
0bl000
0b0100
0b00 10

FPCC f- c
CR[4*crfD - 4*crf0+3 ] f- c
if frA is a
frB is a
if VE=0
el se if frA
frB is a

SNaN
SNaN
then
is a
QNaN

or
then
VXVC
ONaN
then

VXSNAN f- 1
f- 1
or
VXVC f- 1

DESCRIPTION

The fcmpo (floating-point compare ordered) instruction compares the floating-point
operand in fr A to the floating-point operand in frB. The result of the compare is
placed into CR Field crfD and the FPCC.
If one of the operands is a NaN, either quiet or signaling, then CR Field crfD
and the FPCC are set to reflect unordered. If one of the operands is a signaling NaN,
then VSXNAN is set, and if invalid operation is disabled (VE= 0), then VXVC is
set. Otherwise, if one of the operands is a QNaN, then VXVC is set.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CR specified by crfD[FPCC,FX,VSXNAN,VXVC]
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Ft.OATING-POtNT UNIT

fcmpu

601/603/604/620

UNORDERED FLOATING-POINT

USER MODE

COMPARE

FORMS
fcmpu

>

cfrD,frA,frB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

Res .

Ox31
0

1

2

3 4

crfD
5 6

7

B

OxOO

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
i f frA is a NaN or
frB i s a NaN then
else i f f rA < frB then
else i f frA > frB then
else

FPCC ~ c
CR[4*cr fD -4 * crfD+3J

A

\ 00 \

~

c

~

c

~

c
c

~
~

0b0001
0bl000
0b0100
0b0010

c

if frA i s a SNa N or
frB i s a SNaN then VXS NAN ~ 1
DESCRIPTION

The fcmpu (floating-point compare unordered) instruction compares the floatingpoint operand in frA to the floating-point operand in frB. The result of the compare
is placed into CR Field crfD and the FPCC.
If one of the operands is a NaN, either quiet or signaling, then CR Field crfD
and the FPCC are set to reflect unordered. If one of the operands is a signaling NaN,
then VSXNAN is set.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CR specified by crfD[FPCC,FX,VSXNAN,VXVC]

Instruction Set Reference
FLOATING-POINT UNIT

fctidx

620

CONVERT FLOATING-POINT TO

USER MODE

INTEGER DOUBLEWORD

FORMS

Re
0
1

fetid frD,frB
fetid. frD,frB
BIT DEFINITION

D

Ox3f
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

00000

B

Ox32e

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

DESCRIPTION

The fetid (floating convert to integer doubleword) converts the floating-point
operand in frB to a 64-bit signed fixed-point integer, using the rounding mode specified by FPSCR[RN], and placed into frD. If the operand in frB is greater than 263 -1,
then frD is set to Ox7fffffffffffffff. If the operand in frB is less than -263, then frD is
set to Ox8000000000000000.
Except for enabled invalid operation exceptions, FPSCR[FPRF] is undefined.
FPSCR[FR] is set if the result is incremented when rounded. FPSCR[FI] is set if the
result is inexact.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

• CRl[FX,VX,FEX,OX] (if Re= 1)
• FPSCR[FPFR( undefined),FR,FI,FX,XX,VXSNAN ,VXCVI]

4 59
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fctidzx

FLOATING-POINT

UNrr

CONVERT FLOATING-POINT TO

620

INTEGER DOUBLEWORD WITH

USER MODE

ROUND TOWARD ZERO

FORMS

fctidz frD,frB
fctidz. frD,frB

Re
0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Ox3f

D

00000

B

Ox32f

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

DESCRIPTION

The fctidz (floating convert to integer doubleword with round towards zero) instruction converts the floating-point operand in frB to a 64-bit signed fixed-point integer,
using the round toward zero rounding mode, and placed into frD. If the operand in
frB is greater than 263 -1, then frD is set to Ox7fffffffffffffff. If the operand in frB is
less than -263, then frD is set to Ox8000000000000000.
Except for enabled invalid operation exceptions, FPSCR[FPRF] is undefined.
FPSCR[FR] is set if the result is incremented when rounded. FPSCR[FI] is set if the
result is inexact.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

• CRl[FX,VX,FEX,OX] (if Re= 1)
• FPSCR[FPFR(undefined),FR,FI,FX,XX,VXSNAN,VXCVI]
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PowerPC Instruction Set Reference
FLOATING-POINT UNIT

fctiwx

601/603/604/620

CONVERT FLOATING-POINT

USER MODE

TO INTEGER WORD WITH
ROUND TOWARD ZERO

FORMS
Re

frD,frB
frD,frB

fctiw
fctiw.

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved

D

Ox3f
0

1 2

3 4

5

6

7

00000

B

OxOe

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

DESCRIPTION

The fcti w (floating-point convert to integer word) instruction converts the floatingpoint operand in register frB to a 32-bit signed integer, using the rounding mode
specified by FPSCR [RN], and places it in bits frD[32-63]. Bits frD[0-31] are undefined. If the operand in frB is greater than 231-1, bits 32-63 of frD are set to
Ox80000000.
Except for trap-enabled invalid operation exceptions, FPSCR[FPRF] is undefined. FPSCR[FR] is set if the result is incremented when rounded. FPSCR[FI] is set
if the result
REGISTERS AFFECTED

• CRl[FX,FEX,VX,OX] (if Re= 1)
• FPSCR[FPRF( undefined),FR,FI,FX,XX,VXSNAN,VXCVI]
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fctiwzx

601/603/604/620

CONVERT FLOATING-POINT TO

USER MODE

INTEGER WORD WITH ROUND
TOWARD ZERO

FORMS

Re
fctiwz
fctiwz.

frD ,frB
frD,frB

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved

Ox3f

D

00000

B

OxOf

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

DESCRIPTION

The fctiwz (floating-point convert to integer word with round toward zero) instruction converts the floating-point operand in register frB to a 32-bit signed integer,
using the rounding mode round toward zero, and places it in bits frD[32-63]. Bits
frD[0-31] are undefined. If the operand in frB is greater than 231-1, bits 32-63 of
frD are set to Ox80000000.
Except for trap-enabled invalid operation exceptions, FPSCR[FPRF] is undefined. FPSCR[FR] is set if the result is incremented when rounded. FPSCR[FI] is
set if the result
REGISTERS AFFECTED
a CRl[FX,FEX,VX,OX] (if Re= 1)
a FPSCR[FPRF( undefined),FR,FI,FX,XX,VXSNAN, VXCVI]

• PowerPC Instruction Set Reference
FLOATING-POINT UNIT

fdivx

601/603/604/620

DIVIDE FLOATING·POINT

USER MODE

REGISTERS

FORMS

Re
fdiv
fdiv.

frD ,frA,frB
frD ,frA,frB

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved

Ox3f
0

1

2

3 4

D
5

6

7

A

B

00000

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
frD f- frA I frB

DESCRIPTION

The fdiv (floating-point divide) instruction divides the floating-point operand in register frA by the floating-point operand in register frB. No remainder is preserved. If
an operand is a denormalized number, then it is prenormalized before the operation
is started. If the most significant bit of the resultant significand is not a one, the
result is normalized. The result is rounded to the target precision under control of
the floating-point rounding control field RN of the FPSCR and placed into frD.
Floating-point division is based on exponent subtraction and division of
the significands.
FPSCR[FPRF] is set to the class and sign of the result, except for invalid operation exceptions when FPSCR[VE] = 1 and zero divide exceptions when
FPSCR[ZE] = 1.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

a CRl[FX,FEX,VX,OX] (if Re= 1)
a FPSCR[FPRF,FR,FI,FX,OX,UX,XX,ZX,VXSNAN,VXIDI,VXZDZ]
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FLOATING-POINT UNIT

fdivsx

601/603/604/620

DIVIDE FLOATING-POINT

USER MODE

REGISTERS SINGLE-PRECISION

FORMS

Re
frD,frA,frB
frD,frA,frB

£divs
£divs.

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved

Ox3b
0

1

2

3

D
4

5

6

7

8

A

B

00000

Ox12

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
fr D ~ frA I frB
DESCRIPTION

The fdivs (floating-point divide single-precision) instruction divides the floatingpoint operand in register frA by the floating-point operand in register frB. No
remainder is preserved. If an operand is a denormalized number, then it is prenormalized before the operation is started. If the most significant bit of the resultant significand is not a one, the result is normalized. The result is rounded to the target
precision under control of the floating-point rounding control field RN of the
FPSCR and placed into frD. Floating-point division is based on exponent
subtraction and division of the significands.
FPSCR[FPRF] is set to the class and sign of the result, except for invalid operation exceptions when FPSCR[VE] = 1 and zero divide exceptions when
FPSCR[ZE] = 1.
REGISTERS AFFECTED
a CRl[FX,FEX,VX,OX] (if Re= 1)
a FPSCR[FPRF,FR,FI,FX,OX,UX,XX,ZX,VXSNAN,VXIDI,VXZDZ]

EXAMPLE
flt l = 3.1 415:
fl t31 = fltl :

II globa l ly decl ared f l oats

Assumes:
r3 = conta i ns address of flt l
r4 = conta i ns addr ess of flt3
r5 = conta i ns address of constant data

lf s

f2.
f 2,
fl.

fd ivs
st fs

fl.
fl.

lfs

stfs

0(r5l
0(r3l
0( r4)
fl. f2
0( r4)

get 3.1415 from constant data
do ass i gnme nt : f l t l = 3.1415
get va l ue of f l t3 f l
do divis i on : f l t /= flt l
sto re fp resul t back to f l t3 address

:PowerPC Instruction Set Reference

fmaddx

FLOATING-POINT UNIT

601/603/604/620

FLOATING-POINT

USER MODE

MULTIPLY-ADD

FORMS
Re

fmadd
fmadd.

frD,frA,frC,frB
frD,frA,frC,frB

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
D

Ox3f
0

1 2

3 4

5

6

7

A

B

c

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
frD ~ (f rA * frC) + frB
DESCRIPTION

The fmadd (floating-point multiply-add) instruction multiplies the floating-point
operand in register frA by the floating-point operand in register frC. The floatingpoint operand in register frB is added to this intermediate result. If an operand is a
denormalized number, then it is prenormalized before the operation is started. If the
most significant bit of the resulting significand is not a one, the result is normalized.
The result is rounded to the target precision under control of the floating-point
rounding control field RN of the FPSCR and placed into frD.
FPSCR[FPRF] is set to the class and sign of the result, except for invalid
operation exceptions when FPSCR[VE] = 1.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

• CR1[FX,FEX,VX,OX] (if Re= 1)
• FPSCR[FPRF,FR,FI,FX,OX,UX,XX,VXSNAN,VXISI,VXIMZ]
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fmaddsx

FLOATING-POINT UNIT

601/603/604/620

FLOATING-POINT MULTIPLY·

USER MODE

ADD SINGLE PRECISION

FORMS
Re

fmadds
fmadds.

frD,frA,frC,frB
frD,frA,frC,frB

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Ox3b
0

1

2

3

D
4

5

6

7

8

A

B

c

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
frD f - (f rA * f rCJ + frB
DESCRIPTION

The fmadds (floating-point multiply-add single) instruction multiplies the floatingpoint operand in register frA by the floating-point operand in register frC. The floating-point operand in register frB is added to this intermediate result. If an operand is
a denormalized number, then it is prenormalized before the operation is started. If
the most significant bit of the resultant significand is not a one, the result is normalized. The result is rounded to the target precision under control of the floating-point
rounding control field RN of the FPSCR and placed into frD.
FPSCR[FPRF] is set to the class and sign of the result, except for invalid
operation exceptions when FPSCR[VE] = 1.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

a CRl[FX,FEX,VX,OX] (if Re= 1)
a FPSCR[FPRF,FR,FI,FX,OX,UX,XX,VXSNAN,VXISI,VXIMZ]

struction Set Reference ·
FLOATING-POINT UNIT

fmrx

601/603/604/620

MOVE FLOATING·POINT

USER MODE

REGISTER

FORMS

Re
fmr
fmr.

frD,frB
frD,frB

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Ox3f
0

D

00000

B

Ox48

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
frD f- frB

DESCRIPTION

The fmr (floating-point move register) instruction places the contents of frB into frD.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRl[FX,FEX,VX,OX] (if Re= 1)
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FLOATING-POINT UNIT

fmsubx

601/603/604/620

FLOATING-POINT

USER MODE

MULTIPLY-SUBTRACT

FORMS
Re

fmsub
fmsub.

frD ,frA,frC,frB
frD,frA,frC,frB

0
1

BIT DEFINITION

0

1

2

A

D

Ox3f
3 4

5

6

7

8

B

c

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
frD f - ( frA

*

frCJ - frB

DESCRIPTION

The fmsub (floating-point multiply-subtract double-precision) instruction multiplies
the floating-point operand in register frA by the floating-point operand in register
frC. The floating-point operand in register frB is subtracted from this intermediate
value and the result is placed in destination register frD.
If an operand is a denormalized number, then it is prenormalized before the
operation is started. If the most significant bit of the resultant significand is not a
one, the result is normalized. The result is rounded to the target precision under control of the floating-point rounding control field RN of the FPSCR and placed
into frD.
FPSCR[FPRF] is set to the class and sign of the result, except for invalid
operation exceptions when FPSCR[VE] = 1.
REGISTERS AFFECTED
a CRl[FX,FEX,VX,OX] (if Re= 1)
a FPSCR[FPRF,FR,FI,FX,OX,UX,XX,VXSNAN,VXISI,VXIMZ

:P.Clion Set Reference
FLOATING-POINT UNIT

fmsubsx

601/603/604/620

FLOATING-POINT MULTIPLY·

USER MODE

SUBTRACT SINGLE PRECISION

FORMS
Re

fmsubs
fmsubs .

frD,frA,frC,frB
frD,frA,frC,frB

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Ox3b
0

D

A

B

c

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
frD ~ (frA * fr C) - frB
DESCRIPTION

The fmsubs (floating-point multiply-subtract single) instruction multiplies the floating-point operand in register frA by the floating-point operand in register frC. The
floating-point operand in register frB is subtracted from this intermediate result. If
an operand is a denormalized number, then it is prenormalized before the operation
is started. If the most significant bit of the resultant significand is not a one, the
result is normalized. The result is rounded to the target precision under control of
the floating-point rounding control field RN of the FPSCR and placed into frD.
FPSCR[FPRF] is set to the class and sign of the result, except for invalid
operation exceptions when FPSCR[VE] = 1.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

• CR1[FX,FEX,VX,OX] (if Re= 1)
• FPSCR[FPRF,FR,FI,FX,OX,UX,XX,VXSNAN,VXISI,VXIMZ
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FLOATING-POINT UNIT

fmulx

601/603/604/620

MULTIPLY FLOATING-POINT

USER MODE

REGISTERS

FORMS
Re

frD,frA,frC
frD,frA,frC

fmul
fmul.

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved

D

Ox3f
0

1 2

3 4

5 6

7

A

00000

c

Ox19

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
f rD f - frA * frB
DESCRIPTION

The fmul (floating-point multiply) instruction multiplies the floating-point operand
in register frA by the floating-point operand in register frC. If an operand is a denormalized number, then it is prenormalized before the operation is started. If the most
significant bit of the resultant significand is not a one, the result is normalized. The
result is rounded to the target precision under control of the floating-point rounding
control field RN of the FPSCR and placed into frD.
Floating-point multiplication is based on exponent addition and multiplication
of the significands. FPSCR[FPRF] is set to the class and sign of the result, except for
invalid operation exceptions when FPSCR[VE] = 1.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

a CRl[FX,FEX,VX,OX] (if Re = 1)
a FPSCR[FPRF,FR,FI,FX,OX,UX,XX,VXSNAN,VXIMZ
EXAMPLE
doublel = 3.1415;
double2 *= doublel;

II globally declared doubles

Assumes:
r3 = conta in s address of doublel
r4 = conta i ns address of double2
r5 = co ntain s address of constant data
lfs
stfd
lfd
fmul
stfd

fl .
fl.

f2.
fl.
fl.

0(r5)
0(r3)
0(r4)
fl. f2
0(r4)

get 3.1415 canst. from r5
do assignment: doublel = 3. 1415
get va lue of double2 fr om r4
multiply them: double2 *= doublel
st ore double2 results at address in r4

ction Set Reference
FLOATING-POINT UNIT

fmulsx

601/603/604/620

MULTIPLY FLOATING-POINT

USER MODE

REGISTERS SINGLE-PRECISION

FORMS

Re
frnuls
frnuls.

frD,frA,frC
frD,frA,frC

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved

Ox3b
0

1 2

D

3 4

5

6

7

A

00000

c

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
frD f- frA * frB
DESCRIPTION

The fmuls (floating-point multiply single-precision) instruction multiplies the floatingpoint operand in register frA by the floating-point operand in register frC. If an
operand is a denormalized number, then it is prenormalized before the operation is
started. If the most significant bit of the resultant significand is not a one, the result
is normalized. The result is rounded to the target precision under control of the
floating-point rounding control field RN of the FPSCR and placed into frD.
Floating-point multiplication is based on exponent addition and multiplication
of the significands. FPSCR[FPRF] is set to the.class and sign of the result, except for
invalid operation exceptions when FPSCR[VE] = 1.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

• CRl[FX,FEX,VX,OX] (if Re= 1)
• FPSCR[FPRF,FR,FI,FX,OX,UX,XX,VXSNAN,VXIMZ
EXAMPLE
flt2 *= fltl;

II globally defined single precision floating point va lue s

;Assumes:
r3 = contains address of fl tl
r4 = contains address of fl t2
lfs
lfs
fmuls
stfs

fl'

f2,
fl,
fl'

0(r3)
0(r4)
fl' f2
0(r4)

load fp value from address in r3
load flt2 value from address in r4
perform multiply : flt2 *= fltl
fp store back to flt2 address in r4
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FLOATING-POINT UNIT

fnabsx

601/603/604/620

fLOATING·POINT NEGATIVE

USER MODE

ABSOLUTE VALUE

FORMS
Re

fnabs
fnabs .

frD,frB
frD,frB

. . \,

0
1

a~r}f(EFI NIT/ON
.;~:i:\

I '~';)
0

1

Reserved

I

Ox3f
2

3 4

5

D
6

7

8

00000

B

Ox88

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
frD f- frB
frD [ 0] = 1

DESCRIPTION
The fnabs (floating-point negative absolute value) instruction copies frB into frD and
sets bit frD[O].
REGJSTERS AFFECTED
.:~

CJHFX,FEX,VX,OX] (if Re= 1)

ction Set Reference
FLOATING-POINT UNIT

fnegx

601/603/604/620

NEGATE FLOATING-POINT

USER MODE

REGISTER

FORMS
Re

fneg
fneg.

frD,frB
frD,frB

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved

D

Ox3f
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

00000

B

Ox28

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
frD

f-

-(frBl

DESCRIPTION

The fneg (floating-point negate) instruction copies frB into frD and complements
bit frD[O].
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CR1 [FX,FEX,VX,OX] (if Re = 1)
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fnmaddx

FLOATING-POINT UNIT

601/603/604/620

FLOATING-POINT

USER MODE

NEGATIVE MULTIPLY-ADD

FORMS

Re
fnmadd
fnmadd .

frD,frA,frC,frB
frD,frA,frC,frB

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
D

Ox3f
0

1

2

3 4

5 6

7

A

B

c

Ox1f

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
frD ~ -(( f rA * frC) + frB)
DESCRIPTION

The fnmadd (floating-point negative multiply-add) instruction multiplies the floatingpoint operand in register frA by the floating-point operand in register frC. The floating-point operand in register frB is added to this intermediate result. If an operand is
a denormalized number, then it is prenormalized before the operation is started. If
the most significant bit of the resultant significand is not a one, the result is normalized. The result is rounded to the target precision under control of the floating-point
rounding control field RN of the FPSCR, then negated and placed into frD.
The instruction produces the same result as would be obtained by using the
floating-point multiply-add instruction and then negating the result, with the
following exceptions:
a QNaNs propagate with no effect on their sign bit.
a QNaNs that are generated as the result of a disabled invalid operation
exception retain the sign bit of zero.
a SNaNs that are converted to QNaNs as the result of a disabled invalid
operation exception retain the sign bit of the SNaN.

FPSCR[FPRF] is set to the class and sign of the result, except for invalid operation
exceptions when FPSCR[VE] = 1.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

a CRl[FX,FEX,VX,OX] (if Re= 1)
a FPSCR[FPRF,FR,FI,FX,OX,UX,XX, VXSNAN ,VXISI,VXIMZ]

tion ret Reference

fnmaddsx

FLOATING-POINT UNIT

601/603/604/620

fLOATING·POINT NEGATIVE

USER MODE

MULTIPLY-ADD
SINGLE-PRECISION

FORMS

Re
fnrnadds
fnrnadds.

frD ,frA,frC,frB
frD,frA,frC,frB

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Ox3b
0

1 2

3 4

D
5 6

7

A

B

c

Ox1f

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
f rD ~ -(( f rA * frCl + f rB )
DESCRIPTION

The fnmadds (floating-point negative multiply-add single-precision) instruction multiplies the floating-point operand in register frA by the floating-point operand in register frC. The floating-point operand in register frB is added to this intermediate
result. If an operand is a denormalized number, then it is prenormalized before the
operation is started. If the most significant bit of the resultant significand is not a
one, the result is normalized. The result is rounded to the target precision under control of the floating-point rounding control field RN of the FPSCR, then negated and
placed into frD .
The instruction produces the same result as would be obtained by using the
floating-point multiply-add instruction and then negating the result, with the
following exceptions:
• QNaNs propagate with no effect on their sign bit.
• QNaNs that are generated as the result of a disabled invalid operation
exception retain the sign bit of zero.
• SNaNs that are converted to QNaNs as the result of a disabled invalid
operation exception retain the sign bit of the SNaN.
FPSCR[FPRF] is set to the class and sign of the result, except for invalid operation
exceptions when FPSCR[VE] = 1.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

• CRl[FX,FEX,VX,OX] (if Re= 1)
• FPSCR[FPRF,FR,FI,FX,OX,UX,XX,VXSNAN ,VXISI,VXIMZ]
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FLOATING-POINT UNIT

fnmsubx

601/603/604/620

FLOATING-POINT NEGATIVE

USER MODE

MULTIPLY-SUBTRACT

FORMS

Re
fnmsub
fnmsub.

frD,frA,frC,frB
frD,frA,frC,frB

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Ox3f
0

1 2

3 4

D
5 6 7

A

B

c

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
frD f- -( (frA

*

frC) - frB)

DESCRIPTION

The fnmsub (floating-point negative multiply-subtract) instruction multiplies the
floating-point operand in register frA by the floating-point operand in register frC.
The floating-point operand in register frB is subtracted to this intermediate result.
If an operand is a denormalized number, then it is prenormalized before the
operation is started. If the most significant bit of the resultant significand is not a
one, the result is normalized. The result is rounded to the target precision under control of the floating-point rounding control field RN of the FPSCR, then negated and
placed into frD.
The instruction produces the same result as would be obtained by using the
floating-point multiply-subtract instruction and then negating the result, with the
following exceptions:

a QNaNs propagate with no effect on their sign bit.
a QNaNs that are generated as the result of a disabled invalid operation
exception retain the sign bit of zero.
a SNaNs that are converted to QNaNs as the result of a disabled invalid
operation exception retain the sign bit of the SNaN.
FPSCR[FPRF] is set to the class and sign of the result, except for invalid operation
exceptions when FPSCR[VE] = 1.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

a CRl[FX,FEX,VX,OX] (if Re= 1)
a FPSCR[FPRF,FR,FI,FX, OX,UX,XX,VXSNAN, VXISI, VXIMZ]

lnst1uction S"et Reference
FLOATING-POINT UNIT

fnmsubsx

601/603/604/620

fLOATING·POINT NEGATIVE

USER MODE

MULTIPLY-SUBTRACT SINGLE·
PRECISION

FORMS
Re

fnmsubs
fnmsubs .

frD,frA,frC,frB
frD ,frA,frC,frB

0
1

BtT DEFINITION
Ox3b
0

1

2

3 4

D
5

6

7

A

B

c

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
fr D

~

-( ( frA

*

frC) - frB l

DESCRIPTION

The fnmsubs (floating-point negative multiply-subtract single-precision) instruction
multiplies the floating-point operand in register frA by the floating-point operand in
register frC. The floating-point operand in register frB is subtracted to this intermediate result. If an operand is a denormalized number, then it is prenormalized before
the operation is started. If the most significant bit of the resultant significand is not a
one, the result is normalized. The result is rounded to the target precision under control of the floating-point rounding control field RN of the FPSCR, then negated and
placed into frD.
The instruction produces the same result as would be obtained by using the
floating-point multiply-subtract instruction and then negating the result, with the
following exceptions:
a QNaNs propagate with no effect on their sign bit.
a QNaNs that are generated as the result of a disabled invalid operation
exception retain the sign bit of zero.
a SNaNs that are converted to QNaNs as the result of a disabled invalid
operation exception retain the sign bit of the SNaN.

FPSCR[FPRF] is set to the class and sign of the result, except for invalid operation
exceptions when FPSCR[VE] = 1.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

a CRl[FX,FEX,VX,OX] (if Re= 1)
a FPSCR[FPRF,FR,FI,FX,OX,UX,XX,VXSNAN,VXISI,VXIMZ]
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FLOATING·POINT

fresx

UNIT

FLOATING RECIPROCAL

603/604/620

ESTIMATE SINGLE·PRECISION

USER MODE

FORMS
Re

fr es
fr es.

frD,frB
frD,frB

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved

Reserved

D

Ox3b
0

1 2

3 4

5

6

7

8

B

00000

00000

Ox18

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

DESCRIPTION

The fres (floating reciprocal estimate single) instruction performs a single-precision
estimate of the reciprocal of the floating-point operand in register frB and places the
result into frD. The estimate placed into register frD is correct to a precision of one
part in 256 - or 8 bits with the remaining bits equal to zero. The function may be
expressed as:

ABS[estimate - (+)
1

]~

__L
256

x

Note that the PowerPC architecture makes no provision for a double-precision version of the fresx instruction. This is because graphics applications (and other performance-critical applications) are expected to need only the single-precision version.
This instruction is optional in the PowerPC architecture.
Operation with various special values of the operand is summarized below:
Operand

Result

Exception

-0

None

zx
zx

+O
+oo

-oo *
+oo *
+O

SNaN
QNaN

QNaN**
QNaN

-0

None
VXSNAN
None

* No result if FPSCR[ZE] = 1.
** No result if FPSCR[VE]

= 1.

REGISTERS AFFECTED

a CRl[FX,FEX,VX,OX] (if Re= 1)
a FPSCR[FPRF,FR,FI,FX,OX, UX,XX,VXSNAN]

~-
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FLOATING·POINT UNIT

frspx

601/603/604/620

FLOATING-POINT ROUND TO

USER MODE

SINGLE·PRECISION

FORMS

Re
frsp
frsp .

frD ,frB
frD ,frB

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
ReseNed
Ox3f
0

1

2

3

D
4

5

6

7

8

00000

B

OxOc

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

DESCRIPTION

The frsp (floating-point round to single-precision) instruction rounds frB to singleprecision. If it is already in single-precision range, the floating-point operand in register frB is placed into frD. Otherwise the floating-point operand in register frB is
rounded to single-precision using the rounding mode specified by FPSCR[RN] and
placed into frD. Appendix C discusses floating-point operation on PowerPC
processors.
FPSCR[FPRF] is set to the class and sign of the result, except for invalid
operation exceptions when FPSCR[VE] = 1.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

a CRl[FX,FEX,VX,OX] (if Re= 1)
a FPSCR[FPRF,FR,FI,FX,OX,UX,XX,VXSNAN]
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frsqrtex

UNIT

FLOATING-POINT SQUARE

603/604/620

ROOT ESTIMATE

USER MODE

FORMS
Re

frsqrte
frsqrte.

0

frD,frB
frD,frB

1

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved

Ox3f
0

1

2

5

6

7

8

B

00000

D

3 4

Reserved

00000

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

DESCRIPTION

The frsqrte (floating-point square root estimate) instruction performs a doubleprecision estimate of the reciprocal of the square root of the floating-point operand
in register frB and places the result into register frD. The estimate placed into register frD is correct to a precision of one part in 32 - or 5 bits with the remaining bits
equal to zero. The function may be expressed as:

AB{";="~(,})J 1
<

2

No single-precision version of the frsqrte instruction is provided; however, both
frB and frD are representable in single-precision format.
Operation with various special values of the operand is summarized below:
Operand
<0
-0

+O
+oo *
SNaN
QNaN

Result

Exception

QNaN**
QNaN**
-oo*
+oo *
+O
QNaN**
QNaN

VXSQRT
VXSQRT

zx
zx

None
VXSNAN
None

* No result if FPSCR[ZE] = 1.
** No result if FPSCR[VE] = 1.

REGISTERS AFFECTED

• CRl[FX,FEX,VX,OX] (if Re= 1)
• FPSCR[FPRF,FR,FI,FX,OX,UX,XX,VXSNAN ,VXISI]

werPC Instruction Set Reference

fselx

FLOATING-POINT
UNIT

FLOATING-POINT

603/604/620

SELECTIVE ASSIGN

USER MODE

FORMS

Re
frD ,frA,frC,frB
frD ,frA,frC,frB

fsel
fsel.

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
D

Ox3f
0

1 2

3 4

5

6

7

8

A

B

c

Ox17

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if f rA ~ 0.0 then fr D f- (f rC)
el se f rD f- f rB
DESCRIPTION

The fsel (floating select) instruction compares the floating-point operand in register
frA to the value zero. If the operand is greater than or equal to zero, register frD is
set to the contents of frC. If the operand is less than zero or is a NaN, register frD is
set to the contents of frB. The comparison ignores the sign of zero (that is, +O and -0
are equivalent).
Care must be taken in using fsel if IEEE compatibility is required, or if the values
being tested can be NaNs or infinities. Appendix C discusses floating-point
operation on PowerPC processors.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRl[FX,FEX,VX,OX] (if Re= 1)
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fsqrtx

UNIT

FLOATING·POINT SQUARE

603/604/620

ROOT

USER MODE

FORMS

Re
fsqrt
fsqrt.

frD,frB
frD,frB

0

1

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved

Ox3b
0

1 2

00000

D

3 4

5

6

7

Reserved

B

00000

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

DESCRIPTION

The fsqrt (floating-point square root double-precision) instruction calculates the double-precision square root of the floating-point operand in register frB and places the
result into register frD. If the most significant bit of the result is not a one, the result
is normalized. The result is rounded to the target precision under control of the
setting of FPSCR[RN].
Operation with various special values of the operand is summarized below:
Operand

Result

Exception

<0
-0

QNaN*
QNaN*
-0

+oo

+oo

SNaN
QNaN

QNaN*
QNaN

VXSQRT
VXSQRT
None
None
VXSNAN
None

* No result if FPSCR[VE] = 1.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

• CR1[FX,FEX,VX,OX] (if Re= 1)
• FPSCR[FPRF,FR,FI,FX,OX,UX,XX, VXSNAN ,VXISI]
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FLOATING-POINT

fsqrtsx

UNIT

FLOATING·POINT

603/604/620

SINGLE-PRECISION SQUARE

USER MODE

ROOT

FORMS

Re
frD,frB
frD,frB

fsqrts
fsqrts.

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved

Ox3b
0

1 2

00000

D

3 4

5

6

7

Reserved

B

00000

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

DESCRIPTION
The fsqrts (floating-point square root single-precision) instruction calculates the
single-precision square root of the floating-point operand in register frB and places
the result into-register frD. If the most significant bit of the result is not a one, the
result is normalized. The result is rounded to the target precision under control of
the setting of FPSCR[RN].
Operation with various special values of the operand is summarized below:
Operand

Result

Exception

<0

QNaN*
QNaN*

VXSQRT
VXSQRT
None
None
VXSNAN
None

.o

-0

+oo

+oo

SNaN
QNaN

QNaN*
QNaN

* No result if FPSCR[VE]

=1.

REGISTERS AFFECTED

• CRl[FX,FEX,VX,OX] (if Re= 1)
• FPSCR[FPRF,FR,FI,FX,OX,UX,XX,VXSNAN, VXISI]
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fsubx

FLOATING-POINT UNIT

601/603/604/620

SUBTRACT FLOATING-POINT

USER MODE

REGISTERS

FORMS

Re
fsub
fsub.

frD,frA,frB
frD,frA,frB

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved

Ox3f

D

B

A

00000

Ox14

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
frD f- frA - fr B

DESCRIPTION

The fsub (floating-point subtract) instruction subtracts the floating-point operand in
register frB from the floating-point operand in register frA. If the most significant bit
of the resultant significand is not a one, the result is normalized. The result is rounded to the target precision under control of the floating-point rounding control field
RN of the FPSCR and placed into frD.
The execution of the floating-point subtract instruction is identical to that of
floating-point add with the sign bit (bit 0) of frB inverted. FPSCR[FPRF] is set to the
class and sign of the result, except for invalid operation exceptions when
FPSCR[VE] = 1.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

• CR1[FX,FEX,VX,OX] (if Re= 1)
• FPSCR[FPRF,FR,FI,FX,OX,UX,XX,VXSNAN,VXISI]
EXAMPLE
f loat2 -= (f l oat l + 10.2);

II gl obally declared floats

Ass umes:
r3 = conta i ns address of floatl
r4 = conta i ns address of float2
r5 = conta i ns address of constant dat a
lfs
lfd
fadd
lf s
f sub
stfs

f2, 0( r3)
0(r 5)
f2, f2, fl
fl. 0( r4 )
fl. fl. f2
fl. 0( r4 )
fl.

load fp va l ue i n floa tl into f2
loa d f l oat do ubl e i nto f l
do add: fl oat l+l 0.2
f p value in f l oat2 int o fl
su btra ct pr ev i ous resul t
st ore ba ck to flo at 2 us i ng address i n r4
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FLOATING-POINT UNIT

fsubsx

601/603/604/620

SUBTRACT FLOATING-POINT

USER MODE

REGISTERS SINGLE-PRECISION

FORMS

Re
fsubs
fsubs.

frD,frA,frB
frD,frA,frB

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved

D

Ox3b
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

A

B

00000

Ox14

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
frD f- frA - frB
DESCRIPTION

The fsubs (floating-point subtract single-precision) instruction subtracts the floatingpoint operand in register frB from the floating-point operand in register frA. If the
most significant bit of the resultant significand is not a one, the result is normaJi~ed.
The result is rounded to the target precision under control of the floating-point ·
rounding control field RN of the FPSCR and placed into frD .
"
The execution of the floating-point subtract instruction is identical to that of
floating-point add with the sign bit (bit 0) of frB inverted. FPSCR[FPRF] is set to the
class and sign of the result, except for invalid operation exceptions when
FPSCR[VE] = 1.
REGISTERS AFFECTED
a CRl[FX,FEX,VX,OX] (if Re= 1)
a FPSCR[FPRF,FR,FI,FX,OX,UX,XX,VXSNAN,VXISI]
EXAMPLE
float2 -= (floatl + 10.2):

II global l y declared f l oats

Assumes :
r3 = contains address of f l oatl
r4 = contains address of constant data
lfs
lfd
fadd
lfs
fsubs
stfs

f2, 0( r3)
fl . 0( r4)
f2 , f2 . fl
fl. 0(r3)
f l. fl . f2
fl. 0(r3l

load fp value in from address of floatl into f2
l oad float double constant data into fl from r4
do add: float1+10.2
l oad fp va lu e i n float2 int o fl
su btra ct previous result
float store back to float2 to address in r3
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INTEGER. UNIT

icbi

601/603/604/620

INVALIDATE INSTRUCTION

USER MODE

CACHE BLOCK

FORMS
icbi

rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved

Ox1f

00000

Res.

A

B

Ox3d6

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
EA is the sum (rAl0l + rB
DESCRIPTION
The icbi (instruction cache block invalidate) instruction is a user-level cache

management instruction.
Since the 601 has a unified cache, it treats the icbi instruction as a no-op, even
to the extent of not validating the EA. On the 603, 604, and 620 PowerPC processors, if the block containing the byte addressed by EA is in coherency-required
mode, and a block containing the byte addressed by EA is in the instruction cache of
any processor, the block is made invalid in all such processors, so that subsequent
references cause the block to be refetched.
If the block containing the byte addressed by EA is in coherency-not-required
mode, and a block containing the byte addressed by EA is in the instruction cache of
this processor, the block is made invalid in this processor, so that subsequent
references cause the block to be fetched from main memory or cache.
The function of this instruction is independent of the write-though and writeback modes and caching-inhibited/allowed modes of the block containing the byte
addressed by EA.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None

IC Instruction Set Reference

inslwi

INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

INSERT BIT-FIELD INTO WORD

USER MODE

FROM LEFT

FORMS
inslwi rA,rS,n,b (n>O)

-

rlwimi rA,rS, 32-b, b, b+n-1

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox14
0

1

2

3

4 5

6

7

8

A

32-b

b

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
r f- ROTL(rS, 32-b)
m f- MASK ( b. b+n -1)
rA f- (r &ml I (rA & NOT ml
DESCRIPTION

The inslwi (insert from left word immediate) instruction inserts a left-justified n-bit
field from rS into rA, starting at bit position b. This instruction is a simplified form
of the rlwim i instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re

= 1)

EXAMPLE
Assumes: we want to insert a left-justi f ied byte from r3
i nto r4 start i ng at bit pos iti on 8.
start i ng value of r3 = 0xab000000
starting value of r4 = 0x11223344
inslwi

r4, r3 , 8, 8

; here, n=8 (8-bits per byte)
; and b=8, wh ere we want to put it
The instruction operation proceeds as follow s :
step 1: rotate r3 left by 32 -b bits= 24 bits
result: r3 = 0x00ab0000
step 2: generate mask from b through b+n-1 = 1 bi ts fro m 8-15
result: mask = 0x00ff0000
step 3: AND rotated data with mask
result : r3 = 0x00ab0000
step 4: AND r4 wi th NOT(mask)
result: r4 = 0x11 003344
step 5: OR re su l ts from steps 3 and 4 and pla ce in r4
result: r4 = 0xllab3344
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insrdi

INTEGER UNIT

620

INSERT BIT-FIELD INTO

USER MODE

DOUBLEWORD FROM RIGHT

FORMS
insrdi rA,rS,n,b

-

rldimi rA,r$, 64-b+n, b

BIT DEFINITION
64-b+o

s

Ox1e
0

1 2

3 4

5

6

7

8

A

64-b+n

1

b

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
r f- ROTL (rS .64-b+n l
m f- MASK(b,(64·b+n))
rA f- (r &ml I (rA &NOT m)
DESCRIPTION

The insrdi (insert from right doubleword immediate) instruction inserts a rightjustified n-bit field from rS into rA, starting at bit position b. This instruction is a
simplified form of the rldimi instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
EXAMPLE
Assumes: we want to insert a r i ght-justif ied half-word from r3
into r4 starting at bit pos ition 32.
starting value of r3 = 0x0000000000005678
st arting value of r4 = 0xll22aabbccddeeff
in srd i

r4, r3. 16, 32

; here, n= l6 {16·bi ts per half-word)
; and b=32. where we want to put it
The instruction operation proceeds as fol l ows :
step 1: rotate r3 l eft by 64-b+n bits = 16 bits
result: r3 = 0x0000000056780000
step 2: generate mask fro m b through 63- 16 = 32 through 48
result: ma sk = 0x00000000ffff0000
st ep 3: AN D rotated data with mask
result: r3 = 0x0000000056780000
step 4: AN D r4 with NOT(maskl
result: r4 = 0xll22aabb0000eeff
step 5: OR results from steps 3 and 4 and place in r4
re sult: r4 = 0x ll 22aabb5678eeff
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•

INTEGER UNIT

•

1nsrw1

601/603/604/620

INSERT BIT-FIELD INTO WORD

USER MODE

FROM RIGHT

FORMS
insrwi rA,rS,n,b (n>O)

-

rlwimi rA,rS, 32-b+n, b, b+n-1

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox14
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

A

32-b+n

b

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
r f- ROTUrS, 32-b+nl
m f- MASK(b, b+n-1)
rA f- (r & ml I (rA & NOT ml
DESCRIPTION

The insrw i (insert from right word immediate) instruction inserts a right-justified
n-bit field from rS into rA, starting at bit position b. This instruction is a simplified
form of the rlwimi instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO](if Re= 1)
EXAMPLE
Assumes: we want to insert a right -justified byte f rom r3
into r4 starting at bit position 16.
starting value of r3 = 0x000000ff
starting va l ue of r4 = 0x1 1223344
inslwi

r4, r3, 8, 16

: here , n=8 (8-bits per byte)
: and b=16. where we want to put it
The instruct i on operation proceeds as follows:
step 1: rotate r3 left by 32-b+n bits = 24 bits
re sult: r3 = 0x00ff0000
step 2: generate mask from b through b+n-1 = 1 bits from 16-23
result: mask = 0x00f f0000
step 3: AND rotated data with mask
result: r3 = 0x00ff0000
step 4: AND r4 with NOT(mask)
result: r4 = 0x11003344
step 5: OR results from steps 3 and 4 and pl ace in r4
result: r4 = 0x1 1f f3344
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INTEGER UNIT

1sync

601/603/604/620

INSTRUCTION SYNCHRONIZE

USER MODE

FORMS
isync
BIT DEFINITION
Ox13
0

1 2

3

4

5

6

Reserved

Reserved

Reserved

00000

00000

00000

7

8

Res.

Ox96

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

DESCRIPTION

The isync (instruction synchronize) instruction is context synchronizing. The isync
instruction waits for all previously dispatched instructions to complete and then discards any fetched instructions, causing subsequent instructions to be fetched (or
refetched) from memory and to execute in the context established by the previous
instructions. This instruction has no effect on other processors (in a multiprocessor
system) or on their caches.
The isync instruction causes a refetch serialization that waits for all prior
instructions to complete and then executes the next sequential instruction. Execution
of subsequent instructions is held until all previous instructions have completed to
the point where they can no longer cause an exception and all store queues have
completed translation. Any instruction after an isync see all effects of prior
instructions.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
EXAMPLE

See the 601 endian mode switching example in Chapter 3, "Of Eggs and Endians."
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la

INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

LOAD REGISTER WITH ADDRESS

USER MODE

FORMS:
la rD,d(rA)
la rD,variable -

addi rD, rA,d
addi rD,rA,variable

BIT DEFINITION
OxOe
0

1 2

3 4

D
5

6

7

A

SIMM

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

rA = r0 t he n rD f-- EXTS(S !MM)
el se rD f-- rA + EXTS(S! MM )

if

DESCRIPTION

The la instruction allows computation of a base-displacement operand; this is useful
to obtain the address of a variable specified by name, allowing the compiler/assembler to supply the base register number and compute the displacement. The la (load
address) instruction is a simplified form of the addi instruction.
The second form of the la instruction is useful when accessing elements of a data
structure using a base offset contained in GPR rA. This usage requires further explanation. The variable operand is an immediate value that corresponds to the offset of
an element in a data structure. Assume that variable refers to a data element that is
located at an offset that is variable bytes from the address in register rA and the
compiler/assembler has been told to use register rA as a base for references to the
data structure containing variable. In this case, the second form of the la instruction
can be used to load the address of variable into destination register rD.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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lbz

INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

LOAD REGISTER WITH BYTE

USER MODE

AND ZERO EXTEND

FORMS
lbz

rD,d(rA)

BIT DEFINITION
Ox22
0

1

2

3

D
4

5

6

7

8

A

d

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
i f rA = r0 the n b f--- 0
elseb f--- rA
EA f--- b + EX TS(d)
rD f--- 0x000000 I I MEM( EA,l l
DESCRIPTION

The lbz (load byte and zero) instruction loads a byte from memory addressed by
EA into the lower 8 bits of rD. The effective address (EA) is the sum (rAIO) + d,
where dis a 16-bit signed value that is sign-extended to 32 bits (64 bits on 64-bit
implementations).
On 32-bit implementations, rD[24-31] is loaded with the byte addressed by the
EA. On 64-bit implementations, rD[56-63] is loaded with the byte addressed by the
EA. All higher-order bits are cleared to 0.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
EXAMPLE
templ = 0;
t emp2 = temp l;

II templ and temp2 are globa l ly defined unsigned

Assumes :
r3 = conta i ns address of temp l
r5 = co nt ai ns address of temp2
li
stb
l bz
stb

r4,
r4,
r3 ,
r3 ,

0
0(r3)
0(r3)
0(r5)

l oad r4 with immed ia te zero
store 0 to temp l ; address i n r3
get byte value from t empl
store by t e fro m r3 i nt o temp 2; addr ess i n r5

~ction Set Reference

lbzu

INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

LOAD REGISTER WITH BYTE,

USER MODE

ZERO EXTEND, AND
UPDATE

FORMS
lbzu

EA

rD,d(rA)

BIT DEFINITION
Ox23
0

1

2

3

D
4

5

6

7

8

A

d

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
EA f- rA + EXTS(d)
rD f- (24)0 I I MEM(EA.l l
rA f- EA
DESCRIPTION

The lbzu (load byte and zero with update) instruction loads a byte from memory
addressed by EA into the lower 8 bits of rD. The effective address (EA) is the sum
(rAIO) + d, where dis a 16-bit signed value that is sign-extended to 32 bits (64 bits
on 64-bit implementations). The EA is placed into rA.
On 32-bit implementations, rD[24-31] is loaded with the byte addressed by the
EA. On 64-bit implementations, rD[56-63] is loaded with the byte addressed by the
EA. All higher-order bits are cleared to 0. The PowerPC architecture defines load
with update instructions with operand rA = rO or rA = rD as invalid forms.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
EXAMPLE
for (r=0; r<10: r++)
bytel[r] = byte2[r];

II globally declared arrays of unsigned chars

Assumes:
r3 = contains address of byte2 array
r4 = con tai ns address of bytel array
li
subi
subi
LOOP :
l bzu
addi
cmpi
st bu
blt

r5,
r4.
r3.

r4.
r3.

zero r5; used as ' r '
adjust inde x for use wl update
adjust index for use wl update

r6, l(r3)
r5. r5. 1
r5, 10
r6 , l(r4l
LOOP

get byte from r3 and update r3
inc r5
compare r5 to 10
store byte to bytel array
branch to LOOP if (r5 < 10 )
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lbzux

INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

LOAD REGISTER WITH BYTE

USER MODE

USING INDEXED ADDRESSING,
ZERO EXTEND, WITH

FORMS
lbzux

EA

UPDATE

rD,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

Ox1f
0

1

2

3 4

D
5

6

7

8

A

B

Ox77

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
f- rA + r B

EA
rD
rA

ff-

0x000000 11 MEM( EA, 1)
EA

DESCRIPTION

The lbzux (load byte and zero with update indexed) instruction loads a byte from
memory addressed by the EA into the lower 8 bits of rD. The effective address (EA)
is the sum (rAIO) + rB.
On 32-bit implementations, rD[24-31] is loaded with the byte addressed by the
EA. On 64-bit implementations, rD[56-63] is loaded with the byte addressed by the
EA. All higher-order bits are cleared to 0. The PowerPC architecture defines load
with update instructions with operand rA = rO or rA = rD as invalid forms.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None

tion Set Reference

lbzx

INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

LOAD REGISTER WITH BYTE

USER MODE

USING INDEXED ADDRESSING
AND ZERO EXTEND

FORMS
lbzx

rD,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

D

Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4 5

6

7

A

B

Ox57

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA = r0 then b (-- 0
else
b (-- rA

EA (-- b + rB
rD (-- 0x000000 I I MEM(EA,l)
DESCRIPTION

The lbzx (load byte and zero indexed) instruction loads a byte from memory
addressed by the EA into the lower 8 bits of rD. The effective address (EA) is the
sum (rAIO) + rB.
On 32-bit implementations, rD[24-31] is loaded with the byte addressed by the
EA. On 64-bit implementations, rD[56-63] is loaded with the byte addressed by the
EA. All higher-order bits are cleared to 0. The PowerPC architecture defines load
instructions with operand rA = rO or rA = rD as invalid forms.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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Id

INTEGER UNIT

620

LOAD REGISTER WITH

USER MODE

DOUBLEWORD

FORMS
Id rD,ds(rA)
BIT DEFINITION
Ox3a

D

A

ds

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
i f rA = r0 then b t- 0
el se b t- r A
EA t- b + EXTS(ds 11 0b00l
r D t- MEM ( EA,8)

DESCRIPTION

The Id (load doubleword) instruction loads the doubleword in memory addressed by
EA into destination register rD. The effective address (EA) is the sum (rAIO) + (ds II
ObOO). Note that ds is a 14-bit signed value which is concatenated on the right with
ObOO; this 16-bit value is sign-extended to 64 bits.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None

uction Set Reference

ldarx

INTEGER UNIT

620

LOAD REGISTER WITH DOUBLEWORD

USER MODE

USING INDEXED ADDRESSING AND
CREATE RESERVATION

FORMS
ldarx rD,rA,rB
BIT DEFINITION
Ox1f
0

1

2

3

A

D
4

5

6

7

8

B

Ox54

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

if rA = r0 then b f- 0
else bf- rA
EA f- b + rB
RESERVE f- 1
RESERVE_ADDR f- physical_addr(EA)
rD f- MEM(EA,8)
DESCRIPTION

The ldarx (load doubleword and reserve indexed) instruction loads the doubleword
in memory addressed by EA into destination register rD. The effective address (EA)
is the sum (rAIO) + rB.
This instruction creates a reservation for use by a store doubleword conditional
instruction. An address computed from the EA is associated with the reservation,
and replaces any address previously associated with the reservation. EA must be a
multiple of eight. If it is not, either the system alignment exception handler is
invoked or the results are boundedly undefined. Reservations are discussed in
Chapter 6, "The PowerPC Instruction Set."
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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ldu

INTEGER UNIT

620

LOAD REGISTER WITH DOUBLEWORD AND UPDATE

USER MODE

EA

FORMS
!du rD,ds(rA)
BIT DEFINITION
Ox3a
0

1

2

3

D
4

5

6

7

A

ds

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
EA ~ rA + EXTS(ds I I 0b00)
rD ~ MEM(EA ,8)
rA ~ EA
DESCRIPTION

The ldu (load doubleword with update) instruction loads the doubleword in memory
addressed by EA into destination register rD. The EA is placed into rA. The effective
address (EA) is the sum rA + (ds II ObOO). Note that ds is a 14-bit signed value which
is concatenated on the right with ObOO; this 16-bit value is sign-extended to 64-bits.
The PowerPC architecture defines load with update instructions with operand rA =
rO or rA = rD as invalid forms.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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ldux

INTEGER UNIT

620

LOAD REGISTER WITH DOUBLE·

USER MODE

WORD USING INDEXED
ADDRESSING WITH

EA

UPDATE

FORMS
ldux rD,rA,rB
BIT DEFINITION
Res.
Ox1f

D

A

B

Ox35

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
EA f- rA + rB
rD
rA

ff-

MEM( EA,8)
EA

DESCRIPTION

The ldux (load doubleword with update indexed) instruction loads the doubleword
in memory addressed by EA into destination register rD. The effective address (EA)
is the sum rA + rB. The EA is placed into rA. The PowerPC architecture defines load
with update instructions with operand rA = rO or rA = rD as invalid forms.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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ldx

INTEGER UNIT

620

LOAD REGISTER WITH DOUBLE·

USER MODE

WORD USING INDEXED
ADDRESSING

FORMS
ldx rD,rA,rB
BIT DEFINITION
Res.

Ox1f
0

1

2

3

D
4

5

PSEUDO CODE
if rA=r0 then b
el se b t- rA
EA t- b + rB
rD

t-

6

7

t-

0

8

A

B

Ox15

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

MEM(EA,Bl

DESCRIPTION

The ldx (load doubleword indexed) instruction loads the doubleword in memory
addressed by EA into destination register rD. The effective address (EA) is the sum
(rAIO) + rB.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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lfd

INTEGER UNIT AND
FLOATING·POINT UNIT

loAD FLOATING·POINT

601/603/604/620

REGISTER

USER MODE

FORMS
lfd

frD,d(rA)

BIT DEFINITION
Ox32
0

1 2

3 4

D
5 6

7

A

d

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA = r0 then b f- 0
else bf- rA
EA f- b + EXTS(d)
frD f- MEM(EA,8)
DESCRIPTION

The lfd (load floating-point double-precision) instruction loads a double-precision
FP value from memory addressed by the EA into frD. The effective address (EA) is
the sum (rAIO) + d.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
EXAMPLE:
doublel = 3.1 415:
double2 *= doublel:

II globally declared doubles

Assumes:
r3 = contains address of constant FP data
r4 = contains address of doublel
r5 = contains address of double2
lfs
stfd
lfd
fmul
stfd

fl.
fl.

f2.
fl.
fl.

0(r3)
0(r4)
0(r5l
fl.

0(r5)

f2

get 3.1415 const . data from r3 address
do assignment of doublel = 3.1415
get value of double2 from r5 address
multiply them: double2 *= doublel
store double results to double2
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lfdu

INTEGER UNIT AND
FLOATING·POINT UNIT

LOAD FLOATING·POINT
REGISTER WITH

FORMS
lfdu

EA

601/603/604/620

UPDATE

USER MODE

frD,d(rA)

BIT DEFINITION
D

Ox33
0

1

2

3 4

5 6

7

A

d

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
EA t- rA + EXTS( d)
fr D t- MEM( EA,8)

DESCRIPTION

The lfdu (load floating-point double-precision) instruction loads a double-precision
FP value from memory addressed by EA into frD. The effective address (EA) is the
sum (rAIO) + d. The effective address (EA) is placed into rA. The PowerPC architecture defines load with update instructions with operand rA =rO as invalid.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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lfdux

INTEGER UNIT AND
FLOATING-POINT UNIT

LOAD FLOATING·POINT REGIS·

601/603/604/620

TER USING INDEXED

USER MODE

FORMS
lfdux

ADDRESSING WITH

EA

UPDATE

frD,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

D

Ox1f
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

8

A

B

Ox277

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
EA t-- rA + rB

frD t-- MEM( EA,Bl
rA t-- EA
DESCRIPTION

The lfdux (load floating-point double-precision with update indexed) instruction
loads a double-precision FP value from memory addressed by the EA into frD. The
effective address (EA) is the sum (rAIO) + rB. The EA is placed into rA. The
PowerPC architecture defines load with update instructions with operand rA =rO as
an invalid form.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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lfdx

INTEGER UNIT AND
FLOATING-POINT UNIT

loAD FLOATING-POINT

601/603/604/620

REGISTER USING INDEXED

USER MODE

ADDRESSING

FORMS

lfdx

frD,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4

D
5

6

7

A

B

Ox257

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA = r0 t he n b f- 0
el se bf- rA
EA f- b + rB
f ro f- MEM (EA,8)
DESCRIPTION

The lfdx (load floating-point double-precision indexed) instruction loads a doubleprecision FP value from memory addressed by the EA into frD. The effective address
(EA) is the sum (rAIO) + rB.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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Ifs

INTEGER UNIT AND
FLOATING-POINT UNIT

LOAD FLOATING·POINT

601/603/604/620

REGISTER USING SINGLE·

USER MODE

PRECISION

FORMS
Ifs

frD,d(rA)

BIT DEFINITION
Ox30
0

1

2

3

A

D
4

5

6

7

8

d

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA = r0 then b f- 0
else bf- rA
EA f- b + EXTS(d)
frD f- DOUBLE(MEM(EA .4))
DESCRIPTION

The Ifs (load floating-point single-precision) instruction loads a single-precision FP
value from memory addressed by the EA, converts the value to double precision,
and places the result into frD. The effective address (EA) is the sum (rAIO) + d,
where dis a 16-bit signed value that is sign-extended to 32-bits (64-bits on 64-bit
implementations). Appendix C contains further information on floating-point
conversion.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
EXAMPLE
tmpfl = 3. 14157; tmpf2 = 10.5;
tmpf2 *= tmpfl:

II gl obally decl ared floats

Assumes:
r3 = conta in s address of constant FP da t a
r4 = conta i ns address of tmpfl
r5 = contains address of tmpf2
lfs
lfs
stfs
fmu l s
stfs

fl '
f2 ,
fl.
fl.
fl.

0(r3)
4(r3)
0(r4)
fl. f2
0(r5)

load fp value from offset 0
load fp va lu e fro m offset 4
initialize tmpfl
do multipl y
save result in tmpf2
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lfsu

INTEGER UNIT AND
FLOATING•POINT UNIT

loAD FLOATING·POINT

601/603/604/620

REGISTER USING SINGLE·
PRECISION WITH

FORMS
Hsu

EA

USER MODE

UPDATE

frD,d( rA)

BIT DEFINITION
Ox31
0

1 2

3 4 5

D
6

7

A

d

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

EA r- rA + EXTS(d)
frD r- DOU BLE (MEM( EA,4))
rA r- EA
DESCRIPTION

The lfsu (load floating-point single-precision with update) instruction loads a singleprecision FP value from memory addressed by the EA, converts the value to double
precision, and places the result into frD. The effective address (EA) is the sum (rAIO)
+ d, where dis a 16-bit signed value that is sign-extended to 32 bits (64 bits on
64-bit implementations). The EA is placed into rA. Appendix C contains further
information on floating-point conversion.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None

C Instruction Set Reference

lfsux

INTEGER UNIT AND
FLOATING-POINT UNIT

LOAD FLOATING-POINT REGISTER USING

601/603/604/620

SINGLE-PRECISION AND INDEXED

USER MODE

FORMS
lfsux

ADDRESSING WITH

EA

UPDATE

frD,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.
D

Ox1f
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

8

A

B

Ox237

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
EA f- rA + rB

fr D f- DOUBLE CM EM CEA ,4))
rA f- EA
DESCRIPTION

The lfsux (load floating-point single-precision with update indexed) instruction loads
a single-precision FP value from memory addressed by the EA, converts the value to
double-precision, and places the result into frD. The effective address (EA) is the
sum (rAIO) + rB. EA is placed into rA. Appendix C contains further information on
floating-point conversion.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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lfsx

INTEGER UNIT AND
FLOATING·POINT UNIT

LOAD FLOATING·POINT REGIS·

601/603/604/620

TER USING SINGLE·PRECISION

USER MODE

AND INDEXED ADDRESSING

FORMS
lfsx

frD,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.
Ox1f
0

1

2

3 4

D
5

6

7

A

B

Ox217

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA = r0 then b f- 0
el se bf- rA
EA f- b + rB
f rD f- DOUBL E(MEM(EA ,4))
DESCRIPTION

The lfsx (load floating-point single-precision indexed) instruction loads a singleprecision FP value from memory addressed by the EA, converts the value to doubleprecision, and places the result into frD. The effective address (EA) is the sum
(rAIO) + rB. Appendix C contains further information on floating-point conversion.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
EXAMPLE
f or (r=0; r<l 0; r++ )
sf 2[rJ = sfl[ r ] ;

II sfl, sf2 ar e arra ys of t ype fl oa t

Assumes:
r3 = conta i ns address of sf2 array
r5 = conta i ns address of sfl array
li
li
LOOP:
lfsx
addi
cmpw i
stfsx
addi
blt

r6,
r4,

0
0

fl .
r6 ,
r6 .
fl .
r4.
LOOP

r5,
r6 ,
10
r3 .
r4,

zero r6; use as counter
zero r4
r4
1
r4
4

load our float value into fl
inc for-loop count er
do ne ye t ?
store f l oat value i nt o sf2 [J
increment index va lu e
if less -than , loop

1nstruction Set Reference

Iha

INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

loAD REGISTER WITH

USER MODE

HALF·WORD AND SIGN
EXTEND

FORMS
Iha

rD,d(rA)

BIT DEFINITION
Ox2a
0

1 2

3 4

D
5

6

7

8

A

d

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA = r0 t he n b f- 0
else
b f- rA
EA f- b + EXTS(d)
rD f- EXTS(MEM( EA,2))
DESCRIPTION

The Iha (load half-word algebraic) instruction loads a half-word from memory
addressed by EA into the lower 16 bits of rD. The effective address (EA) is the sum
(rAIO) + d, where dis a 16-bit signed value that is sign-extended to 32 bits (64 bits
on 64-bit implementations) .
On 32-bit implementations, rD[16-31] is loaded with the half-word addressed
by the EA. On 64-bit implementations, rD[48-63] is loaded with the half-word
addressed by the EA. The remaining higher-order bits of rD are filled with a copy of
the most significant bit of the loaded half-word.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
EXAMPLE
tmp_shortl = 10;
tmp_short2 = tmp_shortl;

II globally declared shorts

Assumes:
r3 = conta i ns address of tmp_shortl
r5 = contains address of tmp_short2
li
sth
l ha
sth

r4 ,
r4 ,
r3,
r3,

10
0(r3)
0(r3)
0(r5)

load r4 with immediate value 10
store 10 into tmp_shortl using address in r3
get that value back
store value in t mp_short2 using address i n r5
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lhau

INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

LOAD REGISTER WITH

USER MODE

HALF·WORD AND SIGN
EXTEND WITH

FORMS
lhau

EA

UPDATE

rD,d(rA)

BIT DEFINITION
Ox2b
0

1

2

3 4 5

D
6

7

A

d

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

EA
rD
rA

ttt-

rA + EXTS( d)
EXTS(MEM(EA,2))
EA

DESCRIPTION

The Iha (load half-word algebraic with update) instruction loads a half-word from
memory addressed by EA into the lower 16 bits of rD. The effective address (EA) is
the sum (rAIO) + d, where dis a 16-bit signed value that is sign-extended to 32 bits
(64 bits on 64-bit implementations). The EA is placed into rA.
On 32-bit implementations, rD[16-31] is loaded with the half-word addressed
by the EA. On 64-bit implementations, rD[48-63] is loaded with the half-word
addressed by the EA. The remaining higher-order bits of rD are filled with a copy of
the most significant bit of the loaded half-word.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None

Q Instruction Set Reference

lhaux

INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

LOAD REGISTER WITH HALF·WORD

USER MODE

USING INDEXED ADDRESSING,
SIGN EXTEND, AND UPDATE

FORMS
lhaux

EA

rD,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

D

Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4

5

6

7

8

A

B

Ox177

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

EA f- rA + rB
rD f- EXTS(M EM( EA,2))
rA f- EA
DESCRIPTION

The lhaux (load half-word algebraic with update indexed) instruction loads a halfword from memory addressed by EA into the lower 16 bits of rD. The effective
address (EA) is the sum (rAIO) + rB. The EA is placed into rA.
On 32-bit implementations, rD[16-31] is loaded with the half-word addressed
by the EA. On 64-bit implementations, rD[48-63] is loaded with the half-word
addressed by the EA. The remaining higher-order bits of rD are filled with a copy of
the most significant bit of the loaded half-word. Note that the PowerPC architecture defines load with update instructions with operand rA = rO or rA = rD as
invalid forms.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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lhax

INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

LOAD REGISTER WITH

USER MODE

HALF-WORD USING INDEXED
ADDRESSING AND SIGN EXTEND

FORMS
lhax

rD,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

Ox1f
0

1

2

3 4

D
5 6

7

A

B

Ox157

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA = r0 then bf- 0
el se b f- rA
EA f- b + rB
rD f- EXTS(M EM( EA,2))
DESCRIPTION

The lhax (load half-word algebraic indexed) instruction loads a half-word from
memory addressed by EA into the lower 16 bits of rD. The effective address (EA) is
the sum (rAIO) + rB.
On 32-bit implementations, rD[16-31] is loaded with the half-word addressed
by the EA. On 64-bit implementations, rD[48-63] is loaded with the half-word
addressed by the EA. The remaining higher-order bits of rD are filled with a copy of
the most significant bit of the loaded half-word.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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lhbrx

INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

LOAD REGISTER WITH BYTE·

USER MODE

REVERSED HALF·WORD USING
INDEXED ADDRESSING

FORMS
lhbrx

rD,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

D

Ox1f
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A

B

Ox316

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if r A = r 0 t hen b

~

0

elseb ~ rA

EA
rD

~

~

b + rB
0x0000 I I MEM( EA+l,ll I I (M EM(EA ,l ))

DESCRIPTION

The lhbrx (load half-word byte-reverse indexed) instruction loads a half-word value
from memory addressed by the EA, byte-reverses the value, and stores the result into
destination register rD. The effective address (EA) is the sum (rAIO) + rB.
On 32-bit implementations, bits 0-7 of the half-word in memory addressed by
EA are loaded into rD[24-31]; bits 8-15 of the half-word in memory are loaded
into rD[16-23]. On 64-bit implementations, bits 0-7 of the half-word in memory
addressed by EA are loaded into rD[56-63]; bits 8-15 of the half-word in memory
are loaded into rD[48-55]. In all cases, the remaining higher-order bits of rD are
cleared to 0.
The PowerPC architecture cautions programmers that some implementations
may run this instruction with greater latency (perhaps much greater) than a
sequence of individual load/store instructions that produce the same results.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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lhz

INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

LOAD REGISTER WITH

USER MODE

HALF-WORD ANO ZERO
EXTEND

FORMS
lhz

rD,d(rA)

BIT DEFINITION
D

Ox28

0

1 2

3 4

5

6

7

A

d

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
i f rA = r0 the n b t- 0
els e b t- rA
EA t- b + EXTS(d)
rD t- (0x00 00 I I (M EM (EA,2))

DESCRIPTION

The lhz (load half-word and zero) instruction loads a half-word value from memory addressed by the EA into destination register rD. The effective address (EA) is the
sum (rAIO) + d, where dis a 16-bit signed value that is sign-extended to 32 bits (64
bits on 64-bit implementations).
On 32-bit implementations, rD[16-31] is loaded with the half-word addressed
by the EA. On 64-bit implementations, rD[48-63] is loaded with the half-word
addressed by the EA. The remaining higher-order bits of rD are cleared to 0.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None

Jnstruction Set Reference

lhzu

INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

LOAD REGISTER WITH

USER MODE

HALF-WORD AND ZERO
EXTEND WITH

FORMS
lhzu

EA

UPDATE

rD,d(rA)

BIT DEFINITION
Ox29
0

1

2

3 4

D
5

6

7

A

d

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
EA t- rA + EXTS (d)
rD t- (0x0000 I I (MEM( EA.2))
rA t- EA
DESCRIPTION

The lhzu (load half-word and zero with update) instruction loads a half-word value
from memory addressed by the EA into destination register rD. The effective address
(EA) is the sum (rAIO) + d, where dis a 16-bit signed value that is sign-extended to
32 bits (64 bits on 64-bit implementations).
On 32-bit implementations, rD[16-31] is loaded with the half-word addressed
by the EA. On 64-bit implementations, rD[48-63] is loaded with the half-word
addressed by the EA. The remaining higher-order bits of rD are cleared to 0. The EA
is placed into rA. The PowerPC architecture defines load with update instructions
with operand rA = rO or rA = rD as invalid forms.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None

lhzux

INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

LOAD REGISTER WITH HALF·WORD

USER MODE

USING INDEXED ADDRESSING,
ZERO EXTEND, AND UPDATE

FORMS
lhzux

EA

rD,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

D

Ox1f
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A

B

Ox137

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
EA ~ rA + rB
rD ~ (0x0 000 I I (MEM(EA, 2))
rA ~ EA
DESCRIPTION

The lhzux (load half-word and zero with update indexed) instruction loads a halfword value from memory addressed by the EA into destination register rD. The
effective address (EA) is the sum (rAIO) + rB.
On 32-bit implementations, rD[16-31] is loaded with the half-word addressed
by the EA. On 64-bit implementations, rD[48-63] is loaded with the half-word
addressed by the EA. The remaining higher-order bits of rD are cleared to 0. The EA
is placed into rA. The PowerPC architecture defines load with update instructions
with operand rA = rO or rA = rD as invalid forms.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None

klction Set Reference

lhzx

INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

LOAD REGISTER WITH

USER MODE

HALF·WORD USING INDEXED
ADDRESSING AND ZERO EXTEND

FORMS
lhzx

rD,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.
D

Ox1f
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

A

B

Ox117

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
i f rA = r0 t hen b f- 0
el se b f- rA
EA f- b + rB
rD f- (16)0 I I (MEM (EA,2 ))
DESCRIPTION

The lhzx (load half-word and zero indexed) instruction loads a half-word value
from memory addressed by the EA into destination register rD. The effective address
(EA) is the sum (rAIO) + rB.
On 32-bit implementations, rD[16-31] is loaded with the half-word addressed
by the EA. On 64-bit implementations, rD[48-63] is loaded with the half-word
addressed by the EA. The remaining higher-order bits of rD are cleared to 0.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

LOAD REGISTER WITH

USER MODE

IMMEDIATE

FORMS
Ii
rD, value

addi

rA,rO,value

BIT DEFINITION
OxOe
0

1 2

3 4

D
5

6

7

0

SIMM

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rD

~

EXTS(S ! MM)

DESCRIPTION

The Ii (load immediate) instruction loads a 16-bit signed value into destination register rD. The 16-bit immediate value, SIMM, is sign-extended to 32 bits before the
operation. Note that no addition is taking place during such an operation. The Ii
instruction is a simplified form of the addi instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
EXAMPLE
Assumes :
we wan t t o zero r6 and copy t hat val ue to r5

For l oo pl :
li
mr

r6,0
r5 , r6

cl ear r6 by si gn extend i ng 0
mov e zero from r6 i nto r5

•ruction Set Reference
INTEGER UNIT

lis

601/603/604/620

LOAD REGISTER WITH

USER MODE

SHlnED IMMEDIATE

FORMS
lis
rD, value

addi

rA,rO,vahie

BIT DEFINITION
OxOe

D

0

SIMM

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rD f- EXTS(S!MM)

« 16

DESCRIPTION

The lis (load immediate shifted) instruction loads a 16-bit signed value into destination register rD. The 16-bit immediate value, SIMM, is shifted left by 16-bits to for
a 32-bit value before the operation. Note that no addition is taking place during
such an operation. The lis instruction is a simplified form of the addi instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
EXAMPLE
The following code fragment loads 0xl2345678 into GPR r3.
Assumes:
; we want load r3 with 0xl2345678 and copy that value to r4
l is
ori
mr

r3,0xl234
r3,r3,0x5678
r4, r3

load high-order 16 bits of r3
and the low order 16 bits
copy r3 value to r4
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INTEGER UNIT

lmw

601/603/604/620

LOAD REGISTERS WITH

USER MODE

MULTIPLE WORDS

FORMS
lmw

rD,d(rA)

BIT DEFINITION
Ox2e
0

1 2

3 4 5 6

D
7

A

d

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA ~ r0 t hen b f-- 0
el se b f-- rA
EA f-- b + EXTS(d)
r f-- rD
do wh il e r £ 31
GPR(r) f-- MEM( EA,4)
r f-- r+ l
EA f-- EA + 4
DESCRIPTION

The lmw (load multiple word) instruction operates on blocks of data (larger than 32
bits). The effective address (EA) is the sum (rAIO) + d, where dis a 16-bit signed
value that is sign-extended to 32 bits (64 bits on 64-bit implementations).
Exactly n, where n = (32-rD), consecutive words starting at EA are loaded into
GPRs rD through r31. The EA must be a multiple of 4; otherwise, the system alignment exception handler is invoked if the load crosses a page boundary. If rA is in the
range of registers specified to be loaded, it will be skipped in the load process. If
operand rA = rO, the register is not considered as used for addressing, and will be
loaded.
The PowerPC architecture cautions programmers that some implementations
may run this instruction with greater latency (perhaps much greater) than a
sequence of individual load/store instructions that produce the same results.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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lswi

601/603/604/620

LOAD REGISTERS WITH

USER MODE

FORMS
lswi

I

MULTIPLE BYTES

rD,rA,NB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.
Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4 5

D
6

7

A

NB

Ox255

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA = r0 t hen EA b 0
el se EA b rA
if NB = 0 then n b 32
el se n b NB
r

b

rD - 1

I b 32
do wh il e n ~ 0
if i = 32 th en
r b r + 1 (mode32)
GPR (r ) b 0
GPR (r)[i -i+?] b MEM(EA,l )
I bi + 8
DESCRIPTION

The lsw i (load string word immediate) instruction operates on blocks of data (larger
than 32 bits). The effective address (EA) is (rA I 0). Let n =NB if NB<>O, n = 32 if
NB = O; n is the number of bytes to load. Let nr = CEIL(n/4 ); nr is the number of
registers to be loaded with data. n consecutive bytes starting at the EA are loaded
into GPRs rD through rD+nr-1. Bytes are loaded left to right in each register. The
sequence of registers wraps around to rO if required. If the 4 bytes of register rD + nr
- 1 are only partially filled, the unfilled low-order byte(s) of that register are cleared
to 0.
If rA and rB are in the range of registers specified to be loaded, it will be skipped
in the load process. If operand rA = 0, the register is not considered as used for
addressing, and will be loaded. Under certain conditions (for example, segment
boundary crossings) the data alignment error handler may be invoked. For additional information, see Chapter 10, "Exceptions and Interrupts."
The PowerPC architecture cautions programmers that some implementations
may run this instruction with greater latency (perhaps much greater) than a
sequence of individual load/store instructions that produce the same results.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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INTEGER UNIT

lswx

601/603/604/620

LOAD REGISTERS WITH

USER MODE

MULTIPLE BYTES USING
INDEXED ADDRESSING

FORMS
lswx

rD,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

D

Ox1f
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

A

B

Ox215

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA = r0 the n b r 0
el seb r rA
EA r b + rB
n r

XER[2 5-3 1]

r r

rO - 1

I r

32

do while n > 0
if i = 32 t he n
r r r + 1 (mode32)

GPR(r) r 0
GPR(r) [i -i+?] r MEM(EA ,l )
I r

i + 8

DESCRIPTION

The lswx (load string word indexed) instruction operates on blocks of data (larger
than 32 bits). The effective address (EA) is the sum (rAIO) + rB. Let n = XER[25-31];
n is the number of bytes to load. Let nr = CEIL(n/4): nr is the number of registers to
receive data. If n>O, n consecutive bytes starting at EA are loaded into GPRs rD
through rD+nr-1.
Bytes are loaded left to right in each register. The sequence of registers wraps .
around to rO if required. If the four bytes of register rD+nr-1 are only partially filled,
the unfilled low-order byte(s) of that register are cleared to 0. If n = 0, the content of
rD is undefined.
If rA and rB are in the range of registers specified to be loaded, it will be skipped
in the load process. If operand rA = 0, the register is not considered as used for
addressing, and will be loaded. Under certain conditions (for example, segment
boundary crossings) the data alignment error handler may be invoked. For
additional information, see Chapter 10, "Exceptions and Interrupts."
The PowerPC architecture cautions programmers that some implementations
may run this instruction with greater latency (perhaps much greater) than a
sequence of individual load/store instructions that produce the same results.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None

ruction Set Reference
INTEGER UNIT

lwa

620

LOAD REGISTER WITH WORD

USER MODE

AND SIGN EXTEND

FORMS
lwa rD,ds(rA)
BIT DEFINITION
Ox3a
0

1

2

3

A

D
4

5

6

7

8

ds

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA = r0 the n b f- 0
el se bf- rA
EA f- b + EXTS(ds I I 0b00)
rD f- EXTS(MEM( EA.4))
DESCRIPTION

The lw a (load word algebraic) instruction loads the word in memory addressed by
EA into the low-order bits of rD. The contents of the high-order 32 bits of rD are
filled with a copy of bit 0 of the loaded word. The effective address (EA) is the sum
(rAIO) + (ds II ObOO). Note that ds is a 14-bit signed value which is concatenated on
the right with ObOO; this 16-bit value is sign-extended to 64 bits.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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INTEGER UNIT

lwarx

601/603/604/620

LOAD REGISTER WITH WORD

USER MODE

USING INDEXED ADDRESSING
AND CREATE RESERVATION

FORMS
lwarx

rD,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.
Ox1f
0

1

2

3 4

D
5

6

7

A

. B

Ox14

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

if rA

r0 then b t- 0
t- rA
EA t- b + rB
RESERVE t- 1
RE SERVE_A DDR t- f unc(EA)
rD t- MEM( EA,4 )

e1se

~

b

DESCRIPTION

The lw arx (load word and reserve indexed) instruction loads The word in memory
addressed by EA into destination register rD. The effective address (EA) is the sum
(rAIO) + rB. The lw arx instruction can be used to perform atomic memory accesses.
This instruction creates a reservation for use by a store word conditional instruction.
The physical address computed from the EA is associated with the reservation, and
replaces any address previously associated with the reservation. Reservations are
discussed in Chapter 6, "The PowerPC Instruction Set."
The EA must be a multiple of 4. If it is not, the alignment exception handler will
be invoked if the load crosses a page boundary, or the results will be boundedly
undefined.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None

,;;instruction Set Reference
INTEGER UNIT

lwaux

620

LOAD REGISTER WITH WORD

USER MODE

USING INDEXED ADDRESSING,
SIGN EXTEND, AND UPDATE

FORMS
lwaux

EA

rD,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
D

Ox1f
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

A

B

Ox175

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

EA f- rA + rB
rD f- EXTS(M EM(EA ,4))
rA +-- EA
DESCRIPTION

The lw aux (load word algebraic with update indexed) instruction is defined for 64bit PowerPC implementations only. Using it on a 32-bit implementation will cause
the system illegal instruction error handler to be invoked.
The word in memory addressed by EA is loaded into the low-order bits of rD.
The contents of the high-order 32 bits of rD are filled with a copy of bit 0 of the
loaded word. The effective address (EA) is the sum rA + rB. The EA is placed into
rA. If rA = rO, or rA = rD, the instruction is invalid.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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INTEGER UNIT

lwax

620

LOAD REGISTER WITH WORD

USER MODE

USING INDEXED ADDRESSING
AND SIGN EXTEND

FORMS
!wax

rD,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.
Ox1f

D

A

B

Ox155

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA = r0 then b ;.- 0
el se b ;.- rA
EA ;.- b + r B
rD ;.- EX TS( MEM ( EA,4))

DESCRIPTION

The lw ax (load word algebraic indexed) instruction loads the word in memory
addressed by EA into the low-order bits of rD. The contents of the high-order 32
bits of rD are filled with a copy of bit 0 of the loaded word. The effective address
(EA) is the sum (rAIO) + rB.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None

Instruction Set Reference

lwbrx

INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

LOAD REGISTER WITH BYTE·

USER MODE

REVERSED WORD USING
INDEXED ADDRESSING

FORMS
lwbrx

rD,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

D

Ox1f
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

PSEUDO CODE
i f rA = r0 then b
el se b t- rA

7

t-

A

B

Ox216

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

0

EA t- b + rB
rD t- MEM( EA+3, l ) I I MEM( EA+2,l ) I I MEM( EA+l,l l I I MEM( EA,ll
DESCRIPTION

The lwbrx (load word byte-reverse indexed) instruction loads a word from memory
and byte-reverses the value before storing the result into destination register rD. The
effective address (EA) is the sum (rAIO) + rB.
On 32-bit implementations, bits 0-7 of the word in memory addressed by EA
are loaded into rD[24-31]. Bits 8-15 of the word in memory are loaded into rD[1623]. Bits 16-23 of the word in memory addressed by EA are loaded into rD[8-15].
Bits 24-31 of the word in memory addressed by EA are loaded into rD[0-7].
On 64-bit implementations, bits 0-7 of the half-word in memory addressed by
EA are loaded into rD[56-63]; bits 8-15 of the half-word in memory are loaded
into rD[48-55]. Bits 16-23 of the word in memory addressed by EA are loaded into
rD[40-47]. Bits 24-31 of the word in memory addressed by EA are loaded into
rD[32-39]. The remaining higher-order 32 bits of rD are cleared to 0.
The PowerPC architecture cautions programmers that some implementations
may run this instruction with greater latency (perhaps much greater) than a
sequence of individual load/store instructions that produce the same results.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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INTEGER UNIT

lwz

601/603/604/620

LOAD REGISTER WITH WORD

USER MODE

AND ZERO EXTEND

FORMS
lwz

rD,d(rA)

BIT DEFINITION

0

1

2

3

A

D

Ox20
4

5

6

7

8

d

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA = r0 then b f- 0
else b f- rA
EA f- b + EXTS(d)
rD f- MEM(EA,4)
DESCRIPTION

The lwz (load word and zero) instruction load a word from memory addressed by
the EA into destination register rD. The effective address (EA) is the sum (rAIO) + d,
where dis a 16-bit signed value that is sign-extended to 32 bits (64 bits on 64-bit
implementations). On 64-bit implementations, the high-order 32 bits of rD are
cleared to 0.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
EXAMPLE
templ = 0;
temp2 = templ ;

II t empl and temp2 are globa l ly def i ned unsigned

Assumes:
r3 = contains address of temp l
r5 = contains address of temp2
li
stb
l bz
stb

r4,
r4,
r3 ,
r3 ,

0

0(r3)
0(r3)
0(r5)

load r4 with i mmed i ate zero
store 0 to temp l
get byte value f rom temp l
store byte fro m r3 i nt o temp2

erPC Instruction Set Reference
INTEGER UNIT

lwzu

601/603/604/620

LOAD REGISTER WITH WORD,

USER MODE

ZERO EXTEND, AND
UPDATE

FORMS
lwzu

EA

rD,d(rA)

BIT DEFINITION
PSEUDO CODE
EA f- rA + EXTS(d)
r D f- MEM ( EA, 4)
r A f- EA
Ox21
0

1

2

3

D
4

5

6

7

A

d

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

DESCRIPTION

The lwzu (load word and zero with update) instruction loads a word from memory
addressed by the EA into destination register rD. The effective address (EA) is the
sum (rAIO) + d, where dis a 16-bit signed value that is sign-extended to 32 bits (64
bits on 64-bit implementations). The EA is placed into rA. On 64-bit implementations, the high-order 32 bits of rD are cleared to 0. The PowerPC architecture
defines load with update instructions with operand rA = rO or rA = rD as invalid
forms.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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INTEGER UNIT

lwzux

601/603/604/620

LOAD REGISTER WITH WORD

USER MODE

USING INDEXED ADDRESSING,
ZERO EXTEND, AND UPDATE

FORMS
lwzux

EA

rD,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4

D
5

6

7

A

B

Ox37

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO (ODE
EA
rD
rA

fff-

rA + rB
MEM(EA,4)
EA

DESCRIPTION

The lwzux {load word and zero with update indexed) instruction loads a word from
memory addressed by the EA into destination register rD. The effective address (EA)
is the sum rA + rB. The EA is placed into rA. On 64-bit implementations, the highorder 32 bits of rD are cleared to 0. The PowerPC architecture defines load with
update instructions with operand rA = rO or rA = rD as invalid forms.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None

PC Instruction Set Reference
INTEGER UNIT

lwzx

601/603/604/620

LOAD REGISTER WITH WORD

USER MODE

USING INDEXED ADDRESSING
AND ZERO EXTEND

FORMS
lwzx

rD,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

D

Ox1f
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

A

B

Ox17

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA = r0 then b f- 0
else bf- rA
EA f- b + rB
rD f- MEM(EA ,4)
DESCRIPTION

The lwzx (load word and zero indexed) instruction load a word from memory
addressed by the EA into destination register rD. The effective address (EA) is the
sum (rAIO) + rB. On 64-bit implementations, the high-order 32 bits of rD are
cleared to 0.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None

531
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INTEGER UNIT

mcrf

601/603/604/620

COPY CONDITION

USER MODE

REGISTER FIELD

FORMS
mcrf

crfD,crfS

BIT DEFINITION
Res.
Ox13

crfD

I 00 I

crfS

Res.

Reserved

I 00 I

00000

Res.

IO O

O O O O

o

I I

0 O O O

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
CR [4*c rfD - 4*c rf0+3J

~

CR [4*crfS - 4*crfS+3J

DESCRIPTION

The mcrf (move condition register field) instruction copies the contents of condition
register field crfS into condition register field crfD. All other condition register fields
remain unchanged.
Note that if the link bit (bit 31) is set for this instruction, the PowerPC architecture considers the instruction to be of an invalid form. Use of invalid instruction
forms is not recommended. This description is provided for informational purposes
only.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CR[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (CR field specified by operand crfD)

C Instruction Set Reference
FLOATING-POINT UNIT

mcrfs

601/603/604/620

MOVE FROM

USER MODE

FPSCR

TO

CONDITION REGISTER

FORMS
mcrfs

crfD,crfS

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

Ox3f
0

1

2

3 4

I 00 I

crfD
5

6

7

PSEUDO CODE
CR [4*cr fD - 4*cr fD+3J

crfS

Res.

Reserved

I 00 I

00000

Res.

Ox40

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

t-

CR[4*c rfS - 4*c rf 5+3J

DESCRIPTION

The mcrfs (move to condition register from FPSCR) instruction copies the contents
of FPSCR field crfS into condition register field crfD. All exception bits copied are
reset to zero in the FPSCR.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

•
•
•
•
•
•

CR [FX,FEX,VX,OX] (CR field specified by operand crfD)
FX, OX (if crfS =0)
UX,ZX,XX,VXSNAN (if crfS = 1)
VXISI,VXIDI,VXZDZ,VXIMZ (if crfS = 2)
VXVC (if crfS = 3)
VXSOFT,VXSQRT,VXCVI (if crfS = 5)
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INTEGER UNIT

mcrxr
MOVE FROM

601/603/604/620

XER TO

USER MODE

CONDITION REGISTER

FORMS
mcrfs

crfD

BIT DEFINITION
Ox1f
0

1

2

3 4

crfD
5 6

7

Res.

Reserved

Reserved

I 00 I

00000

00000

Res.
Ox200

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
CR[4*crfD - 4*cr f0+3] +- XER[0-3]
XER[0-3] +- 0b0000
DESCRIPTION

The mcrxr (move to condition register from XER) instruction copies the contents of
XER[0-3] into the condition register field designated by crfD. All other fields of the
condition register remain unchanged. XER[0-3] is cleared to zero.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

• CR[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (CR field specified by operand crfD)
• XER[0-3]

Jnstruction ·Set Reference
INTEGER UNIT

mfcr

601/603/604/620

MOVE FROM CONDITION

USER MODE

REGISTER TO GENERAL
PURPOSE REGISTER

FORMS
mcrfs

rD

BIT DEFINITION
D

Ox1f
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Reserved

Reserved

00000

00000

Res.

Ox13

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rD

~

CR

DESCRIPTION

The mfcr (move from condition register) instruction places the contents of the
condition register into destination register rD.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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FLOATING-POINT UNIT

mffsx
MOVE FROM

FPSCR

601/603/604/620

TO

USER MODE

FLOATING-POINT REGISTER

FORMS
Re

frD
frD

rnffs
rnffs.

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Ox3f
0

1

2

3

frD
4

5

6

7

8

Reserved

Reserved

00000

00000

Ox247

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

DESCRIPTION

The mffs (move from FPSCR) instruction places the contents of FPSCR into bits
frD[32-63]. Bits frD[0-31] are undefined.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

• CR(CRl field)
• [LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)

Instruction Set Reference
INTEGER UNIT

mfmsr

601/603/604/620

MOVE FROM MACHINE STATE

SUPERVISOR MODE

REGISTER TO GENERAL
PURPOSE REGISTER

FORMS
mfmsr

rD

BIT DEFINITION
Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4

D
5

6

7

Reserved

Reserved

00000

00000

Res.

Ox53

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rD

f-

MSR

DESCRIPTION

The mfmsr (move from MSR) instruction places the contents of MSR into destination
register rD.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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INTEGER UNIT

mfspr

601/603/604/620

MOVE FROM SPECIAL

USER MODE, SUPERVISOR

PURPOSE REGISTER TO

MODE DEPENDING ON

GENERAL PURPOSE REGISTER

FORMS
mfspr

rD,SPR

SIMPLIFIED
mfxer
mflr
mfctr

MNEMONICS
rD
mfspr
rD
mfspr
rD
mfspr

USAGE {SEE TABLE)

rD,1
rD,8
rD,9

Chapter 6, "The PowerPC Instruction Set," contains a complete listing of the simplified mnemonics for moving from/to each of the special-purpose registers.
BIT DEFINITION
Res.

Ox1f
0

1

2

3 4

D
5

6

7

SPA

Ox153

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
n f- SPR[5 -9 J I I SPR [0-4 J
rD f- SPR(n)
DESCRIPTION

The mfspr (move from SPR) instruction places the contents of the designated specialpurpose register into destination register rD. The SPR field denotes a special-purpose
register, encoded as shown in Table A-3. If the SPR field contains any value other
than one of the values shown in Table A-3 (for a particular implementation), then
one of the following will occur:
• The system illegal instruction error handler is invoked.
• The system supervisor-level instruction error handler is invoked.
• The results are boundedly undefined within the target register.
SPR = 1 if and only if reading the register is supervisor-level. Execution of this
instruction specifying a defined and supervisor-level register when MSR[PR] = 1 will
result in a supervisor-level instruction exception.
If MSR[PR] = 1 then the only effect of executing an instruction with an SPR
number that is not shown in the following table and has SPR[O] = 1 is to cause a
supervisor-level instruction type program exception or an illegal instruction type
program exception. For all other cases, MSR[PR] = 0 or SPR[O] = 0, if the SPR field
contains any value that is not shown in Table A-3, then either an illegal instruction
type program exception occurs or the results are boundedly undefined.

Ntruction Set Reference

See Table A-3 for mfspr encoding details.
Note that for mtspr and mfspr instructions, the SPR number coded in assembly
language does not appear directly as a 10-bit binary number in the instruction. The
number coded is split into two 5-bit halves that are reversed in the instruction, with
the high-order 5 bits appearing in bits 16- 20 of the instruction and the low-order
bits appearing in bits 11-15. See the example below for further details.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
Table A·3
SPR Encodings for mfspr Instruction .
SPR Register ER Value
Register
Name

Decimal I
Hex

sprf5-9} spr[0-4]

Implementation Access Type

MQ

0 I OxO
1 I Oxl
4 I Ox4
5 I Ox5
61 Ox6
8 / Ox8
91 Ox9
18/0x12
19 / Ox13
221 Ox16
251 Ox19
26 I Oxla
27 I Oxlb
272/Oxl10
273IOxl11
274 / Ox112
2751 Oxl13
282 / Oxlla
287 I Oxl lf
528 / Ox210
5291 Ox211
530 I Ox2l2

00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
01000
01000
01000
01000
01000
01000
10000
10000
10000

601
601,603,604
601
601
601
601,603,604
601,603,604
601,603,604
601,603,604
601,603,604
601,603,604
601,603,604
601,603,604
601,603,604
601,603,604
601,603,604
601,603,604
601,603,604
601,603,604
601,603,604
601,603,604
601,603,604

XER
RTCU
RTCL
DEC
LR
CTR
DSISR
DAR
DEC
SDRl
SRRO
SRRl
SPRGO
SPRGl
SPRG2
SPRG3
EAR
PVR
IBATOU
IBATOL
IBATlU

00000
00001
00100
00101
00110
01000
01001
10010
10011
10110
11001
11010
11011
10000
10001
10010
10011
11010
11111
10000
10001
10010

User
User
User
User
User
User
User
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
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Table A·3
SPR Encodings for mfspr Instruction (Continued)
SPR Register ER Value
Register
Name

Decimal /
Hex

spr[S-9} spr[0-4]

IBATlL
IBAT2U
IBAT2L
IBAT3U
IBAT3L
DBATOU
DBATOL
DBATlU
DBATlL
DBAT2U
DBAT2L
DBAT3U
DBAT3L
DMISS
DCMP
HASHl
HASH2
IMISS
ICMP
RPA
HIDO
IABR (HID2)
DABR (HID5)
PIR (HID15)

531 I Ox213
532 I Ox214
533 I Ox215
534 I Ox216
535 I Ox217
536/0x218
537 I Ox219
538 I Ox21a
539 I Ox21b
540 I Ox21c
541/0x21d
542 I Ox21e
543 I Ox21f
976 I Ox3d0
977 I Ox3dl
978 I Ox3d2
979 I Ox3d3
980 I Ox3d4
981 I Ox3d5
982 I Ox3d6
1008 I Ox3£0
1010 I Ox3f2
1013 I Ox3£5
1023 I Ox3ff

10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
11110
11110
11110
11110
11110
11110
11110
11111
11111
11111
11111

10011
10100
10101
10110
10111
11000
11001
11010
11011
11100
11101
11110
11111
10000
10001
10010
10011
10100
10101
10110
10000
10010
10101
11111

Implementation Access Type
601,603,604
601,603,604
601,603,604
601,603,604
601,603,604
603,604
603,604
603,604
603,604
603,604
603,604
603,604
603,604
603
603
603
603
603
603
603
Imp. specific
Imp. specific
Imp. specific
Imp. specific

Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor

ruction Set Reference
INTEGER UNIT

mfsr

601/603/604

MOVE FROM SEGMENT

SUPERVISOR

REGISTER TO GENERAL

MODE

PURPOSE REGISTER

FORMS
mfsr

rD,SR

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4

D
5

6 7

Reserved

00000

Res.

Ox253

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

rD

~

SEGREG(S RJ

DESCRIPTION

The mfsr (move from segment register) instruction places the contents of segment
register SR into destination register rD. This instruction is defined only for 32-bit
implementations; using it on a 64-bit implementation causes an illegal instruction
type program exception. Note that 64-bit implementations use the ASR and a
memory-based table of segment descriptors instead of segment registers.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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INTEGER UNIT

mfsrin

601/603/604/620

MOVE FROM SEGMENT REGISTER

SUPERVISOR MODE

TO GENERAL PURPOSE REGISTER
USING INDIRECT ADDRESSING

FORMS
mfsrin

rD,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved

Ox1f

D

00000

Res.

B

Ox293

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

rD

t-

SEGREG (rB (0 -3Jl

DESCRIPTION

The mfsrin (move from segment register indirect) instruction places the contents of
segment register SR into destination register rD. The mfsrin instruction is defined
only for 32-bit implementations; using it on a 64-bit implementation causes an illegal instruction type program exception. Note that 64-bit implementations use the
ASR and a memory-based table of segment descriptors instead of segment registers.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None

ion Set Reference

mftb

INTEGER UNIT

603/604/620

MOVE FROM TIME BASE

USER MODE

REGISTER TO GENERAL
PURPOSE REGISTER

FORMS
mftb

rD,TBR

SIMPLIFIED MNEMONICS
mftb
rD
mftb rD,268
mftbu
rD
mftb rD,269
BIT DEFINITION
Res.
Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4

D
5

6

7

8

tbr

Ox173

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if CTBR = 268)
i f (64-bit implementation)
rD (-- TB
else rO (-- TBR[lower]
else if CTBR = 269)
if (64 -bit implementation)
rD (-- 32(0) I I TBR[upper]
else rO (-- TBR[upper]
else invoke system illegal in struct i on err or ha ndler
DESCRIPTION

The mftb (move from time base register) instruction places the contents of the time
base register into destination register rD. TBL (time base lower) is defined as SPR
268. TBU (time base upper) is defined as SPR 269.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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INTEGER UNIT

mrx

601/603/604/620

MOVE REGISTER

FORMS
mr
mr.

USER MODE

rA,rS
rA,rS

or
or.

-

-

rA,rS,rS
rA,rS,rS

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4

5 6

7

A

B

Ox1bc

IRel

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rA f- rS
DESCRIPTION

The mr (move register) instruction places the contents of rS into rA. The simplified
mr instruction is provided to convey the idea that no computation is being performed, but merely data movement (from one general-purpose register to another) .
This instruction is a simplified form of the o r instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,50] (if Re= 1)
EXAMPLE
(l ongA < lon gB)
l ongA = l ongB ;

II both ar e globa ll y dec l ared longs

if

Assumes :
r3 = l ongA, 32-b i t value
r4 = l ong B
cmpwi
bgt
mr
Aro un d:

r3 , r4
Aroun d
r3 , r4

l ongA greater t han longB?
yes , jump around assi gnment
place contents of r4 into r3
execution continues as normal

uction Set Reference
INTEGER UNIT

mtcr

601/603/604/620

MOVE FROM REGISTER TO

USER MODE

FORMS
mtcr

CONDITION REGISTER

rS

mtcrf

Oxff, rS

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

s

Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4

5 6

7

Res.
CRM

Res.

Ox90

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

DESCRIPTION

The mtcr (move to condition register) instruction moves the contents of rS into the
condition register. This instruction is a simplified form of the mtcrf instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

All CR fields.
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INTEGER UNIT

mtcrf

601 /603/604/620

MOVE FROM REGISTER TO

USER MODE

CONDITION REGISTER FIELDS

FORMS
mtcrf

CRM,rS

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1f
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Res.

Res.

Res.
CRM

Ox90

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
mask f- ( 4) ( CRM [0] ) 11 ( 4)( CRM [l] ) 11 ... ( 4) ( CRM [ 7])
CR f- (r5 [32-63] &mask) I (CR &NOT mask)
DESCRIPTION

The mtcrf (move to condition register field) places the contents of rS into the condition register under control of the field mask specified by CRM. The field mask identifies the 4-bit fields affected. Let i be an integer in the range 0 - 7. If CRM(i) = 1,
CR Field i (CR bits 4'' i through 4 *i+3) is set to the contents of the corresponding
field of the rS.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CR fields selected by mask.

trvction Set Reference
INTEGER UNIT

mtfsbOx

601/603/604/620

CLEAR

USER MODE

BIT OF

FPSCR

FORMS
Re

crbD
crbD

mtfsbO
mtfsbO .

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Ox3f
0

1

2

3 4

crbD
5

6

7

Reserved

Reserved

00000

00000

Res.
Ox46

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

FPSCR[crbD ] = 0
DESCRIPTION

The mtfsbO (move to FPSCR bit 0) instruction clears bit crbD of the FPSCR to zero.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

• CR(CRl Field)[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
• FPSCR bit crbD
Note: Bits 1 and 2 (FEX and VX) cannot be explicitly cleared.
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INTEGER UNIT

mtfsblx
SET

BIT OF

601/603/604/620

FPSCR

USER MODE

FORMS
mtfsbl
mtfsbl.

Re
0
1

crbD
crbD

BIT DEFINITION
Ox3f
0

1

2

crbD

3 4

5

6

7

8

Reserved

Reserved

00000

00000

Res.

Ox26

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

FPSCR [crbDJ

=

1

DESCRIPTION

The mtfsb l (move to FPSCR bit 1) instruction sets bit crbD of the FPSCR to one.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

a CR(CR1 Field)[FX,FEX,VX,OX] (if Re= 1)
a FPSCR bit crbD and FX

Note: Bits 1 and 2 (FEX and VX) cannot be explicitly set.

Set Reference

mtfsfx

INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

MOVE FROM FLOATING-POINT

USER MODE

REGISTER TO

FPSCR

FIELDS

FORMS

Re
mtfsf
mtfsf.

FM,frB
FM,frB

0
0

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

Res.

FM

Ox3f
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

B

Ox2c7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

DESCRIPTION

The mtfsf (move to FPSCR fields) instruction places bits 32-63 of register frB into
the FPSCR under control of the field mask specified by FM. The field mask identifies the 4-bit fields affected. Let i be an integer in the range 0-7. If FM(i) = 1, FPSCR
Field i (FPSCR bits 4*i through 4*i+3) is set to the contents of the corresponding
field of the low-order 32 bits of register frB. Updating fewer than all eight fields of
the FPSCR may cause substantially poorer performance on some
implementations than updating all the fields.
When FPSCR[0-3] is specified, bits 0 (FX) and 3(0X) are set to the values of
frB[32] and frB[35] (that is even if this instruction causes OX to change from 0 to 1,
FX is set from frB[32] and not by the usual rule that FX is set to 1 when an exception bit changes from 0 to 1). Bits 1 and 2 (FEX and VX) are set according to the
usual rule and not from frB[33-34].
REGISTERS AFFECTED

a CR(CR1 Field)[FX,FEX,VX,OX] (if Rc=l)
a FPSCR: FPSCR fields selected by mask.
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INTEGER UNIT

mtfsfix

601/603/604/620

MOVE IMMEDIATE
TO

FPSCR

USER MODE

FIELD

FORMS
Re

mtfsfi
mtfsfi.

crfD,IMM
crfD,IMM

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Ox3f
0

1 2

3 4

crfD
5 6

7

Res.

Reserved

I 00 I

00000

Res.

Ox86

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

DESCRIPTION

The mtfsfi (move to FPSCR field immediate) instruction places the value IMM into
FPSCR field crfD. When FPSCR[0-3] is specified, bits 0 (FPSCR[FX]) and 3
(FPSCR[OX]) are set to the values of IMM[O] and IMM[3] (that is even if this
instruction causes OX to change from 0 to 1, FX is set from IMM[O] and not by the
usual rule that FPSCR[FX] is set to 1 when an exception bit changes from 0 to 1).
Bits 1 and 2 (FPSCR[FEX and VX]) are set according to the rules defined in Chapter
3, "Of Eggs and Endians," and not from IMM[l-2].
REGISTERS AFFECTED

• CR(CR1 Field)[FX,FEX,VX,OX] (if Rc=l)
• FPSCR field crfD

c:tion Set Reference
INTEGER UNIT

mtmsr

601/603/604/620

MOVE FROM REGISTER TO

USER MODE

FORMS
mtmsr

MACHINE STATE REGISTER

rS

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4

5

6

7

Reserved

Reserved

00000

00000

Res.

Ox92

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
MSR

f-

rS

DESCRIPTION
The mtmsr (move from MSR) instruction places the contents of rS into the MSR.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

MSR[All Bits]
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INTEGER UNIT

mtspr

601/603/604/620

MOVE FROM REGISTER TO

SUPERVISOR MODE

SPECIAL PURPOSE REGISTER

FORMS
rntspr

SPR,rS

SIMPLIFIED MNEMONICS
rntxer
rntlr
rntctr

rD
rD
rD

-

rntspr l,rD
rntspr 8,rD
rntspr 9,rD

Chapter 6, "The PowerPC Instruction Set," contains a complete listing of the simplified mnemonics for moving from/to each of the special-purpose registers.
BIT DEFINITION
Res.

s

Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4

5 6

7

SPA

Ox1d3

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

n f- SPR[5-9 J I I SP R[0-4 J
SP R(n) f- rS [0-31]
DESCRIPTION

The mtspr (move to special purpose register) instruction places the contents of rS into
the designated special-purpose register. The SPR field denotes a special-purpose
register, encoded as shown in the table that accompanies the definition of the mfspr
instruction.
The value of SPR[O] is 1 if and only if reading the register is at the supervisor
level. Execution of this instruction specifying a supervisor-level register when
MSR[PR] = 1 will result in a supervisor-level instruction exception. For an invalid
instruction form in which SPR[O] = 1, if MSR[PR] = 1 a supervisor-level type
program exception will occur instead of a no-op.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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INTEGER UNIT

mtsr

601/603/604

MOVE FROM REGISTER TO

SUPERVISOR MODE

FORMS
mtsr

ms.truction Set Reference

SEGMENT REGISTER

SR,rS

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

s

Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4

5

6

7

Reserved

00000

Res.

Oxd2

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
SEGR EG( SR) <-- rS

DESCRIPTION

The mtsr (move to segment register) instruction places the contents of rS into
segment register SR.
This instruction is defined only for 32-bit implementations; using it on a 64-bit
implementation causes an illegal instruction type program exception. Note that 64bit implementations use the ASR and a memory-based table of segment descriptors
instead of segment registers.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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mtsr1n

INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

MOVE FROM REGISTER TO

SUPERVISOR MODE

SEGMENT REGISTER USING
INDIRECT ADDRESSING

FORMS
rntsrin

rS,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved

s

Ox1f
0

1

2

3

4

5

PSEUDO CODE
SEG RE G(rB[0-3]l

6

f--

7

8

00000

Res.

B

Oxf2

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

rS

DESCRIPTION

The mtsrin (move to segment register indirect) instruction copies the contents of rS to
the segment register selected by bits 0-3 of rB.
This instruction is defined only for 32-bit implementations; using it on a 64-bit
implementation causes an illegal instruction type program exception. Note that
64-bit implementations use the ASR and a memory-based table of segment
descriptors instead of segment registers.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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llostruction Set Reference

mulhdx

INTEGER UNIT

620

MULTIPLY REGISTERS

USER MODE

KEEPING HIGH-ORDER
PORTION OF RESULT

FORMS
mulhd
mulhd.

Re
0
1

rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

Ox1f

D

A

B

Ox49

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
prod[0- 127 ] f- rA * rB
rD f- prod[0-63]
DESCRIPTION

The mulhd (multiply high doubleword) instruction multiplies rA by rB and places the
high-order 64 bits of the 128-bit product into destination register rD. Both the
operands and the product are interpreted as signed integers. This instruction may
execute faster on some implementations if rB contains the operand having the
smaller absolute value.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
Note: The setting of CRO bits LT, GT, and EQ is mode-dependent, and reflects overflow of the 64-bit result.
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mulhdux

INTEGER UNIT

620

MULTIPLY REGISTERS AS

USER MODE

UNSIGNED KEEPING HIGH·
ORDER PORTION OF RESULT

FORMS
mulhdu
mulhdu.

Re
0
1

rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

Ox1f
0

1

2

3

A

D
4

5

6

7

8

B

Ox09

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
prod [©-127 ] t- rA * rB
rD f- prod[© -63]
DESCRIPTION

The mulhdu (multiply high doubleword unsigned) instruction multiplies rA by rB and
places the high-order 64-bits of the 128-bit product into destination register rD.
Both the operands and the product are interpreted as unsigned integers, except that
if Re = 1 the first 3 bits of CRO Field are set by signed comparison of the result to
zero. This instruction may execute faster on some implementations if rB contains the
op~and having the smaller absolute value.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
Note: The setting of CRO bits LT, GT, and EQ is mode-dependent, and reflects
overflow of the 64-bit result.
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:klstruction Set Reference

INTEGER UNIT

mulhwx

601/603/604/620

MULTIPLY REGISTERS

USER MODE

KEEPING HIGH-ORDER
PORTION OF RESULT

FORMS

Re
rnulhw
rnulhw.

rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

Ox1f
0

1

2

3 4

A

D
5

6

7

B

Ox4b

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
prod[0-63 ] t- rA[32 -63 ]
r0[32-63] t- prod [0-31]
r0[0-31] t- undef i ned

* rB[32 -63]

DESCRIPTION

The mulhw (multiply high word) instruction multiplies rA by rB and places the result
into destination register rD. The contents of rA and rB are interpreted as 32-bit
signed integers. They are multiplied to form a 64-bit signed integer product. The
high-order 32 bits of the 64-bit product are placed into destination register rD.
If the smaller absolute value of the two multipliers is placed in rB, the instruction may complete execution quicker. See Chapter 7, "The Sublime Art of
Instruction Timing, " for additional information about instruction performance.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
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INTEGER UNIT

mulhwux

601/603/604/620

MULTIPLY REGISTERS AS

USER MODE

UNSIGNED KEEPING HIGH·
ORDER PORTION OF RESULT

FORMS

Re
mulhwu
mulhwu.

rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4 5 6

D
7

A

B

Oxb

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
prod [0-63J f-- rA [32 -63J * rB [32-63 J
r0[ 32-63J f-- prod[ 0-31 J
r0[ 0-31J f-- undef i ned
DESCRIPTION

The mulhwu (multiply high word unsigned) instruction multiplies rA by rB and
places the result into destination register rD. The contents of rA and of rB are
extracted and interpreted as 32-bit unsigned integers. They are multiplied to form a
64-bit unsigned integer product. The high-order 32 bits of the 64-bit product are
placed into destination register rD.
If the smaller absolute value of the two multipliers is placed in rB, the instruction may complete execution quicker. See Chapter 7, "The Sublime Art of
Instruction Timing," for additional information about instruction performance. The
instruction causes the contents of the MQ to become undefined.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)

C Instruction Set Reference

5 59

mulldx

INTEGER UNIT

620

MULTIPLY DOUBLEWORD

USER MODE

REGISTERS

FORMS

OE Re
mulld
mulld.
mulldo
mulldo.

0 0
0 1

rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB

1 0
1 1

BIT DEFINITION

\

Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4

D
5

6

7

A

B

Oxe9

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
prod[0-127] ~ rA * rB
rD ~ prod[64 - 127J

DESCRIPTION

The mulld (multiply doubleword) instruction multiplies rA by rB. The low-order
64-bits of the 128-bit product is placed into destination register rD.
Both the operands and the product are interpreted as signed integers. The loworder 64 bits of the product are independent of whether the operands are regarded
as signed or unsigned 64-bit integers. If OE= 1, then CV is set if the product cannot
be represented in 64 bits. This instruction may execute faster on some
implementations if rB contains the operand having the smaller absolute value.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

a CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
Note: CRO Field may not reflect the "true" (infinitely precise) result if overflow
occurs (see XER below).
a XER[SO,OV] (if OE= 1)
Note: The setting of the affected bits in the XER is mode-dependent, and
reflects overflow of the 64-bit result.
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INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

MULTIPLY REGISTER

USER MODE

AND IMMEDIATE

FORMS
mulli

rD,rA,SIMM

BIT DEFINITION
Ox07

D

A

SIMM

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
prod [0-48 ] (--- rA * SIMM
rD (--- prod [16-48 J
DESCRIPTION

The mulli (multiply low word immediate) instruction multiplies a rA by a 16-bit
signed value, and places the low-order 32 bits of the 48-bit product into destination
register rD. The low-order bits of the 32-bit product are independent of whether the
operands are treated as signed or unsigned integers.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
EXAMPLE
tmp_l ong *= 10:

II glo bal uns i gned l ong

Ass umes:
r3 = contains address of tmp_long
l wz
mull i
stw

r4 , 0(r3)
r4, r4 , 10
r4, 0(r3)

get valu e at address
per form mul t i ply l ow immed.
st or e ba ck low-o rd er 32-b its of re sult

erPC Instruction Set Reference
INTEGER UNIT

mullwx

601/603/604/620

MULTIPLY REGISTERS

USER MODE

FORMS
mullw
mullw.
mullwo
mullwo.

rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB

OE

Re

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

BIT DEFINITION
D

Ox1 f
0

1 2

3 4

5 6

7

A

B

Oxeb

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rD t- rA[32-63J * rB[32-63J
DESCRIPTION

The mullw (multiply low word) instruction multiplies rA with rB and places the loworder 32 bits of the 64-bit product into destination register rD. The low-order bits
of the 32-bit product are independent of whether the operands are treated as signed
or unsigned integers. However, OV is set based on the result interpreted as a signed
integer.
If the smaller absolute value of the two multipliers is placed in rB, the instruction may complete execution quicker. See Chapter 7, "The Sublime Art of
Instruction Timing," for additional information about instruction performance.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

a CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
a XER[SO,OV] (if OE = 1)
EXAMPLE
l ongl *= charl:

II both are globally declared unsigned values

Assumes:
r3 = contains address of char l
r4 = contains address of longl
lbz
lwz
mul lw
stw

r3,
r5,
r5,
r5,

0Cr3l
0Cr4l
r5, r3
0Cr4)

get byte from address of charl
get word from address of longl
perform multiply
store back results
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INTEGER UNIT

nandx
AND

601/603/604/620

TWO REGISTERS AND

USER MODE

COMPLEMENT RESULT

FORMS

Re
nand
nand.

rA,rS,rB
rA,rS,rB

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Ox1f

s

A

B

Ox1dc

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

rA <-- NOT (rS & rBl
DESCRIPTION

The nand (not and) instruction performs a bitwise AND of rS with rB, takes the
one's complement of the value, and places the final result into rA.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)

c,ion Set Reference
INTEGER UNIT

negx

601/603/604/620

NEGATE (TWO'S

USER MODE

COMPLEMENT) REGISTER

FORMS
neg
neg.
nego
nego.

rD,rA
rD,rA
rD,rA
rD,rA

OE

Re

0
0
1

0
1
0

1

1

BIT DEFINITION
Res.
D

Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4

5

6 7

A

Ox68

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rD ~ NOT(rA) + 1
DESCRIPTION
The neg instruction negates rA by forming the two's complement, the sum of

NOT(rA) and one, and places the result into destination register rD. If rA contains
the most negative 32-bit number, the low-order 32 bits of the result contain the most
negative 32-bit number and, if OE= 1, OV is set.
On 32-bit implementations, the most negative number is Ox80000000; on
64-bit implementations, the most negative number is Ox8000000000000000.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

a CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
a XER[SO, OV] (if OE= 1)
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INTEGER UNIT

nop
No

601/603/604/620

OPERATION

FORMS
nop

USER MODE

ori rO,r0,0

BIT DEFINITION
Ox18
0

1

2

3

00000
4

5

6

7

8

00000

oxoooo

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA = r0 then rD f- rA + EXTS(SIMM I I (16)0)
else rD f- rA + (SIMM 11 . (16)0)

DESCRIPTION

The nop (no operation) instruction does not perform any logical, arithmetic, or
memory operation. The nop instruction is used to assist in instruction scheduling
and does not alter the state of any registers. This instruction is a simplified form of
the ori instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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n Set Reference

norx

601/603/604/620

OR REGISTERS AND

USER MODE

COMPLEMENT

FORMS
nor
nor.

Re
0

rA,rS,rB
rA,rS,rB

1

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4

5 6

7

A

B

Ox?c

'Rel

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rA ~ NOT(rS I rB)
DESCRIPTION

The nor instruction performs a bitwise OR of rS with rB and places the one's complement of the result into destination register rA. Note that when rS = rB, the
resulting value is the one's complement of rS.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
EXAMPLE
l ongl = -charl;

II both are globally declared unsigned values

Assumes:
r3 = contains va lue of charl
r4 = contains address of longl
lbz
nor
stw

r3,
r3,
r3.

0(r3)
r3. r3
0(r4)

get byte from addre ss
perform on e's complement
sto re result
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INTEGER

notx

UNrr

601/603/604/620

ONE'S COMPLEMENT OF

USER MODE

REGISTER

FORMS

Re
not
not.

rA,rS
rA,rS

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Ox1f

s

A

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 111213141516

s
17181920~

Ox7c
22

IRcl

232425262728~ ~ ~

PSEUDO CODE
rA

f-

NOT(rSl

DESCRIPTION

The not (NOT) instruction calculates the one's complement of rS and places the
result into destination register rA. The not instruction is a simplified form of the nor
instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)

c.~"''!
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INTEGER UNIT

.;.

tion Set Reference

orx

601/603/604/620

OR

USER MODE

REGISTERS

FORMS
Re

or
or.

rA,rS,rB
rA,rS,rB

0
1

SIMPLIFIED MNEMONICS
mr rA, rS
or rA,rS,rD
BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1f
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

A

B

Ox1bc

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rA f- rS I rB
DESCRIPTION

The or instruction performs a bitwise OR of rS with rB and places the result into
destination register rA.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
EXAMPLE
i ntl I= 0x12345678;

II globally declared int

Assumes:
r4 = contains address of intl
lwz
addis
addi
or
stw

r3.
r5,
r5,
r3.
r3,

0( r4)
r0, 0x1234
r5, 0x5678
r3. r5
0( r4)

get value from address in r4
load upper part of r5 with value to 'or'
load lower part of r5
perform or operat i on: r3 = r3 I rs
store back results to address in r4
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INTEGER UNIT

orcx

601/603/604/620

OR REGISTER WITH

USER MODE

COMPLEMENTED REGISnR

FORMS

Re
ore
ore.

rA,rS,rB
rA,rS,rB

0
1

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox11
0

1 2

3 4

5 6

7

A

B

Ox19c

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rA f- rs I NOT(rB)
DESCRIPTION

The ore (OR with complement) instruction performs a bitwise OR of rS with the
complement of rB and places the result into destination register rA.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
EXAMPLE
intl I= -int2;

II globally declared integers

Assumes:
r4 = contains address of intl
r5 = contains address of int2
lwz
lwz
ore
stw

r3,
r5,
r3,
r3,

0(r4)
0(r5)
r3, r5
0(r4)

get value from address in r4
get value from address in r5
or and comp lement r3 with r5
store back results to address in r4

uction Set Reference

or1•

INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

OR

USER MODE

FORMS
ori

REGISTER WITH IMMEDIATE

rA,rS,UIMM

SIMPLIFIED MNEMONICS
nop
ori rO,rO,O
BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox18
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

PSEUDO CODE
rA f-- rS I (0x0000

7

II

8

A

UIMM

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

UIMMl

DESCRIPTION
The ori (OR immediate) instruction performs a bitwise OR of rS with a 32-bit

unsigned value and places the result into destination register rA. The 16-bit immediate value, UIMM, is zero-extended to 32 bits before the operation. This instruction
is used to perform the preferred no-op (an instruction that does nothing):
ori r0,r0,0
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
EXAMPLE
intl = int2 I 0x12:

II globally declared integers

Assumes:
r4 = contains address of intl
r5 = contains address of int2
lwz
ori
stw

r3,
r3,
r3,

0(r5)
r3, 0x12
0(r4 )

get value from address in r5
perform immediate or wl 0xl2
store results to intl address
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INTEGER UNIT

or1s
OR

601/603/604/620

SHIFTED IMMEDIATE

USER MODE

WITH REGISTER

FORMS
oris

rA,rS,UIMM

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox19
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

A

UIMM

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

rA +--- rs I (U !MM I I 0x0000l
DESCRIPTION

The oris (OR immediate shifted) instruction performs a bitwise OR of rS with a
32-bit unsigned value and places the result into destination register rA. The 16-bit
immediate value, UIMM, is shifted left 16 bits before the operation.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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rfi

INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

RETURN FROM INTERRUPT

SUPERVISOR MODE

FORMS

rfi
BIT DEFINITION

Ox13

Res.

Res.

Res.

00000

00000

00000

Res.

Ox32
11

0

1 2

3 4 5 6

7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
MSR[1 6-3 1] t-- SRR[l 6-31]
NIA t--iea SRR0[ 0- 29] I I 0b00
DESCRIPTION

The rfi (return from interrupt) instruction is used to return from exception handling
code; rfi restores the contents of the machine state register (MSR) saved upon entry
to the exception handler. Bits 16-31 of SRRl are placed into bits 16-31 of the MSR,
then the next instruction is fetched, under control of the new MSR value, from the
address SRR0[0-29] II ObOO. This instruction is context synchronizing.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

MSR[ All bits]
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ride Ix

INTEGER UNIT

620

ROTATE REGISTER LEFT THEN

USER MODE

CLEAR LEFT WITH MASK

FORMS

rldcl
rldcl.

Re
0
1

rA,rS,rB,MB
rA,rS,rB,MB

SIMPLIFIED MNEMONIC
Rotate Left Doubleword: rotld rA,rS,rB

s

Ox1e
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

A

= rldcl rA,rS,rB,O
B

MB

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

*Note: This is a split field.

BIT DEFINITION
PSEUDO CODE
n

t-

r8[58-63 ]

r

t-

ROTL (rS , n)

m

t- MASK(MB , 63)
rA t- (r&m)

DESCRIPTION

The rldcl (rotate left doubleword then clear left) instruction rotates the contents of rS
left by the number of bits specified by operand in the low-order 6 bits of rB. A mask
is generated having 1 bits from bit MB through bit 63 and 0 bits elsewhere. The
rotated data is ANDed with the generated mask and the result is placed in destination register rA.
Note that the rldcl instruction can be used to extract and rotate bit fields using
the methods shown below:
To extract an n-bit field, that starts at bit position b in register rS, right-justified
into rA (clearing the remaining 64-n bits of rA), set the low-order 6 bits of rB to b+n
and MB = 64-n.
To rotate the contents of a register left by variable n bits, set the low-order 6 bits
of rB ton and MB = 0. (This is equivalent to rotating right 64-n bits.)
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re = 1)

573
INTEGER UNIT

rldcrx

620

ROTATE REGISTER LEFT THEN

USER MODE

CLEAR RIGHT WITH MASK

FORMS

Re
0
1

rider rA,rS,rB,ME
rider. rA,rS,rB,ME

SIMPLIFIED MNEMONICS

See Chapter 6, "The PowerPC Instruction Set," for a detailed list of simplified
mnemomcs.
BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1e
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

A

B

ME

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
n

f-

r B[ 58- 63]

r

+--- ROTL (rS , n)
m +--- MASK( 0,MEJ

r A +- (r& ml

DESCRIPTION

The rider (rotate left doubleword then clear right) instruction rotates the contents of
rS left by the number of bits specified by the low-order 6 bits of rB. A mask is generated having 1 bits from bit 0 through bit ME and 0 bits elsewhere. The rotated data
is ANDed with the generated mask and the result is placed in destination register rA.
Note that the rider instruction can be used to extract and rotate bit fields using
the methods shown below:
a To extract an n-bit field, that starts at bit position b in register rS, left-justified

into rA (clearing the remaining 64-n bits of rA, set the low-order 6 bits of rB to
band ME= n-1.
a To rotate the contents of a register left (right) by variable n bits by setting the
low-order 6 bits of rB to n(64-n) and ME= 63.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
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INTEGER UNIT

rldicx

620

ROTATE REGISTER LEFT BY

USER MODE

IMMEDIATE THEN CLEAR
WITH MASK

FORMS
Re
0
1

rldic rA,rS,SH,MB
rldic. rA,rS,SH,MB

SIMPLIFIED MNEMONICS
Clear left and shift left immediate: clrlsldi rA,rS,b,n

= rldic

rA,rS,n,b-n

See Chapter 6, "The PowerPC Instruction Set," for a detailed list of simplified
mnemomcs.
BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1e
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A

SH *

MB

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

*Note: This is a split field.

PSEUDO CODE
f- SH [5J I I SH [0-4J

n
r

f-

m

f-

ROTL ( rS, n)
MASK(MB, 63-n)
r A f- (r&m)

DESCRIPTION

The rldic (rotate left doubleword then clear) instruction rotates the contents of rS left
by the number of bits specified by the SH operand. A mask is generated having 1
bits from bit 0 through bit MB and 0 bits elsewhere. The rotated data is ANDed
with the generated mask and the result is placed in destination register rA.
Note that the rldic instruction can be used to clear and shift bit fields using the
methods shown below:
11

11

To clear the high-order b bits of the contents of a register and then shift the
result by n bits, set SH = n and MB = b-n.
To clear the high-order n bits of a register, set SH= 0 and MB = n.

REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
EXAMPLE

See the example that accompanies the clrlsldi instruction.

•

>

~

"~

er"

""

r~~~:~~e<~l

I ( Instruction Set Reference

rldiclx

INTEGER UNIT

620

ROTATE REGISTER LEFT BY

USER MODE

IMMEDIATE THEN CLEAR
LEFT WITH MASK

FORMS
rldicl rA,rS,SH,MB
rldicl. rA,rS,SH,MB

Re
0
1

SIMPLIFIED
extrdi rA,rS,n,b (n>O)
rotldi rA,rS,n
rotrdi rA,rS,n
srdi
rA,rS,n (n<64)
clrldi rA,rS,n (n<64)

-

rldicl
rldicl
rldicl
rldicl
rldicl

rA,rS,b+n,64-n
rA,rS,n,O
rA,rS,64-n,O
rA,rS,64-n,n
rA,rS,O,n

See Chapter 6, "The PowerPC Instruction Set," for a detailed list of simplified
mnemomcs.
BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1e
0

1 2

3 4

5

6

7

A

SH*

MB

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

*Note: This is a split field.

PSEUDO CODE
n ~ SH[5] I I SH[0-4]
r ~ ROTL(rS,nl
m ~ MASK (M B,63 )
rA~ (r& m )

DESCRIPTION

The rldicl (rotate left doubleword immediate then clear left) instruction rotates the
contents of rS left the number of bits specified by operand SH. A mask is generated
having 1 bits from bit MB through bit 63 and 0 bits elsewhere. The rotated data is
ANDed with the generated mask and the result is placed in destination register rA.
Note that the rldic instruction can be used to extract, rotate, shift, and clear bit fields
using the methods shown below:

a To
rA
a To
a To
a To

extract an n-bit field, that starts at bit position b in rS, right-justified into
(clearing the remaining 64-n bits of rA), set SH= b+n and MB= 64-n.
rotate the register left (right) by n bits, set SH= n(64-n) and MB= 0.
shift the contents of a register right by n bits, set SH= 64-n and MB= n.
clear the high-order n bits of a register, set SH= 0 and MB= n.

REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
EXAMPLE

See the examples that accompany the extrdi and clrldi instructions.
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INTEGER UNIT

rldicrx

620

ROTATE REGISTER LEFT BY

USER MODE

IMMEDIATE THEN CLEAR
RIGHT WITH MASK

FORMS

Re
rldicr
rld icr.

rA,rS,SH,ME
rA,rS,SH,ME

0
1

SIMPLIFIED MNEMONICS
extldi rA,rS,n,b
sldi rA,rS,n
clrrdi rA,rS,n

-

rldicr rA,rS,b,n-1
rldicr rA,rS,n,63-n
rldicr rA,rS,0,63-n

See Chapter 6, "The PowerPC Instruction Set," for a detailed list of simplified
mnemomcs.
BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1e
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

A

SH *

ME

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

*Note: This is a split field.

PSEUDO CODE
n f- SH[5 J I I SH[ 0-4J
r f- ROTLCrS,nl
m f- MAS K(© , ME)
rAf-Cr& ml

DESCRIPTION

The rldicr (rotate left doubleword immediate then clear right) instruction rotates the
contents of rS left by the number of bits specified by the SH operand. A mask is generated having 1 bits from bit 0 through bit ME and 0 bits elsewhere. The rotated
data is ANDed with the generated mask and the result is placed in destination
register rA.
Note that the rldicr instruction can be used to extract, rotate, shift, and clear bit
fields using the methods shown below:
a To extract an n-bit field, that starts at bit position bin rS, left-justified into rA

(clearing the remaining 64-n bits of rA), set SH= band ME= n-1.
a To rotate the register left (right) by n bits, set SH= n(64-n) and MB= 0.
a To shift the contents of a register right by n bits, set SH = n( 64-n) and
ME= 63.
a To clear the low-order n bits of a register, set SH = 0 and ME = 63-n.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
EXAMPLE

See the examples that accompany the extldi and clrrdi instructions.
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INTEGER UNIT

rldimix

620

ROTATE REGISTER LEFT BY

USER MODE

IMMEDIATE THEN INSERT

FORMS
Re
0
1

rldimi rA,rS,SH,MB
rldimi. rA,rS,SH,MB
SIMPLIFIED MNEMONICS
insrdi rA,rS,n,b
-

rldimi rA,rS,64-(b+n),b

See Chapter 6, "The PowerPC Instruction Set," for a detailed list of simplified
mnemonics.
BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1e
0

1 2

3 4

5

6

7

A

sh*

mb*

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

*Note: This is a split field.

PSEUDO CODE
n f- sh[5 ] I I sh[0-4]
+-+-m +-r A +-r

ROTL ( r S, n)

mb[ 5]

II

mb[0-4 ]

MASK( b ,-,n)
( r & m) I ( r A & -.m)

DESCRIPTION

The rldimi (rotate left doubleword immediate then mask insert) instruction rotates
the contents of rS left by the number of bits specified by the SH operand. A mask is
generated having 1 bits from bit MB through bit 63-SH and 0 bits elsewhere. The
rotated data is inserted into rA under control of the generated mask.
Note that the rldimi instruction can be used to insert an n-bit field, that is rightjustified in rS, into rA starting at bit position b, by setting SH = 64-(b+n) and
MB=b.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
EXAMPLE

See the example that accompanies the insrdi instruction.
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INTEGER UNIT

rlwimix

601/603/604/620

ROTATE REGISTER LEn BY

USER MODE

IMMEDIATE THEN INSERT

FORMS

Re
rlwimi
rlwimi.

rA,rS,SH,MB,ME
rA,rS,SH,MB,ME

SIMPLIFIED MNEMONICS
Insert from left immediate:
Insert from right immediate:

0
1
inslwi
msrw1

rA,rS,n,b
rA,rS,n,b

=rlwimi rA,rS,(32-b),b,0,(b+n-1)
=rlwimi rA,rS,(32-b+n),b,(b+n-1)

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox14

A

SH

MB

ME

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
r f- ROTL( rS, SH)
m f- MAS K(M B,M EJ
rA f- ( r &ml I ( rA

&NOT

ml

DESCRIPTION

The rlw imi (rotate left word immediate then mask insert) instruction rotates the contents of rS left by SH bits. A mask is generated having 1 bits from bit MB through
bit ME and 0 bits elsewhere. The rotated value is inserted into rA under control of
the generated mask.
Note that rlw imi can be used to insert a bit field into the contents of rA using the
methods shown below:
• To insert an n-bit field, that is left justified in rS, into rA starting at bit position
b, set SH = 32-b, MB = b, and ME = (b+n)-1.
• To insert an n-bit field, that is right-justified in rS, into rA starting at bit
position b, set SH= 32-(b+n), MB= b, and ME= (b+n)-1.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO](if Re= 1)
EXAMPLE

See the examples that accompany the inslw i and insrw i instructions.
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INTEGER UNIT

rlwinmx

601/603/604/620

ROTATE REGISTER LEFT BY

USER MODE

IMMEDIATE THEN

AND

WITH MASK

FORMS

Re
rlwinm
rlwinm.

rA,rS,SH,MB,ME
rA,rS,SH,MB,ME

0
1

SIMPLIFIED MNEMONICS
clear right immediate:
clear left immediate:
rotate right immediate:
shift right immediate:
extract and right justify immediate:
extract and left justify immediate:
rotate left immediate:

clrrwi
clrlwi
rotrwi
srwi
extrwi
extlwi
rotlwi

rA,rS,n (n < 32)
rA,rS,n (n < 32)
rA,rS,n
rA,rS,n (n < 32)
rA,rS,n,b (n > 0)
rA,rS,n,b (n > 0)
rA,rS,n

=rlwinm

rA,rS,0,0,31-n

= rlwinm rA,rS,O,n,31
= rlwinm rA,rS,32-n,0,31

=rlwinm
= rlwinm
= rlwinm

rA,rS,32-n,n,31

= rlwinm rA,rS,b+n,32-n,31
rA,rS,b,O,n-1
rA,rS,n,0,31

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox15
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

A

SH

MB

ME

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
r ~ ROTL (rS , SH)
m ~ MASK(MB ,MEJ
rA~(r&ml

DESCRIPTION

The rlwinm (rotate left word immediate then AND with mask) instruction rotates the
contents of rS left by SH bits. A mask is generated having 1 bits from bit MB
through bit ME and 0 bits elsewhere. The rotated value is inserted into rA under
control of the generated mask.
Note that rlw inm can be used to insert a bit field into the contents of rA using the
methods shown below:
• To extract an n-bit field that starts at bit position b of rS, right-justified into rA
(clearing the remaining 32-n bits of rA), set SH= b+n, MB= 32-n, and ME= 31.
• To extract an n-bit field that starts at bit position b of rS, left-justified into rA
(clearing the remaining 32-n bits of rA), set SH= b, MB= 0, and ME= n-1.
• To rotate the contents of a register left (or right) by n bits, set SH= n(32-n),
MB = 0, and ME = 31.
• To shift the contents of a register right by n bits, set SH= 32-n, MB= n, and ME= 31.
• To clear the low-order n bits of a register, set SH = 0, MB = 0, and ME = 31-n.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
EXAMPLE

See the examples that accompany the extlwi, extrwi, clrrwi, and clrlwi instructions.
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INTEGER UNIT

rlwnmx

601/603/604/620

ROTATE REGISTER LEFT THEN

AND

USER MODE

WITH MASK

FORMS

Re
rlwnm
rlwnm.

rA,rS,rB,MB,ME
rA,rS,rB,MB,ME

0
1

SIMPLIFIED MNEMONICS
shift left immediate:
slwi rA,rS,n (n < 32)
clear left and shift left immediate: clrlslwi rA,rS,b,n (n ~ b ~ 31)
rotate left:
rotlw rA,rS,rB

=rlwinm rA,rS,n,0,31-n
=rlwinm rA,rS,n,b-n,31-n
=rlwnm rA,rS,rB,0,31

BIT DEFINITION
Ox17

s

A

B

MB

ME

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
n f- rB[27-31]
r f- ROTL(rS,nl
m f- MASK(MB,ME)
rAf-(r&ml

DESCRIPTION

The rlwnm (rotate left word then AND with mask) instruction rotates the contents of
rS left by the number of bits specified by the low-order 5 bits of rB. A mask is generated having 1 bits from bit MB through bit ME and 0 bits elsewhere. The rotated
value is ANDed with the generated mask and the result is placed in destination
register rA. Note that rlwnm can be used to extract and rotate bit fields using the following methods:
a To extract an n-bit field that starts at variable bit position b of rS, right-justified into rA (clearing the remaining 32-n bits of rA), but setting the low-order
5 bits of rB to b+n, MB = 32-n, and ME = 31.
a To extract an n-bit field that starts at variable bit position b of rS, left-justified
into rA (clearing the remaining 32-n bits of rA), by setting the low-order 5 bits
of rB to b, MB= 0, and ME= n-1.
a To rotate the contents of a register left (or right) by n bits, by setting the loworder 5 bits of rB to n(32-n), MB= 0, and ME= 31.
For each of the above uses, the high-order 32 bits of rA are cleared on 64-bit
implementations such as the 620.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO](if Re= 1)
EXAMPLE

See the example that accompanies the clrlslwi instruction.

'

.~''!i~·,

INTEGER UNrr

.:·d~~~~

on Set Reference

rotld

620

ROTATE DOUBLEWORD

USER MODE

REGISTER LEFT

FORMS
rotld rA,rS,rB

rldcl rA,rS,rB,O

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1e
0

1 2

3 4 5 6

7

A

B

000000

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
n

rA

t-t--

rB[58-63]

ROTL(rS,n)

DESCRIPTION

The rotld (rotate left doubleword) instruction rotates the contents of rS left the number of bits specified by the low-order 6 bits of rB and places the result into destination register rA. This instruction is a simplified form of the rldcl instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)

581

1)!, -
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:?~'

'

{

INTEGER UNIT

rotldi

620

ROTATE REGISTER LEFT

USER MODE

BY IMMEDIATE

FORMS
rotldi rA,rS,n

rldicl rA,rS,n,O

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1e
0

1

2

3

4 5

6

7

8

A

n*

000000

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

*Note: This is a split field .

PSEUDO CODE

rA

f-

ROTL(rS,n)

DESCRIPTION

The rotldi (rotate left doubleword immediate) instruction rotates the contents of rS
left by the number of bits specified by the n operand. The result is placed in
destination register rA.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)

l,:'·-~#1<~~ ;~!; ~
'•

~

iJ:"

.)I?

INTEGER UNIT

ion Set Reference

•

rotlw

601/603/604/620

ROTATE REGISTER LEFT

USER MODE

FORMS
rotlw rA,rS,rB

rlwnm rA,rS,rB,0,31

BIT DEFINITION
Ox17
0

s

A

00000

B

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 111213141516 171819

20~

22

31

~~25262728~ ~ ~

PSEUDO CODE
n t- rB[27-31J
rA

t-

ROTL(rS , n)

DESCRIPTION

The rotlw (rotate left word) instruction is a simplified form of the rlwnm instruction
rotates the contents of rS left by the number of bits specified by the low-order 5 bits
of rB. The result is placed in destination register rA. This instruction is a simplified
form of the rlwn m instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO](if Re= 1)

583
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•'

li~~t

INTEGER UNIT

rotlwi

601/603/604/620

ROTATE REGISTER LEFT

USER MODE

BY IMMEDIATE

FORMS
rotlwi rA,rS,n

rlwinm rA,rS,n,0,31

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox15
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

A

n

0

31

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16. 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rA

f-

ROTL (rS,n)

DESCRIPTION

The rotlwi (rotate left word immediate) instruction rotates the contents of rS left by
the number of bits specified by the n operand. The result is placed in destination
register rA. This instruction is a simplified form of the rlw inm instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)

I {.~1w,

•

>~

•

• £;

INTEGER UNIT

>

t Vy!.\~

Jft!uction Set Reference

rotrdi

620

ROTATE REGISTER RIGHT

USER MODE

BY IMMEDIATE

FORMS
rotrdi rA,rS,n

rldicl rA,rS,64-n,O

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1e
0

1 2

3 4

5

6 7

A

64-n

000000

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rA

f-

ROTR(rS, nl

DESCRIPTION

The rotrdi (rotate right doubleword immediate) instruction rotates the contents of rS
left by the number of bits specified by the n operand. The result is placed in
destination register rA. This instruction is a simplified form of the rldicl instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)

585
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INTEGER UNIT

rotrwi

601/603/604/620

ROTATE REGISTER RIGHT

USER MODE

BY IMMEDIATE

FORMS
rotrwi rA,rS,n

rlwinm rA,rS,32-n,0,31

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox15
0

1

2

3 4 5 6

7

A

32-n

0

31

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rA

f-

ROTR ( rS . n)

DESCRIPTION

The rotrw i (rotate right word immediate) instruction rotates the contents of rS right
by the number of bits specified by the n operand. The result is placed in destination
register rA. This instruction is a simplified form of the rlw inm instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)

.,_ction Set Reference
INTEGER UNIT

SC

601/603/604/620

SYSTEM CALL

USER MODE

FORMS
SC

BIT DEFINITION

Ox11

Reserved

Reserved

Reserved

00000

00000

00000000000000

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 111213141516

17181920~

22

Res.

~24252627~2930 ~

PSEUDO CODE
SRR0 ~ iea CIA+4
SRR1[33-36,42 -47] ~ 0
SRR1[0-32,37 -41 ,48 -63] ~ MSR[0-32,37-41,48-63]
MSR ~ new_value (see Chapter 10)
NIA ~i ea Vector_Base_EA + 0x00c00
DESCRIPTION

The sc (system call) instruction calls the operating system to perform a service.
When control is returned to the program that executed the system call, the content
of the registers depends on the register conventions used by the program providing
the system service. This instruction is context synchronizing.
The sc instruction generates an SC exception is generated, which causes the next
instruction to be fetched from the system call vector. The vector is located at offset
OxOOcOO from the vector base address, as defined by MSR[IP].
REGISTERS AFFECTED

Dependent on the system service

587

588

slbia

INTEGER UNIT

620

INVALIDATE SEGMENT

SUPERVISOR MODE

LOOKASIDE BUFFER

FORMS
slbia rB
BIT DEFINITION
Ox1f
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Res.

Res.

Res.

00000

00000

00000

7

8

Res.

Ox1f2

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
All SLB entri es

f-

in va l id

DESCRIPTION
The slbia (SLB invalidate all) instruction invalidates the entire segment lookaside

buffer (SLB), that is, all entries are removed. The SLB is invalidated regardless of the
settings of MSR[IR] and MSR[DR]. This instruction is optional in the PowerPC
architecture. It is not necessary that the address space register (ASR) point to a valid
segment table when issuing slbia .
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)

' Instruction Set Reference
INTEGER UNIT

slbie

620

INVALIDATE SEGMENT

SUPERVISOR MODE

LOOKASIDE BUFFER ENTRY

FORMS
slbie rB
BIT DEFINITION

Ox1f
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

Res.

Res.

00000

00000

7

Res.
B

Ox1B2

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

EA (- rB
i f SLB entr ies exists for EA, then
SLB entry (- i nval i d
DESCRIPTION

The slbie (SLB invalidate entry) instruction invalidates (that is, removes from the
SLB) an entry corresponding to EA if contained in the segment lookaside buffer
(SLB). The effective address (EA) is the contents of rB. The SLB search is done
regardless of the settings of MSR[IR] and MSR[DR]. Block address translation for
the EA, if any, is ignored.
Bits 11-15 of this instruction (ordinarily the position of an rA field) must be
zero. This provides implementations the option of using (rAIO) + rB address arithmetic for this instruction. This instruction is supervisor-level and is optional in the
PowerPC architecture. It is not necessary that the ASR point to a valid segment table
when issuing slbie.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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sldx

INTEGER UNIT

620

SHIFT DOUBLEWORD

USER MODE

REGISTER LEFT

FORMS

sld rA,rS,rB
sld. rA,rS,rB

Re
0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

s

Ox1f
0

1

2

3 4

5 6

7

A

B

Ox1b

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
n f- rB[5 7-63 ]
r f- RQTL ( rS, n)
i f rB [ 57 ]=0 t hen

m
else

f-

MASK (0 ,63- n)

m

f-

(

64) 0

rA f- (r& ml
DESCRIPTION

The sld (shift left doubleword) instruction shifts rS left by the number of bits specified by the low-order 7 bits of rB. Bits shifted out of position 0 are lost. Zeroes are
shifted in on the right. The result is placed into rA. Shift amounts from 64 to 127
give a zero result.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None

on Set Reference

sldi

INTEGER UNIT

620

SHI" REGISTER LE"

USER MODE

BY IMMEDIATE

FORMS
sldi rA,rS,n (n<64)

rldicr rA,rS,n,63-n

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1e
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

A

n*

63-n

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
r t- RO TL (rS.nl
m t- MASK(0 , 63- n)
rA t- ( r&m l

DESCRIPTION

The sldi (shift left doubleword immediate) instruction shifts the contents of rS left by
the number of bits specified by the n operand. The result is placed in destination register rA. This instruction is a simplified form of the rldicr instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
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INTEGER UNIT

slwx

601/603/604/620

SHIFT REGISTER LEFT

USER MODE

FORMS

Re
slw
slw.

rA,rS,rB
rA,rS,rB

0
1

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1f
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

A

B

Ox18

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
i f r8[16] = 1 t hen
rA f- 0
el se
n f- r8[ 27-31 J
rA f- ROTL (rS, n)
DESCRIPTION

The slw (shift left word) instruction shifts rS left. If rB[16] = 0, the contents of rS are
shifted left by the number of bits specified by rB[26-31]. Bits shifted out of position
0 are lost. Zeroes supplied vacated positions on the right. The 32-bit result is placed
into rA. If bit rB[16] = 1, 32 zeroes are placed into rA. Shift amounts from 32 to 63
give a zero result.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)

~t Reference
INTEGER UNIT

slwi

601/603/604/620

5Hln REGISTER LEn

USER MODE

BY IMMEDIATE

FORMS
slwi rA,rS,n (n<32)

rlwinm rA,rS,n,0,31-n

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox15
0

1 2

3 4

5

6

7

A

n

0

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
r t- ROTUrS,nl
mt- MASK(0, 31-nl
rA t- ( r & ml
DESCRIPTION

The slwi (shift left word immediate) instruction shifts rS left by the number of bits
specified by the n operand. The result is placed in destination register rA. This
instruction is a simplified form of the rlwinm instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,50] (if Re= 1)
EXAMPLE
if (wordl = = 0x10l
wordl = (wordl << ll :

Assumes:
r3 = 32-bit wordl
IfElse:
cmpwi
bne
slwi
Aroundl:

r3,0x10
Aroundl
r3 , r3,l

(!Fl - compare -fmmed·i ate: r3 == 0x10?
branch if not equal to Ar.oundl
(STMTl l shift left immediate 1 bit
execution continues as normal
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INTEGER UNIT

sradx

620

SHIFT REGISTER

USER MODE

RIGHT ALGEBRAIC

FORMS
Re
0

srad rA,rS,rB
srad. rA,rS,rB

1

s

Ox1f
1

0

2

3 4

5 6

7

A

B

Ox31a

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

BIT DEFINITION
PSEUDO CODE
n

f-

rB[58-63 )

r

f-

ROTR(rS.nl

if rB[57)=0 then
m f- MASK(n,63)

el se
S

rA

m

f-

f-

rS[0J

f-

(64)0

(r &ml I (((64)5 &NOT ml

XER[CAJ

f-

S

&((r &NOT

m)

=

0)

DESCRIPTION

The srad (shift right algebraic doubleword) instruction shifts the contents of rS right
the number of bits specified by the low-order 7 bits of rB. Bits shifted out of position
63 are lost. Bit 0 of rS is replicated to fill the vacated positions on the left. The result
is placed into rA. XER[CA] is set if rS is negative and any 1 bits are shifted out of
position 63; otherwise XER[CA] is cleared. Shift amounts from 64 to 127 give a
result of 64 sign bits in rA, and cause XER[CA] to receive the sign bit of rS.
Note that the srad instruction, followed by addze, can be used to divide quickly
by 2n. The setting of the CA bit, by srad , is mode independent.
REGISTERS AFFECTED
a CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re = 1)
a XER[CA]

tetion Set Reference
INTEGER UNIT

sradix

620

5Hln REGISTER RIGHT

USER MODE

ALGEBRAIC BY IMMEDIATE

FORMS
Re
sradi rA,rS,rB
sradi. rA,rS,rB

0
1

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1f
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

A

sh*

Ox19d

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

*Note: This is a split field.

PSEUDO CODE
n ~ sh[5 ] I I sh [0 -4]

r
m
S

~

~
~

ROTR(rS.n)
MASK(n,63l
r5[0]

rA ~ (r &ml I (((64lS &NOT ml
XER[CA ] ~ S & (( r &NOT ml rr 0l
DESCRIPTION

The sradi (shift right algebraic doubleword immediate) instruction shifts the contents of rS right by SH bits. Bit 0 of rS is replicated to fill the vacated positions on
the left. The result is placed into rA. XER[CA] is set if rS is negative and any 1 bits
are shifted out of position 63; otherwise XER[CA] is cleared. A shift amount of zero
causes rA to be set equal to rS, and XER[CA] to be cleared.
Note that the sradi instruction, followed by addze, can be used to divide quickly by
2n. The setting of the XER[CA] bit, by sradi, is independent of mode.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

a CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
a XER[CA]
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INTEGER UNIT

srawx

601/603/604/620

SHIFT REGISTER

USER MODE

RIGHT ALGEBRAIC

FORMS
Re

sraw
sraw.

rA,rS,rB
rA,rS,rB

0
1

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1f
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

A

B

Ox318

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rB[ l 6] = 0 then
n f- rB [27-31J
rA f- EX TS(ROTR(rS,n))
el se
rA f- (32JrS [0]
DESCRIPTION

The sraw (shift right algebraic word) instruction shifts rS right as a signed integer. If
rB[26] = 0, then the contents of rS are shifted right the number of bits specified by
rB[2 7-31]. Bits shifted out of position 31 are lost. The result is padded on the left
with sign bits before being placed into rA. If rB [26] = 1, then rA is filled with 32
sign bits (bit 0) from rS. CRO is set based on the value written into rA.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

• CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO](if Re= 1)
• XER[CA]

< ·~~ ~

'";l . '
'

. -·

' t ' ·~ ~~

Set Reference

•
sraw1x

INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

SHIFT REGISTER RIGHT

USER MODE

ALGEBRAIC BY IMMEDIATE

FORMS

Re
srawi
srawi.

rA,rS,SH
rA,rS,SH

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Ox1f

s

A

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 111213141516

SH
17181920~

Ox338
22

~24252627282930 ~

PSEUDO CODE
mt- MASK(SH,3 1)
b t- (rS&ml
r t- ROTR ( b. SHl
rA t- EXTS(r)

DESCRIPTION
The srawi (shift right algebraic word immediate) instruction shifts rS to the right by

SH bits. Bits shifted out of position 31 are lost. The shifted value is sign extended
before being placed in rA. XER[CA] is set to 1 if rS contains a negative number and
any 1 bits are shifted out of position 31; otherwise XER[CA] is cleared to 0. A shift
amount of zero causes XER[CA] to be cleared to 0.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

a CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO](if Re= 1)
a XER[CA]
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INTEGER UNIT

srdx

620

SHIFT DOUBLEWORD

USER MODE

REGISTER RIGHT

FORMS
Re
0
1

srd rA,rS,rB
srd. rA,rS,rB
BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1f
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

A

B

Ox21b

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
n f- rB[58-63 ]
r f- ROTR(rS ,n )
if rB[57]=0 then
m f- MASK(n,63)

else
m frA

f-

( 64 )0
r & m)

DESCRIPTION

The srd (shift right doubleword) instruction shifts the contents of rS right by the
number of bits specified by the low-order 7 bits of rB. Bits shifted out of position 63
are lost. Zeroes are supplied to the vacated positions on the left. The result is placed
into rA. Shift amounts from 64 to 127 give a zero result.
REGISTERS AFFECTED
a CRO[LT,GT,EQ,50] (if Re= 1)
a XER[CA]

truction Set Reference
INTEGER UNIT

srdi

620

5Hln REGISTER RIGHT

USER MODE

BY IMMEDIATE

FORMS
srdi rA,rS,n (n<64)

rldicl rA,rS,64-n,n

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1e
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

8

A

64-n*

n

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

*Note: This is a split field .

PSEUDO CODE
r f- ROTR(rS . nl
m f- MASK( n, 63)
rA f- (r&ml

DESCRIPTION

The srdi (shift right doubleword immediate) instruction shifts the contents of rS right
by the number of bits specified by the n operand. The result is placed in destination
register rA. This instruction is a simplified form of the rldicl instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
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INTEGER UNIT

srwx

601/603/604/620

SHIFT REGISnR RIGHT

USER MODE

FORMS

Re
rA,rS,rB
rA,rS,rB

srw
srw.

0
1

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4 5 6

7

A

B

Ox218

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
n (- rB [ 26-31 J

rA (- ROTR(rS,nl
DESCRIPTION

The srw (shift right word) instruction shifts rS right.
If rB[26] = 0, the contents of rA are shifted right the number of bits specified by
rA[26-31]. Bits shifted out of position 31 are lost. Zeroes are supplied to the vacated
positions on the left. The 32-bit result is placed into rA. If rB[26] = 1, then rA is
filled with zeroes. That is, shift amounts from 32 to 63 give a zero result.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)

~'"· ~ \./~:".;
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K Instruction Set Reference

srw1•

INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

SHI" REGISTER RIGHT

USER MODE

BY IMMEDIATE

FORMS
srwi rA,rS,n (nd2)

rlwinm rA,rS, 32-n, n, 31

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox15
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

A

32-n

n

31

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
r ~ RQTR(rS, n)
m ~ MASK( n. 31)
rA ~ ( r & m)

DESCRIPTION
The srw i (shift right word immediate) instruction shifts the contents of rS left by the

number of bits specified by the n operand. The result is placed in destination register
rA. This instruction is a simplified form of the rlw inm instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
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INTEGER UNIT

stb

601/603/604/620

STORE BYTE FROM

USER MODE

REGISTER TO MEMORY

FORMS
stb

rS,d(rA)

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox26

0

1 2

3 4 5 6 7

A

D

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA = r0 then b f- 0
else bf- rA
EA f- b + EXTS(d)
MEM(EA,ll f- rS[24- 31]
DESCRIPTION

The stb (store byte) instruction stores a byte from rS[24-31] into memory at the
effective address (EA) specified by the sum (rAIO) + d, where dis a 16-bit signed
value that is sign-extended to 32 bits (64 bits on 64-bit implementations). Register
rS[24-31] is stored into the byte in memory addressed by EA. Register rS is
unchanged. On 64-bit implementations, rS[56-63] is stored into the byte in memory
addressed by EA.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
EXAMPLE
templ = 0;
temp2 = templ;

I I templ and temp2 are globally defined unsigned chars

Assume s:
r5 = address of templ
r6 = address of temp2
li
st b
stb

r4,
r4,
r4,

0(r5l
0(r6)

load zer o into r4
store 0 into templ ; addre ss in r5
store 0 into temp2; address in r6

Instruction Set Reference
INTEGER UNIT

stbu

601/603/604/620

STORE BYTE WITH

USER MODE

FORMS
stbu

EA

UPDATE

rS,d(rA)

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox27
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

A

d

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
EA f- rA + EXTS(d)
MEM(EA,l) f- rS[24-31]
rA f- EA
DESCRIPTION

The stbu (store byte with update) instruction stores a byte from rS[24-31] into memory at the effective address (EA) specified by the sum (rAIO) + d, where dis a 16-bit
signed value that is sign-extended to 32 bits (64 bits on 64-bit implementations). On
64-bit implementations, rS[56-63] is stored into the byte in memory addressed by
EA. The EA is placed into rA.
The PowerPC architecture defines the instruction form as invalid if rA = 0, but
the 601 supports execution with rA = 0 as shown above. On the 603, 604, and 620
rA = 0 is invalid.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
EXAMPLE
for (r=0: r<l0: r++)
bytel[r] = byte2[r]:

I I globally declared arrays of unsigned chars

Assumes:
r3 = conta i ns address of byte2 array
r4 = contains address of bytel array
li
subi
subi
LOOP:
lbzu
addi
cmpi
st bu
be

r5,
r4,
r3,

0
r4,
r3,

zero r5: used as ' r'
adjust index for use wl update
adjust i ndex for use wl update

r6 ,
r5 ,
0x6,
r6,
0xc ,

r3)
r5 . 1
0x0, r5, 10
l(r4)
0xl8, LOOP

get byte from r3 and update r3
inc r5
crf6, 32bit compare r5 to 10
store byte to bytel array
branch to LOOP i f (r5 < 10)
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INTEGER UNIT

stbux
STORE BYTE WITH

EA

601/603/604/620

UPDATE

USER MODE

USING INDEXED ADDRESSING

FORMS
stbux

rS,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

s

Ox1f
0

1

2

3 4

5 6

7

A

B

Oxf7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
EA f- rA + rB
MEM(EA ,ll f- rS [24-3 1]
rA f- EA
DESCRIPTION

The stbux (store byte with update indexed) instruction stores a byte from rS[24-31]
into memory at the effective address (EA) specified by the sum (rAIO) + rB. The EA
is placed into rA. On 64-bit implementations, rS[56-63] is stored into the byte in
memory addressed by EA.
The PowerPC architecture defines the instruction form as invalid if rA = 0, but
the 601 supports execution with rA = 0 as shown above. On the 603, 604, and 620
rA = 0 is invalid.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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INTEGER UNIT

"1
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on Set Reference

stbx

601/603/604/620

STORE BYTE USING

USER

INDEXED ADDRESSING

FORMS
stbx

rS,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

s

Ox1f
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

r0 then b

~

8

A

B

Oxd7

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA

=

0

e lseb ~ rA

EA ~ b + rB
MEM( EA,l ) ~ rS[24- 31]

DESCRIPTION
The stbx (store byte indexed) instruction stores a byte from rS[24-31] into memory
at the effective address (EA) specified by the sum (rAIO) + rB. The contents of
rS[24-31] are stored into the byte in memory addressed by EA. Register rS is unchanged.
On 64-bit implementations, rS[56-63] is stored into the byte in memory addressed
by EA.
REGISTERS AFFECTED
None
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INTEGER UNIT

std

620

STORE DOUBLEWORD FROM

USER MODE

REGISTER TO MEMORY

FORMS
std rS,ds(rA)
BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox3e
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

A

ds

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA = r0 then b r 0
else br rA
EA r b + EXTS( ds 1 1 0b00l
(MEM( EA, 8)) r rS

DESCRIPTION

The std (store doubleword) instruction stores the contents of rS into the doubleword
in memory addressed by EA. The effective address (EA) is the sum (rAIO) + (ds II
ObOO). Note that ds is a 14-bit signed value which is concatenated on the right with
ObOO; this 16-bit value is sign-extended to 64 bits.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None

tion Set Reference
INTEGER UNIT

std ex.

620

STORE DOUBLEWORD

USER MODE

CONDITIONALLY USING
INDEXED ADDRESSING

FORMS
stdcx. rS,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4

5

6

7

A

B

Oxd6

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

if rA = r0 then b f- 0
el se bf- rA
EA f- b + rB
if RESERVE then
if RESERVE_ADDR = physical_addr(EAl
MEM(EA,8) f- rS
CR0 EA f- (0b00 I I 0b l I I XER[ SO]l
else
u f- undefined 1-bit value
if u then MEM(EA,8) f- rS
CR0 f- (0b00 I I u I I XER[SOJ)
RESERV E f-0
else
CR0 f- (0b00 I I 0b0 I I XER[SQJ)
DESCRIPTION

The stdcx. (store doubleword conditional indexed) instruction stores the contents of
rS at the effective address (EA) specified by the sum (rAIO) + rB.
If a reservation exists, and the memory address specified by the stdcx. instruction
is the same as that specified by the load and reserve instruction that established the
reservation, the contents of rS are stored into the doubleword in memory addressed
by EA and the reservation is cleared.
If a reservation exists, but the memory address specified by the stdcx. instruction
is not the same as that specified by the load and reserve instruction that established
the reservation, the reservation is cleared, and it is undefined whether the contents
of rS are stored into the doubleword in memory addressed by EA.
If no reservation exists, the instruction completes without altering memory.

607
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CRO Field is set to reflect whether the store operation was performed as follows.
CRO[LT GT EQ SO] = ObOO II store_performed II XER[SO]
EA must be a multiple of 8. If it is not, either the system alignment exception
handler is invoked or the results are boundedly undefined. For additional information about alignment and DSI exception, see Chapter 10, "Exceptions and
Interrupts."
Note that, when used correctly, the load and reserve and store conditional
instructions can provide and atomic update function for a single aligned word (load
word and reserve and store word conditional) or doubleword (load doubleword and
reserve and store doubleword conditional) of memory.
In general, correct use requires that load word and reserve be paired with store
word conditional, and load doubleword and reserve with store doubleword conditional, with the same memory address specified by both instructions of the pair. The
only exception is that an unpaired store word conditional or store doubleword conditional instruction to any (scratch) EA can be used to clear any reservation held by
the processor. Examples of correct uses of these instructions, to emulate primitives
such as fetch and add, test and set, and compare and swap can be found in Chapter
11, "PowerPC Assembly Language Examples."
A reservation is cleared if any of the following events occur:
The processor holding the reservation executes another load and reserve instruction;
this clears the first reservation and establishes a new one.
The processor holding the reservation executes a store conditional instruction to
any address.
Another processor executes any store instruction to the address associated
with reservation.
Any mechanism, other than the processor holding the reservation, stores to the
address associated with the reservation.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO]
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INTEGER UNIT

n Set Reference

stdu

620

STORE DOUBLEWORD

USER MODE

WITH

EA UPDAn

FORMS
stdu rS,ds(rA)
BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox3e
0

1 2

3 4

5 6

7

A

ds

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

EA f- rA + EXTS(ds I I 0b00l
MEM( EA,Bl f- rS
rA f- EA
DESCRIPTION

The stdu (store doubleword with update) instruction stores the contents of rS into
the doubleword in memory addressed by the effective address (EA) specified by the
sum rA + (ds II ObOO). Note that ds is a 14-bit signed value which is concatenated on
the right with ObOO; this 16-bit value is sign-extended to 64-bits. If rA = 0, the
instruction form is invalid.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO]
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INTEGER UNIT

stdux

620

STORE DOUBLEWORD WITH

EA

USER MODE

UPDATE USING

INDEXED ADDRESSING

FORMS
stdux rS,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

s

Ox1f
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

A

B

Oxb5

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
EA <- rA + rB
MEM ( EA,Bl <- rS
rA <- EA

DESCRI PT/ON

The stdux (store doubleword with update indexed) instruction stores the contents of
rS into the doubleword in memory addressed by the effective address (EA) specified
by the sum rA + rB. The EA is placed into rA. If rA =0, the instruction form
is invalid.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None

PowerPC lnitru.ction Set Reference
INTEGER UNIT

stdx

620

STORE DOUBLEWORD USING

USER MODE

INDEXED ADDRESSING

FORMS
stdx rS,rA,rB
BIT DEFINITION
Res.

s

Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4

5

6

7

PSEUDO (ODE
if rA = r0 then b

~

A

B

Ox95

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

0

elseb ~ rA

EA ~ b + r B
MEM( EA,8) ~ rS

DESCRIPTION

The stdx (store doubleword indexed) instruction stores the contents of rS into the
doubleword in memory addressed by the effective address (EA) specified by the sum
(rAIO) + rB.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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stfd

FLOATING·POINT UNIT

601/603/604/620

STORE FLOATING·POINT

USER MODE

DOUBLE·PRECISION VALUE

FORMS
stfd

frS,d(rA)

BIT DEFINITION
Ox36
0

1

2

3 4

frS
5

6

PSEUDO CODE
i f rA = r0 t hen b

7

~

8

A

d

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

0

el seb ~ rA

EA ~ b + EX TS(d)
MEM( EA,8) ~ frS

DESCRIPTION

The stfd (store floating-point double) instruction stores the contents of frS into the
doubleword in memory addressed by EA. The effective address (EA) is the sum
(rAIO) + d, where dis a 16-bit signed value that is sign-extended to 32 bits (64 bits
on 64-bit implementations).
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
EXAMPLE
doubl el = 3.1415:
dou bl e2 *= double l :

II gl oba ll y dec l ared doubles

Ass ume s:
r3 = co nta i ns address of consta nt data
r4 = co nt ain s address of doub l el
r5 = co nta in s address of do uble2
lfs
stfd
lfd
fmul
stfd

fl. 0(r3)
fl . 0( r4)

f2 . 0(r5)
fl . fl. f2
fl. 0( r3)

get 3.1415 const.
do ass i gnment
get value of double2
mult i ply them
store double resu l ts
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stfdu

FLOATING-POINT UNIT

601/603/604/620

STORE FLOATING-POINT

USER MODE

DOUBLE-PRECISION VALUE
WITH

FORMS
stfdu

EA

UPDATE

frS,d(rA)

BIT DEFINITION
Ox37
0

1

2

3 4

frS
5

6

7

A

d

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
i f rA = r0 then b f- 0
elseb f- rA
EA f- b + d
MEM(EA,4) f- SINGLE(frS)
rA f- EA
DESCRIPTION

The stfdu (store floating-point double with update) instruction stores the contents of
frS into the doubleword in memory addressed by EA. The effective address (EA) is
the sum (rAIO) + d. The EA is placed into rA.
The PowerPC architecture defines the instruction form as invalid if rA = 0, but
the 601 supports execution with rA = 0 as shown above. On the 603, 604, and 620
rA = 0 is invalid.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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stfdux
STORE

FP

FLOATING-POINT UNIT

601/603/604/620

DOUBLE-PRECISION

VALUE WITH

EA

USER MODE

UPDATE

USING INDEXED ADDRESSING

FORMS
stfdux

frS,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

s

Ox1f
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

A

B

Ox2f7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
EA f- rA + rB
MEM( EA,8) f- (frS)
rA f- EA
DESCRIPTION

The stfdux (store floating-point double with update indexed) instruction stores the
contents of frS into the doubleword in memory addressed by EA. The effective
address (EA) is the sum (rAIO) + rB. The EA is placed into rA.
The PowerPC architecture defines the instruction form as invalid if rA = 0, but
the 601 supports execution with rA = 0 as shown above. On the 603, 604, and 620
rA = 0 is invalid.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None

PC Instruction Set Reference

stfdx

FLOATING-POINT UNIT

601/603/604/620

STORE FLOATING-POINT

USER MODE

DOUBLE-PRECISION VALUE
USING INDEXED ADDRESSING

FORMS
stfdx

frS,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

s

Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4

5

6

7

8

PSEUDO CODE
if rA = r0 then b

~

0

A

B

Ox2d7

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

elseb~rA

EA ~ b + rB
MEM(EA,8) ~ (frS)

DESCRIPTION

The s~dx (store floating-point double indexed) instruction stores the contents of register frS into the doubleword in memory addressed by EA. The effective address
(EA) is the sum (rAIO) + rB.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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FLOATING-POINT

stfiwx

UNIT

STORE FLOATING-POINT VALUE

603/604/620

AS INTEGER WORD USING

USER MODE

INDEXED ADDRESSING

FORMS
stfiwx

'
""~1~,,.~

frS,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

Ox1f

s

A

B

Ox3d7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA = r0 then b <- 0
else b <- rA
EA <- b + rB
MEMCEA,4) <- (frSl

DESCRIPTION

The stfiwx (store floating-point as integer word indexed) instruction stores the loworder 32 bits of frS, without conversion, into the word in memory addressed by EA.
The effective address (EA) is the sum (rAIO) + rB.
The floating-point value in frS is not converted to an integer value; but rather
stored, in floating-point format, to the word in memory addressed by EA. This
instruction is optional in the PowerPC architecture.
If the contents of register frS were produced, either directly or indirectly, by an
Ifs instruction, a single-precision arithmetic instruction, or frsp, then the value stored
is undefined. The contents of frS are produced directly by such an instruction if frS
is the target register for the instruction. The contents of frS are produced indirectly
by such an instruction if frS is the final target register of a sequence of a floatingpoint move instruction, with the input to the sequence having been produced by
such an instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None

db: A • PowerPC Instruction Set Reference
INTEGER UNIT AND

stfs

FLOATING·POINT UNIT

STORE FLOATING·POINT

601/603/604/620

SINGLE·PRECISION VALUE TO

USER MODE

FORMS
stfs

MEMORY

frS ,d(rA)

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox34
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

PSEUDO CODE
if rA = r0 then b
el se b +- rA

+-

d

A

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

0

EA +- b + EX TS( d)
MEM( EA,4 ) +- SIN GL E( fr Sl

DESCRIPTION

The stfs (store floating-point single) instruction converts the contents of frS to singleprecision and stores the result into the word in memory addressed by EA. The effective address (EA) is the sum (rAIO) + d, where dis a 16-bit signed value that is
sign-extended to 32 bits (64 bits on 64-bit implementations).
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
EXAMPLE
tmpf l = 3.1 4157; t mpf2
t mp f2 *= tmpfl ;

=

II gl oba ll y dec l ared f l oa t s

10. 5;

Assumes
r3 = contains address of co nsta nt data
r4 = conta i ns address of tmp f l
r5 = conta i ns address of tm pf2
lfs
lfs
stfs
fmul s
st fs

fl.
f2 ,
fl'
fl '
fl '

0( r3)
4(r3l
0(r4)
fl' f2
0(r5)

load fp va lu e f rom r3
load f p va lu e fr om r3 + 4
i nitiali ze t mpfl
do mu lti ply
save resu l t in tmp f2
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INTEGER UNIT AND

stfsu

FLOATING-POINT UNIT

STORE FLOATING-POINT

601/603/604/620

SINGLE-PRECISION VALUE WITH

EA

USER MODE

UPDATE

FORMS
stfsu

frS,d(rA)

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox35
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

A

d

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
EA ~ b + EXTS(d)
MEM(EA,4 ) ~ SJNGLE(frS)
rA ~ EA
DESCRIPTION

The stfsu (store floating-point single with update) instruction converts the contents
of frS to single-precision and stores the result into the word in memory addressed by
EA. The effective address (EA) is the sum (rAIO) + d, where dis a 16-bit signed value
that is sign-extended to 32 bits (64 bits on 64-bit implementations). The EA is
placed into rA.
The PowerPC architecture defines the instruction form as invalid if rA = 0, but
the 601 supports execution with rA = 0 as shown above. On the 603, 604, and 620
rA = 0 is invalid.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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PC Instruction Set Reference

INTEGER UNIT AND

stfsux

flOATING·POINT UNIT
STORE

601/603/604/620

FP

SINGLE-PRECISION

VALUE WITH

USER MODE

EA

UPDATE

USING INDEXED ADDRESSING

FORMS
stfsux

frS,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

s

Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4

5 6

7

A

B

Ox2b7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

EA t- b + rB
MEMCEA ,4) t- SING LE(f rSJ
rA t- EA
DESCRIPTION

The stfsux (store floating-point single with update indexed) instruction converts the
contents of register frS to single-precision and stores the result into the word in
memory addressed by EA. The effective address (EA) is the sum (rAIO) + rB. The EA
is placed into rA.
The PowerPC architecture defines the instruction form as invalid if rA = 0, but
the 601 supports execution with rA = 0 as shown above. On the 603, 604, and 620
rA = 0 is invalid.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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INTEGER UNIT AND

stfsx

FLOATING·POINT UNIT

STORE FLOATING·POINT

601/603/604/620

SINGLE-PRECISION VALUE

USER MODE

USING INDEXED ADDRESSING

FORMS
stfsx

frS,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

s

Ox1f
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

A

B

Ox297

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA = r0 then b (- 0
else b (- rA
EA (- b + rB
MEM(EA,4) (- SING LE (frS)
DESCRIPTION

The stfsx (store floating-point single indexed) instruction converts the contents of
register frS to single-precision and stores the result into the word in memory
addressed by EA. The effective address (EA) is the sum (rAIO) + rB. The EA is placed
into rA.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
EXAMPLE
for(r=0; r<l0 ; r++)
sf2[r] sfl[r];

II sfl . sf2 are arrays of type float

Assumes :
r5 = conta i ns address of sfl array
r3 = co nt ain s add ress of sf2 array
li
li
LOOP:
lfsx
add i
cmpwi
stfsx
addi
blt

r6 , 0
r4 . 0

zero r6; use as counter
zero r4

r5, r4
r6, 1
10
fl . r3, r4
r4. r4 , 4
LOOP

load our float va l ue i nto fl
inc for-loop counter
done yet? (are we at 10)
store float value into sf2[]
increment index value
so are we done yet? If not. loop

fl.

r6.
r6,

PC hfltruction Set Reference
INTEGER UNIT

sth

601/603/604/620

STORE A HALF·WORD

USER MODE

FORMS
sth

TO MEMORY

rS,d(rA)

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox2c
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

A

d

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA = r0 then b f- 0
else b f- rA
EA f- b + EXTS (d)
MEM(EA,2) f- rS[1 6-3 1]
DESCRIPTION

The sth (store half-word) instruction stores the low-order 16 bits of rS into the halfword in memory addressed by EA. The effective address (EA) is the sum (rAIO) + d,
where dis a 16-bit signed value that is sign-extended to 32 bits (64 bits on 64-bit
implementations). On 32-bit implementations, rS[16-31] is stored into the half-word
in memory addressed by EA. On 64-bit implementations, rS[48-63] is stored into the
half-word in memory addressed by EA.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
EXAMPLE
short! = 10;
short 2 = sho rt! ;

II globally declared short s (single -pre cision)

Assumes:
r3 = initially contains address of short!
r5 = contains address of short 2
li
sth
l ha
sth

r4,
r4,
r3,
r3,

10
0(r3)
0(r3)
0(r5)

load r4 with immediate value 10
store 10 into short !
get that value back
store value in short2
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INTEGER UNIT

sthbrx

601/603/604/620

STORE BYTE·REVERSED

USER MODE

HALF·WORD USING INDEXED
ADDRESSING

FORMS
sthbrx

rS,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

s

Ox1f
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

PSEUDO CODE
if rA = r0 then b +-- 0
else b +-- rA
EA +-- b + rB
MEM (EA,2) +-- rS [24-31J

8

A

B

Ox396

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

I I rS [1 6-23J

DESCRIPTION

The sthbrx (store half-word byte-reversed indexed) instruction byte-reverses the loworder 16 bits of rS and stores that value into the half-word in memory addressed by
EA. The effective address (EA) is the sum (rAIO) + rB.
On 32-bit implementations, the contents of rS[24-31] are stored into bits 0-7 of
the half-word in memory addressed by EA. Bits rS[16-23] are stored into bits 8-15
of the half-word in memory addressed by EA. On 64-bit implementations, the contents of rS[56-63] are stored into bits 0-7 of the half-word in memory addressed by
EA. Bits rS[48-55] are stored into bits 8-15 of the half-word in memory addressed
by EA.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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INTEGER UNIT

sthu

601/603/604/620

STORE HALF·WORD

USER MODE

FORMS
sthu

WITH

EA

UPDATE

rS,d(rA)

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox2d
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

A

d

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
EA f- rA + EXTS(d)
MEM(EA,2) f- rS[l 6-31]
rA f- EA
DESCRIPTION

The sthu (store half-word with update) instruction stores the low-order 16 bits of rS
into the half-word in memory addressed by EA. The effective address (EA) is the
sum (rAIO) + d, where dis a 16-bit signed value that is sign-extended to 32 bits (64
bits on 64-bit implementations). The EA is placed into rA. On 32-bit implementations, rS[16-31] is stored into the half-word in memory addressed by EA. On 64-bit
implementations, rS[48-63] is stored into the half-word in memory addressed by EA.
The PowerPC architecture defines the instruction form as invalid if rA = 0, but
the 601 supports execution with rA = 0 as shown above. On the 603, 604, and 620
rA = 0 is invalid.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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INTEGER UNIT

sthux

601/603/604/620

STORE HAlF·WORD WITH

EA

USER MODE

UPDATE USING INDEXED
ADDRESSING

FORMS
sthux

rS,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

s

Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4

5

6

7

A

B

Ox1b7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
EA f- rA + rB
MEM(EA ,2) f- rS[16 -31]
rA

f-

EA

DESCRIPTION
The sthux (store half-word with update indexed) instruction stores the low-order 16

bits of rS into the half-word in memory addressed by EA. The effective address (EA) is
the sum (rAIO) + rB. The EA is placed into rA. On 32-bit implementations, rS[16-31] is
stored into the half-word in memory addressed by EA. On 64-bit implementations,
rS[48-63] is stored into the half-word in memory addressed by EA.
The PowerPC architecture defines the instruction form as invalid if rA = 0, but
the 601 supports execution with rA = 0 as shown above. On the 603, 604, and 620
rA = 0 is invalid.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None

PowerPC Instruction Set Reference
INTEGER UNIT

sthx

601/603/604/620

STORE HALF-WORD USING

USER MODE

FORMS
sthx

INDEXED ADDRESSING

rS,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

s

Ox1f
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

A

B

Ox197

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA = r0 then b f- 0
else b f- rA
EA f- b + rB
MEMCEA ,2) f- rS[16-31]
DESCRIPTION

The sthx (store half-word indexed) instruction stores the low-order 16 bits of rS into
the half-word in memory addressed by EA. The effective address (EA) is the sum
(rAIO) + rB. On 32-bit implementations, rS[16-31] is st0red into the half-word in
memory addressed by EA. On 64-bit implementations, rS[48-63] is stored into the
half-word in memory addressed by EA.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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INTEGER UNIT

stmw

601/603/604/620

STORE MULTIPLE WORDS FROM

USER MODE

REGISTERS TO MEMORY

FORMS
stmw

rS,d(rA)

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox2f
0

1 2

3 4

5

6

7

8

A

d

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA ~ r0 then b t- 0
el se b t- rA
EA t- b + EXTS(d)
r t- rS
do while r ~ 31
MEM(EA,4lt-GPR (r)
rt-r+l
EA t- EA + 4
DESCRIPTION

The stmw (store multiple word) instruction stores the contents of multiple GPRs to
memory. The effective address (EA) is the sum (rAIO) + d, where dis a 16-bit signed
value that is sign-extended to 32 bits (64 bits on 64-bit implementations). n consecutive words starting at EA are stored from the GPRs rS through r31, where n = (32rS). For example, if rS = 30, two words are stored. EA must be a multiple of four;
otherwise, the system alignment error handler is invoked or the results are boundedly undefined. Note that stmw will generate an alignment exception if the address is
not WORD (32-bit) aligned.
The PowerPC architecture cautions programmers that some implementations
may run this instructions with greater latency (perhaps much greater) than a
sequence of individual load/store instructions that produce the same results.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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stsw1•

INTEGER UNIT

601 /603/604/620

STORE STRING WORD

USER MODE

FORMS
stswi

IMMEDIATE

rS,rA,NB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

s

Ox1f
0

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

8

A

NB

Ox2d5

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA = r0 then EA t- 0
e 1se EA t- rA
if NB = 0 then n t- 32
else n t- NB
r t- rs - 1
i t- 0
do while n > 0
if i = 0 then r t- r + 1 (mod 32)
MEM(EA, l ) f- GPR(r)[i- i+?]
i t- i + 8
i f i = 31 then i t- 0
EA t- EA + 1
n t- n-1

DESCRIPTION

The stswi (store string word immediate) instruction stores multiple words to memory. The effective address (EA) is (rAIO). Let n =NB if NB -:F. 0, n = 32 if NB= O; n is
the number of bytes to store. Let nr = CEIL(n/4); nr is the number of registers to
supply data. n consecutive bytes starting at EA are stored from GPRs rS through rS
+ nr - 1. Bytes are stored left to right from each register.
The sequence of registers wraps around through rO if required. Under certain
conditions (for example, segment boundary crossings) the data alignment exception
handler may be invoked.
The PowerPC architecture cautions programmers that some implementations
may run this instructions with greater latency (perhaps much greater) than a
sequence of individual load/store instructions that produce the same results.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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INTEGER UNIT

stswx

601/603/604/620

STORE STRING WORD INDEXED

USER MODE

FORMS
rS,rA,rB

stswx

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1f
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

8

A

B

Ox295

0

I I

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA = r 0 th en b
else b t- rA
EA t- b + rB
n t- XER[ 25-31]

r

t-

t-

0

rs - 1

i t- 0

do wh i l e n > 0
if i = 0 t he n r t- r + 1 (mod 32 l
MEM ( EA.ll t- GPR ( r)[i - i +7 ]
i t- i + 8
if i = 31 th en i t- 0
EA t- EA + 1

nt-n - 1

DESCRIPTION

The stswi (store string word indexed) instruction stores multiple words to memory.
The effective address (EA) is the sum (rAIO) + rB. Let n = XER[25-31]; n is the number of bytes to store. Let nr = CEIL(n/4), where nr is the number of registers to supply data. n consecutive bytes starting at EA are stored from GPRs rS through
rS + nr - 1.
Bytes are stored left to right from each register. The sequence of registers wraps
around through rO if required. Under certain conditions (for example, segment
boundary crossings) the data alignment exception handler may be invoked.
The PowerPC architecture cautions programmers that some implementations
may run this instructions with greater latency (perhaps much greater) than a
sequence of individual load/store instructions that produce the same results.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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INTEGER UNIT

stw

601/603/604/620

STORE WORD TO MEMORY

USER MODE

FORMS
stw

Set Reference

rS,d(rA)

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox24

0

A

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 111213141516 171819

d
20~

22

2324252627~29

30

~

PSEUDO CODE
if rA = r0 then b f- 0
else bf- rA
EA f- b + EXTS(d)
MEM(EA,4) f- rS
DESCRIPTION

The stw (store word) instruction stores the contents of rS into the word in memory
addressed by EA. The effective address (EA) is the sum (rAIO) + d, where dis a 16bit signed value that is sign-extended to 32 bits (64 bits on 64-bit implementations).
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
EXAMPLE
templ = 0:
temp2 = templ;

II templ and temp2 are globa ll y defined unsigned longs

: Assumes:
r4 = contains address of templ
: r5 = contains address of temp2
addi
stw
or
stw

r3 ,
r3 ,
r4 ,
r4,

r0, 0
0(r4)
r3, r3
0(r51
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INTEGER UNIT

stwbrx

601/603/604/620

5TOR~ BYTE·REVERSED WORD

USER MODE

USING INDEXED ADDRESSING

FORMS
stwbrx

rS,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4 5

6

7

A

B

Ox296

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
i f rA ~ r0 then b f- 0
el se b f- rA
EA f- b + rB
MEM(EA ,4) f- rS [24-31] I I rS[l6 -23] I I rS [B- 15] I I rS[0- 7]
DESCRIPTION

The stwbrx (store word byte-reversed indexed) instruction byte reverses the contents
of rS and stores the result into the word in memory addressed by EA. The effective
address (EA) is the sum (rAIO) + rB.
On 32-bit implementations, the contents of rS[24-31] are stored into bits 0-7 of
the word in memory addressed by EA. Bits rS[16-23] are stored into bits 8-15 of the
word in memory addressed by EA. Bits rS[8-15] are stored into bits 16-23 of the
word in memory addressed by EA. Bits rS[0-7] are stored into bits 24-31 of the
word in memory addressed by EA.
On 64-bit implementations, the contents of rS[56-63] are stored into bits 0-7 of
the word in memory addressed by EA. Bits rS[48-55] are stored into bits 8-15 of the
word in memory addressed by EA. Bits rS[40-47] are stored into bits 16-23 of the
word in memory addressed by EA. Bits rS[32-39] are stored into bits 24-31 of the
word in memory addressed by EA.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None

• PowerPC Instruction Set Reference
INTEGER UNIT

stwcx.

601 /603/604/620

STORE WORD CONDITIONALLY

USER MODE

FORMS
stwcx.

USING INDEXED ADDRESSING

rS,rA,rB

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1f
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

A

B

Ox96

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if rA = r0 t hen b f- 0
el se bf- rA
EA f- b + rB
if RESERVE th en
MEM ( EA,4 ) f- r S
RE SERVE f- 0
CR0 f- 0b00 I I 0bl I I XER [SOJ
els e
CR0 f- 0b00 I I 0b0 I I XER [SOJ
DESCRIPTION

The stwcx. (store word conditional indexed) instruction stores the contents of rS into
the word in memory addressed by EA. The effective address (EA) is the sum
(rAIO) + rB.
The PowerPC architecture defines the lwarx and stwcx. instructions as a means
of atomic memory accesses. This is accomplished by setting a reservation on the
load, and checking that the reservation is still valid before the store is performed.
On the 603, 604, and 620, the reservations are made on behalf of aligned 32-byte
sections of the memory address space. If a reservation exists, the contents of rS are
stored into the word in memory addressed by EA and the reservation is cleared. If
no reservation exists, the instruction completes without altering memory.
CRO Field is set to reflect whether the store operation was performed (i.e.,
whether a reservation existed when the stwcx. instruction commenced execution) as
follows:
CRO[LT GT EQ SO]

=

ObOO II store_performed II XER[SO]

The CRO[EQ] bit in the condition register is modified to reflect whether the
store operation was performed (whether a reservation existed when the stwcx.
instruction began execution). If the store was completed successfully, the CRO[EQ]
bit is set to 1.
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If the EA is not a multiple of 4, the system alignment error handler may be
invoked or the results may be undefined.
In general, the stwcx. instruction always broadcasts on the external bus and will
therefore operate with slightly worse performance characteristics compared to
normal store instructions.
REGISTERS A FFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO]

~ix A • PowerPC Instruction Set Reference
INTEGER UNIT

stwu

601 /603/604/620

STORE WORD WITH

USER MODE

FORMS
stwu

EA UPDATE

rS,d(rA)

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox25
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A

d

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
EA f- rA + EXTS(d)
MEM(EA . 4) f- rS
rA f- EA

DESCRIPTION

The stwu (store word with update) instruction stores the contents of rS into the word
in memory addressed by EA. The effective address (EA) is the sum (rAIO) + d, where
dis a 16-bit signed value that is sign-extended to 32 bits (64 bits on 64-bit implementations). The EA is placed into rA.
The PowerPC architecture defines the instruction form as invalid if rA =0, but
the 601 supports execution with rA = 0 as shown above. On the 603, 604, and 620
rA = 0 is invalid.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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INTEGER UNIT

stwux
STORE WORD WITH

601/603/604/620

EA

USER MODE

UPDATE USING INDEXED
ADDRESSING

FORMS
stwux

rS, rA, rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res .

s

Ox1f
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

8

A

B

Oxb7

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
EA f- rA + rB
MEM( EA,4) f- rS
rA f- EA

DESCRIPTION

The stwux (store word with update indexed) instruction stores the contents of rS into
the word in memory addressed by EA. The effective address (EA) is the sum (rAIO) +
rB. The EA is placed into rA.
The PowerPC architecture defines the instruction form as invalid if rA = 0, but
the 601 supports execution with rA = 0 as shown above. On the 603, 604, and 620
rA = 0 is invalid.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None

INTEGER UNIT

stwx

601/603/604/620

STORE WORD USING INDEXED

USER MODE

FORMS
stwx

ADDRESSING

rS, rA, rB

BIT DEFINITION
Res.

s

Ox1f
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

A

B

Ox97

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
i f rA = r0 then b
else b t- rA
EA t- b + rB
MEM(EA,4) t- rS

t-

0

DESCRIPTION

The stwx (store word indexed) instruction stores the contents of rS into the word in
memory addressed by EA. The effective address (EA) is the sum (rAIO) + rB.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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subfx

INTEGER UNIT

601/603/604/620

SUBTRACT REGISTERS

USER MODE

FORMS
OE Re

subf
subf.
subfo
subfo.

rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB

0

0

0
1
1

1
0
1

SIMPLIFIED MNEMONICS
sub rD,rA,rB
subf rD,rB,rA
BIT DEFINITION
Ox1f
0

1

2

3

D
4

5

6

7

8

A

B

Ox28

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rD

~

rB - rA

DESCRIPTION

The subf (subtract from) instruction subtracts rA from rB and stores the result into
destination register rD. The subf instruction is preferred for subtraction because it
sets few status bits.
Note that the setting of the affected bits in the XER is mode-dependent. For
32-bit implementations, the setting of the XER reflects overflow of the lower-order
32-bit result. For 64-bit implementations, the setting of the XER reflects overflow of
the 64-bit result. An overflow condition exists if the carry out of the MSb of the
result is not equal to the carry out of the MSb + 1.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

a CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
a XER[SO,OV] (if OE= 1)
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INTEGER UNIT

subfcx

601/603/604/620

SUBTRACT REGISTERS AND

USER MODE

SET CARRY BIT

FORMS
OE Re

subfc
subfc.
subfco
subfco.

0 0

rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB

0

1

1 0
1 1

SIMPLIFIED MNEMONICS:
subc rD,rA,rB

subfc rD,rB,rA

BIT DEFINITION
Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4 5 6

D
7

A

B

Ox OB

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rD (---- rB - rA

DESCRIPTION

The subfc (subtract from carrying) instruction subtracts rA from rB and stores the
result into destination register rD. If there is a carry out of the most significant bit
(MSb) of the result, XER[CA] is set; otherwise, XER[CA] is cleared.
The setting of the affected bits in the XER is mode-dependent. For 32-bit implementations, the setting of the XER reflects overflow of the lower-order 32-bit result.
For 64-bit implementations, the setting of the XER reflects overflow of the 64-bit
result. An overflow condition exists if the carry out of the MSb of the result is not
equal to the carry out of the MSb + 1.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

a CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
a XER[CA]
a XER[SO,OV] (if OE= 1)
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INTEGER UNIT

subfex

601/603/604/620

SUBTRACT REGISTERS

USER MODE

AND ADD CARRY BIT

FORMS

subfe
subfe.
subfeo
subfeo.

rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB

OE

Re

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

BIT DEFINITION
D

Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4

5

6

7

A

B

loEI

Ox88

IRel

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rD f- rB + (NQT(rA)) + XER[ CA]
DESCRIPTION

The subfe (subtract from extended) instruction sums rB, the complement of rA, and
the carry bit and stores the result into destination register rD. It is assumed that
XER[CA] is set explicitly by a previous operation, such as the subfc (subtract from
carrying) instruction.
The setting of the affected bits in the XER is mode-dependent. For 32-bit implementations, the setting of the XER reflects overflow of the lower-order 32-bit result.
For 64-bit implementations, the setting of the XER reflects overflow of the 64-bit
result. An overflow condition exists if the carry out of the MSb of the result is not
equal to the carry out of the MSb + 1.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

a CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
a XER[CA]
a XER[SO,OV] (if OE= 1)

tt,rPC Instruction Set Reference
INTEGER UNIT

subfic

601/603/604/620

SUBTRACT IMMEDIATE FROM

USER MODE

FORMS
subfic

REGISTER AND SET CARRY BIT

rD,rA,SIMM

BIT DEFINITION
D

Ox08
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

8

A

SIMM

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

rD

t-

EXTS(S!MM) - rA

DESCRIPTION

The subfic (subtract from immediate carrying) instruction subtracts rA from a 16-bit
signed value and stores the result into destination register rD. If there is a carry out
of the most significant bit (MSb) of the result, XER[CA] is set; otherwise, XER[CA]
is cleared.
The setting of the affected bits in the XER is mode-dependent. For 32-bit implementations, the setting of the XER reflects overflow of the lower-order 32-bit result.
For 64-bit implementations, the setting of the XER reflects overflow of the 64-bit
result. An overflow condition exists if the carry out of the MSb of the result is not
equal to the carry out of the MSb + 1.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

XER[CA]
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INTEGER UNIT

subfmex

601/603/604/620

SUBTRACT REGISTER FROM

USER MODE

MINUS ONE EXTENDED

FORMS
OE Re

subfme
subfme.
subfmeo
subfmeo.

0 0

rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB
rD,rA,rB

0
1
1

1
0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved

Ox1f
0

1 2

D

3 4 5 6

7

A

oxes

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

rD

f-

(NQT (rA) )

+

XER[CA J - 1

DESCRIPTION
The subfme (subtract from minus one extended) instruction subtracts one from the

complement of rA, adds the carry bit, and stores the result into destination
register r D.
The setting of the affected bits in the XER is mode-dependent. For 32-bit implementations, the setting of the XER reflects overflow of the lower-order 32-bit result.
For 64-bit implementations, the setting of the XER reflects overflow of the 64-bit
result. An overflow condition exists if the carry out of the MSb of the result is not
equal to the carry out of the MSb + 1.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

• CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
• XER[CA]
• XER[SO,OV] (if OE= 1)
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subfzex

601/603/604/620

SUBTRACT REGISTER FROM

USER MODE

ZERO EXTENDED

FORMS
OE

subfze
subfze.
subfzeo
subfzeo.

Re

0 0
0 1

rD,rA
rD,rA
rD,rA
rD,rA

1
1

0
1

BIT DEFINITION
Reserved
Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4 5 6

D
7

A

Oxes

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
r D t--- (NOT( rA)) + XER[ CA ]

DESCRIPTION

The subfze (subtract from zero extended) instruction adds the complement of rA to
the carry bit and stores the result into destination register rD.
The setting of the affected bits in the XER is mode-dependent. For 32-bit implementations, the setting of the XER reflects overflow of the lower-order 32-bit result.
For 64-bit implementations, the setting of the XER reflects overflow of the 64-bit
result. An overflow condition exists if the carry out of the MSb of the result is not
equal to the carry out of the MSb + 1.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

a CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
a XER[CA]
a XER[SO,OV] (if OE = 1
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INTEGER UNIT

sync

601/603/604/620

SYNCHRONIZE

USER MODE

FORMS
sync
BIT DEFINITION
DESCRIPTION

The sync (synchronize) instruction provides an ordering function for the effects of all
instructions executed by a given PowerPC microprocessor. Executing a sync instruc-

Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4

5

6

Reserved

Reserved

Reserved

00000

00000

00000

7

8

Res .

Ox256

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

tion ensures that all instructions previously initiated by the given processor (except
touch load and instruction fetches) have completed, at least to the point where they
can no longer cause an exception, before any subsequent instructions are initiated by
the given processor.
When the sync instruction completes, all external accesses initiated by the given
processor prior to the sync will have been performed with respect to all other mechanisms that access memory. Additionally, all load and store cache/bus activities initialed by prior instructions are completed. Operations such as debt and dcbtst are
required to complete at least through address translation, but are not required to
complete on the bus.
The sync instruction can be used to ensure that the results of all stores into a
data structure, performed in a "critical section" of a program, are seen by other
processors before the data structure is seen as unlocked.
The eieio instruction may be more appropriate than sync for cases in which the
only requirement is to control the order in which external references are seen by 1/0
devices. Since the 603 enforces that all loads and stores execute in order on the
external bus, the eieio instruction is treated as a no-op on the 603.
REGISTERS AFFECTED
a CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)

a XER[CA]
a XER[SO,OV] (if OE= 1)
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td

INTEGER UNIT

620

TRAP DOUBLEWORD

USER MODE

FORMS
td TO,rA,rB
SIMPLIFIED MNEMONICS
tdge rA,rB
td 12,rA,rB
tdlnl rA,rB
td 5,rA,rB

=
=

BIT DEFINITION
Ox1f

A

TO

B

Ox44

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
if (rA < rB) &T0[0]
if (rA > rB) &TO[l]
if (rA = rB) &T0[2]
if (rA <U rB) &T0[ 3]
if (rA >U rB) &T0[4]

then
then
then
then
then

TRAP
TRAP
TRAP
TRAP
TRAP

DESCRIPTION

The td (trap doubleword) instruction compares the contents of rA and rB. If any bit
in the TO field is set and its corresponding condition is met by the result of the comparison, then the system trap handler is invoked.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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INTEGER UNIT

tdi

620

TRAP DOUBLEWORD

USER MODE

IMMEDIATE

FORMS
tdi TO,rA,SIMM
SIMPLIFIED MNEMONICS
tdlti rA,value
tdi 16,rA,value
tdnei rA,value
tdi 24,rA,value

Btr DEFINITION
TO

Ox02
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

PSEUDO CODE
if (rA < EXTS(SIMM))
if (rA > EXTS(SIMM))
if (rA = EXTS(SIMM))
if (rA <U EXTS(S IMM)J
if (rA >U EXTS(SIMM))

A

SIMM

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

&T0[0 ]
&TO[l]
&T0[2]
&T0[3]
&T0[4]

then
then
then
then
then

TRAP
TRAP
TRAP
TRAP
TRAP

DESCRIPTION

The tdi (trap doubleword immediate) instruction compares the contents of rA with
the 16-bit sign-extended value of the SIMM field. If any bit in the TO field is set and
its corresponding condition is met by the result of the comparison, then the system
trap handler is invoked.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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tibia

603/604/620

INVALIDATE ENTIRE

SUPERVISOR

TRANSLATION LOOKASIDE

MODE

BUFFER

FORMS
tibia
BIT DEFINITION
Ox1f
0

1 2

3 4

5 6

Reserved

Reserved

Reserved

00000

00000

00000

7

Res.

Ox172

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

DESCRIPTION
The tibia (TLB invalidate all) instruction is optional in the PowerPC architecture.

The entire translation lookaside buffer (TLB) is invalidated. That is, all entries are
removed. The TLB is invalidated regardless of the settings of MSR[IR] and
MSR[DR] (the address translation enable bits). Invalidation is done without reference to the SLB and segment table (on 64-bit implementations), or segment registers
(on 32-bit implementations).
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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INTEGER UNIT

tlbie

601/603/604/620

INVALIDATE TRANSLATION

SUPERVISOR MODE

LOOKASIDE BUFFER ENTRY

FORMS
tlbie

rB

BIT DEFINITION
Ox1f
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

Reserved

Reserved

00000

00000

7

Res.
B

Ox132

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
VP! f- rB
Ide nt ify TLB entries correspondi ng to VP !
(each such entry) f- i nva l id
DESCRIPTION

The tlbie (TLB invalidate entry) instruction is optional in the PowerPC architecture.
The effective address (EA) is the contents of rB. The translation lookaside buffer
(referred to as the UTLB on the 601 and the ITLB/DTLB on the 603, 604, and 620)
containing entries corresponding to the EA are made invalid (i.e., removed from the
TLB). Block address translation for EA, if any, is ignored.
This instruction is optional in the PowerPC architecture. Because of the differences between processor implementations, the behavior of tlbie on each is examined
independently below:

601

PROCESSOR

On the 601, a TLB invalidate operation is broadcast on the system interface. The
UTLB search is done regardless of the settings of MSR[IT] and MSR[DT].
If the segment register for EA specifies SR[T] = 1 (an 1/0 controller interface segment), no UTLB entry invalidation is performed on the local processor and no TLB
invalidate operation is broadcast on the system interface.
Because the 601 supports broadcast of TLB entry invalidate operations, then the
following must be observed:
The tlbie instruction(s) must be contained in a critical section, controlled by
software locking, so that tlbie is issued on only one processor at a time.
A sync instruction must be issued after every tlbie and at the end of the critical
section. This causes the hardware to wait for the effects of the preceding tlbie
instruction(s) to propagate to all processors.

!OWerPC Instruction Set Reference

A processor detecting a TLB invalidate broadcast performs the following:
1. Prevents execution of any new load, store, cache control or tlbie
instruction and prevents any new reference or change bit updates.

2. Waits for completion of any outstanding memory operations
(including updates to the reference and change bits associated with
the entry to be invalidated).
3. Invalidates the two entries (both associativity classes) in the UTLB
indexed by the matching address.
4. Resumes normal execution.
The software must ensure that SDR1 points to the page table when issuing tlbie,
even when address translation is disabled. Nothing is guaranteed about instruction
fetching in other processors if the tlbie instruction deletes the page in which some
other processor is currently executing.

603/604/620 PROCESSORS
The effective address (EA) is the contents of rB. Both the instruction and data translation lookaside buffer (referred to as ITLB and DTLB, respectively) containing
entries corresponding to the EA are made invalid both ways (that is, removed from
both sets of the TLB) at the index provided within the EA. The TLB invalidation is
performed regardless of settings of MSR[IR] and MSR[DR]. The index corresponds
to bits 15-19 of the EA. To invalidate entries within both TLBs, 32 tlbie
instructions must be executed, incrementing this field by one each time.
Nothing is guaranteed about instruction fetching in other processors if the tlbie
instruction deletes the pages in which some other processor is currently executing.
REGISTERS AFFECTED
None
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ti bid
LOAD DATA

TLB

FORMS
tlbld

rB

INTEGER UNIT

603

ENTRY

SUPERVISOR MODE

BIT DEFINITION
Ox11
0

1 2

3 4 5 6

Reserved

Reserved

00000

00000

7

Res.

B

Ox3d2

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE

EA f- rB
TLB entry created fro m DCMP and RPA
DTLB entry selected by EA[l5 -19J and SRRl[WAYJ

f-

created TLB entry

DESCRIPTION

The tlbld (load data TLB entry) instruction is optional in the PowerPC architecture.
The tlbld instruction loads the contents of the data page table entry compare
(DCMP) and required physical address (RPA) registers into the first word of the
selected data TLB entry. The specific DTLB entry to be loaded is selected by EA and
the SRRl[WAY] bit. The effective address (EA) is the contents of rB. The tlbld
instruction should only be executed when address translation is disabled: MSR[IR] =
0 and MSR[DR] = 0.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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tlbli

INTEGER UNIT

603

LOAD INSTRUCTION

SUPERVISOR MODE

FORMS
tlbli

649

TLB

ENTRY

rB

BIT DEFINITION
Ox1f
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Reserved

Reserved

00000

00000

7

8

Res.

B

Ox3f2

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO (ODE

EA ~ rB
TLB entry created from DCMP and RPA
DTLB entry selected by EA[ 15-19J and SRRl [W
AY J

~ c reated

TLB entry

DESCRIPTION

The tlbli (load instruction TLB entry) instruction is optional in the PowerPC architecture. The tlbli instruction loads the contents of the data page table entry compare
(DCMP) and required physical address (RPA) registers into the first word of the
selected data TLB entry. The specific ITLB entry to be loaded is selected by EA and
the SRR1 [WAY] bit. The effective address (EA) is the contents of rB. The tlbli
instruction should only be executed when address translation is disabled: MSR[IR] =
0 and MSR[DR] = 0.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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INTEGER UNIT

tlbsync
SYNCHRONIZE

FORMS
tlbld

603/604/620

TLB

SUPERVISOR MODE

rB

BIT DEFINITION
Ox1f
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Reserved

Reserved

Reserved

00000

00000

00000

7

8

Res.

Ox236

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

DESCRIPTION

As defined by the PowerPC architecture, the tlbsync (synchronize translation lookaside buffer) instruction does not complete until all previous tlbie and tibia instructions executed by the processor executing this tlbsync instruction have been received
and completed.
On the 60316041620, when the TLBISYNC signal is negated, instruction execution may continue or resume after the completion of a tlbsync instruction. When the
TLBISYNC signal is asserted, instruction execution stops after the completion of a
tlbsync instruction.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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INTEGER UNIT

tw

601/603/604/620

TRAP WORD

USER MODE

FORMS
tw

TO,rA,rB

SIMPLIFIED MNEMONICS
tweq rA,rB
tw
twlge rA,rB
tw
trap
tw
-

4,rA,rB
5,rA,rB
31,rO,rO

BIT DEFINITION
Ox1f

A

TO

B

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 111213141516 171819

PSEUDO CODE
a ~ EXTS( rAl
b ~ EXTS(r Bl
if (a < bl &T0[0]
if (a > b) &TO[l ]
if (a = b) &T0[ 2]
if (a <U bl &T0[ 3]
if (a >U bl &T0 [4 ]

then
th en
th en
th en
t hen

Ox04
20~

22

2324252627~29

30

~

TRAP
TRAP
TRAP
TRAP
TRAP

DESCRIPTION

The tw (trap word) instruction invokes the system trap handler. The contents of rA
are compared with the contents of rB. If any bit in the TO field is set to 1 and its
corresponding condition is met by the result of the comparison, then the system trap
handler is invoked.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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INTEGER UNIT

twi

601/603/604/620

TRAP WORD IMMEDIAn

USER MODE

FORMS

TO,rA,SIMM

twi

BIT DEFINITION
PSEUDO CODE

a (-- EXTS(rA)
if (a < EXTS(SIMMll &T0[0] then TRAP
Ox03
0

if
if
if
if

1 2

(a
(a
(a
(a

3 4 5

A

TO
6

7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

> EXTS(S IMMll &TO[l]
&T0[2]
<U EXTS(SIMMll &T0[3]
>U EXTS(SIMMll &T0[4]

= EXTS(SIMMll

SIMM

then
then
then
then

TRAP
TRAP
TRAP
TRAP

DESCRIPTION

The twi (trap word immediate) instruction invokes the system trap handler. The contents of rA are compared with the 16-bit sign-extended SIMM field. If any bit in the
TO field is set to 1 and its corresponding condition is met by the result of the comparison, then the system trap handler is invoked.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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INTEGER UNIT

xorx

601/603/604/620

XOR

USER MODE

REGISTERS

FORMS

Re
rA,rS,rB
rA,rS,rB

xor
xor.

0
1

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1f
0

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

8

A

B

Ox13c

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rA f- rS XOR rB
DESCRIPTION

The xor instruction calculates the bit-wise exclusive-OR of rS with rB and places the
result into destination register rA.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

CRO[LT,GT,EQ,SO] (if Re= 1)
EXAMPLE
unsigned char bl. b2, b3;
bl = 0x5a;
b2 = 0x20;
b3 = bl A b2;

II 3 gl obal l y dec l ared bytes

Assumes:
r3 = contains address of bl
r4 = contains address of b2
r5 = contains address of b3
li
stb
li
stb
lbz
xor
stb

r6 ,
r6,
r6,
r6 ,
r3,
r3,
r3,

0x5a
0(r3l
0x20
0(r4)
0(r3)
r3, r6
0(r5)

l oad r6 with immediate va l ue 0x5a
store byte in r6 at r3 (bl=0x5a)
load r6 with immediate value 0x20
store bye in r6 at r4 (b2=0x20l
get 0x5a value back from r3
xor opera ti on, result i n r3
store byte result into b3 (at r5)
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INTEGER UNIT

xor1
XOR

601/603/604/620

REGISTER WITH

USER MODE

IMMEDIATE

FORMS
xori

rA,rS,UIMM

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1a
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

PSEUDO CODE
rA f- rS XOR (0x0000

A

UIMM

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

I I UIMM)

DESCRIPTION

The xori (xor immediate) instruction calculates the bit-wise exclusive-OR of rS with
a 16-bit unsigned value and places the result into rA. The 16-bit UIMM field is zeroextended to 32 bits prior to the operation.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
EXAMPLE
bl A = 0x5a;

II bl is a globally def i ned uns i gned char

Assumes:
r4 = conta i ns address of bl
l bz
xor i
stb

r3. 0(r4l
r3 , r3. 0x5a
r3, 0(r4)

get byte from (r4)
xor operat i on
store it back

• PowerPC Instruction Set Reference
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INTEGER UNIT

xor1s

601/603/604/620

XOR

USER MODE

FORMS
xoris

REGISTER WITH

SHIFTED IMMEDIATE

rA,rS,UIMM

BIT DEFINITION

s

Ox1b
0

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

8

A

UIMM

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

PSEUDO CODE
rA f- rS XOR (U!MM << 16)
DESCRIPTION

The xori s (XOR immediate shifted) instruction calculates the bit-wise exclusive-OR
of rS with a 16-bit unsigned value (shifted left by 16) and places the result into rA.
REGISTERS AFFECTED

None
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Appendix

TRANSLATION AND
INSTRUCTION SET
C OSS REFERENCE
This appendix is dedicated to correlating the x86 instruction set with the
PowerPC instruction set. In some cases, there are few overlapping instructions. However, other instructions have close counterparts in each
instruction set.
In the first section of this appendix, we'll examine the issues relating to
the translation of x86 assembly language to PowerPC assembly language.
Following the translation discussion, there is a table that relates every x86
instruction (through the i486) to its closest corresponding PowerPC
instruction.

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE TRANSLATION
The computer industry is currently dominated by x86-based computers. So
it makes sense that the PowerPC industry is interested in taking advantage
of the existing software base. The translation of x86 code to PowerPC code
represents one means of capitalizing on the existing software base.
In practice, there are a number of specific cases where translation works
extremely well. For example, on-the-fly translation of x86 BIOS ROMs is
useful when initializing legacy peripheral boards, such as ISA and PCI
video adapters.
Additionally, the translation of x86 assembly language code to PowerPC
assembly language code - suitable for native reassembly - represents a significant tool for porting existing software to PowerPC platforms. This form
of translation is the topic of the following discussion.
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The author wishes to thank MicroAPL for their help with this topic. For
further information concerning MicroAPL and the PortAsm program (an
x86-to-PowerPC assembly language translator), check out the version
included on the CD-ROM with this book, or contact them at the address
found in the Bibliography.

Translating x86 Assembly Language
There are four ways in which assembly language applications can be ported
to different and incompatible processor types:
a Rewrite the code from scratch.

a Run the application under an emulator, as is done in Insignia Solutions
SoftPC product.
a Translate the source code from one assembler language to another.
a Binary-to-binary translation, where access to the original source code is
not available or required. A comprehensive disassembly of the program
must be done first.

Rewriting source code is always an available option - but uninteresting
for the specific purposes of this discussion.
Emulation requires no changes to the application itself, but gives poor
performance compared with a native application. Each original machine
instruction has to be read, decoded, and emulated on the target architecture.
The emulator is effectively a language interpreter, where the language is the
instruction set of the CPU for which the program was originally written. ·
Emulators are useful to get old software to run on a new machine, or to run
applications where high performance is not important. But they do not provide a means of allowing old programs to take full advantage of new
high-performance processors such as the PowerPC.
Translation of assembly language, in contrast, produces a true native
application. A native application can run very nearly as fast as applications
written specifically for the target processor, and at worst will still be considerably faster than an emulator. The speed advantage over an emulator arises
from a number of factors. First, there is no need to read and decode the
instruction; even in a well-written emulator, this adds an overhead of several
instructions for every source instruction executed.
Another emulator problem is that the emulator generally has no knowledge of what instruction is about to be executed, and therefore must main-
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tain a completely valid machine state after every instruction is interpreted.
This will have to include all side effects of the instruction including setting
or clearing flags. A translator, on the other hand, like a well-written compiler, can see when the side effects of an instruction are not necessary for the
program to execute correctly, thus avoiding unnecessary work.
In addition, the translator can apply optimizations on sequences of
instructions, including instruction scheduling for RISC processors. Finally,
source-level translation makes it very easy to include handwritten assembly
language optimized for the target processor, which can improve
performance considerably.
For reasons of maintainability and debugging, source-level translation
which takes assembly language text as input and produces assembly language source as output is preferable to binary-binary translation. For these
reasons, binary-binary translation will not be considered further.

How Translation Works
This section uses MicroAPL's PortAsm as the archetype for x86-to-PowerPC
translation. The basic principle of translation is straightforward. If we
ignore for the moment the various optimizations that a translator can apply,
then its operation consists of reading an assembler source file, working out
what each instruction does, and emitting an equivalent instruction or
sequence of instructions in the target assembly language.
The primary difficulty with this is the determination of an efficient
equivalent. In practice, if the generated code is to yield satisfactory performance, the instruction being translated has to be considered in context.
Consider, for example, the following x86 instruction:
add

ax ,2

This instruction adds 2 to the register AX. If this instruction is translated to PowerPC assembly, then we need some way of representing the contents of AX, and the most obvious way is to use a PowerPC register. In fact,
if we define RAX to be a PowerPC general-purpose register, we might
simply translate the above instruction to:
add i

RAX , RAX ,2

; Add 2 to registe r RAX, res ult t o RAX
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This is a very efficient translation, in that one x 86 instruction becomes a
single PowerPC instruction, which will execute very fast. However, the
translation might not be correct as it stands. This is because the x86 addition does more than just add 2 to the contents of AX - it also sets the overflow, parity, carry, zero and other flags. If we know nothing about the context of the instruction, we have to ensure that all these side effects are also
mirrored in the target environment. This will typically take several
instructions. But if we see the sequence:
add
add

ax ,2
bx, 2

then we know for certain that the translation of the first add instruction
does not need to set any flags, because whatever flags it sets will immediately be overwritten by the add instruction. Therefore, it is necessary for the
translator to carry out a comprehensive analysis of the program flow so that
it can achieve an efficient translation. This program flow analysis can
become very complex, since in principle all potential paths through the program have to be considered, including subroutine calls, conditional
branches, and indirect jumps.
Furthermore, the statement that the addition considered above adds 2 to
the contents of AX is itself a simplification. On the 80386 or 80486, the register AX is a 16-bit subset of the full 32-bit EAX register, and, in turn, registers AH and AL are 8-bit subsets of AX. Therefore, simply representing AX
by a PowerPC 32-bit register is not good enough. In fact, it looks more sensible to represent EAX by a PowerPC register, and consider AX to be just
the low-order 16 bits of that register, and AH and AL to be 8-bit subsets
in turn.
In this case we have to consider whether the effect of the translated
instruction on the high bits of EAX is valid. If the register AX contains the
value Oxffff immediately before the addition, then the simple one-instruction
translation will not be valid, because it will alter the high 16 bits of EAX
which is not what the x86 instruction does. To be sure of reproducing this
behavior, the translator can use a spare PowerPC register (here denoted
RTemp) to do the addition, and mask the low 16 bits of the result into the
AX equivalent register:
addi
rl wimi

RTemp, REAX,2
REAX , RTemp,0,0xf fff

Add 2 t o REAX , resu lt to RTemp
Inser t 16-b i t res ul t i nt o REAX

w.r:PC Translation and Cross Reference
We now need two instructions rather than one, and some other cases
may be even worse. Therefore, to avoid inefficient translation, PortAsm
keeps track of when it is necessary to preserve the other bits of a register,
and when it is safe to overwrite them. In fact, when it is run with optimizations on, it dynamically allocates registers over blocks of code to provide
efficient translation of x86 assembly language.
These simple examples - plus other considerations which are mentioned in later sections - illustrate two important points. First, there is no
single best translation of an instruction, but instead there are many possible
translations, some of which are considerably more efficient than others.
Second, in order to determine whether an efficient translation is also a safe
one, the crucial test is whether the translator is able to follow the program
flow unambiguously. The better the analysis of the program flow, the more
efficient the generated code, and the safer the translation. In addition, optimizations which operate over more than one in1>truction are also important,
as you'll soon see.

Hints and Assumptions
One big advantage of source-code translation over other forms of automatic
porting is that the translation does not have to be perfect in order to be useful. Although it is possible to model the x86 processor and translate every
instruction in a way that reproduces all its side effects, such a translation
would be very inefficient. This would defeat the object of the exercise, which
is to produce a translated equivalent of the original program that runs as
efficiently as possible on the target processor.
Translators must, therefore, deal with the details of translation by a
combination of analysis, assumption, and occasional human intervention.
The kinds of problems that can arise include:
• Passing condition codes into or out of routines which are called through
jump tables
• Relying on side effects of external routines about which the translator
does not know
• Self-modifying code
• Relying on the size of specific instruction opcodes
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There are various techniques that can be used to ensure a valid translation to the target architecture. In almost all cases, changing the original
source code is a simple and effective solution.

x86 Translation Model
Unfortunately, the x86 processor requires a complex set of translation rules.
One of the primary difficulties is the x86's real-mode segmented addressing.
An effective address in the x86 world has to be calculated taking into
account one of the segment registers CS, DS, ES, FS, GS, or SS (FG and GS
existing on 80386 and higher processors only). These segments explicitly or
implicitly affect every memory reference.
In order to achieve efficient effective address calculation in translated
code, the translated program holds the base address of each current segment
in a PowerPC general-purpose register. This allows translation of memory
accesses taking account of the implicit or explicit segment base:
mov
lwzx

eax ,[ ebx ]
reax , rds, rebx

Load a 32-bit val ue f rom th e addr ess
formed by adding th e co nten ts of rds
and rebx

Only when segment registers are changed or accessed directly do we
need to concern ourselves with mapping 16-bit segment addresses (in real
mode) or segment selectors (in protected mode) from the x86's segmented
world to the PowerPC processor's flat address space. Following is an
example of such an instruction:
mov

ax,ds

:Mov e ds regi st er t o ax

This is handled by keeping a memory-based table of segments. Special
considerations apply to the stack and instruction pointer. On the x86, segmentation applies to these in the same way as it does to other addresses. The
next instruction to execute is pointed to by the instruction pointer plus the
code segment, and the current stack position is the stack pointer plus the
stack segment. For the instruction pointer (EIP or IP) it is essential, and for
the stack pointer (SP or ESP) it is desirable, to factor out the segment
address when translating to the PowerPC. This means that the PowerPC
program counter corresponds to EIP plus the code segment address, and a
PowerPC general-purpose register holds ESP plus the stack segment address.
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Where it becomes necessary to determine the actual x86 ESP value, this is
done by subtracting the current stack segment address.

The Little Endian Problem
The x86 architecture gives us one severe problem: the way it handles the
ordering of bytes in memory. On some CPUs - notably IBM mainframes,
the 680x0 family, and SPARC microprocessors - multibyte quantities are
stored in memory with the most significant byte at the lowest address. Such
processors are known as big endian. On others - including the DEC VAX
and Intel processors - the most significant byte is placed at the highest
address; these are little endian. Endianess is discussed in Chapter 3, "Of
Eggs and Endians."
Applications vary in the degree to which they access data in an endiandependent way; some applications will be very clean in this respect, whereas
others will freely access subsets of larger data items and assume a specific
byte ordering. Of course, this is a problem only if you are going from a little
endian to big endian architecture or vice versa. It does not arise on porting
680x0 code to PowerPC.

Support lor Little Endian
Operation in the PowerPC
Although the PowerPC architecture is big endian, it includes two features
that help in handling little endian data. Four instructions are provided for
reading and writing 32- and 16-bit quantities with automatic byte reversal.
These appear mainly to be intended for reading and writing data that is
shared (perhaps over a network) with a processor that has the opposite byte
ordering. These instructions are of the indexed displacement form; that is,
an effective address is formed by adding two registers together. This is convenient for translating x86 code because you always have to offset and
address by a segment base.
Also, the whole processor can be switched to run in little endian mode.
At first sight, this seems to be an ideal solution to the problem; however, in
practice it does little to make the job of translating x86 code easier. This is
because, in little endian mode, 16- and 32-bit memory accesses have to be
aligned on 16- or 32-bit boundaries, or else a machine exception occurs. The
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x86 family does not require aligned memory accesses. In practice, x86 code

commonly ignores alignment considerations.

Interesting Translation Situations
In practice, the choice of whether to run the PowerPC processor in little
endian or big endian mode is one which will be dictated by the operating
system. IBM's AIX and the Apple Macintosh use big endian mode. It's natural to expect that ports of operating systems with an x86 ancestry such as
OS/2 and Microsoft's Windows NT would run in little endian mode. To take
account of these differences, PortAsm is designed to support three ways of
handling the problem when translating Intel code.
The first option is full big endian mode. In this model, the PowerPC
CPU runs in big endian mode, and the data is also held in big endian order.
Data does not necessarily need to be aligned on natural boundaries, but the
original source file has to be checked to ensure that any assumptions about
byte ordering are signaled to PortAsm so that it can generate the correct
code. PortAsm can automatically detect straightforward cases where data is
being accessed in an endian-dependent way, but some manual hinting is
required for more difficult cases.
This mode is most appropriate where the target machine architecture is
essentially big endian, and the assembler code needs to fit into that architecture smoothly. It would apply, for example, to a section of handwritten
assembler code which formed part of a bigger application written in C
which was being ported to AIX.
In the next case, the processor operates in big endian mode but the data
is in little endian order. For some programs, it will be more appropriate to
hold the application's data in little endian order even if the CPU itself is running in big endian mode. This would be sensible if, for example, the translated program was sharing data with a DOS program running under an
emulator (such as SoftPC). In this mode, the translator uses the PowerPC
byte-reversal instructions for every 32- or 16-bit memory access (except for
stack operations). Minimal manual intervention is required.
Full little endian mode is best when PowerPC processors are operating
in little endian mode (and data is stored in natural little endian order) and
the byte-ordering problem described above does not exist. However, a different constraint appears: all accesses must be aligned on their natural boundaries. As a result, the translator tries to determine if a particular memory
access is aligned. Where alignment can be detected unambiguously - for
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example, if it referred directly to a label that had been placed on a 4-byte
boundary - the translator generates an efficient direct-access as usual. For
16- or 32-bit accesses with ambiguous alignment, the translator generates
less efficient code for accesses. Note that C compilers and other high-level
languages have the same problem when they are passed arbitrary pointers to
data which is then accessed using an arbitrary unit size. To maintain the
quality of translated code, the programmer can mark sections of code with a ·
hint to indicate that a section requires special treatment.

Translation Optimizations
So far, we have concentrated on how to translate code by looking at each
instruction individually. Although we've emphasized the need for detailed program analysis to produce an efficient translation, this has been in the context
of translating instructions one at a time. However, there are many cases where
considerable improvements in the quality of the generated code - both in
terms of speed and code expansion - can be achieved by considering larger
blocks of code.
The first area of optimization works by identifying idioms, or common
sequences of instructions, which can better be translated as a block than
individually. As an example, consider an x86 sequence that pops a series of
values off the stack into registers. Translating such a sequence of POP
instructions one at a time is relatively inefficient on a PowerPC, because the
stack pointer has to be adjusted each time. A translator might therefore wait
until all the POPs have been done (adjusting the stack offset as necessary),
and then adjust the stack pointer at the end.
Similarly, it is quite common to zero out a register, and then load an 8or 16-bit quantity into it. This takes two instructions on a 680x0 or x86,
but can be done in one instruction on the PowerPC.
Factoring out common temporary values can be another effective optimization. Where blocks of code use complex addressing modes or preserve
high bits across a set of instructions, considerable translation improvements
can be achieved. For example, this code fragment is extracted from
Programming the 80386, by Crawford and Gelsinger, as part of an
implementation of the bubble sort algorithm:
In ner Loop:
cmp edx ,ecx
jge Bottom
mov eax . [es i+edx*4+4J
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cmp [esi+edx*4 ] ,eax
jge No Swap
xc hg [es i+edx*4 ], eax
mov [esi+edx*4+4 ] ,eax
NoSwap:
i nc edx
jmp Inner Loop
Bottom:

A translator would be able to recognize that the effective address
DS:[ESl+EDX*4] is repeatedly being used in this loop, and can therefore
factor out part of the address calculation using a temporary register to hold
it. Similarly, it can handle the preservation of the other bits of a register over
a block of code.

Conclusion
Intel x86 assembly translation to PowerPC assembly is one solution for the
issues associated with porting software to the PowerPC family of processors.
While translation is not a complete solution for every porting situation, this
discussion does provide an additional perspective on the relationship
between x86 assembly language and PowerPC assembly language.
To experiment with an implementation of the preceding discussion,
check out the PortAsm demo included on the CD-ROM that accompanies
this book.

atlon and Cross Reference

INTEGER INSTRUCTIONS CROSS-REFERENCE
It's common to think in your native language even when trying to program
in a new one. This instruction cross-reference table is designed to help you
in those times when you know the x86 instruction you want to use, but
can't think of the corresponding PowerPC instruction. Table B-1 lists the
integer instructions that are somewhat analogous on both platforms.

Table B·l
Integer Instruction Cross·References

x86 Instruction

Related PowerPC
Mnemonic and Operands

000

n/ a

aad

n/a

aam

n/a

aas

n/a

ode !add two registers)

addcx rD,rA,rB

add carrying

ode (add register and
immediate value)

addicx rD,rA,SIMM

add immediate carrying

add !add two registers)

addx rD,rA,rB

add

add (add register and
immediate value)

addi rD,rA,SIMM

add immediate

addis rD,rA,SIMM

add immediate shifted

addex rD,rA,rB

add extended

addmex rD,rA

add to minus one extended

addzex rD,rA

add to zero extended

and land two registers)

andx rA,rS,rB

AND

and land register and
immed iate value)

andi. rA,rS, UIMM

AND immediate

andcx rA,rS,rB

AND with complement

andis . rA,rS,UIMM

AND immediote sh ifted

arpl

n/ a

PowerPC
lnstructionName
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Table B: l
Integer Instruction Cross-References {Continued)

x86 Instruction

Related PowerPC
Mnemonic and Operands

bound

n/a

bsf,bsr

cntlzdx rA,rS

PowerPC
/nstructionName

count leading zeros doubleword
cntlzwx
bswap

rA,rS

count leading zeros word

lhbrx rD,rA,rB

load half-word byte-reverse
indexed

lwbrx rD,rA,rB

load word byte-reverse indexed

sthbrx rS ,rA,rB

store half-word byte-reverse
indexed

stwbrx rS,rA,rB

store word byte-reverse indexed

bt,btc,btr,bts

See rlwinm , rlwimi

call

Equivalent to branching wi th link
register update

cbw

extsb

extend sign byte

clc,cld,cmc

mcrf crfD,crfS

move condition register field

mtcrf CRM,rS

move to condition register fields

mcrxr crfD

move to condition register from
XER

mfcr rD

move from condition register

mtmsr rS

move to machine state reg ister
with appropriate bit mask

mfmsr rD

move from machine state register
with appropriate bit mask

di

cits

n/a

cmp (compare register
to immediate value)

cmpwi rA,SIMM
cmpi crfD,L,rA,SIMM

A signed comparison is made
between rA and the sign-extended
value of SIMM.

cmp (compare register
to register)

cmpw rA,rB
cmp crfD,L,rA,rB

A signed comparison is made
between rA and rB.
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Table B-1
Integer Instruction Cross-References ·(Continued}

x86 Instruction

Related PowerPC
Mnemonic and Operands

PowerPC
lnstructionName

cmpli crfD,L,rA,UIMM

An unsigned comparison is made
between rA and the zero-extended
value of UIMM.

cmpl crfD,L,rA,rB

An unsigned comparison is made
between rA and rB.

cmpxchg

n/a

cwd, cwde

extsw

daa, dos

n/a

dee

addi rA,rA,-1
subi rA,rA, l

div, idiv

divdux rD,rA,rB

divide double word unsigned

divdx rD,rA,rB

divide double word

extend sign word

enter

n/a

hit

Similar to the PowerPC's
checkstop state.

imul

mulli rD,rA,SIMM

in, ins, insb, insw, insd

PowerPC memory mapped 1/0
is performed using load/store
instructions.

inc

addi

int

SC,

int 03

Equivalent to PowerPC definition
of single-step exception

into

SC,

invd

dcbz rA, rB

data cache block set to zero

icbi rA,rB

instruction cache block invalidate

dcbi rA,rB

data cache block invalidate

tlbie rB

TLB invalidate all (64-bit only)

invlpg

rA,rA, l

tw

tw

multiply low immediate

add immediate: one to register
system call, trap word

system call, trap word
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Table B·l
Integer Instruction Cross-References

(Continued)

Related PowerPC
Mnemonic and Operands

PowerPC
lnstructionName

tibia

TLB invalidate all

tlbsync

TLB synchronize

iret

rfi

return from interrupt

ja

bge

branch if greater than or equal

jb

bit

branch if less than

jbe

beq

branch if equal

jc

n/a

je

beq

branch if equal

jg

bgt

branch if greater than

jge

bge

branch if greater than or equal

bit

branch if less than

jle

ble

branch if less than or equal

jmp

b

unconditional branch

jnb

bge

branch if greater than or equal to

jnc

n/ a

jne

bne

branch if not equal

jno

bns

branch if not summary overflow

jnp

n/ a

jns

n/ a

jnz

bne

branch if not equal

jo

bso

branch if summary overflow

jp

n/ a

jpe

n/ a

jpo

n/ a

js

n/ a

jz

beq

x86 Instruction

branch if equal
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Table B-1
Integer Instruction Cross-References

(Continued)

x86 Instruction

Related PowerPC
Mnemonic and Operands

lahf

Similar to mfcr instruction

lar

n/a

Ids, les, Ifs, lgs, lss

n/a

lea

la rD,d(rAJ

load address

la rD, variable

load address

PowerPC
Instruction Na me

leave

n/a

lgdt

See Chapter 8

lidt

See Chpater 8

lldt

See Chapter 8

lmsw

mfmsr rD

move from mach ine state register

lock

ldarx rD,rA,rB

load double word and reserve
indexed

lwarx rD,rA,rB

load word and reserve indexed

stdcx. rS,rA,rB

store double word cond itional
indexed

stwcx. rS,rA,rB

store word conditional indexed

lods, lodsb, lodsw, lodsd Similar to the load multiple word
(lmw) instruction
loop, loope, loopne

Equiva lent to particular forms of
PowerPC branch instructions (see
Chapter 6)

Isl

mtsr SR,rS

move to segment register
(32-bit only)

mtsrin rS,rB

move to segment register
indirect (32-bit only)

mfsr rD,SR

move from segment register
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Table B·l
Integer Instruction Cross-References (Continued)

x86 Instruction

Related PowerPC
Mnemonic and Operands

PowerPC
lnstructionName

mfsrin rD,rB

move from segment reg ister
indirect (32-bit only)

ltr

n/a
See Chapter 8

mov, movsb, movsw,

mr rA,rS

move register

movsd

lbz rD,d(rA)

load byte and zero

stb rS,d(rA)

store byte

lhz rD,d(rA)

load half-word and zero

sth rS,d(rA)

store half-word

lwz rD,d(rA)

load word and zero

stw rS,d(rA)

store word

Id rD,ds(rA)

load double word

std rS,ds(rA)

store double word

mullwx rD,rA,rB

multiply low

mul

mulldx rD,rA,rB
multiply low double word
mulhwx rD,rA,rB

multiply high word

mulhdx rD,rA,rB

multiply high double word

mulhwux rD,rA,rB

multiply high word unsigned

mulhdux rD,rA,rB

multiply high double word
unsigned

neg

negx rD,rA

negate

nop

nop
ori rO,rO,O

no operation

lG Translation and Cross Reference
Table B-1
Integer Instruction Cross-References

(Continued)

x86 Instruction

Related PowerPC
Mnemonic and Operands

PowerPC
lnstructionName

not

not rA,rS

not (complement register)

or

orx rA,rS,rB

OR

orcx rA,rS ,rB

OR with complement

ori rA,rS,UIMM

OR immediate

oris rA,rS ,UIMM

OR immediate shifted

out, outs, outsb, outsw,
outsd

PowerPC memory mapped 1/0
is performed using load/store
instructions.

pop, popa , popf, push ,
pus ha, pushf

n/ a

rel, rcr, rol , ror

ridicl

rA,rS,SH ,MB

rotate left double word immediate
then clear left

ridicr rA,rS,SH,ME

rotate left double word immediate
then clear right

ridic

rotate left double word immediate
then clear

rA,rS ,SH,MB

riwinm rA, rS,SH,MB,ME

rotate left word immediate the
AND with mask

ridcl

rA,rS,rB,MB

rotate left double word then
clear left

rider rA,rS,rB,ME

rotate left double word then
clear right

riwnm

rA, rS,rB,MB,ME

rotate left word then AND
wi th mask

riwimi

rA,rS,SH,MB,ME

rotate left word immediate then
mask insert
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Table B-1
Integer Instruction Cross-References {Continued)

x86 Instruction

Related PowerPC
Mnemonic and Operands

PowerPC
Instruction Name

ridimi

rotate left double word immediate
then mask insert

rA,rS,SH,MB

lodsb/w/d

n/a

movsb/w/d

n/a

scasb/w/d

n/a

stosb/w/d

n/a

repe, repne

n/a

rel

Generally equivalent to an
unconditional branch to link
register (blr)

retf

n/a

sahf

mcrf crfD,crfS

move condition register field

mcrxr crfD

move to condition register
from XER

mfcr rD

move from condition register

sradi

rA,rS,SH

shift right algebraic double
word immediate

srawi

rA,rS,SH

shift right algebraic word
immediate

sar

srad rA,rS,rB

sh ift right algebraic double word

sraw rA,rS,rB

sh ift right algebraic word

sbb

See sub

scasb/w/d

n/a

setxx-(all forms of
the set instruction)

n/ a

sgdt

See Chapter 8
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Table B·l
Integer Instruction Cross-References

(Continued)

x86 Instruction

Related PowerPC
Mnemonic and Operands

PowerPC
lnstructionName

shl, shld

sldi rA,rS,n (n<64)

shift left double immediate

slwi rA,rS,n (n<32)

shift left word immediate

sli rA,n
shr, shrd

(same)

srdi rA,rS,n (n<64)

shift right double immediate

srwi rA,rS,n (n<32)
sri rA,n
(same)

shift right word immediate

sidt

n/a

sldt

See Chapter 8

smsw

mtmsr rD

move to machine state register

sic

mtcr

move to cond ition register

std

n/ a

sti

mlmsr rD

stosb, stosw, stosd

Similar to the store multiple
word instruction (stmw)

sir

n/a
See Chapter 8

sub

subfcx rD,rA,rB

subtract from carrying

subfex rD,rA,rB

subtract from extended

subfic

subtract from immediate carrying

rD,rA,SIMM

move to machine state register

subfmex rD,rA

subtract from minus one extended

subfx rD,rA,rB

subtract from

subfzex rD,rA

subtract from zero extended

verr, verw

n/a

xadd

n/ a

xchg

n/ a

xlat, xlatb

n/ a

xor

xori rA,rS,UIMM

XOR immediate

xoris rA,rS,UIMM

XOR immediate shifted

xorx

XOR

rA,rS,rB
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FLOATING· POINT
Unfortunately, there's far less commonality with floating-point instructions
between the two processors. Most x86 instructions don't have equivalents
on the PowerPC processors. The few floating-point instructions that do have
correspondents are shown in Table B-2.

Table B-2
Floating-Point Cross-References

x86 Instruction

Related PowerPC
Mnemonic and Operands PowerPC Instruction Name

fobs

fobs frD,frB

floating absolute value

fnabs frD,frB

floating negative absolute value

fadd frD,frA, frB

floating add !double-precision)

fadd s frD,frA, frB

floating add single

fcmpu cfrD,frA,frB

floating compare unordered

fcmpo drD,frA, frB

floating compare ordered

fdiv frD,frA,frB

floating divide !double-precision )

fd ivs frD,frA,frB

floating divide single

feni , fneni

mlspr rA, FPSCR

move lo specia l-purpose register: fl oalingpoinl statu s and control register

fmul , fmulp

fmul

floating multiply !double-precision)

fodd

fcom

fdiv, fdivp

fsqrt

fsub, fsubp, fsubr

frD,frA,frC

fmuls frD,frA, frC

floating multiply single

frsqrle frD,frB

floating reciprocal square root estimate

fsqrl frD,frB

floating square root !double-precision)

fsqrts frD,frB

floating square root single

fsub frD ,frA, frB

floating subtract !double-precision)

fsubs frD,frA,frB

floating subtract single

-

Appendix

FLOATING
INT ON THE

INTRODUCTION
Many x86 programmers have never dabbled with floating-point arithmetic.
The i486 microprocessor was the first family member to include the floating-point coprocessor in the same package as the integer unit. In fact, floating point always seems to be particularly de-emphasized in the x86 architecture. Coupled with the fact that many current PC applications have little
need for floating-point math, this area is generally neglected by
x86 programmers.
When the PowerPC architects were contemplating the feature set that
would give PowerPC processors an edge in the market and make them
attractive to developers, one of the key design goals was floating-point performance. The emphasis on floating point has resulted in floating-point
operations having a high spec performance rating. The following sections
review and discuss floating-point numerical representation, PowerPC
floating-point implementation, and practical floating-point code examples.

FLOATING-POINT REPRESENTATION -

A

REVIEW

In 1985, the IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) released
a floating-point math standard is that used on both x86 and PowerPC
processors. This standard, IEEE-754, defines two binary, fixed-length formats: single-precision and double-precision. Single-precision floating-point
data is represented using a 32-bit value; double-precision requires 64 bits.
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Figure C-1 shows the format for both single- and double-precision
floating-point numbers.

+s;gc
FRACTION

0 1

8 9

31

1~ EXPONENT
0 1

I

FRACTION

1112

63

Figure C· 1
The format for single- and double-precision floating-point numbers differs in bit field size.

The difference between single- and double-precision floating-point numbers is just that: their precision. The number of bits used to represent the
exponent and fraction fields increase as the precision increases.
The three fields that are common to both floating-point formats are the
sign bit (S), the exponent field (EXP), and the fraction field (FRACTION).
Each component is described below.
a Sign bit (S)
A positive sign (+) is represented by a zero (0) in this position; a negative
sign(-) is represented by a one (1). On the PowerPC, the sign bit is
bit zero.
a Exponent (EXP)
The exponent in the IEEE format is a biased exponent. To obtain the
actual exponent from the biased exponent, you must subtract 127 from
a single-precision (32-bit) exponent and 1023 from a double-precision
(64-bit) exponent.

A biased exponent eliminates the need for a sign bit on the exponent.
Two exponent values are reserved in each precision format: all bits set
and all bits cleared. Refer to the discussion of infinities, NaNs, zeroes,
and denormalized numbers later in this appendix for details on the
reserved values.

• Floating Point on the PowerPC
a Fraction (FRACTION)
The fractional part of the floating-point number resides in the remaining
bits. It is evaluated as shown in Figure C-5. The fraction and the implied
bit are used together when determining the final value of a floating-point
number.

a Implied bit (not shown)
The implied bit is used as the whole number portion of the fraction and
is not explicitly represented by the bit values of the floating-point number. Depending on the type of floating-point number, the implied bit
determines if the fractional component is of the form: 1.FRACTION or
O.FRACTION. Where FRACTION is the value calculated from the
FRACTION field, as discussed previously, and 1 or 0 is the implied bit.

Normals, Denormals, and Zeros
Processors such as the i486, Pentium, and PowerPC implementations require
the ability to represent not only numerical floating-point values, but also
non-numerical values such as infinity. To accomplish this, the bit settings of
single- or double-precision numbers have definitions for all representable
values, both numeric and non-numeric. Depending on the sign, exponent,
and fraction fields, the floating-point number falls into one of several
classifications of floating-point numbers.
Numeric floating-point values are categorized as binary floating-point
numbers. Three types of binary floating-point numbers are supported by the
PowerPC architecture: normals, denormals, and zeroes. Each type has a
single-precision and double-precision representation.
Figure C-2 shows all representable floating-point values and the associated fields of the single- or double-precision data and their relationship to
the real number line. Notice, for example, that the normals can represent
numbers of greater magnitude than denormals. There is also a range of values on either side of zero that are too small to represent using either
single- or double-precision denormals.
Figure C-2 contains a real number line to the right of the table. The top
of the number line points in the direction of positive infinity; the bottom
points towards negative infinity. Zero occurs at the very center of the number line. The position of each table entry corresponds to a position on the
real number line.
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Real Number Line

Implied Bit Fraction

Sign Bit

Biased Exponent

0

MAX(2555p, 2047op)

x

Non-zero

NaN

0

MAX

x

Zero

+Infinity

0

0 <EXP< MAX

1

x

+Normalized

0

0

0

Value

+ 00

Ve ry Small

Non-Zero +Denormalized

Positive numbers too small to be represented
0

0

x

Zero

+Zero

1

0

x

Zero

- Zero

Negative numbers too small to be represented
Non-zero -Denormalized

1

0

0

1

0 <EXP< MAX

1

x

-Normalized

1

MAX

x

Zero

-Infinity

1

MAX

x

Non-zero

NaN

~

v

Zero

Ve ry Small

-

00

figure C·2
Floating-point representation on the real number-line.

For example, the top of the table represents the positive NaN values,
followed by positive infinity. These correspond to the positive infinity area
on the real number line. Next, there is a large (dependent on precision)
range of normalized numbers. Denormalized numbers are smaller in magnitude than normalized and reside closer to zero on the real number line.
Next, there is a range of numbers that is too small to represent using floating-point numbers. Positive zero comes next in the table. Each floating-point
category is repeated as the real number line continues toward
negative infinity.
The size and placement of floating-point categories in the number line of
Figure C-2 is not to scale. However, it does provide a useful view of the
relationship between the various categories of floating-point numbers.

Normals
Normalization of a floating-point number refers to the process of manipulating the significand and exponent value to ensure that the leading significand bit is a 1. In particular, the significand shifted to the right while the
exponent is incremented according to the number of bits shifted.
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Normalized floating-point numbers (normals) can represent values in
the range of the following magnitudes:
• Single-Precision: 1.2£-38 ~value~ 3.4E+38
• Double-Precision: 2.2£-308 ~value~ l.8E+308
Single-precision normals can hold values with an unbiased exponent in
the range -126 to +127. Double-precision normals can hold values with an
unbiased exponent in the range: -1022 to +1023.
Figure C-3 shows the equation that is used to determine a normalized
floating-point number from the 32-bit or 64-bit normalized floating-point
value. The implied bit for normalized numbers is always one.

Normalized FP 32- or 64-bit = ( -1 )8

2UEXP

(1 .fraction)

Figure C·3
The normalized floating-point equation normalizes both single- and double-precision
values.

Deno rm a ls
A floating-point number is denormalized when its high-order bit (not including the implied bit) is not 1. Denormals feature the significand shifted to the
right while the exponent is incremented according to the number of bits
shifted until the exponent equals the format's minimum value: -126 for
single-precision and -1022 for double-precision. Numbers represented in
this way use fewer significant bits to represent numbers, resulting in a loss
of precision.
Denormals represent the set of floating-point numbers that are smaller
in magnitude than normalized numbers yet still larger than zero. Refer to
Figure C-2 for the relationship between denormalized floating-point
numbers and other floating-point numbers.
The biased exponent on all denormals is zero. This means that the unbiased exponent, which is used in the equations below, is the minimum possible exponent value for the precision of the number. Calculation of denormalized floating-point numbers is performed using the equation shown in
Figure C-3. However, single-precision denormals always have UEXP = -126;
double-precision denormals always have UEXP = -1022. The implied bit is
always zero on denormals.
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Figure C-4 shows the equation used to calculate the floating-point number from the 32-bit or 64-bit denormalized floating-point value.
(a) The Single-precision Normalized Floating-point Equation

Denormalized FP 32_bit

= (

-1 )S 2-125 (O.fraction)

(b) The Double-precision Normalized Floating-point Equation

Denormalized FP 64 _bit= (-1)8 2-1022(0.fraction)
Figure C·4
The Denormalized Floating-Point equations.

Zeroes
It is possible to represent both +O and -0 as floating-point values. For
floating-point zeroes, EXPONENT = 0 and FRACTION = 0. On PowerPC
implementations, floating-point comparisons disregard the sign of a zero
value: +zero =-zero. Figure C-3 shows the floating-point data fields for the
zero values.

Infinities and NaNs
Non-numeric floating-point values are categorized as either infinities (+oo or
-oo) or Not A Number (NaN) values. Each non-numeric floating-point value
has both a single-precision and double-precision representation.

Infinities
Two non-numeric values represented in floating-point format are positive
and negative infinity. The infinity values always have the maximum biased
exponent value, EXPONENT = Ob 11111111 for single-precision and
Ob11111111111 for double-precision, and a FRACTION of zero, as shown
in Figure C-2.
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Infinity values are used in a limited number of arithmetic operations.
However, when using infinity values in the following situations, an invalid
operation exception will be generated:

a Division of infinity by infinity
a Subtraction of infinity from infinity
a Multiplication of infinity by zero
The invalid operation exception is discussed in Chapter 10, "Exceptions
and Interrupts."

Not A Number {NaN) Values
The second category of non-numeric values that can be represented in floating-point format is NaN values. Like the infinities, NaNs always have the
maximum exponent value. To distinguish NaNs from ±oo, NaN FRACTION
fields can be any value except zero. Figure C-2 shows the floating-point data
configuration of NaNs. Note that despite the placement of NaNs in Figure
C-2, the sign bit for NaNs is ignored - they are, after all, not numbers.
NaNs result from invalid operations such as the illegal operations
involving infinities, described previously. There are two types of NaN values: quiet NaNs and signaling NaNs. If the highest-order bit of the FRACTION field is set (bit 9 for single-precision and bit 12 for double-precision),
the NaN is a quiet NaN. If the high-order FRACTION bit is cleared, the
NaN is a signaling NaN. Here is the difference between the two NaNs:

a Quiet NaN (QNaN)
Quiet NaNs result from invalid floating-point operations when the ·
invalid operation exception is disabled (floating-point SCR[VE] =0).
When a floating-point operation results in a QNaN value, an exception is
not generated. QNaN values can be used as diagnostic information for
invalid floating-point operations when working with floating-point code.
a Signaling NaN (SNaN)

Signaling NaNs generate an invalid operation exception when they are
used in floating-point arithmetic operations. SNaNs can only be generated when the invalid operation exception is enabled in the floating-point
status and control register (FPSRC[VE] = 1). More information on the
invalid operation exception can be found in Chapter 10, "Exceptions
and Interrupts."
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FLOATING POINT ON POWERPC PROCESSORS
The IEEE standard requires single-precision arithmetic for single-precision
operand values. However, when using double-precision arithmetic, it is legal
to mix and match the precision of the operands. In other words, double-precision arithmetic instructions will accept single-precision, double-precision,
or both types of operands.
The PowerPC UISA requires that independent of the operand precision,
double-precision floating-point arithmetic instructions will produce doubleprecision results. And, of course, single-precision arithmetic produces
single-precision results.
PowerPC processors use the double-precision format internally. That
means that every time you load a single-precision floating-point number
from memory, the processor must convert it to double-precision format
before operating on the value. Single-precision values that are converted to
double-precision in 64-bit FPRs have bits FRACTION[35-63] set to zero.
That same value must be converted back to single-precision by software
when used with arithmetic instructions. However, the processor will convert
from double- to single-precision when storing FP values back into memory.
Despite the conversion, single-precision floating-point operations are
usually faster on all PowerPC implementations. The user's manual for each
PowerPC processor advises that if double-precision is not required, using
single-precision operations could increase performance.
There is a set of rules that determine the sign of a valid arithmetic operation (one that does not generate an exception) . Except for the NaN values,
these rules apply to all floating-point operands and results. Most of the following rules comply with the most important rule in arithmetic:
common sense.
• For floating-point addition operations, the result of the operation
assumes the sign of the source operand that is greater in magnitude. If
both source operands have the same sign, the result assumes the
equivalent sign.
• The result of a floating-point subtraction operation assumes the sign of
the source operand by treating the subtraction operation as the addition
of a negative value. For example, (x-y) is the same as (x + (-y)); in this
case, the rules for floating-point addition apply.

. ·. ~~ ·~r, "
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• For addition or subtraction operations that result in a value of exactly
zero, the sign of the result is positive. The single exception to this rule
depends on the rounding mode: round toward negative infinity would
cause a negative result in the above operation. Rounding modes are
discussed below.
• For multiplication and division operations, the sign of the result is the
exclusive or (XOR) of the signs of the two source operands.
• For round to single-precision or convert to/from integer operations, the
sign of the result is the sign of the source operand.
• The sign of the result of fsqrt (floating-point square root) or frsqrte (reciprocal square root estimate) operations is always positive. The two
exceptions to this rule are the following: fsqrt(-0) = -0 and
frsqrte(-0) =

-oo.

Note that multiply-add instructions require special attention because
two floating-point operations are performed in one instruction. The above
rules are first applied to the multiplication operation and then to the addition or subtraction operation since one of the source operands to the
addition or subtraction operation is the result of the multiplication operation.

Working With Single-Precision Data
The 64-bit PowerPC floating-point registers (FPRs) always contain doubleprecision formatted data when in use. And floating-point arithmetic and
move instructions always use double-precision format. In the previous discussion, we examined who is responsible for the conversion process.
However, there are occasions when FP data needs to be interpreted as a
single-precision value. There are a number of ways to force the use of the
single-precision format:
• The load floating-point single-precision instructions will ensure that the
processor interprets floating-point values using the single-precision format. In particular, these instructions access a single-precision operand in
memory and convert it to double-precision before storing the value in
an FPR.
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frsp (floating-point round to single-precision) instruction will round
from double- to single-precision format. That is, the instruction will
round the FP number such that it will fit into the 32-bit, single-precision
representation. However, the FP number remains in double-precision
format while contained in an FPR.

a The

a All single-precision FP arithmetic instructions accept double-precision
operands from FPRs and perform the operation using double-precision.
The intermediate result is subsequently converted to single-precision format before updating the destination register with the final result. Note
that if either source operand cannot be represented using singleprecision format, the resulting value will be undefined.
a Any single-precision floating-point store instructions will convert from

double- to single-precision before storing the operand into memory. If
denormalization of the operand is required, it is performed by the
processor automatically.

Real World Examples
Perhaps the best way to understand floating-point data is to reverse-engineer
a floating-point number. In the following example, we'll decode the floatingpoint number pi (n) in both single-precision and double-precision format.
Following that, we'll highlight some important points to remember about
PowerPC floating point.
Original Number= pi = 3.14159.
Single-precision (32-bit) representation of pi = Ox40490fd0
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The biased exponent is 128.
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The Fraction 1s 1• ( 2 + 4 + 8 + 16 + 32 + 64 + 128 + 4096 + 8192 + ...

)

= 1.57068.

Using the incomplete fractional value above,
the normalized single-precision number is (-1 )5 * 2ExP * (1.57068) = 3.141357.

Figure C·S
Decoding floating-point values.
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Figure C-5 illustrates the process of converting a normalized, single-precision (32-bit) floating-point value from the floating-point data format to
the floating-point number itself. The number that we're trying to extract
from the 32-bit floating-point value is pi= 3.14159. The following code
sequence was used to generate the number.
fl oat fl;
voi d mai n(vo idl

II single -prec i sion

I
fl

=

3. 141 59 ;

II l oa d fl with abbrev iat ed va l ue of pi

The number that the compiler generated was Ox40490fd0, as shown in
Figure C-5. We can separate each of the fields as follows: sign bit= ObO,
exponent field (EXP)= OblOOOOOOO, and the FRACTION field=
Ob10010010000111111010000. Using the formula in Figure C-3, we can
start to calculate the components of the equation required to determine the
value that this single-precision floating-point data represents.
Notice that the highest-order bit in the FRACTION field represents the
fractional value one-half. Having a bit set in any of the FRACTION bit
fields means that the associated fractional value for that field is summed to
determine the fractional part of the equation. Recall that the implied bit for
normalized numbers is one; therefore, the fractional part of this number will
be of the form 1.FRACTION. In our example, we see that
1

2

1

+

16

1
1
I
+ 128 + 4096 + 8192 + ••••

For every bit that is set in the FRACTION field, the corresponding fraction
would be summed together. For the purposes of this example, we'll
stop with
1
8192

Note that the final value will be less precise than if we had completed
the calculation of the fraction to completion. The final value of the FRACTION field (using the implied bit) is 1.57068. Solving the normalized number equation using this value, as shown in Figure C-5, results in: pi =
1 *2*1.57068 = 3.141357. The further we carry our addition of fractional
values, the more precise the number. With that in mind, we see the dramatic
increase in resolution that double-precision format provides.
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PowerPC Floating-Point Facts
The following list describes aspects of floating-point operation that you
should keep in mind when working with floating point on the PowerPC
implementations:
• Floating-point division operations are still very costly in terms of execution times. In fact, when division operations are used with static values
in a compiled program, many compilers will compute the reciprocal of
the value and change the operation to a multiply - saving as many as
30 cycles per operation!
• The PowerPC instruction set architecture defines several multiply-add
and multiply-subtract instructions. These instructions, which perform
two commonly paired operations, represent an important floating-point
optimization tool. There are multiply-add and multiply-subtract forms
for both single- and double-precision values.
• Keep as much floating-point data in FPRs as possible during complex
calculations. Doing so can reduce costly memory accesses.

WHAT'S

ON

Appendix

PORTASM BY MICROAPL
The MicroAPL directory on the CD contains a demonstration copy of
MicroAPL's PortAsm/86 80x86 Assembler to PowerPC Translator. The version found on the CD is a source-level translator which takes 80x86 assembler (in Microsoft's MASM format), and translates it to PowerPC assembler
source code. This demonstration version is supplied for your personal evaluation and demonstration only; any commercial use requires a license from
MicroAPL Ltd.
The files supplied are:
• README
An introductory file. This file contains contact information for
MicroAPL Ltd.

• PADEMO.EXE
An MS-DOS executable of the demonstration version of PortAsm/86.
This version is limited to a single source file, and 150 lines maximum. It
requires an 80386 or higher processor, and 4MB of RAM. Target
assemblers supported are those of IBM, Apple, Motorola and MetaWare.
• PADEMO.TXT
Text-only, shortened version of the PortAsm/86 manual. You can read
this on-line with an editor, or print it out (use a monospaced 10- or
12-point font).
• PRIME.ASM
Source to a simple DOS program written in assembler, which you can
use to try out PortAsm/86.
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• OPTIM.ASM
Source that shows how PortAsm optimizes certain types of
code sequences.
PortAsm is a complex product that carries out an extensive analysis of
the program in order to produce an efficient, optimized translation.
However, if you want to get a quick idea of what PortAsm does, try translating the PRIME.ASM program to assemble under the MetaWare assembler,
as follows:
pademo -a meta pri me.asm

To see what code optimizations PortAsm can apply, try translating
OPTIM.ASM:
pademo -nomai n -a meta optim . asm

Note that executing "pademo" with no arguments prints out a list of
the options.
For further information, see the pademo.txt file on the CD. It contains
information about how PortAsm translates code, and how you can intervene
using hints and hand-written assembler where necessary.

METAWARE'S DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
Meta Ware has included a trial version of their High CIC++ compiler, assembler, and related tools for use by the readers of PowerPC Programming for
Intel Programmers. Most of the features discussed below are included in the
trial version. In the METAWARE directory, you'll find the following
directory structure:
DOCS - Documentation on compiler options and directives. The
hc.hlp file contains nearly 50 pages of compiler usage information.
BIN - The compiler, assembler, and other tools.
INC - Standard include files
INCC- Additional include files
LIB - Libraries
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Meta Ware delivers high-quality compilers to PowerPC and x86 platforms with its High CIC++ for PowerPC targeting IBM's PowerPC operating
systems (OS/2 and UNIX personalities) and OS/Open operating systems and
IBM's OpenBIOS ROM monitor, the latter two for embedded systems. The
Meta Ware compiler is based on the SVR4 ABI PowerPC Supplement dated
July 25, 1994.
Meta Ware's attention to the evolving ANSI C++ Standard gives you
cross-platform compatibility and predictability. Included is a multi-platform,
source-level debugger that supports High CIC++ extensions. Also included
are Rogue Wave's Tools.h++ class library and fast libraries with ANSI conformance. High CIC++ compilers produce machine language that is compact, fast, and efficient, allowing large, complex applications to be
developed and deployed.
The High CIC++ compiler is a true compiler, not a C to C++ translator.
Some of Meta Ware's High CIC++ Compiler features include:
• Eight levels of global optimization
You can optimize programs for execution speed and/or code size, or to
achieve faster compile times, with a single command-line switch. High
CIC++ supports the classic optimizations including retro-allocation via
the graph coloring technique.
• Optional ANSI-standard conformance
• Wide variety of compiler features available through the use of toggles
and pragmas
• Native floating-point code generation
• C or C++ compiler invoked based on user-definable source-file extension
• Source-annotated assembly listings
• Inline functions across compilation units
• IBM OS/Open and OpenBIOS embedded support for both OS/2 and
UNIX and for personality-neutral servers on the microkernel
• Supports ELF and DWARF formats
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Some last-minute additions to the compiler and tools are summarized below.

a .endian (little I big) assembly pseudo-op was added to facilitate writing
little endian boot code in big endian environment. This switch causes the
instructions and data to be emitted in the byte-order specified. It does
not affect the byte-order (little or big endian) of the Elf header.
a By default, the compiler generates little endian targeting code (one
advantage of using little endian mode is that you can actually simulate
your environment on Solaris PowerPC, WorkPlace Unix, or
WorkPlace OS/2). To generate big endian code, include -HB on your
command line or driver's ARGS= line.
a cpu_603 is the default target (Note: the code generated will run on 601

and most 40x).

a new linker switches:
-Bstart_addr=xxx
xxx sets to default OxlOOOOOOO. This switch
specifies starting virtual address of the binary.
-Bpage_size=xxx
xxx sets to default OxlOOO. This switch
specifies page size alignment.
a -L$HCDIR/syslib included in library search path in the driver configuration file. Place your system-specific libraries (e.g., libgraph.a, libos.a)
there so that -lgraph and -los will automatically pick up the library.
a -kernel driver switch omits startup files in link line (required for most

kernel program) .
a

$HCDIR/lib/src contains the minimum set of library source that is necessary to build your own C++ library (you don't normally want to do
that). There is also sample crti.s and crtn.s needed for C++ linking.

a The C library supplied is a generic Solaris PPC style library with several
Solaris's system calls (e.g. write, read, etc). For embedded applications,
you can use the library as is (all you need to do is to supply several of
your own system calls for your specific system). The C++ library is
self-contained when linking with the C library.
a Users must supply their own system:specific crtl_{be,le}.o startup file
and put it in the lib directory. In general, for C++ static initialization to
work correctly, crtl_{be,le}.o should call _init and register_ fini with
atexit before calling to main.

~ • What's On The CD

POWERPC NEWS ARCHIVE
When was the PowerPC 604 announced? When did Apple agree to license
their technology? Find out in the PowerPC News archive. This archive is a
tremendous resource for anyone interested in the history of the PowerPC.
Spanning just over a year's worth of PowerPC-industry news, these stories
cover each major event since the introduction of the first PowerPC-based
Macintosh computers.
PowerPC News is an Internet-based news source that is free of charge to
subscribers. PowerPC News is published by Internet Publishing which is
part of the APT Group Pk. They have access to APT's world-wide publishing resources which allows them the opportunity to focus on developing
quality electronic products over the long term.
The premier issue (March 15, 1994) contained stories such as:
a Apple Launches Power Macintosh Line
a Power Macintosh Garners Application Support
a German and Taiwanese Firms To Show PowerPC Machines at CEBIT
And one of the most recent issues (from March 27, 1995) contained
stories such as:
a IBM Denies OS/2 Delay- Clings to (Late) Summer Release Date
a Taligent Releases Commonpoint Beta, but Delays OS Launch

a Motorola Denies it Wants 17% of Bull, But it Does Want Joint R&D
The following directory structures divide the information into two
categories: feature stories and PowerPC News.

\PPC-NEWS\INDEX.TXT
\PPC-NEWS\FEATURES\
\PPC - NEWS\PPCNEWS\

- News Index
- Feature stories
- PowerPC News Stories

PowerPC News has recently announced that news and information is
accessible in Hypertext form via the World Wide Web.
To access the service, you will need a direct Internet connection and a
Web browser. Many browsers are available, the most popular being Mosaic,
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ported to Macintosh. MS-Windows and X-Windows. Mosaic is available on
CompuServe (use Mosaic as a search keyword) or via anonymous FTP from:
ftp . ncsa . ui uc . edu

The NCSA machine is very busy so if you can find a local mirror of the
site, so much the better.
The PowerPC News home page is located at:
htt p: //power . globa l news . com/

MOTOROLA'S WORLD WIDE WEB INFORMATION
Motorola's acclaimed World Wide Web Site is on the CD in the moto-web
directory. Just use your Mosaic browser to open the file \moto-web\start.htm
to access the latest information on PowerPC happenings from
Motorola, Inc.
To look at the WWW information on the CD, you'll need a Mosaic
browser. Mosaic browsers can be found on CompuServe (use Mosaic as a
search keyword) or via anonymous FTP from:
f tp . ncsa.u i uc.edu

The NCSA machine is very busy so if you can find a local mirror of the
site, so much the better.
Find out the latest PowerPC news in the HotNews area. Find out when
and where PowerPC-related industry events are happening. Plus, get the
latest HTML-based technical information on all PowerPC processors.
There have been some minor updates to Motorola's PowerPC Web
Server. The source of Web information is Motorola's Server which is located at:
http://www . mot . com/PowerPC

They are interested in any feedback from users. For more information,
you can contact the Motorola Webmaster at:
we bm aster@ ri sc.sps. mot . com

pendix D • What's On The CD

flRMWORKS'S OPEN FIRMWARE INFORMATION
Open Firmware is a portable boot firmware system. Boot firmware is the
ROM-based software that controls a computer from the time that it is
turned on until the primary operating system has taken control of the
machine. The main function of boot firmware is to initialize the hardware
and then to "boot" (load and execute) the primary operating system.
Secondary functions include testing the hardware, managing hardware configuration information, and providing tools for debugging in case of faulty
hardware or software.
Open Firmware is portable in the sense that its design is not tied to any
particular processor family nor to any particular expansion bus. Open
Firmware was specifically designed to support a variety of different processor Instruction Set Architectures (ISAs) and different buses. Open Firmware
is already in use on over a million machines, and is supported by several system vendors. A number of bus standards, including PCI, Futurebus+, VMED, and SBus, include provisions for Open Firmware card identification
and booting.
The PowerPC Reference Platform Specification requires that all compliant PowerPC computer systems adopt Open Firmware by mid-1995. Open
Firmware provides similar functionality to the BIOS of x86 PCs - and
much more. Find out more about Open Firmware by browsing through the
information provided by FirmWorks, Inc.
FirmWorks, located in Mountain View, California, provides Open
Firmware system ROM implementations, device drivers, training and consulting, as well as Forth ROM monitor products for those who want a Forth
development environment instead of a complete Open Firmware system.
The \FIRMWORX directory contains descriptions of FirmWorks's various products and services, as well as some background information on
Open Firmware.
The following four file formats are used:
.DOC - Microsoft Word 6.0 file
.PS - PostScript file
.TXT - ASCII text file
.WRI - Windows 3.1 Write file
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add,383
addc, 384
adde, 385
addi, 217, 328-330, 380, 386
addis, 11, 217, 389
addme, 390
address
recognition, 258-260
translation, 116, 254-260,
262-265,267-274,656-675
addressing modes, 151-168,
248-249,256
addze,391
aliasing, register, 238-239
alignment/misalignment, 162-163,
305-308
AllDone, 360
ALL TO field, 213
ALU (internal arithmetic logic), 44
and,329,392
andc,393
andi, 161
andi., 394
andis, 395
API (abbreviated page index), 253,
265-266
Apple Computers, 1, 663. See also
Macintosh
arithmetic operations, 10-11,
328-330
floating-point, 196-198
integer, 177-179
arrays, 17, 20-23
ASCII code, 14
ASR (address space register), 94,
148,253,263,272-273
assembly language examples,
319-260
associative caches, 277-278
associativity, 379
atomic memory access, 174, 279,
356-358

B
b,396

BAT (block address translation)
register, 45, 81-82,
94, 145,306
basic description of, 116-118,
126-128
caches and, 280-281
manipulation, 354-356
memory management and,
254-265,269,273
be, 397
bcctr, 224, 398
bcctrl, 224
bcctrx, 92
bclr, 17, 359, 360, 399
bdnz,338
BEPI (block effective page index),
253
bgt, 17
BHT (branch history table), 53,
236-237
BHTE field, 136
BI field, 205-207, 223, 224
binary numbers, prefixes for, 7
bit(s)
field/terminology
conventions, 6
labels, 62-63, 69-70
master checkstop enable, 119,
120
bl, 327-328
Blackhawk (603/604-based
systems), 2, 3
block(s), 37-39. See also BAT
register
effective page index (BEPI), 253
logical page index (BLPI), 253
number, physical (PBM), 253
real page number (BRPN), 253,
259-260
blr, 333, 334
bit, 17,327-328
bne,334,336
bng,339
BO field, 205-207, 223
BPU (branch processing unit),
38-39,43,53,205-210,236

branch( es), 205, 234-239,
327-333. See also
instruction timing
folding, 43, 233, 235
instructions, 176, 205-210,
223-226
prediction, 43, 205, 227, 233,
234-237
breakpoints, instruction
address, 316
BRPN (block real page number),
253,259-260
bswap, 68
BTAC (branch target address
cache), 53, 236-237
buffers
completion, 49-50, 238-239
read/write, 47
rename, 44, 241
translation lookaside (TLB), 217,
253,268
Bulfinch, Thomas, 77
BUSCSR (bus status and control
register), 144, 148
buses, 37-39
byte(s)
addressing, within multibyte
operands, 65-67
endian schemes and, 59-60, 62
terminology conventions and, 6

c

C (changed) bit, 266
cache(s), 46, 49, 51, 55, 57
access attributes, 280-281
basic description of, 36, 275-286
endian schemes and, 71
i486, 30-32
lines, 278
management instructions, 215,
281-286
on-chip vs. off-chip, 277
call instructio s, 327-328,
330-333
Carroll, Lewis, 151
cdecl, 319
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checkstop, sources, 119-122. See
also HDIO
CIA (current instruction address),
82, 159, 170,316
CISC (complex instruction set
computer) processors,
1, 11, 30
addressing modes and, 151-152,
167
instruction timing and, 227
clrldi, 398
clrlsldi, 401
clrlslwi, 402
clrlwi, 403
clrrdi, 404
clrwi, 405
cmp, 16, 180, 406
cmpd, 407
cmpdi, 408
cmpi, 16, 180, 231, 409
cmpl, 180, 410
cmpld, 411
cmpldi, 412
cmpli, 180, 413
cmplw, 414
cmplwi, 415
cmpw, 416
cmpwi, 326-327, 334, 339, 417
cntlzd,418
cntlzw, 419
Cocke, John, 3
Cohen, Danny, 60-63
coherency, 280, 281
compare, 180, 197-198
completion buffers, 49-50,
238-239
configuration registers, 94. See also
specific registers
constant, use of the term, 232
context synchronization, 102,
169-176,213-215,312,364
context synchronizing exception,
291-292
conversion, endian, 74-75
CR (condition register), 6, 16
basic description of, 85-87
branch instructions and, 205-206
instruction timing and, 236-237
CRO-CR3 (control registers),
85-87,89, 174,251-252
·
crand, 420
crandc, 421
creqv, 422
crfD, 180
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crnand, 423
crnor, 424
cror, 425
crorc, 426
crxor, 427
CSE (context synchronizing event),
172
CTR (counter register), 79, 224,
237,337-339
basic description of, 92
branch instructions and, 205

D
DABR (data address breakpoint
register/HID5), 94, 109-110,
112, 122
DAE (data access exception), 5,
109. See also DSI
DAR (data access register), 302
DAR (data address register), 94,
111, 311
DBAT (data block address
translation), 126-128,
171-172,253,257
dcbf, 284-285, 428
dcbi, 286, 429
dcbst, 284, 430
debt, 281-283, 431
dcbtst, 281-283, 432
dcbz,283-284,433
DCMP (data TLB compare
registers), 124, 131, 132
DEC (decrementer register), 94,
108, 134, 137
decoding instructions, 239, 244,
380
decrementer exceptions, 71, 310
denormals, 678-681
direct-store exception, 310-313
direct-store segments, 5, 250, 274
dispatch, instruction, 39, 239-241,
244. See also instruction timing
divd, 434
divdu, 435
divw, 436-437
divwu, 438
DMISS (data miss address registers),
124, 130-132, 133
DMMU (data memory management
unit), 253
do while loops, 338-339
Doyle, Arthur Conan, 227, 247
doze mode, 50
DR (debug register), 81

Drexler, K. Eric, 169
DSI (data storage interrupt), 5, 109,
112,253,294,296,315.See
also DAE
the alignment exception and, 305
basic description of, 302-303
the direct-store exception and,
311
memory management and, 262,
268
DSISR (data storage interrupt
service register), 94, 112,
302-308
DTLB (data translation lookaside
buffer) miss exception, 314-316
dynamic branch prediction, 53,
236-237. See also branch
prediction

E
EA (effective address register),
153-155, 164-167,264
EAR (external access register), 94,
110-111
EAX register, 7, 10, 18, 79-80, 156
strlen() and, 19
toupper() and, 15
eciwx, 110, 256
ecowx, 110, 441
ECX (counting register), 12, 81
effective address, 254-255,
265-268.
See also EA
definition of, 249
terminology equivalent for, 5
EFLAGS register, 81, 82, 85
eieio, 173, 279-280, 442-443
EIP register, 159, 170, 661
eiwx, 439-440
ELE (exception little endian mode),
70
else-if operation, 334-336
endian schemes, 59-76, 131,
662-663
bi-endian memory and, 68-70, 74
brief history of, 59-62
endian conversion and, 74-75
eqv, 444
errors. See exceptions
exception(s), 94, 215, 287-318. See
also specific exceptions
categories/priorities, 292-294
definition of, 287-288
external, 71, 305
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floating-point, 310, 313
model, basic description of, 35
terminology equivalent for, 5
tracing, 299-301
types of, 288-292
vectors and, 295-318
exowx, 256
extended opcode, 5
extldi, 445
extlwi, 446
extrdi, 447
extrwi, 448
extsb, 449
extsh, 450
extsw, 451

F
fabs, 452
fadd, 453-454
£adds, 455
fcfid, 456
fcmpo, 457
fcmpu, 458
fetid, 459
fctidz, 460
fctiw, 461
fctiwz, 462
fdiv, 463
£divs, 464
fetch, instruction, 239, i43-245
FirmWorks, 694
floating-point exceptions, 310, 313
floating-point instructions, 24, 176,
676-687
basic description of, 195-204
cross-reference for, 675
floating-point registers. See FPRs
floating-point units. See FPUs
fmadd, 465
fmadds, 466
fmr, 201-202, 467
fmsub, 468
fmsubs, 469
fmul, 470
fmuls, 471
fnabs, 472
fneg, 473
fnmadd, 474
fnmadds, 475
fnmsub, 476
fnmsubs, 477
for loop operation, 20, 336-338
Fourth programming language, 9
FPRs (floating-point registers), 23, 45,
82-85,683-686

addressing modes and, 160
instruction timing and, 241
the PowerPC instruction set and,
187, 210
FPSCR (floating-point status and
control register), 88, 200-201
FPUs (floating-point units), 32, 38-39,
44-45,54-55,57
fres, 478
frsp,479
frsqrte, 480
fsel, 481
£sqrt, 482
fsqrts, 483
fsub, 484
fsubs, 485
full associative caches, 277-278
FXU (fixed-point unit), 5

G

HIDO (checkstop sources and enables
register), 71, 112,
119-122, 128-130, 144, 146-147
basic description of, 136-137
exceptions and, 302
HIDl (601 debug mode register), 112,
122- 123,316-318
HID2 (instruction address breakpoint
register), 94,
110, 112, 122-124, 133-134,
137-138, 316
HID5 (data address breakpoint
register), 94, 109-110, 112, 122
HID15 (processor identification
register), 94, 112
hints, 208
Hippocrates, 319

I

IJO (input/output), 5, 81, 110
address space, 25 0
cachesand,279-280
exceptions and, 306, 310-311
external I/O instructions, 216
memory management and, 254, 274
segment registers and, 102
synchronization, 173
i386,247,250,256,295
i486,30-34,45,58,256
addressing modes/operand conventions and, 151, 153-155
bswap, 68
exceptions and, 287-288, 290-291
register set, 79-81
IABR (instruction address breakpoint
register/HID2),
94, 110, 112, 122-124, 133-134,
137-138, 316
IBAT (instruction block address
translation register), 116,
126-128,253,257,304
IBM (International Business
Machines), 2-5, 30, 37, 60, 71
H (hash function identifier), 266
AIX, 663
handlers, definition of, 288
WorkPlace OS register user
Handy, Jim, 275
conventions, 320
Harvard Architecture cache model, 46
icbi, 285, 486
HASHl register, 94, 124, 131-133
ICMP (instruction TLB compare
HASH2 register, 94, 124, 130-133
registers), 124, 131-132
hashed page tables, 253, 268,
IDT (interrupt descriptor table),
270- 272
290-291,295
hashing, 270-272
IDTR (interrupt descriptor table
hexidecimal numbers, prefixes for, 7
register), 81, 295
HID (hardware implementationIEEE,45, 195,676-677,683
dependent register), 94, 119
if-else operation, 333-334

GDTR (global descriptor table
register), 81
getVersion(), 349
GPRs (general-purpose registers),
15-16,23,44, 79,82,320
addressing modes and, 160,
165-167
arithmetidlogical operations and,
328- 330
basic description of, 83
DEC and, 108
instruction timing and, 239, 241
loading values into, 323-325
loop operations and, 336-338
the PowerPC instruction set and,
171, 176-177, 187, 195,202,
210,217,220-221
switch/case operations and, 341
writing the contents of, back to
memory, 326
GTone, 341
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illegal instructions, 175-176
!MISS (instruction miss address
registers), 94, 124, 130-133
immediate operands, 152, 161
IMMU (instruction memory
management unit), 253
implementation-specific exception
vectors, 313-318
imprecise exception, 294
indexing registers, 12, 164-166
indirect (index) addressing, 154-155
infinities, 681-682
insert(), 344-347
inslwi, 487
insrdi, 488
insrwi, 489
instruction pipelining. See pipeline
integer(s). See also !Us
instruction categories, 176-195
instruction cross-reference, 666-674
operations, interleave, 362-363
Intel, 30-34, 60. See also i386; i486
interleave
integer operations, 362-363
memory accesses, 362
interrupts, 5, 287- 318. See also
exceptions
definition of, 288- 289
IP register, 170
IQ (instruction queue), 39-41
ISI (instruction storage exception),
253,262,264,268,296,304,315
issue logic, 43-44
isync, 108, 172, 173, 285-286, 490
ITLB (instruction translation
lookaside buffer) miss
exception, 314-315
!Us (integer units), 5, 32, 38- 39, 44,
54,57,362

J

jag, 17
jb, 17
jmp, 327-328

K
Kennedy, Robert F., 1
Kp bits, 269, 274
Ks bits, 269, 274

L
L2CR, 144
L2SR, 144
la, 491
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labels, bit, 62- 63, 69-70
latency, 231- 233
lbz, 164,231,325,492
lbzu, 493
lbzux, 494
lbzx, 495
ld, 164, 496
ldarx, 174,279,356,497
!du, 498
ldux, 499
ldx, 500
lea, 19
lfd, 501
lfdu, 502
lfdux, 503
lfdx, 504
Ifs, 245, 505
Jfsu, 506
lfsux, 507
lfsx, 508
lha, 509
lhau, 510
lhaux, 511
lhax, 512
lhbrx, 513
lhz, 164, 325, 514
lhzu, 515
lhzux, 516
lhzx, 517
li, 324-325, 336, 341, 518
linear address, definition of, 249
lis, 324, 332, 519
lmw, 163, 187, 363, 520
logical
address, definition of, 248
operations, 180-182, 328-330
loop operations, 20, 334- 339
LR (link register), 91-92, 328,
331-332
LRU (least recently used) policy, 46, 55
LSb (least significant bit), 60, 64
lswi, 167, 187, 363, 521
lswx, 91, 187, 522
lwa, 523
lwarx, 174,279,356,358,524
lwaux, 525
!wax, 526
lwbrx, 527
lwx, 528
lwz, 164, 325, 358
lwzu, 529
lwzux, 530
lwzx,337,531

M
machine check exception, 301-302
Macintosh, 60, 663
macros, 218
main(), 330-333
malloc(), 344-347
maskable exception, 292-293
matrix math, 351-354
MB (mask begin), 183, 186
mcrf, 85, 532
mcrfs, 86, 88, 533
mcrxr, 85, 534
ME (mask end), 183, 185, 186
memory. See also memory
management
access ordering, 279-280
endianness and, 63- 65
model, basic description of, 35
operands, 161
physical, 247-248, 260, 265-266
terminology for, 5- 6
units (MUs), 46-47
memory management, 94, 247-274
memory paging, 129-134, 250-251,
262- 265
memory protection, 254-256
MMU,45,252-253-255
model, basic description of, 36
terminology, 248- 249, 253
MESI protocol, 55, 57
Meta Ware, 689-691
mfcr, 535
mfdbatl, 356
mfdbatu, 356
mffs, 536
mflr, 332
mfmsr, 537
mfspr, 91, 93, 114, 143, 257, 356,
537-540
mfsr, 541
mfsrin, 542
mftb, 114, 543
mftbu, 348
MicroAPL, 688
miscellaneous instructions, 210- 217
MMCRO (monitor mode control
register), 94, 138- 144, 366-370
MMU,45,252-253-255
mnemonics, simplified, 5, 169,
217-220,359-360,375
modDBATpair(), 354
Morgan Kaufman, 4
Mosaic, 693
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Motorola, 1, 260
Blackhawk, 2
endian schemes and, 60, 62, 63, 71
terminology, 71
World Wide Web information, 693
move instructions, 167, 201-202
MQ {multiple quotient register), 112,
115-116
mr,336,339,544
MSb (most significant bit), 60, 64-65,
108
MSR (machine state register), 4,
70-72,81,94, 124, 144,314,316
basic description of, 95-100,
134-136
DABR and, 110
DEC and, 108
exceptions and, 290, 292-295,
300-301,305-306,309-312
memory management and, 254-256,
269,273
performance monitoring and, 369
SRRO/SRRl and, 106, 107
mtcr, 545
mtcrf, 85, 364, 546
mtctr, 364
mtdbatl, 356
mtdbatu, 356
mtfsbO, 547
mtfsbl, 548
mtfsf, 88, 549
mtfsfi, 88, 550
mtlr, 332, 364
mtmsr, 551
mtsbO, 88
mtspr, 91, 93, 143, 257, 356, 364,
552
mtsr, 102, 553
mtsrin, 102, 554
MUs (memory units), 46-47
mu!, 156
Mu!Add, 156-158
mulhd, 555
mulhdu, 556
mulhw, 557
mulhwu, 558
mulld, 559
mulli, 560
mullw, 329-330, 561
mu!NumDone, 341
multiple
execution units, 12-13
string instructions, 363-364

word instructions, 194-195,
349-351
multiplication, 198-199, 351-354
munging, 74-76

Index

PDE (page directory entry), 251
PDT (page directory table), 251
performance monitoring, 24, 94,
138- 144,314, 365-370
physical address, 5, 254
physical memory, 247-248, 260,
N (no-execute) bit, 263
265-266
n-bit fields, 220
pipeline, 13, 170
naming conventions, 158-159
basic description of, 41-42,
nand,562
228-230
NaNs (Not A Number values),
resource management and, 230-231
681-682
PIR (processor identification
nap mode, 50
register/HID15), 94, 112
neg,563
PM (performance monitor) bit, 134
nonmaskable exception, 292-293,
PMC1/PMC2 (performance monitor
301
counter registers), 94, 138-144,
nop,564
314,366-370
nor, 565
PMI (performance monitor interrupt),
normals, 678-681
370
not, 566
port access registers, 12
NULL pointer, 175
PortAsm, 663, 665, 688
NULL-terminated strings, 17-19
POWER architecture, 3-4, 37, 91,
115-116, 274, 372
OEA (operating environment
PowerMacs, 37
architecture), 4, 78-79, 83, 93-95, power management, 50-51, 55
110
PowerPC 601, 24-25, 29, 32, 78, 101
opcode, 5, 380
basic description of, 37-47
operand(s), 7
BPUs and, 43
alignment/misalignment, 162-163,
caches and, 276-277
305
endian schemes and, 72-73
conventions, 151-168
exceptions and, 301-318
instruction timing and, 235,
naming conventions, 158-159
types, 152-153, 160-162
239-240
integer operations and, 362-363
or,320,359,567
memory management and, 256-258,
ore, 568
260,268
ori, 330, 332, 569
register set, overview of, 112-124
oris, 570
out-of-order execution, 227, 233-234. PowerPC 602, 277
See also instruction timing
PowerPC 603, 25, 29, 36, 176, 235
basic description of, 47-48
p
BPUs and, 43
page(s). See also PTE
caches and, 277
definition of, 32
endian schemes and, 72-73
directories, 251
exceptions and, 301-318
protection bits, 260-261, 269, 270
instruction timing and, 228, 232,
tables, 32-34, 251
238-241
paging, memory, 129-134, 250-251,
integer operations and, 362-363
262-265
memory management and, 252,
PAR field, 136
256-258,260,268
parallelism, 13
the PowerPC programming model
Pascal, Blaise, 29
and, 78,94, 100-101
Pascal {programming language), 156,
register set, 124-133
319
PowerPC 603e, 51, 100, 277
PBM (physical block number), 253
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PowerPC 604, 24-25, 29, 32, 36, 176,
364
basic description of, 51-55
BAT registers and, 126-128
BPUs and, 43
caches and, 277, 278
endian schemes and, 72-73
IABR and, 137-138
instruction timing and, 228, 232,
236,238,241-245
memory management and, 252,
257-258,260,268
performance monitoring and,
365- 370
the PowerPC programming model
and, 78,94, 101
register set, 134-144
PowerPC 620, 24-25, 29, 32, 36, 78,
94, 101-102
basic description of, 55-58
BAT registers and, 126-128
BPUs and, 43
caches and, 277
endian schemes and, 72-73
IABR and, 137-138
instruction timing and, 228, 232,
236, 238, 239, 241
memory management and, 252,
256-258,260,268
performance monitoring and,
365-370
the PowerPC instruction set and,
176,226
register set, 144-14 9
rename registers and, 364
PowerPC News archive, 692-693
PP (page protection) bits, 260-261,
269,270
precedence, 379
precise/imprecise exceptions, 290
preferred form instructions, 176
privileged mode (privileged state) 5
privilege levels, 77-78, 290-291 '
program exception, 308-310
programming model
basic description of, 35, 77-150
definition of, 77
protection boundaries, 71, 306
PIE (page table entry), 132-133, 144,
253,265-269,271,315
basic description of, 265-266
caches and, 280
PTEG (page table entry group), 253
ptr size designations, 153
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PVR (processor version register), 94,
100-101

R
R (referenced) bit, 266
RAM (random-access units), 34
read-modify-write operations, 356
read/write buffers, 47
real mode addressing, 248-249, 256
reference events, 368
register(s). See also GPR specific
registers
aliasing, 238-239
basic description of, 78-79
field conventions, 6
indirect mode, 167
indirect with index mode, 166
names, 79
operands, 152, 160-161
user conventions, 320
relative addressing, 154
rename buffers, 44, 241
rename registers, 238-239, 364
reservations, 174, 231
resource management, 230-231
returns, 330- 333
revision numbers, 100-101
rfi, 95, 172, 571
rings. See privilege levels
RISC processors, 1-2, 29, 151-155,
161, 167,369
defining, 11-13
instruction timing and, 227
terminology conventions and, 6
ride!, 572
rider, 573
rldic, 574
rldicl, 575
rldicr, 576
rldimi, 577
rlwimi, 578
rlwini, 350
rlwinm, 359, 579
rlwnm, 580
RM field, 122
rotate/shift instructions, 180-186,
220-222
rotld, 581
rotldi, 582
rotlw, 583
rotlwi, 584
rotrdi, 585
rotrwi, 586

rounding instructions, floating-point,
198-200
RPA (required physical address
register), 124, 131, 133
RPN (real page number), 253, 268,
271
RIC (real-time clock) register,
112-114
run mode exception bit field, 122-123
run mode/trace exception, 316-318

s

sc (system call), 172, 289, 587
SCIUs (single-cycle integer units), 364
scope, 35-37
SDA (sampled data address register),
94, 139, 144, 149,369-370
SDAl (table search description
register), 94, 104-105, 144
segmentation, 32-34, 250-251,
262-265
segment descriptors, 32, 262-265, 274
segmented address, definition of, 248
serializing execution, 364
Shakespeare, William, 361
shift instructions, 180-186
SIA (sample instruction address
register), 94, 139, 144, 149,
369-370
SIU (system interface unit), 46-47, 58
slb1a, 588
slbie, 589
sld, 590
sldi, 591
sleep mode, 50
slw, 592
slwi, 334, 359, 593
SMI (system management interrupt),
50-51,316
SoftPC, 663
software TLB search exceptions, 314
SPEC ratings, 55
speculative execution, 54, 234-236
SPGRs (general special-purpose
registers), 105-106
SPRs (special-purpose registers),
82-84,93- 94, 114-115
SR (segment register), 82, 101-103
srad, 594
sradi, 595
sraw, 596
srawi, 597
srd, 598
srdi, 599

Index
SRRO/SRRl (machine status
save/restore registers), 45, 94,
106-107,290,292,299-318
srw, 600
srwi, 601
static branch prediction, 235- 236.
See also branch prediction
stb, 602
stbu, 603
stbux, 604
stbx, 605
std, 606
stdcx, 174, 279, 356
stdcx., 607- 608
stdu, 609
stdux, 610
stdx, 611
STE (segment table entry), 253,
272-273
sTemp, 19
stfd, 612
stfdu, 613
stfdux, 614
stfdx, 615
stfiwx, 616
stfs, 617
stfsu, 618
stfsux, 619
stfsx, 620
sth, 621
sthbrx, 622
sthu, 623
sthux, 624
sthx, 625
stmw, 163, 363, 626
strcpy(}, 342-347
strings, 13, 17-19, 342- 343,
363-364
strlen(), 20- 23, 344-347
stswi, 187, 363, 627
stswx, 91, 187, 628
stw,326,629
stwbrx, 630
stwcx., 174, 279, 356, 358,
631-632
stwu, 633
stwux, 634
stwx,635
subf, 636
subfc, 637
subfe, 638
subfic, 639
subfme, 640
subfze, 641

suffixes, instruction, 174-175
superscalar operation, 13, 24
supervisor mode, definition of, 78
Swift, Jonathan, 59, 60
switch/case operations, 340-341
"swizzeling," 74
sync, 172, 173,279-280,642
synchronization, 102, 169-176,
213-215,312,364
synchronous/asynchronous
exceptions, 287- 289, 292-294,
301
synchronous/precise exceptions,
292- 294,302
system
bus interface signals, 36
call (sc), 172, 289, 311, 587
linkage instructions, 216
register manipulation instruction,
210-212
reset exception, 289, 301

T
T bits, 274
TBL (time base lower register), 92
TBR (time base register), 82-84,
92-94,347-348
TBU (time base upper register), 92
td, 643
tdi, 644
terminology, 5-6, 24
endian schemes and, 60--63, 71
memory management and,
248- 249,253
test(}, 330-333
test-and-set operations, 357-358
three-operand format, 12,
155- 158
throughput, definition of, 231
time-keeping model, 36
timing, instruction, 208, 227-246
T.]. Watson Research Center, 3-4
TLB (translation lookaside buffer),
217,253,268
tibia, 645
tlbie, 646-647
tlbld, 130, 133, 648
tlbli, 130, 133, 649
TLBs (translation lookaside
buffers), 4, 34, 254, 270-271
tlbsync, 45, 650
TO field, 210, 213, 226
toupper(), 13-18
TR (test registers), 81-82

trace exception, 311-312
tracing exceptions, 299- 301
translation, 116, 254-260,
262-265,267-274,656-675
trap instructions, 210, 213, 226
tw, 226, 651
twi, 652

u

UISA (user instruction set
architecture), 4, 78-79, 82-85,
92
user mode, definition of, 78

v

V (valid) bit, 266
VariablelnMemory, 10-11
VEA (virtual environment
architecture), 4, 78- 79, 82-84,
92,279-281
vectors, 295-318
version numbers, 100, 348-349
virtual address, definition of, 249
virtual memory, definition of, 248
'vocabulary. See terminology
volatile registers, definition of, 320
VPN (virtual page number), 253,
268, 271
VSID (virtual segment ID), 253,
263,265-266,268

w
ways, definition of, 278

while loops, 338-339
Whitehead, Alfred North, 9
WIMG bits, 266, 280-281
word
aligned double-, 74
use of the term, 6, 62
WorkPlace OS register user
conventions, 320
World Wide Web (WWW), 693
write-back operation, 5, 30-31,
242,244

x

x860utOfRange, 15
XER (integer exception register),
89-91
xor, 74-75, 653
xori, 654
xoris, 655

z

zeros, 678- 681
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been programming in the PC industry for
over 13 years and has wri tten everything
from fi rmware to device drivers to application programs.
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